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PREFACE 

THE title of these.X otes, "AS IT IS," is intended to suggest 
primarily the divine reality in the situations instanced, 
and, secondarily, the fact as it seems to the human con
sciousness; with the ultimate object of showing the 
uniting of the two viewpoints, as must be done in "'the 
coincidence of the divine with the human" (S.&H. 
561:16; ~Iis. 100:19-25; Gn. 52:7-11; ~ly. 160:S-8, 
etc.), which is the demonstration of Christian Science. 

This series of "note-taking" has been the process of 
years, with no other purpose than to discover the evolu
tionary processes by which the truths of Christian 
Science were unfolded to us by ~lrs. Eddy (as indicated 
in the first article of the April. 1891. Journal to which 
~Irs. Eddy gave such unlimited sanction, as subse
quently unfolded) for the X ote-taker's indi'i .. idllal edi
fication. That :\Irs. Eddy's processes were of necessity 
evolutionary was evident from the prophecies of Jesus 
to St. John on the Isle of Patmos.-that Truth would 
unfold to the human consciousness in four distinct evo
lutions. after the opening of the SE"E~TH seal in Revela
tion, 8th chapter: The man-Angel bringing the "Little 
Book"-Revelation, 10th chapter: the death of the two 
witnesses-Revelation, 11 th chapter; the \Voman bring
ing forth the "man child"-Revelation. 12th chapter; 
the "City foursquare"-Revelation, 21st chapter. 

Inasmuch as we study the evolutionary processes of 
the Scriptures, recognizing their "evolution" (for we 
know ~loses was not relatively as high in the scale of 
spiritual unfoldment as Jesus, etc.), is it not of equal 
interest. and, perhaps, importance that we study ~lrs. 
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AS IT IS 

Eddy's evolutionary processes of the ideas that embraced 
them all one by ooe,-else her Science and Health could 
not correlate the Scriptures? 

\Ve have histories of :\lrs. Eddy's human evolution 
in Retrospection and Introspection and in Sibyl \Vil
bur's The Life of ~Jary Baker Eddy, but did they really 
portray 1\lrs. Eddy until translated into the spiritual 
evolutions that inspired these human events? Mrs. Eddy 
says in IHiscellany, 120 :2-+: "Those who look for me 
in person, or elsewhere than in my writings, lose me in
stead of find me." 

It might be asked, \Vhy did not ;\Irs. Eddy give us 
these processes? She did, and the secondary object of 
these X otes is to acquaint those who have not the 
facilities for tracing them with the facts discovered, 
as a necessary premise for the primary object of this 
undertaking. 

:\lrs. Eddy left her every spiritual step in her many 
revisions of Science and Health; and a record of her 
corresponding foundatirma/ human steps in her Journal, 
which latter she tells us is "designed to put on record 
the divine Science of Truth" (:\Iiscellany 353). 

The comparati'l:e value of these revisions of Science 
and Health, has been called to our attention by the ex
cerpt of an article which is quoted before the second 
chapter of these Soles, in which it is impressively set 
forth that these revisions would prove to be a "treasure 
trove" in time, for their comparati\Oe value. This article 
was reprinted in the J oumals several times and given 
the widest dissemination by 1\lrs. Eddy's direction-as 
evidenced by the April, :\lay and June J ollrna/s of 1891. 

!\1rs. Eddy gave us the clue to her entire founda
tional evolution when she published in the first :\Ionitor, 
"Something in a Xame" (:\ly. 3~3), as before sug-
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PREFACE 

gested; and it was from this article that the Kate-taker 
started to work, relying on the promise that "the divine 
Science of Truth" would be found in the Journals. 

There was, as preyiously intimated in this Preface. 
initially a yery minor object for these S ott?s (in fact, 
until almost immediately before this present time, al
though the process was started about eight years ago) 
and that was to gain illdi-.:idual information of these 
matters for itldi'l."idual edification alone, as before stated; 
BL·T suddenly and unexpectedly passing a turn in the 
road that revealed the elltire and full purpose for which 
the quest had been made by the :\ ate-taker, the respon
sibility for the knowledge thereby gained bore heavily 
upon the conscience of the medium for these discoveries. 

The freedom and peace that have come to the ~ ote
taker at the end of a long thought-journey have been 
assurance of a divine leading all the way through and a 
fore-shadowing divine benediction on what has been an 
almost "oyer-night" decision to share it with the Field; 
in fact, the decision came in answer to a prayer of almost 
anguish, in a most unmistakably demonstrated way, 
which would be tedious to describe. and would bring 
a personal element into these S ott?5 which must be 
avoided. 

As "Truth is revealed. [and] I t needs only to be prac
ticed" (S.&H. 17+ :20, 21), the following is but a 1/ote
book of the e\·olution of its revelator. :\Iary Baker Eddy, 
rather than any attempt to amplify or embellish it. Cita
tions from the Bible and Scit?nce alld Health (and even 
incidents cited in full from the Bible) appear. which are 
in no sense intended to teach or to preach. but for the 
purpose of symbolizing the abstractions of mere state
ments. The );ote-taker trusts they will be recognized 
in the spirit in which they are offered, and accepted or 
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rejected on the basis of their value as clearing the point 
involved. 

With the extreme emphasis which it is the endeavor 
of the Note-taker to. lay upon the sole obJect of these 
iYotes-that lYfary Baker Eddy was and IS the com
plete and FIXAL Re1evator and FOC'WER of Christian 
Science, having fulfiIled each and every demand which 
Christ Jesus prophesied on the Isle of Patmos as the 
sign of His "second appearing" ("The second appearing 
of Jesus is, unquestionably, the spiritual advent of the 
advancing idea of God, as in Christian Science," Ret 
70 :20-22), these N Mes will take their proper place as 
a simple RDlIXDER of what she (Mrs. Eddy) has said 
and done, at a time when many of us are seeming to 

FORGET. 

If1\.1 rs. Eddy has not fuIly and finaIIy fulfiIIed the 
prophecies outlined in the Bible, how could her revela
tion correlate the Bible from Genesis to Revelation, as 
she demanded in Art XIV, Sec. 2, p. 58, of the !\'lanual? 

The first evolutionary process that must be unfolded 
in these Notes is !\lrs. Eddy's revelation of "The Spir
itual Idea," as a premise for her distincti'1:e mission, 
in completing and fuifilling the prophecy of Jesus, 
"I have yet MAXY THIXGS to say unto you, but ye cannot 
bear them now. Howbeit, when he, the Spirit of truth, 
is come, !le will guide you into ALL TRCTH," etc. (John 
16:12,13). 

"The spiritual idea" in its constantly evolutionary 
(to the human consciousness) processes has been found 
to be the TOCCHSTOXE of her unfoldment. as subse
quently shown. The whole process submitted is the evo
lution of "the spiritual idea" by ~1rs. Eddy-the male
and-female Child spoken of in ~1iscellaneous \Vritings, 
page 167:1-19, where 1\1rs. Eddy cIe.arly states that her 
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PREFACE 

answers pertain to "the spiritual idea." "Is the babe a 
son or daughter? BOTH son .-\:\0 daughter, even the 
CO~IPOL':\O idea of all that resembles God." 

The entire process of :\Irs. Eddy's evolution is, as in
dicated in this endeavor to present it, the unfolding more 
and more clearly of the spiritual idea of man and woman 
as indicated in S.&H. 517 :8-10, and the application of 
this compound idea (which is di1.·ine man-iagt'. S.&H. 
577 :4-11) to the Iz u ma n rna rri age (wi th reference to 
both "individuals" and Church), as the index of our 
demonstration: until she lifts humanity to its rightful 
place in di,t'inity, in her rele·ration and jOlHldiTI!1 (en. 
52 :7-11 )-illustrating our Hymn 166. ":\s we rise the 
symbols disappear; the feast. though not the Lon:, is 
passed and gone." It is the work of :\lother '\::\"D Child 
throughout, as in human birth: when the Child demands 
more freedom, the :\lother expands to it, so that \\hen 
~lother's work is finished the Child's is too-to the point 
of freedom from .Jfother. 

It is with exceeding regret that it has been found 
necessary to use so many of ;\lrs. Eddy's references in 
the first three chapters of these Sotes. but it will be 
subsequently seen that each and everyone is vital to 

laying the premise for the unfolding of the object of 
this endeavor. Each and e·l·ery. reference is to the point 
of the general conclusion drawn, and it has been studi
ously thus used. 

The first chapter, "The Spiritual Idea," is presented 
in no sense to unfold this subject from a teaching stand
point, but to remind the readers of these S ott's of the 
sense in which ~Irs. Eddy used this expressien always, 
for the indispensable purpose of laying a premise for its 
"evolutionary" unfoldment in the next chapter; the com
ments on Christ and Christmas are to show the unmis-
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takable trend of these references to the same point, and 
in no sense to merely unfold this Book-although "The 
Spiritual Idea" of man and woman unmistakably does 
so in fulfillment of the demand of ~liscellaneous \Vrit
ings, 33 :7-11, as subsequently unfolded. 

The chapter "E'L'olutiollary Comparisons," while, at 
first glance, seeming to be a compilation of references, 
carries in substance practically but two from each and 
all of her books quoted-the ideal man and the ideal 
woman ("the spiritual idea") and their corresponding 
evolutionary effect on "~1arriage," their human sym
bel. It is absolutely necessary to the object of these 
Sotes to show ~lrs. Eddy's e7:0/ution of this particu
lar idea throughout her re\"isions, as a basis for the 
corresponding evolution in her human founding-or
ganizations. It will be seen that the thread of progres
sive unfoldment binds each and every reference in this 
chapter, "Evolutionary Comparisons," to the common 
purpose of the conclusions drawn with reference to or
ganization. I'The spiritual" determining I'the outward 
and actual," S.&H. 254 :22, 23. 

The next chapter, "The Finality 0/ the Rerelation," 
shows the ine-l:itable times and causes of the constantly 
progressive unfoldment of this particular idea, I'[he 
ideal man" and "the ideal woman," on page 517 of Sci
ence and Health, lines 8-14, \~ .. hich ~1rs. Eddy defines 
as "the spiritual idea" under the caption of "Spiritual 
idea revealed," S.&H. 562 :3-7. 

So it has been necessary to lay the premise in I'The 
Spiritual Idea" itself in the first chapter; to show its 
evolutionary process in the second chapter; and the in
evitable basis for this evolution in the third chapter
thus pro'1.·ing it to be the TOl"CHSTOXE of her everY evo
lutionary change in progressive revelation, for the di-
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PREFACE 

reet purpose of laying the premise for tracing the effect 
in the human founding of her organization: in order to 
make understandable the most important and vital facts 
pertaining to our organization that follow. 

It is with sacred tread that the Xote-taker has dis
cerned each and e\'ery one of the facts subsequently un
folded. and with sacred pri\'ilege that they are shared 
with the field in the intereJt of our sacred Cause. 

:\1rs. Eddy's great evolutionary revisions of Science 
and Health were the first, third. sixth. sixteenth. fiftieth. 
and two hundred and twentv-sixth-Jix in all. True. 
there were many changes and specific evolutions of 
expressions and subjects. which constituted a seYenth 
period of spiritual revision (incident upon the final 
change in the spiritual idea-"the ideal man" and "the 
ideal woman," S.&H. 517:8-10. in 1907). but these 
could be characterized as a period of diffusion of light. 
rather than a general revision. as there were but six 
complete revisions. The second edition being extracted 
from the third, as subsequently unfolded. has not been 
counted as a separate e\·olution. 

Take, for instance. as a specific illustration of the 
processes of her evolution. the subject of ".:\Iarriage" 
itself : 

In the /int edition of 1875. p. 322. ':\Irs. Eddy says: 
"Because progeny needs to be impro\'ed. let marriage 
continue." (':\1rs. Eddy herself married about two 
years after this and at one time had a marriage ceremony 
in the ~lanual-IOth l\lanuaI. p. 74-: so when we are 
told i\1rs. Eddy said or did "thus and so." it is well to 

ascertain the date, as her processes were by necessity evo
lutionary.) This statement continued until 1886. 

In the 16th edition, 1886. p. 162 (ele\'en years after 
the first edition). she says: "Cnti! it be learned that gen
eration rests on no sexual basis. let marriage continue." 
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In 1891, 58th edition. p. 271, immediately after giv
ing us the "City foursquare" in the 50th edition in 1891 
(the same year), ~Irs. Eddy gave us the statement on 
p. 61 :29-3, of Science and Health as In our present edi
tion. Does not the "IF", line 31, imply a doubT of o'fgen _ 
eration's" ever doing anything to advance mankind? 

Again, in IQO 3, when ':\frs. Eddy had finished 
"Jfotherhood/' as evidenced by her dropping the title 
of ".\lother"; dropping the capital "I" in "intelligence" 
in "the ideal man," p. S17:8, 9, to a little "i"; and drop
ping the capital initial "I" in "Intelligence" thiOughout 
the textbook in the same manner, thereby demanding 
the intelligen,e of the Child (it then being seventeen 
vears since the .\fotherhood unfoldment in the 16th 
edition, 1886, when woman brought forth the "man 
child") : she gave us pages 08 and 69 of Science and 
Health from line 27 on p. 68. 5,ienre and Health, p. 69, 
lines 17 to 19, completely decided the doubt expressed 
on page 61 in the word "1/," in favor of regeneration 
alone being helpful to the advance of mankind-mental 
and spiritual formation (S.&H. pp. 08, 69) taking the 
place of the former tentative plan of generative unfold
ment for Christian Scientists, in accord with her state
ment on p . .298 of .\Iiscellaneous \Y ritings, lines 1.2- H. 

The process of the above evolution on marriage will 
be found to be a fair illustration of her process through
out her entire writings on all subjects, when compared; 
her final statement on marriage being in line with her 
usual human founding of her spiritually evolutionary 
process in unfolding "the spiritual idea." 

There were likewise just si:deen different evolutions 
of the Lord's prayer, in sixteen successive editions. the 
differences being contained in 1st ed. (187S); 3rd ed. 
( 1881 ); 16th and 21 st eds. (1886); 50th ed. (1891); 
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58th ed. (1891) ; 70th ed. (1892) ; 100th and 1 m rd eds. 
(1896) ; 167th ed. (1899) ; 179th ed. (1900); 224th ed. 
( IlJO I) ; 226th ed. (1902) ; 400th and 404th eds. (1906) ; 
1907 (numbering stopped in 1906)-some sli.qht. 10 

point of number of words changed, while others were 
almost complete re'1.·isions; but each and every change 
significant when considered in the light of demand by 
her evolution of "The spiritual idea," S.&H. p. 517 :8-10. 

In the fifth evolution of her revision of Science and 
Health, Mrs. Eddy gave us the "City foursquare" (in 
1891), and immediately thereafter (in the 58th. in 
1891), "Our Father and 1\lother God" appears in the 
prayer for the /irst time, and at the same time "And Love 
is reflected in love," the sixth completed demand. 

The tenets were evolved from three in number to 
six and changed constantly to correspond with her evo
lutionary processes of "the spiritual idea." 

"The Scientific Translation of 1\lortal 1\lind" was 
not given us until the "City foursquare," in fact, "Sci
ence, Theology and !vledicine" (containing this "Trans
lation") was not given us until then, as there could be 
no "way out" until we had the leaven working in the 
woman's three measures of meal-(S.&H. 118:13-20; 
1\lis. Writings, pp. 174, 175): "The leaven which a 
'lL'oman hid in three measures of meal, is Divine Sci
ence; the Comforter; the Holy Ghost that leadeth into 
all Truth .... And woman, the spiritual idea, takes 
the things of God and showeth them unto the creature, 
until the whole sense of being is leavened with Sp:rit"
the last above cited reference. 

Science and Health itself evolved continually in 
point of chapters-the first edition contained but eight 
chapters, only four of which have our present ti ties; 
there was no Genesis, Apocalypse, nor Glossary. until 
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the sixth edition (Glossary), and 16th edition (Genesis 
and Apocalypse), and so on-given in full in The 
Finality of the Revelation. 

So the whole plan was the consistent, unchanging 
(in point of fact and previous premise) evolution de
manded by the Bible in Revelation, chapters 10. II, 12 
and 21,-the birth-throes of ~lother's spiritual travail 
to complete the idea of Church, which is so beautifully 
expressed in our Hymn 220. The !\lother worked with 
her child, Universal 1\lan, first through Church and 
then through Uni7.'erse-the latter evidenced by nearly 
all of her last communications being given to the secular 
papers of the World-Globe, TVorld, Boston Herald, 
etc., etc., as given in Miscellany. 

Referring to the following Notes-many of the 
references used to unfold the various subjects chosen are 
to a great extent the repetition of the thoughts of cli
maxes in the others to the end of bringing everything to 
a common point. This, of course, is not smooth book
work, but as a series of Notes all tending to one point, 
it is hoped the method will be acceptable. 

The Note-taker has all the books from which quota
tions are made, thereby insuring accuracy; and the 
Bible information has been obtained from Peloubet's 
Dictionary. The italics and capitalization in quotations 
from l\-frs. Eddy's writings and the Bible are the Note
taker's own, except when mentioned thereafter, and have 
been thus employed for the indication of the particular 
application demanded by the subject under immediate 
discussion. Also. few quotations from J\1rs. Eddy's writ
ings are given in full and often they do not start a sen
tence, for the sake of minimizing quotations to the 
smallest possible point without sacrificing the strength 
of the authority sought. Editions of Science and Health 
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from 1907 to 1910 are given numbers in line with this 
evolution, as the numbering of Science and Health edi
tions ceased in 1906. 

Before signing the belo'lL' non-committal name or 
self-imposed title, will say that much prayerful thought 
has been given to the matter from its various angles. 
There are many reasons why the X ote-taker would be 
delighted to sponsor the conclusions drawn; however, 
it has seemed more in keeping with the purpose of these 
Noles not to do so, but to let them go out imperson
al/y. Lest the impersonal error they are intended to 
combat should charge personal motive of self-emphasis 
to this truly impersonal endeavor to share what seems to 

be vital truths of most vital concern to every Christian 
Scientist. It would be wrong to denominate the name 
as "anonymous"-let us rather call it Truth's nom de 
plume for its purpose, as the truths referred to are all 
Mrs. Eddy's revelations from God and not anyone's 
opinions. It is always permissible to write under noms 
de plume. Our Journals carried a series of article by 
"Phare Pleigh," Mis. 216:10; rvly. 52:29; 319-7; 323-+; 
and Mrs. Eddy formerly used this process in he. early 
writings, as do many writers. 

Be assured, however, that the Note-taker is an active 
"Sojourner" with you in the bonds of love in our glori
ous ~fOVD'fD:r !-one who is a member of The :\Iother 
Church and has been for over twenty-five years. and a 
practitioner whose card is in our Journal and has been 
for approximately that length of time.- \Vho is a stu
dent of a loyal teacher of Christian Science in full 
fellowship with The :\lother Church. \Vho has read 
nothing of whatsoever nature or character for consider-

• These personal facts have been changed because of the:" ote-taker's 
unwillingness to recant the truths of ~I rs, Eddy's revealed writings. 
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ably over the length of time above mentioned except the 
Bible, ~1rs. Eddy's writings and our "authorized" liter
ature; and is and has been for a long period of time a 
reader of our Jfonitor exclusively. One who is loyal to 
the core to ~lrs. Eddy's revelation and "founding," and 
the l\Ianual as the~impersonal Leader and authority for 
our Church activities. 

These statements immediately above have been 
added with much reluctance, and as an after-considera
tion of the need therefor-with no desire for exploita
tion, nor for the purpose of endeavoring to add any 
weigh t to the probable co rrectness of these N utes (as 
their value is wholly aside from the qualifications of the 
channel), for determining which every facility is pro
vided in the very defini te references which follow; and 
which must be considered on the basis of their relation
ship to .Mrs. Eddy. But, as our f\.1anual demands that 
"the spirit in which the writer has written his literature 
shall be definitely considered," .Manual 43 :26, it seemed 
only justice to these S otes to thus prove from the past 
and present background that nothing but love for our 
Cause could possibly motivate such an endeavor. 

\\'ith this explanation. may these ~Votes go out in 
the name of impersonal Truth-through the channel of 
an honest motive to help. 

THE NOTE-TAKER. 
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Chapter I 

"THE SPIRITUAL IDEA" 

"The Spiritual Idea Has Cit'en the L"nder
standing a Foothold in Christian Science," 

Science and Health, 53-1:3(L], 

THE subject of this chapter as applied to "the ideal 
man" and "the ideal woman," S.&H. 517:8-10, in com
pounded relationship (and thus defined by ~lr5. Eddy, 
as shown below) has been found to be the TOLT HSTOXF. 
of ~lrs. Eddy's entire e\'olutionary processes in her re
visions of Science and Health with Key to the Scrip
tures (as suggested in the Preface). This makes it abso
lutely necessary to review this subject in a concise way, 
as a reminder of the particular definition ~lrs. Eddy 
gives it, and the major emphasis she lays thereupon, in 
our latest revision of her textbook. The illustrations 
drawn from Christ and Christmas are to the end of the 
quickest way to show "The Spiritual Idea's" compre
hensive embrace of her whole life-work. The apparent 
necessity for thus unfolding t:lis subject from her writ
ings will be sensed as the subject is pursued. 

It will be seen from our concordances that the refer
ences on THE SPIRITL\L IDEA contain enry promise for 
which we are reaching in Christian Science-"A spir
itual idea" being but one of the many rays or parts of 
"THE spiritual idea." :\1rs. Eddy unfolds this most 
dearly in :\liscellany 344 :3-5: "I f we say that the sun 
srands for God, then ALL his rays collecti1'ely stand for 
Christ ["the spiritual idea"-S.&H. 496:15, 16J, and 
each separare ray for men and women, etc." (spiritual 
ideas, or "A spiritual idea "-S.&H. 463: 12), The 
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promises, however, have not been gi\'en to "A spi ritual 
idea" only as it abides in "THE spiritual idea"; in other 
words, "THE spiritual idea" is necessarily "collective" 
as "the" implies, and "a spiritual idea" cannot claim its 
full promises-.-\ single musical note cannot claim to be 
music; although expressing the exact quality thereof, it 
lacks variation and quantity. See Science and Health 
361 :13-18, for this in substance. 

The following four references contain the four major 
aims of our endeavors as Christian Scientists: 

To gain a /o0thold for the understanding, Science 
and Health 5.H:30-J. 

To accomplish lin/ailing healing, Science and 
Health 496: 15-19. 

To receive triu 111 phant guidance, Science and 
Health 566:1-11. 

To have the kingdom of heaven revealed here and 
now, Science and Health 576 :.21-.23. 

As will be noted from the above, each and everyone 
of these promises are gi\'en to the understanding of .. the 
spiritual idea." Then the next question is, \Yhat is "THE 

spiritual idea"? Cnder the marginal topic of "Spiritual 
idea rr.:ealed," S.&H. 56.2 :3-7, is the following defini
tion: liAs Elias presented the idea of the fatherhood of 
God, which Jesus afterwards manifested, so the re\'e
lator CO~[PLETED this figure with ,,·m\.-\::\", typifying the 
spiritual idea of God's motherhood." It is very obvi
ous from this quotation that "THE spiritual idea" is 
~L\::\"HOOD (as represented by Jesus), plus \\"mL\::\"HOOD 

as typed by ~lrs. Eddy, the leacizin!}s of each and both 
constituting their identity to the human consciousness, 
l\Iv. 120 :2-4. 

Also Science and Health ~6:; :6-.28, in correlating the 
woman bringing forth the "man child," clearly shows 
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"THE SPIRITUAL IDEA" 

that it was Jews. and speaks of him as "the \IASCU.IXE 
representative of THE spiritual idea" (lines II, 12). 

The question that next arises is, which unfolds (to 
human consciousness) the higher mission. or which is 
the greater quantity in "the spiritual idea"-\L\XHOOn 
or WO\IAXHoon? This will be definitely answered by 
turning to their sO/lrre-the "Father-::\Iother" God in 
the Glossary. It will be noted that Father. S.&H. _,R6: 
9-10. has but one quality of the trinity, "Life," and is 
only "commonly called God." (Too, after the word 
Father, it does not $ay "God.") In the definition of 
"::\lother," S.&H. 5q2: 16. 17-"!\lother. GOD; divine 
and eternal Principle. Life, Truth and Love"-note 
that in addition to calling ::\Iother "God," ::\Iother is 
defined as the full trinity of "Life, Truth and Love," 
embracing Father as "Life," and also as "Principle." 

Then turning to "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman," S.&H. 517 :8-10. it will be seen that there is 
but one corresponding divine quality in man, and that is 
"Truth," whereas woman corresponds "to Life and to 
Love," both the underlying and overlying Principle, 
Love (S.&H. +96: 18, 19). This is unmistakably con
firmed in Science and Health 569:1-3-"as Life. repre
sented by the Father; as Truth, represented by the Son; 
as Love, represented by the ::\Iother." From this it can 
be readily seen why 1\Iary, the mother of Jesus, could as 
"virgin" bear her son, as she typed both Father and 
:'\Iother; likewise how !\1rs. Eddy could spiritually un
fold both the \L\SCCLIXE, as "man-anger' bringing the 
"Little Book," which is pictured as a u:oman in The 
::\lother Church window, January Journal, 1895, p. + 12 j 
and the FDIIXIXE, ::\lother bringing forth the "man 
child," or true spiritual conception of Jesus to the human 
consciousness, S.&H. _~65 :6-13; and the City foursquare, 
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as the unton of the masculine and feminine qualities 
(Rev. 21st chapter). 

A comparison of the COL'\ClDE:\"CES of "~1:\:\"" and 
"WO~L\S" respectively, S.&H. 561 :16-21 and 22-31, will 
again show this distinction: as \fA:\" is the coincidence 
of the "human and divine" as "shown in the man Jesus"; 
while WO\L\:\" IS the coincidence of divinity with divin
ity, "the di'z-ine Principle and dil'ine idea"-"Principle 
and its idea is one," S.&H. +65 :17. 

Inasmuch as Christianity and Christian S,ience are 
one, S.&H. 372: 17, I R, the difference :\Irs. Eddy makes 
between Christian Science (\1:\:\") and divine Science 
(\VO\f..\:\") all through Scienre and Health and her other 
writings (up to 1908 when the two became one, as sub
sequently shown in the chapter" Evolutionary Compari
sons") by putting all the cro~ses in "Christian Science" 
and crowns in "divine Science" up to 1908 when the 
following were added, S.&H. ++2 :2,~-29, 200 :2,1-29: and 
~ly. 2+2, when and where Christian Science is declared 
to be absolute (Sentinel. September 3, 1910) : there was 
never an ultimate promise in Christian Science (the 
Concordances w'ill show this). "This Comforter" 
["second coming," John 16:/2-1+1, I understand to be 
"DIVI:\"E SCIE:\"CE," S.&H. ,1.1 :28, 29, is an instance of 
this distinction, as is also Science and Health 2+2 :9-14, 
27.5 :6-9, etc. Again, compare the "Key to the King
dom," S.&H. 99:5-11 (as the key of lab0r in "Christian 
Science" which was remo\'ed in 1908, S.&H, +42 :2;-29 
-the lines 13-17 on page 99 were not added until 1909), 
with the "Key of Jivine Science" on page 171 :4-11, 
which is under the marginal topic "Paradise Re
gained"; and, it will be most evident what :\lrs. Eddy 
intended to be the characterizing differences between 
"Christian Science" and "Divine Science." It will also 
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show her two churen formations-the first founded on 
Jesus, IR79. and the second. on Christ. 1892, :\lan. 
pp.17-19. 

Of course. no one wiil comprehend the meaning of 
the male and iemale of God's creating by thinking of 
them as distinguished by SEX. nor by thinking of the 
superiority of one in SEX o\'er the other. In this connec
tion the following from an old Journal phrch. 1895. 
Vol. 12. Xo. 12) is helpful: i'A correspondent makes 
this curt point: 'Science and Health with Key to the 
Scriptures declares that in Science "\Yoman" is the high
est idea of Di\'ine :\Iind; but the use which some of the 
female Scientists make of this is to assume that a monal 
woman is a higher idea of God than a mortal man. The 
mortal man is to-day being hindered in his heavenward 
joumey somewhat by this error on the part of mortal 
women,' " is a point as well taken today as then. and this 
is in no sense the intent of the distinctions ~IRS. FDDY 

(not the Xote-taker) has made in these symbols. HGW
ever l as "Spiritual teaching must af.u:ays be by symbols," 
S.&H, _~7 5: 13. I +. and God. through ,Irs. Eddy. has 
seen fit to recognize the relative value of these symbols, 
as. in fact. :\loses did in his nscendin9 order of Genesis. 
first chapter. verse 27. S.&H. 50S :21-23. the abstract 
qualities which they represent will ne7:er be seen nor 
realized until they are translated into the dil'ersity of 
idea through the difference in their symbolism, All we 
are trying to meet is Adam's dream of reality in which 
the male and female were separated and became man, 
woman, father. mother. brother. sister, friend. etc., and 
each of these concrete claims of relntires must be trans
lated into idea right where it claims to be. Before the 
translation into idea. a u'omall is no more a man than a 
horse is a man, or a lion a fish-not suggesting that there 
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is as great a relative difference, but that there are dis
tinguishingly graded characteristics, as \1 rs. Eddy says 
in Science and Health _~08 :~3-~_~. The symbolism re
mains distinct for the richness of idea, when translated . 
.:\. three and a two are not equal in value although both 
of these figures are alike in substance, so man and woman 
are alike in the sense of each and both being spiritual 
in quality and each a part of "THE spiritual idea," but 
unequal in relntii'e symb0/ic \·alue. Symbols are the 
science of Bible values (comparisons) and in no other 
way will the Bible be translated into its original mean
ing. '\Irs. Eddy hints this positively, \Iiscellaneous 
\Yritings 187:13-~0 and 188:)-8. There is no difference 
between Judas Iscariot and Jesus, nor between Cain and 
Abel. in reality, but if we do not translate the Bible with 
an eye always upon its relative or symbolic distinctions 
(the ascent of Jacob's ladder, so to speak) . we wi II never 
see the Science of Li fe therein. "The Bible contains 
the recipe for all healing," S.&H. +06:\. even of "man" 
and "woman," S.&H .. ;08 :23-~_;.-"I will break in 
pieces man and woman." J er. 51-22, before they can be 
seen in the abstract--Truth and Love! "The l\lind or 
intelligence of production names the female gender 
LAST in the .-\SCE:\DI:\G order of creation." S.&H. 508: 
21-23, but the ncxt statement on the same page shows 
to man his line of unfoldment to it: "The intelligent 
individual idea, be it \ULE or female, rising from the 
LESSER to the greater [showing there is a distincti01l in 
'{"allie, else the c0111pa,-nti • .-e adjectives would not be 
used]. unfolds the infinitude of LO\'e"; but man must 
also realize that "without a cor,-ect sense of its highest 
visible idea [woman]. we can ne\'er understand its di
vine Principle [divine Science]. S.&H. S60:l7-IQ. It 
is not sufficient for a man to be ,u'illing to accept the fact 
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that the highest revelation to this plane of consciousness 
has come through a WO\fAX, BeT THE REASO:'ll' WHY! 

Christian Healing 10 :5-8, will show the advantage 
of seeing and making use of these relative distinctions 
in our work, for the purpose of their translation into 
Truth (man) and Love (woman) in the abstract. 

No and Yes 45:19, and :\liscellaneous Writings 
245: 19, show it is "Woman's Hour" and silence the 
question, Have we attained this position? It is man's 
equal privilege with woman, provided he is willing to 
make the proper acknowledgments for the purpose of 
desiring the higher qualities of his own reflected com
pounded nature as a Child of God, not as a "man" in 
the Adam dream. 

Also .Miscellaneous '''ritings 388, a poem entitled 
"'Voman's Rights," defines the progressive process of 
woman's work-the first three stanzas recognized to be 
history, and the last stanza pertaining to her present un
foldment. "To form the bud for bursting bloom," as 
woman has in the revelation of Science: "The hoary 
head with joy to crown," as woman has by fulfilling 
e,-ery demand of the Bible and man, in the sense of 
bringing a consciousness of joyous fulfillment to man's 
thousands of vears of work-hoary headed with time! . -
"To point to heaven, and lead the way, " must be vital
ized in the proportion to woman's realizing her cor
respondence to Love in the abstract, as in Science and 
Health 454: 18, 19, "Love inspires, illumines, designates 
and LEADS THE 'L\Y." 

"'Vhat say you of woman? \\T oman is the highest 
species of man," ITn. 51 :13-15; "Love is the generic 

term for God," .\ly. 185 :14. ":\lan is the family name 
for all ideas, the sons and daughters of God," S.&H. 
515 :21,22; "One Father with his universal famil)'. held 
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in the gospel of Love," S.&H. S77 :3, 4; "!\lan is generic 
term for all humanity," Cn. 51 :14. Thus when l\1rs. 
Eddy says, "~1an: God's spiritual idea, individual, 
etc.," S.&H. 115 :IS, she must of necessity mecln "ge
neric" man, which is symbolized by woman. S.&H. 
561 :22: "individual" only in the sense that God is "indi
viduaL" S.&H. 331: 18. \Vebster's Dictionary defines 
"individual" as "A totality which cannot be separated 
into parts without altering the character and significance 
of those parts." 

There are many instances in which Jesus is spoken of 
as "the spiritual idea"; and he was, but "the mascu
line representative of the spiritual idea," S.&H. 56.:;: 
I L 12. '''here "Christ" IS spoken of in connection with 
"the spiritual idea" it is both the male and female idea. 
So the distinction persists through \Irs. Eddy's entire 
writings-always consistent with the premise, that when 
man is mentioned as "the spiritual idea," it is "generic 
man" which is woman; and when Jesus is mentioned in 
connection therewith~ it is as "the masculine representa
tive of the spiritual idea." Just as \Irs. Eddy speaks of 
the "universe including man" in many instances; notably 
in Science and Health 83: 16, 127 :5, 171 : 12, 276 :23, etc., 
etc., which she makes very plain in another reference, 
S.&H. 468 :23, "The spiritual universe, including indi
'['idual man," (thus she states that the universe-generic 
man, which is woman, S.&H. 561 :22-includes specific 
man). Again, S.&H. 502 :26, she speaks of the "uni ty 
of God and man, including the uni'l.'erse," and again in 
Unity at Good 32 :6, 7, "Spirit is the only creator, ani 
man, including the uni'l."frse, is His spiritual concept." 
In these latter two references man is spoken of gener
ically, as 'u.'oman, S.&H. 561 :22. The very last refer
ence, Cn. 32:6, 7, compared with one of the references 
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In Science and Health~ above quoted, S.&H. 127 :4, 5, 
will be found strikingly to show this distinction) ; such 
a distinction is made on page 93 of Retrospection and 
Introspection, the distinction made between "those 
days" and ".-\.t the present epoch." ".\Ian is the family 

name, etc.," as quoted above; in other words, man "as
sembles," "associates," etc., while woman "gathers" 
from inherent generic completeness, "as a hen doth 
gather her brood under her wings," Luke 13 :3+, which 
Jesus in this passage admitted that he as "the masculine 
representative of the spiritual idea," S.&H. _:;6):1 1,12, 
could not do; which possibility awaited his second com
ing in his femininity, Ret. 70 :20-22 . .\Ian ascends (uses 
his wings to soar) as in the case of Enoch, \Ioses, EI ijah, 
and e\'en ] esus; woman descends and "hovers," .\ 1 is. 
388 :22, 23. "Truth's immortal ide:! IS s-.. .. ·t'epill!f ,jO'i.'T1 

[not "up" as in the ascending idea] the centuries gath
ering beneath its wings the sick and the sinning," S.&H. 
5): 15, 16 . 

.\Irs. Eddy makes the distinct qualities of "man." as 
distinguished from woman, most apparent in ".\Jen In 
Our Ranks," \ly. 3:;:;, when she dIstinguishes them as 
"important factors in our field of labo/'" .... The 
male element is a streng SlIpporiing arm, .... divine 
energy, .... spiritual armament." \Iichael and Ga
briel, S.&H. S66 :30-3. show the distinctions between 
the male and female '{elements." "\iich:Iel's character
istic is spiritual strength. He leads the hosts of hea\'en 
against the power of sin, Satan, and fights the holy wars. 
Gabriel has the more quiet task of imparting a sense of 
the ever-presence of ministering Lo\'e"; and as "the 
ideal woman corresponds to * • "" Lo,'e ," could we 
question that Gabriel characterizes the feminine qual
in'? 'ViII the world ever get its much longed for peace 
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until the l\1ichael characteristic in our Cause yields to 
the Gabriel-not men to women, but one quality to the 
other in our thinking. As long as Scientists constantly 
"protect" their citadels (instead of ({ d!!/end" them as 
demanded by our Manual in Alertness to Duty. p. 42, 
in the manner which ~Irs. Eddy definitely outlined on 
page 364 of l\1iscellany, lines 9-18-"And he should 
teach his students to de/end themselves from all evil. 
and to heal the sick, by recognizing the supremacy and 
all ness of good"; also ~liscellany 210:3-19-which was 
given us just twelve years after the succeeding article 
on the same page, "\Vays That Are Vain." The latter 
l\lrs. Eddy never authorized to be put into ~liscel1any, 
as subsequently noted in detail, can we expect the world 
to reduce its armament? 

The reduction of armament-manhood. "spiritual 
armanunt," ~lv. 355:14-must come in our own 
"ranks," and its ends be embraced by the Gabriel of his 
presence, Love or \Yomanhood. before the world will 
ever realize its womanhood or peace-"feminine love 
.... perpetual peace," S.&H. 64 :24, 25. The world 
seems to have come to a definite acknowledgment of 
this (that peace must come through \Yomanhood) 
through the revelation of "'omanhood in Science and 
Health, ~ly. I 14- :28-3; "for the world feels the alterna
tive effect of truth through every pore." S.&H. 224: 1-3. 
"The peace of God which passeth [goes beyond J all 
understanding," Phil. 4 :7,-manhood. spiritual under
standing," S.&H. 64 :24-.-is the "perpetual peace" of 
\Vomanhood,-"spiritual understanding and perpetual 
peace" being explanatory of "masculine wisdom and 
feminine love" in grammatical construction. So Jesus 
was unable to give the world rest (peace). " For if] t'S/lS 

had given them "!!s!, then would he not afterward have 
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spoken of anf)tlzer day," Hebrews 4, J e3US (as the mas
culine representative of "the spiritual idea," S.&H. :;6:;) 
defined his message and method to the world in .\Iat
thew 10 :34-39, wherein he said distinctly that he "came 
not to send peace on the earth but a sword." etc .. and in 
Luke 12 :49-53. he says. "Suppose ye that I am come to 

give peace on earth? I tell you. 'Xay; but rather divi
sian: for henceforth there shall be fi,'e in one house 
di"ided: three against two, and two against three. The 
father shall be divided against the son, and the son 
against the father; the mother against the daughter, and 
the daughter against the mother; the mother-in-law 
against the daughter-in-law. and the daughter-in-law 
against the mother-in-law,' " 

Jesus did not eyen pray for the world but for his 
disciples. "I pray for them [the disciples]. I pray not 
for the "Ll.·f)rld," John 17:9. (.\Irs. Eddy's work was 
with the 'i."'f) rId, and her prayers for the world.) --\.1-
though this was not true until after the re\'elation of the 
City foursquare in /891. for in the article "Parting 
.\lakes Tender," January. I ~NO. Journal. on retiring to 

Concord, she prayed only "for the better p~rt of man
kind." "'hen Jesus said. "Peace I leave wi th you. my 
peace I giye unto you ," John 1+ :.?7. it was to his dis
ciples he spoke and not to the world. :\gain, when Jesus 
said: "Come untu me all \'e that labor and are hean' 

, -
laden. and I will give you rest." etc .. .\!att. II :2R. it 
was upon the condition of their becoming His disciples 
and "Iem'in:;" all. Jesus' demands were "deny"; "for
sake": "ta-ke up thy' cross"; "Get thee behind me, 
Satan"; Paul's "for:;et"-"forgetting those things which 
are behind"; for glurying in persecution. distresses and 
necessities; and even a determination to know nothing 
but a "crucified" Jesus ("Jesus Christ and him cruci-
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fied," which '\Irs. Eddy takes further in Christian 
Science on page 200 :2.;-29 of S.&H., with "Jesus Christ 
and him ghrijit'lj") ; also Paul's "work out your own 
salvation with fear and trembling" is taken further by 
,\1 rs. Eddy's, in S.&H. +-t.? :25-29, telling us that sah'a
tion is a gift and not a labor in Christian Science. These 
latter references on pp. ++2 and .?OO of Science and 
Health were the first promises ever gi\'en us in Chris
tian Science. and the\" were not given until 1907 and 
1908. 3S subsequently noted in detail. The\" were given 
us at the time and point of her lifting Chriqian Science 
-which is one with Christianity. S.&H. ~7.?:18, 19-
into oneness with divine Science. as subsequently noted 
in detail, showing her orderly evolution. 

Of course. man's work in the ascending order was 
absolutely essential tt; woman's latter work: for until 
error was forsaken. denied. put behind. forgotten. and 
the cross of persecutions. distresses. necessi ties borne as 
the result of one's antagonism to everything adjacent, 
the ascent would have never been made: but "the second 
appearing" will never be seen until we begin ttl feel the 
need of descending. as \"omanhood is a descending idea 
-the Bride. as the City foursquare dt'srt'nJeJ. In the 
first vision of womanhood. Rev. 12: I. '·:\.nd there ap
peared a great wonder in Izt'a'i.'t'n ," etc.-woman is the 
heavenly idea of revelation. light. and man the squared
with-Principle Izuman-".\Ian is the generic name for 
alllzumanity"-Cn. 51 :1+; "John saw the human and 
divine coincidence shown in the man. Jesus," S.&H. 
561 :I.? while the woman in the :\.pocalypse "illustrates 
the coincidence of God and man as the din'ne Prin
ciple and di7.·ine idea." The City foursquare is man 
embraced by woman, as subsequently brought out. ful
filling Jeremiah 31 :.?.?. God told Abraham to leave his 
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country~ kindred~ and father's house; and Jacob was 
forced to do so too C\TIL Leah (law, manhood) had 
fulfilled her work, but after Rachel (Love, W T oman
hood) bore her first child, God sent him back, Genesis 
31: "And the Lord said unto Jacob, Return unto the 
land of thy fathers, and to thy kindred; and I will be 
with thee"-for Benjamin, the only son born after 
] acob's regeneration, could not be born in denying, for
saking, putting behind, forgetting, etc., and so he was 
born in Bethlehem-Judah when human ~fotherhood, 
typing Love, passed away. (This is presented fully in 
"The Twelve Tribes.") Is not this the import of the 
article on "Harvest" in ~fiscellany 269-271-parricu
larly 270 :+-13-" Because of the magni tude of thei r 
spiritual import, we repeat the signs of these times,'· and 
then follows an enumeration of the First Congrega
tional Church, her first religious home, inviting her to 
its one hundred and seventy-fifth anniversary; the lead
ers, editors and ne,vspapers of her native state congratu
lating her, and then referring specifically to her family, 
ending with "Divine Love .... saith, I am reward
ing your waiting, and thy people shall be my people," 
(not thy people shall be thy people)? The process 
of desceflt is given here; this descent we will all be 
forced to make to the world wi th all its claims to be re
versed by seeing that "A lie takes its pattern from Truth 
by reversing Truth. So evil and all its forms are in
verted good." en. 53 :1-3. 

~Ianhood calls to the world to come unto him
"Come unto me"; \,romanhood goes to it, but with the 
light oi womanhood (idea and not symbols), and not 
with the "lusts of the flesh" of "'hich John speaks: "For 
all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, the lust of 
the eyes and the pride of life," I John 2:16, but with 
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"the spiritual idea" by which it is translated and trans
formed-"matter transformed with the ideal disap
pears, S.&H. ++.:? :L?-.2.:;, and "ideal" is defined "as a 
standard of periection" in the l"niYersal Dictionary . 
.\Ian goes to the world as a Christian warrior, warring 
for the right. and destroying instead of transforming 
(taking the symbol or form across [trans] into idea, and 
thus seeing the lie disappear). 

Are we not losing sight uf the second and last ap
pearing of Truth, in our zeal to do Jesus full honor? 
\Yhat could honor him more than to accept as fulfilled 
his own promises with reference to his coming as a de
scending idea: .\Iatt. 2+ :30: .\Iark 13 :.:?6, 27; Acts 
1 :11; Re\,. 21:1 and 10? Again, Paul says: "_\nd unto 
them that look for him shall he appear the second time 
without sin unto salYation," Heh. 9 :28. ,\1 rs. Eddy 
says, "The second appearing of] ews is, unquestionably, 
the spiritual adnnt of the ad7'anring idea of God, as in 
Christian Science," Ret. 70 :.:?0-23; also Science and 
Health 1.50:+-17; 35:10-18, _\re we not bowing before 
Jesus' first appearing instead of his "re-appearing," as 
stated in the last reference, and groaning under cruci
fixion, etc. ?-for we had no teachings of Jesus in his first 
coming subsequently to his crucifixion, "'e should be 
eating the morning meals in "the dawn of a new light," 
instead of "last suppers," and all that preceded them. 
The contemplation of what Jesus had said p"t'1.·i0I1sly 
to the crucifixion (while his words will never pass away, 
but must be embraced in a "second appearing" con
cept) : and the promises and prophecies of the Bible, 
which the disciples on the way tIl Emmaus, Luke .2+: 
13-+:;, were contemplating, failed to reveal to them the 
risen Saviour, and it was only as he quickened their spirit 
that they recognized him, "in the breaking of bread," 
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S.&H. 46 :7. So, to01 our contemplation of the Scrip
tures (without the light of "the inspired \Yord

1
" S.&H. 

497), and dwelling on the statements of Christian Sci
ence made previously to \lrs. Eddy's lifting Christian 
Science into divine Science (as she does in Science and 
Health 442:25-29 and 200:25-29, and \liscellany 242), 
we will never see the risen Saviour; and Cnity of Good 
62 :27-11 shows us the limitation of even this latter view 
-a "risen Saviour"-"\Iary had risen to discern faintly 
God's ever presence, and that of His idea man, but her 
mortal sense, reversing Science and spi ritual under
standing, interpreted this appearing as a risen Christ," 
and yet how much higher was ~lary's view than a cru
cified Jesus, or the struggle to "deny self," which always 
ends in crucifixion, as it did with Je~;us (who accepted 
crucifixion for the sake of those about him, to bridge 
the difference between himself and them), and with all 
the disciples except John-even Paul. "Christian Sci
ence and Christianity are one," says \1 rs. Eddy on p. 372 
of Science and Health, and Christian Science is only 
prophecy of divine Science ("Elias. Prophecy .... 
Christian Science .... which must first come and re
store all things," S.&H. 585 :9-14) , unti I :\1 rs. Eddy Ii fts 
Christian Science into divine Science in Science and 
Health 442 :25-29, in the last edition of 1907, and Sci
ence and Health 200 :25-29, immediately thereafter, as 
particularized in the next chapter, "Evolutionary Com
parisons." ~I rs. Eddy speaks of the four steps necessa ry 
to reach her discernment on page 533 :26-7 of Science 
and Health: \\Tomanhood through Eve saw that error 
was no pa rt of hersel f; through the \lother of Jesus. it 
saw the saving light; through :\lary \lagdalene, it rose 
above error; but through ~1rs. Eddy, it realized the 
spiritual origin of man-and thus we must do. To lin-
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ger on any previous steps is below the present VISion 
demanded by the world. In fact, to realize the allness 
of God could not be done on any other basis, and every 
"healing" is accomplished on this basis~ but when we 
see the way, we are satisfied with nothing below it. The 
greatest battles won by the Israelites were bloodless bat
tles in \Vomanhood: II Chronicl~s; 20th chapter, when 
J ehoshaphat was overwhelmed by his enemies, after 
consulting with the people, appointed sweet singers unto 
the Lord "and directed that they should sing of the 
beauty of holiness" (wholeness, \Vomanhood, "so the 
Revelator com,Meted this figure with woman, typifying 
the spiritual idea of God's motherhood"-this figure 
being "the spiritual idea" under the marginal topic of 
"Spiritual idea revealed." S.&H. 562 :3-7) and error de
troyed itself. 

This might be well for us to consider even in our 
Church services. as manv of the most warring Christian 
hymns seem to be the most favored in our Churches, 
despite the fact that we 3.re told in the Preface of our 
Hymnal that "the Committee does not claim that all the 
hymns therein are strictly scientific," etc., Preface page 
IlL ,\rhile it is not intended to suggest that it is error 
to use any of the hymns provided for our Churches, still 
as we have a large choice, the results obtained from sing
ing of "the beauty of holiness" are most inviting. We 
can make a camp of righteous warriors (l\1ichael, 
S.&H. 566) of our Churches, or we can call down the 
peace of the Gabriel presence. Gideon (] udges, chap. 6 
and 7) won over insurmountable odds with light and 
trumpets; the walls of Jericho yielded to silence and 
trumpets of the priests ("spiritualized man," S.&H. 
141 : 19). All of tht:se were instances of "Not by might 
rlOr by power, but by my spirit, saith the Lord of hosts," 
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Zech. 4 :6. The allness of God, the wholeness and per
fection of being, the infinitude of Love, and any and 
every other affirmation of Truth is \Vomanhood, and 
any and all denials of error are manhood. Of course, 
until self u:as "denied," and the cross borne. :\Iatt. 16: 
24, .and father, mother, etc., "forsaken," :\Iatt. 19 :29 
'Vomanhood could not have been supported, for the 
foundation must be laid in heaven-not on earth, S.&H. 
269 :22-25. Jesus said, "And everyone of you that hath 
forsaken houses or brethren, or sisters, or father, or 
mother, or wife, or children, or lands for my name's 
sake shall receive an hundredfold"-in \Vomanhood, 
for his subject is in the "regeneration," the previous 
verse, 28, saying: "That ye which have followed me in 
the regeneration, when the son of man shall sit on the 
throne of his glory, ye also shall sit with me on t'U:ei1.'e 
thrones"-the twelve stars on ". oman's crown, and 
twelve gates of the City foursquare, redeemed Twelve 
Tribes or "glorified" man. And even "hate" is de
manded, Luke 14:26--"If any man come to me and hate 
not his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and 
brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he can
not be my disciple" (of course, hate of the tie and not 
the person). Hence l\Irs. Eddy's statement, S.&H. 5_~6: 
13-15, is: "'Christian Science may absorb the attention 
of sage and philosopher, but the Christian alone can 
fathom it"; but the mission of the Comforter, divine 
Science, S,&H. 55 :28, 29, would be wholly thwarted if 
"Science," \Vomanhood, is not added to "Christian," 
manhood. An affirmation embraces a denial, but a de
nial does not embrace an affirmation; although "by 
knowing the unreality of disease, sin and death, you 
demonstrate the allness of God," Cn. 9 :27-1, as this can 
be knou'n only on the basis of the allness of good as a 
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premise. "Truth is a/lirmati7.·e and confers harmonv " . , 
S.&H. 418 :20; "\Ve need to understand the affirmations 
of divine Science, dismiss superstition and demonstrate 
truth according to Christ," S.&H. 149:29-this latter 
is under the marginal topic "Tests in Our Day"; S.&H. 
495:14--24 and 4-76:32-5; also :\ly. 210:1-17, and :\ly. 
241.24-2; 364:9-18. etc .. etc.: assure us that "This is 
woman's hour" (Xo. 4-5:19; ':\lis. 24-5:19), and warn us 
to "Let neither fear nor doubt o\"ershadow your clear 
sense and calm trust. that the recognition of life har
monious .... can destroy any painful sense of, or 
belief in. that which Life is not," S.&H. 495. 

This is the invitation of \Voman who is "last in the 
ascending order," S.&H. 508 :22; "the highest species 
of man, en. 51 : 14; "This immaculate idea, represented 
first by man, and. according to the Revelator, last by 
woman," S.&H. 565: 18. 19; "the Gabriel of his presence 
[which] has no contests," S.&H. 567 :6. 7: and who 
corresponds "to Love," S.&H. 517:10; which is "the 
generic term for God," ~Iy. 185: 14; and who is "generic 
man," S.&H. 561 :22. :\lrs. Eddy's last messages were 
all to the world through its own mediums, as subse
quently noted. and she has left us to follow her mes
sages. "Love [\VomanhoodJ inspires. illumines, desig
nates and leads the way," S.&H. 454. 

These steps in the fulfillment of the immediately 
abo\'e quotation hm:e been taken. and are wonderfully 
illust,.ated, S.&H. 561 :22-25; "she ["'oman] ILLl'S

TRATES the coincidence of God and man as the divine 
Principle and idea in ~lrs. Eddy's marvelous book 

CHRIST AXD CHRIST:\IAS, 

of which the editor of the Christian Science J ournaI. 
Jan. 1894. pp. 4-66. 467 (the issue immediately after the 
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appearance of this book) said: "The crowning event 
of the year, and one of the most man-elous achievements 
of Christian Science, is the illustrated poem of our 
Leader, just published, 'Christ and Christmas' _ ... 
If God ever spoke to man through symbol and metaphor, 
or through the inspiration of Psalm or song, he so spoke 
to our Leader when she concei\-ed and gave bi.rth to that 
wondrous work! _ ... It is truly a production whose 
noble praise 'deserves a quill plucked from an angers 
wing' .... To the casual reader it might seem but a 
beautiful poem .... but to the Christian Scientist 
whose eyes have been partly opened to Jesus' mission 
as it is being exemplified in Ch,istian Science today, 
it must be a new re\-elation of the God-anointed mission 
of our Leader .... It is the Kr;hinof.Jt· of all the 
brilliant cluster saving only Science and Health with 
Key to the Scriptures. It is the :\losaic Decalogue, the 
Sermon on the :\Iount, and 'Science and Health' re
touched, reillumined, reemphasized. It is the fitting 
capsheaf of the harvest-field of Scientific labor whose 
soil was broken thi rty years ago." 

Of the editorial from which the above excerpts are 
quoted. :\Irs. Eddy says in her article in this same Jour
nal (Jan. 1894, and the first article therein) on Christ 
and Christmas: "Judge Hanna's editorial in this Jour
nal gi\-es no uncertain echo of the spirit and missir;n of 
Christ and Christmas." Her remarks not only evidence 
her approval of this editorial, but of her preyious-to-its
publication approval. for, as will be noted, her article 
appears in the same issue as the editor's article. 

Inasmuch as the mission of this book is so clearly de
fined in :\Iiscellaneous "'ritings 33 :7-11 ("All clergy
men may not understand the ILLCSTR.HIO:\"S of Christ 
and Christmas or that these refer not to personality, but 
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present the type and shado'U' of Truth's appearing in the 
':rO~fAXHOOD as well as the \L-\XHOOD of God, our divine 
Father and -'lother"), it seems strange that its inter
pretation is regarded as such a mystery! 

Accepting ~lrs. Eddy's definition of "the spiritual 
idea" on p. 562 :3-7 of Science and Health.as being the 
\IA:\'"HOOD and WO\f.,\SHOOD of God, and finding that 
the mission of CHRIST .-\X() CHRISP-lAS is to "illustrate" 
their relationship, have we not the entire subject in a 
simple form? 

Pursuant of the mission assigned to Christ and 
Christmas in !\liscellaneous '''ritings-than which 
there could be no greater-and using the "quantity" and 
"quality" values of "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman" as revealed in Science and Health S 17 :8-10 
("the manhood and womanhood of God," ~ly. 346 :29-
2), the following is the general interpretation deduced 
therefrom-which must be accepted or rejected not as 
the N ote-taker's interpretation, but upon the basis of its 
consistency with !\lrs. Eddy's statement of "the man
hood and womanhood of God," ~lis. 33:7-11, as defi
nitely defined by her in her text-book and confirmed and 
elaborated by statements upon the same subject in her 
other writings: 

Picture I.-Some of the features of this picture are 
obliterated by the recent work on the plates, but the one 
in 1910 (as '\lrs. Eddy left it) reveals under the star in 
left-hand corner a chaotic mass vaguely typing a human 
skull, with "the Holy family" (Joseph, .\1ary and the 
babe) seeming to rise from the upper portions, as sug
gested by !\frs. Eddy in S.&H. 531 :8-13; but drawn out 
from its more basal portions, S.&H. 189 :27 -32, is the 
double-headed shadow that looks like a Pharisaical out
line (human law) with a snarly-headed beast (lust) be-
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hind ("the beast and the false prophets are lust and hy

pocrisy, S.&H. 567 :27, 28). Above this double-headed 
shadow (material law protecting lust from the light of 
spiritual revelation-The morning star) is a woman's 
head bowed, with a man's head as her crown. As Christ 
and Christmas illustrates the ~[A:\HooD and WO~L\:\
HOOD of God, it must be, in symbol, generic woman 
crowned with the whole of mankind-the Tweh'e Tribes 
symbolized by a man's face or head. "I am the root and 
the offspring of David," Glossary, p. 55 of Christ and 
Christmas (applying to the Holy family; .\lary and 
Joseph were cousins, both of the house of David, with 
Jesus of the stem of Jesse, Isai ah II : I ; J esse of the tri be 
of Judah was David's father, and Jesus the rod, and 
Christ the BR.-\:\TH ~) ; and the woman's prayerful atti
tude over the claim of "root and offspring" of matter
mortal mind the root whose- offspring is material law 
and lust! 

Picture 2.-The mission of Christ and Christmas 
being to unfold "the womanhood as well as the man
hood of God," '\lis. 33 :7-11. this picture undoubtedly 
illustrates the incidents in '\Irs. Eddy's life-of her 
Christ healings through the "masculine representative 
of the spiritual idea," S.&H. 565:11, 12, as on pages 
13-15 of Ret.: her first, the rising from the dead of theo
logical creeds and dogmas, as evidenced by the coffin 
and the Pharisaical "man" (form, dogma, behind Jesus) 
which has followed the Christ idea down the centuries, 
putting the black robe of imitation, to human sense, over 
the shoulders ("the government shall be upon his shoul
der") of the Christ-idea. ("Raise the dead, those 
buried in dogmas," '\lis. 168 :9). Xote that the two men 
are in the same form of dress, corresponding to the 
same period of origin, while the two women are in mod-
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ern attire. :\1 rs. Eddy's second healing was recorded 
in Pulpit and Press, 3-+:.;-16, finding correspondence to 

the second woman. The latter was but a broader com
prehension of the first incipient sense of universal salva
tion, when she as a little gi rI of twelve (just the age that 
Jesus wrestled with dogma in the Temple, Luke 2 :42-
49) refused to be saved without her brothers and sisters; 
note there is no light on the face in the first healing (ris
ing out of coffin) but merely on the body-her first 
world being but that of bodily relationship. The sec
ond healing was but a broader acceptance of the 
same premise, as will be seen by the comprehension of 
the woman at the foot of the coffin. Else the two people 
other than Jesus and the girl rising out of the coffin 
could be interpreted as :-the man, the "relentless the
ology" typed by :\lrs. Eddy's father, Ret. 13, his attire 
suggestive of the quality of his thinking-the ruler of 
the Synagogue type; whereas, the woman could type her 
mother, who bathed her "burning temples" and bade her 
"lean on God's love"-of which the father and mother 
of the twelve years old damsel of Jesus' time was the 
prototype. This would in no sense differ from the above 
notes, as :\lrs. Eddy rose to this "motherhood" concep
tion after she was healed the first time, and remained 
in it until the second woman in the picture was fulfilled 
in type; thus it was her two Christ healings in the mas
culine sense of the Christ-lithe masculine representa
tive of the spiritual idea," S.&H. 56.;, as :\lotherhood 
does not rise above the "man child" conception-daugh
ter is the Bride, \Voman. \Vhile the elements involved 
are the same, the first notes seem more probable. It 
would make no difference whether dogma symbolized 
:\1rs. Eddy's father. or a more impersonal sense, the ele
ments were the same. 
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At first glance, this picture seems to be J airus' daugh
ter, but there were no coffins in the time of J airus' daugh
ter, also this event is pictured in The l\10ther Church's 
rose window (to correspond with this pictured event in 
the front of all of :\1rs. Eddy's Science and Healths, up 
to the 20th edition~ inclusive, in 1886, when it yielded to 
~1rs. Eddy's picture from the 21st to the ++th edition 
in 1889. Then :\1rs. Eddy's picture was withdrawn, not 
to appear in Science and Health again until 1907), as 
a little Jewish maid arising from a couch (] airus' 
daughter "passed on" while Jesus was on the u'ay to 
heal her), and Jesus was pictured in both of :\1 rs. Eddy's 
first books and The :\10ther Church's window as being 
always alone with J airus' daughter. Too, J airus' 
daughter was attired in draperies characteristic of her 
time, with a bandeau on her head, etc. These pictures 
are dissimilar in every detail-although J airus' daugh
ter is undoubtedly a prophecy of this event. 

Picture 3-is where :\1 rs. Eddy (immediately after 
her second healing, S.&H. 109: 11-27) reasons as "man
Anger' consciousness which gave us the LA ttle Book. * 
Note the Christian (man) attitude of the light in ir0nt 
and problem behind ("Get thee behind me Satan" is 
the demand of the "ascending" thought) in contrast 
wi th the tenth picture of the descending (woman) 
thought, with the light behind and the problem in front 
of her for redemption--we must redeem our concepts 
of the world's reversals, else we could not "dwell" with 
them (Rev. 21 :3), as in the tenth picture. "Truth pleads 
to-night: just take me in! ~ a ~!;\SS for me!" (Poem). 

Returning to our subject, the third picture, it would 
be helpful to study Science and Health 533 :27-7, par
ticularly 534:5-7, with this picture. Xote how the first 

* Rev. 10th chapter. 
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woman (Eve) saw this serpent (lust) as outside of her
self. (Mrs. Eddy said in the 3rd edition of Science and 
Health, Vol. II: "The garden was a term used to signify 
the body in the first records of mythology, sexuality and 
self-abuse the forbidden knowledge," p. 127 :3-6) : the 
second woman (Mary, the mother of Jesus) rose above 
the serpent and conceived her child immaculately, but 
had natural children by Joseph afterwards, !\lark 6 :3-
thus leaving the serpent of "corporeal sense" for an
other woman, the song "The Lost Chord" rather typing 
her position, else Jesus would not have refused to see 
her, Matt. 12 :46-50; the third woman (!\lary ~Iag
dalene) rose above the serpent and stayed above it, see
Ing a Risen Saviour (Un. 62:27-11, shows the limitation 
of this risen view). So the serpent was left for the fourth 
woman, who is the "first to interpret the Scriptures in 
their true sense, which reveals the spiritual ORIGIX of 
man," S.&H. 534 :5-7, and this is the tendency of this 
picture. ("God requireth that which is past"-Eccl. 
3 : 15.) So the' redemption of the Scri ptu res to thei r 
original spiritual meaning, S.&H. 139:15-27; ~Iis. 187: 
13-20,188:3-11; My. 179:25-30; .My. 318:16-2. as the 
only obstruction to man's seeing his own past as written 
in God, is the fourth woman's method of facing the ser
pent, which she says is "corporeal sense," S.&H. 533 :31. 
"Through understanding dearly sought with fierce 
heart-beats" is her description of this process in her poem 
before this third picture. The woman is in black, the 
shadow-clothes of human reason. Reason (the Bible) 
and the light of revelation (Science and Health) must 
be united-wedded. Every man, woman or child in 
the entire book-Christ and Christmas-that touches 
the Bible, is clothed in black! This picture is clearly 
in line with her first evolution of Science and Health 
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when the "man-Angel" ("'oman's manhood) brings the 
Little Book correlating Revelation 10. 

The clock in this picture points to either fi,'e min
utes past twelve o'clock-or the "midnight hour~" .\ly. 
190:1-6; Ret. p. 23, the bridal hour of human sense 
to the divine; or else it is one o'clock-or just a step 
beyond midnight-the first hour towards the dawn of 
"'omanhood (the face of this clock is nearly entirely 
obliterated in the recent book. but was very plain as 
l\Irs. Eddy left it). Tweh·e o'clock, as midTli!Jht (it is 
undoubtedly night as indicated by the candlelight), 
could be consistently conceived of as the passing of the 
material conception of the Twelve Tribes as matter
past history (Ezekiel's "valley [shadow of "the valley of 
death"] full of bones"-Ezek. 37-"Then said he unto 
me~ "Son of man. these bones are the whole house of 
Israel [the Twelve Tribes] : behold, they say, Our bones 
are dried. and our hope is lost; we are cut off for our 
parts"-v. 1 I ). The revi"ing of the Bible (or Twelve 
Tribes of Israel. of which it wholly consists). from the 
claim of its being the history of dead men whose bones 
fill the valley~ to the vitality of "the inspired \Yord," 
S.&H. 497, thereof. is the reviving of symbols to actiYC 
idea, for which there is no past. present nor future. 
"Time" is no more in idea, but its symbolic purp,)se 
must be registered "in figures on a dial" until translated 
into idea. The 16th and 17th verses of this chapter of 
Ezekiel are most illuminating in the light of the sub
ject matter of this picture: ".\loreo,'er. thou son of man. 
take thee one stick and write upon it. For Judah, and 
for the children of Israel. his companions: then take 
thee another stick. and write upon it. For Joseph. the 
stick of Ephraim. and for all the house of Israel his com
panions, and join them to one another in OTle stick/ and 
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they shall become one in thine hand," etc. This is in
teresting in the sense of Judah's standing for Law (Gen. 
49: 10), Leah, manhood; and Joseph, Love, Rachel, 
\Vomanhood. These two "elements," S.&H. _~7 :9, must 
be united in one stick-Branch. The City foursquare, 
as evidenced by the tenth picture where woman is knock
ing on the (detached from the Vine) Branch. This 
feature of the three branches on the door in the tenth 
picture is almost entirely effaced in the late Christ and 
Christmas, but was most outstanding in the different re
visions from the fourth (1898), when we had the feature 
of the branches added to the door for the first time (im
mediately after the opening of the Concord branch, as 
subsequently described) until and inclusive of 1910-
the ninth edition- as Jl rs. Eddy left it. 

In 1910, for the first time, the crown of manhood 
was put on woman's head in the first picture in the right
hand upper corner, and the serolI (around the verses) 
with the side vases of fruit reaching from earth to (rottcn. 
with a wreath of affection (?) hung belo'U: the goal on 
each vase. Are not these wreaths suggestiYe of the limi
tation of Father-:\lother? particularly the "half a time" 
of ~lotherhood? Rev. 12:14-; :\1is. 96:8-16. 

Earth has grown so dark in our late Christ and 
Christmas in the tenth picture that the stars have again 
come out in the sky, which has not happened since :\1 rs. 
Eddy put the branches on the door and the squares under 
the feet of woman in 1898. Does this not show how 
dark the vision in our Cause seems to be? 

The work of the woman in this third picture is to 
regenerate the dry bones of the Bible symbols into li\·ing 
ideas. while corporeal sense hisses its resistance behind. 

Picture 4--is a revelation of what the fourth woman 
(as typed by the woman in the wheel-chai r) saw as the 
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serpent, ":\Ian that is born of a woman [false sense of 
love] is of few days and full of trouble" (Glossary in 
back of Christ and Christmas which corresponds to this 
picture, as the Glossary has gi\'en the Bible reference by 
stanza and not by picture). The poem speaks of th~ 
"E\'es" being by "Adam bid"-in other words this is 
what would be called a moral "Christian" picture, in 
the light of false human relationship, :\ly. 5: 1-6. The 
light is wholly artificial and the tree points to nothing, 
and is cut off at the top I-the relationship being man-ta
man association, as indicated by its other Bible bas:s in 
Glossary (as it has two stanzas), the first being, "The 
tabret, and pipe, and wine, are in their feasts but they 
regard not the work of the Lord, neither consider the 
operation of his hands." The whole mission of Christ 
and Christmas is clearly shown in this picture-to lift 
"Christianity" into "Science". There are no errors in 
Christ and Christmas except the error of limitation! 
Pharisaism in picture 2 (man behind Jesus) and "Chris
tianity" in picture 4. 

I t will be noted that the woman in the wheel-chair 
has no gifts, which would seem strange in such a setting, 
as usually the so-called afflicted are the ones remembered 
first, but this shows that she has so completely det~ched 
herself from the "spirit" of the picture that it has felt 
the detachment. "The death of the two witnesses," Rev. 
II, is suggested as the spirit of the picture, and "The 
Conflict of Personalities" in Sibyl \Yilbur's Life of \1rs. 
Eddy as the time in :\lrs. Eddy's unfoldment when they - . -
died, and the reason therefor. This picture is clearly in 
line with :\lrs. Eddy's enllution in her attempted second 
edition of Science and Health, as subsequently described, 
correlating Re\". II :3-10. :\Ian and woman cannot re
maIn tU·1") without fore\'er warring with each other by 
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reason of their differences of operation (as in Christian 
Healing I 0 :_~-8). Jesus fore-told that as "TWO" the\' 
would prophesy "clothed in sack-c/oth"-Rev. 11:3. 
Note all the men and women that "type" the picture are 
in black; also the woman in the chair and the man behind 
the tree are both "black shadows," so to speak, as error 
is the "type" in the picture and truth must be the shado\\' 
-in the terms of ~lis. 33 :7-11. .\lso these shadows of 
man and woman as typing Truth (which is "a pillar of 
cloud by day"-the daytime of error-"and of fire by 
night," S.&H. 566) are separated rather than united by 
the belief in a mind and love apart from God. with its 
progeny-the animal magnetism of one person claiming 
to possess, administer to, and to love the other. "Cor
poreal sense is [verily J the serpent," S.&H. 533 :30, 31, 
which the picture uncovers. "Toman is invalid (as an 
invalid law) to this picture. True thoughts pass from 
God to man, S.&H. 104: I, 2; 2R4 ::,0-32, and never tram 
man to man. as "brotherly lo\'e" is sometimes perverted 
to mean. 

Picture 5-The grave of human birth and death 
on the way to spiritual being is risen above by the two 
angels. correlating Revelation II: 12. typing manhood 
and \Vomanhood, S.&H. 566:29-13--~lichael and 
Gabriel beginning to unite as one. The "womb" of the 
preceding picture and the "tomb" of this claiming to be 
one in their reversal of the true sense of Life and Love. 
~lan and woman are really the two spiritual senses in
terpreted in the Glossary and given on page 486. as 
sight and hearing. Xote one is worshipping what he 
hears. while the other is looking beyond hearing in the 
endeavor to see. The Bible is a book of hearing, obedi
ence to law; and Science and Health sight-revelation. 
The one that is looking has the book under her arm. 
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"As I hear, I judge," said Jesus; he heard God's voice 
and words at his baptism, on the ~lount of Transfigura
tion, and when the Greeks sought him at the feast, John 
12. His disciples always heard as well, but a material 
sense of sight on the '\lount of Transfiguration so de
ceived them as to present three men instead of one. So 
they were told, "This is my beloved son. HE.\R ye him," 
'\latt. 17 :5-as they seemed not read\" to see. \Irs. 
Eddy says ears are "spiritual understanding," S.&H. 
585 :2. and, S.&H. 6+ :23. 2+, puts "spiritual under
standing" in apposition to "masculine wisdom." Sight 
is the fully embraced spiritual hearing. "'hen we see. 
we do not need to hear. Hearing is a dual sense, as it 
requires two-"God hath spoken once; twice have I 
heard this. that power belongeth unto God." Psalm 
62:11. The woman-Angel of the picture is looking, for 
she is not satisfied; and the man-Angel is 'u:orshiping, 
for he is satisfied to hear and 'u:orship.' \Ye fu:orship 
what we hear, but we are one with what we see.' This 
sense of sight and hearing as man and \Yoman is brought 
out wonderfully with '\Irs. Eddy's undoubted approval, 
(\ly. 30+:16-20). in Vol. +. June 1886 Journal, p. 61. 
''] acob's Ladder.'· 

X ote the ci rcle is elli pticaL or an elongated ci rcle 
with two centers-two circles in one-because man and 
woman still have an emphasized difference as sight and 
hearing. The twelve sheep (of the house of Israel) lie 
under the 'tree of "Life," Fatherhood. awaiting the 
Shepherd, \Yomanhood. generic man. S.&H. -'61 :22. 
For when Jesus said he was the "good shepherd" in 
John 10, it was his \Yomanhood speaking, as he puts the 
"I" before the "Father" in the thirtieth verse ("r and 
my Father are one"). and the people tried to stone him 
as they did before when he put himself (as identi fled 
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by the "I") before Abraham, "Before Abraham was, I 
am," John 8 :58. So this picture has not progressed to 
the Shepherd statement, as its Glossary basis is "Before 
Abraham, was I am," John 8; Chr.* 55 (John 10 being 
the basis of 9th picture in the true circle, with one center 
-"One fold and one shepherd") . .xote the little house 
jutting out under the trees to the right as perhaps the 
little home where .l\Irs. Eddy had her first Christ heal
ing or spiritual birth, and the church across the way as 
probably a type of the little church that she refused to 
join until it was large enough to hold her brothers and 
sisters without their acceptance of creed, Ret. pp. I j. 
14; on past two other church steeples (the three indi
vidual churches of Life, Truth and Love-Peter's three 
tabernacles. :\latt. 17:4) lead ing to the th ree;in-one of 
The .:\Iother Church-:\lother being "Life. Truth and 
Love," Glossary 592 of S.&H .. the trees all looking 
very wise and suggestive of human doctrine. the mists 
rising from the marsh of mortal mind draining off under 
the highway which, though devious. is safe (Isa. 35:8). 
The principal feature is the blending of man and 
woman. except insofar as was necessary to emphasize 
their "quality" characteristics. This perhaps types the 
tu'O u'itnesses rising from the dead, typed by the grave 
in foreground, Rev. 11:7-11. The rising angels type 
:\Jrs. Eddy's third edition. as subsequently unfolded, 
when she put her revelation into :\Iotherhood in corre
lation of Revelation 1 I : 12. thereby embracing Father in 
:\Iother. man in \Yoman. the Bible in Science and 
Health. 

Picture 6--This is where the mission of woman 
really clearly starts as separated in point of character 
from man ·s. :\Irs. Eddy did not claim to receive her 

* Christ and Christmas, p. 55. 
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revelation from the Scriptures, but rather to base it on 
the Scriptures, as will be seen by Science and Health 
269 :21-25 under the caption of "Biblical Foundations"; 
Science and Health 123 :19-23 shQWS this clearly" .... 
through a spiritual sense of the Scriptures A::\D through 
the teachings of the Comforter as was promised by the 
~Iaster; also ~liscellany 179 :25-28: "Christianity and 
Science being contingent on nothmg wri tten, etc."; and 
~ly. 318 :31-2: "I do not find my authori ty for Christian 
Science in history, but in revelation. I f there had never 
existed such a person as the Galilean Prophet, it would 
make no difference to me." 

In this picture "Christianity," typed by the peti
tioningwife, is put entirely out of the room to "for health 
make room" (Poem), showing the symbol of woman 
can be perverted unless the symbol is intelligently seen 
and upheld-the true sense of woman bringing health 
to man. :\Irs. Eddy calls this "Christian Science Heal
ing"-not "/1 Christian Science Healing." ~ ate in 
the picture where Jesus heals or raises the woman 
-second picture in Christ and Christmas-he takes 
hold of the woman's hand; but in this the man reaches 
for a helping hand, but finds he does not need it, as 
the message quickens him to his own completeness, 
whereas the woman in black tried to personally com
plete him. Kote :\Jrs. Eddy's message in the Glossary 
for this sixth picture is, ('Such as I hare, give I thee: 
In the name of Jesus Christ of X azareth rise up and 
walk"; but it is the ascendt?d Jesus to whom she points; 
she is not holding a Bible with its crucified hsus, 
and healing in his name. Of course. Jesus "fully and 
finally demonstrated divine Science in his victory over 
death and the grave," S.&H. +5 :6, 7, but it was then 
that he rese into \Vomanhood-Life, S.&H. 517: I 0, 
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which he was.unable to reveal, because it could not be 
borne, John 16: 12, and must needs awai t his second 
coming in Womanhood, as he prophesied in Revelation 
12: I, and which 1\irs. Eddy acknowledges, Ret. 70 :20-
22: "The second appearing of Jesus is, unquestion
ably, the spiritual advent· of the ad'z:ancing idea of God 
as in Christian Science." This picture corresponds to the 
period when .Mrs. Eddy put her whole revelation into 
Motherhood in the third edition, as subsequently ex
plained, 

Picture 7-The Bible is closed before Science and 
Health in the manner of the Poem's light: "Thus olden 
faith's pale star now blends in seven-hued white"-the 
seven days of Creation which are typed by the seven 
stars in Jesus' right hand, Rev. 1 :20, are the "seven 
hues" which are gathered into the 'U·hite light of ideas, 
S.&H. 504 :23, 24. Surely Abraham, as Bible symbol, 
is not as great as "Fidelity," or idea in Science and 
Health; surely ~foses, as Bible symbol, is not as great as 
"moral courage" in Science and Health, etc., etc. Note 
the old man has on heavy glasses, unillumined Bible 
consciousness, which hears, but sees "through a glass, 
darkly." Paul said he saw "through a glass. darkly," 
even in his wonderful vision of abstract Love in I Cor. 
13, because he had never acknowledged the symbol of 
woman, which was mentioned "last in the ascending 
order," S.&H. 508 :22, as must be done before Love 
in the abstract can be comprehended. As woman "cor
responds to Love," S.&H. SI7:10. she must be ex
changed therefor. I Cor. II :7-11; Eph. 5 :22-24; I Tim. 
2: 11-15. show that Paul did not see woman and there
fore had no symbol to translate into Lou-"the material 
transformed with the ideal disappears," S.&H. 442 :24. 
and "the ideal woman corresponds to Life and to LfJ'l'e," 
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"The Bible contains the recipe for all healing," S.&H. 
406: 1, but it must be translated into the "new tongue" 
of the "Inspired \Yord," Mis. 188:5-8, and can be 
translated only through the consciousness of \Yoman
hood as revealed through a woman (as the Bible being 
the revelation of the ascending conscIOusness cf indi
vidual man, has come solely through men, so Science 
and Health came through one woman, as woman is 
"generic," and one woman embraced the whole) ; man 
can reach it by acknowledging it and its channel. in 
terms of Science and Health .~08 :n-2.~ and~60: 17 -19. 
This is the open door through which this old man in the 
picture under consideration has seen the impersonal 
\Yomanhood of Science and Health with Key to the 
Scriptures, without even the channel of personal woman 
to present it to him-but only a little girl who has no 
claims to make for anything but her ~Iessage! \Yhen 
the Bible is closed, the snarly head on the outside of the 
window is shut out, "for the accuser is not there," S.&H . 
. ~68 :29. "God never said that man would beccme better 
by learning to distinguish eyil from good, etc.," Cn. 14. 
"The beautiful countenance" of this old gentleman is 
spoken of in the Jcurnal of ~Iarch, 189.~, describing the 
window in ~Iother's Room and his understanding of the 
child's message; showing he is not just "Old Theology," 
as it is sometimes called. The clock in this picture 
points to fiye minutes past fi\'e-the first intelligent step 
of Christiani ty (manhood) "towards harmony" (\Yo
manhood-the spiritual idea of the creatiYe symbols of 
the Bible) -five o'clock typing the fifth day of CI)/1-

sciousness, or the work in 14'a/t'r-human intelligence 
-the delying and soaring in :\Iind-"water symbolizes 
the elemenrs of :\Iind," S.&H .. ~07 :3. This picture types 
Gad "haste toward harmony," S.&H.~S6:.? I, .?.?. Har-
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many cannot be gained until the sixth day of conscious
ness humanly and demonstrably bears lip Gad
"generated" rest. Seren, or Gad, claims rest in human 
passivity, but rest is activity in "the spiritual idea." 
"The highest and sweetest rest even from a human 
standpoint is in holy work," S.&H. 519 :.?8-.?-·u·h0le 
work, the generic idea, \Yomanhood, S.&H. 561 :22. 
Hence, the clock hastens toward the sixth day-the spir
itual idea of the male and female-to support "rest" in 
seven,-the silence that occurred in heaven "about the 
space of half an h0111''' when the seventh seal was opened, 
Rev. 8: I. This shows that rest in inactivity is but half 
rest, to be embraced by the ·i.1·hde rest in the next picture 
of eight embracing St'7."en on the same rung of the lad
der (as noted in "The Call of Thirteen"), passivity or 
physical rest quickened to spi ri tual ceaseless activi ty 
starting in eight-Church. The eight rays from the 
lamp on the left side of our "Quarterly" (which design 
was given us by ~Irs. Eddy) shows that Church starts 
in eight,· and the t-u:ei-1."e on the right side, that it ends in 
I'u:eh'e; everything prior to eight being Bible association 
of symbols. In this connection, :\Irs. Eddy's First 
Church which started in 1875 (Sibyl \Yilbur's "The 
Life of ~Iary Baker Eddy, pp. 226 and 266) in eight 
-with eight members before :\ssociation in seren

did not stand, because it was not founded on formed 
Association. 

Picture 8-is a huge bed, without beginning or end, 
so to speak (although it has a suggestion of foot and 
head-boards in background, otherwise, it might be said 
not to be a bed) ; the man lying on this bed has an intel
lectual-"the intellectual wrestler"-face. :\Irs. Eddv 
formerly said in the first two editions: "This mental 
healing of her Lord crowns Irisdom's brow," showing 
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clearly it is the second step ("intelligence") in "the ideal 
man" yielding to the third-"Truth," the last step, 
S.&H. 517 :8,9. It seems so strange that almost everYI)ne 
who speaks of this Book considers this a dark picture 
with no healing; and below picture 6 in demonstration, 
and yet ~Irs. Eddy distinctly says in our present edi
tion, of Christ and Christmas: "Christ's silent healing; 
heO'1:en heard CROWXS the pale brow"; and all the pic
tures are progressive. The "pale brow" is the character 
of the whole picture, the fading out of material sense, the 
human consciousness yielding to its last step, as above 
stated. \Vhile there is no light of sun, moon or stars, it 
is the light of the Christ in human symbol, S.&H. 589: 
16-18-the purity of the thought of both the male and 
female, as evidenced by the white garments of the 
woman, and white bedding, which illumine the room. 
The woman has closed Science and Health in the 
spiritual vision-consciousness-thereof,-in the same 
manner in which the Bible was closed in the previous 
picture; the written word yielding to the spiritual con
sciousness thereof. The first man, in the sixth picture, is 
quickened; the second, in seventh picture, is passi'l:e,' 
while this one in eighth picture wholly yields-as uni
versal man, as e\'idenced by the unending bed-to the 
ministrations of woman as symbol; acknowledging that 
\Yomanhood is man's u·hole need! 

These three pictures of woman's lifting up man, first 
by the Spoken IPord, second by the Written IPord, and 
third by the Silent Il'ord, fulfill John 16:8-11-the sixth 
picture "of sin because they believe not on me," the 
li'l:ing Christ; the seventh picture "of righteousness. be
cause I go unto the Father and ye see me no more"-idea. 
rather than its symbolism, is "righteousness"; eighth 
picture. "of judgment, because the prince of this world 
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is judged"-human wisdom and judgment yields to the 
silent word, and mortal man with his struggles in human 
judgment passes to his native nothingness; not before 
"mortal woman," but before· the silent Christ realiza
tion I-both man and woman in symbol "pale" before 
the real idea! "~1an's reason is at rest in God's wisdom," 
.Mis. 362 :5. These last two pictures correspond to the 
Glossary period-6th to 16th editicns,-symbols yield
ing to idea. The "Glossary" is Science and Health's 
acceptance in picture 7, and its application in picture 8; 
as :\Irs. Eddy says it is an "open door, and no man can 
shut it," S.&H. 579-open to the eternal life of idea. 

Picture 9-Thus, it is realized that nothing is left 
but the "womanhood and manhood of God," Mis. 
33: I O. There never was and never will be but one man, 
and that is Jesus' revelation of manhood and his identity 
therewith; there never was and never will be but one 
\Voman, and that is :\Iary Baker Eddy's .revelation of 
\\" omanhood and her identity therewith, :\Iy. 120 :2-4. 
X ote that manhood sits down before \Vomanhood 
("Stand, not sit," l\lis. 400:5, shows the relative value 
of both postures), and how much greater the light is 
over the head of Womanhood. Note Jesus' black robe 
(typing his limitation to impart his message) over his 
lap and woman's robe is drab so long as they witness as 
TWO; however, 1\1rs. Eddy puts them into a perfect cir
cle in contradistinction to the elliptical one in the fifth 
picture, as she says, S.&H. 282 :8, 9, "The sphere repre
sents good, the self-existent and eternal individuality." 
These are the two hemispheres I This is :\Iother and 
Child, S.&H. 565 :6-13, as evidenced by the Poem, 
"1\lind. mother, man," also the Glossary citation on 
p. 55 of Christ and Christmas is from !\latthew 12: 
" the same is my brother, and sister, and mother." 
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This ends the symbol of !Ylotherhood I and shows why it 
is limited to "half a time" always, Rev. 12: 14. This pic
ture correlates the 16th edition,-woman bringing forth 
the man child in correlation of Revelation 12. 

Picture la-is a descending idea, standing on a 
square mat, with many squares on the floor under her 
feet. The comparison of these two women will show 
that the one in the circle is extremely feminine in her 
every feature and position. and presents a listening atti
tude; while the other is broadened. strengthened. and 
presents the assurance of seeing-knowing, S.&H. 64: 
22-25.-"\Yhite robed purity uniting in one person. 
masculine wisdom and feminine love, etc."; fulfilling 
Jeremiah 31 :22. This undoubtedly types .:\Irs. Eddy's 
unfoldment of the City foursquare. as the marriage of 
the Bride (\\Tomanhood). Divine Science. and the Lamb 
(puri fied human consciousness) -"To live so as to keep 
the human consciousness in constant relation with the 
divine. the spiritual and eternal. is to individualize in
finite power; and this is Christian Science." ':\Iy. 160: 
S-S. The "man child." Rev. 12 :S, was "caught up unto 
God and to his throne." where he married his Brine in 
Revelation I q :7-9; and the Bride was "arrayed in fine 
linen. clean and white; for the fine linen is the right
eousness of saints." The saints parade in heaven on 
white horses with the \Vord of God, whose vesture was 
dipped in blood (purged of material misconception). 
All of which the Bride weds as a City-"the general 
assembly of the first born. which are written in he07.'en," 

Heb. 12 :23. and descends as the K ew J erusalem--a 
City foursquare. resting on the human square, Rev. 
21 :14. Jesus as Lamb of God in his first coming dem
onstrated only eleven tribes or disciples. hence his 
Bride, or \Vomanhood, typed by Benjamin, the only 
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child of "regeneration," as shown in "The Twelve 
Tribes," was necessary to complete the twelve. 

X ate the picture is "Truth versus Error"-the true 
character could be determined by reversing her reversal; 
the reversing of woman in the embrace of the man in 
th~ ball-room. is man in the embrace of "roman, J ere
miah 31 :22; also the woman in the ball-room is sitting 
down before man, when, in the previous picture, man 
has sat down before \Yoman. Also note who sees the 
woman knocking-the Ii ttIe gi rl embracing the Ii ttle 
boy. ';\lrs. Eddy quotes Plato with approval on page 8 
of Christian Healing, '·,,'hat thou seest. that thou beest." 
So, as the little girl embracing the little boy sees the 
woman, she (the little girl) must be a faint glimmer in 
the human consciousness of what the \Voman is. 

::\" ate that there is nothing behind the descending 
"roman but light coming down directly from "heaven," 
no nSIHLE ~lother Church (which ended in the'picture 
before), and that she is knocking at a detached Branch! 

Picture 11-"The '" ay" shows the "ascending" 
thought as crucifixion (dark cross) ; resurrection (flow
ered cross) -note open grave to right with shadow-head 
rising out of the opening; and ascension, typed by the 
crown. X ate that this is a man's crown, coronel, as un
folded in June Journal, 1908 in distinction from the 
"celestial crown" which we now have on our books; 
howe\'er. as ~1rs. Eddy left this man's crown in this 
picture (although adding features to the book after 
the June Journal, 1908), it is inevitable that this is the 
last step in ascending man's thought. Joseph and Jesus 
typed this ascending way-J oseph, sold into Egypt by 
way of the Ishmaelites for twenty pieces of silver, after
wards saving the other eleven tribes; Jesus, sold into the 
darkness of the tomb for thirty pieces of silver, after-
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wards saving the other elenn tribes (as typed by his 
eleven disci pIes), Judas being lost to him; and he being 
forced to take Judas' place in Twelve. 

The birds are also significant, "corresponding to 
aspirations soaring beyond and above corporeality," 
S.&H. 512: I. Six are 011 the cross and four off-the 
tenth bringing the olive branch of peace to the others, 
two flying abon and one hellf!atlz the cross. The analogy 
of the birds to the first ten sons of Jacob-the eleventh 
being the crown and the twelfth the light-is illumillat

illg. ::\Irs. Eddy says the twel\'e tribes "SHo\\' THE 

\\·ORKI.:\"GS OF THE SPIRITL\L IDEA," S.&H. 562: 18. The 
branch was out in the white bird's beak at the same time 
that the detached branch was placed on the door of the 
tenth picture. and the squares were placed on the founda
tion upon which "'oman stands-(all three of these 
changes in the fourth edition in 1898 were made just 
after the Concord X ew Hampshi re Branch Church was 
remodeled and gi\'en by ::\1 rs. Eddy. the latter part of 
1897. ::\Iy. 14.~-147-her first indi\'idual Church build
ing work as subsequently shown). Does not this suggest 
that the tenth son of Jacob (Zebulun) is the fulfillment 
of the Ten Commandments and the point at which man 
bows the human intelligence to the divine in Church 
demonstration? The birds that are off the cross are as
cending. but, like the white bird, will be forced to de
scend again as the light above them descends. since there 
are no unsatisfied aspiratiolls in heann-"Thou shalt 
not covet" (being the Tenth Commandment) ellds "aspi
rations," S.&H. ~ II :28-3. and is the highest position of 
the birds. There could be but six strugglillg aspirat;ons, 
as the sixth day of consciousness finishes man's struggle, 
and the seventh day is the day of rest. So there are but 
six birds on the cross-three are above it. and one below 
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it. \lay not this bird below be the Reuben thought that 
counterfeits "1 and my Father are one" in the defilement 
of his Father's bed until his thought is redeemed from 
matter? Certainly, the first son was the only son and 
awaits spiritual redemption of the descending idea re
fusing the struggle; hence :\Irs. Eddy does not redeem 
Reuben in the Glossary, which is Bible consciousness of 
6th to 50th editions before the City foursquare, where 
the twelve tribes are the redeemed I--u:eh·e gates of the 
City-Complete Church. as subsequently unfolded. 

The descending light and dOH of peace type 
"Toman's descending way, which embraces man's as
cending steps one by one, beginning at the highest and 
reaching below the lowest-thus redeeming Reuben 
even though under the cross. "Truth immortal idea 
is sweeping DOW~ the centuries. gathering beneath its 
wings the sick and SI~~I~G. etc.," S.&H. 55: 15, 16. 
"-Xo mass for me" is the message of the tenth picture. 
The descending idea brings the Christ healing embrac
illg the "mass" of the "ascending" thought. 

The trees to the left have double trunks-"knowl
edge of good and evil" coming from the same root. 

DRAG-O~ OF OLD THEOLCX;Y 

Are the deep ruts on the left suggestive of the serpent's 
body, whose garlanded head faces the dark cross-the 
drain from which ruts create the stagnant pool on the 
right? 

The picture-by-picture comments on Christ and 
Christmas above unfolded reveal the "o'l'erlying Prin
ciple," S.&H. +96: 18, 19, liT omanhood. Following the 
thought of the editorial so highly commended by :\frs. 
Eddy in J anuary Journal. 189+, on Christ and Christmas 
as being the "\losaic Decalogue," the "underlying 
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Principle" will trace the manhood thought, as .\Irs, 
Eddy says in .\Iiscellaneous "'ritings 33:7-11. "in the 
womanhood .\5 "'ELL .,\S the manhvod of God," 

The underlying Principle runs through the ten pic
tures up to "The \r ay" in the eIe\'Cnth picture: which 
is in itself the underlying and o\'Crlying way. embracing
the previous pictures, The Twelve Tribes. as back of 
the Ten Commandments. can also be traced wi th the 
Commandments in the follo\\'ing manner: 

Picture I-"Thou shalt ha\'e no other Gods before 
me," 1st Commandment. Exodus 20, The claim of the 
underlying features of this picture is ttl a .\Iind apart 
from God. and its self-elimination, 

First tribe, Reuben-The whole picture types Gen
esis 29 :32, Reuben means" Behold. _-\ Son ~"-" I am the 
root and offspring of David. and the bright and mUrI1-
ing star" being typed by the infant Sf)/1 presentell to the 
star in the silhouette of "the Holy family" rising from 
the upper sentiments of the skull (which is \'ery clear 
in the 1910 book as .\Irs, Eddy left it). alhi deny;ng 
the claim of man's ha\'ing come f rom the basal pdrti\ 'ns, 
The false sense of Reuben defiled his father's bell. as the 
claim of lust does bv defiling the one '\Iin,i alhi one 
body by making it two, falsely claiming "uneness" in 
material union, 

Picture 2-"Thou shalt not make unto thee any 
graven image. etc.." 2nd Commandment. Dogmas and 
creed out of which woman is rising is the lj,.OUTI image 
of Spirit-the matenal form. 

, ' 

Second tribe, Simeon. Gen, 29 :33-"Hearing"
is a dual sense that always has a "gra\'en image" or a 
mind and body apart from God, although he hears the 
voice of God. "God hath spoken once,' h~'ice ha\'e I 
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heard this, that power belongeth unto God," "Psalm 
62:11. is the duality of hearing. 

Picture 3-"Thou shalt not take the name of the 
Lord thy God in yain. etc.," 3rd Commandment. The 
material forms and symbols of the Bible claim to wor
ship God but not "in spirit and in truth" ("Having a 
form of Godliness but denying the power thereof. from 
such turn away," said Paul). Corporeal sense (the ser
pent. S.&H .. ,33 :30) hisses behind the endeayor to spi r
itualize thought, or to translate form into idea. 

Thi rd Tribe. Levi-":\ ow. this time, my husband 
will be joined unto me. Gen. 29 :3+. The endea\'or 
is to join or wed the light of revelation to the reason of 
the Bible. "Divine logic and revelation cOll1cide," 
S.&H.93:10. 

Picture +-"Remember the Sabbath Day to keep it 
holy," +th Commandment. The shadow (woman in 
wheel-chair) in this picture is wholly at rest. hands 
folded, thought detached from the claim of false con
ception; remembering God's truths. although seeming 
to suffer therefrom in the artificial light of error. 

Fourth Tribe, Judah-" ':\ow, I will praise the 
Lord' and she left hearing." The thought of the woman 
in chair is turned whoIlv from human conception. and 
the man behind the tree seems to have his back turned 
from the entire scene. 

Picture 5-"Honor thy father and thy mother. etc.," 
5th Commandment. \Yhen this is done, man and woman 
become one. as Father-\lother is an "Adorable One," 
S.&~. 16, thus healing "Animal \lagnetism"-Dan. 

Fifth Tribe, Dan-"God hath judged me." Gen. 
30:6. "Animal \lagnetism," S.&H. 583. "Animal 
\lagnetism" is met as the two become one. The friction 
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of separated substance always produces electricity
Animal magnetism. 

Picture 6---"Thou shalt not kill," 6th Command
ment. The , ... oman in black in serving the personal sense 
of man-personal pleasure, personal love-is the slayer 
of man's spiritual nature, and the body correspondingly 
dies. 

Sixth Tribe, N aphtali-"\Vith great wrestlings 
have I wrestled with my sister, and I have prevailed," 
Gen. 30 :8-is too obvious to need explanation. Rachel 
-spi ri tual Woman (Love) has wrestled wi th Leah 
(human law) and "prevailed,"-put her out of the 
room to make room for "health." 

Picture 7-"Thou shalt not commit adultery," 7th 
Commandment. The adulterations of the translations 
of Truth in the Bible are a matter of much comment 
by ~1rs. Eddy-notably: Science and Health 545 :21-
27; 139:15-27; ~1y.179:12-30; l\1is. 188:5-8, 187:13-20, 
etc. As foremost of the dangers confronting the twen
tieth century, :Mrs. Eddy has said: "The robbing of 
people of life and liberty under the warrant of the Scrip
tures," .My. 266 :4, 5. "Science and Health with Key 
to the Scriptures" is the light of the twentieth century. 
These adulterations are redeemed through "the inspired 
Word," S.&H. 497 :3, 4; 46 :5-12. Note the marginal 
topic-"Spiritual interpretation" explains the "Inspired 
Word." The Bible is foundational only, S.&H. 269: 
22-25. This is strikingly intimated in l'-1iscellany 318: 
25-4. 

Seventh Tribe, Gad-"A troop cometh," Gen. 30: 
11. The Bible is the Science of individual units j 
Science and Health of the uni'versal idea as a whole, of 
collected units,-no unit being more in value than a 
fraction. THE UXIVERSAL IDEA CO~IETH I 
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Picture 8-"Thou shalt not steal." 8th Command
ment. Jesus said in John 10:8: "_-\II that ever came be
fore me are thit'l'es and r"bbers." _-\11 that did not give 
the iull truth robbed man of some portion! For instance, 
if we do not go beyond the third side of the Ci ty four
square-"Christianity." S.&H. 575: 17-.21, in presenting 
the Truth, we rob man of the fourth side which alone re
veals the fullness of his heritage. ~Irs. Eddy shows that 
~loses robbec man of something. S.&H. 59.?: 12- 15. 
"\Yoman is the highest species of man," en. 5 J. and 
when man does not acknowledge it. he robs himself of 
this higher unfoldment! S.&H. 508 :21-25. This man 
as a universal idea is paying the full debt by yielding 
wholly to woman's silent ministration of the Truth re
vealed by woman, realized by the symbol of \Voman
hood! 

Eighth Tribe, _-\sher-"Happy am 1. for the D;\L"GH

TERS will call me blessed." LeClh, Gen. 30. "The 
woman .in the Apocalypse symbolizes generic man," 
S.&H. 561 :22. "The pale brow" (Poem) is the fad
ing sense of matter, as infinitude dawns on the sight. 
The limitation of manhood pales before infinitude! "in
telligence" before "Truth." S.&H. 517 :9. 

Picture 9-"Thou shalt not bear false witness." 9th 
Commandment. This is most obvious when we remem
ber that ~lrs. Eddy characterizes the "ru'f'j witnesses" 
as "Christ J esm and Christian Science," ~ly. 3+7: I. 2. 
The identity of one is unmistakable (in fact ~Irs. Eddy 
speaks of it as Jesus. ~Iis. 37+:20-22) and ~lrs.·Eddy 
has named the scroll in the hand of the other. So they 
are clearly "Christ Jesus and Christian Science." the 
two witnesses, which forever witness against each other 
as t'U:o. l\1atthew 10 :34-36 and Luke 12:+9-53 show the 
warring nature of Christianity. or the l\lichael thought, 
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S.&H. 566 :29-13, while the Gabriel thought is also 
portrayed in the same reference-until one embraces 
the other they seem to war; in other words, warfare, 
even "holy \\'arfare," and Love (Peace) witness against 
each other. 

Ninth Tribe, Isaachar-"God hath given me my 
hire," Gen. 30: 18; "Isaachar is a strong ass couching 
between TWO burdens," Gen. 49: 14. The two women 
-Love and Law (Life, "Thy la'll: is life." Psalm) have 
come to agreement in Isaacher, although the false sense 
would say through "lust," S.&H. 589, but Christ and 
Christmas must redeem each of these tribes to unfold 
woman-universal man-generic man, S.&H. 561 :22. 

Picture IO-"Thou shalt not covet, etc.," 10th Com
mandment. Desire is covetousness, and desire is "fear," 
as ~1rs. Eddy says) S.&H. 586: 12. To desire to be good, 
denies man's perfection! This picture brings man's 
perfection down from above. "God's thoughts passing 
to man," S.&H. 581 :4; 103:32-2; 284:30-32, could not 
possibly covet anything. "Son, thou art ever with me, 
and all that I have is thine," Luke 15 :31, is the ref rain 
of such a thought. When the thought is supplied from 
above, it has no need to covet. 

Tenth Tribe, Zebulun--"Xow will my husband 
DWELL wi th me," Gen. 30: 20. "Behold the tabernacle 
of God is with men) and he will dU'ell with them)" Rev. 
21 :3. This is the message of the City foursquare that 
dwells with the squared man in TEX. The fulfillment 
of the Ten Commandments leaves nothing humanly 
wanting universally-squared man must serve as foun
dation for the City, "And the wall of the City had twelve 
foundations, and in them the names of the twelve apos
tles of the Lamb"- ·purified human consciousness! 
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Picture II-Has no commandment to fulfill as the , 
offspring of Love is never under law, but is founded on 
law. This picture types the two sons of Rachel-the 
two .\lother Churches-Jesus (Joseph) and Benjamin 
('\lrs. Eddy). 

The Twelve Tribes wandered from the Promised 
Land because these two tribes, Joseph and Benjamin, 
had never come to spiritual demonstration. These spe
cific tribes are fully unfolded in the chapter on "The 
Twelve Tribes." 

Joseph prefigures Jesus, The ~azarite, God
crowned, set apart; unable to impart himself to his 
brethren, having the spirit without the letter, S.&H. 
483:19-21; 144:30-7. ~ote the Crown in this picture 
is the human coronet; see article "Cross and Crown," 
J oumal, June. 1908. As previously stated. Joseph was 
sold by Judah (law) into Egypt (\'ia the Ishmaelites) 
for twenty pieces of silver; Jesus was sold by Judah 
(Judas) for thirty pieces of silver into the darkness of 
the tomb. The similar characteristics of these two char
acter~ are presented by the Bible Dictionaries. Jesus (as 
the Joseph type) is the ascending thought by way of 
crosses and crown; Benjamin is the descending thought 
by way of revelation and light. 

Of course, Jesus demonstrated the full Twelve Tribes 
(or embraced them) for himself. Benjamin yielded up 
all individuality to Judah, as outlined in the chapter on 
"The Twelve Tribes" until Shiloh came. Gen. 49: 1 O. 
The revelation of \Vomanhood is the Shiloh. unto whom 
"shall the gathering of the people be"-V niversal .\tan! 

I t will be found as Judge Hanna said in the January 
1894 J oumal, that Christ and Christmas also embraces 
the eight Beatitudes, as well.-their ending with the 
ei~hth picture. As with the Commandments, so with 
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the Beatitudes: they are the "underlying," manhood 
thought. As '''oman is generic man, she must be the 
aggregate of these twelve Bible units of Tribes, which go 
further than the Ten Commandments or the eight Beati
tudes, but exactly correlate or embrace the values of the 
latter two unfoldments of divine law as far as they go, 

In the first two editions of Christ and Christmas, the 
poem was quite different in places; also the Sixth and 
eleventh pictures, 

"'hen .;\1 rs, Eddy said on page 308 of ~liscellaneous 
"'ritings that advanced scientific students were ready 
for "Christ and Christmas, but those were a minority 
of its readers," it must be remembered that this was said 
at the time that Christ and Christmas was originally 
'u:ithd,'au'n after two editions in December, 1893 (with 
the exception that ({u'ere" was used instead of "are"), 
In the early part of I 894, this article. now entitled 
"Deification of Personality," from which the above 
statement is quoted. appeared in the February J oumal, 
189+, under the title of "Hear. 0 Israel." Of course, 
this wa~ one of her reasons for wi thdrawing it; but when 
the beak was returned after four years' withdrawal. the 
field was ready for it by Divine fiat. Changes were made 
in both the "Poem." and in one illustration. the sixth, in 
which formerlv the woman had a black robe over her 
shoulders. instead of white. as now. and was looking 
straight ahead rather than with uplifted eyes, There 
was but one bottle of medicine on the table-whereas 
there are now two; and an entirely different appearing 
man-closely resembling a very old woman-was on the 
bed, The woman behind was quite changed in appear
ance, and in the sense of being more as a shadow than 
the definite outlines of a woman. as we now have, etc, 
The reference in :\Iiscellaneous '''ritings above quoted 
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could not be made to apply to the second presentation 
of Christ and Christmas in 1897, and since. 

Too, ~1rs. Eddy before 1897-the year that Christ 
and Christmas was returned to the field-had never 
taken the human sense of man and woman in the chapter 
on ":\larriage" out of "sex." This chapter always 
responded to her changes in "the ideal man" and 
"the ideal woman "-S.&H. 517 :8-1O-as subsequently 
noted. Previously to 1897, under the marginal topic of 
"Sex Elements" (then on page 267, comparison being 
made by the .x ate-taker between the 112th edi tion in 
1896 and the Inrd edition in 1897), S.&H. p. 57, 
of our nou: revision, which is under the marginal topic 
of ":\lental elements"-instead of "Sex elements," as 
then-where we now have "elements," line 9, and 
"qualities," line 12, we then had "individualities" in
stead of "elements," line 9, and "man and woman" 
instead of "qualities," line 12, as subsequently unfolded 
in a more orderly setting and detail. :\1rs. Eddy had 
not taken the human man and woman out of sex distinc
tion. Hence, the very charge that is today often made in 
contemplating "the spiritual idea"-that it contemplates 
"sex distinction "-and the consequent (upon this mis
conception) resistance that is awakened thereto in the 
human consciousness when not understood as "element" 
and "quality"-was inevitable and inescapable at that 
time. This was due to its being a revelation without its 
human founding; which is not the case now. 'Vhen !\lrs. 
Eddy returned Christ and Christmas in 1897 this feature 
had been changed, as will be seen by the 1897th edition 
of Science and Health, as above, which went out simul
taneously with Christ and Christmas and ~fiscdlalleol"S 
,\rritings-the latter givin6 a key to the interpretation 
of Christ and Christmas, in fact, making its interpre-
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tation inevitable, when followed in the light of what 
l\1rs. Eddy has said of the manhood and womanhood of 
God in her text-book and throughout her other writ
ings. This change made it impossible to charge "sex 
distinction" in the presentation of Christ and Christmas 
or "the spiritual idea," but "quality" distinction, the 
limitation of which is superable through the understand
ing of "the spiritual idea" and in no other way. For 
"sex" (both sexes) must yield to "qualities," S.&H. 57: 
12, before man and woman can ever be demonstrably 
one, as in Genesis 1 :27 ("God is the father of mind, 
and of nothing else," S.&H. 208:17,18). And in this 
way alone will the Adam dream of sex distinction and 
division of the second chapter of Genesis yield to the 
statement of the male and female in Genesis 1 :27. 

Even more primal in our text-book than the state
ment of "the attraction between man and woman will 
be perpetual, etc.," as it was in 1896 (superseded by 
our Science and Health 57: 11, 12, in 1897), was the 
statement prior to the 50th edition in 1891 (the City 
foursquare) : "The attraction between the sexes will- be 
perpetual, etc.," from the first edition of Science and 
Health in 1875 to the 50th edition in 1891. Also from 
the first edition in 1875 to the 16th edition in 1886, our 
present Science and Health, lines 8-10, formerly read: 
"These different individualities meet and demand each 
other," 1st edition,p.315; 3rd,p.153; 6th to 15th editions 
inclusive, p. 107; "demand" changed to "need" in the 
16th edition, and thus remained up to 1896 inclusive; 
when "need" changed to "elements conjoin naturally," 
from 1897, as we now have the reference, Science and 
Health, p. 57 :9. Also our now Science and Health, 57: 
20, ({requires all mankind to share it" was "requires an 
object to cherish," 1st edition, p. 315. This was changed 
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to "requires an object upon which to rest," in 16th edi
tion~ 1886, p. 7.67. Thcnce in 1897 it \\"as changed to 
read, "but requires all mankind to shm'c it (then on page 
7.67 of S.&H. in IR96 and 18(7). Thus. it will be seen 
that when it becomes "elements" and "quality" in 1897 
(simultaneously with sending out Christ and Christmas 
in 1897). "object to cherish" changes to the diffusion of 
requiring "all mankind to share it." 

The abo\'e is a splendid illustration of how the evo
lutionary changes in thc male and female idca are the 
basis of every ch:mge in our rC\'clation and organiza
tion. as will be subsequently shown. and how impossible 
it was to escape these changes in the statement in Sci
ence and Health of man and woman in view of the dis
tinct and di\'Crse prophecies the changes fulfilled
Re\·e1ation. 10th. 11 tho 17.th and 7.1 st chapters. respec
ti\'Cly. as unfoldcd in the chapter on "The Finality of 
the Reyclation." Of course. the purpese of the premise 
thus sought to bc laid is to the end of showing the true 
relationship of the e\'olution of "the spiritu:ll idea" to 
the e\'elution of our re • .'efati"Tl, organizati"Tl, fitaatllre 

and JlaTzual, as subsequently unfolded, and that they 
are all based upon the e\'olution of this idea in Science 
and Health. and supported by :\lrs. Eddy's other writ
ings. as has been doubtless particularly obseryed in this 
chapter. 

In this connection, it might be interesting to note the 
yalue :\lrs. Eddy put upon the reading and studying of 
all of her writings. In the :\lanual of 1899, :\Irs. Eddy 
forbade class instruction in the following language: 
"Eligible for Examination. Section 1. A student of the 
books of :\lary Baker Eddy .dzafl nt)! take lessons of 
oTlf)ther student, but is eligible for examination by the 
Christian Science Board of Education." Tenth :\lanuaI. 
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p. 44. That this reference was general in its scope and 
did not apply specifically to those who wished to be 
examined by the College is evident when it is noted that 
it was given under the general subject of "Teaching 
Christian Science," and this point is further borne out 
in the same Manual, p. 67, under the general subject of 
"Board of Education," and the sub-title of "Applicants 
and Examination," and the section title of "Students of 
the Books." Section 3. "A person not having had class 
instruction from a teacher of Christian Science but who 
is a thorough student of Science and Health with Key 
to the Scriptures, and all of its author's "',uitings on 
Christian Science-who also has proven by his acts 
that he possess good morals and ability to heal the sick 
.... mayor may not apply for examination to the Board 
of Education .... No Christian Scientist apart from this 
Board shall teach a student who is prepared as aforesaid 
[by being a student of all of 1\1rs. Eddy's writings]." 
Both of these provisions were dropped from our Manual 
in the 26th edition of 1902. There were three editions 
of the Manual in 1902, and the 26th was the next to 
the last. As the 10th in 1899 was the 1st in 1899, the By
Law was operative for approximately three and a half 
years, and as there were two classes a year taught as late 
as 1901, there was an increased-over now-opportun
ity for observing the operation of this By-Law. Two 
instances of sad experiences from the freedom thereby 
granted came under the immediate observation of the 
Note-taker, at that time, suggestive of the seeming fact 
that Mrs. Eddy found that those who resisted organiza
tion would eventually resist her authority as its head. 
Hence she was forced to thus found her revelation in the 
institutional activities leading to Church-Association 
-another instance of releasing us in Asher, the eighth 
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son of Jacob, before we had demonstrated Gad, the 
seventh son, as subsequently unfolded in the chapters 
"The Twelve Tribes," and "Evolutionary Organiza
tion." It will be noted that the above mentioned By
Law and withdrawal was altogether after (1899-1902 
inclusive) her statement in \Iiscellaneous \\'ritings 317: 
12-1+, given to the Field in :\Iarch Journal 1897. 
"Again, it is not absolutely requisite for some people to 
be taught in a class, etc." So she was forced to again 
establish a rule to cover this point. However, even yet, 
while there is decided ap pro'1.'al of class-teaching (as 
evidenced in \1 rs. Eddy's statement in :\liscellany, 240: 
22-9, Sentinel, \lay 29th, 1909; and also our \Ianual 
under "Class Teaching," p. 87, forbids any member of 
The \Iother Church to "advise agaimt class instruc
tion", still there is no demand that we will advise any
one to adopt this course. "Approval" of and "advice" 
to pursue a certain course are quite different proposi
tions; hence, the forever consistency of what :\1rs. Eddy 
has said in \Iiscellaneous \Vritings, 317:12-14, with 
what she has said in the \Ianual and :\liscellany, as 
above. 

To further confirm this, no requirement was made 
for practitioners whose cards were in the Journal to be 
class-taught students until several years after \Irs. Eddy 
had ceased to be with us in "person" as Leader-we 
must not "hide the talent of spiritual healing under the 
napkin of its form," S.&H. 366-althaugh that form 
is all important as a means to an end, as will be subse
quently shown in "Evolutionary Organization." Our 
forms must be constantly quickened by the ideas which 
they symbolize, else our "golden calves" are just a little 
differently fashioned from Aaron's. 
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The original object, however, of this little by-path 
was to show the great value Mrs. Eddy attached to the 
study of all of her writings, and Christ and Christmas 
gathers all the rays of her statements as the" Kohinoor 
gem" to which 1 udge Hanna in the article mentioned 
likens it. It is indeed the shining whole reflection of her 
lif~-work. "It is the fitting capsheaf of the harvest
field of Scientific labor," 1 an. 10urnal, 1894, p. 467. 

Returning directly to our subject, "The Spiritual 
Idea," can we not now see with 1 udge Hanna's editorial 
in the 1 an., 1894, 10urnal, pp. 466, 467, that Christ and 
Christmas distinguishes Mrs. Eddy's mission; and, fur
ther, that an understanding of "the spiritual idea" and 
of Christ and Christmas as illustrative thereof is neces
sary to distinguish the mission of i\lrs. Eddy from that 
of 1 esus, for the purpose of completing the revelation 
1 esus did not and could not present, 10hn 16: 12-14; and 
that, in her own alleged words, as quoted by Sibyl \Vil
bur in The Life of Mar}' Baker Eddy, p. 218, she had 
"a mission from God to CO~IPLETE the work of 1 esus 
Christ on earth"? 

ludge Hanna (with Mrs. Eddy's approval, as ex
pressed on page 428 of the same 10urnal, 1 an., 1894, in 
the following words: "1 udge Hanna's editorial in this 
10urnal gives no uncertain echo of the spirit and ~IIS
SIO~ of Christ and Christmas") says: " .... but to 
the Christian Scientists whose eyes have been partly 
opened to 1 esus' mission as it is being exemplified in 
Christian Science today, it [Christ and Christmas J 
must be a new re'velation of the God-appointed ~lISSIO~ 
of our Leader." 
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Chapter II 

EVOLUTIONARY COMPARISONS 
"Do Sot Attempt to Dispose of the Earlier Editions [of 
Science and Health] .... Keep Them All; They Will 

Prove a Trtasure Trove," April Journal, 1891. 

THE necessary premise for this chapter having been laid 
in the first chapter's unfoldment of "The Spiritual 
Idea," it will be quickly seen that the following refer
ences are but the evolution of the same idea to the end of 
completely evolving "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman," S.&H. 517 :8-10, as the compound male and 
female reflection-"both son and daughter," ,:\1 is. 
167. And that the human founding or organization was 
but the human symbolic wedding of the same elements 
in co-incidental response to the demand of its antecedent 
idea. 

-'Irs. Eddy never retracted nor changed anything, 
but rather supplemented it progressi1'fly and left the 
basic step standing as a support to the next step-after 
the fashion of a J acob's-Ladder process. Each rung of 
the Ladder was left standing to show the enti re ascend
ing and descending processes-"And behold the angels 
of God ascending and descending on it," Gen. 28: J 2. 

'''hile these quotations may seem at a glance "pro
fuse," they are largely the same passage pursued from 
one revision to the other for the definite purpose of fur
ther laying a premise for the greater portion of these 
.Y otes, which will be found to contain comparatively 
few quotations. Only such are used as are I.\IPER.HI\·E 

as a premise. 
The following reference from the J oumal is to the 

end of showing '\Irs. Eddy's enti re approval of these 
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processes of "Evolutionary Comparisons," as an aid to 
seeing the supporting underlying arm-ilCnderneath 
are the everlasting arms," Deut. 33 :27. 

In the April Journal of 189 L is a seven-page first 
article on the 50th edition of Science and Health in 
which :\lrs. Eddy unfolds the City foursquare. giving 
a most extensive review of the manv new features of this 
book and suggesting that it "will prove to many an invi
tation to the wedding feast: \Vrite. blessed are they 
which are called to the :\larriage Supp.er of the Lamb," 
p. 7. The following is an excerpt: 

"A practical suggestion or two regarding study of 
the new edition: In the first place. do not attempt to dis
pase of the earlier editions [in italics]. Some are asking, 
'Can we be permitted to exchange?' Probably not; but 
you do not want to do so. even if you can. Fortunate is 
he who has all former revisions, together with the orig
inal edition of l875! Thev are indicators of successive 
stages of growth in Christian Science; and as such, at 
some future day will not only possess his(Oric value, but 
will be exceedingly difficult to procure. Keep them all; 
they will prO\'e a {treasure-trat'e' [in italics]. Again: 
let the new volume be studied in connection 'U.,,'th earlier 
editions. The very contrasts help us to see how the 
thoughts ha\'e risen only as we have been able to receive 
them. This. again, will re\'eal why the new edit:on 
could now be written for us. It is simply because the 
advancing thought. or demonstration, of Christian Stu
dents has ascended to that plane which makes it both 
possible and practicable for us (0 have the new \York." 

The aboH. while not signed by :\lr5, Eddy, was re
printed two or three times and widely disseminated by 
her direction. See] une ] oumal 1891, p. 123. 
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Surely, this is ample authority for the value of the 
following "Evolutionary Comparisons" of the refer
ences on "the ideal man" and "the ideal woman" (now 
Science and Heal th 517 :8-10) and thei r influence on 
the human symbol in ":\Iarriage" (now Science and 
Health 57 :8-14). It will be seen that whenever a change 
was made in "the ideal man" or "the ideal woman," or 
both, there was not only a corresponding change in the 
qualities of man and woman in ":\Iarriage," but a 
change in the whole edition, the greatest changes ap
pearing at the points of evolution of five distinct Bible 
prophecies, Re\·eiation 10th, 11 th, 12th, 19th and 21 st 
chapters, as specifically unfolded in the chapter on "The 
Finality of the Revelation." 

As we all know from .\Iiscellaneous "" ritings, p. 
308, :\Irs. Eddy gave us Christ and Christmas Decem
ber, 1893, but withdrew it after two editions in the same 
month-almost immediately. ""hen '\Irs. Eddy gave 
us Christ and Christmas again in 1897, she had taken 
man and woman out of "individualities" in the chapter 
on "I\Iarriage," S.&H. 57 :8-14, and put them into 
(i elements," S.&H. 57 :9, and "native quali ties," S.&H. 
57: 12 (she ha\·ing previously said "individualities" 
where we now have "elements," and "man and woman" 
where we now have "native qualities") thus removing 
the sex antagonism against her circle picture where 
woman has more light than man. This was the picture 
that created such antagonistic comment; howe\'er, when 
man and woman are characterized only in "element" 
of thinking and "quality," it presents as much invitation 
to a man as to a woman. 

The following outline of quality comparisons is self
evident: 
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First edition, 1875, p. 249: "Creation": "II' oman 
was a higher idea of God than man, inasmuch as she 
was the final one in the scale of being; but because our 
beliefs reverse every position of Truth, we name su
preme being masculine, instead of feminine." Again, 
"\Ye have not as much authority in Science for calling 
God masculine as feminine, the latter being the last, 
therefore the highest idea gi\'en of Him," p. 238. 

Also in ":\1arriage," the qualities of man and woman 
as divided, p. 315: "These different individualities 
meet and demand each other and their true harmony is 
oneness of Soul. \Voman should be loving. pu re and 
strong. ~lan, tender, intellectual. controlling [not then 
beyond the "Christian" viewpoint, Eph. 5 :22-2+ J: the 
attraction between the sexes will be perpetual only .-:s it 
is pure and true, etc ..... Happiness is spiritual, 
born of Truth and Love; it is unselfish. therefore. it 
cannot exist alone, but requires an f)bject to cherish." 

Second editif)n, 1878: There was no chapter on 
either "~larriage" or "Creation," so no unfoldment of 
the "spiritual idea" along these lines. 

Third edition, 1881: "Creation." p. 118. vol. I I. 
"The male idea corresponds to creation. Life and 
Truth; the female idea to Life, Truth and LOi'e," 
(Xote that while :\Irs. Eddy puts "Life" in man. she 
puts it also, in addition to "Love," in woman; thereby 
making her the encompassing idea-fulfilling Jeremiah 
31 :22): "\Ye have not as much authority in metaphy
sics for calling God masculine as feminine. the latter 
being the last. therefore the highest idea of Spirit." 

":\1arriage." on p. 153. \Tol. II-the qualities of man 
and woman are still divided just as in the I st edition, 
the references being identical with the quotations given 
from the 1 st edition. 
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There were no fourth and fifth editions. the 3rd 
edition having had such an enormous sale. it was per
mitted to run to four and fise thousand inclusive; the 
plan. of course, being one thousand in each edition. 

Sixth edition, 188J, Vol. II. '·Creation." p. 72; 
"The ideal man," and "the ideal woman," or "the male 
idea" and "the female idea" as she then called them. are 
identical with 3rd edition; also in ".\Iarriage." p. 107-
the qualities of man and woman are di\'ided as in the 
first and third-the entire references being the same. 

The subsequent editions up to and including the 
15th in 1885 are identical in all these points with the 3rd 
and 6th. as may be seen by p. 72. "Creation"; and "'\Iar
riage."p.107. 

Sixteellth editi011, ISS(J, p. +++: "Genesis." "The 
male idea corresponds to creation. to I ntelligence and 
Truth. The female idea corresponds to Life and LfJ'i.·e." 
("Intelligence" having taken the pbce of "Life" in 
"the male idea" and "Li fe" was lef t exclusiYel\' in "the 
female idea"). 

""-e ha\'e not as much authorin" in "Divine Sci
ence" [".\Ietaphysics" being replaced with "Di"ine 
Science"] for considering God masculine as we have 
for considering him feminine. for femineity gives the 
bst (and therefore the highest) idea of Deity." 

".\Iarriage." p. 153-The references are the same 
except. "These different individualities meet and lIeed 
[instead of ((demalld"] each other. and their true hJ.r
mony is in spiritual oneness." The qualities of man and 
woman are still divided. identicallv as in previous edi
tions. except that instead of "object to cherish" as in first 
and subsequent editions. "an object en which to rest" is 
given. where we 110, .. ' han. "but requires all mankind to 
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This continues until the 50th edition, as may be seen 
by p. 134 and 135 of the 49th edition; also Genesis, 
p.444. 

The fiftieth edition, 1891: This gives us for the 
first time the "City foursquare," merging the qualities 
of "man" into "woman," p. 267, adding only one quality 
to those previously assigned for 16 years to "woman," 
"tenderness," which previously belonged to man. So 
man merges into woman through "tenderness"-"Both 
sexes should be loving, pure, tender and strong," as we 
now have them. This change alone \ ... ould show us the 
nature of the City foursquare. 

Also, the attraction bet\veen "man and woman," 
takes the place of "the attraction between the Jexes," as 
previously. 

"Creation," p. 498: "The ideal man corresponds 
to creation, to Intelligence and Truth. The ideal woman 
corresponds to Life and Love. \Ve have not as much 
authority, in Divine Science, for considering God mas
culine, as we ha\'e for considering Him feminine, for 
Love imparts the highest idea of Deity." (The first tiICle 
"the ideal man" and "the ideal woman" takes place of 
"the male idea" and "the female idea"). 

"lVlother" is called "God" in the Glossary for first 
time in this 50th, 1891. edition. Previouslv the defini
tion of ":\lother" entirely encompassed "Father," bllt 

the u:ord "God" was not used for :\lother until in this 
edition. However, "Father and ~other God" does not 
appear in the Lord's Prayer until the 58th edition, 1891, 
p. 322. The previous edition-57th, 1891-having had 
"Our eternal Supreme Being. all harmonious," p. 322; 
also at the same time, "Love is reflected in love" takes 
the place of "And Truth will destroy the claims of 
error." 
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The year 189J, Christ and Christmas appeared, 
and both editions were published in December of that 
year and retired almost immediately-none being pub
lished after second edition. The reason for its retire
ment was given in the February 189+ ] oumal under 
article entitled, "Hear, 0 Israel"-our now "Deifica
tion of Personality"-2'Iis. 307. XO change occurred 
in the statement of man and woman in ".\Iarriage" or 
in "Genesis." .\Ian and woman in "~larriage" under 
"Sex elements" in marginal topic were still expressed 
as, "These different individualities meet and need each 
other," p. 267, in 1893 editions, necessitating human 
marriage for completeness. \"as not this sufficient to ne
cessitate withdrawal of Christ and Christmas? For this 
wculd leave the revelation unattainable by humanity . 
.\Ian and woman in "quality" and "element" is an equal 
hope for man or woman, by denial of St''\: distinctions 
and claims of need. Thus marriage was "demanded" 
or "needed" from 1875 to 1896-twenty-one years. At 
which time a marriage ceremony appeared in our '\lan
ual-see 10th .\Ianual, p. 7+. 

In 1891, we were gi\'en the 23d Psalm and the Ten
ets of Christian Science for the first time. 

180 ;-.\Ianual was announced in Thi,·teenth Vol
ume of ] oumals. 

In 1897, Christ and Christmas was restored, and 
.\Iiscellaneous \Yritings given us, which defines to us 
the mission of Christ and Christmas, on p. 33 :7-11, as 
previously noted. Simultaneously in Science and 
Health. this year, 1897. man and woman for the first 
time were taken out of "indi1:idualilies" and conjoined 
in "elements" as we now have them, and the attraction 
expressed between "native qualities" instead of "man 
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and woman." Se_e S.&H. 1896 and 1897 editions, p. 267, 
for this comparison (our present edition 57:8-14). 

In 1901 (first year of twentieth century), we have 
"inspired Word," in the first Tenet, Science and Health 
p. 497, for first time. Then an immediately complete 
revision of "The 'Yard" in September, 190 I, in which 
appears, "Spiritual Interpretations" as marginal cap
tion of first paragraph on p. 351 of previous editions
p. 46 of our present edition-its reading formerly as 
though we had had the inspired word in all ages: ''The 
divine Spirit which identified Jesus thus over eighteen 
centuries ago has spoken in e'L'ery age and clime through 
the "Inspired Word," Science and Health, 1901. As 
soon as "We take the inspired Word" appears in the first 
tenet instead "We take the Scriptures," "Spiritual In
terpretation" was made the marginal caption of the only 
other place in Science and Health where ~1rs. Eddy 
mentions "Inspired 'Vord." This was the year when she 
defined her successor, :\liscellany 347, in substance as 
the spiritual idea. In the second edition, in 1907, ~1 rs. 
Eddy changes the body of the paragraph containi ng 
"Inspired 'Vord," by transposing "in every age and 
clime" to succeed "The Inspired '''ord'' in arrange
ment, rather than precede it; however, the sense still 
remains unchanged, but showed significant activity on 
the point! In the fifth edition, 1908, she again changes 
it to its present form, which makes {(The Inspired 
lFord" start now and continue through every future age 
and clime, rather than to have ever been before. The 
'Yord, the Bride, ~Iy. 125, had just dawned in its gen
eric sense-wholeness. 

Also in 1902, the 25th rvfanual for the first time 
says: "Obstetrics is not Science and will not be taught" 
-no more "creation" in the founding in human con~ 
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sciousness in immediate response to the revelation; the 
idea had advanced to "intelligence," ·S.&H. 517:8, 9, 
the second step in "the ideal man." 

In 1903: Xo change appears in "the ideal man" 
and "the ideal woman," now p. 517 of S.&H., from the 
50th edition in 1891 to 1903, when the capital "I" in 
Intelligence was dropped to a small letter, thereby tak
ing intelligence from the divine quality of man and 
putting it in human approach to the divine. The word 
"Intelligence" was simultaneously treated in the same 
way all through Science and Health; notably 550 :5-7; 
516:4; 209: 10, etc .. etc. Com pare 190~ Science and 
Health, 245th edition, p. 517, with 1903, 278th edition, 
p. 517, to note change. Also note that in the 190~ edition 
".Matrimonial Aphorisms," p. 68, is in the place of 
"Christian Science. presents unfoldment not accretion, 
etc.," and all that follows on page 69, this latter being 
added in 1903-no more generation but the intelligent 
idea in revelation. 

Also for /irst time, Church Cniversal and Church 
Triumphant had been made one in Historical Sketch, 
p. 19 of 29th l\lanual, 1903; compare wi th 28th, p. 19. 

Also, 1903, the Bible and Christian Science text
book were made perpetual Pastors. Compare 28th 
Manual, p. 38, where it is said they shall be the pastors 
"so long as the Church is satisfied with this pastor," 
with p. 44 of 29th l\1anual, where it is said, "which will 
continue to preach for this Church and the u·orld." 

In 1903, we were commanded to drop the title of 
".Mother" as applied to :Mrs. Eddy, and substitute there
for the title of Leader. ~lanual 29th, p. 61; compare 
with 28th .Manual, p. 52, both 1903. Also the capital 
."C" in Creator was dropped to small "c" throughout 
our Text-book, making creation in Father-~lother God 
a purely human concept, .Mis. 96:8-14. 
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The relation these happenings in 1903 bear to the 
dropping of the capital "I" in Intelligence in "the ideal 
man" to small letter, thereby 'necessitating our intelli
gent approach in the human to Truth, is instanced by 
comparing p. 508 :2+-26, of 1902, 245th edition of Sci
ence and Health, \vith same page and lines! 1903, 278th 
edition. The former reads: "The intelligent idea! be it 
male or female, etc.," is changed in the latter edition to 

"The intelligent indin'dual idea, etc." There was to be 
no more gamboling about by reflecting intelligence as 
an animal, but it must be individually intelligent. Di
vinity embraces only the "intelligent indi'i.-·idual idea." 

L\fPORTAXT CO-IX CIDE~CES. 

Because of the great magnitude of the changes In 
1903, the following are repeated for emphasis: 

Simultaneously, in 1903, 1\1 rs. Eddy dropped the 
title of "~Iother" (having immediately before discon
tinued the teaching of Obstetrics in the .l\fassachusetts 
~letaphysical College) ; dropped" Creator" throughout 
her Text-book to the human; dropped Intelligence, 
vVisdom and Substance to the human throughout her 
Text-book. Also, she gave us simultaneously with the 
above S.&H. 68 (from line 27) and 69; also five (in
stead of four) Directors of The :Mother Church; and 
a Lesson-Sermon (specially prepared) for our Com
munion Services instead of her fong Communion ad
dresses. Preparations were progressing for building the 
Extension. 

In 1906: The "numbering" of Science and Health 
ceased in 1906, when the "Extension" was dedicated; 
and of Church membership in I 908. The response of 
the human founding was always immediate to the reve
lation; showing that when the Field received a revela
tion, it was ready for it-April Journal, 1891, p. 7. 
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There was no further change in "the ideal man" and 
"the ideal woman" (which seems. as "the spiritual 
idea," the touchstone of evolution) until 1907. 

In the first edition 0/ Science and Health, 1907, 
"The ideal man" and "the ideal woman," S.&H. 517: 
8-10. is not yet clear. as man still has but two distinct 
steps and woman but one. Also Scientific Obstetrics, 
p. 4-63. reads "A. spiritual idea .... shauld remove 
properly whatever is offensive," instead of "remo7.·es" as 
in present edition-one a negative and the other a pasi
ti7.'e statement. 

I n the second edition 0/ Science and Health, 1907, 
"the ideal man" is given three progressive steps corre
sponding "ta creation, ta intelligence. and to Truth." 
The ideal woman "to Life, and to Love" (two unfold
ments instead of one, as formerly)-the arms of ~Iother
hood paning. one arm (Li fe, Fatherhood) going under 
-"that which proceeds from," S.&H. 583: 13-and the 
other arm (Love, ~Iotherhood) going over-"that 
which rests upon," S.&H. 583: 13. The under-arm 
brought up the son (ascending)-"The infinite idea for
ever developing itself, broadening and rising higher 
and higher from a boundless basis," S.&H. 258: 13. The 
a7.·er-arm brought down (descending) the daughter or 
City foursquare (the daughter embracing the son, ful
filling] eremiah 31 :22), which is the Holy City de
scending from God out of heaven, Rev. 21 :10. prepared 
as a bride, Rev. 21 :2-"the bride (\Vord) is adorned," 
~Iy. 125. 

A Iso note in this same edition, 2nd ed. in 1907 (when 
"the ideal man" and "the ideal woman" is for the first 
time complete, we have (for the first time) "The Holy 
Ghost or Christ" changed to "the Holy Ghost and 
Christ." thus withdrawing the dividing line between 
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"the development of Life, Truth and Love," and its 
completed Christ fulfillment, S.&H. +96: 15-19; \lateria 
\Iedica is invited to adopt Christian Science instead of 
being executed with other errors as formerly, S.&H. 
+41 :20, 21 ; "Scientific Obstetrics" has fur the first lime. 
"A spi ritual idea has not a single element of error and 
this truth re11l(n:es properly whatever is offensive" in
stead of "sh(;uld remove," as formerly, S.&H. +6.' :.~-20; 
"primal quality of" was added to "infinite \linJ," 
S.&H. +69:9; "marriage 'leill ccntinue" instead uf "It'! 

marriage continue," S.&H. 6+ :26,27: "Principle and its 
idea is one," S.&H. +65 :17; "self-justification" was 
added to "Depravity" in "The Scientific Translation 
of \Iortal \lind," S.&H. 115 :22; "The woman in the 
Apocalypse symbolizes generic man was given instead 
of "The woman in the Apocalypse is the Vignette," 
S.&H. 561 :22; "Thy kingdom is come, was given in
stead of "Thy kingdom is 'u:itlzin us," S.&H. 16 :31 ; 
"Unnecessary" was added to line 3 and "erroneously" 
and "misdirected" to lines 17 and 18 in S.&H. 27+, 
"Spiritual living and blessedness are the only e,·idences 
by which we can recognize true existence, etc.," took the 
place of "Life and blessedness are the only proofs of 
existence, etc." Thus, there were twelve simultaneous 
changes in this edition of great import, for later it will 
be seen that they, in the order named, express the spe
cific activities of the Twelve Tribes. There were myri
ads of word changes and additions in this issue of 
Science and Health, also reconstructed sentences; but 
these are the twelve textual changes that characterize 
this one book. 
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SCNl~IARY OF SECOND EDITIO~ OF 
SCIEXCE AXD HEALTH OF 1907. 

( 1) "The ideal man" and "the ideal woman" were 
each given a final step, S.&H. 517 :8-10. 

(2) The Holy Ghost was added to the Christ, and 
not made interchangeable therewi th, for the Holy 
Ghost was a developing sense, S.&H. 588, while the 
Christ was a completed sense, S.&H. 496: 15-19. 

(3) ~1ateria :\ledica was invi ted to adopt Christian 
Science, S.&H. 441 :20, 21. 

(4) "Scientific Obstetrics" was re-inforced, S.&H. 
463 :5-20. 

(5) "Primal quality of" was added to "infinite 
~Iind," S.&H. 469 :9. 

(6) Permission for marriage ,vas withdrawn, S.&H. 
64. 

(7) "Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 465:17, 
was given for the first time. 

(8) "Self-justification" was added to "Depravity," 
S.&H. 115 :22. 

(9) "The \Voman in the Apocalypse symbolizes 
generic man" was given instead of "The woman in the 
Apocalypse is the Vignette," S.&H. 561 :22. The latter 
would have spread motherhood. Rev. 12th chapter, 
shutting out the Bride, Rev. 21st chapter. The \Yoman 
in Rev. 12th Chapter symbolizes generic man; the 
\Yoman in Rev. 21st Chapter is generic man. 

(10) "Thy kingdom is come," S.&H. 16. took the 
place of "Thy kingdom is within us." The latter
"Thy kingdom is within us"--cloes not properly belong 
to prayer (petition) and the kingdom must come "with
out" in the full Tweh'e Tribes before its activj tv can be 
wholly within. In other words. thought must be ex
panded to the full Twelve Tribes (Church) before it 
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can be again "individuar' in the Tree of Life. Then it 
is a indi'L'idual totality, embracing the full Twelve 
Tribes. 

(11) "Unnecessary" line 3; and "erroneously" and 
"misdirected" lines 17 and 18 of S.&H. 274, were added. 
Thus the five physical senses were redeemed. 

(12) "Spiritual living" was made possible to the re
deemed physical senses, S.&H. 264 :24-27. There could 
be no spiritual living until the five physical senses were 
redeemed, as above. 

Third edition of 1907: The only change is that 
lines 17-28 on p. 164 were added to the chapter "Science, 
Theology and l'vIedicine" for first time, in which .Mrs. 
Eddy puts herself under the possibility of passing from 
us to our sense-"It you or I should appear to die we 
should not be dead, etc."-but not until she had already 
been given the two great wings of Truth ("the ideal 
man") and Love ("the ideal woman") clear, and free 
to fiy into her second wilderness (Brookline?) where 
she would be sustained "for a time and times and A HALF 

a time," Rev. 12 :14. (1\.1ay it not be the two and "a half" 
years which she remained with us after clearing the 
ideal man and woman? The above book, 3rd edition 
(which the Note-taker has, is dated by the purchaser as 
"!\Iay, 1907," which shows 1\1rs. Eddy had not yet read 
her book through-according to the Preface of our 
present Science and Health). So from June 10th, 1907, 
to Dec. 1st, 1910, time of her passing, ,vas approximately 
two and "a half" years. The adding of this, 164: 17 -28, 
to Science, Theology and .\.[ edicine (woman's three 
measures of meal, S.&H. 118 :13-25) suggested that the 
leavening was completed. 

Fourth edition of Science and Health, 1907: The 
only changes are-\Ve have seven synonyms of God in-
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stead of eight for first time, S.&H. 465; and "The eter
nal Elohim includes the forever universe" instead of 
"The eternal Elohim has created the universe" as for
merly, S.&H. 515 :16. The eighth synonym which has 
just been dropped is "incorporeal Being"-"being" now 
is ready to be place.d in man as God's gift or reflection. 
"And eternal" was added to "primal quality of the in
finite ~lind," S.&H. 469. 

So in fifth edition of Science and Health, in /()07 
(for first time) we have sah'ation a [lift and not a labor, 
in "Christian Science," S.&H. 442 :25-29. This is the 
first promise ever ginn us in "Christian Science,"-all 
promises previously being in "Divine Science," Chris
tian Science having been merely p,.op~ecy as in defini
tion of "Elias," on page 585 of Science and Health, in 
which :\Irs. Eddy says Elias is "prophecy" and also 
"Christian Science .... which must first come and 
restore all things." 

Science and Healtlz, p. 99, :\lrs. Eddy had made St. 
Paul's labor the "Key to the Kingdom" (marginal 
topic) with which Christian Science unlocked the door 
of the human understanding, but now the key to Chris
tian Science was lifted to be one with the Key to Para
dise, "the Key of Divine Science," S.&H. 171 :4--11. So 
man is reflected incorporeal being. 

First edition, Science and Health, 1908, is the same 
as 5th edition of 1907. 

Second edition, Scif'nce and H ea/tlz, in 1908 takes 
"strive" and "meek" out of sixth tenet, also "lo\'e one 
another," and substitutes therefor the Golden Rule as 
the science of Love, or LO\'e and Principle in one. 

Here it might be well to note that "Our Father
Mother God, all harmonious, Adorable one" and "Love 
is reflected in love"-first and sixth statements-were 
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put in the Lord's Prayer at the same time (in 58th ed. 
in 1891), thus making the sixth statement the conclu
sion drawn frem the first as premise. So, too, here the 
sixth tenet in 1908 is made to draw an inevitable con
clusion from the first tenet-"\Ye take the inspi,·ed 
Trord of the Bible as our sufficient guide to eternal life." 
The inspired \'·ord was the Bible in the embrace of 
Science and Health-symbol in the embrace of idea, 
Pr.inciple in the embrace of Loye; as in the Lord's 
Prayer, Father in the embrace of ::\lother (compare 
Father and ::\Iother in Glossary). So the first and sixth 
tenets correspond with the first and sixth step in the 
Lord's Prayer. The Lord's Prayer was changed as 
aboye just before the founding of our present ::\lother 
Church in 189.2, "Church Triumphant," Put 3 : 19, and 
now our "Cninrsal Church" (male and female one), 
reflects it. 

Tht' Third edition of S,ienee and Health in 1908: 
So with Lo\·e and Principle united in the sixth tenet 
as "the Golden Rule" (::\lrs. Eddy's reyelation reJting 
uporl Jesus, S.&H. 269 :2.2-.2.:;, which reference was not 
put in until 1891--.:;Oth dition. when the City four
square was reyea1ed) loye is squared and removed from 
emotion, and we are ready to be "a law unto ourselves," 
hence "Christian Scientists be a law unto yourselves, 
etc.," 4-4-.2:30-3.2, is ginn us in the third edition of 1908. 

The Four·th Editir.,n, Seiena and Health, 1908: 
Second promise in "Christian Science" in Science and 
Health is giYen us in S.&H. 200 :25-29 was added. 
For when we are a law unto ourselves, "crucifixion" 
ceaseS and man ·is "glorified" in accordance with the 
last demand of Comforter-"He [Christian Science J 
shall glorify me," John 16: 1+. Christian Science (the 
humanity or human application of Divine Science-
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S.&H. 127:14-16; 471:29-31; 561:16-21; 565:6-13)
'Yoman 's ~rAX CHILD, was completely evolved-"the 
masculine representative of the spiritual idea." Thus 
lines 25-29, p. 200 of Science and Health, were added 
to the chapte'r entitled "Physiology"-"Science of the 
functions of man" (\Vebster). So Jesus forever func
tiens in Ch,.,·stian Science "as the qlorified." 

Fifth edition of Science and Health, 1908: Hence, 
in next edition we have the completed word on p. 46 
for first time-the inspired word has spoken "and 'U·ill 
speak through every age and clime" and the prayer of 
Thanksgiving on the fly-leaf of Science and Health is 
expressed-

instead of 

"Oh! Thou hast heard my prayer; 
And I am blest! 
This is Thy high behest:
Thou here and e't'er),'U:here." 

"I, I, I, I, itself I, 
The inside and outside, the what and the why, 
The when and the where, the low and the high, 
All I, I, I, I, itself I." 

For explanation of the meaning of this quotation as de
nunciatory, see J ouma!. Vol. 7, April, 1889. 

The next, sixth edition of Science and H ea/th. 1908, 
has nothing new except lines 28-32 on p. 267 at the end 
of chapter on "Creation "-" Blessed is the man that en
dureth (oHrcometh) temptation, etc."-"creation," and 
passes on to "intelligence"-second step in "the ideal 
man." S.&H. 517 :8. ~ ate this is the 6th ed i tion or un
foldment in 1908. the perfected "creation"; and that it 
is the end of ((Creation" in Science and Health. sixth 
edition or "sixth day," when God declared creation 
finished. 
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SC~L\1ARY OF SCIEXCE A~D HEALTH I~ 1908. 

First Edition-Just as 5th of 1907. 
Second Edition-Sixth tenet-"love" rests on basis 

of "Golden Rule," and "strive" and "meek" are 
dropped. "Christianity" yields to "Science." 

Third Edition-Law unto ourselves-(last demand 
of "Practice"), S.&H. 442. 

Fourth Edition-Glorified Jesus, the last function
ing of man is added to "Physiology"-"Science of func
tions of man" (\Vebster's Dictionary). 

Fifth Edition-Prayer of Thanksgiving (fly-leaf); 
with finished word, p. 46. Finished word of :\Jrs. Eddy 
was based on the last word of Jesus to his disciples in 
walk to Emmaus, which had' been the previous mar
ginal topic-"Emmaus," but now' "Spiritual interpreta
tion. " 

Sixth Edition-Overcoming creation; also closing 
of !\-10ther's Room, Sentinel, ~ ovember 21, 1908. 

Also in X ovember, 1908, we were given our l\Jon
itor which was designed "to spread undivided the truth 
that operates unspent," My. 353. 

In 1909, S.&H., p. 103:15 and 16: "The maximum 
of good, however, is met by the maximum of supposi
tional evil, hence the fight to crush Science," changed 
to "The maximum of good is the infinite God and His 
idea the All in all"-no further fight to crush Science. 

Also, S.&H. 265 :20, "The truth of being is peren
nial and the error is seen only when we look from wrong 
points of observation," changed to "The truth of being 
is perennial and the error is unreal and OBSOLETE. (This 
is the last text-change that was made in Science and 
Health. With evil obsolete, what more could there be?) 

Sept. Jrd, 1910: Just three months before l\1rs. 
Eddy left us from the high eminence of fulfilled proph-
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ecy-" He [Christian Science] shall glorify me," John 
16 (the same length of time before Joshua took the chil
dren of Israel oyer Jordan after :\Ioses as Leader had 
left them from the high eminence of :\It. Pisgah), :\1 rs. 
Eddy said en page .?4-.? :\Iiscellany: "Christian Science 
is ahs(j/ute/ it is neither behind the point of perfection 
nor advancing toward it; it is at this point and must 
be practiced therefrom." Did this not thereby rend the 
veil from top to bottom between Christian Science and 
Divine Science, as :\1 rs. Eddy had, preyieusly to 1908, 
as noted above, put all the promises in Divine Science 
and had always said: "Divine Science is absolute," 
S.&H. 274-? Did not "Christian- Science" up to the 
point of being lifted to "the absolute," :\Iy. 24-2, stand 
with reference to Diyine Science as the Tabernacle did 
to the Holy of Holies-in the latter' resting every 
promise? :\1rs. Eddy thus rent the \'eil from top to bot
tom in the final scene of her presence with us to our 
view, as did Jesus in his last scene with the world. 

The follewing are the word changes, etc., which 
were made in addition to the references above from 
1908 to 1910 when :\1 rs. Eddy left us in person: 
1909, page 71: "the so-called" before "mind," line 

I.? 
1909, page 90: 
1909, page 107: 

1909, page 14-3: 
1908, page 162: 

1909, page 221: 

"man" instead of "one," line 25. 
"preparing" instead of "fitting," 
line 4-. 
"lesser" instead of "less," line 15. 
"cicatrized" c han g e d to "anky
lesed," line 21. 
"woman" and "her" changed to 
"person" and "h is" th roughout en
tire narrative, lines I to 28, next 
page. 
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1909, page 265: 

1909, page 334: 

1909, page 341: 
1909, page 7: 
1910, page 7+: 

"in God's image and likeness" added 
after "man," line 20. 
"or is" added after "Jesus was," 
line 1; also "and is" after first two 
words, line 2; and "dwells" instead 
of "dwelt," line 5. 
"good" changed to "Truth," line 10. 
"want" to "need," line 25. 
"caterpillar" changed to "insect," 
line 18. 

Chapter title "Animal ~Iagnetism" changed to ":\nimal 
~Iagnetism C nmasked." 1910. 

Chapter title "Christian Science and Spiritualism" 
changed to "Christian Science ys. 
Spiritualism," 1910. 

From the aboye additional references will be seen 
the character of the changes which were made ior the 
full two years next preceding ~Irs. Eddy's "passing 
from" us. This is the best eyidence that could be pro
duced of her finished-to-her-sense reyelation, as they 
are (with the exceptions of her wiping out completely 
"the fight to crush Science "-in 1909, on page 103 of 
Science and Health, as indicated in the main body of 
this chapter-and making error OBSOLETE, thereby pre
cluding possibility of further consistent changes, S.&H. 
265) merely word changes to bring her previously obvi
ous meaning to a nearer word perfection. And so it 
must have been with any other and further changes that 
she did and could make of which we may have heard 
intimations. As ~Irs. Eddy says in her own words in 
her Preface to Science <lnd Health, she had ne\'er read 
her book consecutively through until June 10, 1907; and 
even then, as previously noted, was for a year and a 
half thereafter occupied with all important changes of 
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texts and additions (to the exclusion of possibility for 
the smaller word values), to the end of making her en
tire revelation consistent with her completion of "the 
ideal man" and "the ideal woman"-iithe spiritual idea" 
-in second edition of 1907. (The editions are num
bered by discovery of the ::\ ote-taker by comparison, as 
Science and Health was not numbered after the dedica
tion of the "Extension"; the many having become One 
in this gathering of the Twelve Tribes, as subsequently 
unfolded. ) 

Thus we advance to the reason for these evolutionary 
changes, as demanded by progressive Bible prophecy. 
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Chapter III 

THE FI~ALITY OF THE 
REVELATIO~ 

"God Had Bun Graciousi}- Preparin9 J! e ..•. fr-r 
This FISAL REVELATlOS," Science and Health 107. 

THIS chapter is designed to confirm the tv,o preceding 
chapters by presenting the Scriptural bases and de
mands for their conclusions. It is another step in 
premise-laying from the old revisions for the entire 
conclusions subsequently drawn that affects OUT Cause 
so vitally-the failure to see which has grafted foreign 
premises and conclusions upon our perfect Church 
body, as :\1rs. Eddy unfolded it and left it. "The Final
ity of the Revelation" must be proved as a necessary 
antecedent to the finality of :\lrs. Eddy's founding in 
her organization. 

For many years, the X ote-taker has pondered the 
relation that the five specific prophecies contained in 
Revelation loth, 11th, 12th, 19th and 21st chapters 
had borne to the progressive unfoldment of Science and 
Health with Key to the Scriptures. realizing that they 
must have been not only fulfilled in a general way but 
specifically and separately, in order to cover these u·iJely 
differing prophecies made by Jesus as an outline for his 
promised Church plat. 16:18). :\1rs.Eddyhassaidon 
page 107. lines 3 to 6, of Science and Health with Key 
to the Scriptures: "God had been graciously preparing 
me during many years for the reception of this final 
revelation of the absolute divine principle of scientific 
mental healing." 
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At a mcment when the desire seemed the most press
ing to understand these chapters, the);" <lte-taker was led 
to a file of the old editions of Science and Health with 
Key to the Scriptures and found the following facts: 

The first e\'oIution: 

THE FIRST E\'OLl'TIOX 

The first editir;n. published 1875, was simply "Sci
ence and Health," with no Key to the Scriptures and 
was written in manly (ascended) terms of presentation. 
-'Irs. Eddy's statements were "absolute" in the main, 
and her premises and conclusions \'ery high indiyidu
ally, but had "gathered" nothing. 1 t is easy to see why 
many have regarded this first edition as her highest 
revelation of Truth. However, when we realize that 
"'oman is a descending idea-the City foursquare (as 
a Bride) descends-\ve see that the greater the height. 
the further it is frem the goal of Cni"usa/ man. Su 
man's se\'enth rung (seHnth day of "creation") in the 
ascending scale of being is where \Yoman starts her de
scent. Thus it is natural that the first edition should be 
the highest and that the last should be the broadest. So 
the man-Angel brings the "Little Book" in accordance 
with Revelation 10th chapter. This man-A.ngel is said 
to be a woman in the window of The .\Iother Church, 
Jan. J oumal, 189S-the manho[)d of woman, from the 
pinnacle of being. ,\1 rs. Eddy speaks of The (little) 
1'Iother Church as "reared on the foundation of Love, 
and pinnaded in Life," Pul. ~ :30-1: "Life represented 
by the Father," S.&H. 569: 1. ~. So man's greatest height 
is \Yoman's first step in the desulldill!J order. The first 
edition starts at the portals of heaven in the allness of 
good, the oneness of God and man, which is ,\1 rs. Eddy's 
individual vision, but mountain tops are always lonely 
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positions, and so the mountain re\Oelations must be left 
to men; \Yoman being generic, So&H. 561 :22, must em
brace the whole world. Because of Jesus' "mountain " 
vision, he was unable to reach humanity beyond a lim
ited few. "\Yisdom" and "Intelligence" being the almost 
exclusive terms for God, in the first edition of Science 
and Health, the following quotations are illustrative of 
the style of this edition: "Let the idea of creative \\,is
dam reflect its Principle .... Herebv, we learn crea
tions of \Yisdom are not dependent on laws of matter, 
but on Intelligence alone," p. 231 ; "After God declared 
'all was made,' and the creation good, \Yisdom never 
repented or repeated what it had done, etc.," p. ~46; 
"Soul exists not without man and the uni\Oerse, for it is 
never separated from the complex and reflex shadow of 
itself; but God, the Soul of all, is not in man or matter," 
p. 233; "That man epitomizes the universe, and is the 
body of God, is apparent to me, not only from the logic 
of Truth, but in the phenomenon, that is sometimes be
fore my spiritual senses, etc.," p. 229; ":\lanl}:." (Las-
cended") presentation,-the man-Angel bringing the 
"Little Book," Rev. 10. 

The Jecond edition of Science and Health,* pub
lished in 1878, was almost a failure in terms of Sibyl 
\Vilbur's Life of :\lary Baker Eddy: "\Yhen the second 
edition finally came out it was found to be a slim book, 
labeled Volume II, though there was no Volume I. It 
was well-nigh a failure: its typographical errors were 
I . " 13- t eglOn, p ..... /. 

This was at a time when l\1rs. Eddy was having 
manv difficulties with the men with whom she was asso
ciated, as can be seen from the chapter, "Conflict of 

* This is not called an evolution for obvious reasons. 
t Her latest edition declares it to be a "complete failure." 
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Personalities," in Sibyl \Yilbur's The Life of l\1ary 

Baker Eddy, pp. 220-2+6. \Vas not this. "the death of 
the t'lL''] witnesses," as prophesied in the 11 th chapter of 
Revelation? The men seemed to be endea\'oring to 
wrest the Cause from woman-possibly with the "altru
istic" desire to save so large a Principle in the hands of 
a woman-for had not Jesus done it all? was probably 
the limitation of their vision. :\. man by the name of 
Barry, whom she had befriended in every way. brought 
a suit against her. A man by the name of Spofford in
cited rebellion among those who had formed the little 
company to publish her book and they des;red their 
money, whereupon he paid them without :\1rs. Eddy's 
consent, and appropriated the remaining funds for his 
own use as compensation for selling the first edition, 
leaving :\1rs. Eddy without a cent to take her book out 
of press. _-\. man by the name of Ahrens plagiarized 
thirty pages of her book. :\.nd a man by the name of 
Kennedy started a counter-movement in Boston. 

\Yhen :\1rs, Eddy's second edition did appear. it 
came in only one volume. which had been extracted 
from one to which she referred in her "Introductorv" 
to this second edition. Vol. II: "In a new edition of 
Science and Health. a book of O'l'er /i'l'e hund,.ed pages, 
we have gi\'en a fuller synopsis of our metaphysical 
system, and briefly extract from the pages of that work 
to publish in smaller size this 'l'olume," 

On this second edition is an Ark surrounded by tur
bulent waters beneath. with clouds overhead, \Yas not 
this in a sense a prayer for an Ark of safety for her 
Cause? It is called the i·X oah's _-\.rk Edition." 

This volume contained but two chapters that were in 
the first edition. and they were greatly changed by revi
SIon. :\1rs. Eddy. as feminine representati\'e. had in 
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terms of "the tu:o witnesses," Zech. 4; Rev. 11 :3, 4, and 
.My. 346:27-2, been pouring her oil (Science and Health 
with Key to the Scriptures, p. 592 :25, 26) into a com
mon receptacle with man, or "the masculine representa
tive of the spiri tual idea," S.&H. p. 565: 10, 11; and, of 
course, men claimed it all for man, as woman had never 
revealed herself as distinct from man in mission and 
commission up to this time. Mrs. Eddy says: "The 
second appearing of Jesus is, unquestionably, the spirit
ual advent of the ad'l..'ancinq idea of God, as in Christian 
Science," Ret. p. 70 :20-22. So far no distinction han 
been demonstrably made between "the first by man'\ 
"and last by woman" appearing of "the spiritual idea," 
S.&H. 565:18 and 19. 

THE SECOXD EVOLUTIO~ 

Third edition of Science and Health, 1881. When 
this edition appeared l\-Irs. Eddy had put the whole 
chapter on "Creation" into l\10therhood; for example, 
Gen. 1 :20: "And Spirit expresses first Her general 
ideas and beautiful representations of Life correspond
ing to light, vegetation, flowers, trees, etc.; second, Her 
solid and grand ideas of Substance, corresponding to 
rocks and mountains; third, Her ideas of intelligence, 
corresponding to the animal and human species, etc.," 
p. 114; "Spirit creates man in Her own image and like
ness, .... She also causes this idea to reflect Her 
dominion over all things . . . . This man of God, this 
infinite male and female idea, including all ideas, re
flecting all forms of thought, male and female, co
existed with Spirit, and is forever making manifest this 
infinite }v[ other in higher forms of earth and heaven, 
of flowers, trees, men, women and all the et cetera of the 
universe," pp. 117, 118; "And Spirit blessed the multi-
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plicaticn of Her oU'n idea5," good thoughts evolved 
from the perfect 1'lind. and rising higher at each an
nunciation," p. 115. Her cause was saved to woman. 
fulfilling Rev. II: 12. Her prayer for an Ark of safety 
had been answered. 

Church is "Jllpentrurture" as long as creation is in 
":\lotherhood" wi th no place for Fatherhond and man
hood. (Dr. Eddy passed on ] une, 1882, a few months 
thereafter, as there seemed no place for man.) 

THE THIRD E"oLCTIO::\ 

The 5ix!h edi!i'Jn of Science and Health gave us the 
Glossary for the first time, thereby crediting to man the 
entire Bible (in the embrace of Science and Health,
idea). no woman being mentioned therein except Eve, 
and she not creditably. This Glossary fulfills Rev. 11: 
18. 19-"and that thou shouldest give reward unto thy 
servants, the prophets, and to the saints" .... "and 
the temple cf God was opened in heaven." (The Bible 
having already ascended with Science and Health, his 
two witnesses. Rev. 11: 12; :\ly. 346 :28-2.) 1'\ ote this 
was after the seventh angel (or last angel, Gabriel) had 
sounded in the 5e'l.·enth Jeal. In Rev. II :15 and in Rev. 
IO:7 it is said that when this Jet'enth angel "shall begin 
to sound. the mystery of God should be jini5hed as he 
hath declared to his servants the prophets." 

Returning to Glossary-surely Abraham is not 
greater than "fidelity." etc.; :\lcses than "moral cour
age"; Abel than "watchfulness," etc., etc., therefore, the 
Bible (man) symbol is not greater than Science and 
Health (\Yoman) idea-"the spiritual idea," Love, 
S.&H. 534 :27-30, but 1'I'ce 1·er5a. 

The old man in "Christ and Christmas" (seventh 
picture) closes his Bible when the seven prismatic colors 
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(seven days of respective unfoldment) are drawn into a 
fo(us of 'U'hite-idea, to which they have always tended 
or pointed-"The rays of infinite truth when gathered 
into the focus of ideas bring light instantaneously," etc., 
S.&H. 504- :23. 

THE FOl'RTH E"OLCTIOX 

The sixteenth edition of Science and Health in 
1886 gave us Genesis for the first time, and the Apoca
lypse for the first time. but only as woman bringing forth 
the "man child." ~1rs. Eddy placed the then-chapter 
"Prayer and .1tonement" bef.u:een Genesis and the 
Apocalypse. ~Iay not this be because the Apocalypse 
had not yet correlated Genesis, inasmuch as it does not 
go beyond the woman bringing forth the man child) 
Rev. 12. C ntil we have "The City foursquare" we have 
no correlation in the Apocalypse for the female of God's 
creating and man and woman are inseparable. There is 
a chapter in the 16th edition, called "\\'ayside Hints" 
-a supplementary chapter-in which :\1rs. Eddy. in 
speaking of the squareness of this City as a hint. says: 
"SquareneSJ is a synonym for wholeness. \Yhat is meant. 
in modern language. by the phrase. 'He is a good. square 
man.' but that the person referred to is upright and 
downright. true. honest. sincere? Squa"e dealing is not 
an uncommon epi thet. 'On the square?' is the question 
often asked when a bargain is proposed. 'Parting on the 
square,' is a phrase which has passed into popular use 
from the parallelism of Free :\Iasonry. \\r e need goed, 
square men everywhere. Such a man was my late hus
band. Dr. Asa G. Eddy ..... Society needs square 
and fair dealing.-such honesty and humanity as my 
friend Dr. P. P. Quimby wished to engender among his 
fellow mortals," etc .. pp. 226 and 227. This hint of the 
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City fou,s~u3.re i~ t!-:e ! 6~!-: edition i:: ! ~% ,:ines r.ot t::ke 
its place ic: "T!:e .-\f)oc:llv')sc" ~(), !:\'e ve:ns there:d~er. 

~ _ A _ 

2S ~;;e .\poc3.1y~se ended \\'i:!: Re·:. ] .?:!: cn1;J:er, l!::ti! 
!89!. 

Cr.:;rc~ i~ giYe:1 2.S st~'l!rf:lre if'stc:!c O' s'I!J('r'sfr::r

fl.re, v;;;en Ge:-.esis is re\'e:l:e~ i:1 F(:therh00J in th:s 
16th ec::: 0:1 . 

. -'.f:er t!:e sOl..:ndi!1g of :;;is S~':','r.!h a:1ge! (ir. sever:!: 
'e~ 1) I' ~ Re" 1 1 ,1::: tl- 0 \\'o'n" n br : no" + rt' -I-
.... '-4 1.1. ... ' • .1. ~ .'_'. li'- 11..... "'i.::J~ ... 0 ... 1 .I~e 11~an 

diU i:-: Rc';, 12. ~rrs, Ecdy SJ.ys 0:1 p, .~.::C):~!-l :~.:H, 
"~~.e f.:~·e!ltI: r/:,':p!.'1' of the A;wc:llypse n- R..e\'c:::t::J:1 
c~ ~~, J()~n h:!s a spcci::! sugges:iycr:~s~ ir: cO:-:f'cc::n!1 
W::~1 th~ ni,;eteenth ced:I1'::," '".!:'hen :he 17!.:n rlzilJ ~e
longs to t;;e :\";:\,,EiEE:\,,':'H cen:ury and we ::re r.o,>\" :n 
the :n-cr:::e:h centun' l!n;oldr,-.cnt of V,·0:11.1:1hoe>d, 
"T!:is is v'o!;;2-:1'" hO'Jr"-:,\ a a:1d Yes p .. !.~, X ote ::-:3t 
t!-:e pe:-secutio:1s of the J:-3g0:-: ,vcre directed e:-::ircly 
against the "'o:::a:1 in biingi!1g tr.is "l1u.n diU" to Ollr 
consciousr.ess ar.::! su~se~ue!1:!y o~h' 19;:i:1S! t!:c "r~~
r.:lr.~ of ;.c:- see,i '.\'h!cl~ kee!J the ca:r.:'13.;;'c:;,,-,,:.~s of Gnd 
ar.c hr:,'t' the tes:ir.iony of Jesus Ch,ist" R,-,,", ! l:! 7. 
inste~d af ent~rJcing them <!nd going on to !Jivine 
Science, 

Ir: :!":e fiftieth eci:io:1 a! Scier.ce "r.C He::l:h i:-: ~SC)~, 

~lrs, Ec::!y gi\'es l!S t!":e C!!y fot:rsC:-":1:c ~():- !!":e frs: 
t:'-1e ar.c tack I3 :z\'cr J:-!ct }~:o~er.:en: f :(1':: !Je!· .. ;ee~ 
"GC:-ICS:S" a::c "T!-:c .-\?ocJly~se" (::.s !;: 10:h ed:::o:;,). 
:lS i: see:11~d :0 ~e a ?:-3.yer fo: the at·o~e-rr.ent of r.-.~n 

a~d \YO:r~3l1-"Ger~eS:sq ~oG '~ .. :\;->ocJ.Iyp5~." T~~y rJJd 
r. t b ·~· )..-p t...p~n o~ a ; n ..... <::n111 ~ .... L "' .... "~~!,,,,::Jo ~ _r\,~'''''' 1 -.-"\"'/::." ,0 .~.( _ ~ J~~,. ..~ ..... ,. ~,-;I""~ ~ ,,'- • ~;"J~ ... ! ;-1~~ 
?~e\·!o!Jsly !11d been ~:.-.. J:~~ ~o :~e '~·();~1:.~ J~:1g-~~~ ~or~h 
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correlate the female idea until we got the City four
square, as man embraced by \,. oman~ J er. 31:22 and 
S.&.H. 6+ :2.2<~5; the "Bride" coming down from God 
out of heaycn, having wedded the Lamb (the woman's 
man child, who was "caught up unto God and to His 
throne," Rev. 1.2:5; Rev. 19 :6-8). '\Irs. Eddy says, 
S.&H. 577 :+-8: "The Lamb's wife ;Hesents the unity of 
male and female as no lenger two wedded indi\'iduals 
but as twO individual natures in one; and this com
pounded spiritual Individuaii~y rci1ects God as Father
~lother, etc." 

In this 50th edition in the chapter on·.\larriage,'· 
which always reflects the changes in "the ideal man" 
and "the ideal woma:1," the qualitics of man and woman 
are merged intI) o:\"£. The "compound" has thc qual
ities previously given exclusiniy to woman, with th~ 
exception of "tcderness": the qualities of man ha\'ing 
been "tender, intellectu2.l. controlling." from the first 
edition to the fiftieth. In the fifticth it is changed to-

"Both sexes should be loving, p~Jre, tl?nder and strong" 
-the woman's qualIties hac prc\'iously always been 
':loving, pure and strong." \Yas not this merging man 
as "quality" into 'u.:om{[n? Th:!, in itself, would indi
cate the nature of the Ci ty fou rsquare. as the chapter 
on ('.\larriage,'· p. 57 :8-14, has always responded to the 
changes in "the ideal man" and "the ideal woman," S.& 
H.517:8-1O. 

"Science, Theology and '\ledicine" cot1taining "the 
Scientific Translation of .\10rta1 .\lii1d," was added for 
the first time-\\'oman's three measures of meal. S.&H. 
118: i3-25-which "Transiatioi1" \YaS changed sc\'Cral 
times, as the leaven worked in the three measures of 
meal. 
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To summarize: 

All of this shows that the city has been sqllared and 
the fourth side has ht'eTl added so that "nothing that de
fileth or maketh a lie." can enter it. "The "'(Hd, Christ, 
Christianity and Di1.·int' Science." the four sides, S.&H. 
_~7_~. under marginal caption of "The City foursquare," 
becoming one with: "first, the \\'ord of Life. Truth, and 
Love; second. the Christ. the spi ri tual idea of God; 
third, Christianity. which is the outcome of the di\'ine 
Principle of the Christ idea in Christian history; fourth. 
Christian Science [lifted to be one with Di,·!·ne Srience ~. 
which today and iore\'er inlaprets the great example 
and the great Exemplar," p. ,~77. under marginal cap
tion of "City of 0111' God," which has only cardinal 
points and no ·u:alls nor li111ils. 

\"hile "Christiani n'" or the" man rhiU" is struggled 
for up to 50th edition (the travail of woman. S.&H. 
565 :6-8), the last side of the City--Di\'ine Science, re
mains a gap and must be defended from the Dragon. 
At this time the articles on .-\nimal .\Iagnetism were 
written-notably. ""'ays That are \'ain." .\Iy . .210. but 
now '\Irs. Eddy has .frjllared the City adding the fourth 
side and it does nct need to be defended but accepted 
and expanded to our sense to the "City of our God" 
(marginal topic S.&H.~77), \\'hich "has no boundary 
nor limit." 

'\Irs. Eddy added the .23rd Psalm to the .-\pocalypse 
(to fulfill .2.?nd chapter of Re\'elation?) in 1894-. imme
diately after withdrawing Christ and Christmas in 1893; 
thereby expanding the Cily and merely bounding the 
idea tc human consciousness to "four cardinal points." 
S.&H. _~77. The pure rinr of Life bounded by The Tree 
of Life-"in the midst of the street of it and on either 
side of it was there the Tree of Life. etc.," Re\, . .22; 
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S.&H. 4-06:1-10. The orderly sequence of following 
God's behests, p. 4-9;. line 29. and '\Iessage 1902. p. 19, 
lines 21-25 is expanding the Principle (Tree) and re
leasing the seeming limits cf unfoldment (the "River 
of Life"-river being "channel of thought")-thereby 
expanding our channel of thought to spiritual "cardinal 
points" rather than ·,,:alls, S.&H. 577: 13 . 

.\lrs. Eddy formerly said. e\'en as late as 2nd edition, 
of 1907. "The woman in the _-\.pocalypse is the Vignette" 
instead of "The woman in the Apocalypse symbolizes 
generic man" (as we now have it)-"\'ignette," tells the 
whole story of our present position-the spreading of 
idea beyond boundary and outline. 

, . 
The statement in .\Iiscellanv. 24-2. in which .\Irs. 

Eddy says for the first and only time. "Christian Seiena 
is absolute." making it one with Di, .. iTlc' Science (which 
she says is absolute, S.&H. 274-:.23. and tells us its 
sta,-ting point. S.&H. 27.;:6). was given us on Sept. 3, 
1910. only three months before .\Irs. Eddy left us. jus: 
about the length of time after .\Ioses left the children 
of Israel in the desert before joshu{/ (type of spiritua: 
idea-Joshua the son of ~ un. Jloses miTlista, Joshua 
1 : I) took them across Jordan . 

.\lrs. Eddy had labored in the wilderness jmt forty 
years when the Extension to The .\lother Church was 
dedicated. which she calls the "crown" in her message 
"Choose Ye." .\Iy. 6:17-19. Taking this in connection 
with Science and Health. _~62:1-21. we can see that it 
types the" m{/TI child" or man that is to succeed her, .\Iy 
34-7 (which. by the way, was ginn us in 1901-first year 
of ""'oman's Hour"-twentieth century). This "Ex
tension" of .\lother Church was a type of the Twelve 
Tribes brought to oneness through demonstration. 
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Also the 1++ lights which Lpi~nacle" (so to speak) 
The (L ale) .\lo[her Church in seyer. pointed star effect 
being fulfilled in squJred man. The Tweh"e T,ibes of 
Isracl being the sY:-!1bol of ~he twclve st:lrs on woman's 
crown-14-l-:5 t~eir squ:!re and consequently t!":e measure 
cf the City, Rev. 2: ::i. ';according to the measure of 
a man")' also Rev. ~ 4-::. 

There were six distinct tyolutiorls in .\frs. Eddv's 
reyisions of Science arid Health. That thev were all 
necessary. and that one does not reverse but rather em
braces the otne:- is cyider.t by p. 23: of Sib)'! \\TiIbur's 
The Life of '\hry Baker Eddy, whe,e .\l,s. Eddy urges 
(after she had p,ep:lred the second edition) that the forst 
"go forth to do the work it was writter. to do." 

First: Tr.e gi\'ing forth 0: the first edition, corre-
d ~ R" 1 ().1-. ~ \ 1 b' . ,; h L' spon eU. to e\ .. v, l •• e m"n-... nge.L rIngIng t e It-

tIe Book"-Scie:1ce a:1d HC2.!rh with TZO Kev to the 
Scriptures. 

SecG:1d: The rhi:-d editio:1 in 1881. unfolded the 
chapter on '·Cre2.tion" ::1 ter:ns of '\lorherhood. The 
second was a ;'fa:!u!"c" (in the terms of Sibyl ,\Vilbur. 
pp. 220 a!1d 237:15-9.1:', Conf!ict of Personalities) and 
merely bo:-,owed f!"or.: the third edition because of '\Irs. 
Eddy's inabi!i:y to take it fro::1 the press as stated in the 
P,ei2.ce of second edition. T:1C sett:ng of the second edi
tio" is self-explanato:-y '.vhen it is realized t!-Jat these 
personalities were aE n.er.-:!":e de:l~h of :he TV,'O w:t
!!esses be:ng dem:l~d~d 3.S t~eir testimoi!': could tle 
given 0:11y i!'. s:lck-c!ot!-:-Rev. ! ~ :~. T!"-.e:: he:}!" a Yo!ce 
~-on~ he",""n "l" ~ "ccP"~ \\.L pn \fr" ~~ .J," 0"·5 ';c-ea ..... J..I .. .1 '" ..... .1 "" .... l: ..... ., ...... c :1.... ~.A.:::" ~Gl ....... 1..6.. ~-

tio,:' ::1:0 ;·.\!o:he:-hood" ir.s:ead of Fatherhood, as 
·o-..... e-l\·· L .. t ..... o .. e T'1~·e-l\· back :~·o F"thp .. hcod :n J. ............. : J_~ J..1.... J.&....I..\....... J~ .. I.. '-4 .1.1,-".1 .. .1. .. 

Genesis when :he ligh: is c!ea:-e:-. ::r..d t;.e,c is 3. d:stinct 
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place for Woman in the Apocalypse. In t:"c mean.ir:1e 
it saved her distinct mission! 

Third: The sixth edition, when l\1rs. Eddy ga\'c ".1S 

the Glossary, was in response to Rev. Ii: 18, in cxp:-es
sian of our gratitude for man's ascending rungs oi t:1C 
ladder, as the previous revision gave man no place. The 
third edition takes more the attitude of Jesus in John 10: 
"All that ever came before me are thieves and rob
bers"! But the hoary head of law and human cr.dcavor 
must be crowned with the joy of intelligent fulfillmcnt, 
l\-1is. 389 :2. So, in the Glossary, man was gi\'cn thc en
tire Bible-not a woman being mentioncd, except E\"·~ 
and "'-oman in the abstract-in which latte:- valucs 
Mrs. Eddy does not work un~il the ;'concrete," 0:- sym
bol, is revealed and ~scd-iounded-to human (0'1-

sciousness,-"Spiritual tcaching must AU\"AYS be by 
symbols," S.&H. 575. 

Fourth: The sixteent!"!, i 586, is tilc iO~n[l g:-eat =-c
vision or cha~ge (the m::~ c[lilci '\-'"s cat:gh~ ~p lln~o 
God ar.d [Q His liHone ia dle lOurtn o. ""sccnsion" 
day, Rev. i 2:J). If, tl1is cc..i.iUi1 .. ,·cr.lan Ofll-;gS forth 
the "man cilild," Rev. I:::, ar..c we ue giver. I'Gcnesis" in 
Fatherhood (ins[eaG or "Creation" in :\lot;le:-hood)
Life, la\\"; and thoe "l'q:'OC<i,ypse," siarti,lg ",r,G e1lding 
with woman Drlr.gir.g iorta t!le :'fnan chilci." "Pr:::;cr 
and Atonemcnt" was be~wcc:1 t;lcse :wo .:dded chap:ers, 
inasmuch as \Yomar.hooci had r.o~ yet been rn-ealcd in 
the Citv foursquare in the ......... poca.;ypse to cor:-elatc the 
last step (female) in Genesis OJ :27. That this "ma:1 chi:d" 
was the true idea of Jeses is evide:lt in ~Irs. Edc:(:i 
correla:ion in S.&H. 565:6-13 (present edition) whe=-e 
she so says, as she also cid at that time. ;\$ this \':2.5 

"Christianitv,"-but the tilird side of the City ic\.l:--

S & H "'-'" 1 - ? hI' b . r • square, .: . .'l/.'l:,/-_l-t e gap ett y the rOllrtn 
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side was yet no't added to the "Apocalypse" as having 
been demonstrated. This was the then-cause of the in
evitable warfare against the Dragon, prophesied by 
Rev. 12th chapter. 

The City foursquare, as before indicated, was hinted 
at in the "Supplementary" chapter ,,\,Yayside Hints," 
but had not yet been attested by demonstration. X ote the 
statement quoted at the first cf "Evolutionary Compari
sons" from A.pril, 1891, Journal, showing that we could 
get :\lrs. Eddy's evolutions only as "u·c were ready for 
them. This feature seems to ha,Ye been completely lost 
sight of by cur Field, else we would deem ourselves 
worthy to chocse :\Irs. Eddy's highest statements, realiz
ing that in them and them a/~ne. is complete safety. 
The question may be asked-\Yhy did :\1 rs. Eddy leave 
the lower statements after she unfolded the higher? To 
show the footsteps of fulfilled manh0~d.' The Bible 
prophecies of evolutionary unfoldment must be evi
denced, else the morality of Science would be lost sight 
of. :\s morality is our intermediate step in indi,·idual 
unfoldment, S.&H. 11~, 116 ("Scientific Translation of 
:\Iortal '\lind"), so the collected evolution of Church 
must be specifically manifested. :\Iother was evidenced 
in the stage of the son's and daughter's infancy; ani her 
"Manual" was left us fer more mature wedding. Just 
as Jesus was forced to lap back and fulfill the third day 
-"resurrection," Le,yi-when he was born in the fcurth 
day, Judah, because of his. disciples' inability to rise to 
fulfilled prophecy; thence to complete the 3scent: so 
,\1 rs. Eddy after her mountain top vision of the allness 
of God in her first edition, was forced to descend the 
rungs of Li fe's ladder of se,·en steps-one by one-to 
humanity, which man had ascended, basing her revela
tion on the Bible reason-"Di,·ine logic [Bible] and 
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revelation coincide. I f we believe otherwise, we may 
be sure that either our logic is at fault or that we hav~ 
misinterpreted re\'elation," S.&H. 93: 10-13; also S.&H. 
358:9: U. This was her "man child!" \lan's seven 
ascending steps were Jacob's ascending angels, and 
"'oman's seven descending steps his descending angels! 

Fifth: In 1891 was given us the City foursquare
the "wedding feast." "\\'rite, blessed are they who are 
called to the marriage supper of the Lamb," April 
Journal, IfNI. p. 7, commenting on the first edition to 
which the City foursquare was added to the :\.pocalypse. 
The Journals of April. \lay and June of that year will 
show the extensiyc efforts made to give this Journal the 
'U.·idest dissemination, at \lrs. Eddy's direction; which 
shews how she valueJ its re\'iew of ,t,e fiftieth edition 
and its pIU'prJ5t?S. The statement at the beginning of 
"E\'olutionary Comparisons" of our part in her unfold
ment should be given emphasis, as showing that when 
\Irs. Eddy re\'ealed it, ,;:1' sa\\' it too, and that we come 
into Truth where \\'e are when Truth "finds us" and 
do not have to do the previous work all over again
the rnelation takes the place of the labor, \latt. .:?+: 17, 
IS. 

Sixth. In 190.:? the ~.26th edition of Science and 
Health appeared immediately after we were ginn the 
"inspired \\'ord of the Bible," instead of simply "the 
Scriptures," in the first tenet. This was the first step 
in the Twentieth Centllry. The "\\'ord" was completely 
re\'ised and its chapters ordered in acc(;rd with their 
t','o!lIt i O'/{/ rr un f 01 d men t. 

It might be well here to give their unfoldment: In 
the lil'St edition, I H7.~, there were but eight chapters
::\' atural Science: I mposition and Demcnstration; Spi rit 
anJ \Iatter: Creation: Prayer and Atonement; \Iar-
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fiage: PhysilJ!ogy; I-!eding tr.e Sick, ~rom which it 

w:!! be seen th1t there were but fO'Jr and :1 h:df cha!J:ers 
lillcer o:.:r presen~ ti:!es, 

The s!:,(r,nd fd:'tir,n. I S78: Vo!' !! *-cof!t:!ined I~
posi:io:1 2nd DeP-10~s~ra~ion: Physio!ogy; \!es~e;is:n; 
\le~a;Jhysics: Reply ~o 2. Clergyr.nn-blit ~'.-,o of ~he 
SliJiects ~h::t \\"~re in ~he 5rs~ edi~ion ::r.d t~e\" so ch:wCTe,j 

; - '"' 
::5 to ~c i:-:1~ossiJle of cOnlp:?riso:1, There wz.S :: :\o.::h's 
A;-k 0:1 ~his YolL.r:1e. with the clouds oyer head ;:r.d Ur
bli!~r.t w::ters be~eath: an ex:r3.ct fro;-.l the tLird edi
t;on, 3.c(orci:ng to t;.c Pref:.ce of the s~cl)r.ci ecitio:1. 
\' o!, ! I 25 o!'~':in\!s!v s!~own, 

, -
Tl--.c third <,dition (two \'olll::1es). "01, I: cO:1tJir:ed 

Scicr.ce of Being; Foc~5teps of Truth: Physiology; Re
ca;Jitu;:1tion: Healing the Sick: "olume I I: De.non
o!ogy: !r.:~os!:ior.. ::nd !)err.ons~r2tio~· Cr~a:il)n' \~ar
ri::ge: ~)L1\'er 2.r..c .-\:or..ement: PI:.tforLl of C!:ris:ia!1 
Scier,~is~s: Rep!y to 2. Clergyma:1 :-I? ch3.?~ers, This 
\':J.s ir. \!o:~er~()o(!! 

!:~ ~hc sixth Clfitir"1. 18S3 ~here W:lS no ch::nge, ex
C~I)! the 2.dl~i:ion of :he G!OSS2r\', u;.c.er t~c title of 

, ' 

Key to the Scriptures, and Demonology was rr.ade the 
t\\'Clfth chapter and abridged. instead of the six~h as 
fO!':T:erly, Picture the held haying the G]oss::n' to study 
for three ye2rs, as the sole .T..:"y to the S('1'i,l)t:lr~s. ::nd 
we C2:: s:'Jrmise how \Yell pre;J:,.red :hey \\'e~e 0:1 the 
T:~'t'!:", :,,:'/','5 :0 3.?!-1recia:e how ~hey were \YOr.1:l!1'S 
C,O\\'!': ir. :he ne:'l:~ un~o!cn:er.: ~hree ye;:rs t!;ered~er, 

T}-;~ sixt,':'n:/z edit:'r;l1. if! !886 (ir. or,e \'ol:.:me for 
R;s: ~i:r.e sir.ce f.rs~ el:i:ion), h::d the fo;:()wi~~ cha?
te;-s: S.:ier.ce of Being: Foots:e;Js c~ Tni:h; Creati(\:1; 
\Iar;-i:lge: ?hys:o!o?,y: .-\:.im3.I \!agn~~isr:1; \'·3.~'side 

~-.r:;.:s (S'J~?I~p-:en!1rY): Ir~?osi:i()r. ar.d D~r.~o:1~::a-
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~:C;J: I-ie~:ing ~nd TC2chi:1g: P:2:form of Christian 

Sc:e::tis,s: Rq:ly to a Crit:c; Recapituizticn: Key to 

:he SClptures-Genes:s (fc;- fi;-st time;: Prayer and 
Atone~e:1t: T:1e Apccdypse (for the fi;-st time, and 
s:znir:g v;i ~i1 Rev. ~.2:: and elc i r.g wi th Re\". } ~ : L~, 16 
-[lot takir.g i: beyoiid brir.ging forth th~ ma:1 chiid; 
no,,;en:-, the chapte:- on "\,-ayside Hints" suggcsts the 
City foursquare, D"Jt 2.",·aits cu;- demonstraticr. of the 
r.12r! chi;d bcfore bcing added to th;:: .:\.pocalyps:) ; 
G lcss;:'r:;: I iidex. 

T' r,", .". ""9' 0.'·· C' f - ne JI/tzelll t?az:Z0::. 10' " l.,;.~rolCCG t!lC Ity our-

SC;'.:2 -e: Science. Theo~ogy ar:.d :\ledicine: Physiulogy: 
rr-occ·s·e~s 0'; ,......- ... p .. i1 , r-c ...... i "I!'"" .. 'c' n .; B . no .. rl ;-__ , 1- • .1.! ~L. , ~. < ••• C •• , u le .. cc o. el;lo' ,--,1[,;:,-

tien Scier.ce 2:-:;:: S?iri~t.:a:is:n: :\12;-rizge: _""n;~nal 

:\l2.g~etis~: Some Objections AnswereG: Prayer; 
}.l..:or.e~en: 8.r:C Et.:chz.;-:st; Christian Science Pract:ce: 
Te;:chir.g Christizr. Science: Rcc3pitc.;lation: Key to 
the Sc:-iptt.:rcs-Ge:-:csis: Apoc2.~::psc ccmpieteci. he:1ce 
Pr2.YC:- zr.d _-1.tor:.emcn: is remo\"c·j, fro~ betwcc:1 Gene
s;s and the A;:-oc:iypse: Glossary: Index. 

I: tins y.'j:: be seen ho\y the Ir:.spired ~\Yord e\'ci':ed 
;;::~:I ;~ "\T;as co~pleted v .. ·i~~ the Ct:: foursquare. The 
2rr:lngement of the chapters was th:"ls un::: : 90.2-de,,"en 

':ears. 
The 5;'xth complete revision was the :?.26th in 1902. 

Fr'"~itzge being added at that time and the chapters ar
r2nged as r.ow. There \vere mar.;: ","j ted changcs there
after. as noted clse\vhere, but no complete re\"isions. 

From the aboye, is it not evident thzt :\1rs. Eddy ful
f..:icd ali the Bible prophecies. and that as b:rth-throcs 
th~"" rr.ea~t that ',v;lcn ":\lother" fr:.ishcd her work 'se. 

T-' , r' ., , f -. ,.... , • , d as vt:IYersa1 \..-;;Le, ',T;ere rree;' _,ote ~ne z;-tiCU:: quote 
iro!Tl the :89; JOlJfnal. which indicates that the field 
i:2.c m'...1cr ~o cio T,':ito her e ... "olutior.s or birt;,-tn:-oe;
bC~:l ~lo~hc~ a~d Ch:;d cn-operated :0 free the Child! 
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Chaptt'r IV 

THE T\\TELVE TRIBES 

"1I·lzi,.1z SIz01<' thf 1I'0rkin(/s r,; Tlzf Spiritual J.ifll."

(S.'SII. .'::f>:!:JS./ 

Jacob (their fathn \ "the rrr ,/'1/1(,n r,( S(it'!l(,· ... ::; . ..'\:H. 589. 

".-\nd t-ehold a ladder ,et up on the earth. anli the top 
of it reached to hea\cn: and hehold the angel, oi God 
as(( n(i.·i~~l and {!(.it'c'ndiTl!l on it. "- (Gen. 28: 12.) 

"'\ () man hath a_",.,,,],,1 up :0 he;l\'en. hut h(' that 
cam,' ,Ie" 71 from heaH·n. C\ ('n the Son of :\Ian wh ch is 
i71 hra1t'71," John 3 :13. 

I :\.\~:\Il·CH as Jacob was the first person on earth to see 
the .-\SCE'\[)I'\l; and DFSCF:\DI,\(; angels, or the full sccpe 
of the salntion of man as the mal~ .\'\[) female of Goj's 
creating, Gen. ~~: I O-I~, he was forced to unfold it 
to the hU1I/aTl cr,nscir,UHlt'SS. Bl'T, like most of us, he 
tried to claim spiritual consciousness, superstructure 
(Rachel), without first preparing the foundation 
(Leah). The Ci ty foursquare rests upon human foun
dations, Rey. ~I :1+. The foundation of a structure 
always seems teJi'lus and laborious, since exca\'ations 
must be made until sclid rock is reached. So it is with 
Life's structure: and while the "Temple," or ascending 
indi\'idual structure, seems "super" because of its lack 
of union with the uniyersal structure around it. when of
fered on "the shrine of Lo\'C," S.&H.~9; :7-10-re
membering that Church is "the structure [not super
strurilu'e] of Truth and Lcye," S.&H .. :;~3-it becomes 
broader and broader in proportion to its docent. The 
further definition of Church, S.&H. _~83, shows these 
descending and asundin!/ qualities, "that which rests 
upon" (descending) "and proceeds from" (ascending, 
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S.&H. 2.~8:13-15). If the ascent were made upon a 
truly "boundless basis" as one with all mankind, there 
would be no descent-nor ascent; but this seems impos
si ble, as the ascent, being the human U acob), must be 
first in crder to purify and clarify our conceptions on 
the basis of specific principles, otherwisc we would 
build but a Babel tower of human opinions with the 
world.* The ultimate goal being "the Son of man which 
IS I:\" HI·:.\\'!-::\""-the ascending and descending O:\"E, 

Jchn3:13-God realized to be ":\",\Tl'RALgood," S.&H. 
119:21. The first glimpse of the (a/'-t'ad.") ascended 
thought of another seems glorious and this is what we 
all experience when the "Littlc Book" is "as sweet as 
honey" in 'our mouths, Re\". 10:10, but the "bitter[ncssJ 
to the belly" is our foundational work in preparation for 
the "descending" idea. The truly Christian thuught 
could escape this illdi,'idl/(// work, as the work has al
ready been done. The rcward is with it. and the w(lrk 
before it, Isaiah +0: 10, and S.&H .. ~~6: 13-I~. Such 
was the case with :\lrs. Eddy, of whom it was said in the 
June Journal of 1888, p. 110, \'01. 6. ::\0. 3. "Our be
loyed Teacher and Paster followed faithfully and de
\"outly the requirements of the Orthodox belief up to the 
\"ery portal of heaven. Then Christ. hearing her knock 
for admittance, opened to her a \'ision of spiritual reali
ties of which mortals had heretofore been ignoLll1t.·' 
(:\lay not this be what :\1rs. Eddy saw when she spoke 
of making it impossible for her less spiritually-minded 
students to reach her?-Sibyl \Yilbur's Life of .\lary 
Baker Eddy, p. 23.:;). 

The vision of heaven. howe\Ter. has its price. as it 
entails responsibility to bring it to others. ::\0 one could 

* Thus the foothold must be in hea\en. hence the ascending footsteps 
to that intefm~diat~ goal. 
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ever see i~ who had self-love e:1ough ~o wish i ~ for h:m
self alone. Her.ce Jesus' enforced s;:cr~5ce. 'Nr:en he cook 
a sten back 0: his 0"":1 visio:1 to s~ve ~:s discin!es: :::.:-::1 . . , 

~1rs. Edd';'s er.forced descent as well ;:s fur:;;~r or. soc-
Ci~C1!h' n~~ed. _-\:~er]esus' O:1e desce!1dinp- s~eD "res~r-

- .J • 

rect:on" (as h~ was bo;-r. :n d:e period of ascer.s:o:1," 
:our thous::r.dth year sir-.ce _-\dam, 0;- ":OJ::t: elY" ::1 
:r.e ascen::ii:1g oreer of creation. S.C,:,:-:. 50-~":~:-.?3) r.e 
conti!1ued to ascend i:: order to 5!-.O'Y ~~e \\".1\" ~ut 

\Voman contir.ues to desce!1d step ~y s~ep ~o ~he 'J!1i
..-erse. Had Paul desce:-:.ded ~o ~he ;)0::1: of tel:ins ~is 
vision, as mentioned in I I Corin;:hi~ns 12th chapter~ 
which he refused to do "becLlse i: w::s not !:.~f;J! to 
utter," he might never have bUen under hUI:1::'o !::W as 
he did when he mace his appeal to Cacs:lr as a ~OillJn 
citizen. Acts 25:!!. 

Hov,ever. Pc:d s:;.id he s::w "th;-o:lg~ J gllss, 
c~rkly·," even !r! h:s \':o~de~f:Jl t;:::olc::-: ..... ~:-:~ of 
Lon i!1 :~e abstrcct, I Corin~hi::ns !3 ar.e's11y? 3e
C:luse he did not see and ackno'.v!edge the higher s~-::;~ol 
o~ \Vomanr:ood. as did S~. :o11n i:-: ~is gcspel as k.:ei:1g 
te his Apocdyptic visio:1. Par S~. J oh.r. acknov;!edged 
",oman as br c:s ~1:uy ~!agda!er.e ~1:1d re::.!ized V.' OT.3.0-
hood after Jes.ls' resl::-;-ertion fo:- it see:-;'.s :h:::~ r.e ::--.'Jst 
h '1 p e be'''' the 0,,1," 0"1' tL.'1t b"lie\'~.J h~" ........ ~ss.,fJ''' o • • l,,, .IL4V ..... J.I. J. ....... c ....... .. ~l'"'... ....... .....~ J. \.... ... , .... ,"-' ...l:.:.,..... ... ............ 

risen S:::viour tha~ m::.de it possi~!e fo:- :~e o:he:- eisci
pIes to see him, ] esus. ~lat~~ew, ~!ark .-.r:d :"uke 
co Lot make t~e co::ncc~ion betwee:-: J es~s' ::-:~ssen-

ge- 1\,., .. \_ .,,,.J the .Jl·~Cl·nlps ·0 ",·L. O - 1 Tes'" 1-'l.J se~t .: .. \o .......... w GO. ..... t:.. L..:. _ ~J....... ... Ir\ ......... .I .... s ................ ... ... 

r:er. H::d sh~ not told t!1em ~he\' '):-o~::.~!,; ::e';er _. -
v;0'-11d r.3.ve nre~Jared therr.se!ves b\' "'):-a"er ::::-:d f::.s~-

.I. .. wi J. .. 

"1 '1 h l' d J) U' 1 Ing t:nt:. L ey re3. :ze eS:lS p:-esc;-lce. ..e ce:-:::'::1 y 
could r:e: have co!Y.e dowr. to ~he:n' ~-:3.:-k I P~~e:-'s Q"os-, , ~ 

?e!) said :;.ey "belie'1.'e! oot" (worr.3.n-~:;ir!" :6:: 1); 
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:~:att:le\'; rceorGS cua: \';or1an-~\Yo wo;:}cn; :..,u:~c scv
er;::. j o:1:1's gospe: ir.diea:es t:1at :le:- ncssq;e :diS :-e
eei';c~ a~d ::le disCIp.es . aSSeP.1J1CO t:lerlSc:n:s anG 
saw :lir.1! ; O:ln ZO: 18, 19. ?au;'s eon"ra:y cx?c:-icxe 
in :e::ing :lis ';ision \..-as Gl!e :0 ~:le seerling ~ac: t;la: :1C 
Gie: no: see nor "ociie';e" ;j"ol'zan. LUhC s gcs~c. :5 

Fau;'s gos?e:! as ':"'u~e \\'<:5 a Gree:{ p\;sieia'l! a'1 ar-
, j 11 L T" l' , . • T) l' Gen: .o •• o\';cr 01 A.- a'Jt! anG wro:e ,l:S gospe. a: .i C:'..l. s 

dic:aoior.. So ?a:.l; t:l:-0'..lg:1 L'..l:{c . .:::..;.:; o. i;. rccc:ceci 
se':e~a: urzje.'ie~_·t?(i ',';or.e:l wile:1 '~Yorlan is ge':e:-ic, 
S&~T -6" ,..",.., , .. , " .. , . 

• ' 0-1..) 1 :~.:., asse::1J.eG r.1an, ;)U: ~ ways o:-:.e-a '.';,10.C. 

:"...gai:l,: Cc:-. il :7-il; I ':'ir.1 . .2:1i-i5: GP:l. 5:':::Z-:28, 
S:,0';,- .?a~rs :ir.1i:a~ion v;it:l re:erc'1ce:o V,-o:-JC::l; ;lclce, 
~:rs. EGGY in i 908 iifted "Cil;-is:i?:l SCiC'1CC" aJ0'7.·t' 

2a~trs '7.·:'5100: i'1 :lC:- firs~ t-:;,·o ~ror1ises i:1 'C:l:-is'iz:1 
S . .. S " T T ' 'f ~ ? - ~9 ""00 ~ - ~o ......' .., . r cle:-'ce. .CL-.:... "r"!'':' :_)-.:. ; ~ :.:.)-.:. /. Deore t.1:s .1. t-
ing u~ eli "C:lris~ian Scie:lce," t:1C ";"cy" to whic:1 :1zd 
DCC:l :aJo: ('wor:< O'J~ your oWP. sa:ya~io" "yit:l fea:
ar.c. trer'1D:ir.g," S.&~-L 99), "Cl:-is:iar. Scic:-:cc" :aJored 
u;-;dcr Fa~:'s -,-ISiOn .• ;';so ::\:;s. 1~8:i6-':::, s:WWCG i1CW 

r.l<.:ci c:carer t:le ',-isio:l of Y,·or:1ar. was t:lan t;la~ of Gan. 

So j acoJ-v':lOlTI ::\lrs. Eddy ea::cci "tilC rC:'eia:ion 

of Sc;e~ce," S.&O. 589-mus~ re..-ea: ~o t;le ;1Ur.o.:1 CO:1-
scio~srcss ';le j our:1cy of T'''.i.:ei~·e. Dec;:;;sc ;1e ;l;:ci SCC:l 
({tr:.i.:e:,...:c",. a:1d :1C had sccn {(tr:.L·e:"c·e" Dccausc 1I[':;"';::'e" 

\';as the c:ained :nsic Deing in e',-e:1 cou~:cr:eit, goci:ess 
~ .. • r'" .. ".. ..t • _. .. 
DC,le;:, lla':Jr.g ~roDaoly Dcen oelo;-e tl1e .-A.Gar:1 c:-cc.lTI 
recc:-C:eG DY ~'II Gses, v;;lic:l Dust DC rececr:1ed :0 :::-ce 
ideL'_. ":''j. :ic ta;{cs i:s pattern irorl ':'ru:h, 01' rC"e:-si,g 
~ , .. ,..- ... ,.., ~h 'r""" • ., .. .., .. 

.I. r:'::.l, ~::. ).) . .I. .c ~gyp:Ja:1S .laG :\',-c.YC gOGS ;)Z:-SCG 
c:: :::c Zociiac in rccc:-deci his:o:-y. a::<i t;:c :':.siac:cs. i:l 
z.:~ ;;~oJa~!li:y oefo:-c t~1C :\G~~ Grczr.1, :~2.G z. Gisc~:-:1-

r.-:C:1: of t!"1e ~\ve~'.·e signs of t:1e ZodiL'_c, cC:ln:crfci~

ir:g sor.-:et:li:1g i:1 basic being, as st;gges~ed bv the 
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following: "Evil in the be!linllill!l claimed the power, 
wisdom, and utility of gooJ; and every creation or idea 
of Spirit has its counterfeit in some matter belief. Every 
material belief hints the existence d spiritual reality; 
and if mortals are instructed in spiritual thi"!ls. it will 
be seen that material belief, in all its manifestations, re
\'ersed, will be found the type and representati\'e of 
verities priceless, eternal, and just at hand.", .\lis., 60: 
23-3. 

So Astrology "in the beginning" claimed the wis
dom of universal man; and symbolic Church, or the in
telligent unfoldment in the human consciousness, began 
to translate these material beliefs into "Hri ties price
less, eternal, and just at hand," but the trallslat0" put 
them into maller-Science and Health~06::? :;-:?7 ;:;4-S: 
21-27; 209:16-24-; .\Iis. 74-:L:;-.;;; 188:3-2; 187:13-/7. 

After Jacob's dream, Gen. 28:11. 12, he met Ra
chel who is a type of LO\'e (ewe-sheep) and loved her! 
working se\'en years for her but getting Leah (law) in
stead; because L0,'e cannot be maintai!1ed wi thout law. 
Love is never under law, but must embra,'<' it. "I 
through the law am dead to the law," said Paul. the 
Benjamite in Galatians 2: 19, and who could know that 
better than a "Benjamite," whose Bible identity was 
largely characterized by the discovery of this through 
degradation and suffering, as will be referred to later 
on. The following will show the operation of basic be
ing behind Jacob before he took Life's ladder to sym
bolic completion. 
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"CO~[J~G E'·E~TS CAST THEIR SH.-\OO"·S BEFORE 

THDl."* 

In Genesis 5, the descendants of .-\dam are gin~n in 
successiye order excluding Abel. because Seth means 
!'compensation" for Abel-Eye saying at Seth's b rth: 
"For God, said she, hath appointed ~[E another seed in
stead -of .-\beI, whom Cain slew," Gen. + :25. Enoch wa~ 
se\·enth in line of descent from Adam and "was trans
lated [haying fulfilled the seven days of ascent] that he 
should not see death; for before his translation he had 
this testimony, that he pleased God"-Heb. 11 :5. 
(Enoch means "disciplined," so we see the demonstra
tion of basic Principle here, and not wholly "\·ision.") 
Enoch was 36.) years old, though all his predecessors 
and progeny lived oyer nine hundred years (except his 
"father," and he 89) years; and Enoch's son .\lethuselah 
li\Ted longer than anyone before or since). This hints 
the handling of the claim of Astrology that it takes just 
365 ye~rs to coyer the entire range of influences; their 
horoscopes being read a day later each year, starting 
with the natal day, thus taking 365 years for completion . 

.\lethuselah (the eighth in descent from .-\dam) was 
Enoch's son, and Xoah, the tenth. Xoah, which means 
rest, stands for the fulfillment of the basic truths con
tained in the Ten Commandments, and also prefigures 
the tenth of Jacob's (afterwards) sons, Zebu/un: "Xow 
will my husband dwell with me"-Gen. 30 :20. (Zebu
lun shalI dweIl at the haven of the sea [mortal mind, 
"tempest-tossed human concepts," S.&H. 536:6]; and 
he shall be a hayen for ships."-Gen. +9, Jacob's bless
ing). So X oah prefiguring Zebulun was a saying idea 
-a "haven "-his .-Irk thus typing his consciousness. 

* In other words, "Being possesses its qualiti~~ before they are per
ceived humanly," S.&H. 247. 
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Se~l1 ~ C:e\T'lt') 5U~ 0: .~ <'C,;')-"s,:'.-i ",l.;" t'le \',U:';C:" il:ca, 

25 J CSq>i1 L; iL: I::' " :1Ur:l'1~: \':,'Y '1l:C. .; CS':S 11: a L.I'.T~C), 
~() ~hC:11 ',';;"S :~1C ~;"'i:-i~t!J.: ~·lJ·l~:l:a:il):-'!. t.~~"'(\~ \',-:1:(:1 ~:~C 
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TEE ':'WELVE TRIBES 

T~is is the E!"5! ir!s~ance or atonemfnt, \Ybch prefigured 
T \.. h" '" h h ,. _' Dsep:l : .• ~ e.:.e"C:H:l ryp~ S2Vll:g ;~:s ... rotLC;"S numan 
Lfe: and] oseph prefigure.:i J (!S<.ls-·:he eleve;Eh type, 
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AS IT IS 

The above enumeration of what lies behind the tribes 
shows their exact scientific operation. 

The enormous importance of these Glossary Tribes 
must be recognized when we realize that Mrs. Eddy 
says that "They are the lamps in the spiritual heavens 
of the age which show the workings of the spiritual 
idea," S.&H. 562:17,18. 

The review of them and their light on the "workings 
of the spiritual idea," as above quoted, seems most es
sential to laying a further premise in our present re
vision of Science and Health for their (the Tribes) un
foldment of the first and second formations of The 
!\lother Church-the first of which !\1rs. Eddy founded 
on Jesus, Man. p. 17-"to commemorate the words 
and works of our l\-Iaster." This formation suggests the 
seven stars in Jesus' right hand, which he says are the 
angels of the Churches, Rev. 1 :20, and Re\'elation 21 : 
12 tells us that the angels of the Churches are the Twelve 
Tribes. So the seven stars in Jesus' right hand must be 
the equivalent of the first seven tribes of Jacob, or Israel. 
After dissolving this First Church founded on Jesus, 
!\1rs. Eddy founded our present organization on frlul-r.:e 

"star" students who had been members of her previous 
organization; thereby embracing the Jesus organiza
tion of Je't'en in the second founded on t'U:el't'e in the 
Christ-"designed to be built on the Rock Christ .... 
healing and saving the 'U'o"ld," .:\1an. p. 19. The first 
specific healing; the second "world" healing. By twelve 
"star" students, it is meant that she placed a star by each 
of their nvelve names in the i\Ianual. from the first 
Manual to the tenth, in 1899. This subject is dealt with 
more fully in "Evolutionary Organization." 

The following is but a suggestion as to the identi ty of 
each of the T,velve Tribes, as found in our Glossary of 
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THE TWELVE TRIBES 

Science and Health and Genesis 29 :20-35; 30: 1-25: 35 : 
16-20; Gen. 49th; and Deut. 33rd chapters. 

"Leah." was ha ted by Jacob because she was forced 
upon him by la'll:, when he had worked seven years for 
Rachel-"Leah was tender-eyed [weak-eyed law J ; but 
Rachel was beautiful and well favored," Genesis 29: 
17. Leah means a "wild cow"-untamed human con
sciousness which must respond to laru:-in type the very 
Esau. Genesis 25 :27. 28, whose birthright Jacob had 
bought and whose blessing he had stolen-the first atone
ment!; while Rachel means "ewe. sheep"-a type of the 
Lamb's wife-Love. 

Law and "affinity" (love) must be made one. hence 
the Twelve Tribes. typing the twelve basic truths of be
ing,-declared in counterfeit by the false claim of stars 
-Astrology-perhaps thousands of years before J acob's 
unfoldment. False claims must be silenced by revel a
tiop and spiritual objectification,-or demonstration, 
and so Jacob's twelve sons as the "Lamps in the spiritual 
heavens"-the twelve stars on \\T oman's Crown. S.&H. 
562:11-21. ha'!:e silenced one by one the claims of mag
netism-Animal ~1agnetism-or the influence of one 
body over another. one person over another. etc. This 
is more fully unfolded in the next chapter. "Crowned 
"Vith Twelve Stars," although with each Tribe in this 
chapter is presented the claim of false influence which 
it handles. as the clearest way to directly see the counter
feit claim (as no escape from thus prematurely present
ing these false claims seemed to open). \lost of the 
information along the Astrological line of comparison 
has been gained from "Vebster's C nabridged Dictionary. 
as the ~ ote-taker has never studied the subject beyond 
the surface analogy. Kever until the great value of the 
tribes as the stars on "roman's Crown had been revealed 
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AS IT IS 

little by littie ove;- a long period of time aid it s'.1ddeniy 
come to thought one day-((V~'~y, this is whc:~ \1 '"so 
Eddy means by (Astrology is weI: i!"' its p;acc. but th:s 
place is secondary: .. \lis. 334- :). T:lis hzd pevious~y 
been a closed statement to thc X o~e-ta;";'e;, 2.S i ~ had a:
ways seemed such an erroneous tnco~::, v:it!1 :'0 '"edeem
ing features, and; t had not dawliec UrO!1 cO::5cic'.ls~CS5 
that \lr5. Eddy meant thc readi:1g of the sriritL'ai stars 
on Woman's Crown as "Tile :;:.mps iii. the spirit"Ja; 
heavens of the age, \\"0:(0 show the workir..:;s 0f tr.e 
spiritual idea by healing the sick znd the siiinir.g," S.& 
H. 562-the \'ictims of "Animal '\lo.g:1e:is~," which :s 
the claimed electrical influence of the stars. ··.~;:imal 

magnetism is the specific term for errer w mortal mi".d,·' 
S.&H. 103. \\'hereupo~ tile Xote-taker ~olJgh: ~~"eb
ster's C nabridged Dictionary fGr z. c;earer SG:se cf tile 
meaning of "Astrology" alld iot:r.d the ciaimcd anaiogi::s 
to the Tweh'e Tribes in the twch'e ho'..!ses d :\ stroiogy 
presented under the subject of .. I-ic'"csco)Je," to '.';h;c~ 

the definition cf ·'Astrology" refers. .j!. Farmers' :il
manac added to th:s furr.:sned 0.1: the inforr;:;l~ior. :.Ipon 
which the c')mpfl1'!',c')ns :1: ti,is and the succeed :1g chap
ter is based as to th~ i:.iormar;o:1 gi·:e:1. :\1 :-s. Eddy says, 
\lis. 60 :29-3. :n speaking cf ;t:st such si:'JJ.ticr's: ":\r:c 
if mortals arc instructed :n spiritual thing" >:.ct co'J;;
terfeit knowledge, so-calied~. it will ce see!) tha~ ma
terial belief, }:1 all its manifestations, re~e1'Jer:. , .... i:1 0C 
found the type and representative of ve:-i:ies pr:ce:ess, 
eternal and just at h2.nd." Th;s suggests thJ~ the unde:--

d
' - .. . 7· 1· . ,I' 1 stan 109 ct splrzhal tlizngs s,;ouIC1 'Jf:Cc',cr ~ne raise 

claims or ccu:1terfcits, rather t;"2.:1 ~rc',':lcG~C /:;~ tf!C 

f · "d ,. . " . \ ~ . counter ens mOUl s'.:ggest GI',lne ~ea:;ties. :~nl.. sC' ;~ 

has been '.v;th the Xote-taker-tl'.c u:1ce:-s:zr:.d;ng d the 
trlle stars OD \Yoma:1's Cro\'.'n re~'n-sca' (:e fz.lse c:?iIT's 
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her.cec i:1 e·;e;-. ~~e ~;-::giT.~n:ary W:ly ;:-. w!-.ich :~ !-:as 
bee;} r..;Jp:-o~~hcd Cl:-ld ;J;;.:s~~~te~~:L 

.?~.-s:..ing r:~~ ~~o .. ,~ sugges::o:-:s \,,-: ~h rcfc:-e::.cc t:) 

t~.e ':'\':e:\'e ':'ri~es tr.t f.:s: ;;:'5 

R:T3:·::\. v;:·.:ch r::e~r.s "b~:~O:G - ~().1, ';;.:.s J .:.ccSs 
f,;-st SO.1 by L~.:.h, ...... ~.:.h s,lie:. "Surely :;-IC l..,o;-c h:dl 
looked \..I?O;. :-.1Y a.;=:~ic:ioi1: r.ow r;-.C;Ci·o;-e Illy h~sb':';ld 

." 1 .. C ,~~ " . ':i' h' LI . \T;: •• _o\'c :-.1e, C:-:. _'J :.)_ . .J a'::O;) ~':':l 10 IS essing. 
G~:1. ·',9:3: ··?~e:.:~e:-! :r.o:.: ::.,: r.:y ~::3: born. my mi~:ht. 
ar.G :~.e begir.ning of r.1Y s:;a.;th, thc exccllc.:cy or 
dignilY ar.d thc excellency of. powa"-Gcll. ;.<} :3. 
(Ja~oJ's b:css;&1~ bu~ n()~ ;.lis cUrs~.-l:-£~ ~ul-3~ is :~j.~~ (Jut 
be::~s~ \y~ r.l·JS~ ~r::::sl:::e ~:-.. :;. 0: :::~s~ ::::n ;-~..;.~::.:. ~!:e\· . , 

...... ..... j' .. , I '.. ..1" ~ ........... : .' -: '"" .L _1- ~ ...J; .... ; ~.~ ';') -: ........... : j ~ ~ t 
r..~~, _\/, (. ,0 ,.l~ ,.~ .. \ l .. C:- O .... ~ l ...... ~ ~ .... L.;J ... u. 

rr:::.1 in t~e h::..rr.·.o:1\' 0;' Sc:e.-.cc," S.':':1-~ .. ;;6.2::-1--:6. ;;1 

o:-Ce:- :0 sr.ow ":;1': v;a;-ki:1:~ of :!1c s/::-::..1.:lI :de~." S.& 
~ .. ,6.2: ~ ~--.):- :0 !e':';;1 "::'e SO.1.a, ()~ :~~;:: S::.rs." .\~,s. 

Ecc::'s cef.r.i:ion in t:~e G~()5s.:..ry ',\'.15 ";t..:dgi.:g :;-'e 
dead." Re\'. I I : 18. because of the "wrath" ar GoLi. She 
gave h.:r G:nss,HY i:1 IS83, bc;orc ~hc croW11cl:-\\':~h

!'.':e:\·e-s:.:::-s V·o;:·.:ln W:.S t:.-.~()!cec iv;;.i-::!; 5[:':5. :;r.e 
Said \\-ere tt~ "-~v,'~l\~e '-~ii~~s of :s~-ael. S.&:--r. 562:: 1-
.21 )-ir. f::ct. :hree ye:::.rs oefa:c: ~r.d eigh~ YC.J.;s bc:.)re 
t~~ C;·" fo"~;;""" ~~ ,,·i -h i"" -\\">'\'~ 4y'1,'\' {'e"5 ~;: ~~-~ .. ""' &\.. .... ....... ~I.. ............... I.... ........... J .. ~ ........... \.~ ..... / •. " , 0..-1. ........... 

~ee~~c :~i~~St V .. ·~4S Ln~o:ced. r-~-':-:~ r-_;\\"~~;~ r-~'""':-:bt?s rnust 
b~ :-eGe~i(J~d :s \\"~ go ~o~-·~'·urd e!s~ \Yc ',,<1: LO: see ~~e 
sIJi.-i~uaI Chl.rC;l fou:-.G~d a .. ~\\'dyc s~.J.rs, of whi.::h our 

ce~:-:~:?d :0 ~:-~~ iC:~1 0,: ~:-.~y C;:-",1 r .. ~\·~;- Je ··:~:-.1rS :n :~e 
s.~ir;':I.r.l h.'r.:·.'u 0: :; . .: :::ge Wh;Cf. 5;:0-", ~he \:a:-:-':i:gs 
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AS IT IS 

of the spiritual idea," S.&H. 562. This statement Mrs. 
Eddy ne\'er gave us in the travail of ~lotherhood-from 
1886 to 1891-as may be seen by comparing S.&H. 514, 
lines 6-8, Qf any and all editions of Science and Health 
from 1886 (when we first had the Apocalypse, limited 
to woman bringing forth the "man child," but not the 
City foursquare in the Apocalypse) with S.&H. 542, 
lines 15. 16. of the revision of 1891-when we have the 
City foursquare for the first time. So l\1rs. Eddy's 
Glossary definitions, which had been given three years 
before the woman bringing forth the "man child" in 
1886, were naturally the correlation of the Bible char
acters 'U:ithollt redempti0n, and ~1 rs. Eddy never dis
turbed her steps. but supplemented them with higher 
ones in evolutionary process.- Thus the definition of 
Reuben. S.&H. 593: 12. 13. seems to correlate J acob's 
curse of Reuben as separate from his blessing. Gen. 49 :3. 
4; verse 4 being the correlated "curse" of a tra\'ailing 
:\Iother before Reuben's redemption as a "pearly gate" 
-one solid pearl of the City foursquare-was revealed 
by her in 1891. when :\lrs. Eddy said "the spiritually 
organized Church" was going on, Ret. 1891. p. 58. This 
also accounts for her refusal to participate in the build
ing of the symbol of The :\lother Church in 189+. June 
Journal. 1894. p. 9+. when she says. ":\Iy work with 
The :\lother Church is d0ne" (in italics for emphasis). 
and while she explained this further in the next Journal. 
she ne\'er retracted it. This was :\lay 3rd. 1894. before 
the laying of the cornerstone of The :\lother Church on 
:\Iay 21. 1894. So these S otes, being a reminder of 
the completion of the spiritually organized Church, are 
also a reminder of the redemption of all the Tribes in 

* H ad she removed them. she would have remo\'ed ascerding rungs 
of Life's Ladder upon which she ascended. and must needs drsand. 
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THE TWELVE TRIBES 

the City foursquare, which is the Church that ~lrs. 
Eddy revealed and left us as the next step after 
":\lother~" as subsequently unfolded. So the next re
deeming light is ~loses' song (The "redeemed" must 
"sing the song of .;.V/ oses .... and the song of the 
Lamb,"-Re\'. 15:3 )-"Let Reuben LI\'E, and not die,' 
and let not his men be few," Deut. 33 :6. This was 
":\loses' Song" and blessing. So Reuben clearly stands 
for Life and strength. "Let not his men be fe·u:" redeems 
Reuben's sin, as expansion destroys the claims of matter 
-"The first iniquitous manifestation of sin was a finity," 
Ret. 67 :9, I O. Reuben felt so the false claim to un
limited power and might and pri\'ilege and courage in 
matter that he defiled his father's bed with his concu
bine Bilhah, Gen. 35 :22-Bilhah meant "c0nfllsed" 
-"Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. +6~, 'i,4'ht'1I pilI 

into matter is destructi\'e of morality. 

Thus Reuben confused matter with Spirit, counter
feiting "Principle and its idea is one" and lost it in 
matter, hence his father's curse-"Thou wentest t,;p to 
thy father's bed and defiledst thou it"; as we all do 
when we put the truths of Spirit into matter. 

Reuben can also be compared to the first Church, 
Rev. 2:1-7, Ephesus ("Desirable"). Xote the prom
ise of the "T"ee of LIFE, which is in the midst of the 
Paradise of God" for the "overcoming" of first Church, 
first tribe. Overcoming what? The false claim of "life" 
in matter. This Tree of Life "bears twelve manner of 
fruits," Rev. 22 :2. So the first Church, or first son, is 
after all "the only begotten son" and his redemption lies 
in l\loses' song "Let not thy men be fe'll.:"; showing that 
one expanded to 1'7.i:eh:e is the one infinite idea in line 
wi th Science and Health 340 :23-29. 
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AS 1':- :S 

(The :-8.:~1. the fi:-s~ ZoGiacz.: sigil 0; Sy~l~O:. typi;;g 
ilC3C 2ilC f;:ce. is the hOL:Se 0; Li/r:. '~':l:':S y;e sce na:~er 
false:y c:aimir:g :\'euJe:1. the ilrst-Jo:-:1.) 

The CH;co:;ling of :;lC c:ai~ to ~1a:e[la; :ife a:1e: 
inf.uc:1ce ope,s :ilC ";lrs~ sea: oi e:-:-o;" as :Y?CG by thc 
\vhi:e ;lO:-SC a:lli cro'::I:eli ridc:- ir: .I\'C\'. 6 :::-LC1 
('\lo:-a: COU;-2.gc-S.&H. 51-t). the ~c2.s: ",,:lic:l cz.;:s O'Jt 

.. ." ,..... . .. . (' " as t:1C sca, IS DrOS:C:1. ~: Y:25 a ;a,sc sC15e 0;" OU;2.ge 
. ... ,. , . . . . 1', . . 
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s:r.: 'X.1C:: :nc I1rs: sez.. C, er:-o:- IS orC';Cc.. \':e 5CC ::lC :;uc 
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S.&H. 50-t :3-; 5, Li ~C. Cot;:-z.gc. S:rcng:;l. 
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on Sin;o:1 (Sir;co:1 ar:c Sir:;o:: a:-c :;lC S2.!"le). Pete"s 
S:2:e-ne:1: of C});-is:. bccz.'Jse :lC :1;:(: ::-'J:y :lC<.':fl.: Gcc.
"flesh anLi 8:0CG 11ath ;;0, rc\·c,.;e~ it u;:to thee. bu: my 
.c at~c;- ';;:lich is ir. hca';c:1." ~\:att. ; (): 17. -=--::c :,:Cu!ty 
of .. ;lear:';:g" in ::lis ~:-iDe i:12de i: :::;\,:,:ys l:ns:ab;c. as 
\vilc:1 Le'o'i ir:\'i:eG [lim ~() 60 Wi:;l ;li~l :0 s;ay 1)inah's 
Gcfile:-. GC:1. 3-+. a;1G :C:- \,';lic;1 .1 acoo c-';:-scs ;lim ',\'ith 
Le';i. "Sir:1CC:1 ~i1e:::;-ir:g~ a::G ~c';i ~"ccc~csiz.s:ic;:1 GCS
po:isr:1," S.&H .. ~90:i,)~ a:-c brethrcn: ir.s:;-ur1er:~s o{ 

cr:.:eltv a;-e ir. thcir ;1aJi~a~io:1." Ge:1. -1-9 :.:; . . 
f alscl y co-..:;: icc \';i t;l z ca; and persi s :cr.c~. cs;, cc: z.:: y 
he:::rir.g t~1Co:obica:;y \'::-o::g:y ("ccc:csiz.s:ic:i GCSpot
ism"-iorm wi:ho'J: s;,-'i:-i:). is :hc crt'clis: ir:s:ru:nct. . .. .. . . 
~cs:: u~:-eler.!li~g lr:stn.Jmc:1t. 1;1 tilC r:10;-:;:1 c':;'.SCI'::':5-

S
· . ... .... . 

r.ess. Imeon s p2r:IC~,;:; 51:1. Z.S set 10;-t;1 1:-, lilt: rcs! 0; 

t~c c'..:;se. Ge:1. 49 ::;, 6--bcir:g shared by :"'cvi. ar.ci =--cyi 
being tnc ir.stiga:o:- thcrcoi-;s b;-ot.:g;1t out ur.cier Levi. 
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THE TWELVE TRIBES 

Although had Reuben borne his true part. Si!l1eon wou!d 
not have hea:-d materially; and. likewise. had Simeon 
heard rightly, Levi would have been saved the sin of the 
eventual crt>cifixion of the one who redeemed the sins 
cf these Tribes-even of Levi-up to SEVEX. Hearing 
God is spiritual uoderstanding, as '\Irs. Eddv 58 .... S in 
her definirion of "Ears" i~ the Glosszrv. and m;:n is 
spiritual understanding, fcu::dation; Peter (, Petros, 
"Rock"-"spiritual foundation"-Glossary) types this 
tribe; hum::::'!1ly with as ready ear to do "good" as 
evil. (] ohn 1 :42 would indicate th;lt Jesus re".:crsei this 
error when he called Peter ~o discipleship.) Peter evi
denced strong determinaticr. and zeal when he heard 
rightly, but as much zeal in error when he heard 
wrongly, as when he denied Jesus three times before ~he 
cock "c;-ew"; also in turning the disciples b:1ck to fish
ing, John 21, but it was he upon whom Jesus reEed to 
+ d h' I b ~.. h '. d" .' Cl, h) iee IS am sa::" nlS s .eep ("lOUn .11S •• urc.,. as 
he knew his determi!1atio!1 when he hea:-': right!y. 

(The true sense of Simeon handles the ::llse de~er
r.-:ination typed in :\s:ro!ogy by 'I'aurus the b:d!--the 
second Zodiacal sign-the "House 0: Riches" which are 
always gc..ined. even mate:-i:Jly, Jy determin:ltion :1nd 
pe:-sistence. S;~eon's fourth son was J ach:r.-"four.d:1-
tion" "nd was o:-:e of ~he two l::rge p:!!lrs en~eri!1g 
Solomon's te:n pIe. ) 

~!rs. Eddy does not give us Simeoll if. the G:c~sary 
-a dedJced re~SO:1 for whie:: is give:: i;: :1 sUJseqt>ent 
chapter. 

'I':'1e seco~c Ch'.Ech :'1 Re\,. ~ :8-S~'::-:1J.- ("\1 ,:rrh. 
o • 

b:t:e:-:-:ess ') types :his ch~r;:.c:er-sJe:-i5ci:11 :If.C e;-.dur-
; g""':1-.. L, ... · M '--'h:SC~ ,..,....1 ;sp-o-,....; ... ~..., .... h~h. t .n ... JU.~.IO;.. ...... ..t..",[1. • .... ~e" .. 0 •• 0 J~ .. ~r. 

of t;Je se;::or.d de:lth. I:s s'-lfferings for ;i~h :ec~~;-:ess 

purifies i~s consc:ousness. This Church OpC:1S the secor.d 
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AS IT IS 

seal; the calf (sacrifice) calling out the red (blood) 
horse, Rev. 6 :4. The opening of this seal removes the 
material sense of the second day of creation, Gen. 1 :6-8 
-the firmament, "spiritual understanding," S.&H. 505: 
4-8-Petros, "Rock. Spiritual foundation," S.&H.593: 
18. 

LEVI 
LEVI, was Jacob's third son-Leah said at his birth, 

"N ow this time will my husband be joined unto me," 
Gen. 29 :34. This is when Leah rose to a sense of justice, 
and it was natural that i\loses' father and mother should 
both be Levi tes, Ex. 2: 1. as were also John the Bap
tist's. Jacob's curse on Levi, Gen. 49 :5-7, was based 
upon the incident of the revenge he invited Simeon to 
participate in with him upon Dinah'! defiler, Gen. 34. 
"IIi their anger, they slew a man [refused to allow man 
to rise above the mortality of sin] and digged down a 
wall" [the basis of the "wall" of salvation is man's de
fense against sin in "overcoming" it]. 2\1rs. Eddy calls 
Levi, S.&H. 590: 12, mortal man; .... "ecclesias
tical despotism." Levi corresponding to the third day 
of creation,-"resurrection," S.&H. 508 :26-4, must 
see immortality for mortal man, else "resurrection" 
were impossible. So long as a man was made insepar
able from his sin and no possible reparation could be 
made therefor, there was no hope for man in the evolv
ing Church as presented by the Tribes. This man 
Shechem, Dinah's defiler, presented a type of "resurrec
tion" above sin and mortality that I,e'l:i rejected. He 
(Shechem) was \villing to make all physical reparation 
and rise to Love, which is never mortal, but immortal. 
Without the reparation, of course, there would be no 
remission of sin-"without the shedding of blood, there 
is no remission for sin" but blood types "sacrifice"-
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"The spiritual essence of blood is sacrifice," S.&H. 25:3 
-of the error not the man. "\V rong work is effaced OR 

rectified," S.&H. 240 :20, 21. 'Vas not this why the 
entire Twelve Tribes were forced to leave the" Promised 
Land" in which they were, and go into Egyptian dark
ness until the tribe of Levi, "mortal man," could rise to 

some spiritual value of the "Rf.,\L EST.-UE" God had 
given them? ~loses, of the tribe of LEn, rose to a con
sciousness of redemption for mortal man and so led 
the Tribes forth; l\loses saw the truth about Levi in his 
song, Deu t. 33 :8-11. 

This tribe corresponds to third Church in Rev. 2-
Pergamos-and is given hidden manna and a ne·u· name 
(immortality) in proportion to "overcoming." This 
Church opens the third seal, justice, Rev. 6 :5, 6, and 
"man" ("Levi"-"mortal man," S.&H. 590) calls out the 
black horse, with its rider holding a pair of scales weigh
ing out justice,-"See that thou hurt not the oil and the 
wine." Let not a sense of justice (morality, S.&H. 391 : 
17; 592:11-15) hurt (limit) Love-"Let not man war 
against woman." The opening of this seal lilts the third 
day from vegetation, trees, etc., Gen. 1 : 11-13, ( .. ~1 iner
als and vegetables are found, according to divine Sci
ence, to be creations of erroneous thought," S.&H. 543: 
21-23), springing from the ground into "resurrection," 
which comes from the oil and wine of Spirit. "Let thy 
Thummin and thy C rim be with thy holy one." Deut. 
33 :8-~loses redemption for "ecclesiastical despot
ism"-Levi, S.&H. 590:13. 

(Astrologically, the thi rd sign of the Zodiac is the 
Gemini, or the "twins," typing the struggle between life 
and death [Spirit and matter], which seems to present 
Levi's mixture of Spiri t and matter ;-matter [form] 
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ruling out the Spirit that established the form 2.S a type 
only. ) 

JCDAH 
JL-DAH. Jacob's fourth scn.-".:\ow will I praise the 

Lord." Gen. 29 :3_~. Leah said when she bore Judah. 
Thus Leah rose entirely above the desire for man's Ion 
or praise. This is the "ascemicn" thought and Jesus had 
to fulfill it. because he was bam of th;s tribe--Judah. 
He was born in the fcur thousandth year. wh:ch typed 
the fourth day of consciousness-the sur.. moon and stars. 
Gen. I :14-18. John the Baptist. his disciples' pre\'ious 
teacher, was a Leyite and so this infh.:ence remained. as 
he lind during Jesus' three years' mi::.istry for t,.\"o 
years-and doubted. after acknowledgi!lg ] e~~s' ~les
siahsh;p. Thus because J eSlis' d:scipies could not go 
beyond Lc\-:. Jesus t:-ied in vain to ('asana'," as in the 
\lount of Transfiguration. bct he could k1\-C no mes
sage wi th them, hence. he was forced to descer.d to the 
clai:n of death and resurrectior.. in Lcvi. third day
tl:is. thi rd day corrcsponded to the resurrection. S.&H . 
.108 :.?6-4. and "resurrecticn" corresponded to the period 
of PROPHECY. _-\.lthough JeSL:s endea\'orcd to show his 
disciples on the '\lount that he was one with \loses 
(law) and pro ph r:ry (Elias). they could nct see it. Su 
he was forced to demons~rate "resurrecti()n." following 
the course of vegetation. His mn: wo;ds in accepting 
his seeming death were: (, Except a corn of wheat fall 
into the ground and die. it ab:deth alone. but if it die. 
'b' hf h hf '''Jh 1'7'7' It finget art muc rUlt. o.n, _ :_'t'. 

Genesis 49 :9-: 2 is J aceb's blessing ef Judah. in part 
as follows: "The sceptre sha:1 r.ot derart from J noah 
nor a law-gi\'er from bt'f'" ... ·een his feet until Shil'Jh come. 
and unto him shall the gat/;crin1 of the people be." So 
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t!-":e p:-ophecy '\";::5 agai::st t~e 11css!b~!!t\" of the t;ibc of 
Jt:d2h Ues~s' t;i!Je) ·'ycti!.'ril:g of the peop!e" ir.to 
Chu:-ch. He mL!s: be::: de~r:i~e7.~a\"sh0:~::r. I Chro:1ic!es 
.:::~ S:lys ()~ Jt:c;::h::s:l t:-i!Jc: "?o; Jt:l~;::h ~)~e,"~~i!~d 

above his b:-ethren. a::c. of hi~; c:r.1e ~he rh:'e f '"!i!er. bl!t 

th e B I!U IIR:l;! l~ "":IS J ose?!1' S," -.'!~s t:le rt: ling / r.:~ l II / 

t -;k p JUli1h ~·('r:ei j'., fe"" 'o~ r.e 1rl\" ~11 0' ·l--e ,"j'" ,.J...... ...1 "-"'l~ ... l Ii _ ~"~ .... ~ u .. _ o..l.J.J. J. ,-J. • ... lJ.~ 

i., t',p D j·k 1e · "["~ t'~j'~ tr;k~ 0· JU-l~k ""'5 ·o-·'e·~ '0 ., ••.• ~ J J •. ".C ..... • Je.. l' .. :l .... e. ~ • 

acce?~ !;::',\'-i:s o:-igin !Jeing ir. !...e:lh. Ge:1. :29 :3.~-;l.1d 
to ?:::y ~uick ?er,a!ty ~():- i:5 \"~()lati()i1, as :;1 Gc::. 3<;;. :\ o:e 
t!-":at J ~C.lh s:lic ()~ r';'~;::':;:lr hiS c::u~!h:e:--::;-b·,\', "~;;e 

h::l.:h !Jcen !T:o,e r:gh~e(;'lS ~h:ln :. bcc3.use ! g3.':e \'er 
r.o: to She!ah m\" son," .:\otc 3!SO tr.;::t "She!ah." W!'1Oi11 

it ,,":-.s l:l\d JI to h.1\"e gi\TI1 to Y:u:ur i:1 n-.:::rriage. means 
the same thiwT::5 ?h:Hez-thc br:::nc:h frorn "':1:ch T, e:;~s' C'> _ 

cescer:: \\'::s rccko::ed i!; \L;t:~e·.': ! :~-t!:.c\' bo:h r.'Cl:1t 
"b:-eaki:1,R ~():-:~"-l!:!:'OU~r. She!::!1 :l gen~!er :,:-()~ess 

--"that b;-e:l:~s' tl1:.t u:::ies: th1~ t:::c:-esses: 11e:tce, 
\'."here2.s !)!-.2.rez 1~;C2.nS, "gre:1k:!1g for:h \":()!ef~tly, 

b,e:.c!1 rup:t!:-e." P:-()\"~ng :h::: blSic l:l\\' c:.n:1o: bc ce
fC2.:ed by our e,"::s;or.s 2.:1d ch2.nges of perso:;s to esc lre 
the 0pcratiol/ of Truth. 

Judah so:d J lisc?h into EgY11t by \\,:lY of the I shmael
ites, Gen. 3::- :.:?h-.:?s. 2.r.o, thcref();e. h:ld to be:.r the 
res?Oa;si!Jility ~()r ~,!! ()f :!le Tribes fo; Josep!1's cer.1:l:1d, 
Gen. +3:1-10: 4:~R-3~. :.nl~ for :he spiritu:ll ;-ec:emp-
t : 0 ~ ()" T () -r> ') 11 n - ,." t () 1 d c -I j' n T" 'l' ' T ll-l "l-, ". ~, -I, c .. ~ 1\" • , .. .. _ ~ ......' .... ~ u.... ....1. l: ... _ \.. ~ .. ~ . _ l~ .. I. .. J. ..... ~ ..... 1.., .I... _ 

t < b:: t: 'I e ~ 0 G (), ~ . s !~,·S f) ~ (~i \" i :: e 2. [' () i :~ t i ~1 ~ i ():- k i :1 \! S 1: i 11 
a: :!Je :ir.1c of th~ c:,"is;,):: of the kingdom ur:ce:- So!!)
mO:1's sor, Rel~ooo:.m: "'!;() bv the 'va\' \Y:lS t:--.e SO;1 by 

"" " 

SO!Oi.10n cf the _\n~mor.itish ?ri;-)('css. I Kings!! :!-S 
shows the ter}(~el.C\· n: So!o;~JO!1 (?e:,ce\ :0 cnun:c:-fe:t 
the t;:.:ths o~ C:~i\"c:-s::.! \1:".n i:: :~;:,::e:-. "?c:,ce" until 
e::.:: ,c! y s i1 i ,i :'.13. I-V: (;1':1:, [:~():)(~-: S 3. d :.n ~e:-()us :h::l g. 



AS IT IS 

This instance of the Ammonite as the mother of Reho
boam showed another main point in which this tribe of 
] udah-embraced almost all the "sins" recorded in the 
Bible: 

Boaz married Ruth, the :\loabitish woman-who 
was the grandmother of David; and Solomon the Am
monite,-both ~loab and Ammon being the respective 
sons of Lot's two daughters by Lot their father. Gen. 19: 
37, 38; also the twins by Tamar, Gen. 38. as previously 
unfolded; again] oshua 7: 16-26. And again, because as 
recorded in] udges 19 :21 the concubine was a woman of 
Bethlehem-J udah. the tribe of ] udah was forced to at
tack this sin first. ] udges 20: 18, and they did not tri urn ph 
until the third dav-"resurrection" from the error. 
(Xote also that the tribe of Benjamin was rehabilitated 
with the tribe of Gad-Principle-Judges 21 :11, 12)
which lifted Benjamin to possible union with Judah in 
I Kings 12:20,21. Benjamin first went away with the 
other ten tribes. but immediately returned-all ·Jf which 
shows the meticulous Principle of the Bible unbldment. 
and that when the tribe of Judah became one with Love 
in atonement. sin had been reduced to its nati"e nothing
ness. Judah through Jesus met the "sins" of Reuben. 
Simeon and Levi. as the tribes below Judah. Thus 
l\1rs. Eddy speaks of this tribe as "A corporeal mortal 
belief PROGRESSIXG and disappearing; the spiritual 
understandIng of God and man appearing," S.&H. 589: 
23-25. 

This Tribe reigned and ruled for a hundred and fifty 
years. as the kingdom of Judah, after all the other tribes 
had gone into captivity and lost their tribal identity. 
Judah was the only tribe that was identified with its 
tribal apportionment when Jesus came-Judea being 
the territory of Judah. Judah had completely absorbed 
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Benjamin and more latterly some portion of Simeon. 
Elijah and Elisha, the two great prophets, however, 
were prophets of Israel and not J udah. ~lrs. Eddy 
speaks of Elias (the Greek name for Elijah) "as the 
basis of immortality," S.&H. 585: 12-so immortality 
was placed in the ten tribes that went away and not in 
the Leah or la·u:ful unfoldment. Samaria, the capitol of 
Israel (the ten tribes-that went away). was Joseph's 

portion. So it is evident that Jesus demonstrated up 
to and inclusive of Joseph. The name of his foster
father, who was of the tribe of Judah, indicates it-
Joseph; and ~Irs. Eddy says there is "Something In .\ 
Xame," !\Iy. 353. Judah, at its highest point of recep
tivity. had reached out to Joseph through ~Iary. who 
was of the tribe of Judah. in the sense of her choosing 
Joseph for a husband. and Joseph of the tribe of Judah 
in the sense of being thus named by his mother. The 
Bible characters were all named for a reason, as will be 
seen by the names of the twelve sons of Jacob. 

Galilee. in which Jesus was conceived, was composed 
of Zebulun, Issachar, Asher and X aphtali-:\ azareth. 
the particular point of his nativity being in Zebulun. 
So nothing "just happens" either in the Bible or in 
"life." but everything is governed by a most perfect 
science which can be traced through thou.wnds of years 
-"The chain of scientific being reappearing in all ages, 
maintaining its obvious correspondence with the Scrip
tures and uniting all periods in the design of God," 
S.&H. 271 :2-5. 

This tribe corresponds to the fourth Church in Rev. 
2: 18-29-Thyatira-and the promise to this Church 
(26-28 verses) is exactly of the nature of that character
izing the man child brought forth by the woman in Rev. 
12, "Power over the nations! And he shall rule them 
with a rod of iron." 
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The overcoming of this Church opens the fourth 
seal, Rev. 6 :7,8, and the fourth beast (the flying eagle
Rev. 4 :7) calls out the pale horse whose rider is Death. 
This shows why Jesus had to seem to "die" to rise
to ride the "pale horse" as well as soar ahove earth. 
"Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it 
abideth alone; but if it die. it bringeth forth much fruit." 
John 12:24. The spiritual asrcnsi0n typed by the Hying 
eagle unfolds the true character of the "sun. moon and 
stars" (fourth day of creation-Gen. 1: 14-1 S), as "the 
light of spiritual understanding." S.&H. )09: 17, 1 R, and 
not matter. Deut. 33 :7. ~loses' Song, shows Judah's 
blessing by ~loses, "Let his hands be sufficient for him, 
and be thou an help to him from his enemies." 

(The breast, or House of Parents, is the fourth _\stro
logical sign corresponding to this tribe-the crab repre
senting this sign. It is a motherhood sign of spiritual 
nurture [:\1 rs. Eddy was born in this sign J. when all 
nature IS feeding its young and mother earth is most 
fruitful.) 

DAN 
D.-\x was the fifth son of Jacob. was Rachel's child 

by her maid Bilhah. "confusion,"-Love cannot put her
self under law or be limited to lawful methods. and 
Rachel typed Love. Love embraces and embodies law 
but never comes lindn' it. So when she (Rachel) did 
seem to come under lawful (human) procedure with 
reference to her maid. Dan. _\nimal ~lagnetism, S.& 
H .. p. 583-"so-called mortal mind controlling mortal 
mind," resulted. Certainly this is what she did with ref
erence to Bilhah-\yiped out her identity completely. 
This might be humanly la-uJul as an ascending step 
reaching for something higher, but ne\'er Principle or 
Love. 
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This Tribe corresponds to the fifth Church in Rev. 
3 :1-6, where white robes were given to him that "over
cometh," and a promise not to blot out his name out of 
the book of life (as in Rev. 7 :3-8 seems to have been 
done with this tribe). This "overcoming" in fifth 
Church seems to be the great struggle which opens the 
fifth seal, typed by the souls of them that were under 
the altar (belo'll" true sacrifice, the sacrifice of person 
instead of the error) ; the souls of them that were slain 
for the word of God. and for the testimony which they 
held-the warfare in Christianity. "\Vhite robes" were 
given them in the opening of this seal, as in the fifth 
Church. This overcoming warfare shows that the strug
gle in the water, of the delving water animals and soar
ing bi rds. is mental and not physical (fifth day of 
creation. Gen. 1 :20-23). J acob's curse of Dan is pro
nounced. "Dan shall be a serpent by the way. an adder 
in the path. etc. ... Gen. 49:16-18.-"1 have waited for 
thy salvation. 0 Lord." (18th verse) sounds like the 
cry from under the altar. Rev. 6:10-"How long, 0 
Lord." See also ~Ioses' song. Deut. 33 :22. 

(The fifth ;\.strological sign is Leo-the lion. rep
resenting the hcart.-the House of Children. :\lrs. 
Eddy's definition of hcart shows the nature of this strug
gle-":\Iortal feelings. motives. affections. joys and sor
rows." S.&H. 587 ::?3. 24. which. as the sea. is never at 
peace or rest.) 

NAPHTALI 

~.-\PHL\LI. Jacob's sixth son, was again Rachel's 
child by Bilhah her maid. This time she wrestles and 
prevails ovcr la·Li.' (":\ly sister"). which is the meaning 
of ~ aphtali (wrestling). Love must wrestle from 
under law and embract' It. X aphtali in :\loses' song 
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must possess the 'west and the south. The south (Chris
tianity), in the City foursquare, is human suffering, 
"with its Southern Cross in the skies," S.&H. 575, but 
the west is the "Golden shore of love and the peaceful 
sea of harmony," S.&H. 575,32-2. Naphtali must rise 
outof wrestling (south) and go on to Love (west), Gen. 
49:21, Jacob's blessing-"a hind let loose" (I have 
wrestled with my sister and have prevailed-released 
[let loose J-my son). This wrestling out from under law 
to the light of Love opens a door that can never be shut 
(Love "goes no more out," Rev. 3:7-13) and it corre

sponds to the sixth Church-Philadelphia, Rev. 3 :6-13. 
"I have set before thee an open door, and no man can 
shut it." Verses 11, 12 give promise for "overcoming." 

This struggle corresponds to Rev. 6: I 2- 17, the open
ing of the sixth seal and the struggle up to true manhood 
and Womanhood above the animal sense,-the animal, 
and the male and female being the three steps in the 
sixth day. The sun, moon and stars are darkened and the 
earth quakes. Mental values are all shaken up and 
changed, as the material sense of animal and man and 
woman, Gen. 1 :24-27, are successively challenged by 
spiritual values. "Isms" and "ologies" are forced to 
YIeld to their nothingness; Rev . .1 :10 warns the Church 
of Philadelphia of this struggle. 

(The sixth Astrological sign is Virgo or the bowels 
-the House of Health. "Bowels of mercies,~' Col. 3: 
12, are needed, as mercy is demanded by the challenge 
of more spiritual conceptions. Virgo, is the "virgin" 
constellation. The truth that health comes through a 
woman, in the proportion that the "bowels of mercies" 
are quickened in the human consciousness after the 
struggle with false theological and medical laws, "isms" 
and "ologies," seems to be counterfeited in this material 
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f ~ /] 
claim about the stars, putting the "idea" into matter and \ (;aJU!~ 
losing its value. The truth is thus counterfeited that) .......---
health comes through woman after she has risen above 
human law and embraced it.) 

':\1rs. Eddy does not give us 1\ aphtali in the Glos
sary, for reasons (which are~ of course~ deduced purely 
from the general trend of the Tribes) noted in the chap
ter, "The Seven Seals." 

GAD 
GAD was Jacob's seventh son (this is Leah's child by 

her bond-maid Zilpah)-Leah could use any accepted 
form of law in her ascent, as she types law, yet Rachel 
cannot rest under law, but law must rest under her. 
Gad means a "troop." "Behold a troop cometh," sa id 
Leah. The IInirersal idea of man is dawning as the 
result of Rachel's triumph over law. ':\1rs. Eddy calls 
Gad: "Science, spiritual being understood; haste to
'u:ards harmony," S.&H. 586-21, 22. As presented in 
next chapter under "Gad," in a (!orresponding period 
of unfoldment in Science, ':\lrs. Eddy dissoh'ed organ
ization, which had never gone beyond seren, the quorum 
of her then-Church-The First Church, .:\lassachusetts 
,:\1 eta physical College, .:\ I assachusetts .:\ I eta physical 
College Association, ); ational Christian Scientists' :\s
sociation, had never reached beyond SEVE:\, as a quorum, 
and a quorum denotes basi. organization. Jacob's ble5s
ing, Gen. 49: 19, "A troop shall overcome him: but he 
shall overcome at the last," seems to prefigure the ex
perience of the first form of our church organization 
(form seemed to almost "overcome" Spirit, but Spirit 
triumphed-Ret. pp. 43-45). See Deut. 33:20,21, 
Moses' Song, for his blessing of Gad. 
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The tribe Gad corresponds to the seventh Church 
and the last of Jesus' seven Stars-the church of the 
Laodiceans or "J L-ST people," who are warned, Rev_ 
3: 1-+-22, against self-righteousness, who need "eve salve" 
to see_ Jesus stands at the door and knock~, as this is 
the perfect man child. 

This Church opens the seventh seal. through the 
Lamb, and re\'eals, first silence-Rev. 8:1 (was not this 
what '\Irs. Eddv felt necessarv when she dissnl\'ed the . . 
Church at a period corresponding to the "GJd" unfold-
ment as presented in subsequent chapters?)--then rest 
-"Beholding the infinite tasks of Truth, we pause 
-wait on God. Then we push onward until boundless 
thought walks enraptured. and conception /lTlc0Tl/ined is 
winged *' to reach the divine glory," S.&H. 3?3 :9-12. 
This "silence" corresponds to man's rest before God's 
acti\'ity in the seventh day of consciousness ir. Gen. 2:2; 
for "God rests in action." '\Irs. Eddy says in correlation 
of Gen. 2 :2, S.&H . .5 1 C) :2.,. Thence the trumpeters 
go forth and the remaining ~ctiyity is from hem:eTl
the descending angeis. 

(The :\.strological sign for Gad is the balance-the 
scales-between hem'en and earth-The House of '\lar
riage. How closelv the counterfeit "bites at the heel" 

, of the true idea!) 
ASHER 

ASHER was Jacob's eighth son. "Happy am I. for 
the D,\L'GHTERS \\'ill call me blessed." was Le:1h's rejoic
ing, Gen, 30: 13. :\.s Leah got a glimpse of uniHrsal 
man in "Gad," so in Asher, she reached the \'ision of 
\Yomanhood, The children, Gad and :\.sher. are both 
by Zilpah ("contempt of the mou,h" or chanr.el), The 
channel must be scrupulously and carefully reg:lrded 

"Downward win;,:. 
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until law (ascension) is fulfilled and embraced, I nci

yidual unfoldment must be limited to lawful relation
shi p. but after the "t\yo-ncss" of relationship is over
come in Dan. and Love makes a bulwark of law and sees 
its diyinc origin. thereby "wrestling" (:\""aphtali) un:il 
persenal sense is oyercome; then. and not until then. the 
spiritual heritage opens before man as "'a troop." free
dom frem the bonds of the law in uniycrsal spiritual 
L()\'e. The ascent to the male anj female of God's 
creating in the sixth Tribe. sixth Church. sixth seal and 
sixth day. must be made in the "straight and narrow 
way" of law; even Lo\'e (Rachel) awaiting the fulfill
ment of its demands before Loye is "fruitflll" in objec
tified consciousness. for "di\'ine Love cannot be dcprived 
of its manifestation. or object." S.&H. 30+:10. II. \1:-s. 
Eddy says on p. 73 of \liscellaneous \,"ritings. "Law is 
ne\'cr material: it is always mental and moral and a 
commandment to the \vise. The foolish disobe\' moral 
law. and are punished, IIIl71/an wisdom therefore can 
get no furthcr than to say. He knoweth that we have 
ncd of experience. Belief fulfills the cc:nditions of a 
belief. and thcse condi tions destroy the belief [thllt we 
have need of experience ~. etc." :\"" ate that the work of 
Leah (law) helpcd Rachel (LoYe); likewise Rachel's 
\'isicn helped Leah; and we now have a glimpse of 
:\shcr. as \,"oman embracing G.\D. uniyersal man (as 
cach ascending step carries the one before with it). in 
whom (as Gad. seventh son) all specific work in the 
organization is dissolycd in 1889, as unfolded in sub
sequent chapters. \1 rs. Eddy says of --1.shcr in the 
Glossary, S.&H. p .. ;81: "Hope and faith; SPIRITL\L 

CO\IPEXS.\T!OX, etc." Jacob's blessing of him in Gen. 
+9: "Out of :\sher his bread shall be fat. and he shall 
yield royal dainties." \105es' Song of Asher in Deut. 
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33: "Let him dip his foot in oil .... There is none 
like unto the God of J eshurun, who rideth upon the 
HLWEX in thy help, and in his excellency on the sky. 
The eternal God is thy refuge and ltndernellth are the 
everlasting arms"-of previous unfoldment, Deut. 33: 
2+-27. In the genealogy of Asher is reckoned one daugh
ter (the sons alone are reckoned in other Tribes, Gen. 
+6) ; this daughter is Serah-.(T he morning star." (X ate 
also in this chapter that Dan had but one son, Hushim, 
which means "hasting"-the human will separated 
from God.) 

This tribe being the eighth,-there is no star in Jesus' 
hand for it as Jesus has but "se'i:en stars in his right 
hand," which he says are the angels of the Churches, 
Rev. I :20. So there is no church of ascension in Rev. 3, 
for Asher, as the Bible is limited to seren inasmuch as 
it is the ascending thought; and, consequently, no seal 
of error to open. and no material concept to handle of 
Genesis I. The sacrifice under the ~losaic law never 
went beyond SErEx, for instance II Chron. 29 :21; Xum. 
23 : 1, etc. I n the unfoldment of this tribe Asher, the 
EIGHTH son (evidenced by the :\Iother's evolution of 
the Tribes in the Journal as unfolded in the next chap
ter), ~Irs. Eddy ,·esoh.'es (she disso/1'es in Gao and re
so/1.'es in Asher) all the activities which have been dis
solved in Gad into universal and ,[·r,luntary assemblies, 
taking the X ational Christian Scientists' Association 
from under all By-Laws; having the :\lassachusetts 
~Ietaphysical College Association By-Laws revised in 
1889 instead of repealing them, making it a "parent 
Association" with life-membership, but a voluntary As
sembly of Christians. This is specifically shown in a 
succeeding chapter-"Evolutionary Organization"; 
and is injected here only for the purpose of a glimpse of 
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the general trend of Asher-so, Asher is CniI't:rsal .Is
sembi),. 

(This Tribe is counterfeited in .-\strological lore by 
the "Scorpion," or House of Death. ".-\sher" is the stage 
demanding great watchfulness lest we use the liberty 
gained thereby for "an occasion to the flesh," as Paul 
expresses it. "The law is our schoolmaster [teaching us 
Life's Principle] to bring us to Christ. that we might be 
justified by faith) etc.," Gal. 3. "I through the law 
am dead to the law," Gal. 2: 19. Those of us that have 
reached this point of unfoldment through rising on the 
SEn~x ascending rungs of Jacob's Ladder (remembering 
the ladder was set up on the em·tI" Gen. 28: II, 12, and 
not let down from heann) are in no danger of being 
blinded by the glorious light of the descending angels, 
the first of which we ha\"e seen in .-\sher, for l"XDER

:\EATH Asher "are the everlasting arms" (Deut. 3., :27 
-"~loses' Song" of Asher) to hold up the work of 
Principle gone before. But those that han tried to 
climb the hiII of Science by some other road," S.&H. 
326 :7, or "pick the lock [or] enter by some other door," 
S.&H. 99, will find that "Christian Science" as rena led 
in the SFYFX former steps must be embraced. "Elias: 
Prophecy, ... Christian Science" is the prophecy 
of divine Science) S.&H. :"'85 :9-1+; "Elias [Christian 
Science] truly shaII FIRST come and restore all things." 
"Elias truly" has "first come" and "estored all things" 
in Principle. The light of the descending angels. to the 
unprepared, will but prcduce the plagues of the angels 
whose "vials were fuII of wrath," Re\·. 21 :C); S.&H.:;7-t 
-wrath of the resistance of the flesh to the prayers of 
all saints, Rev. 8 :3. So the "scorpion" sting of false 
love is to the flesh that claims false 100"e. ,\1 rs. Eddv 
says: "Christian Science may absorb the attention of 
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sage and philosopher but the Christian alone can fathu m 
it." S.&H. 556. Thus the COl-::-\TERFEIT claim for eight 
presents Asher's danger. for "danger" there is at e\-erv 
step until the whole journey is completed and the 
Twelve Tribes redeemed-as has been done, and we 
have been offered salvation as a "gift" in "Christian 
Science." S.&H. ++2 :25-29, if we but understand how 
to accept it. Jesus shows this danger in a separate 
warning to each of the sr,'en Churches. Re\,. 2. 3; the 
"generative" ascending steps could not escape the liO\-er
coming"-we are children of "regeneration "-] ESL"S' 

"second coming," Ret. 70 :20-n; \1att. 19 :28-30. 

MANDRAKES 
Here intervenes a most significant incident. Reuben, 

the first son, goes into the field in WHL\T }URVEST days 
to find mandrakes for his mother. Leah.-for the un
foldment of THE CHILD must go on to completeness. and 
it is most natural that Reuben-the first Tribe. first 
Church-should feel it. as to it was promised the whole 
"Tree of Life," Rev. 2 :7. bearing its full twelve man
ner of fruits, Re\,. 22:2, as before noted. 

J! andrakes, Gen. 30: 1+. were not vegetables but 
fruit, "fru'it of the ground," Gen. +:3 and S.&H. S+i: 
9-11. They are small red apples, and are called "the 
de\'iJ's apples" by the Orientals and ,1rabs (Shem
"reproof of Sensualism," S.&H. p. S94---being an :\.rab) 
because it is claimed for them that they produce "volup
tuousness or passion." Did not this type the apple that 
the devil offered Eve from the tree "growing out of the 
ground," Gen. 2:q ; Gen. 3 :3. 8? .\J rs. Eddy said this 
original sin was "sexuality and self-abuse." S.&H. 127: 
3-8. of the 3 rd ed .. Vol. 11. Creation: "The garden was 
a term used to signify the body in the first records of 
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mythology, sexuality and self-abuse the forbiddt:n 
kno'u:ledge.·' \Yas not this the false union of the 
Churches of man and woman, and would not woman be 
forced to redeem this union? So Rachel (spiritual 
sense) says. "Gi'l:e me thy son's mandrakes." just as Eli
jah said of the fruit of the false union ("mistress" of the 
house. who said. "Art thou come unto me to call mv sin 
to remembrance and slay my son-fruit) ?" "Gi'i.·e :\[E 

thy son." David. when struggling over a similar sin 
with Bathsheba. cried "Shall I give the frllit of my body 
for the sin of my soul?" "Fruit of the body" and "fruit 
of the womb" occurs all through the Bible. notably: 
Deut. 28 :+. 11. 18; Psalm 127:3; Isa. 13: 18. etc. So 
was not the tree sensuality and its fruit-"Sensual and 
mortal beliefs (children)," S.&H. 583. The allegory 
of material creation begins with "fruit" and ends with 
"fruit." Rev. 22 :2. So what could solve the problem 
but the redemption of "fruit" from body-"Creation" 
-to "intelligence. ,. the second step in man-thence "to 

Truth"? S.&H. 517 :8.9. 
There are three mottoes for churches. ,\1)" . .?l~. to 

correspond to the three steps in man-The first being 
"Divine Love always has met and alwavs will meet 

" " 

every hu man need"-here Divine Love (Rachel) meets 
humanity's (Leah) need in proportion as Leah gi\"t~s 

her mandrakes (fruit) to .:.Uind, Spirit. Just what Jacob 
did in his regeneration. as evidenced by the defini tion 
Mrs. Eddy gave on p. 589. where sensualism was 
changed to "inspi ration." 

\Vhen Cain (meaning "possession") offered the 
"fruit of his body"-toiI. labor. a portion of his pcsst's
sian claimed by self-righteousness, personal responsibil
ity, etc.,-God did not condemn it. as is evidenced by 
Gen. 4:7: "If thou doest well. shalt thou not be ac-
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cepted? And if thou doest not well. sin lieth at the 
door. And unto thee shall be his desi re, and thou shalt 
rule over him." The first sin of Cain was not his offer

in9. but his failure to recognize the Iimitatir;n of his 
offering. Fruit as matter was no offering, but as re
deemed through :\lind or Spirit it is "resurrection," 
S.&H. 509: 1-7, which is as far as the first Church (man), 
Leah, can go without union with the second Church 
("'oman), Rachel. "Give me thy son's mandrakes," is 
equivalent to, let "Divine Love" meet your "human 
need"-first motto given for the Branch Churches by 
~1rs. Eddy, 1\ly. 214. .Mrs. Eddy meets it by trans
lating fruit into idea, as in S.&H. 508 :9-8, and-"vege
tables are found, according to divine Science, to be the 
creations of erroneous thought," S.&H. 543 :22, 23. 
Then earth (Leah) and Rachel (heaven) are never 
parted. Abel-"\Vatchfulness [watching God]; self 
offering," S.&H. 579-offered himself to God, as typed 
by the "firstlings of the flock," S.&H. 540:31-13; and 
this is what Rachel, as "ewe," "sheep," invites Leah to 

do with her mandrakes,-or her desire for conception. 
~lrs. Eddy says in 3rd edition, Vol. II, p. 120: " .... 

and this earth and hem'en are now and jore'l.'er the male 
and female of Spirit, alias the Elohim, or sons and 
daughters of God." This is the edition where all crea
tion was put into !\lotherhood. Thus we have found 
"~lother-earth" (as it has always been called) is one 
with Jlother-hearen. So Leah gave her son's (Reuben 
-life, strength, power, courage, the redeemed defini
tion of Reuben in Gen. 49 and ~loses' Song, Deuc. 33) 
mandrakes to Rachel; thus Cain (which means "pos
session," as typed by Leah, trying to possess her husband 
and his love) makes his offering "acceptable"; human-
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ity with its false claim of love yielding to the divine 
and we have-

ISSACHAR 
ISSACHAR was Jacob's ninth son, which means 

"Hire"; "God hath given me my hire," Leah said, at 
his birth, Gen. 30:18. Leah got the re· ...... ·ard ("hi;-e") 
for her labors only as she yielded to Love. ~Ioses' Song 
tells Issachar to rejoice in his tents. His blessing 1S so 
interwoven with Zebulun's (the next son in this sl,ng) 
that it must be extracted by the identifying nature of 
each tribe. "They shall offer the sacrifices of righteous
ness," pertains to Issachar, as Leah here yields her per
sonal labor to Rachel's demand and "si ts down" before 
Rachel. 

This is portrayed by the two in the circle in Christ 
and Christmas. Jesus (of the tribe of ] lldah, Leah's 
fourth son), having previously demonstrated Joseph, 
thus yields to Rachel's Benjamin (~lrs. Eddy). Jesus 
was a type of Joseph to which his tribe had demon
strated, as evidenced by the name Joseph, his foster
father, who was of the tribe of Judah and his mother's 
husband afterwards, though not his father. His mlHher 
was Joseph's cousin and also of the tribe of Judah. This 
tribe (Judah) was destined to demonstrate the immacu
late conception, for Judah was the fourth son conceived 
when Leah "praised the Lord," turning enti rely away 
from man. As unfolded under the tribe of Judah, this 
son bore the misconceptions of the whole Bible: "Blot
ting out the handwriting of ordinances that was against 
us, which was contrary to us, and took it out of the way, 
nailing it to his cross," Col. 2: I+; also. "He is our peace 
who hath made both one, and hath broken down the 
middle wall of partition bef.7.aen us (closing the Adam 
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dream of two-ness, Issachar) .... for to make in 
himself of twain one new man. so making peace." Eph. 
2 :14, IS. 

~lrs. Eddy says. "He [Jesus] suffered. to show mor
tals the awful price paid by sin. and how to .-\rOID pay
ing it," l\ a 35: 13-15. So he brings the atonement of 
Leah in Issachar to union with Love-Rachel--for him
self, even if not able to reveal it to others, John 16:12-
at least he "gave up the ghost" in the ninth (Issachar) 
hour. although he called his disciples in the tenth hour 
-J ohn 1 :39- (Zebulun). Hence he was forced to si t 
down in the ninth picture in Christ and Christmas
"~lotherhood"-":\lind, mother man"-Poem. Of 
course. "J esus fully and finally demonstrated divine Sci
ence" for himself, as ~1rs. Eddy says, S.&H .. p. 45, but 
the black robe on his lap in this ninth picture in Christ 
and Christmas is his inability to impart it, due to limi
tation of "the highest human corporeal concepJ:," S.&H. 
589 :16, channel. However, after two thousand years of 
struggle in Dan (water animals and birds,-fifth day
five thousand years since Adam-of creation) as well 
as in Xaphtali (the struggle to demonstrate on ((dry 
land," "absolute formations instituted by ~lind," S.&H. 
507 :2-sixth day of creation-mortal thought is better 
prepared to yield its limitations. So we have the second 
appearing of Jesus in his femininity: "And unto them 
that look for him, shall he appear the second time with
out sin unto salvation," Heb. 9 :28. (\Vithout "The 
likeness of sinful flesh," Romans 8:3). "The second ap
pearing of Jesus is, unquestionably, the SPIRITC\L ad
vent of the ADVA~CIXG idea of God, as in Christian 
Science," Ret. 70 :20-22. 

N ate the far greater light over the head of the 
woman than the man in the ninth picture in Christ and 
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Christmas in the circle; however, the woman's outer 
robe is drab so long as they seem n\'o--dthe t'".i.'O wit
nesses," which l\1rs. Eddy defines on pp. 3+6 and 3+7 of 
:\liscellany as "Christ Jesus and Christian Science." 
Could anyone doubt the identity of this picture to 

"Christ Jesus and Christian Science" when the identity 
of one (Jesus) is unmistakable (and, in fact, :\1 rs. Eddy 
says so in her articles on "Christ and Christmas" in 
"Deification of Personality," :\lis. 307-310" and also the 
article "Christ and Christmas," ,Mis, 371-376) and the 
woman's scroll is named "Christian Science"? "'oman 
being idea has no personal identity. The blackness of 
his robe across his lap, and the drabness of her outer 
draperies are in harmony with :\1rs. Eddy's statement 
that "the manhood and womanhood of God" can .Jnly 
be revealed "in a DEGREE" through the witnesses while 
they are TWO, :\ly. 3+7. Rev. 11 th chapter shows that 
they can witness together only in sackcloth; however, as 
one has sat down before the other, the approach to truth 
is nearer. Issachar is the two witnesses-Leah and 
Rachel approaching oneness; hence, J acab 's curse, Gen. 
49:14: "Issachar is .... couching down between TWO 

burdens. And he saw that rest was good and the land 
that it was pleasant; and bowed his shoulder to bear, 
and became a servant unto tribute." This is the dan
gerous stage in Science, when we see the demands of 
the two women-Leah and Rachel-and do not take a 
decided position in either-but "love" one time and 
"war" the other. Love always condemns warfare, and 
warfare utterly defeats Love. I f we are not watchful, it 
will seem easier to meet the demands of labor and "bow 
our shoulder to bear" the "suffer it to be so now" at 
every turn. Jesus never said "Suffer it to be so now" 
but one time, and that was when he was baptized of John 
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in Jordan and took on the consciousness of Levi, which 
gave him the struggle between life and death-mortal
itv and immortality. Then he was driven into a wilder-- -
ness from which he ne,'er wholly emerged until he rose 
abo"e the false sense of "Levi .... mortal man." 
S.&H. 590: I 2. in the "resurrection" and finished Le"i's 
work-third day of creation. Our cause seems to be 
largely in this state. couching between the t-U:0 burdens 
of The First Church of Christ. Scientist. founded on 
Jesus, as given on p. II of our ::\lanual (Leah) which 
was dissoh'ed in 1889, Ret. +3-+5; and Rachel. the 
second formation on t,velve (stars) members of First 
Church carried to the Second Church; which latter 
Church was a purely yoluntary organization founded 
on i, Chist, healing and saying theu."0,·ld," '\lanual 19. 
The latter formation was under no human law. I t is 
generally assumed that the "Litigation" put it under 
law in order to be able to go forward without '\lanual 
authority and also our Church was put back under 
this dissolycd First Church in 192J, (thirteen years 
after ::\1rs. Eddy left us-see Quarterly inside of first 
covec which quoted this First Church as our present 
formation-to REPLH. instead of CO\IPLETE our Church 
history as ::\1rs. Eddy demanded in Ret. and Int. of 
189 I. p. 58)" Are we not bowed between T\\'O burdens, 
and i'"":0rkillg out our salvation" all o'"er again when 
'\Irs. Eddy said (in 1908) that in "ClzriJtian Science" 
" . - ". S &H f 1).) - )9::> It \\a~ a !Jljt,. ."M"_ ._-"-- • 

Since the stars in Jesus' right hand (SEYE.:\) ended 
in Gad. this tribe, Issachar. the ninth son. is ab07."e 

Church under-lal,:-!0"l1wtion (which had to end in 
SEH.\:. as it DID) and must. with Asher. find its star in the 
descending idea. The /i' .... e star points on our present 
"Celestial crown" (instead of human coronet. as for-
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merIy, see Journal June, 1908, anicle, "Cross and 
Crown") are the five remaining stars which are found 
nowhere but in II' oman's Crown. ::\ ote that each of 
them are sei.·t:n pointed, showing individual (manly) 
demonstration of each point. These five stars in Ch ris
tian Science (the seal on all our books) added t() the 
seven in J esu's' right hand make the full twdvc on 
\Voman's Crown. There is no labor for this Tribe to 
do if it will see its privilege, for there is no Church to 

overcome, as in Rev. 3 and +; no seal to open of mate
rial crmcept of the real. Genesis first chapter did not 
prophesy beyond seven. Seven is the limi tation of man
hood. ~lrs. Eddy's definition of Issachar, S.&H. _~89: 
1-3, is unredeemed; but in the City foursquare, this 
Tribe is a pearly gate of one solid pearl, Rev . .:21 : 1.:2, 
hence, redeemed! 

(The counterfeit Astrological sign for this tribe is 
the Archer, or thigh, or House of Religion. The thigh 
being very sacred to the Jews as indicating a relig:ous 
rite. Abraham had his sen'ant put his hand on his thigh 
and swear that he would faithfully perform :\.braham's 
commission. J acab 's thigh was out of joint in his strug
gle. So-"E\'ery material belief hints the existence of 
spiritual reality," ::\Iis. 60). 

ZEBULUN 

ZEBCLc:\,-the tenth son of Jacob (meaning "dwell
ing, habitation"), is a most promising tribe. ,.~ ow will 
my husband d'U.:eil wi th me," Leah said, Gen. 30 :.:20; 
"Behold, the tabernacle of God is wi th men, and he will 
DWELL with them," Rev. 21 :3. Jacob's blessing of Zebu
lun was: "Zebulun shall d'u:ell at the haven of the sea; 
and he shall be for an haven of ships," Gen. +9: 13; 
1\loses' song, "Rejoice, Zebulun in thy GOI:\'G Ol'T; and 
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Issachar in thy tents. [Zebulun and Issachar are united 
by ~loses.] They shall call the people unto the moun
tain; there they shall offer sacrifices of righteousness; 
for they shal1 suck of the abundance of the seas and of 
treasure hid in the sand." Deut. 33. '\Irs. Eddv does 
not give us Zebulun in the Glossary. for the reason de
duced from the spirit of the whole unfoldment in a sub
sequent chapter. 

The significance of ten (Zebulun) in the human 
consciousness will be seen from the following: 

X oah was the tenth in descent from Adam, and X oah 
means "rest." His was the first "sa\'ing" thought. Enoch 
ascended but was unable to show anyone else the way. 
while X oah objectified an :\rk of safety for eight peo
ple and all the animals. birds, etc.-at least. se\'en clean 
and two of each unclean species of animals and bi rds. 
He was forced to save the clean and unclean as well. as 
his thought could not translate nor redeem--not hav
ing gone beyond ten. The City foursquare in i-u:efw 
redeems. ~oah could save bodily but not spiritually. 
Abraham found that the City could be sand by ten, 
showing ten must be the "saving." although not redeem
ing, activity of the City, Gen. 18 :26-32,-thc squared 
human consciousness. 

I t took ten revelations of light. which seemed 
plagues, to the Egyptians. to deliver the children of 
Israel from Egyptian bondage. 

There were ten Commandments. corresponding to 
the ten tribes under the law. The two sons cf Rachel 
were never under fa".,:. Thev ne\'er amounted to much 
among the tribes. because law had to be fulfilled col
lectively in ten-Ten Commandments-before Love 
could come to expression. Thev are the two command
ments . .\lan. 22 :36-40. upon which hang all the law 
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and the prophets-first the Ion of God, as unfolded and 
manifested by Jesus (which Joseph prefigured) -"As 
Elias presented the idea of the Fatherhood of God which 
Jesus afterwards manifested so the Re\"elator completed 
this figure with woman, typifying the spiritual idea of 
God's :\Iotherhood," S.&H.· )62 :4--7; second, the love 
of man as revealed by :\Irs. Eddy. These two tribes, 
Joseph and Benjamin came to expression in Jesus and 
:\Irs. Eddy; therefore, there is nothing to again cause 
wandering from the "Promised Land." The division 
and wandering the first time was due to the "fullness of 
time" lIot yet being manifest for Love's (immortality's) 
unfoldment. The law was not then fulfilled. 

The Dragon had ten horns, with which he claimed 
to break the ten commandments. The harp was an in
strument of ten strings, Psalm 33 :2, 92 :3, 14-4- :9. 

Ten tribes of Israel were led off by Jeroboam, an 
Ephraimite (of the Tribe of Joseph). Elijah and Eli~ha 
were both prophets of Israel (the Ten that went away) 
and not of Judah; Elias (Elijah) " .... the basis of 
. l' "S&H ~8~ I? Immorta Ity, . . -"' .'): _. 

The Levites (priests and prospective priests) were 
given a tenth part. Tithes were a tenth part or the full 
measure of human obligation to God, the squared hu
man; the remaining two are God's spiritual gift to man 
-the spiritual idea. 

Jesus likened the kingdom of heaven to ten virgins, 
and to ten talents, ~Iatt. 25; tell lepers were cleansed, 
Luke 17 :12. 

Jesus, while born in Bethlehem of Judea, was con
ceived and brought up in X azareth, of Galilee. Galilee 
being composed of four of the tribes' territories. X aza
reth was in what was formerly Zebu/un, the tenth tribe. 
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Zebulun as the tenth tribe is the fulfillment of the 
ten commandments, and naturally the point of union 
between the human and the divine. The "coincidence 
of the divine with the human," S.&H. )61 :16. The 
"Toman standing on the square in Christ and Christmas 
is in the tenth picture, and the tenth bird is the white 
bird bringing the olive branch of peace to the others 
(in the last picture). Ten is the human square upon 
which the City rests-where God "dwells" with men, 
Rev. 21 :3. The Tenth Commandment. ('Thou shalt not 
covet" (desire) silences the aspiration of the human 
consciousness; hence the tenth bird in the last picture 
of Christ and Christmas brings the olive branch of 
peace to the human consciousness. :\ oah 's dove, which 
brought the first olive branch, typed the peace of ten, 
as :\ oah was tenth in descent from _\dam. 

(The tenth counterfeit _\strological sign is Capri
comus the Goat-'ithe knees." ('Even" knee shall bow 
and every tongue shall confess, etc." The goat is always 
a type of sin, and was made to bear sins of the people 
in the rite of the "scape-goat." The knees of sin are 
bowed collectively in ten to divine Lo\"e,-again, the 
counterfeit bites at the heels of reality-hints the fact!) 

JOSEPH 

JOSEPH, the ele'1:enth son, was Rachel's first free born 
son. Leah (law) was forced to bear her full weight of 
responsibility before Lo\"e could come to fruitage. 
Rachel named him Joseph, "increase," thus dividing 
Love's indivisible conception, which made Joseph, basic 
Lo,"e (foundation) only. _\nd as there must be both 
"underlying and o\"Crlying" Love, S.&H. +96: I 8, 19, 
this demanded an'Aher son. \frs. Eddy's definition, 
S.&H. 589: 19-22, is "Christianitv" only, which is the 
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foundation of "S . " S It'H "69 .?? ? ~. 'I 338 Clence, .\.'\.. _ . __ -_),.\ y. ': 
')'"1?<) J b' G +<) . ???6· . h -.)--. aco, In en. . __ "_, expresses III t e most 
prcfuse manner Joseph's high nature, also calling him 
"the shepherd; the stone of Israe1." :\Ioses' Song, Deut. 
33: I 3-17, pours out profuse praises for the richness and 
abundance-"increase"-of this thought. I Chron. 5: 1, 
2, indicates that Joseph received the birthright for all 
the tribes, showing the superior claim of Love over law. 
Jacob, in Gen. +9 :26, gives him spiritually all that he has 
in these words: "they shall be on the head of Joseph 
and on the eRO"':\" of the head of him that was separate 
from his brethren." Joseph was a crowned head in a 
foreign country; his kingdom was without the "Church" 
or the narrow strip of land (the symbol of the "straight 
and narrow way" of thought) set apart for the unfold
ing of Church. Joseph's gra;:e alene rested there more 
latterly. Jesus types this thought, the X azarite-"sepa
rated, set apart, God-crowned." This is the "Christian" 
thought that sustains and blesses man fIll manl)', and 
brings all the tribes into bondage if not wedded to 
"Science," as Joseph's was not. Joseph was sold by 
Judah fer twenty pieces of silver (Gen. 37:26-28) to the 
Ishmaelites, thence into Egypt. Jesus was sold by Judas 
(or Judah), his own tribe, for thirty pieces of silver, 
:\Iatt. 26: I_~, into the darkness of the tomb. Jesus was 
born in Bethlehem ef Judea practically at Rachel's 
tomb, and first acknowledged in Samaria at the well of 
Sychar (Shechem) which Jacob gave to his son Joseph. 
\\Tas not this the living water promised the Samaritan 
woman? 

Shechem and Sychar were the same place, and was 
not the Samaritan woman's redemption the redemption 
of the Dinah thought? Dinah was defiled by Shechem, 
the King's son, from whom Jacob bought the well. The 
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"living waters" were the purity of man which he re
vealed to the woman and which she acknowledged as the 
Christ-man~ thereby redeeming Shechem (Sychar) and 
Dinah, Leah's seventh child. This was just a stone's 
throw from Joseph's tomb, and directly between 2'1t. 
Gerizim, the mountain from which the blessings were 
read (Rachel) ~ and ~1t. Ebal. the mountain from which 
the cu rses we re read (Leah). The read i ng f rom both 
mountains could be heard by the people stanJing in the 
"narrow wav" between. So the adulterous woman was 
given "living waters" between the tu'O, the union of 
Love and law. Jesus was a type of Joseph ;oJI the way 
through. redeeming Joseph's portion. Samaria, before 
he could his own. for had not Judah (his tri be) sold 
Joseph into bondage? 

In Christ and Christmas the last picture shows this 
tribe in the ascended thought. The Crown being its 
limit, and this a man's crown or the human coronet. 
\\rhile l\Irs. Eddy changed the crown on her books from 
this human crown to the "Celestial Crown," Journal 
June. 1908. she never remoyed it from this picture. 
Joseph was born before Jacob's regeneration, the last 
son of "generation," but by Rachel. typing Loye. Thus 
earth was lifted to heaven. preparatory to i IS final de
scent in the bosom of Love. "regeneration." "X a man 
hath ascended up to heaven. but he that came down 
from hea\'en. even the Son of man ·u.-hieh is in hem'en," 
John 3:13; hence. Joseph's "cross (captivity) and 
crown." in Egypt. the "universe." as distinguished from 
the Hebrew nation. 

Mrs. Eddy's definition of Joseph presents "pure af-
ectIon ~[QRAL.... a ectIon -. . .., ._ f . "( " " "ff'" S & H 1 1 - '?6) 

"blessing its enemies"-"Christianity" or Jesus. This 
is another reminder of Joseph's being the prefigure of 
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Jesus, the eleventh tribe, hence Jesus could not hold the 
twelfth tribe. The eleventh (] oseph and Jesus) both 
being sold for money, shows that "money" or divint 
Love is redeemed by the twelfth tribe. This was evident 
in the experience of .\Irs. Eddy, which was so contrar~' 
to that of Jesus. Jesus could not "gather" (accumulate) 
either people or money, only as specifically demanded, 
as in his wilderness' experiences of multiplying the 
loaHs and fishes. Thus Jesus "gathered" specifically 
for others. but had not "where to lay his head." Joseph 
likewise gathered for others but in a foreign land, not 
in his own country; his sons being forced to travail w:th 
the other tribes for their inheritance. On the contrary, 
'\lrs. Eddy gathered both people (in Church) and 
substance. 

(The Zodiacal counterfeit of this tribe is the "\Yater
man."-the legs. or House of Friendship-the legs coun
terfeiting in matter the acti, .... ity of friendship, or human 
affection. '\lrs. Eddy's definition of Joseph is. partially, 
"Pure [water types purity] affection blessing its ene
mies." S.&H. 589 :21, 22. Thus the counterfei t is again 
most assumptive. claiming for body that which belongs 
wholly to .\Iind-'"\Yaterman"; "water symbolizes the 
elements of ,\1 ind," S.&H. 507 :3. \Yebster's L n
abridged Dictionary gives "affection" as a "state of 
kindly feeling"-no physicality in affection), 

BENJAMIN 
BE:\"JA:\II:\", the twelfth son of Jacob, was born at the 

cost of his .\lother·s "life." Gen, 35 :17-19, and she 
named him Ben-oni, "child of my sorrow," But his 
father called him Benjamin, "the son of the right hand" 
(a further evolution from. and embracing of "the right 
hand," Jesus and Joseph)-Jesus sitting on the right 
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hand of the Father, Eph. 1 :20. A "son" is always an 
evolution in expression beyond the previous p0siti0n of 
his mother. Did not Rachel's "passing" prophesy the 
natural "half a time," Rev. 12: 14, of all motherhood? 
The spiritual child is "without father, without mother, 
etc.," Heb. 7:1-3, co-existent with God! 

\Yas not this prophetic of our :\lother-in-1srael's 
(:\Irs. Eddy's) second child which, like Rachel's second 
child, seemed to demand her going to a higher position 
at its birth? Because this child does not need a mother; 
it is in type the male and female idea that must stand 
alone in its wedded qualities. :\Iotherhood must ad
vance to Bride so that its offspring may go to a higher 
quality than "chi/d." "I will gi\'e in mine 1z0use and 
within my 'U'alls [walls of City foursquare] a place and 
a name BETTER THAX of sons and of daughters: I will 
give them an e'l:er/(lsting name that shall not be cut off," 
Isaiah 56 :5. Child can be separated from pa rent both 
in thought and in body, but oneness never. "Principle 
and its idea is one:' S.&H. 465, must be demonstrated 
by each and everyone of us individually, and collec
tively (in Church). :\lrs. Eddy says in ~liscellaneous 
\Vritings 96: "I know not what the person of omnipo
tence and omnipresence is, .... therefore, I worship 
that of which I can conceive, first as a loving Father 
and :\lother; THEX, as thought .\SCEXnS the scale of 
being to DInXER consciousness, God becomes to me. as 
to the apostle who declared it, 'God is Love'-divine 
Principle." So Benjamin must become one with Prin
ciple. \Vas not ":\lother," as our Leader, relied upon 
for everything by her Child, both in and Ollt of the 
"wilderness"? Even after she had said "Error is unreal 
and OBSOLETE," 2nd edition of 1909, did not the Child 
drag her back into the controversy that took her from 
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this position, as evidenced by the correspondence from 
November, 1909 to January, 1910, ~ly. 359-362. 'Vould 
the Child do his work so long as l\lother was here, or 
will he ever do it until he releases l\10ther? 

So Benjamin was forced to release his l\10ther, and, 
in the endeavor to unfold law as separate from Love, 
Judges chapters 19 to 21, it seemed that he ruled Love, 
or woman, so completely out of his experience that a 
wholly false sense of man, or law, became evident. For 
man and law are forever embraced in Love, and he was 
Love's offspring. 

It is very interesting to take I\Irs. Eddy's definition 
of Benjamin, S.&H. 582, statement by statement, to see 
upon what it is based as a tribe; as Benjamin had no 
personal history other than the record of his birth, and 
his entrance into Egypt at his brother Joseph's demand. 
Gen. 43. The following may be helpful in tracing the 
tribe to its final fulfillment: S.&H. 582, lines 4- and 5 to 

first semi-colon, Gen. 35 :17-19; from first semi-colon 
line 5 to next semi-colon, Judges 19th to 21st chapters; 
line 6 from first semi-colon to second semi-colon line 7. 
1st Samuel 13:8-14; line 7 from second semi-colon to 

endof4ne8, 1stSamue118:3,4; 1st Samuel 19:11-17-, 
showing that Saul's children deserted him for David, 
etc.· Line 9 to second semi-colon, 1 st Kings 12 :20, 21 
-here Benjamin became absorbed in the tribe of Judah 
and lost all identity as a tribe, "Renewal of affections; 
self-offering." Jerusalem was the capitol of Benjamin 
and not of Judah, and inasmuch as "Christian Science" 
as "Elias" must "restore all things," S.&H. 583, this 
capitol City must yet be restored in the year of Spiritual 
Jubilee, Lev. 25. Paul was a Benjamite and so the next 

• And when one's offspring, expression, is removed, the claim to Life 
is baseless. 
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line 10 from semi-colon to first semi-colon line II. Gal. 
1: 15, 16; from first semi-colon, line II to second semi
colon-Paul's scintillations of light in his writings; line 
12 from second semi-colon to end of defin: tion-The 
Comforter-"that which CO\IFORTS. consoles and SU'

PORTS"--comfort is the descending idea; sUPf10rting. the 
ascending idea; and consolation the human blessing be
tween. Of course~ higher thoughts may be drawn from 
this definition. but this correlation is a mere suggestion 
that has been helpful in connection with the Scrip:ures. 

\lrs. Eddy's original definition in the sixth edition 
of Science and Health. 1883 to 1886. ga\"C the latter 
portion of the definition of Benjamin from line 9 as 
"Renewal of affection. self-offering. _\ "edt't'llIcd body 
["redemption of the body"-Romans 8:n]. the reflec
tion of a more spiritual mind. THE I~FI~ITE IDL\ of 
infinite Principle. the spiritual shadow of Spirit-sub
stance. that which is constituted of Soul. and not sense, 
yea. the reflecti0n of Deity," (\'01. II. 1883-1891 edi
tions of Science and Health for eiVllt years), This has 
been copied from the sixth edition. 1803 (first in \vhich 
Glossary appeared). which was unchanged up to I S86, 
when it was punctuated a little differently, but the word
ing was the same up to 1891. This certain:y made Ben
jamin embrace all the other tribes. as "the I~F[~ITE IDE.\ 

of Infinite Principle." \1rs, Eddy undoubtedly saw 
when she ga\'e us the City foursquare that this definition 
must be changed to (in substance) the "Cumforter." as 
Benjamin as a tribal concept \vas not infinite. and the 
City foursquare must have its twelfth tribal gate to com
plete the 'Yard as Bride, or City foursquare. Rev. ~Ist 
chapter, before it could become one infinite :dea. as in 
the Tree of Life, Rev. ~2nd chapter. 1\ e\'Crthcless Ben
JamIn is the infinite idea embracing all idc.ls, \Yhen 
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the City foursquare was revealed~ Benjamin (typed by 
.i\Irs, Eddy as ,,'ord), became the Bride embracing the 
Twelve Tribes; as :\lotherhood had in spiritual prom:se 
only, but without the human expression-earth, as "com
pound idea,~' S,&H. 585 :8. To make Benjamin "THE 

I-"FI-"ITE IDE.\," as :\1rs. Eddy did. as before noted. from 
1883 to 1891 in :\lotherhood, would lea\'e no place for 
the City foursquare. as Bride. Is not this the mistake 
we are making by holding to "'\lotherhood" in Church 
when the City foursquare as Bride has been revealed as 
"the spiritually organized Church.') as particularly 
noted in the chapter on "Evolutionary Organization"? 
'\1rs. Eddy's position in presenting Benjamin first as 
"The infinite idea" was not a mistake, but the necessary 
limitation of evolutionary process up to the final evolu
tion; which we Wru.' ha7.'f, and so are without excuse. 
Her definition of Benjamin was right for the time, as 
Benjamin was both heaven and earth. being born after 
the regeneration of earth-J acob, Gen. 3~ :~+-3~-and 
Benjamin's birth was not recorded until Genesis 3) :17-
19, in Bethlehem of Judea where Jesus was born. Ben
jamin's birth is said to have been ten years after the 
birth of Joseph. Is this not why he offered himself 
wholly to the tri be of J ud ah. I Ki ngs 12 :20. and lost 
all identity until Shiloh came. Paul, the Benjamite, was 
a glimpse of the manhood of the descending idea as 
demonstrated by Jesus and revealed to Paul as a de
scending idea after Jesus' ascension. The tribe of Ben
jamin was silenced from the time of the division of the 
kingdoms under Rehoboam. the son of Solomon. until 
Paul's vision. Acts 9. of which he speaks in Gal. I: 15-
23, So his vision was not from man but from above; 
however. he put his vision under law and refused to tell 
it. I I Cor. I ~ :+. and appealed to Caesar as a Roman 
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cItIzen when he was told his "life" was in jeopardy, 
Acts 25: II. Festus said, "This man might have been 
set at liberty, if he had not appealed unto Caesar." It 
was Paul's resistance to "circumcision" for the Chris
tian Jew and Genti Ie as a symbol after the idea had been 
re\"ealed-as in Gal. 5 :1-6 that cost him his "life," 
S.&H. 56+ :29-31. 

I t in no sense detracts from the marvel of Paul's 
revelation that he could not see higher in human dem
onstration than to glory in infirmities and imprisonment 
("I therefore, the prisoner of the Lord, etc.") and yet, 
as :\lrs, Eddy suggests on p. 73, :\liscellanel)Us \Yrit
ings, we lay the effects of our violation of law on God, 
and say, ., He knoweth we han need of experience," as 
Paul did owing to his limitation of demonstrable vision, 
Did not Jesus cry cut, ":\ly God. my God, why hJS 
thou forsaken me?" and "I thirst," \\"hen he had told 
the Samaritan woman at the well that he could give 
her ·'/i'i.·ing waters" which would pre\"ent her from ever 
thirsting again? Is not this the experience of all un
selfish work to the end of helping others, which pulls us 
below our indi\"idual re\"elation? Jesus could have as
cended as Elias did,-" I have power to lay down my life 
and power to take it again; no man tJketh it from me," 
said Jesus; Paul cculd ha\"e gone on with his vision, I I 
Cor. 12 :2-+, and did not :\1 rs. Eddy suggest such a 
course was open to her in Sibyl \Yilbur's The Life of 
:\lary Baker Eddy. p. 23.;: "I f the students still con
tinue to think of me and call upon me. I shall at last 
defend myself and this will be to cut them off from me 
utterly in a spiritual sense by a bridge they cannot pass 
o\'er." 'Yas not this an expression of :\1 rs. Eddy's abil
ity to ascend ah0'i.'t' the struggle? \Ye must remember 
that this was in her man-:\ngel vision, and the tendency 
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of manhood is to ascend, as evidenced by Enoch,' Elijah, 
~loses (?), and it was Jesus' constant tendency. But 
when one unselfishly elects to bear the sins of the world 
in an endeavor to sa\'e it and finds moments of anguish 
expressed in cries, "~Iy God, my God, why has thou 
forsaken me," "I thirst," etc., etc., the very ones for 
whom the struggle is made mock the struggle as an evi
dence of weakness and inconsistency-not realizing that 
the attempt to save others places all problems and strug
gles beyond individual responsibility-it is a constant 
exploring of the way and "trying of the spirits." The 
cry is never for oneself but for others and the darkness 
always for another's sake. So Jesus, Paul and ~I rs. 
Eddy, as the three Benjamin thoughts in intent and en
deavor-to unite both hea\'en and earth-suffered and 
cried out for others, for Benjamin is a uni1'ersal ideJ. 

X ate the Glossary presents all the tribes as the sons 
of Jacob but two-Judah and Joseph, thus implying 
that they are the sons of God. \Vhy? Because Joseph 
was born of Rachel typing Love, and Judah, when Leah 
turned wholly from man and said, "X ow I will praise 
the Lord"-this being the meaning of Judah-"Praise 
the Lord." \Vhile Benjamin was called Jacob's son in 
the Glossary, he was born after Jacob's regeneration, 
(Gen. 32 :2-l--32. Benjamin's birth being recorded, Gen. 
35:17-19, in Bethlehem of Judea, Jesus' birth place). 
Thus Benjamin typed the regenaation of earth and was 
the only son of regeneration, and as such embraced the 
tweh'e thrones spoken of by Jesus as the promise of 
regeneration, :\Iatt. 19 :28-"generation" is the twelve 
individual types of tribes; regeneration, the generic 
sense of tweh'e in one-the Bride, the City foursquare. 

To summarize: This was the enly tribe "changed I, 
(as before noted) after they were given us; and that in 
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the same edition as the City foursquare, thus showing 
an analogy tlzt'rt:i0. It, as infinite idea, brought forth 
the "man child" from its infinitllde in the edition in 
which we were giHn the woman bringing forth the man 
child (the first in which the A.pccalypse was given us, 
but without the City foursquare)-Benjamin was given 
as "THE infinite I'dea of infinite Principle: THE spiritual 
shadow of Spirit-substance; TH.U which is constituted 
of Soul: THE reflection of Deity," 16th edition 1886, 
p. 5:?9, to .:;Oth edition in 1891. \Yoman's "man child" 
was "caught up unto God and to his throne," Rev. 1:?:5 
-embraced in \\'omanhood, after the pattern and proc
ess of our "Lord's Prayer," S.&H. p. 16-"Our Father 
which art in hem't'n ," is interpreted as "Our Father
:\Iother God, all lzann0ni011s"; in other words, Our 
Father embracd in :\Iother, as in Glossary •. )86 and 
59:?, wherein :\Iother is the full trinity embracing 
Father as Life and Principle. So the "man child" was 
wedded, Rev. 19:7-9, to the Bride (whose wedding gar
ments, "clean and '/i.·hite," are the righte0'1S'lt'ss of the 
saints"-redeemed tribes) as an asJt'mb/aye of indi
vidual saints (recorded in the Bible). These saints as 
the armies of hea\'en (the specific conquering thoughts 
in the redemption of the tribes to true idea, who all 
follow the \Yord of God as embracing all of them) de
scend in the embrace of the Bride, \Yord, as the City 
foursquare, presen'ing their specific identity as twelve 
pearly gates, so long as the City has walls. Then their 
identity is presumed as the twelve IInt'ndin9 fruits of 
Principle and Love as abstractly wedded in Re\·. :?:? ::?, 
when the City expands from "The City four~quare" on 
p .. )7.) of Science and Health to "The City of our God," 
on p .. );-7, which has no "b011nJary nor limit" (walls), 
but four "cardinal points." The City foursquare de· 
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scended~ Re\'. n, as the Bride, embracing and wedded 

to the man child, Re\'. 19. "Princi pie and its idea is 
one," S.&H. +6_1: 17: "Thy maker is thine husband" (or 
wife-Isaiah 5+). 

_--\s before noted, Benjamin had lost all identity in 
Judah when the tribes divided, I Kings I ~ :~O, ~ I, 'and 
accepted the true sense of la\\" in Judah until "Shi/0/z" 
came, Gen. +9:10, "and unto him shall the vatlzeriTlV 

of the people be." The descending light from the as
cended Jesus made Paul's (the Bt'u;amite's) unfoldment 
higher than the immediate disciples of Jesus.* Paul 
came into his ministry at thirty years old-the day] <,sus 

'i.i.·as rrurified, and persecuted the Christians for six 
years. Then he was specially chosen by Jesus to carry a 
higher message. I t was his light on the ci rcumcision 
that occasioned his ca~ti\'ity. "If ye be circumcised, 
Christ shall profit you nothing," Gal. 5 :~-no 1,;:0 co\"C
nants of morality :\:\1) spirituality in his teaching. The 
Comforter through :\Irs. Eddy lifts St. Paul's limita
tions. in S.&H. ++~ :~_1-~9 and ~OO :~_)-~9. St. Paul of
fered himself as completely to Jesus (Judah) as this 
tribe had offered itself to Judah in 1st Kings l~:.?O, .?1, 
Bl-T as Jerusalem is Benjamin's capitoL the "X ew 
Jerusalem" that comes dowll from God out of heaven 
must be the true idea of this capitol. 

Jacob said of Benjamin: "Benjamin shall ravin as a 
wolf: in the morning, he shall de\'our the prey, and at 
niVlzt. he shal! di\'ide the spoil," Gen. +9 :.?7. This WJS 

the history of the tribe, animality in the first stages, 
J ueges ch. I (L~ I, although the type is unmistakable-
the eneea\'or to demonstra te manhood or law in matter 

instead of Spirit. He was the type of the unioll of both 
heann and earth and suffered greatly on earth as he 

* Acts 9 :3. 
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must accept the demonstration at earth from Leah 
(] udah). as a gift and not a labor, hence the loss of his 
working identity until Shiloh came. 

There was no specific history of Benjamin, as pre
viously noted, as Benjamin is never specific; but the 
history of his tribe is. of course. his history. as whatever 
is deriHd from a given source is the outcome of active 
or latent qualities or "forces" in its source. This is true 
of all the tribes. and true in spite of the fact of their 
marriages and their children as the offspring thereof. 
:\.s marriages are hased on the claims of lack. and sup
ply only the claim,' in other words, they are counter
fei ted "compound" idea. S.&H. _177 :4--1 I, counterfeiting 
the original completeness in each factor. but claiming 
it as t\\'o persons instead of two elements, S.&H. 57 :8-14-
and _,77 :4--11. 

(The Astrological sign for Benjamin. the twelfth 
tribe is Pisces. the t\\·o crossed fish, the House at Ene
mies, representing the feet. ::\1 rs. Eddy speaks of teet 
in the following manner: "Its feet are pillars of fire, 
foundations of Truth and LOH," S.&H. 558:16,17. As 
Church is "the structure of Truth and LOH.'· S.&H. 
~R3, and feet are the "foundations of Truth and Love." 
it is e\'ident that Church "rests upon" such "feet." Thus 
the last counterfeit :\.strological sign counterfeits the 
foundation of Church. which even Astrology ap
proaches in a descending manner-the first shall be last 
and the last shall be first . .:\Iart. 19 :30. "The House of 
Enemies"-the Bible promises that the enemies of the 
Christ-idea shall be made its "footstool," :\1att. 22 :4-4-. 
and this is fulfilled only when we can see "the Son of 
man which is in 1zea~·en.'· John 3:13. in all earthly con
ditions-neither "ascended" nor "descended"-such is 
the promise of Benjamin, to which matter asserts a claim 
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in this sign-the two crossed fish~-the spiritual cross
purposes when heayen and earth are separated in 
our "human footsteps"-which 8hould be "Footsteps of 
Truth." as ~lrs. Eddy has characterized the human fO<lt
steps in Science and Health. "The more I understand 
true human/zo0d the more I see it to be sinle~s-as ig
norant of sin as is the perfect ~laker." en. +9 :8. 9. 

These Tribes haye been giYen to us by ~lrs. Eddy 
in the Glossary. which Glossary definiticns ha\'e been 
given to the world through its own medium (by permis
sion of :\.llison \T. Stewart in 1910)-Funk & ""agnail's 
Standard Dictionary for 19.27. In this is published the 
abstract definitions in our Glossary. together with four 
of the tribes from our Glossary-Judah. Dan. A.shcr 
and Joseph. Inasmuch as :\.llison \T. Stewart was \Irs. 
Eddy's publisher when she "passed on." December 3. 
1910. it would seem that \Irs. Eddy had ginn her per
mission therefor. Howeyer this has eyidentlv been rc
tracted recently. as attested by their 19.28 Dicticnary-
or. at least. c0nfracfed to exclude the tribes. The frib"s 

were all given in the I 9.27 Standard Dictionary, but 
Glossary definitions were given of but the above .fOil,.. 

This is stated as a fact with meaning, for our Glossary 
tribes have partially gone out to the whole world, and 
"God guides every event of our careers," en. p. l 
whether an individual or a Cause. ~Irs. Eddv never 
retracted anything that she had once gi\'en to the "'orld. 
and this cannot be refracted. The demand of our Church 
is to "complete its history" * and not retract nor repeat. 
and the next orderly progressive step in line with the 
spirit of ~Irs. Eddy's demand for "completion," as sub
sequently unfolded, should have been to complete the 
Glossary tribes to the world rather than retract them. 

• Ret. 1891, p. 58. 
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It is not a question for "human wisdom" after God has 
sp,>kt'n, as He does in t'l·erytlzing. "The spiritual real
ity is the scientific fact in all things," S.&H. ~07 :~7-~9. 

These T\\,eh'e Tribes are the t\\'el\,c stars, "which 
SHo\\' THE \\'ORKI:\"GS of the spiritual i,ieJ. by casting 
out error and healing the sick," Science ;lnd Health. 
"They are the SL\RS in thc CRo\\':\" of rejoicing," S.&H. 
,~6~, as \\'C shall sec in the next chapter. 

Ezekiel's \'alle\' full of bones, Ezek. 37, which he 
calls "the whole house of Israel" are the frame work 
for our Cni\'ersal "structure of Truth ard Lo\'e"
Church, into which "'oman breathes "from the four 
winds" the breath of the spiritual Life of IDF:\, and they 
becnme a liring C/lIIrr/l.' S,&H. ,~-t8 :2-.~. 

THE T\YELVE TRIR\L G.\TES .\S D.\YS OF 
COXSCIOCSXESS, 

RfTBF:\" says, ".\11 is good," without discrimination 
between good and e\'il-hence, his sin, Genesis 3~ :22: 
-t C) :-t. 

Reuhen is .\dam's state of consciousness before he 
was divided ("parted") into his component parts (the 
tree and its "twelye manner of fruits," Gen 2 :C), were 
n(:r forbidden until he \\'as di\'ided,-his undi\'ided 
position being expressed in S.,\:H,~R~ :1C) til 21. to first 
semi-colon) : inti) ri\'Cr~, Gen. 2: I 0: minerals. Gen. 2: II 
and 12-gold bdelli um, onyx: trees, Gen. 2: 16 and 17: 
and animals, Gen. 2:I?) (the three kingd l lms-l1Iineral, 
""'~/t'tah/{' and animal ;-were all named, after the ri\'er 
"parted," Gen. 2:10): and lastly woman. ~lan was not 
called .\dam until he was forced to recognize and name 
the things olltside of himself, S.&H.~()t :~-7. This divi
sIon was a dam that dammed him to but a part of the 
whole. 
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The first consci8usness of division (parting) was in 
the river which "went out of Eden," his body, S.&H. 
526 :30, "and from thence, it was parted, and became 
four heads," Gen. 2: I O. "\Vater symbolizes the elements 
of l\lind," S.&H. 507 :3. Thus so-called mortal mind, 
human will, issued forth on its six thousand years course, 

its four divisions eventually becoming the four walls of 
the City foursquare, after meandering through every 
avenue of the human consciousness back to its source
the Bride; original \Vord. These four rivers become 
one in the 22nd chapter of Revelation, thus redeeming 
man to his full expression when the Tree of Li fe grew 
in his own body, Eden. (which was planted ., easl1rard," 
Gen. 2 :9-the embodiment or personification of the 
Christ idea, S.&H. 575:17-19 and 27-.?9; S.&H. 565: 
13-18), Gen. 2:9, before the river parted. Gen. 2:10. 
The same statement with 'rderence to putting man into 
the garden is repeated after he is divided, Gen. ~: 15, 
for the individual counterfeits the whole idea. But the 
curse rests on the counterfeit only, Gen. ~: 16 and 17. and 
not Gen. 2 :9. 

Inasmuch as the Tree of Life and the Tree of the 
Knowledge of Good and Evil were in the same place
"in the midst of the garden"-they were the same Tree, 
S.&H. +06 :+-6, and the possibility of tTil in the Tree of 
Life before man's division. Gen. 2 :9. lay in its suscep
tibility to the analytical e\'olving division at the call of 
wisdom, the serpent. S.&H. 515:5-10.-this serpent, 
(wisdom) seemed to divided sense "knowledge." S.&H . 
. ;90:+-8. which necessitated labor for its accretion. \Yis
dom is the manhood of woman. S.&H. 6+ :22-2.;; S.&H . 
. ;77 :+-11). hence its demand came through her. Gen. 
3: 1-6. 
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It was the same analytical diyision of the infinite 
Day. S.&H. 58+: I-~. into seHn days in the first chapter 
of Genesis that put darkness into the first day's declara
tion, Gen, I :3-,). and put darkness ("evening") into 
each succeeding day in Genesis I st chapter. S&H. 509: 
~+-26; S,&H. 5~O: I O-I~, This darkTless in the first chap
ter of Genesis (verses ~. +. ,). 8. 13. 19. nand 3!) is 
comparable to the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and 
E~'iI in Gen. 2:9 befr.lre maTI's di,·isioTl. 

:\. woman (man's spirituality) as a finite concept of 
the compound idea, was the last division of man. 
whereby man put God outside of himself: f(T woman 

'corresponds "to Life and to Love." S,&H.~17:10 (both 
Fatherhood and \lotherhood. S.&H .. ~69: 1-3) -God, 
S.&H. 59~: 16; and .~77 :+-11. which latter reference 
\Irs. Eddy. in Science and Health. has made to corre
late "the Lord, God :\Imighty." S.&H. ,)76:10-1 I. 

I t must be remembered that \loses wrote the first 
and the second chapters of Genesis seHral hundred 
years after Jacob as "the revelation of Science." S.&H. 
589 :,) and 6. unfolded his t\wl\'e sons. Gen. 29th; 30th 
and 3"th chapters. He could not interpret the tribes 
beyond the seHn ascending days (manhood). because 
he ('loses) could not go into the Promised Land of 
\Yomanhood. Deut. 3+: + and 5. In the first C!lapter of 
Genesis, he treated his subject of hea\'en ("'oman) and 
earth (man) in the abstract; while in the second chap
ter of Genesis. he dealt with it in the concrete. X ever
theless, both chapters im'ol\'ed the same entities. for 
.!\lrs. Edd\' sa\,s in the 3rd to the 15th. inclusiyc, editions 
of Science and Health (1881-1885. inclusive), "this 
earth and heaven are now and fore7.'er the male and 
female of Spirit. alias the Elohim or sons and daughters 
of God," 3rd.edition, p. 120; 6th to 15th editions. p. 74. 
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Thus the "darkness upon the face of the deep" in 
Genesis I :2~ and its division from light, Gen. I :3-5-in 
the first day-as well as the re-appearing of dMkness 

in each succeeding day. were correlated in the second 
chapter of Genesis in the Tree of the Knowledge of 
Good and Evil. Gen. 2 :9-its evil being the resistance 
of each preceding day to further enlightenment. Thus 
Reuben was the chaotic unformed and unclassified in
spiration (light) that resisted all classification. corre
sponding to Genesis I :2-"the earth was without form 
and \'oid and darkness was upon the face of the dup" 
(intelligence). S.&H. 507:6-10; S.&H. 513:17-2l. 

I t may be asked~ How can Reuben as light resist 
increasing light? By employing dazzling generalities 
to defeat the specific. progressive and progressing. e1im
inatiYe. moral processes needful to the unfolding of :he 
human consciousness Godward. Reuben is the concen
trated individual ray of light that. like a spot-light. 
darkens the objects surrounding its vision. which cbjects 
must be intelligently embraced. Thus Reuben as a spot
light sees onl\" its individual need and desire. to the ef
facement of all other Tribes and thei r progressive 
purposes. 

This "darknt!ss" neYer wholly disappears until the 
male and female elements are indissnlubh' united in the 
City foursquare. wherein heaven and earth become nne 
on t'a,.th. when "divine Science. the Iro,.d of God [cum
pleted \\'lnd. the Bride. :\Jy. 12.:; :26: S.&H .. :;77 :+-: I J 
saith to the darkness upon the face of error. 'GoJ is 
~-\Il-in-all' and the light of enr-present Lon illumines 
the uniYerse." S.&H . . :;03 :12-Li. Thus. in this union of 
heaven and earth in the City foursquare. "the gates of it 
shall not be shut at all by day: for there shall be no nll/ht 
[tlar'knt'ss] there. Re\·. 21 :2). \\'hereupnn the Tree of 
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the Knowledge of Good and E\'i! becomes one with the 
Tree of Li fe in the consciousness of Reuben expanded 
to Benjamin, Re\', .2.2nd chapter, through the Twelye 
Tribes of Israel which "show the workings of the spirit
ual idea," S.&H. 56.2. 

\Irs. Eddy says of Genesis I :.2 that it "mdicates a 
supposed formation of matter [think of it-the first 
chapter of Genesis recording the formation of matter!] 
by the resolving of fluids into solids. analogous to the 
suppositional resoh'ing of thoughts into material 
things ," S.&H. ,~I 0 :.2~-.26. Is not this the sense in which 
matter ("darkness." S.&H. 50+:.29-0utliTle) is used in 
\liscellam' .260:~ and +; :\lis. \Yritings 7+:13-5? Xote 
that in S.&H. 50):1-3, \Irs. Eddy does not include 
matter in her sVcltcment of what Genesis the first chap
ter does not include. for in so doing her statement would 
ha\'e been inconsistent wi th S.&H. 510 :23-.26. Thus the 
first and the second chapters start a correlation that ends 
in the Tree of Life. where "The numerals I)f infinity 
called se'l.'eTl days [which! can never be reckoned ac
cording to the calendar of time" have appeared as mo[
talitv disappeared. S.&H, 5.20:10-12. from the evolution 
of the second chapter of Genesis as the "Tree of the 
Knowledge of Good and Evil," as its good prepon
derated over its e\'il to the point of oneness with the 
Tree of Life. 

It is easy to see why \lrs. Eddy spoke of the original 
sin of Adam (who ate of but 0nt' kind of fruit. when 
there are "twelve manner of fruits" on the Tree of Life, 
Rey. 22 :.2, thus prototyping RFTBE:\ in his self-circum
scription) in the 3rd to the 16th editions of Science and 
Health-in 1881 to 1886 inclusive-as: "The garden 
()f Eden was a term used to signify the body [this is in 
substance the same as Ou[ now S.&H. 526:3()] in the 
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first records of mythology, sexuality and st'lf-tlhllst' :he 

fc:rbidden kno\yledge"-page I.?~ in the 3rd to (>th edi
tions: page SI in the 6th to 16th editions. (\Ye are 
cited to these editions in the foot-note of :\Iiscellaneous 
\,Oritings, page 3_~. This footnote was added in the lat
ter part of Ic)OS). :-\Iso in the re,oised edition of 18(1),~ 

(See footnote on p. 309 of :\Iiscellaneous \Yritings. 
The alternate reference was added years after she left 
us and refers to the platform of Christian Science, 
whereas her reference concerns the City foursquare.) 
:\1 rs. Eddy says on p. +,~~, "I n this tnt Eden is man's 
bedy": and in the first edition of Science and Health, 
"That man epitomizes the uninrse, and is the b0dy (>/ 
G0d. is apparent to me not only from the logic of Truth, 
but in the phenomenon that is sometimes befere my 
spiritual senses," p. ~~9. 

Returning to the subject of Trees, the Bible says: 
"She (En) t()ok of the fruit thereof, and did eat. ~1l1d 

ga,'e also, unto her husband with her: and he did cat," 
Gen. 3 :+-6. The actilll1 oi both \\'as Jepllraie and ne\'er 
became united until after thei r "sin," as e\'idence-i by 
Gen. +:1. \Yoman being a oo,-i;''' of man. or the un.en 
of the male and female (as a rib is the union between 
two different portions in the c()nstruction uf buildings, 
garments and e,oen II'(/,'<'s) seemed to (,011I/te'felt the 
whole idea in her eating of "the fruit of the tree which 
is in the midst of the garden" (body, S.&H. ,~.26 :30) 
and gi\'ing unto her husband "and he did cat." but as 
"The greatest wrong is but a slIpposititir;IIJ opposite of 
the highest right." S.&H. 368: I and ~, and "0--\ lie takes 
ItS pattern from Truth. So evil and all its forms are 

* 'Vhich ~I rs. Eddy made a part of her latest rc,ised writings l for 
the first time in the latter part of 19(8) b,' requiring it; use tor the 
elucidation of her meaning: of a most ,'ital truth. 
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inverted good," Cnity of Good, p. 53:1, the right idea 
was all she really ga\'e Adam or ate of herself, which 
made its inherent, dynamic demands upon both to com
plete the Tree of Life with its "twelve manner of 
fruits," typed by the Twel\'e Tribes of Israel which 
"show the workings of the spiritual idea," S.&H. 562. 
This spiritual idea is the male and female idea as the 
true image and likeness of God, Gen. 1 :27, S.&H. 517: 
8-10, wherein \Yoman encompasses man, Jeremiah 31: 
22. Thus :\lrs. Eddy says "The first iniquiwus mani
festation of sin was a finity," Ret. 67:9 and 10. (This is 
elaborated in the chapter, "CO:,\CLl'SIo:,\-The Bride as 
Original \Yord" in "THE DETACHED BR.-\:,\CH"). The 
first sin was the taking within a material bod\' of a claim 
of self-sufficiency which belongs only to generic man 
("'oman, S.&H. 561 :22) as the union of the male and 
female elements brought about by the "workings" of 
the full Twelve Tribes. Hence, the "curse" (that 
woman should "conceiH," Gen. 3: 16. and man should 
"labor" to support her conception, Gen. 3: 19; :\1)'. 315: 
8-1+, until the full and complete idea counterfeited and 
finitized by them in their original sin of trying to cir
cumscribe the \Yorld in one man as a God and creator), 
was effaced in the uni ty of generic man, embracing 
Church, in the "twelve manner of fruits" of the Tree of 
Life in one c0nsci0lHness, not body. if body is conceived 
of as a instead of the. REl'BE:,\'S finity, or sin, is the sin 
of self-abuse-either physical or mental-that is. finity 
claiming to circumscribe infinity (God) and thus rob
bing, abusing itself. The physical sin is a seeming ex
pression of the perverted Reuben mentali ty-rhe draw
ing back within itself of something that it has sensed 
without itself (when Simeon begins to dawn upon its 
consciousness) in order to escape the expansion thereto, 
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S.&H. '::95 :8-11. This resistance of Reuben to Simeon 
forced the ejecri on of EH. Gen. ~ :~ I and 22, as does the 
resistance of each succeeding tribe (force the ejection 
of the next) in the eHning of its utility in the evolving 
human consciousness to the advancing morning of the 
next; for the original and only sin is the resistance of 
limitation to infinite progressicn. Ret. 67 :9-10. This 
resistant undertow of Reuben to Simeon caused the first 
sin of "sexuality and self-abuse" (so defined by :\Jrs. 
Eddy in the 3rd to 15th inclusiH. editions of Science 
and Health. as more fully quoted before) and its at
tendant curse. Gen. 3:8 to 19. for action that is fruitless 
(as is the case with all perHrted sexuality) is dea:h
dealing. Gen. 2: 17. as it is self-consuming. RECBE:\". as 
a gate. is redeemed only simultaneously with the Twelve 
Tribal GATES of the City foursquare. which reveals the 
purp0se of each gate. rather than its limitations. for 
infinity alone redeems finity. The process between was 
the conception one by one of the twelve manner of fruits 
(tribes) by "'oman: .-\dam (earth) tilling the soil of 
his own receptivity. by eating of yet another and another 
of the twelve manner of fruits. S.&H. 5+5 :7-10. 

This left to normal marriage (Gen. +: I ; S.&H. ~6: 
7 and 8; S.&H. 61 :29-3) the problem of unfolding the 
Twelve Tribes of Israel. "which show the working of 
the Spiritual Idea." S.&H. 562. until they were declared 
to be completed on earth in 1907 when :\1 rs. Eddy made 
her last change in "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman." S.&H. 51;:8-10. which enabled \\"O\I.-\:\" to en
compass man on earth. as "ideal" means human con
ception. Then the process of S.&H. 68 :27 to 30 on p. 69 
superseded material "accretion" (creation) in 1903, 
when it first appeared in Science and Health, and when 
:\Irs. Eddy dropped the title of :\Iother; and permission 
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for marriage in Science and Health was removed in 
1907, simultaneously with the final change in S.&H. 
517 :8-1 0, as abo\'e noted. 

The children of the first marriage (of Adam and 
Eve) were so diametrically opposed to each other that 
Abel (Eve's seed, Gen, -t :25) denied heaven to Cain 
(:\dam's seed) ana Cain annihilated :\bel from the 
earth for there was no place in earth for the other's con
cept, Gen. -tth chapter. Thus the full Twelve Tribes 
were necessary to gradually bring together these dia
metrically opposed elements, the see a of man ana the 
seed of \Yoman,-earth and heann. It must be remem
bered, however, that Adam was made of the dust of the 
ground (earth, "compound Idea," S.&H. _~8:; :8-the ex
pression of heaven, for God made bl)th heaven and 

earth) and finite woman was taken out of this compound 
idea man in his (Adam's) finite dream. Adam, "_-\. 
dam," as \lrs. Eddy so tritely called him, \\as but the 
Reuben obstruction to the full realization of the "com
pound idea "-earth; and Eve "a beginning," S.&H. 
585 ("In the beginning God created the heaven and 
the earth," Gen. 1:1; "In the beginning was the \Yord," 
John I: 1; Bride, \ly. 125 :26) was but a woman, or 
finitized concept of "'omanhood (heaven). Even as 
such, she was never driven out of Paradise ("so he drO\'e 
out the man," Gen. 3 :2-t) , because she confessed her 
fault, thereby regaining access to the antecedent com
pound idea of her heavenly being which "knowleage" 
(an earthly concept of wisdom-the serpent, S.&H. 
515) had pen'erted; while "_-\.dam charges God and 
woman [heaven J with his own dereliction, saying the 
woman [heaven ~ whom thou gayest me is responsible," 
S.&H. 533: 14-3\. 
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Thus Eve, a woman, was forced to the necessity for 
the evolutionary ending of l\fotherhood which she be
gan. This was accomplished by Mary Baker Eddy in 
the Church-ending of human l\lotherhood. Her work 
compounded the sons (earth) and daughters (heaven) 
of God into one idea-and that a Bride, S.&H. 577: 
4-11. Woman, through Eve could not have conceived
even Cain-only on the basis of a recovered heavenly 
idea, for Mrs. Eddy says that the human concept is only 
a misinterpreted divine idea, S.&H. 507 :28-2; S.&H. 
463 :5-20. 

RECBEN annihilates instead of embraces the other 
eleven tribes. When he feels the weight of his error, he 
flees to heaven for his light which he demands that he 
must keep at all costs within himself, S.&rH. 295 :8-11. 
Then he becomes Simeon, who resigns earth for the 
sake of his harmony. 

Self-communion is forbidden so long as the Tree of 
Life is an outside activity-"In the midst of the garden" 
'U·ithout, as was Adam's tree, Gen. 2: 17, but not in Gen. 
2:9; ~nd equally forbidden so long as it bears but one 
fruit "within." So unfolding Church demanded Com
munion "without" until the "twelve manner of fruits" 
were gathered "within" through Church. 

Hence, Mrs. Eddy (fulfilling prophecy) forced 
each Branch Church to commune "without" (in cen
tralized communion in the l\fother Church) until the 
full eleven tribes other than itself had been gathered 
and communed with, then she demanded their self com
munion, l\fy. 141 :26-29. 

In the ascending scale of the first seven tribes (cor
responding to the seven days of creation) the sin of each 
tribe is that of the resistant undertow of the preceding 
tribe. Its work lay in the ability to overcome this tend-
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ency with the truth of its own progressive idea, which 
always bore healing for the temptation of the tribe 
before. This is the process of linking in "the chain of 
scientific being REAPPEARIXG in all ages .... uniting 
all periods in the design of God," S.&H. 27 J :2-4--each 
advancing tribe dropping back to link the preceding 
tribe (for ':God requireth that which is past," Eccles. 
3: 15, in this continuous chain of being, and to drop one 
link of the past would break the chain). "God gives 
the lesser idea of Himself for a link to the greater, etc.," 
S.&H. 318: 13. Reuben being the state of consciousness 
described in S.&H. 585: 19-22 (to first semi-colon), was 
a sinless state-"a state of mortal thought the only error 
of which is limitation." Thus its sin was its "evening" 
resistance to the advancing tribe of Simeon. This is evi
denced in the first chapter of Genesis, verses 2 and 3-5, 
where "darkness was upon the face of the deep" (intel
ligence, man, earth), and where the light was divided 
from the darkness in the first dav of creation in the /irst 
chapter of Genesis. This is the mental dawning to 
Reuben of an advancing state of consciousness, which he 
resists-divides from himself, "Inspirational [unclassi
fied] Light." Simeon understands and utilizes this divi
sion by placing a firmament ("Spiritual understand
ing," S.&H. 505 :7) between these elements. 

X ate that in Genesis, Chapter 5, Adam's progeny 
is reckoned from Seth, Eve's seed, Gen. 4 :25, and 
Enoch, who ascended, was the seventh in line from Eve. 
Also that in the 6th Chapter of Genesis "The sons of 
God [Eve's seed, for the manhood of woman must first 
be unfolded before her womanhood could be humanly 
recognized] ; saw the daughters of men that they were 
fair." "The daughters of men" type the pleasures of 
sense, the seed of unregenerated earth, man-false 
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\Vomanhood; which "the sons of God"-Divine law
first redeemed to their true source before true woman
hood was manifested, for woman is the compound idea 
-generic man. S.&H. 561 :22, "both male and female," 
S.&H. 577 :4-11. She is first manifested through man
hood, as evidenced by the Bible; then she is the all
embracing \Vomanhood in Science and Health. "And 
they took them wives of all which they chose," Gen. 6 :2. 
Thus started the process of being Godward through 
Divine law. :\frs. Eddy says that "Eden stands for the 
mortal material b0dy,"-the whole earth-S.&H. 526: 
30, the entire body in which all of these things were 
embraced. 

Simeon was his process of division, and a woman 
the firmament ("rib") in his Simeon consciousness. 
Thus Reuben's sin of resisting advancing progress, or 
expansion. divided creation into component parts on the 
outside of Adam and separated woman from man. (The 
"morning" of each advancing day [tribe] is its divine 
purpose: and its ({e'l:ening," its resistance to ad\'ancing 
purpose; which resistance forms the definite outline of 
an idea even as an artist defines his objects with black, 
or "evening" shades of outline and distinction.) In their 
separation they felt the weight of Reuben's sin-"self
abuse," self-circumscription, resistance to progress. 
Thence thev (Adam and Eve) reached to Levi. "join
ing," Gen. 4:1, and the result was their offspring, Cain 
and Abel. who manifested both elements-earth and 
heaven-in warfare with each other. This is the posi
tion that brings forth ecclesiastical despotism, S.&H. 
590:7-13, after the death of Abel who was in reality the 
] udah element (heavenly light), for Eve claimed Abel 
as her seed. Gen. + :25. that afterwards ascended in] esus 
after death and resurrection in Levi. But this is in-
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dividual reflection of the whole idea which must be 
united as "the chain of scientific being reappearing in 
all ages .... uniting all periods in the design of God," 
S.&H. 271 :2-4, in Church, or gathered being. 

This Church first appeared in] acob's twelve sons
all proceeding from the same consciousness, ] acob, who 
is "the revelation of Science," S.&H. 589 :S, for he was 
the first person on earth to see heaven and earth united 
through Life's ascending and descending angels on the 
rungs of the same ladder, Church. So we will return to 
Simeon in Church-not in individual consciousness, to 
which it must have first appeared before it could appear 
in Church. 

SI~[EO~ says, in reply to Reuben's "Good is all," 
"Yes, but good is heavenly. There is no earthly good." 
Thus he is given the "keys of the ki ngdom of heaven." 
.\Iat. 16:19, which he shuts to earth. ("Resignation," 
or cutting off, comes in this tribal consciousness,) for it 
divides good from evil, heaven from earth, making itself 
the firmament to judge. 

LEn says, '''Yes, but the truths of heaven must be 
utilized for bodily, or earthly, benefit." (Debt is con
tracted, exacted and paid in this tribal consciousness. 
As man deals wholly with man-although in the light 
of heaven through the mediator of human law. Also 
human marriage, or joining, is in this tribe. In the mat
ter of debt, it is wholly a question of man to man, as God 
does not promise to be future supply, nor does He admit 
past inactivity of supply, or present absence-He, in
cluding all that pertains to Him, is "I A~L" 

JCD.-\H says, "Yes, but when the body (earth) is 
('ontrolled by heaven (l\lind) one can be "absent from 
the body and presen t wi th the Lord." 
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DAX says, "Yes, but so long as the body must be 
controlled in Levi, it requires vigilance which is labor
ious; and when this control is relinquished in Judah, 
it asserts a resistance that produces chaotic earthly con
ditions. Therefore, the human mind ("intelligence") 
must be turned into channels of divinity, uniting the 
human and divine-the "coincidence of the divine with 
the human," i\lis. 100: 19-25, in indi'C·iduai perception 
only. Thus the delving of the fish and the soaring of the 
birds in 1'vfind (typed by water. Gen. 1 :20-23; S.&H. 
507:3) stars, which keeps the human consciCUSIless 
stirred until purified. (This is the first position that 
earth mentally takes and the first tribe that brings a 
mental "position;" but, in order to reach it, the work 
must be entirely introspecti'l'e and the barriers must be 
seen in one's own consciousness. and Dot in any outward 
conditions. This mental position is outwardly mani
fested in N aphtali. 

JACOB said of Dan, Gen. 49:17, "Dan shall be a ser
pent by the way" (a type of true wisdom, S.&H. 515, 
when redeemed), but "an adder in the path that biteth 
the horse's [strength of every good purpose] heels, so 
that the rider shall fall back\vard"-thus reversing the 
action of good to the consciousness of the one who dis
cerns its purpose, and unhorsing him as a channel there
for, by causing him to "judge" his own action in the 
belief of two minds, when action can be understood only 
in the light of the one AI indo So Dan is the redemption 
of the human intelligence to coincidence with the divine, 
thus ending the mental struggle with Animal :\1agne
tism, or the alternate submarining of humanly discerned 
law (typed by the delving of the sea animals) ; else the 
soaring above it (typed by the soaring fowl of the air) : 
Gen. 1 :20-23. In this tribe man sees one law, and that he 
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is a law unto himself, S.&H. 442 :30-32, "hich ~I rs. 
Eddy has said is the remedy for Animal ~Iagnctism. 

l\-.-\PHL\Li says, ., I have wrestled wi th my sister [all 
outside-of-seif condi tions ] and I have IHC\'aiIed," Gen. 
I :24-31 ; Gen. 30 :8. This gi\'cs man indi\'idual domin
ion o\'er all conditionsi.~·ithin himself. and thus he is 
ready to "rest" or pause. S.&H. 323 :9-10. 

G.\D says, ., I have earned my rest." Thus individual 
man pauses. Here ~Irs, Eddy dissoh'ed the tirst organ
ization founded on Jesus. ~1anual p, 17, 

J .-\(013 ("the revelation of Science," S.&H. 589: 
5 and 6) in Genesis +9: 19, prophesied that Gad \\ auld 
be "overcome" by "a troop"-the weight of the uni
versal idea (in ., Beholding the infinite tasks of Truth"), 
and would "pause"-resf, and then would "push on
ward," S.&H. 323 :9-l2-"overcome at the last." He 
must await the unfoldment of \Yomanhood in Asher. 
For without the quickening of universal Love, which 
shares its responsibilities with all mankind, Gad's con
fusion would be dem0niaral-so a 'U.·ide-ll~·ake Gad is 
a demoniac. There is a Biblical record of but one Gad
arene, and he was the demoniac whose devils were 
''It'gion/' ~Iark .~th chapter. He dwelt alternately in 
the "tombs" (of the dead Past, for each Tribe, in ascen
sion, rises above the dead b0dy of the Tribe preceding 
it) and in the "mountains" (revelation, or prophecy of 
the Future). '''hile he fell at the feet of J csus' love, 
Jesus permitted him to dictate his 0'~'n plan of healing, 
and did not pami! him to 10110'11.' him, as he desired to 
do; for he could not be bound by "fetters" of lawful 
demonstration, nor "chains of scientific being." Had 
he followed Jesus, he would have saved the Ii fe of Jesus, 
by demanding the demonstration of Love rather than 
of evolving Trllth/ but would ha\'e obliterated Jesus' 
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mIssIon with his other disciples as the links of Levi 
(J ohn the Baptisr's disciples). A Gad-arene could 
never take the "Footsteps of Truth" below Judah ascen
si0n. Thus Jesus freed him to the privilege of .-1sher. to 
publish the glad tidings of Church to his own jrit'llds, 
:\lark 5: 18-19-to form his Chu rch upun his own foun
dation; which he started in Derap0/is. meaning teTl 
cities-instead of sec'en, \vhich would have insurec its 
standing. Thus Gad falsely got his peace in ZebU/UTI, 
the tenth Tribe. 

ASHER says, "Yes, but 'God rests in action.' " S.&H. 
519 :Z5, and man must express unending expansion and 
activity, and must press en until "boundless thought 
walks enraptured, and conception uI/c01/jil/eJ is winged 
to reach the divine glory," S.&H. 3Z3: I Z. This is the 
first downward "wing." It is but a mental position on 
the same rung, but a d0'i.i:Tl1i:ard thought-wing. Thus it 
is the first step in Church, gathail/g. or a view beyond 
one's individual responsibility. 

ISS.KIUR is the heavenly position of united male and 
female, Rev. 19 Chapter-earth and heaven--as the 
"hire" of earth to heaven, because earth has gi\'en heaven 
its "maiden"-pure conception (((mandrakes"), Gen. 
30: 1+-18. Here the first :\lother Church ("creation") 
vielded to the Extension ("intelligence"); :\1rs. Eddy 
simultaneously dropped the title of :\lother; dropped 
creator, intelligence, wisdom· and substance from God 
to man throughout her Text-book. 

ZEBCLl':\" prepares the earth for the descent of 
heaven, or a place where his wife (wedded thought) 
J·uAls (Gen. 30:20) with him, Leah types the earth
or manhood. In the edi tion of Science and Health'" cor-

* 2nd of 1907. 
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responding to this tribal expression, twelve changes are 
simultaneously made in one book, which, when analyzed, 
are the operations of the full Twelve Tribes, for earth 
must become "compaund idea," S.&H. 585 :8, to re
ceive the seed of heaven, the planting of the Tree of 
Life by Joseph, the next tribe. The squares under \\'0-
man's jeet in the tenth picture of Christ and Christmas 
show this. 

JOSEPH is heaven's antecedent to earrh's foundation 
or the "seed within itself' of idea that grows the Tree 
of Life. This tribe is the limit of the Extension. ~1rs. 
Eddy's "ex-communication" of the Branches (wo years 
after the building of the Extension came in this Tribe. 
This "ex-communication" corresponded to Laban's 
~lizpah, or "watch-tower" placed between the Father
~10ther source and Jacob njter the birth 0/ Jaseph. and 
was the protection from the repetition of the past labor 
to bring forth the eleven previous tribes (typed by the 
eleven members upon whom the ~lother Church was 
founded, according to the facts stated in the Supreme 
Court decision in the Appendix of this book) and the 
twelfth, Benjamin; lest the Branch, Benjamin, cross 
over to harm its Father-~lother source by obliterating 
the value of its labor of love; or it (Father-~lother) 
cross over this "heap of stones," Gen. 3 I :4-9-5~, to pull 
back the Branch into the labor of its Father-~fother 
source in gathering the materials through constant war
fare-"From first to last, The ~Iother Church seemed 
type and shadow of the warfare between the flesh and 
Spirit," Pul. 20:14--20; which must have ended before 
the work of the Branch on earth began, S.&H. _~67: 12-22 
next page. Thus The ~Iother Church could no more 
build the Temple of Life than could David, I Kings 5: 
3-4. This ~lizpah was never violated by ] acab, "the 
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revelation of Science," hence, Benjamin was brought 
forth thereafter. The uncut door between the Branch 
and the Mother's Room in the Concord Branch prefig
ured this Mizpah (excommunication) by four years. 

So the test of our ability to maintain our l\lizpah 
determines our worthiness to enter the heri tage of the 
Bride, Word; for after the judgment of "the books 
[that] were opened" "another book was opened," which, 
is the book of life, and the dead were judged out of those 
things written in the books .... the sea gave up the 
dead which was in it .... and there was no more sea," 
Rev. 20: 12-13, Rev. 21 : 1, before the Bride was demon
strably envisioned. Rev. 21 :2. Until we can maintain 
the position of "no more sea" ("tempest tossed human 
concepts advancing and receding," S.&H. 536 :6-7) we 
have not established our l\1izpah and can have no Benja
min, Bride, Word, for human interpretations keep the 
Word "tempest-tossed, advancing and receding." 

Mrs. Eddy violated her Mizpah after making her 
books her "Sentinel of peace" (Mizpah) between herself 
and the Field, ~ly. 359 :8-11, in her intervention in the 
affairs of the Branch, l\ly. 360-hence her passing in 
"hard labor." We can neither go backward; nor for
ward beyond our demonstrable understanding, for it 
was the weight of her father's idols, before completing 
Church-Benjamin-which forced the death-dealing 
hard labor of Rachel with Benjamin, Gen. 35:17-19. 
The world's idols cannot be interpreted until the work 
"in the tents of Shem" is completed. 

While Mrs. Eddy has said "This belief that there is 
more than one mind is as pernicious to divine theology 
as are ancient mythology and pagan idolatry," S.&H. 
469 :28-30, and in the First Edition of Science and 
Health: "The history of the Chinese Empire derives its 
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antiquity and renown from the true,- idea the Buddhist 
entertains of God, contrasted with the tyranny, intoler
ance and bloodshed based on the belief that Truth, Life, 
and Love are in matter, and the great J ehoYah formed 
after error's pattern of mortal man, or intelligent mat
ter" (which is the only basis for man's condemnation), 
S.&H. p. II +, still there was a long journey ahead of her 
to bridge the demonstration of this fact, which jl)urney 
took her through every tent of this "tyranny, intolerance 
and bloodshed" before she was able to establish her 
l\lizpah as against it, in order to go beyond its needful 
purpose "Christianly and scientifically" to subdue the 
claim of sin before its own nothingness. So this declara
tion about the Buddhist God was the equivalent to 
Rachel's stealing her father's idols. Rachel did not do 
so until after the birth of ]r)uph, but even that was all 
too soon to ensure the safet\' of her birth-throes with 
Benjamin. \Vhen inspiration runs ahead of intelligence, 
hard labor, 'U:it/zout re'U:ard, is its portion. Even though 
the result is the same-Gad's will being alwa~s done
still the highest expression of His purpose under such 
conditions becomes a "Ben-ani" ("child of mv s.)rrow"), 
Gen. 35:18 to its channel, as was the case with :\lrs. 
Eddy in going back of her cla.uijied vision in the incident 
recorded in :\liscellany pp. 356-363. and Rachel in forg
ing ahead of hers by trying to redeem the world's idols 
before Church-Benjamin-was completed 

BE:\]A\II:\ is its twelve manner of fruits-the 
Branch. 

It will be noted that no errors are identified with the 
conceptions after X aphtali, other than the tendency to 
rest in torpor or inacti\'ity, in Gad, for there arc none in 
individual man. The rest are wholly in Church, or due 
to the gathering of the other Tribes and the resistance of 
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limitation, outline to Truth in Church-but Gad out
lines," S.&H. 591 :20, with his brush of Spirit. S.&H. 
513: 17. So all problems after the eighth tribe are 
Church problems. The commandments which corre
spond to the Tribes, show this: 

(8th) : "Thou shalt not steal "-,, Progress is the law 
of God," S.&H. 233 :6. and the greatest foe to both 
Church and man is the disposition to become static and 
to resist advancing Truth thus losing the spirit of Jesus' 
classification of all past good when he said: ".\11 that 
ever came before me are [not were] thie\'es and rob
bers," ] ohn 10:8, 

(9th) "Thou shalt not bear false wirness"-Chris
tianity and Science are the two witnesses that forever 
war with each other in their witness against each other 
(this is e\'idenced by the sack-cl0tlz in which our books 
are clothed-all but Ch rist and Christmas. the Poems, 
and the .\lanual) . .\ly. 3-+7:2; Rev. II :3--+; Zech. -+th 
chapter. 

(10th) "Thou shalt not co\'et"-even good. for man 
has it as the gift of hem·en. Thus ends Church sa/-"ati0n, 
and with it Church within man begins. Joseph, the Tree 
of Life. of which Benjamin is its "twelve manner of 
fruits"-generic man. 

There are but three errors (the negati'1.'e of the first 
three tribes) that utterly cut man (earth) off from God 
(heaven); and they are "self-abuse." "resignation.') and 
"debt." fer all three are perversions and re\'ersals. rather 
than symbols. of antecedent facts. which close the door 
heavenward that is always open to earth as expres_rjrJn. 
for God made both heaven and earth. Hence. God said 
to pen-erted (not redeemed) Reuben. "Thou shalt not 
t0l1clz it lest ye die." .\nd] acob ("the revelation of Sci
ence," S.&H. 589 :5) after confirming this fiat with ref-
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erence to Reuben (who defiled his own Tree of Life in 
defiling his "father's bed." Gen. 49 :4) said of Simeon 
(resignation) and Levi (debt) "Instruments of cruelty 
are in their habitations .... for in their anger they 
slew a man [resignation] and digged down a wall"
mediatorial, saving idea, Gen. 49 :5-6, for which man is 
indebted. \Valls are specific ideas of "Jai1.'otion" below 
r~demption, but all must be expanded beyond by the seed 
within, that never loses its identity of position and un
folding expression. 

From the above, it will be seen that even "resigna
tion" ("Come out from among them and be ye separate, 
etc."; "Never breathe an immoral atmosphere except 
in the attempt to purify it, etc.," S.&H. 452: 14-), has its 
rightful place in the galaxy of the Tribal Stars but not 
in Christian Science in its completed sense, except as a 
gate of divine purpose tending thereto; hence, Christian 
Science teaches one to resign only what he is t'denied," 
not gi7.'en, ~1iscellany 195. Also "debt" has its rightful 
place so long as the problem is wholly man to man, as 
under the Levitical priesthood, bur not in Christian 
Science; hence, "Christian Science teaches: OU'e no 
man," !Yliscellany 114-:3. 

In this way, one can see that all fruits are good until 
the inner urge comes for the next, and the next. Thus 
the twelve gates of the City foursquare or "rod, Bride, 
appear step by step, and may be identified in Science and 
Health as spiritually embracing the Bible. 
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SC~nIARY OF CO~IPLETE CHAXGES IX THE SECO~O EOI
TIOX OF SCIEXCE AXO HEALTH OF 1907 AS FOCi'lO 

I~ "EVOLCTIOXARY CO~IPARISOXS" USED AS 
ILLCSTRATIVE OF THE "\VORKIXGS" OF 

THE TWELYE TRIBAL GATES. 

(I) "The ideal man" and "the ideal woman" were 
each given a final step, S.&H. 517 :8-10. Inspirational 
light-"the spiritual idea"-RECBEX. 

(2) "The Holy Ghost" was added to the "Christ," 
and not made interchangeable therewi th, for the Holy 
Ghost was a developing sense, S.&H. 588, while the 
Christ was a completed sense, S.&H. 496: 15-19. "AND" 
is the firmament which adds "the Holy Ghost" to the 
"Christ," effacing the line of "demarcation," S.&H. 505; 
which If or" separated, for a developing idea is only 
measurably one with its finished development-the dis
tance between being a line of separation; for they could 
have never been one until the completion of the de'l:el
oping sense of the Christ as evident in the definition of 
the "Holy Ghost," S.&H. 588. The Christ is an infinite 
idea and unfolds-develops-only to the human con
sciousness. Thus earth can no longer "resign" from its 
oneness with heaven. SI~IEO~. 

(3) .l\lateria ~ledica was invited to adopt Christian 
Science, S.&H. 441 :20-21. Body (through "~1ateria 
.Medica") pays its debt to Mind-Christian Science
for its "healings" have always been m.ental. LEVI. 

(4) "Scientific Obstetrics" was re-inforced, S.&H. 
463 :5-20, "Scientific Obstetrics" knows only the divine 
idea, as typed by the immaculate conception of ] esus. 
]COAH which was] esus Tribe. 

(5) "Primal quality of" was added to "infinite 
.l\lind," S.&H. 469 :9. "Intelligence" was made one with 
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the "infinite .\Iind" as its "primal [causal] quality"
not merely an effect. Intelligence had been dfllpped to 
man four years before throughout Science and Health. 
D.\:\". 

(6) Permission f')r marriage was withdL1wn, for 
:'\.\PTlI.\L[ triumphs (prevails) o\"Cr the animal sense 
(his lower qualities, Gen. I :.:?+ and .:?;) that ~eparates 
rather than uni tes man and \\'oman, Gen. I :.:?6-.?7. 

(7) "Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. +6~ :17, 
was given for the fi rst time. This pu re union of God 
and man IS the seed of the Tree of Li fe which is encased 
in the shell of dormancy (rest. torpor) in C;.\[). C;.\[) is 
justified self-hood, because he is but intii"itilltll/y one 
with Gild, .\Iis . .:?S():(j and 10. The state of nind de
picted by this trihe is set fllrth in Jesus' seventh Church, 
Re\'. -' : I +-.:?.:?. 

(R) "Sel f-justi fication" was added til "Depra\'it~·," 
S.&H. 115:2.2 .• \SIIER a\\akens G.J]) to (;15t off self
justification and to expand his ccnsciousnes5 heyond the 
encasement of self. 

(9) "The "'oman in the ~\pocalypse .fy/llhrJ/i~ .... t's 
generic man" instead of "The woman in the .-\pocalypse 
is the \'ignette," S,&H.~()I :.:?.:?, The latter \\Iluld have 
spread .\Iotherhoo,i (Rn'. I':?th chapter) shutting out 
the Bride, Rev . .:? I st chapter. The ,,'()man in Rev. I':?th 
Chapter .fymbr)!i~ .... t's generic man; the \Yoman in Re\' . 
.:?Ist Chapter is generic man. h.\.KII.\R (at this point 
the symhol of .\Iotherhood was drllpped for the heavenly 
Bride, Re\,. 19th chapter). 

(101 "Thy kingdom is come," S.&H. I (), took the 
place of "Thy kingdom is within us." The lattn--"Thy 
kingdom is within us"-does not properly belong til 
prayer (petition I and the kingdom must come "with
out" in the full Twelve Tribes before its acti\'itv can 
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be wholly 'u.:ithin. In other words, thought must be ex
panded to the full Twelve Tribes (Church) before it 
can be again "indi\'idual" in the Tree of Life. Then it 
is indi,[·idual tr;[ality, embracing the full Twelve Tribes. 
ZEllCLC\. 

(II) "Cnnecessary" line 3; and "erroneously" and 
"misdirected"lines 17 and 18; of S.&H . .27+ were added. 
Thus the five physical senses were redeemed. JOSEPH. 

(1.2) "Spiritual living" was made possible to the 
redeemed physical senses, S.&H . .26+ :.2+-.27. There 
could be no spiritual living until the five physical senses 
were redeemed, as above. BE:\JX\!I:\. 

It is most interesting to note that EH'S seed, _-\bel 
("transitoriness"-"self-oftering"-to God not man), 
S.&H. _~79, gained no foothold on the earth, and nut 
until E\'e accepted the di\'ine law of "compe71s11tir..TI:' 
(Seth) did her seed bear earthly fruit, for Seth means 
"a sprout; a slip," as \\'ell as "compensation." Her 
seed as Seth, "a Jprollt:' replaced Cain's "ir/lit of the 
ground" which Jhi.i· all other fruit. Seth as a sprout of 
the "seed within itself" of heaven sprouted on earth alld 
started the Tree of Life, generic man-"twe!\'e manner 
of fruits," Re\' . .2.2:.2. Thus woman's seed became sub
ordinate to her manhood, divine Law-until its Tree of 
Life which was "set up on the earth" 2.S "a s/JrlJut"' 
"reached to hea\'en" (in the words of the Biblical de
scription of Jacob's Ladder, Gen . .28:1.2) in the Tree of 
Life. 

Thus "the seed of woman" throughout the Bible is 
entirelv subordinated to di\'ine law as demonstrated by . . 
maTi. This is the Life (Fatherhood) of \Yoman, S.&H . 
. ~17:IO: 569:1 and .2. "'hene\'er this di\'ine Law was 
set aside, as in the vision of woman by which the birth
right of Esau was secured for Jacob, because she had 
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foreseen through divine revelation his supremacy, Gen. 

25 :23, as well as in the bi rth of Jesus. etc.. etc.. great 
light ensued. but always at the sacrifice of its channel 
to the level of the demonstration of man through 
humaTlly-disco\'ered divine Law. Thus Leah could not 
be defeated. but only embraced by Rachel. ); ot until 
~lary Baker Eddy revealed "'omanhood A?TER first 
bringing forth her manchild. Principle. or true concep
tion of Jesus. S.&H. :n-t :~-t-~R. (which ~Iary the 
~Iother of Jesus. did not dr" but rather "put to silence 
material law .... and brought forth her child by 
the revelation of Truth." S.&H. 29. to her own il
lumined consciousness. which rendered her inarticulate 
to others) was the revelation of \Yomanhood possible. 
Then only could she intelligently re\'eal the Principle 
of ~lary's prophetic Fatherhood and ~lotherhood of 
her own child. S.&H, ,;17:10;;69:1-3. or claim this 
two-fold Principle for herself as within herself. 

So the various Bible characters used freeh' the union 
without the fold of the seed of Seth (woman's seed) in 
their fertilization of the soil of the groWIng Tree of 
Life (thus embracing all mankind in their Principle, 
so that the Twelve Tribes include "all mortals," S.&H. 
56~) still Principle, manhood. held all on the leash of 
evolving humanly-percei\'ed divine law until law's 
coincidence with di\'ine Principle was accomplished 
through the revelation of ~lary Baker Eddy. 

Thus while an Egyptian was the mother of Ishmael. 
still he was reckoned as Abraham's seed, Ge~. 21 :13. 
\Vhile an Egyptian was the ~lother of ~IJnasseh and 
Ephraim. still they were reckonen as Joseph's seen. 
Also the sons of Bilhah-Dan and ); aphtali~-and the 
sons of Zilpah-Gad and :\.sher-wcre pcrhaps the sons 
of a foreign element. still they wcre attributed to JacfJb. 
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Also Esau married an Ishmaelite, still his offspring 
were Abraham's seed. Too, Sarah and Abraham were 
brother and sister by reason of a common father, Gen. 
20: 12, thus seemingly becoming almost a unit in the 
seed of man, which was impossible as Woman, generic 
man, must unify; hence. Abraham's and Sarah's seed 
was later fully expressed in the Twelve Tribes of Israel, 
for man must be di'l.·ersified before being unified. !\1oses 
married an Ethiopian;* David's grandmother was Ruth, 
the ~10abite; Solomon's mother was Bathsheba, the 
Hittite; and Rehoboam. Solomon's son, under whom the 
kingdom of Judah and Israel divided, was the son of an 
Ammonite Princess. Yet the law of manhood held all 
in bounds to divine Law, not outwardly reckoning the 
intrusion of these foreign elements. Ne'verthefess they 
were working out the fullness of universal saf.t·ation 
through their pressures and necessities. For there were 
three sons of Noah. "rest," peace-Shem, Ham and 
J aphet. Shem typed the straight and narrow way of 
divine law-"love rebuking error; reproof of sensual
ism," S.&H. 5q4: 15. Shem's small. narrou' earthly ap
portionment was a type of his mental heritage ;-"the 
straight and narrow way" of religion). Ham typed 
"sensuality; slavery; tyranny." S.&H. 587 :21 and 22, 
whose apportionment was Africa (of course, including 
Egypt where there was so much Israelitish affiliation 
and inter-marriage) ; and laphet, "a type of spiritual 
peace, flowing from the understanding that God is the 
divine Principle of all existence, etc .... S.&H. 589. was 
apportioned the remainder of almost the 'U'hofe u'orld, 
particularly Europe and the eastern nations. J t is most 
probable that J aphet was generally spoken of in the 

*~umbers 12:1. 
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Bible as the "Gentiles," inasmuch as the Egvptian and 
the Assyrian, as well as the des~endants of Ham, were 
generally 5pecifically named. 

Thus the Gentile seed (] aphet) in X oah ("rest," 
peace) was "the seed within itself' for universal "spirit
ual peace," which was not the apportionment through 
Shem, or the Twelve Tribes of Israel. which "show the 
fu:orking5 [labor, not rest, peace] of the spiritual idea," 
S.&H. 562. Thus Shem is the heir of :\oah's ark of 
5ah:ali()n through divine law; while Ham was the 
channel of all the Israelites had to meet. for they 
were the ten tribes of usurpers of the Promised Land 
(which had previously been givcn to Shem and again 
to Abraham. the seed of Shcm)-"the Amorites, and 
the Hittites and the Perizzites and the Canaanites, the 
Hivites and the Jebusites," Exodus 23 :23,* were all de
scendants of Ham. J aphet included the great eastern 
nations that finally conquered thc Ten Tribes (includ
ing Joseph and Benjamin) after the kingdoms of Judah 
and Israel were di\'ided. The lesser idea can never con
quer the greater. Thus Japhet, "spiritual peace" super
sedes the law of Shem, "the Twelve Tribes of Israel." 

The quality of the Gentile thought as shown in the 
Syrophenician (Greek) woman, .\Iark 7:2) to -"'0; and 
the Centurion, .\Iatt. 8:10; together with the fact that 
all of Paul's Epistles-so highly mctaphysical in char
acter-were addresscd to the Gentiles (with the excep
tion of "Hebrews," \\'hich is not gcnerally attributed to 
Paul): awaken serious contemplation of \"hat ,\1 rs. 
Eddy says in the First Edition of Science and Health, 
p. 11+: "The history of the Chinese Empire deri\'es its 
antiquity and renown from the IrUr7' it/t'a the Buddhist 

• And in addition thereto. the :\rnalekites. Girga,hitl". Kadrnonites 
and Sidonians. 
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entertains of God." Rachel stole her father's idols, Gen. 
31 : 18-3.1; and the fact that the Israelites were all first 
conquered by the Babylonians, and finally the ten tribes 
by the :\ssyrians, when they became idol worshippers; 
also Judah by the Romans (the three nations mentioned 
above being Gentiles) : showed much beneath the sur
face. The reaching out of the Israelites be~'ond .oj e
ho\'ah" ("the] e'u:ish concept" of God, S.&H. 576 :28, 
is analogous to the would-be Scientist's reaching out to 
Science (Japheth)-a "strange God" to the unprepared 
-before he has intelligently dwelt in "the tents of 
Shem," Gen. 9:27; nevertheless, it attested inspirational 
discernment of "the glory which [was] to come," S.&H, 
.;8), when they did so. 

X oah prophesied the future activities of his three 
sons through whom the whole world came to expression 
after the deluge, as follows: 

"Cursed be Canaan [Ham's son]; a servant of serv
ants shall he be unto his brethren," Gen. 9:2). (And he 
has sen'ed to make the the outlines of each and every 
advancing idea with his brush of "evening" shades. For 
his resistances ha\'e always forced lines of demarcation, 
painted in the grief (blackness) of human experience. 
Each triumph has increased the range of good. Thus 
Christianity, through PauL gloried in necessities, afflic
tions and distresses, well knowing that they forced an
other enla rgement of idea to meet them). 

",-\nd he [X nah J said, Blessed be the Lord God of 
Shem, and Canaan shall be his servant." (:\'" ote the 
religious trend). 

"God shall enlarge J apheth [which means {( enlarqe
mt'1/t"~. and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem; and 
Canaan shall be his sen'ant." Gen. 9 :26 and 27. [Farrar 
Fenton says, "But he shall dwell in the tent of Shem" 
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-which makes the labor, or "u:orkings," in the tent of 
Shem inescapableJ_ 

'''hen Shem and] apheth took the garment of respect 
and love on their shoulders and "went back·u:ard, and 
covered the nakedness of thei r father." Gen. 9 :23, re
fusing to turn their gaze to the nakedness (limitation) 
of the past (typed by thei r father), they lovingly em
braced the "past." bearing its responsibility upon their 
own shoulders-the shoulders of the "present." "'hereas 
Ham turned his gaze to the past with repetition ("and 
told his two brethen without") and condemnation and 
thus became its servant. "God requireth that which is 
past." Eccles. 3 :15. in His infinite allness. and they who 
do not build on past good become servants of darkness 
-the "ravens" of circumstance. Gen. 8:7-1.? who go 
"forth to and fro" serving continually. but with no intel
ligent purpose. The dove. on the other hand sen'ed only 
until its message was concrete. for its purpose-"home" 
-was invisioned from the start. It dwelt in "the tents 
of Shem "-the :\rk-onh- until it made possible to all 
within the Ark its vision of "home." It first went forth 
and returned without manifest results; it next went forth 
and brought back to the :\rk THE DET_KHfD BR.-\~CH; 

and lastly it did not return, for the :\rk whose door 
opened only heavenward (typing Church) is only an 
abiding shelter from the deluge of water-puritication
"Salvation." Redemption (home) comes when there is 
"no more sea." 

X oah was in his own "tent" (of the Past to his three 
sons, Gen. 9 :.?l). having drunk of wine that types "love" 
-flltIlT-e glory. which ahnys intoxicates the past and 
even the present (until redeemed) with its unattainable 
exhilaration. The disposition to drink is always occa
sioned by dissatisfaction with present effort and attain-
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ment-the weight of Adam's debt-"Ye shall be as 
gods." It is the nectar of these make-believe gods whose 
glory was promised with the drinking of the first 
draught of the "spirits" of the apple. 

The Past in its own "tent" must be respected) how
ever~ as the seed of the Present, and the fuller garment 
of respect and gratitude therefor must be the name 
(clothing) the present offers it to cover its "nakedness" 
-shortcomings. :\Irs. Eddy interprets the appearing of 
objects of past formation as "food," and their naming 
as "clothes" in her correlation of ":\nd God called the 
dry land (the formation of the Past accumulated dem
onstration) Earth, and the gathering together of the 
wate~s called He Seas," by the statement, "Spirit duly 
feeds and clothes every object as it appears in the line of 
spiritual creation .... Spi rit names and blesses all," 
S.&H. 506 :??-?4- and 507 :3-7. As before stated, the 
Past holds "the seed within itself' (food) which the 
Present clothes wi th a name (defini te purpose or desig
nation). The Future 7·equires a name before the idea 
has unfolded, whereas, "God requi reth (only) that 
which is past~" Eccles. 3 : 15. 

To epitomize, the past feeds; the present clothes; 
but the future (prophecy) feeds with the "serpent's 
meat"-"Ye shall be as gods"-" debt" and this debt 
demands generation (labor) thereto. The viands of the 
Future are always indigestible to the Present. Thus the 
first im·estment in "futures" on an unpayable margin, 
started a six thousand years of deferred payment to 

reach its promised goal-"Ye shall be as gods." This 
debt has been paid with its compcunded interest. for the 
debt was as against a compound idea, the principal, pay
able in the fruit of woman's body-child-bearing; and 
the interest in the "sweat of man's brow," for man could 
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not touch the principal; ranreption, woman's mission. 
alone could do this .. -\pples disclosed their OW/1 naked

ness (limitation) to the end of paying the cebt of the 
·'tweh·e manner of fruits" of the Tree of Life. Gen. 
3:; and 8. Rev . .?.? :.? and so self-seen advancing purpose 
clothed this newly discovered nakedness with the fi9 
leaves of adYancing purpose (another kind of fruit). 
Gen. 3:; and R. for it takes a higher present viewpoint 
to clothe and bless a lower idea of the past. Thus "Spirit 
duly (note the word" duly," which is in terms of peri
odical debt paying) feeds and clothes every object. etc.." 
S.&H .. )0;:3 and +. So the clothes of jifl-Ieaves acceptd 
the demand that man must lovingly embrace tht fruit of 
the past by accepting its seed of divine purpose before 
he could realize the leaves of its purpose in the present 
which alone heal raven ci rcumstances of obscure sur
rounding purpose. If what the X ote-taker has read is 
true of the fig. the type of the fig-lea\'es was well ch.osen 
for this first recognition of food and clothing. inasmuch 
as the fruit of the fig tree (bearing its seed of purpose) 
appears before its leaves. the reversal of which fact 
Jesus cursed in the unfruitful fig tree. which presented 
its leaves before its fruit. :\lat . .?I :19. :\lark's version. 
:\fark II: 13, would seem to contrad"ict this fact, for it 
says, "the time of fruit was not yet," and yet Jesus' act 
is more in consonance with the fact that the fig tree 
re\'ersed its nature, as otherwise, it would seem an un
natural expectancy, which was contrary to Jesus' ac
ceptance of God as "natural good," S.&H. 119 :21-
expressed in. "He that hath seen me. hath seen the 
Father." John 1+. 

Thus the fig leaves (in the ascending thought) as 
clothes of an advanced idea (another fruit) condemned 
the apple as the seed of its own purpose~ and man left 
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the garden of Eden clothed in the skins of animality
limitation. Gen. 3 :21. for "animality and hate" must be 
overcome before "the hem of Christ's robe" could be 
scientifically touched. S.&H. 569:11-14-, and that robe 
is the externalization-demonstration--of the Truth, 
the Tree of Life. the leaves. (clothes) of which are for 
the healing-clothing-of the ~ ations. Rev. 22 :2. '\lan. 
individually. had eaten of the fruit and had been clothed 
with the leaves of this Tree before leaving Paradise, 
and this vision could never be lost. But the penalty for 
seeing his nakedness! finity, after eating thereof and 
being clothed therewith. forced him to wear animal 
skins and to be fed and clothed with his own animal 
sense-alternately sacrificing, Gen. 8 :20, and eating it, 
Gen. 9: 1-5. until he realized that even animal sense. re
deemed to "quality," S.&H. 514, was the fruit of the 
Tree of Life. For this Tree of Life is not a usual fruit 
bearing tree. but "man's divine Principle, which is 
equal to every emergency." S.&H. 406 :4-6; and to be 
so. it must grow every fruit of life-even animals . .\loses 
graded animal food as clean and unclean. according to 

its evolutionary value (as shown subsequently in As It 
Is). but Peter was told that "\Vhat God ['\lind 1 has 
cleansed. call not thou common "-Peter having called 
"the wild beasts" and "creeping things" "common and 
unclean," Acts 10th chapter. Thus when .\lind (idea) 
cleanses. everything is clean. So {{ meat," as fruit of the 
Tree of Life. Gen. 1 :29. is metaphysically correlated by 
l\1rs. Eddy as an evolutionary process of the lesser idea 
serving as a {(link for the greater," the higher protect
ing the lower. the rich in spi rit helping the poor, etc., 

. S.&H. 518 :5-19. As a symbol of the inner working of 
this spiritual fact. man eats the lesser ideas. Thus food 
is the eating of the right idea of everything-even ani-
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mals, which, to refuse to eat as a symbol, ·u:hile eating 

other symb0ls, would exclude both them and man as 
fruits of the great IIn/i.·enal Tree of Life. \Tegetables 
no mere grow on literal trees than do animals, and the 
life of both of them seem to be taken for the good of 
man in his symbolic progress, for "Spiritual teaching 
must always be by symbols," S.&H. 575; "Our highest 
sense of infinite good in this mortal sphere is but the 
sign and symbol. not the substance of good," en. 61 : 17 
and 18. _\nd so started the ascending angels of life, each 
advancing thought condemning its origin and rising 
aboye it. with an eye on the flltllre, which always con
demns the present, and annihilates the past through the 
condemnation of the present, until the three become one 
in the Bride. 

So Ham facing the Past and viewing with condem
nation its Ilnc0,'ered limitations was forced to work for 
existence as a servant of the present and future (Shem 
and Japheth). "Thereas the present clothes the past 
with its name of respect "Father." 

The Future not only feeds with "the serpent's meat" 
of putting the Present in debt. but clothes the Present 
with either a clolld "obscure, abstract and dark," S.&H. 
558 :3- L?; or dazzling Sll nlight, which forces the temp
tation to recur to the lens past obscurity (the Drag-on of 
old Theology) for sun-glasses to soften its blinding 
light--hence the struggle of the woman in the wil
derness with her be-blinded followers. The Bride 
brings life's Principle down to earth as natural. present 
good, effacing the Future (heaven) as a source of all 
futurity. Thus the Past and the Present become one and 
expand to their own "Future" proving "That which has 
been is now; and that which is to be hath already been, 
and God requireth that which is past," Eccles. 3: 15. 
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This book of Ecclesiastes is said to have been written 
by Solomon after he had gazed long and blindingly into 
the future glory through the vision of his many Gentile 
wives, I Kings II th chapter, who all had their silent 
part in his temple-cementing, S.&H. 571 :19-21. No one 
could build Life's Temple-even in symbol-that ex
cluded any nation or religion therefrom, for "every 
material belief hints the existence of spiritual reality," 
l\lis. 60 :28, and even "a lie takes its pattern from Truth, 
by reversing Truth," Un. 53: I and 2. No rejection of 
materials, nor excommunication of ideas, could take 
place in Life's Temple, which embraces "all the 
churches one by one," as Christian Science, :\Iy. 34-2:21, 
the City foursquare. \Vhile the materials for Temple 
building are gathered in Christian warfare (analyses L 
Love alone cements them together into a finished idea. 
Thus David, who gathered the fragmentary materials, 
was forbidden to build the Temple, I Kings 5 :3, be
cause he had warred. Buildings flow together, and 
rivers flow unobstructedly, when the whole idea is un
divided by undue emphasis of its parts. Thus :\lrs. 
Eddy's books were never indexed-even Science and 
Health for eleven years being free from susceptibility 
to analytical division which always occasions warfare 
(taking portions out of thei r normal, orderly, setting
thus arraying pinnacles against foundations and vice 
versa) until in 1886 when she brought forth her "man 
child" in Science and Health, by adding Genesis, and the 
Apocalypse thereto (the latter only to the point of bring
ing forth the man child). Our Science and Health's 
Concordance was given us in 1903 when "intelligence 
and wisdom" were dropped from God and given to man 
in her Text-book. She never gave us the Concordance 
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to her miscellaneous writings including all books ex
cept Science and Health. 

Thus what is not done upon the basis of the Past, 
and with no view to the Future. has no part in either 
the Bride or the Tree of Life, for only those who do 
His c0mmaTldmc'Tlts-not accept His pleasing invita
tions when they accord with one's own pleasure-have a 
right to ei ther. Rev . .?.?: H. Jesus said "That thou doest, 
do quickly," John 13 :.?7. to Judas Iscariot, for he knew 
that a thought that had not founded itself 0;1 its past 
opportunities sufficiently to behold the culmination of 
prophecy in him, unless he acted quickly, would not 
keep his "ariable promises for its (prophecy's) fulfill
ment! and the stage was set for its fulfillment! John 
19:11. "The spiritual idea [embracing the full Past] 
gins the understanding a foot-hold in Christian Sci
ence," S.&H. _~3+. and delay of the presenr opportunity, 
for future determination and action, sel/-closes the door 
of present opportunity. This was typed by the five "fool
ish virgins" who allowed their then-present opportunity 
to secure oil to pass, hoping that the future would, in 
some undefined way, supply their need, only to find that 
the door to the Future was the same one used by the 
Past and Present and if they closed the door to present 
opportunity, they self-closed it to the future the same as 
did Adam and Eve. They incurred a debt that they 
could not pay in the then-present. That debt has been 
paid, and spiritual opportunity has but one door
":'\0"'." 

Thus !\ oah's th ree sons type the Past. Present and 
Future. Shem embraces the Past (without looking 
back'i.i:ard), being X oah's eldest son and heir to his con
sciousness of on-flowing good. hence the Twelve Tribes 
of Israel are his progeny. Ham is the Present that 
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sen:es both the Past (typed by Shem) and the Future 
(typed by Japheth), keeping the present agitated when 
it violates the commandments of the Past. and unhappy 
with its present fruits because of future prophetic de
mands. Thus Ham possesses the Promised Land (to the 
Past) of the Present and will not permit its future 
glories to be realized. Ham might be defined as the 
resistances of organized salvation forcing its larger defi
nitions. Ham is always a black, odious Present to a 
thought that does not see its Principle in the Past, and 
resists the demands of God. thus seeing life as a suc
cession of distresses. afflictions and necessities. which 
Ham keeps active with his evening shades of analyses. 
Ham was ~oah's unclean propensity which forced him 
to take into his Ark both the unclean as well as the clean 
beasts. Thus Ham saw the Past as sensual. and types 
mediatorial. organic sah"ation. His clothes are sack
cloth-black! 

J apheth types the Future which never sees the Past 
(including the then-present. which would be Past to it 
for it is embraced in its greater fullness). and would 
efface both the Past and the Proent with its infinite 
demands. J apheth is the heritage of Noah's over-flow
ing thought that destroyed all seed but his own. 

J apheth. until the descent of the Bride. is the vision 
of peace and plenty always in the tomorrow. which 
never comes to a thought that does not accept the Past 
and Present as the same door opening wider and wider 
to the Future. These three become one in the Bride, 
completed \Vord! So there is only the :\"ow in the J ap
heth Vignette! Japheth. with Shem. "walk (flcw) 
backward" to cover the Past with the robe of Love
the infinite :\"0\\". which silences and embraces the serv-
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ices of Ham its :\Iediator, for the :\"O\\" is the BEGI:\":\"I:\"G, 

"h "S&H ~0".,1 d"-t e O:\"LY, . .) _ :_"1" an _). 

Thus the three sons of ;\ oah might be regarded as 
the Chck of Time, S.&H. 595: 17-21, fashioned by 
;\ oah's own concept-Shem the mechanism of the Past; 
Ham the pendulum of the Present, swinging between 
the Past and the Future both of which Ham serves; and 
J apheth, the encompassing idea to which the Past and 
the Present both tend, and from which they sprang. 

I t has been suggested elsewhere in this book that 
X oah and his three sons type the four heads of the ri\'ers 
which went out of Eden, for, after the complete deluge 
brought about by ;\ oah 's personal sense of good that 
cast out all but his own family (but which nevertheless 
forced him to take into the ark both the clean and the 
unclean in his own family and in the animals, Gen. 7th 
chapter), the four rivers had to again define thei r sepa
rate courses. X oah types "Pison .... The love of the 
good and beautiful. and their immortality." S.&H. 593: 
I and 2; which annihilates all else without its range. 
This type corresponds to the Patriarchal Period. where 
the inspirations were wonderful. when "the impressions 
from Truth were as distinct as sound, and they came as 
sound to the primiti\'e prophets," S.&H. 214:1-3. 

Ham types "Gihon .... The right~ of woman ac
knowledged morally, civilly and socially," S.&H. 587: 
3 and 4. This river "encompasseth the whole land of 
Ethiopia" (Ham's domain). Gen. 2:13. Justice always 
rides a black horse, Rev. 6:5 and 6. This period corre
sponds to the Levitical Lawful period. The black horse 
is called out by the head of a m:m. and Levi is a type 
of mortal man, S.&H. 590: 12 and 13. l\loses. a Levi te, 
married an Ethiopian, X umbers 12: I. 
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Shem is a type of "Hiddekel .... Divine Science 
understood and acknowledged," S.&H. 588:5 and 6, but 
not demonstrated. This is Christianity-even the Chris
tianity in Christian Science until its Science embraces 
its Christianity, as previously descri.bed. 

Japhet (Japheth) types the river of "Euphrates 
.... Divine Science encompassing the universe and 
man, etc.," S.&H. 585 :16-22,-spreading forward em
bracingly to "the glory which is to come"; and back
ward to "The atmosphere of human belief before it 
accepts sin, sickness and death," in man before he was 
divided, and wiping out on either side the limitation of 
"a state of mortal thought, the only error of which is 
limitation," S.&H. 585. 

Thus J apheth (J aphet) is the seed of \Voman; Shem 
theological salvation; and Ham the resistances of limi
tation through the channel of a demand for "knowl
edge"-the serpentine reversal of wisdom-as presented 
by Cain, Lot, Ham, Ishmael, Esau, etc., and their de
scendants. Even of Judas Iscariot, Jesus said that the 
power behind his betrayal was from "above," John 
19:11. 

St. Paul said: "I was alive 'U'ithout the la·u· once: 
but when the commandment came, sin revived [the sin 
of limitation in an individual consciousness to under
standing the advanced light of "the commendment," and 
consequent resistance thereto], and I died," Romans 7:9 
-died to the peaceful flow of the river of Life under
stood. For revelation from the higher to the lower 
thought is a door opened in heat'eTl, not on earth, which 
brings its angelic vials of wrath (as it did to John the 
Revelator) until its truth is assimilated in earthly ex
pressIOn. 
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Again Paul says: "And this I say, that the covenant, 
that was confirmed before of God in Christ, the law, 
which was four hundred and thirty years after, cannot 
disannul, that it should make the promise of none effect 
.... \Yherefore then serveth the law? I t was added 
because of transgressions. till the seed should corne to 
whom the promise was made .... \Yherefore the law 
was our school-master to bring us unto Christ .... 
There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is nei ther bond 
nor free, there is neither male nor female: for ye are all 
one in Christ Jesus .... and heirs accord ing to the 
promise," Galatians 3rd chapter. 

J aphet is "a type of spi ritual peace fluwing from the 
understanding that God is the di\'ine Principle of all 
existence, etc.," S.&H. 589:H and 9. It was the quality 
of understanding that actuated the movements of the 
early Patriarchs (who "talked with God as ct)nsciously 
as man talks with man," S.&H. 308: I 5; 213 :30-3). 

Japhet is the peaceful ri\'er of the water of Life 
which resists only its obstructions. The most peaceful 
river sizzles and foams (which commotion is occasioned 
by the power behind its flow) whenever obstructed, but 
never attacks nor injures its "useful surroundings." It 
has always been the door opened into the Future (never 
the Past, for Christ has opened that door which can 
never be closed) which presents obstruction to the Pres
ent, belittles and effaces its glories, and pruduces an 
obstruction to its course. This occasioned St. John's 
prophesied curses, for the Future always back-flows in 
order to link the Present (the then-Present, but Past to 

it), and until the Future becomes the Present. it resists 
the Present's onward course by obstructing it with un
foreseen hurdles, which would be "natural good" to the 
Present if preparedly approached. So even peaceful 
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rivers have "temper" when resisted in their natural 
courses, .\Irs, Eddy permits offense when it is "against 
God." .\Iis, 22+, "natural good." S.&H. 119:21. 

Thus J apheth, or "a type s pi,.ilua/ peare flllwing 
from the understanding that God is the di\'ine Principle 
of all existeTlre. etc. ... S.&H. ~H9. could not demon
strably come to expression in human consciousness until 
it was safe to floed "the tents of Shem" with the encom
passing flow of their fulfilled. united purpose Thus 
Benjamin and J aphet are one-the latter is hut the rec
ognition and expansion of the former. 

St. Paul said of the Genti les: "For when the Gen
tiles which have not the law [Shem. including the 
Twelye Tribes who sprang from him J. do hy nature the 
things contained in the law. these. haying not the law. 
are a law unto themselyes." Romans 2: I +. and \ Irs. 
Edd\' so made Christian Scientists in 1908 in S.&H. 
++2 :30-32. thus bringing them til the consciousnes~ of 
J aphet. Benjamin. in 1909. when she declared crr!)r to 
be "unreal and r)hsn/ele," S.&H. 26; :20-22. 

So \1 rs. Eddy called J acoh. "the rcvelation of Sci
ence" and says: "Look long enough. and YOU see male 
and female one-sex or gender eliminated: you see the 
designation of maTI meaning woman as \vcl\. and you sCe 

the whole universe included in one infinitc '\[in,1. etc. ... 
.\h. 268 :29. 

"The Lord by wisdom hath fOllnded the carth: by 
understanding hath He established the hcanm." PrO\·. 
3:19. Jesus said: "_-\nd now. 0 Father. gl()[ify thllu 
me with thine own self with the glory which I had with 
thee before the world was." John 17:;: and Paul said: 
".-\ccording as He hath chosen us in Him before the 
f01/ndali0n 0f the 'i.i.·rj,./d, etc .... Eph. I :+-'this is the 
scng of "the mllrnlllg [without succeeding e\"Cning] 
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stars," the spiritual peace of J aphet. who dwells in the 
tents of Shem, by embracjng the "workings" of the 
Tweh'e Tribes of Israel with the glory that man had 
with God "before the foundation of the world" with 
its labcr--"workings," S.&H. 562. 

But we are ahead of our story and must return to 
see how it '11:as dane. Revelation must precede demon
stration in history as well as fact! 
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CROW~ED WITH T\VELVE STARS 
"And upon her head a crown of tweh·e stars" 

Rev. 12:1. . 
"They [the Tweh·e Tribes] are the lamps in the 

spiritual hea\·ens of the age," S.&H. 562:18. 

THE symbol "Twelve Stars" is thus made the key to the 
Science of Life. l\Iore basic in point of time than even 
the Biblical spiritual evolution in the human conscious
ness as starting from Adam! the f.u:e17:e constellations of 
STARS were regarded as forming man-C niversal :\1an 
-each constellation corresponding to a different part 
of his body. Doubtless, the old Almanac picture of man 
surrounded bv the t'lu17:e constellations is a clear mem
ory with us all, as we were confronted several years ago 
with patent medicine Almanacs on every hand contain
ing this mysterious symbolism. \Yas not this the mate
rial counterfeit of uni1.'ersal spiritual man spoken of by 
St. Paul in Ephesians 4: 16: "From whom the whole 
body fitly joined together and compacted by that which 
e1·ery joint supplieth, according to the effectual working 
in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the 
body unto the edifying of itself in love"? 

'\1rs. Eddy says in the first edition of Science and 
Health, p. 265: "Prof. Agassiz argues, 'man springs 
from races.' :\1 r. Darwin has it, he comes up through all 
the lower grades of being, and must be a monkey before 
he can be a man. '\1r. Darwin is right with regard to 
mortal man or matter, but should have made a distinc
tion between these and the immortal! whose basis is 
Spirit." (:\1rs. Eddy says somewhat the equivalent in 
our present edition. S.&H. S47:15-22 and 543:18-21.) 
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Dces not this show that the Bible is but the history of 

spi,'itlllli evolution in the human con~ciousness. ot which 
'\Irs, Eddy says: "Spiritual evolution alone is worthy 
of the exercise of di\'ine power." S,&H, 13.) :9. IO? 
.--\ga i n. Science and Heal th says on p, 267. ", , , , the fnr
ever Father must 'ha\'e had children pn",r to .·-Jt/am," 
.--\nd. if so. there must have been the counterfeit matter
belief. as ,\1 rs, Eddy says: ", , , , every creatiun or idea 
of Spirit has its c0l1ntcr;Cl'{ in some matter belief, Every 
material belief hints the existence nf spiritual realit\" 
and if murtals are instructed in spiritual thifl!js, it will 
be seen that material belief. in all its manifestations. 
RE\'FRSED. will be found the type and representati\'e of 
verities priceless. eternal. and just at hand." .\lis, 60: 
27-3, .\Irs, Eddy said in her message to the \\'orld's 
Parliament of Religions. as recorded in \'oJ. 11. p, 1+22: 
"The RC\'elator had not passed the transitional stage 
in human experience called death. but he already saw in 
prophetic \'isiun \\,(;man 'crowned with tweh'e stars.' 
types of the twelve tribes of Israel. and the spiritual 
enlightenment of prill/al religion," 

So the signs of the Zodiac COl'.'-:lFRHTITD the real 
man in his tweh'efuld characteristics and activities. and 
the reading of the TRlT stars (the science of the Twelve 
Tribes-stars on woman's crc:wn) is witlltJut dllubt the 
".--\strulogy" that .\Irs, Eddy says "is well in its place. 
but this place is secondary [to their Principle1." .\Iis, 
33+ :.). 6, She says these stars-Tribes-"SIIO\\' TilE 

\\'ORKI.'-:t;S of the spiritual idea." S,&H,:;62: I H. as pre
viously quoted, 

The Zodiac and its claims of inNuence are said to be 
far older than eHn Egyptian or Chaldean civilizatinn 
-\vhich would far antedate the Bihle account of crea
tion, Egypt had twelve gods in the time of .\Ioses and 
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before, each representing one of the Astrological signs. 
So, ~I()ses had a wonderful background for his proph
ecy in the first chapter of Genesis, in the Twelve Tribes 
of Israel as REVERSI:,\G the claims of influence of Egypt's 
twelve gods. He wrote Genesis first chapter se\'eral 
hundred years after Jacob had his twelve sons (the 
Twelve Tribes), which ~lrs. Eddy says on p. 562 of 
Science and Health are symbolized by the tweh-e stars 
on woman's crown, Re\-. 12:1. The :\.pril Journal of 
1895, in describing the twelve stars around the Direc
tor's \Yindow in The ylother Church, says: "This win
dow is encircled with tweh-e stars, four of which are 
larger than their fellows, as hereafter explained; these 
stars symbolize the twelve tribes of Israel, and the 
twelve tribes of Israel stand in type for the u'hr,le hll man 
'·ate. The four large stars stand in symbol for the City 
described in Rev. 21 :16: '.-\.nd the City lieth four
square: etc." April Journal. IWr~, p. 5 (The Journals 
of January, February, ~larch, :\.pril and ~lay of 189_~ 

contain marvelous descriptions of The (little) ~lother 

Church, and its windows, which are far more elabo
rately described in these Journals than in Joseph .-\.rm
strong's The ~lother Church). 

The following outline is given for the purpose of 
showing the absolute need (as touched upon in the pre
vious chapter) of understanding the true stars (the 
Tweh-e Tribes, S.&H. 562), in order to offset the false 
claims of influence which are appallingly prenIent in 
the human consciousness when we realize the extent to 

which we unthinkingly accept them by not understand
ingly rejecting them. 

In the Farmer's .-\.Imanac the weather (which most 
of us accept unthinkingly) is most minutely prognosti
cated day by day for a year in ad1'flll("e, on the sole 
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basis of false star-reading or the Astrological positions 
of the sun, moon and stars. 

Every seed is planted, cultivated and harvested on 
the basis of Astrological position of the stars. If this is 
not realized; the purchase of a Farmer's Almanac will 
be a revelation that should appall anyone. Every day 
of the week is named for an Astrological "God." and 
its particular influence claimed to preside over it. Just 
so each day is put under its limitation of sorrow, sickness 
and death by the failure to see the real idea of stars. 
True, l\Irs. Eddy says: "The planets have no more 
power over man than o\'er his '\laker," S.&H. 102-
and this is what we must kno-u:; however. as ., Evil is 
destroyed by the sense of good." S.&H. 311 :13. in know
ing the truth. we destroy the lie. ":\. lie takes its pattern 
from Truth, by re\'ersing Truth. So evil and all its 
fClrms are inverted good." en. 53: I. A true sense of the 
Twelve Tribes of Israel as stars in woman's crown will 
handle these twelve "influences," as they are the true 
stars that "sang together" in basic being before evil 
made war upon them. S.&H. 565 :23-28. Thus the look
ing out from the stars upon the universe. S.&H. 125: 
28. 29. interprets and demonstrates "universal har
mony," Rud. 1 :I-·t. "The spiritual fact. repeated in the 
action of man and the whole universe. is harmonious 
and is the ideal of Truth," S.&H. 207 :28-29. '\Irs. Eddy 
recognizes this claim of influence when she speaks of 
the key of divine Science making it unnecessary for man 
"to consult almanacs for the probabilities either of his 
life [as against the claims of Astrology] or of the 
weather," S.&H. 171 :5-1 I-Divine Science~ \Voman, 
embracing the Twelve Tribes. 

"Astrology" viewed from its counterfeit sense claims 
that there are only !'7.i.:ehe different kinds of people, 
born in the twelve different influences; counterfeiting 
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the "Tree of Life" in Rev. 22, "bearing twelve man
ner of fruits." Astrology's horoscope divides man into 
twelve houses, each and everyone of which bears close 
counterfeit analogy to the Truth, as shown by compar
ing the following wilh its numerically corresponding 
Tribe, as true star: 

1. House of Life. Represented by the ram, counter
feiting "the Lamb of God" (or male sheep) who gave 
Life to the world. "I am come that they might have 
Life and that they might have it more abundantly" 
(J esus). (Reuben, Jacob's first son, types LIFE, as shown 
in previous chapter.) 

2. House of Riches-Taurus the bull. "In the figu
rative transmission from the divine thought to the 
human, diligence, promptness and perseverance are 
likened to 'the cattle upon a thousand hills.' They carry 
the baggage of stern resolve, and keep pace wi th highest 
purpose," S.&H. 514:14-18. \\'e all will admit that 
these qualities are the only road to heavenly riches and 
their correlative human abundance. Compare Simeon 
(Jacob's second son) in previous chapter herewith. 

3. House of Brothers. The Gemini or Twins, coun
terfeits the union of law and Love, the underlying, as 
well as overlying Principle-Love. This is "the stars' " 
most dual influence, as it is the endeavor to unite heaven 
and earth. (Compare with Levi, Jacob's third son, as 
unfolded in previous chapter, herewith.) 

4. House of Parents. Sign of Cancer, the Crab. The 
breast or Motherhood of being. This was the claimed 
sign of Mrs. Eddy's birth when all the world of nature 
is mothering its young. (Compare Judah, Jacob's fourth 
son, Jesus' tribe, herewith.) 

5. House of Children-Leo (Lion), the Heart. 
This meaning is too obvious. It takes "courage" to have 
children (perpetuating "two-ness") and the "heart" is 
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the function most nearly involved in the penalty there
for. Heart-S.&H. 587 :23, 2+. (Compare Dan, Jacob's 
fifth son, herewith.) 

6. House of Heal th-Vi rgo (woman) the bowels. 
\Yoman has certainly unfolded health, and its secret in 
"the bowels of mercies," Col. 3: 12-Love! (Compare 
X aphtali, Jacob's sixth son, herewith. l\; oting sixth pic
ture in Christ and Christmas.) 

7. House of .Marriage. Scales-Balance. This sign 
is said to be the balance between heaven and earth, or 
the upper heavenly parts of the body, with the lower 
parts which execute heaven's commands. (Compare 
Gad, Jacob's se1'enth son, herewith.) 

8. House of Death. The scorpion or the secret parts 
-lust brings death. "In the day thou eatest thereof, 
thou shalt surely die," Gen. 2:17. (Compare Asher, 
Jacob's eighth son, herewith, noting remarks on the dan
ger of this step.) 

9. House of Religion. The archer or the thigh. The 
Bible characters took an oath by putting their hand on 
the thigh; for instance, Abraham's servant in Gen. 2+:q ; 
again J acob'sthigh was out of joint in his struggle with 
the angel. The Jews will not eat the thigh of an animal 
even today, as it is sacred to religious symbolism. (Com
pare Issachar, ninth son of Jacob, herewith.) 

10. House of Dignities-the Goat or the knee. 
"Every knee shall bow and every tongue confess," Paul. 
Sin (Goat, Lev. 16:20-22; .!\1at. 25:33) and mortal be
lief bowing before man's 1\1aker. (Compare Zebulun, 
tenth son of Jacob, herewith.) 

11. House of Friendship. The Waterman or the 
legs. Friendship can be watered, nourished, only in 
:\1ind. \Vater is a symbol of .Mind, S.&H . .507 :3. (Com
pare Joseph, eleventh son of Jacob, herewith.) 
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12. House of Enemies-Pisces or crossed fish. The 
feet. ~othing is at enmity with understanding, and 
everything is against the theorist who does not stand on 
something. "The spiritual id~a has given the under
standing a foothold in Christian Science," S.&H. 534-: 
30-1. The twelfth son is the final union of hea\'en and 
earth. Redeemed earth alone furnishes a f()othold
never the clouds, nor theory. (Compare Benjamin, 
twelfth son of Jacob, herewith.) 

The J oumals contain many Astrological notes of 
signs in the heavens: for instance on p. 17 of the April 
number of 1895 is the following statement: "Paris, 
~larch 3rd-The year 189.", [The 1\lother Church was 
dedicated Jan. 6, 189.':;1 will be a remarkable one, both 
from the Astronomical and religious point of view. On 
Good Friday next (April 12th) the heannly bodies 
which gravitate round the sun will be in exactly the same 
position they occupied in the firmament the day Christ 
died on the cross. It will be the /i,.st time such a thing 
has occurred since that great day, 1862 years ago ..... 
At 4-:20 in the morning, Paris time (about II :20 P. :\1. 
on April 11th, Xew York time), the moon wil! pass 
before Virginis (Spica) and hide that constellation for 
over an hour [:\loon and man, have the same deriva
tion]. "Virginis, or Spica, is a star of the first magni
tude, situated in the constellation of Virgo (a virgin)." 
April J ourna!. 1895, p. 17. 

Again in the ~1ay Journal. 1895, p. 5+, under the 
title of "A Celestial Cross" is a description of the fol
lowing strange phenomenon: "\Yhile the atmosphere 
was clear and the stars visible. it was of such a character 
that the moon's rays formed a perfect (l"0SS. with the 
moon as a center. The cross was of a silvery shade. 
and was very pronounced in its formation. It was wit-
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nessed by many people with varied feelings of awe and 
wonder. .... The hcur when it was the plainest was 
about midnight. just as Good Friday [189.:; ] was being 
ushered in in this longi tude" (·Boston Globe). 

Again in .1ugust Journal, I895, p. 217 (Vol. U. 
Xo. 5). is the following: "_-\ most beautiful sight was 
witnessed here June 25th. the conjunction of Venus and 
the moon. The moon was exactly beneath \T enus. and 
overhead part of the constellation. Leo (the Lion). 
formed a beautiful crown of stars. The sight reminded 
me of Rev. 12: 1." 

Again. in the April Journal, I 896. Vol. I +. was the 
following: "The C nique December. 189.:;. Probablv 
not many are aware that this December was different 

. from any other since the beginning of the Christian era. 
December. 1895. enjoyed the unique privilege of having 
!u'o full moons, which is a phenomenon that has not 
occurred in any December in 1896 years (Jesus' birth). 
The co-incidence of the last event of this time. happen
ing in the same year as the birth of Christ, was not widely 
noted, however, or it would probably have been looked 
upon by many as significant. The occurrence was a 
purely astronomical one (::\ ew York \,. arid)." 

The Journal. Vol. 7. 1\0. 12. :\larch, 1890. p .. :;79. 
"Astronomy": "The following is a clipping from the 
'Xational Israelite,' the organ of the liberal Jews of 
this country. and I send it as being very significant to 

Christian Scientists: 'It is maintained in the Talmud 
(Baba Bathra 16) that a gem hung from the neck of 
Father Abraham. and that any sick person looking upon 

-it was cured instantly. That was more wonderful than 
the faith cures; more wonderful even than the miracu
lous cures recorded in the Gospels. In the same section 
of the Talmud, p. 16, it was reported that there was 
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so much astr%!}), or astronomy in the heart of Abra
ham that all the Kings of the East and \Yest approached 
his door. This explains the nature of the wonderful 
gem,-it was Science. Josephus, Antiquities 1, VII, 2, 
tells the same story about Abraham; he taught the 
Egyptians arithmetic and the Science of Astronomy. 
This solves the mystery, not of faith-cure, but of Abra
ham's miraculous gem.' " 

So -'Irs. Eddy permitted these symbols to be made 
significant in connection with The ~lother Church dedi
cation in 1895. The Bible speaks of the stars fighting 
against Sisera in their courses, Judges 5 :20; "Canst thou 
bind the sweet influences of the Pleiades, or loose the 
bands of Orion "-J ob. Pleiades was a cluster of seven 
stars called the seyen sisters, one of which was invisible 
to the eye-the little sister that was ashamed of her
self because she married a mortal. Astrologists claim 
that Jacob read the "Horoscope" of his sons, Gen. 49; 
as he truly did, but it was the spiritual sense of stars
the tu:eI7.'e stars on "'oman's Crown, Rev. 12:1. 

~1rs. Eddy says: ".\strology is well in its place, but 
this place is secondary," -'lis. 33+ :5, 6. Again, "The 
astronomer will no longer look up to the stars,-he will 
look out fram them upon the ll1lil'erse," S.&H. 125 :28, 
29. Again, in speaking of the twelve stars on "·oman's 
Crown, S.&H. 562:11-21. -'Irs. Eddy says, lines 16-21: 
"These are the stars in the crown of rejoicing. They are 
the lamps in the spiritual heanns of the age [an age 
being 100 years and this statement being made in the 
nineteenth century, shows it was "JJ other's" work and 
not ours] which show the fu:orkings of the spiritual 

idea." 
The astronomical illustration on p. 13 of Miscel

lany: "The Church at Jerusalem, like a sun in the center 
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of its system, had other Churches, like so many planets, 
revolving around it. It was strictly a \YOTHER and a 
ruling Church. According to his description the Church 
of Jerusalem seems to prefigure The \Iother Church 
of Christ, Scientist." ~Iotherhood standing for the sun 
("clothed in the sun," Rev. 12:1) "and the moon [stand-
. h S&H ?6()'?? ?-. -'+''''01 1 d mg on t e moon,. . _ -, . __ -_), ).) .. , - J' un er 
her feet, and upon her head [intelligence] a crown of 
twelve stars"-the Extension or "crown," \Iy. 6. rep
resenting the entire Tribes as indi\'idually expressed 
in the Branch activities. Bu' when the sun, or ruling 
order u:ithdrau:s itself, as is promised in the City four
square: "The City had no need of the sun [symbol of 
l\'lotherhood] or the moon [symbol of Fatherhood] to 
shine in it; for the glory of God did lighten it and the 
Lamb [human conscicusness wedded to LO\'e] is the 
light thereof," Re\'. 21 :23. 

This whole illustration contains the spiritual values 
intended to be expressed by the Stan. The Stars will 
never become one until spiritually, rather than mentally, 
controlled. The symbols of sun and the monn and stars 
could not go beyond "intelligence." They were 
"created" in the Bible, mentalized, or "intelligently" 
interpreted, in our Church go\'crnment. but must spir
itually go on "to Truth "-the last step in the ideal man, 
S.&H. 517:R and 9. Had \lrs. Eddy's ('founding" not 
reached this possibility, her revelation would ha\'e been 
111 yam. 

Cnder the title. "Something In a ~ame," 1\1y. p. 
353, 1\1 rs. Eddy says: (, I have given the name to all 
the Christian Science periodicals. The fi rst was the 
Christian Science Journal, designed to put on record 
the di\'ine Science of Truth," etc. 
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The following will show how these Journals pre
sented the true record of these tribes or stars. To begin 
with, whether by intent to re1'erse or otherwise, the J our
nal was started in the first Astrological sign (Life), 
April, 1883: "The Tree of Life, which yielded her 
fruit E\'ERY :\lO:\"TH, and the leaves of the tree, were 
for the healing of the nations." 

In considering each volume of the Journal, which 
covers a period of a year, or whole unit of tu'elu months 
("The son of a year," S,&H, 594-), it has been found to 
bring out one of the T'1.L'eh'e Tribes, :\liscellaneous 
\\'ritings is the gathering up of the twelve baskets full 
after the feast. :\1r. Edward p, Bates in the Journal of 
:\larch, 1897. p, ,)86, in expressing his appreciation of 
:\liscellaneous \Vritings, says: "There are tu'el1'e chap
ters,-One for E,'fRY TRIBE (or phase of belief) . , , . 
I further observe that this book contains a large portion 
of your writings for FOl'RTEE:\" years, This number is 
significant when I recall what has transpi red during 
those years, also a remarkable prophay and its fulfill
ment, in ]lSr FOl'RTEE:\ [in italics] years. and its mean
ing in C/o'istian ,,'eicn!t'," Jacob worked for Rachel 
(LO\'e) just jr;lnteell yea rs, Gen. 29, :\.Iso Genesis 1+ :5, 
the demonstration of true Church starts in "the four
teenth" year. On p, 575 of the above last named Journal 
is a "Xotice" "enjoining" all Teachers in the Cnited 
States and Canada not to teach a class for a whole year 
(at that time two or three classes were allowed a year
at one time. four; and, again. every month at first), 
stating that :\liscellaneous \Yritings was calculated to 

prepare the minds of all true thinkers to understand the 
Christian Science Text-Book more correctlv than a stu
dent could. ", , , , If a member of the First Church 
of Christ, Scientist, shall fail to obey this injunction, it 
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will render him liable to lose his membership in this 
Church "-signed by ~Irs. Eddy. 

The object of all of the above is to show the impera
tive necessity of a right apprehension of the twelve stars 
upon which The ~lother Church was founded in its 
Second Organization and under which 1\lr5. Eddy left 
us, and from which we have seemed to retrograde from 
lack of vision of what she did and intended. She was a 
"Star Reader" in the truest sense. for this was the task 
assigned to her in .\lotherhood. for did she not have to 
understand her "crown," Rey. 12: l-"crowned wi th 
twelve stars," before she CGuld unfold the C niYersal 
Child which it typed-as evidenced by Science and 
Health 562: II. and April. 1895. J oumal; which latter 
explains the Directors' window as encircled by these 
twehoe stars "which stand in type for the whole human 
race." 

The statement in the ~Iay J oumal of 1895, p. 87: 
"April first. 189_~, closed the TWELFTH yolume of the 
J oumal, which was established by our Leader in 1883. 
This was the day she yisited The .\Iother Church. A 
happy cGincidence," shows the underlying signi ficance 
attached to this event. The .\Iother Church was dedi
cated Jan. 6. 189_~, about three months before .\lrs. 
Eddv visited it. although she liyed but a short distance 
therefrom. The incidents of this visit are recorded in 
the ~Iay. 1895, Journal under the title of "The ~lother's 
Visit"; and in the same Journal. in the portion entitled 
the "Editor's Table," was the above unmistakably com
prehensiye comment on the coincidence of her visit and 
the closing of the T"·ELFTlI volume of the] ouma!. That 
her delay in seeing the Church was a matter of concern 
and comment is eyidenced by the following statement: 
"The children both large and small have been asking,-
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How long could she refrain from seeing that which was 
so near (in the higher sense as well as in distance) and 
dear to her heart?" and then the article "The Mother's 
Visit" goes on to state that shortly after noon, TWELVE 

o'clock (the time that Jesus on the cross gave his ~Iother 
to John as Cniversal ~Iother), she "quietly and unan
nounced entered the Church, going directly to the 
'!oTHER'S Roo~f and later to the auditorium. She passed 
the night in '!oTHER'S Roo'L" 

\Vhile this hint of the coincidence of the closing of 
the TWELFTH volume of the J oumal and ~lother's visit 
to the Church (which "was erected as a testimonial of 
her students" to her, ~Iay 1895 Journal), in no sense 
led the X ate-taker to discover the following coinci
dence of each year's Journal with its corresponding tribe 
and star (but rather ~Irs. Eddy's statement in ~Iiscel
lany 3)3: "Something in a X arne" in which she gives 
us the object of the Journal), still it was entirely con
firmatory to find it after the completion of the quest! 

As ~Irs. Eddv first re\'ealed, and then founded 
(demonstrated) wi th us her re\'elation, she had revealed 
the ~Iotherhood of God in her third volume, 1881-2 
(but a few copies of this edition were published until 
1882), so her next step in 1883 was to unfold the tribes 
in the Glossary (as we had no Glossary until 1883), 
thence to start the demonstration with the field and the 
world of the Tweh'e Tribes and stars-first tribes in 
Glossary, then stars in "Toman's crown in the sixteenth 
edition in 1886, at which time the J oumal was in the 
last issue of the third volume-"Levi"-and ready to 

start the unfoldment of "J udah" in the fourth volume. 
The sixteenth edition (',"oman bringing forth the 

man child), was announced for sale in the twelfth (last) 
issue of the third volume. 
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So from the time '\lrs. Eddy started the Journal, it 
kept in immediate response to her revisions of Science 
and Health. The Journal \vas called at first a FA~lILY 
Paper, as indeed it was-lithe universal family held in 
the gospel of Love," S.&H. 577 :3, 4, and unfolded the 
Universal Church. 

It might be well to study here Genesis 29 from verse 
20 to 35, inclusive, Genesis 30: 1-2S, and Genesis 35: 16-
19, in order to see the redemption of the tribes in the 
"descending" City foursquare. For in the previous 
chapter we have seen them in an "ascending" unfold
ment, and nothing is ever perfect in the ascending 
thought-the very necessity for ascension carries with 
it the acknowledged limitation of previous positions. 

The following is the tribe by tribe unfoldment of 
the Journal as an "IXDEPE:\'"DE:\'"T FA\fILY Paper" (its 
original name) : 

Vol. I-Ret/ben, which means, "Behold a !Oon." 
Leah said at his bi rth : "X ow therefore my husband wi II 
love me," Gen, 29 :32. 

1\1 rs. Eddy was the sole editor of the first volume, 
which contained six issues, reminding us of the com
pleteness of the first son, as described in "The Twelve 
Tribes." So many of her own articles were written for 
this volume, as she had no support but gathered her 
"tid-bits," other than her writings, largely from the uni
verse-poems, trite sayings, articles with a moral, etc. 
There ne\'er was and never will be but one son-the 
infinite idea-that embraces all else. Reuben's sin, Gen. 
49 :4, was the lie that "takes its pattern from Truth by 
reversing Truth," en. 53 :1,2. Reuben put into matter 
"Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 46_:;, but as "by 
re1'ersal errors serve as waymarks to the one mind," 
S.&H. 267, Reuben was in type the one and only son, 
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hence, Mrs. Eddy edited these Journals. The fulluwing 
are her articles in V ul. I: 

Vol. 1. Xo. I, .1pril: "Prospectus," ~lis. p. I; ".:\ 
Timely Issue," ~lis. p. +; "Taking Offence," etc. Vol. I, 
Xo. 2, JUlle: "People's God" (now "Peuple's Idea of 
God"); "Hints to the Clergy"; "Vuices ut Spring"; 
"Christ my Refuge." Vul. I, :\ 0.3, .1uyust: "\roman's 
Rights"; "Contagion." \' 01. 1. X o. +, October: 
"Ahren's Decision"; "Impruve Yuur Time"; "Take 
Heed"; "The :\ew Birth." Vul. I, :\0. S, Deu11lber: 
"Christian [now "Scientitic"J Theism"; "~leeting of 
~ly Departed Husband and ~lother"; "Thanksgiying 
Dinner"; "Science \'S. ~lesmerism"; "Justice" (now 
"Injustice"). Vul. I. :\0. 6, in Fcbu/{;ry. \'01. II, Xo. 1. 
.1pril, IHH+ (Sn'enth Journal): "\Yish and Item"; 
":\Ilegory": ".-\buse d ~Iental Healing": "Bible Les
sons"; eighth Juurnal. Vol. II. June 7, ISS+, "LuH," 
~lis. 38+; \'01. II, :\0. 9, .-\ugusr 2, l8~H. 

From the abo\'e it \\'ill be seen the amount of labor 
the first \'olume of six issues \\'<1S tll ~Irs. Edd\' in addi
tion to her editurial \\urk of ciwoslng and arranging 
clippings, etc. There was practically no Field support 
eyidenced. Just here. huweyer, after three issues ut 
Vol. I I. someone "heard" her call and answered. 

Vol. II-Simcoll, "Hearing." Leah said: "Because 
the Lurd hath heard .... he hath giHn me this sun 
alsu," Gen. 2l) :33 .. -\ wuman. ~I rs, Emma Hopkins, re
sponded and edited the next issues of Vol. II. Grad
ually the Field "heard" and began ttl contribute. 

\' 01. I I I-Le"i. "Ecclesiastical despotism," S.&H. 
p. _~90: ":\o\\' this time will my husband [Theolugy] 
be joined unto me," This \'olume was begun by the 
article "\'eritas Odium Parit," p. 2+_) uf ~liscellaneous 
"'ritings, and was a defense against the pllipit and press, 
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The volume contained Sermonettes, .\nswers to Ques· 
tions and wrestling with PII/pit-a fair representation 
of "Levi," and an endean)r to unite the old Theology 
with the X ew Spirit-trying to "join unto" us the 
Ch"istian wpport. 

~1rs. Eddy suggests the need for the X ational Chris
tian Scientists' .\ssociation in \'01. III. Xo. 10; and in 
Vol. III, Xo. II. Thirteen call it forth. In \Tol. III. 
"Ko. 1.2. at the time of its first regular meeting. the six
teenth edition of Science and Health was announced, 
gi\'ing Genesis and the .\pocalypse fur the first time. the 
latter going only so far as \Yoman bringing forth the 
\!..\:\" CHILD. 

Vol. I\T-Jllt/ah: "Xow will I praise the Lord," 
Gen . .29:3_~. This \"olume starts with "The Xew Birth" 
(reprinted from \Tol. I. X o. +, ~l is. l~). and is most 
inspirational throughout. Two articles on "Jacob's 
Ladder" are most helpful and inspiring,-one speaking 
of Science and Health as ,,] acob's Ladder." The whole 
volume seems to present 11/llch illll1l1inati0n without 
human order. So much so that in the next \"olume, 
Xo. 5, under the title of "Growls and Congratulations," 
someone speaks of this feature and rejoices that there 
is a promise of more system and human order. It seems 
to rise abo\"e the human and to sa\' with Leah, "Xow, 
will I praise the Lord." "The .Ye~~' Birth ," by ~l rs. 
Eddy, with which it starts, as prC\"i()usly noted charac
terizes the entire volume. 

Vol. V-Dan, ".\nimal ~Iagnetism." Science and 
Health: "God hath judged me," Gen. 30 :6. The new 
Editor. a former minister, opened a Department on 
",-Inimal J[avne/ism," which is the first time the subject 
has been handled in the J ou mal. There are th ree articles 
in the first issue (.\pril) in this department. :\lay issue 
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contains the article bv :\lrs. Eddy on "\Yan That Are - - -
\T ain," :\Iay, 1 RR7. This is when all were struggling 
against the Dragon as prcphesied when" :\Iother" was 
bringing forth the man child in demonstration; her rev
elation of the man child having been announced in the 
last issue of the third \'olume, the sixteenth edition of 
Science and Health. The sharply outstanding feature 
of the fifth yolume is the Department on ":\nimal :\Iag
netism,"-particularly unfolding what it is, and how it 
operates. 

Vol. VI-Xaphtali: "\Vith great wrestlings have I 
wrestled with my sister, and I have prevailed", Gen. 
30 :8. The same editor remained in office and the regular 
Department on ":\nimal :\Iagnetism" \vas continued 
during this volume, in which it seems that the Field 
grapple with the subject more intelligently. They 
seemed to "prevail," as the subject was dropped, as a 
characterizing point, in the next volume, the seventh. 
The department on Animal :\Iagnetism was entirely 
abclished. This,:\ aphtali (the sixth) volume contained 
the wonderful articles: "Put ['p Thy S·u:ord," :\Iis
cellaneous \Vritings, n+ (:\Iarch, 1889): "Thy \Vill 
Be Done," :\1 iscellaneous "T ri tings, 208 (:\larch, 1889) ; 
"The Christmas Sermon," :\Iiscellaneous \Yritings, 161 
(February, 1889). These seemed as though the wres
tling had "pre\'ailed," and they are marvelously inspir
Ing. 

Vol. V II-Gad, ":\ troop cometh," Gen. 30: 11 ; 
S.&H. _~86:2l: "Science: spiritual being understood; 
haste toward harmenv." :\t this time, October, 1889, 
:\1 rs. Eddy dissoh'ed College and Church and this vol
ume contains articles looking toward a more spiritual 
form of Church. "Organization Dissolved" would char
acterize this entire volume. Sr..-en is the last seal of error 
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to be broken before rest from man's labor ceases, and 
this is wonderfully symbolized in this entire yolume
"former things passing away," The article on "The 
\\'ay," :\lis. 3~.~, December lRR9 Journal. which sug
gests how "ORG.\:,\IZ.\TJO:'\ DIssOLn:D" characterizes this 
enti re yolume: "J udge :\" ot," :\1 is. .?90, September, 
1889, is in this \'olume; also "Fallibility of Human 
Concepts," ~lis, 3~1: and lI'cdl0ck, under title of 
"'Conjugal Rights," ~I is . .?R.~, June 1 R~q, 

\'01. VIII~-.lshl'r: "Happy am I. for the D.-\U'H

TERS ,,·ill call me blessed," Gen. 30:13. S.&H .. ~Rl: 
1.~, 16: "Hope and faith; spiritual C0mpt'Tlsation," etc. 
"Behold, I make all things T/e'i.~'" would characterize 
this yolume, As the former yolume steod for" diss0lu
ti0T/," this yolume stands for "resdlltion" on a higher 
plane, as all of the dissolved associations were reJ0/-,'ed 
into higher forms. The ~lassachusetts :\Ietaphysical 
C-ollege ;\.ssociation dissrJ,'ed in Gad, January 1 R90, and 
"eso/;'ed itself in Asher, June 1890, into a "'/.·0Iuntru·y 
;\.ssembly of Christians," Journal, June lR90; the l'\a
tiona I Christian Scientists' :\.ssociation dissolved, repeal
ing its Constitution and By-Laws and roo/red itself into 
a 'T:'\!\·ERS.\L .\SSE~[BLY." The beautiful article on 
"Loye Your Enemies" was the first article in this Vol. 
VIII. April UNO, p, 8, of ~Iiscellaneous \"ritings, 
and would characterize this volume (as the first article 
always does); "Extract From a Christmas Letter," ~lis, 
I.~9, Feb, lR90 Journal. The articles in this entire v()l
ume are most spiritual and inspirational. 

Vol. IX-Issachar: "God hath given me my hire." 
"Issachar is a strong ass couching down between T\\'O 

burdens," Gen, 4-9: 14-. It was the claimed f.-,,~·o-ness of 
man and woman which put the burden of "self-will" 
and "lust," etc., on Issachar. S.&H. 589: 1-3. He is a 
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type of the TWO \\Tf:-\ESSES as t'i.i.'"Q instead of one! The 
City foursquare as revealed by ~lrs. Eddy, ,witiT/!) man 
and \Yoman, came in this volume, thus "by reversal er
rors sen"e as waymarks to the one ~1 ind, " S.&H. 267: 
24. _-\Iso Retrospection and Introspection, gave us a 
history of the dissolution of the First Church, saying 
on p. 58: "This spiritually organized Church of Christ 
(Scientist) in Boston, still goes on," etc. (as we now 
have it, Ret., p. ++ :29-+), and adding that the Church 
might yet find it wisdom to reorganize a second time 
for the purpose of (0mp/eting its history, etc. The 
"two in 0ne" (man merged into \Yoman as described in 
"E\'olutionary Comparisons") of man and woman in 
the City foursquare characterizes this volume; the 
square (manhood) of the circle-not a circle iTl a square, 
but the circle of love squared. \Yoman (the Bride) em
bracing man, Jeremiah 3 I :22. The articles are all in 
this illumined vein. 

Vol. X-Zebu/lin: "Xow will my husband dwell 
with me," Leah, Gen. 30 :20. "Zebulun shall dwell at 
the haven of the sea; and he shall be for an haven of 
ships," Gen. 49: 13. The "dwelling" was prepared 
during the unfolding of this volume; that is, the second 
organization took place in September, 1892,-during 
this volume-and Church building was agitated and 
planned during the whole year. Such articles as "Pond 
and Purpose," ~lis. 203, were unfolded, V ul. X, X o. 5. 
This volume began with "The Transjigurati0n." The 
first article always characterizing the volume, as before 
noted. 

Vol. XI-loseph. Rachel's first son, meaning "In
crease": "The Lord shall add to me another son," Gen. 
30:24. This is characterized by the "'orld's Religious 
Congress at the "'orId's Fair in Chicago into which 
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Mrs. Eddy merged the Cni'1.'ersa/ Assembly (which had 
started at "the Call of Thi rteen" in the "N ational Chris
tian Scientists' Association"), ~ ov., 1893, J oumal, Vol. 
XI, No.7. The C niversal spirit was manifested, and 
characterized this volume of J oumals. Also the mar
velous book Christ and Christmas appeared in Dec., 
1893, and was much commented upon. This volume con
tained the wonderful articles "Christ and Christmas," 
Mis. 371 ; "Deification of Personality," I\Iis. 307; and 
a splendid article by Judge Hanna, Jan. Journal, 1894, 
which defines the mission of Christ and Christmas and 
of which ~1rs. Eddy says in the same issue: "Judge 
Hanna's editorial in this Journal gives no uncertain 
echo of the Spirit and mission of Christ and Christmas." 

This volume of the Journal (Joseph) starts with an 
article on "Resurrection," and is rich with spiritual 
blessings, feeding the \YorId at the Chicago Religious 
\VorId Congress with Thirteen Addresses (twelve be
sides :\Irs. Eddy's), and gathering up "t-u:eh:e baskets 
full" for the field by publishing the twelve addresses, 
exclusive of l\1rs. Eddy's, during the succeeding months, 
one by one. There was no publishing of i\1rs. Eddy's 
address in the J oumals, as "tu:ell'e" only could be given 
to Church, and her address being the Thirteenth was 
given only'to our ~ ation and the \Vorld in "The Worlds 
Parliament of Religions, Vol. II, pp. 1419- 1 423, and 
to the "\VorId's Religious Congress" directly, as sub
sequently described in "Evolutionary Organization." 

The foundation of the :\lother Church was laid in 
November and December-that which "proceeds from 
divine Principle," S.&H. 583: 13. 

Vol. XII-Benjamin ("Son of the right hand"). 
"A spiritual type; that which cmIFoRTS, consoles and 
SUPPORTS," S.&H. 582. This volume unfolds the build-
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ing of the superstructure of The -'lather Church, with 
its many triumphs. as well as its dedication, Jan., 1895. 
"The structure of Truth and Lo\'e; whatever rests upon 
[comforts J and proceeds from [supports] divine Prin
ciple," S.&H. 583 :12, 13. The consolation being the 
spiritual expression as the outcome of these two quan
tities-foundation and superstructure. Joseph, foun
dation. becomes one with Benjamin, superstructure. in 
Church. Again repeating as a fitting climax: In the 
~1ay, 1895, Journal, p. 87, the following item is made: 
"April first, 1895, closed the TWELFTH [twelfth in 
italics J \'olume of the Journal. which was established 
bv our Leader in 1883. This was the dav she visi ted . . 
The .\Iother Church. A. happy coincidence." This 
J oumal (.\1ay. 1895) contains an account of this visit in 
the first article. 

These Journals unfolded the Twelve Tribes. and 
Mother's work was finished. The ~lassachusetts .\leta
physical College _-\ssociation, as "parent Association" 
adjourned sine die in June, 1895. 

In 1895 the Journals of January, February, '\larch, 
April and .\1ay, Vols. XII and XI II, contain won
derful picture of the windows in The Little .\lother 
Church and their explanations. The April, 1895, Jour
nal explains the Directors' \Vindow, stating that the 
twelve stars surrounding this window stand for the 
Twelve Tribes, "and the Tweln Tribes stand in type 
for the whole human race." 

That the symbol of tu.:e/'l:e is the key to the Sci
ence of Life, as initially stated in this Chapter and types 
spiritual wholeness, the following will serve to bear out! 

There are tu:eh:e hours in a day-"Are there not 
/'lui'l:e hours in the day?", John 11:9. Also see defini
tion of day in the Glossary of Science and Health. There 
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are twelve inches in a foot-"foot" types "understand
ing," S.&H .. ~:;H:16. There are i1a/7'e months in a 
year-a month being the "Son of a Year," S.&H .. ~9+. 
(:\ loon and man, have the same derivation.) T acob had 
i'u:ehe sons, after seeing heaven and earth one, Gen. 
28 :11-13. Jesus had 1-,ce/,'e disciples. Elijah (who is 
the prophecy of Chriqian Science-and is "the basis 
of immortality" see Elias, which was the Greek for 
Elijah - S.&H .. ~8~ :9, 10) as his last labored act 
built an altar of lu:elre stones and poured hI:eI1.'e 
barrels of water thereon, I Kings is. Elisha was dri\'ing 
lu:eh-c yoke of oxen when Elijah called him to take 
Elijah's place, "and he was with the 1-i.i:elfth," I Kings 
19: I (LlI, showing his fitness to show the world how to 

reach ha/7'e rather than demanding that they see it 
initially. Elijah's mission was one of fire and barren
ness to the human consciousness, while Elisha's was one 
of water, as will be seen by the history of the acts of 
these prophets-"Elisha poured water on the hands uf 
Elijah," I I Kings 3: 11. epitomizes the difference in 
their ministrations. There were tu·ei7.'e oxen holding up 
the sea in Solomon's Temple, (I Kings 7 ::?5, typing the 
character of Elisha's work as before described) "three, 
looking toward the north: and three looking toward the 
west; and three looking toward the south: and three 
looking toward the east"-Iabor (oxen) only looks "to
,u'ard" the four sides of the City which must be gained 
by 7'isi'.Jn; but it upholds the medium of reaching it
water of purification. (The man, bearing the pitcher of 
water, had his upper room furnished and prepared, but 
he did not get into the room with the :\laster. It takes 
more than water!) Jesus was i-u·e!'1.·e years old when he 
combated Pharisaical creed and dogma. :\lrs. Eddy 
was t'7.L'eh·e years old when she did the same; and she 
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permits us in the ~1anual, 35: I, the same privilege 
at the age of tu:e/'L'e. J airus' daughter was t'l£el'Z'e years 
old when she was raised from the dead·; and the \Voman 
with issue of blood (sex, rather than quality. di~tinc
tion) was healed after t'",L'eh:e years of this false sense 
of Woman and while Jesus was on his way to raise J ai rus' 
daughter (who was tU'elu years old) from the dead, 
(J\.fatt, 9; :\1ark 5; Luke 8-note that one of these heal
ings is made the immediate sequence of the other in all 
three of the gospels that record it-which is seldom. if 
ever, the case before). Astrology claims tU'el'Z'e constel
lations of stars upon which it predicates its enti re claim 
of "influence" over all things, The \Voman. Rev, 12: I, 
was crowned with tU'eh-e stars. or constellations to meet 
and defeat these counterfei t cia ims of "influence." 
There are tU'eh-e gates to the City foursquare. above 
each of which is the angel of one of the T'U.:ei7.'e Tribes. 
The City has tU'ehe foundations. corresponding to the 
tu-ei'z:e apostles of the Lamb. Rev. 21 : 14. The measure 
of the City was the square of t'1.ceh:e-l44 cubits "ac
cording to the measure of a man." A gross in human 
measure is 144, the square of I-u:eh:e. 144 thousand
the square of twelve-stood with the Lamb on "fount 
Zion. Rev. 14: I. The "Tree of Li fe." Rev_ 22 :2. bore 
t'Z.ah-e manner of fruits. and yielded her fruit every 
month-f'1.ceh:e times a year. The Christian Science 
Journal typing it, putting on record "the Divine Science 
of Truth" "yielded her fruit every month," bearing 
tU'e"ve manner of fruits in its t-u'eh-e years of unfold
ment previous to The "father Church erection. There 
were tu.:el'Z-e years from the time of the unfolding of the 
First Church in 1879, to the unfolding of the "spirit
ually organized" (Church, Ret., p. 58, 1891) in 1891, the 
City foursquare; there were tu-eh:e years between "The 
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\lother Church" and the "Extension" (first services 
held in The \lother Church. Dec, 30. 189+. and Ex
tension in 1906-\ly, _,_, :31 : iO :_,; 72 :29), "The multi
tudes passed through the i-u:eI .... e entrances beneath a 
series of arches in the several facades." \ly. 78. The 
"loving cup" from the Executive \lembers of The 
\lother Church was crowned with l-u:ehe pearls. \Iy, 
3+7. The \lassachusetts \letaphysical College had 
t1i:eh .. e meetings a year. and its By-Laws denominated it 
the "parent Association". The General Teachers' As
sociation of 1903-19m~. which stead by the building of 
the "Extension" was based on 1i.i.'e!7.'t' Executive \Iem
bers. The (little) \lother Church was founded on 
l--u:ei7.'e members after each of whose names a star ap
peared in the \lanuals from the 1st to the 10th editions 
-so. undoubtedly, it was founded on i-u:el7.·e stars. \Ian
ual I i. I n music. the Chromatic Scale (Color Ladder) 
gives us ti.i.'ehe tones by raising five to the seven-toned 
diatonic scale. In music, there is a circle of tu'el't'e 
major and hL'ehe minor scales, each having seven tones, 
containing the seven basic tones plus five sharpened or 
raised tones, making a complete scale of tu'eh'e tones. 
(Note the similarity of relationship to se7..'en and f.-u:ehe 
in _-\ssociation and Church, as unfolded in "Evolu
tionary Organization.") The Chromatic Scale (Color 
Ladder) is the melodic scale-Song of the Stars. As 
Life is music. as l\lrs. Eddy presents so beautifully, 
.\Iis. 116. under the title of "Obedience." these values 
are signficant. Jesus speaks of t'u:el'l.'e thrones in the 
regeneration . .\1att. 19 :28. 

\lrs. Eddy realized her tU'eh'e stars in lYlotherhood 
were complete when after unfolding tU'el'l:e volumes of 
the J oumals. she visi ted The l\lother Church-the very 
day the l--u:elfth volume closed as the editor commented; 
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and immediately after the close of the ttwelfth volume 
of the Sentinel (in the first issue of Vol. 13), she gave 
us Miscellany 241 and 242-"Christian Science is ab
Jolute"; and left us just exactly three months thereafter, 
wearing her crown of understood (by us, as evidenced 
by the Extension "Crown"-~1y. 6: 19) Motherhood! 
We must now wed the idea she has revealed in the wed
ding of the symbol of the "cross" (little l\1other 
Church) and "Crown" (Extension) l\1y.6:17-19. 

Even in the Astrological belief about the stars, after 
the seventh "influence"-Sun, l\100n, !\-!ercury, Venus, 
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn-the next, C ranus, is heaven the 
hUJband of earth/ and Neptune, which with C ranus, 
takes care of the Jpiritual a/fairJ of Life. "A lie takes 
its pattern from Truth by reversing Truth; so evil and 
all its forms are inverted good," Un: 53 :1-3. Thus eight 
and nine are claimed to be spiritual influences.-

The Journal typed the unfolding of the Tu'el7.:e 
Tribes or t'U'el't'e constellations in l\'1other's Crown as 
typed by The Mother Church. The Sentinel (the child 
of the Journal- as stated in the first Sentinel- the 
"Weekly") typed the overcoming of the Je'Ven planetary 
influences (the Weekly-seven days) that prevent the 
right unfoldment of these true constellations or star 
values. 

Astrology claims the influence of each day of the 
week according to the planet for which the day is named 
-certain days resting under a pronounced curse as to 
all its transactions, and others likewise under a claimed 
"blessing." For instance, Sunday is named for the sun, 
and is claimed to be conducive to spiritual unfoldment, 

·Since the abo\'e was written, another star has been discovered, and 
still another's presence has been sensed by its magnetic pull. Thus it will 
continue until the full twelve are discovered. 
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light-heartedness, etc. Monday is named for the moon 
and is claimed to be conducive to restlessness, change
ableness, discontent, etc. Tuesday is named for .\lars 
(Twi's Day-another name for Mars), and is claimed 
to be conducive to ambition, courage, resolution, force, 
actiVity, etc. Wednesday (Woden's Day-another 
name for I\-1ercury) is claimed to be conducive to 
brilliancy, fluency of speech, clear perception, nimble
ness and dexterity of execution. Thursday (Thor's Day 
-corresponding to ] upiter) is claimed to be conducive 
to correct judgment, honesty, justice, benevolence, gen
erosity, etc. Friday, (Frigga's Day-another name for 
Venus) is claimed to be conducive to art, music, dress, 
love affairs or the feminine side of life, etc. Saturday 
(Saturn's Day) is put under an evil influence-Saturn 
suggesting Satan-conducive to deceitfulness, barren
ness, weariness, melancholia, mistrus't, etc. (This imme
diately above information in regard to the claim about 
the days is the only information used in these K otes 
not gained from Webster's Unabridged Dictionary and 
the Farmer's Almanac for Planting and Reaping). 

Is it not appalling that these claims of influence rest 
upon our seven days of joyous unfolding of God's love? 
Did not our Sentinel, with its seven days of joy gather
ing, type the handling of these influences against good, 
which it is our work to do? 

So when the sun and moon (which Astrology terms 
masculine and feminine) withdrew themselves in the 
plan of astronomical order, as unfolded on p. 13 of .Mis
cellany and previously quoted (the sun and moon typ
ing the two formations of .\fother Church as Fathcr
Mother), and periodicals that had unfolded these prin
ciples at the same time were withdrawn by fiat of 
:Mrs. Eddy, (as unfolded in "Evolutionary Literature"), 
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did it not show that it was because the revolving "plan
ets" (Branches, l\-fy. 13: 11) were ready to shine by the 
inherent reflection of God's love, as in Rev. 21 :23? 
Then and only then could "the ~ATIO~S of them which 
are saved walk in the light of it," etc., Rev. 21 :24. 

"These are [indeed] the stars in the crown of re
.joicing" , S.&H. 562: 16. 
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"THE SEVE~ SEALS" 
"The lion of the tribe of J uda ... hath prevailed 

to open the book. and to loose the set'en seals thereof," 
Revelation 5 :5. 

":\othing short of this divine Principle [Lo\e] un
derstood and demonstrated can e\'er open the Ie. en 
seals of error with truth." Science and Health, p. Si2. 

"THE Se7.'en Seals" of Revelation, 5th chapter, are 
called "the se7.'en seals of error" by 2\Irs. Eddy on p. 572, 
line 15. "Jesus appeared to John in Re\', 1st chapter, 
standing in the midst of se'l'en candlesticks and having 
in his right hand Je1'en stars," Rev. 1 :13, 16; and, in 
the 20th verse of the same chapter, he told John that the 
"se1'en stars are the angels of the seven CHCRCHES," and 
the Je1'en candlesticks are the St''l'e1/ churches. \Yhereas, 
the City foursquare has "twelve gates and at the gates 
twelve angels (angels are stars, because stars are angels, 
Rev, I :20), and names written thereon. which are the 
names of the Twelve Tribes of the children of Israel," 
Rev. 21 :12. The \Yoman in Re\'. 12:1 is cr0u'ned with 
twelve stars. which :\Irs. Eddy says, p. 562 S.&H., are 
the T'1.cehe Tribes standing "in type for the whole hu
man race," April J ourna!. 189.;. 

So the tribes are the stars. S.&H. 51 I :1-5 in corre
lation of 510:15, and the stars are the Churches,' so the 
"seven seals of error" are the work the first Je7.·en tribes 
must do. "These are the stars in the crown of rejoicing. 
They are the lamps in the spiri tual heayens of the age, 
which show the WORKI:\'GS of the SPIRITL\L IDL\. by 
healing the sick and the sinning, and by manifestin,; the 
light which shines 'unto the perfect day' as the night of 
materialism wanes," S.&H. 562:16-21. 



"THE SEVE~ SEALS" 

Jesus, representing the first Je'z:en ascending tribes 
as symbolized by "the seven stars in his right hand," 
Rev. I :20, gave messages to (or unfolded the nature 
of the Je7:en ascending churches, Rev. 2nd & 3rd chap
ters). The mission of each being clearly seen by what 
it "o'cercomes." 

After the unfolding Churches were sent forth in idea, 
Rev. 2 & 3, heaven was opened, Rev. 4, "and the se'ven 
prismatic colors play about the throne in the rainbow, 
showing the work the churches must do: Gather the 
seun individual prismatic colors into white (Rev. 
20: 11, Christ and Christmas, Je7:entlz picture's wrse), by 
breaking the seren individual seals which individualize 
and separate man and break the continuity of being by 
reason of fleshly limitation. In ether words the seren 
days of Creation as given us by l\loses in Gen. I st chap
ter are doubtless based upon Jacob's unfoldment of his 
first se7:en sons (which pattern .\loses had before him 
when he wrote Genesis) and must be opened to Spirit 
and taken out of material conception-"light" (1st 
day) must be redeemed to "revelation," S.&H. 50+:9-
15. "The firmament" (2nd day) redeemed to "spiritual 
understanding," S.&H. 50.; :+-8. Vegetation, trees, etc., 
(3rd day) must be redeemed to "resurrection"-John 
I2:24---every herb or tree having sprung from death 
into life, S.&H. 508 :28-8. The sun, moon and stars (4th 
day) must be redeemed to "ascension," S.&H. 509 :24-
28, through translation of the two great lights into 
"Truth and Love," S.&H. 510 :6-12. The stars must be 
redeemed to God's children-the Twelve Tribes or stars 
on \Voman's Crown, S.&H. 511 :1-5. (~ote the 'eery 
expression "multiply ;nd replenish the earth" is applied 
to the stars in the quotation S.&H. 511 :4-5, in correlation 
of S.&H. 5 J 0: IS-the very expression that is used with 
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reference to the male and female of God's creating, Gen
esis I :~8. "\Yater" must be redeemed to "mind," S.&H. 
507 :3, and whatever swims in it to ideas of mind; birds 
redeemed to "aspirations," etc., (5th day) S.&H., p. 
511 :19-16. Beasts and reptiles must be redeemed to 
qualities of thuught, S.&H. 51+:10-10. The male and 
female uf God':; creating must be redeemed to "the 
spiritual idea," S.&H. S 17 :8-10, multiplying and replen
ishing the earth by \L\:\IFESTI:\G "HIS POWER" rather 
than by the creation uf other people, S.&H. 517 :23-31-
having "dominion" by embracing all other ideas as com
pound idea, S.&H. +75:1+, 15. Rest (7th day)-the 
human consciousness ur unfoldment resting from indi
vidual as(endill!! unfoldment in God's infinite Love, 
then descending to man in the other five days, or stars 
ur tribes, but with no seal of error to "break"-"REST," 
therefore, must be redeemed to "rest in action," S.&H. 
519:25. The seventh Church of the Laodiceans, Rev. 
3 :18, evidencing the need of redeeming "rest" from 
torpor and self-complacency, and making a demand for 
active 'I"ision. The ascending thought only .1 hears." 

Jesus always heard the Father's voice, :\Iatt. 17:5; John 
12 :~8. The latter reference shows that at the end of 
Jesus' work with his disciples they could not even hear 
what the Father said on the plain, although they had 
previously dune so on the mountain, .\Iatt. 17:5; hence 
Jesus immediately accepted his crucifixion, John 12 :32, 
33,-as "mountain" salvation would never save the 
world. Sight being o1le with \Vomanhood, Love-"The 
senses of Spirit abide in Love," S.&H. 27+, "hearing" is 
duality, as one must speak and another hear. "God hath 
spoken once; twice have I heard this; that power be
longeth unto God," Psal. 62: 11. Sight embraces and 
precludes the need of hearing. 
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So the serl'n Churches are set to work to open the 
Sl'7:en seals in Rev. _~. symbnlized by "the Lion of the 
tribe of Judah" (fourth son of Jacob. which was of 
necessity the ascending ideJ since Leah said. "~ow I 
will praise the Lord." turning entirely away from man! 
Hence] esus was of this tribe). "The Lamb" having 
seven horns and seven eves tack the sealed book-sealed 
with seven seals-out of the right hand of him that sat 
upon the throne. Rev. 5 :6. 7. "And I saw when the 
Lamb opened one of the seals; and I heard. as it were 
the noise of thunder. one of the four beasts saying. 
"Come and see." Rev. 6: 1. This was the Lion, as the 
other beasts as given in Rev. 4-:7 are all specifically 
named in the opening of the next three seals. 

This can be considered uni'L'ersally in terms of each 
seal representing a day or a thousand years of conscious
ness, as well as individually. '\Irs. Eddy gives us the 
key of interpretation for the opening of these seals, 
S.&H .. p. S60 :2-5. where she says. "In the opening 
of the sixth seal, typical of six thousand years since 
Adam." I f the opening of the Jixtlz seal is typical of Sl~\' 
thousand years since Adam, the opening of the fifth seal 
is typical of fi'!'e thousand years since Adam: the open
ing of the .fourth seal is typical of lour thousand years 
since Adam: the opening of the third seal is typical of 
three thousand years since Adam. etc. 

FIRST SE.-\L-Inspiraticnal Light. 

In the light of this translation. the white horse called 
out by the thunder or roar of the Lion. Rev. 6: I. must 
have been the period of individual light (white horse) 
and the courageous (Lion). the demonstration which 
crowned the old patriarchs in the first thousand years 
after Adam. who. in '\Irs. Eddy's words. "heard the 
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voice of God and talked wi th God as consciously as man 
talks with man." S.&H. 308. corresponding to the first 
day of Creation. "Let there be light." 

SrCOXD SE,,\L-Di\'ine Law. Sacrifice. 

The opening of the serr.-nd seal. Rev. 6 :3. -to typical 
of [.1.i.'0 thousand years since Adam at the call of the calf 
(typing sacrifice), was the period of the :\losaic law 
(firmanent, ~nd day), when the waters of mortal mind 
(error) were divided from the waters of Truth; the 
di\'isions and ten equations (Commandments) being 
necessitated by the gathering of these tweh'e indi\'idual 
periods of light (Patriarchs or tribes) together for a 
common unfoldment. Abraham had found the city 
could be sand for ten men and no less. Gen. 18 :3~. 
"'hy len? Because ten is the limit of the lawful. or 
Leah unfoldment (Rachel's two children by her maid, 
Dan and ~ aphtali, resting under Leah, law, as they 
were legi timatized by a lawful custom), The two chil
dren of Rachel (Love), Joseph and Benjamin. were a 
type of the spiritual idea. These latter tribes never 
amounted to anything in human unfoldment other than 
as speci fic le(/r/as after :\loses left them (] oshua being 
of the tribc of Ephraim, Joseph's son; and Jeroboam 
also of the tribe of Ephraim, who led the Tell Tribes of 
Israel when they re\'olted from Solomon's son, Reho
boam, and formed the ~ ation, Israel). They proto 
Iyped Jesus and :\Irs. Eddy-Joseph. the ~azarite (the 
separated and God-crowned) typed Jesus, while the 
tribe of Benjamin (the "Comforter" S.&H. 58~:1~. 13, 
the SHILOH to \\'hom Judah must yield his sceptre
Gen. -t9:10) typed :\lrs. Eddy. Of course, Jesus was 
all of the tribes combined 10 himself as e\'idcnced b\' his 
calling lu:ehe disciples, but he was never able to demon-
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strate beyond Joseph to our sense, the eleventh son of 
] acob, ascension above the apprehension of those around 
(Gen. 37 :5-10, 19; Jesus was likewise unable to make 
anyone understand him). Joseph died in Egypt and 
was resurrected in Jesus. Jesus was born almost at the 
grave of Rachel in Bethlehem of Judea (Judah), and 
was acknowledged as the Christ at the well (typing 
Life) of Joseph (the well of Jacob in the land of J 0-

seph-John 4:5, 6) which was a ~tone's throw from 
Joseph's grave, his bones having been brought by ~loses 
and buried in Samaria, Josh. 24:32. The well Sychar 
was another name for Shechem, where little Dinah, the 
eleventh child of Jacob and seventh of Leah, as law, 
was defiled, Gen. 34. Dinah, not being a son, was never 
reckoned in the unfoldment of the tribes, however, she 
was really the latent unacknowledged eleventh factor, 
and the woman at the well who acknowledged Jesus as 
the Christ (a year and a half before Peter) was in type 
Dinah, redeemed, showing the exact adjustment of 
Principle, even if it takes thousands of years! 

The incidents of Dinah's defilement are probably 
the reason (in Principle) why the children of Israel 
were forced to go into 400 years (four "ascension") of 
slavery in Egypt, through the medium of human love, 
"the tree of the knowledge of good and evil"-in J 0-

seph's case, the claim of good, and in Dinah's, the claim 
of evil, the same in essence, however, as Jesus indicated 
in Matthew 7: 18. Levi (who was the highest concept 
of mortal man, "resurrection"), third son or the third 
day of "creative" consciousness as in Genesis first chap
ter, could see no redemption from sin. Dinah's defiler 
was willing to make every reparation, but it was all 
rejected, and not only was her defiler slain, but the enti re 
city. 
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Divine law (J udah-) sold] oseph inro bondage t by 
way of the •. Ishmaelites," sons of the bund-woman, 
Gen. 21 : 1 0, 21) and they in turn sold him into Egypt, 
where he died, aiter bringing all the children of Israel 
(the Twelve Tribes) into Egypt. He requested that his 
body be taken back into the Holy Land, when they were 
able to rise (fourth day-400 years) to light enough to 
leave Egypt. -"loses' father and mother both being 
Le1:ites, Le\'i had to rise in .\loses to make the repara
tion. In other words, until mortal man, Levi, S.&H. 
590: 12, could see reparation tor man, the curse In Gen. 
49 :5, 6 could never be overcome; "they [Simeon and 
Levi] slew a man, and .... diggec.i down a wall." They 
slew a man, v"'hen they cut art man to the mortality of 
his sin and made him inseparable therefrom; and 
"digged down a wall" of salvation, which was man's 
protection in restitU[iun and reformatiun. );ote that 
Simeon was also the partner of Levi in this and Simeon 
(Simon Peter's name being Simeon, Acts 15: l+-Simon 
being the contracted iorm or Simeon) was, at necessity 
the tribe upon whom the Church must be foullded, he 
being a type of "hearing." One must "hcar" (OBEY, 

understanci) God's law before he can "see" it, enjoy 
its Principle to the pOl/lt at being able to say-"I love 
thy commandments above gold; yea above tine gold" 
-Psal. Ilt):127, and to realize "Great peace have they 
which LOVE thy law, and nothing shall offend them," 
Psal. I IlJ : 165. Hence the re \\":\S no esca pe from i nd i
vidual "ascension" by way ot the ladder of God's law, 
but now the revelation is the "des(ending" \Yoman, the 
BRIDE, coming down from Gud out of heaven as a CITY 

not an individual, Rev. 21 :2, I 0, E~lBR.\CI:\"G the square 

• Judah is divine law, Gen. 49: 10: and e\en Joseph said divine law 
(God) sold him unto Eg~'pt, Gen. 45 :5. 
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or law-the City four5quare. "'hen a quantity is em
braced, however, it is never disobeyed-HI through the 
law am dead to the law that I might li've unto God," 
Galatians 2: 19. 

So the Church is founded on the "ascending" seven 
-the basic idea being llni,t'er5al, S.&H. 340 :23-29; but 
the second step in ascent is a more definite sense of 
Church that can "hear" and be heard-thus institu
tional Church could not go beyond "hearing"; "sight" 
is in the ~ ation-generic. The ascending steps forming 
the seven Churches. Rev. 3rd ar.d 4th chapters, and pre
figuring the seven great evolutions in the C niversal 
Church consciousness, are in the following order of 
unfoldment: Catholic, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, 
l\1ethodist. Baptist. Congregationalist. Christian Sci
ence-the "descending" idea "embracing them one by 
one," My. 342:2 L ·22~ in the order of the last "ascending" 
being first to be embraced in point of descent. The first, 
"ChriJtian Science," being dissolved and embraced in 
1889, and next we find :\1rs. Eddy speaking of the Con
gregationalist in !\-1 iscellany 182: 1-18 and 270 :4-13, 
and so on. Is it not evident that the Churches feel this 
embrace when they are making such efforts to C:,\ITE? 

There was no escape, however, from first "binding 
the strong man" in the ascending manhood of "HEAR

I~G" and denying SELF in proportion thereto; however, 
the ascent haJ been made. Eph. 4:8; Heb. 2:14, 15, 
and the "protective and defensive" methods incident 
thereto in both the "ascent" and the emhracing descent 
must be discarded for broader vision else the world will 
nev~r find its DCE peace. The "protective" and "defen
sive" military plans of the nations are due to the con
stant "orotective" and "defensive" methods of Christian 
Scientists, borrowed from outgrown and seasonal meth-
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ods in our past unfoldment. :\1rs. Eddy gives us, ~1y. 
p. 210, her later method of defense, as against the "\Vays 
That Are Vain" just below, which was written just 
twelve years before, (and the latter, !\1rs. Eddv never 
authorized to be put into .\liscellany as is subsequently 
shown in theseXotes). Also '\liscellanv 36+:9-18 is her 
last teaching in regard to how to "DEFE:\D" ourselves 
(:\lanual demand "Alertness to Duty," p. +.2). The 
methods used in the rungs of ascension, and in embrac
ing them in the fifth and sixth volumes of the J au mal 
while the "man child" was being "brought forth" in 
1886 to 1889 (Dan and :\'"aphtali). will never meet the 
needs of the present time, as presented in "Tilt' Call 0/ 
Thirteen." Salvation is a gift, and not a labor now, 
S.&H. +4.2 :2S-29, and labor is not sufficient. The full 
measure of the revelation is demanded of us-un;1'ersal 
love, and not individual; uni'rersal good, and not indi
vidual, etc. 

Jesus' work was to embrace all the tribes one by 
one; his first work according to John being the Reuben 
consciousness at the marriage in Cana of Galilee, when 
he detached sonship from matter by seeing his .\Iother 
as "\Voman"-not "mother," and thereby freed himself 
and his .\lother; and in the next chapter, John 3, put 
the demand upon Kicodemus to do likewise; then in 
the fourth and fifth chapters he e\'idences Simeon and 
Levi by doing the work that they failed to do, as previ
ously noted in Genesis 3+. Had Simeon "heard the 
voice of God," instead of Levi's, he would not have 
come under the curse and perhaps it would have spared 
Levi also, for each step must be supported by the previ
ous step in the ascending order. Too, Reuben had put 
the symbol of "Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 
465, into matter, Gen. 35 :22; or had never met the 
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elements in his thought that afterwards did so, which 
is the equivalent, for what is not scientifically met al
ways awaits an opportunity to come to the surface to 

be destroyed. So Jesus, coming naturally through the 
tribe of Judah, his mother's "nativity," embraced spirit
ually the work of Reuben, John 2: 1-8, Simeon, and 
Ln'i* in releasing first the woman at the well of Sychar, 
John 4, and then the man, John 5, at the pool of Bethes
da. For personal false pleasure (false womanhood be
low "seven") must yield before personal pain-false 
manhood below seven-could yield,-"pleasures and 
pains" being the inseparable false male and female 
consciousness. Note how :\lrs. Eddv nenr fails thus 
to "unite" them, as evidenced by our Concordances. Is 
not this Peter's vision when he savs: "He that hath suf
fered in the flesh hath ceased from sin" ?-false pleasure 
is the sin-pain but the inevitable consequence (I Pet. 
4:1 from colon; S.&H.6:12-14). 

His inability to impart himself did not preclude 
his own blessing thus the overcoming of Reuben ("Be
hold a son") was Jesus' release from Galilee, for when 
he saw his !\Iother as "\"oman " and responded to the 
demand of wine, S.&H. 35 :27, 28, he released human 
~lotherhood, as subsequently unfolded in these .X oles. 
Thence to Samaria, where he overcame SI:\IEO:-'; and 
Levi's sin by redeeming Dinah in type, showing her 
that husband fin and six (Dan and X aphtali-Animal 
!\.Iagnetism-S.&H. 583 :26-and "wrestling") did not 
belong to \Voman-"Go call thy husband and come 
hither." (\Voman could not come without her husband 
or the support of manhood.) "Thou hast had five hus
bands and he whom thou now hast is not thy husband." 

*But could never demonstrably impart to the human conscIOusness 
that above which he was born. 
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\\'hen the woman realized, "I have no husoand" in 
all her past SIX, she was ready for the support-rest
of the sC'i.'enlh in the masculine ~ ascendea) Chrisl 
consclUUS. Dinah was Leah's St:'i.'enth child and 
Jacob's eie"enth, and su salvation could nUl be 
given her beluw her origin. Thence Jesus pruceeLied 
to Judea U udah) \"here he released the man at the 
pool of Bethesda, lifting hlln to the Temple or \'isi()n ot 
Leyi, haying separated sin from him, John o~ :1+. which 
Levi had failed to do (Gei1. 3+-" Le'1·i" .... mortal 
mall, S.&H .. ~90:12). John neyer recorded any iu,ther 
act outside of Judea. Jesus then declared the insepar
ability of the Father and the son. Thence he fed the 
multitudes in the wilder:1ess. rising above mortal man's 
Senses in his own "ascensiun" or fourth day cunscious
ness-J udah (commanding the men tf) sit drr'",.i'n, John 
6). Thence he met the claim of .-\nimal ~1agnetism 
for the adulterous woman by seeing her abo\'C Dan or 
the fifth-husband, John H. Thence he healed the man 
born blind from his mother's womb. John 9:2.3, show
ing the power of God to "prevail" over false law 
C~\'-\PHL\LI, sixth husband, "I ha\'e wrestled with my 
sister and have preniled," Gen. 30). Thence he reached 
to that marvelous vision of John 10-"all that ever 
came before me were thieves and robbers"-the top rung 
of SC~'CIl (Gad) viewpOint, again. "I and my Father are 
one." Thus he placed the "I" in ~lotherhood instead uf 
Fatherhood. BLOT he must needs come down. because 
no one could HE:\R him sufficiently to meet the resist
ance ot the senses: however. he had been there and 
knew the way back! Reuben. Simeon. Le\i. Judah, Dan 
and ::\ aphtali had been the six husbands of the wuman, 
which Jesus was forced to fulhll one by one. as he had 
shown the wuman at the well the SCUTlth, the lin'ng 
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'U'aters-"the ideal \Voman corresponds to LIFE and to 
Love," S.&H. 517:10. 

This, however, was Jesus' individual spi ritual dem
onstration, which he could not impart in ietter. S.&H. 
483: 19-21. Thus we leave him to return to prophecy. 

THIRD SEAL-J ustice, prophecy. 

The third beast, the man, Rev. 6 :5, 6, calls out the 
black horse, Justice the third seal typical of three thou

saTld yeats since Adam, which would cover the period 
of prophecy (resurreciioTl). The prophets always ruled 
the people even in the time of the kings, being the me
dium of divine justice at all times, and yet keeping the 
oil and the wine of Spirit intact. 

FOL'RTH SEAL-Ascension. 

The lourth beast, Rev. 6 :7, 8, the IIyiTlg eagle, after 
the breaking of the fourth seal, typicai of jour thousand 

years since Adam, calls out the pale horse whose rider 
was Death. This is Jesus' tribe's day (] udah, the fourth 
day) which he could have risen above had be been able 
to lift his disciple to it. They were probably all-cer
tainly five, Peter, James, John, Philip and Andrew
John the Baptist's disciples, whose father and mother 
were both Levites, and John's water baptism of repent
ance was constantly putting out Jesus' baptism of tire, 
so he could not take his disciples beyond the third day 
-resurrection-hence, like the seed had to "fall into 
the ground and die," John 12:24; I Cor. 15:36,37, 
before he could ascend as the fourth-day demanded,
ride the pale horse before he could use the eagle's wings. 
This is the last of the beasts. 
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FIFTH SEAL-Christianity. 

Fifth seal, Rev. 6:9-11, types Christianity (fi\'e 
thousand years since Adam) in the period of martyrdom 
-"Souls under the altar that were slain for the word 
of God," Animal ~lagnetism-Dan-fifth son, mental 
resistance. "One belief preying upon another," S.&H. 
583 :28. This is typed by the deh'ing of the fish and 
soaring of the birds in the fifth day of consciousness,
the restlessness and lack of fixity of "judgment and judg
ing"-Dan. 

SIXTH SEAL-Old Theology Yielding. 

Sixth Seal, Rev. 6: 12-17, types six thousand years 
since Adam-the darkening of the Sun (type of Love), 
the ~Ioon (type of Truth), S.&H. 510:6-12, and the 
stars, (scintillations of Truth), S.&H. 510:15; 511 :1-6, 
the Twelve Tribes,-the great wave of formalism, ag
nosticism, atheism, that swept the spiritual heavens be
fore the revelation of Science. Salvation seemed to be 
in .Manasseh's (Rev. 7:3-12; forgetting Father's house 
and toil to that point, Gen. + I :51) taking the place of 
Dan, or judgment, Gen. 30 :6, but Dan must be redeemed 
and is redeemed in the next seal, as there are twelve 
basic ideas of being which must be redeemed rather 
than destroyed. The City foursquare had tU'eh'e gates 
and the angels of the i--u:ei1:e tribes at the gates, Rev. 
21 :12; and \Voman has twelve stars on her head. Had 
Dan been sealed, Rev. 7 :3-12, there would have been 
no more warfare, but Dan could not be redeemed until 
the wrestling with :\nimal ~1agnetism in X aphtali was 
over. Dan must be redeemed in the seventh son, Gad
"A troup cometh," Gen. 30:11, "Science, spiritual be
ing understood; haste towards harmonv," S.&H. 586: 
21, 22-after l\" aphtali has wrestled wi th Love under 
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law and prevajled, Love (typed by Rachel's children) 
cannot rest under law, but must embrace law-then the 
"troop cometh"-VNIVERSAL harmony. 

SEVE~TH SEAL-Christian Science. 

Rev. 8: 1-2 "And when he had opened the seventh 
seal . ... And I saw the seven angels which stood before 
God and unto them were given seven trumpets." Note 
it was earth's resistance to "the prayers of the saints," 
Rev. 8 :3, that seemed to be the plagues. "The break
ing up of material beliefs may seem to be famine and 
pestilence, etc.," S.&H. 96: 15, 16. Also note that while 
all the grass was burnt up-{(meekness" does not stand 
heavenly fire-only a third of anything else was touched. 
As each angel, or declaration of Truth sounds, another 
resistance takes place-until after the sixth angel sounds 
in Rev. 9: 13 (remembering the angels are the tribes 
or stars). In Rev. 10, the man Angel brings the "Little 
Book"; and it is said in the 7th verse of this chapter 
that "when the seventh angel shall begin to sound, the 
mystery of God should be finished, as He hath declared 
to his servants the prophets." 

The man-Angel bringing the Little Book (in 1875) 
is pictured as a 1t:oman in The Mother Church window, 
Journal, Jan., 1895, p. 412, Vol. XII, No. IO-The 
manhood of Woman I 

In Rev. II the two witnesses die-Zechariah, 4th 
chapter, speaks of the two witnesses as the two olive 
trees, which are "the two anointed ones standing by the 
God of the whole earth," in Rev. II, Jesus calls the two 
olive trees the two 'U'itnesses, and in Miscellany 346: 
27 -2, !\1rs. Eddy calls the two witnesses "Christ Jesus 
and Christian Science," which she pictures in Christ 
and Christmas in the ci rcle, wi th Jesus (manhood), si t-
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ting down, and Christian Science (\\' omanhood), 
standing. As an evidence of the relative importance of 
the two positions, note :\Irs. Eddy's poem, "Laus Deo" 
(read at the laying of the cornerstone of The .:\Iother 
Church) stanza 3: "Like this stone, be in thy ph-::e: 
Stand not sit." So the two witnesses cannot stand to
gether; one must embrace the other for as long as they 
witness together, they will witness against each other 
in sackcIoth~ Rev. I I :3. It must be either \Voman, 
Gabriel~ or man, :\1 ichael. S.&H. SAA :30-11 H of)' 

'tcar/are, :\lichael. Luke 12:49-q; :\Iatt. 10:34. must 
be embraced in Lo\·e. Gabriel; else one destroys the 
other. X ate in the next picture. the tenth in Christ and 
ChristmaJ. one (man) is embraced in the other 
(\\'oman). thereby fulfilling Jeremiah 31 :22. also S.& 
H. 57:4. 5; 64:22-25;17.1:1-6: .)77:4-11. ""That thou 
seest. that thou beest." :\Irs. Eddy has quoted with ap
probation in Christian Healing. p. R. So as the little girl 
embracing the little boy sees the woman. it suggests a faint 
glimmer of man in the embrace of woman. :\.Iso. the 
rt"l'ersal, woman in the embrace of man in the ballroom 
and woman sittill9 d0· .... UZ and man standing. suggests the 
true idea of "Truth ,·t'1"SIlS Error"-bv reversal. 

The fi. .. o witnesses must die in the experience of 
e\'ery one of us as it did with :\lr5. Eddy. unless we 
accept what hm bNn dr,'l,'. Tn ~ibyl \\'ilbur's Life of 
:\frs. Eddy. chapter "Contlict of Personalities." :\lr5. 
Eddys' struggle with Barry. ~pofford. Ahrens. and Dr. 
Kennedy. all at the same time. is strikingly portrayed. 
It seemed that the warfare was hetween her,elf and 
the men whom she had trusted in her C au~e. Zachariah 
4:12 pictures the two Oli\'e Trees or "hranches which 
through two golden pipes empt~' the golden oil out of 
thems::-h'es" into a common bf1\d. \'S. :?~. :\Jrs. Eddv 
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was pouring her revelation into the same receptacle 

with] esus and allowing] esus the credit for the whole 
revelation. \Ye, as Christian Scientists, even now fail to 
realize that :\1rs. Eddy has gi\'en us much that Jesus 
did not, in the words of his own statement, "I have yet 
many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them 
now. Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, 
he will guide you into all truth, etc.," John 16: 12 & 13. 
Mrs. Eddy says, S.&H. In. lines 19-n : "The revelation 
consists of two parts: 1. The discovery of this divine 
Science of :\lind-healing through a spiritual sense of 
the Scriptures :\:\,D through the tt'arizings of the C011l
jo1'lo', as promised by the :\laster." At that time. many 
did not and do not now realize that the "Christian" 
conceptIon of Jesus was most limited, in fact. very little 
beyond a crucified Saviour dying to appease an angry 
God who refused the world salvation without the shed
ding of blood (and this literally rather than figura
tively). and man's sah'ation depending only upon asking 
forgi\'eness in His name. etc .. etc., because we have be
come so accustomed to our higher conception as revealed 
by :\1rs. Eddy. The difference between that and our 

, , 

present conception is :\lrs. Eddy's own "oil" or "t'1,t'Ill
tif)TI. ~ ot realizing this, perhaps these men thought, 
"J esus did it all anyway, and what has :\lrs. Eddy done 
but just discover it"? The "Christmas Tree" picture in 
Christ and Christmas. in which the "E\'es" are "by 
_-\dam bid" (Poem). suggests the then state of :\lind. 
Too, :\lrs. Eddy's re\'ealed concept of man and woman 
at that time was. "\Yon1an should be laying. pure, and 
strong; man should be tender, intellectual. control/ill!!." 

1st ed. S.&H. p. 315. 
At this juncture. "They [the two witnesses} heard a 

great voice from heaven saylllg unto them, Come up 
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hitherl And they ascended up to heaven," Rev. 11 :12 
-became ha,.monious in the sense of one embracing 
the other; so that the witnesses were no longer t'<i:o, but 
one, for at this juncture, the time of the third edition 
(1881). '\Irs. Eddy put creation entirely in l\10ther
hood, "And the Je7."enth angel sounded," Rev. 11 :15. 

In 1883. in fulfillment of Rev. 11 :18: "And the 
time of the dead that they should be judged. and that 
thou shouldest giye reward unto thy servants. the proph
ets, and to the saints," in the 6th edition. '\Irs. Eddy 
gives us the Glossary for the first time. finding a place 
for man in the Bible-giying the whole Bible to man 
and not mentioning a single woman· excepting Eve. 
Note this was after Rev. 11: 15. when the last of the 
se7."en trumpete,.s or angels sounded in the Je7:enth seal. 
In Rev. 10:7 it had been said that "when the se7:enth 

angel shall begin to sound. the mystery of God should be 
finished. 

The X ote-taker has found it helpful to arrange the 
Glossary into an open door. "'hen \1 rs. Eddy gave it 
to the Field. she made it the only "Key to the Scriptures" 
for three years-from I RR3 to 1886-although she still 
kept "C,.eation·' in J[otherhood. Her definition of 
Church was "super-structure of Truth and Loye" so 
long as "Creation" was \Iatherhood. \Ian is founda
tion. as \Irs. Eddy says in S.&H. 269 :21-25 (which. by 
the way, she did not say until she gave us the Ci ty four
square in 1891); while woman was "wperstnlcfllre," 

until there was a revealed place for man in Church . 
.\lrs. Eddy put the verse: "These things saith He that 
is holy, He that is true. He that hath the key of David. 
He that apeneth. and no man shutteth, and shutteth. and 
no man openeth; I know thy works: behold. I have set 

·With the exception of E'"e. and she not creditably. 
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before thee an OPE:\ DOOR~ and no man can shut it," Rev. 
3 :7, 8, before the Glossary in the 6th edition, as we now 
have it. \Yhile in our present edition :\1rs. Eddy places 
this on the fly-leaf before the entire Key to the Scrip
tures, she still places it exclusively before the Glossary, 
making it an OPE:\ DOOR. 

~1rs. Eddy also placed before this reference in the 
16th edition. which is the first edition in which we have 
Genesis, and the Apocalypse, the following: 

"Language may be defined as the Verbal Body of 
Thought. Language is not, as sometimes represented in 
loose expression, the mere dress of thought. It has a 
vital connection with the thought, and is far more truly 
and appropriately conceived of as the living organic 
body of thought,-as the natural body. with the life of 
the Spirit. having living connections between its parts, 
giving it a unity and making it a 'U'hole,-than as a mere 
dress, having no relatIOn to thought, and no organic 
dependence in its parts.-Henry )J". Day." 

The following is an idea of how the door may be 
opened from Alpha to Omega-underlying basic being 
to overlying revelation-through the OPE:\ DOOR of the 
Glossary. Of course. the following contains no inter
pretation. but merely a suggestion of how one has found 
all the parts to fit into one body; "having living connec
tions between its parts, giving it a unity and making it 
a whole." 

I\10THER "1 

BRIDE ~ 
I 

EYES J 
FATHER 

} BRIDEGRoo~1 

EARS 
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L.-\\lB OF GOD 
') 
I Rev. 5-I 

opening the seven SE.-\LS ~ Re\'. 5:8 
LORD GOD J 
AD.-\\[ l 
Dl'ST-

I 
as compared with E.-\RTH Gen,2 

FLESH 

FL\R 

PISOX ") 

GIHOX 

t 
Four Ri\'ers. Gen. 2:JO-1~ 

HIDDEKEL 

ECPHR.HES j Re\'. 9:1~ 

ErE 

SERPEXT 
"then \'Our e\'es shall he 

opened and 

\e shall be as GODS." Gen. 3 :7. "Then their eyes 
were opened 

and the\' knew- I\.xmn.EDGE- th~t ther were naked." 
r('~ldting in a false 

sen'e of CHILDREX as compared with 

SOX Gen. 4. 

:\BEL 1 Gen. ~; S.S:H. 540:31-3 
SHEEP I 

J 

.xOAH 

ARK I Gen. 7 ( 

Do\'E J 
SHDl 

f H.-\\r 
l'oah's sons 
Gen. 7; Gen. 9: 18-27 

].-\PHET J 
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UXCLEA~LIXESS 

UXGODLIXESS 

BABEL 

TARES 

ADVERSARY 

PURSE 

RED DRAGOX 

Ham's son, Canaan's de
scendants, cI aimed the en
tire Promised Land and 
possessed it. All the tribes 
mentioned in Ex. 23 :23 
were Canaan's de~u:nd
ants. Hence ther type all 
e\·il. The Promised Land 
had been given tG Shem 
and Abraham, hence the 
children of Israel but re
claimed it as Shem and 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob 
and the Twelve Tribes 
had previously occupied it 
as a spiritual giit, which 
can not be defeated. Lev. 
25 shows this: 

(As the Red Dragon is the sum total of human error, 
S.&H. 563, and the false sense of "purse" is his most 
helpful servant in enslaving mankind, they are put in 
the material claims of ownership.) 

ABRAHA\I 

CREATOR 

TITHE 

JACOB 

RECBEX 

LEVI 

JCDAH 

DA:\ 

GAD 

ASHER 

ISSACHAR 

JOSEPH 

BE~JA\fI:\ 
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l Gen. Ch. 12-14; 17-25: aiso 
25:1,5, 8. 9. 

( Gen. 14-20; Heb. 7, 5. 10; 

J Gen. 28:22; Lev. 27:30-
33; ~umbers 18:21-28; 
Deut. 12:15-18. 

and his sons: 

" Gen. eh. 29, 30; 35: 17-20-
j their "origin"; Gen. 49-

Jacob's blessing; Deut. 
33-~10ses' song of bless
ing; I Chron. 5:1, 2; and 
Gen. %-genealogy. 

Benjamin 
I Sam. II; I Sam. 13:8-14; 

I Sam. 18:19,20; I Sam. 
Ch. 19-21; I Sam. 25:44; 
II Sam. 6:14-20, 23; II 
Sam. 21 :8; I Kings 20. 21 
(Division of kingdom and 
Benjamin's loss of iden
tity in Judah) ; Gal. 1:15, 

j 16-Paul a Benjamitc. 
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JOSEPH Gen. eh. 3i-45. Joseph's 
bones were buried in 
Shechem. Josh. 24 :32. 

\Vh\" did 2'lrs. Eddy interpret in the Glossary but 
nine tribes, when the City foursquare demands t'U,'e/'l:e? 
Simeon ("hearing"). ::\ aphtali (wrestling). and Zebu
lun (home, dwelling). were the tribes she did not inter
pret. Inasmuch as the Glossary was given in the 6th edi
tion in 1883. before the "'oman "brought forth a man 
child." Re\,. 12:5 in the 16th in 1886. the Glossary was 
before the man child had completed his work; and must 
remain as a distinct evolution of Bible prophecy ful
filled. Rev. 11 :18-"judging the dead and rewarding 
his servants. the prophets, and the saints." Thus the 
Glossarv must be confined to the 2'lotherhood-nine 
months'-process. Every symbol means something. 

Jesus ga\"e up the ghost in the ninth hour. 2'Iatt. 
27 :+6. although he had called his disciples in the tenth 
hour. John 1 :39. E\"en Jesus' last words on the cross are 
significant in connection with the orderly scientific 
\'alue of all symbols: 

1 st. "Father, forgive them for they know not what 
they do." (~Iercy. Light-first day of creation, Gen. 
I :3). First day. 

2nd. To the penitent thief-"This day shalt thou 
be with me in paradise." (Firmament, Spiritual un
derstanding separating error from Truth. Gen. 1 :6.) 
Second day. 

3rd. ""roman. behold thy son." relinquishing hu
man motherhood 122'1. (Uresurrection"). Third day of 
creation-Gen. 1 : 11. 

4th. ",My God. my God, why has thou forsaken 
me?" (Ascension. always lonely and forsaken.) Fourth 
day of creation-Gen. 1 : 1+. 
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5th. "I thirst" (fifth day of creation,-"water"), 
Gen. 1:20. 

6th. "It is finished"-on the sixth day he finished 
heaven and earth. Gen. I :3 I. 

7th. "Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit" 
(Rest). Seventh day of creation-Gen. 22. (Peloubet's 
Bible Dictionary as authority for this order.) 

So the Bible cannot go beyond seven days, although 
] esus had a ninth hour demonstration. 

Simeon (hearing, duality), NaphtaIi (wrestling), 
Zebulun (home), must be found in \Vomanhood. Re
membering the tribes must "through much tribulation 
YIELD to the activities of the divine Principle of man in 
the harmony of Science," S.&H. 562, "hearing," dual
ity (Simeon), yields only to sight, Love, Womanhood; 
"God hath spoken once. twice have I heard this; that 
power belongeth unto God," Psal. 62: I I. So HEARI~G 
required two, God A~D man, and is, therefore, a dual 
sense. "As I hear I judge," Jesus said, and while he un
doubtedly saw individually, he was never able to take 
the disciples beyond hearing. ] esus, .Matt. 3, heard at his 
baptism; and his disci pIes heard on the l\fount of Trans
figuration, ~fatt. 17, and when the Greeks sought him 
at the feast, John 12: 19. But the only time the disciples 
sau' was on the -'tount, and then they saw three instead 
of one-the eye was not "single." "Principle and its 
idea is one" (home) goes beyond "hearing." "\Vrest
ling" (Kaphtali) never ((yields" until duality (Sim
eon, hearing) ceases, and hearing ceases only as it is 
embraced in SIGHT. Home (Zebulun, TE~TH tribe)
human peace being realized as the result of the ful
filled Tenth Commandment, "Thou shalt not covet," 
(desire-for desire is "fear," S.&H. 586:12), is not pos
sible until wrestling e'l:en for more good ceases. There 
is a wonderful article in the ] oumal Vol. IV, June 
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1886. p. 01, entitled ''Jacob's Ladcler," that presents 
this th,)u,ght \\'ith much clearness. A.n excerpt is 'as 
follrn\'S: "\\'isdom is the masculine of spirit: Lm'e is 
the feminine. .... ~piritual {Tnderstanding and ~pir
itual Discernment are the two highest faculties of 
Spirit, corresponding to hearing and sight. ~piritual 

perception is a term useo to express all the spiritual 
faculties of Spirit taken together. as man is lISeo to 
signi fy the uninrse ["\\'oman is generic man," ~.&H. 
_~() I:.?.?] .... The Tree of Li fe hore the leans of 
Truth ancl the fruits of L(we. Thus Lo\'e may he ~ub
ject to T"'EI.\'E statements which are :\'FCFSS.\RY to its 
understand ing." 

So the DOOR. as "an OPE:\, DOOR." cnuld not be 
opened beyond XI:\,E tribes. as it could not go beyond 
Jesus' oemonstration. and he gan up the ghost in the 
:\'!:\'TH hour. \Jatt . .?7 :+(). although he caIleo his ois
ciples in the TF.:\,Tlf. John 1 :39. Beyond :\'I:\'E it would 
be the OPE:\, DexJR, which the Bihle basis before the 
Glossary does not claim, This must come in neniflmin, 
the only son born after Jacob's REGE:\,ER.\TIO:\'. ano RE
GE:\, ER.'\ TIO:\' reg II ire s "T\\' n,n: th rones." as Jesus un
folded in \Iatt, 19 :.?R. So these three sons-Simeon 
(upon "'hich the Church is founded, :\Iatt. 16:17, note 
Jesus does not call him" Peter" but Simon-the same 
as Simeon. and there is "Something I:\, ,\ :\'.\\lE," \Iy, 
3_~3), -X aphtali, and Zebulun. are unfolded as gates in 
the City foursquare: which brings the onl~' interpreta
tion for them. for they yield to Spin't only. -xothing hut 
a spiritual realization of the :\lIness of Gocl, which 
oescenos from God out of hea\'en. Re\", .?I :.? 10. will 
si lence these fa Ise claims of hearing (instead of si~Jht. 
which emhraces hearing-"I han heard of Thee by 
the hearing of the ear, but no\\' mine ert' seeth Thee, 
J oh +.? :-~) : wrestling: and home in matter, or s\'mhol. 
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This realization will embrace TWEU'E gates in the one 
generic idea-each of a solid pearl-enti rely yielded 
to the purity of Principle. as the tribes (with all sym
bols) must "YIELD to the activities of the divine Prin
ciple of man in the harmony of Science," S.&H. 562: 
1+-16. \Yoman's Twelve Stars demand twelve open 
gates in one idea, and the City foursquare supplies the 
demand. The Glossary tribes were never changed, with 
the exception of Benjamin, as previously unfolded under 
the chapter of "THE T\\'EL\"E TRIBES." It might be in
teresting here to note that '\Irs. Eddy changed the name 
of her sec0nd son (who typed a child of the ,. regenera
tion," S.&H. 69:17-19, as he was not a "generated" son), 
Dr. Ebenezer Foster Eddy. to BE='\J:\~II=,\. as will be 
nuted from her attested "\\Till" in the Appendix, ,\1 rs. 
Eddy's symbols f0unded her revelation in the human 
consciousness,-and none are lacking! 

CO~TIKCIKG THE GLOSSARY 

!\10SES 
CRI~[ 

THC~nlI=,\ 

ELIAS 

PROPHET 
FIRE 
ZEAL 

JESCS 
TEMPLE 
B.-\PTIS~l 

Arter which the DOVE (lighted on 

him) 

Led of the ... , SPIRIT 

Into the, , . . \VILDER=,\ESS 
To be tempted of 

the DEVIL 
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I Ex. Ch. I"I~ 

~ 
) 

Ex. 28 :30; Ezra 2 :63 

I Kings Ch. 17-19 
I I Kings Ch. I, 2 

Luke 2:~"~9 

)Iatt. 3 :13-17; ::\Iisc. 81: 
10-12 



~latt. 4 :2-4 

~'latt. 4 :5-10 

Afterwards 
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~IATTER 

~IORTAL ~IIXD 

:\XGELS 

"'ILL 

~IIR.-\cLE 

\VIXE 

OIL 

FAX 

HEART 

GOOD 

GETHSD1AXE 

VALLEY 

SWORD 

XIGHT 

VEIL 

PH.-\RISEE 

\Y!XD 

GHOST 

DEATH 

EVEXIXG 

BCRI.-\L 

HELL 

Ix 
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I 
( Temptations 
I 
~ 

ministered unto him 

John 5:19-30; Le\'. 26:1 

") 'VORDS THAT CHAR,,\CTER-

I 

f 
J 

IZED HIS "IXISTRY FRO:'>' 

HIS BAPTlS\1 TO GETH-

SDIAXE. 

:\Iatt. 3 :12 

:\Iatt. 19:16. 17 

") ("Oil press." A.t the foot of 
r :\It. of Olives where 

) Jesus spent his nights.) 

:\Iatt. 26:50-54; John 18: 
10,11 

Luke 23 :44, 45 

} :\1 att. 27 :51 

John 19:30 

:\Iark IS :3i, 39 

John 19:33,34 
\1 ark 15 :42-44 
\1 att. 2i :5i-60 
Psalm 16:10; Acts 2:23-28; 

Psalm 139:8 
"Jesus' three days' work in 

the sepulchre." S.&H. 44, 
was s~'mbolic of three 
thousand years, or three 
days; as he was but one 
day in the sepulchre
from Friday night until 
before dal<'n Sun day 
morning. 
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(It might be interesting here to note the following 
excerpt of Mrs. Eddy's former definition of "In," Glos
sary 6th to 50th editions, 1883 to 1891: "Principle is 
not in its idea, and idea is in the divine Principle, only 
to be out of it as fi1ind or God expressed." From the 
16th, 1886, to 50th edition in 1891, instead of "to be out 
of it," is the expression "to come out of it.") 

TIME 

YEAR 
DAY 

SPIRITS 

ARK 

TDIPLE 

ROCK 

RESCRRECTIO~ 

.MOR~IKG 

CHRIST 

UXKXOWX 

AU.fIGHTY 

IXTELLIGE~CE 

MI~D 

GOD 

I A~f 
I OR EGO 
MAX 

You 

FIR~fA~1 ENT 

(Ascension in M t.) Z IO:'Il 
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Rev. 10:6; S.&H. 44:7, 8 

I I Peter 3:18, 19. He DID the 

} work to embrace Noah's 
s a v i n g light, and that 
which intervened. 

John 2:19-21 
~I att. 27:60 
Luke 20; S.&H. 508 :26-4 
~Iatt: 28: 1 ; ~Iorning ~Ieal, 

~Ieal, John 21 :4; S.&H. 
34:29-9 

Luke 24:15-34 
Acts 17 :23 
Ex. 6:3 

When ''you'' is passed, the 
firma~ent is crossed
'lanual, "Saviour" yields 
to Immanuel-God with 
us, in "one bod}' and one 
spirit," Eph. 4. 

Acts 1 :10-14 
(Mt. of Olives) 



descent of the 

To the end of 

Rev. 10:1 
"Little Book." 

revealing the 

Woman clothed 

with 

prepared as a 
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JERUSALEM 

HOLY GHOST 

BELIEVI~G 

BAPTIS~f 

SALVATIO:'>l 

HEAVEN

KI:\"'GOO~[ OF 

HEAVE:'>l 

SeN 

NEW JERCSALD[ 

BRIDE-

twelve elements of CHCRCH 

Acts 1 :5-8-Sent the dis
ciples to await the 

Acts 2 

1 :\fark. 16:16 Christian 
J necessity. 

(Luke li:20, 21) within 

(woman - "Spiritual sun
light," "marginal topic" 
561 :22-31). 

"Woman clothed with the 
sun. the moon under her 
feet and upon her head a 
crown of tweh'e st;! rs" 
(Re\', 12:1). 

coming down from he;!,'en 
(Rev. 21 :2, 10) 

adorned for her husbanrl
embracing the 

Thus the seven stars in Jesus' right hand in Rev. 
I :20 are the seven angels (spiritual ideas) of the se'ven 
churches. to which he sends messages in Rev. 2nd and 
3rd Chapters; which. through him. have undouhtedly 
opened the seven seals of error. Rev. 5 to 12. These seven 
seals are none other than the material concept of the 
first chapter of Genesis. "Genesis" was undoubtedly the 
"man child" that ':\1rs. Eddy revealed simultaneously 
with the "Apocalypse"-the latter including the 12th 
chapter of Revelation only. So the seven days of "crea
tion" were redeemed in the "man child" to the seven 
days of revelation-each day's creation being translated 
into idea-Light "las translated to revelation, S.&H. 
504. Firmament was translated to spiritual understand
ing, S.&H. 505. Herbs, trees, fruit, etc., were translated 
to "resurrection," S.&H. 509. Sun, moon and stars were 
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translated to Truth and Love (S.&H. 510:9-the spirit
ual idea, and its offspring. the stars, S.&H. 51 I :1-6, 
in correlation of S.&H. SIO:I;-"He made the stars 
also," S.&H .. ;03:? I. 2?). The water was translated to 
elements of mind. S.&H. 507, and water animals to 
"strength, presence and pO\\'er," S.&H .. ~ I? :S. Fmds 
to "aspirations soaring beyond and abO\'e corporc:liity," 
S.&H. 51?:!. ? (In the 3rd edition of Science and 
Hezlth, Vol. II. p. I?~. '\Irs. Eddy questions the sense 
of our taking a bird in our hand and claiming that GrJ(/ 
made it; and speaks of the \nter animal as the "s\\'im
mer in the sea of thought." \'01. II. p. 119, 3rd cd.). 
Land animals are translated to "quality," S.&H.~I+. 
~dale and female were translated to the spiritual idea of 
Truth (man), Life and Lo\'e ("'oman). S.&H .. ;17: 
8-10. The material concept onl" remaining under the 
law of sin and death: thus "LO\'e" or the spiritual idea 
opens the seven seals of error with "Truth," S.&H.;7? 

Had Jesus been able to lift his disciples to i,/eo 
("intelligence"), instead of symbol ("creation"), he 
would ha\'e been able to translate creation into idea, and 
thereby ha\'e spared himself and others the nark strug
gle with symbols rather than acceptance of spiritual 
fact. "Spiritual TE.·\CHL"G must always be by symhols," 
S.&H. S7.;, and as there a re no symbols beyonn 
SE\E\, therefore teaching "does not go beyond Se'1'ol," 

as we will shortly see in '\Irs. Eddy's "fnunding." 
] esus tried, as we know, to encompass '\foses' prophecy 
in Gen. 1 of the additional two thousand years (be
yond his period) before the male and female of God's 
creating would appear - even in Gethsemane pray
ing that the symbolic literal sense might pass from 
him, ~latt. 26:39. Had he been able to show his dis
ciples on the .\fount of Transfi~uration the fulfillment 
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of law (:\loses) and prophecy (Elias), he would have 
encompassed the additional two thousand years proph
esied by l\loses in the first chapter of Genesis; which 
was, doubtless, based on Jacob's first seven sons in 
ascending order. 

TnlE OBLITERATED BY \VO~fAX. 

l\'lrs. Eddy says in the chapter on "Creation," p. 
282, 1st edition, Science and Health: "Error will con
tinue for seven thousand years, from the time of Adam, 
its origin. At the expiration of this period Truth will 
be generally comprehended, and science roll back the 
darkness that now hides the eternal sunshine and lift 
the curtain on Paradise, where earth produces at the 
command of Intelligence, and Soul, instead of sense, 
govern man." Again in the 3rd edition, last page of 
"Creation," :\lrs. Eddy says: "At the expiration of 
se'ven thousand years from the advent of Adam, error, 
when the science of being has rolled back the darkness 
of belief with the light of understanding, it shall lift 
the curtain on paradise. and man be found having 
dominion over all the earth." However. the above state
ment about the length of time error would continue
e1.·idently computed on the basis of each day of Creation 
in Genesis first chapter being a thousand years-was 
dropped in the 16th edition and translated into idea, 
when Genesis is presented for the first time concur
rently with the Apocalypse to the point of "roman's 
bringing forth the man child. In this edition, l\1rs. 
Eddy dropped the statement about se'ren thousand years. 
because "time" had been encompassed in re7:e/ation and 
the "man child," Genesis. realized to be the man child 
prophesied in Rev. 12. which is in the Je'l.'enth seal, and 
which had undoubtedly been opened. corresponding to 
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seven thousand years! And then this is the statement: 
"The longevity of mortals increases as Divine Science 
is understood. That Science rolls back the clouds of 
error with the light of Truth, and lifts the curtain on 
man as re-im:ested with his nati\Oe supremacy." This 
continued until 1896, when we had in substance the 
statement as we now have it on p. 557:18-21, where 
man is not ({rein'vested" but "as never born and never 
dying, but as co-existent with his creator." Creator was 
decapitalized in 1903, when 1'lrs. Eddy dropped the 
title of "l\Iother." making Father-A! other God a purely 
human concept, in accordance wi th ~I is. 96 :8- 1+. 

Another, simultaneous with the abo'l:e, evidence of 
this being the correct reason for this silencing of the 
time limit for "error" is the beginning of the preface 
in the 1 st edition to the 16th: "Leaning on the sustain
ing infinite, with loving trust, the trials of today are 
brief, and tomf)rrou· is big with blessings." In the 6th 
edition the word "grow" instead of "are" was substi
tuted-"grow brief' instead of "are brief'-but the 
blessing is put in the tomorro'u:, until the 16th edition. 
when we had it as now. "Then Genesis was unfolded 
in "intelligence," instead of "creation." in said 16th edi
tion, there was infinity to lean on or "rest upon" in our 
Church, but not until then. Church was "super-struc
ture" in our Glossarv until that time. 

From the 3rd to the 16th edition. p. 151. we have 
the following statement: "Scholastic theology takes up 
the historv of man from the second chapter of the Old 
Testament; but we find the science of God. the universe, 
and man in the spiritual Genesis of the first chapter of 
Old Testament." In the 16th edition. p. 479. when 
\\Toman brings forth the man child. it is said: "Schol
astic theology takes up the history of man as beginning 
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right materIally, but immediately commeIlClIlg to sin 
spiritually; whereas re\'caled religion prodaims the 
Science of '\lind and its formations-the universe and 
man-as being in accurdance with both the first chapter 
of the Old Testament. and the immaculate conception 
of Jesus Christ" In the .;Oth edition, which is the first 
in which marginal topics appear, the above paragraph 
is put under the marglllal topic "GeneJiJ alld J eJUJ," 

showing their idelltity.' 
So when '\Irs. Eddv realized that she had e1lC011l

paJsed time with re\'elation by bringing forth Genesis 
as "intelligence" and not "creation," she dropped the 
sense of time which would limit the unfoldment to an
other thousand years and never used it again. In our 
present eliition '\Irs. Eddy says: "The tweltth chapter 
of the A.pocalypse, or Revelation of St. ] ohn, has a spe
cial suggestiveness in connection with the :\"J:\"ETEE:\"TH 

Century," S.&H. p. ),)9 :32-2. In other words, Mother
hood and "man child" belonged to the Silletullth Cen
tury, and just as the beast fought the manhood of God. 
Hea. 10:.)-8. so it fought '\lotherhood in bringing 
forth her "man child." The struggle against Animal 
.\lagnetism and its claims, were during this period. 
""'ays That :\re Vain." .\ly. 210. was written at this 
period. It was the "Dan" period in the] ournals. the 
5th volume. The "man child" was typed in human 
demonstration bv the); ational Christian Scientists' As
sociation. which was called out simultaneously with the 
bringing forth of the man child in Science and Health. 
16th edition-the first meeting of the Association being 
announced in the same issue with announcement of the 
16th edition, 

Remembering that the TWELVE Tribes "show the 
workings of the spiritual idea," S.&H. 562:18, it will 
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be seen that the aboye number "seyen" and other num
bers in these _Yotes are not "nll11/er r)/r;.tfY" or the 
science of numbers. but that numbers in the Bible have 
the significance of the trihal order of unfoldment in the 
"ascending" and "descending" angt'!.r as distinguished 
on pp. ~99 and .;8 I. respectively. of Science and Health. 
I n no other way could S.&H. ~98:~ I-~+ be consistent
"Spi"itllal ideas" are the ascending an,gels. for how else 
could they "start from Principle." and at the same time 
"lead liP to their divine origin. God"? The spiritual 
idea is the "descending" generic sense. emhr;Jcing the 
ascending angels as "the city of the liying God. the 
hea\>enly Jerusalem .... an innumerable company of 
angels." Heb. 1~:.22.-the \Iichael and Gabriel in one! 
The ascending are in JYlllhdJ and the descending in 
it/ea,-as there are no s\'mbols beyond "evcn. . , 

(just here. it might be helpful to consider the Bible 
presentation of Jesus' position with reference to the 
A.ngels. Psal. 8 :.~ states that man is "a little 10,,'cr than 
the angels": also Heb. ~ :9. "J esus who was made a little 
lower than the angels"; while Heb. I :+ speaks of "His 
Son" as "being made JO milch better than the angels. as 
he hath by inheritan('t' obtained a more excellent name 
than they." Xothing but "the spiritual idea" could ex
pl3.in the disparity between these statements-one is 
specific man. and the other generic-the Christ. \Yoman
hood. S.&H. ,;h 1 :2~.) 

Before leaying the subject of SE\T:\ SL\I.S. it might 
be well to call specific attention to another phase of what 
\1 rs. Eddy has said on p. ,~60 :.')-,:;, with reference to 
"time" in regard to the sixth seal: "In the opening of 
the sixth seal. typical of six thousand years since _\dam. 
the distinctiYe feature has reference to the present age" 
(the :\I:\ETF.F.:\TH CF:\TCRy), as she has just immedi-
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ately previously said under the common marginal topic 
of "TOO:\,Y'S lesson"; and then follows the \Voman 
crowned with twelve stars, of which the above is the 
introduction,-otherwise, there would be no point in 
what she has said, as quoted. This statement above 
quoted, definitely and 'U·ithout question places the 
"Woman clothed wi th the sun, the moon under her feet 
and upon her head a crown of twelve stars" who brought 
forth the "man child," within the XIXETEEXTH Cen
tury. So "'\lotherhood" in Church was unfolded in 
the XIXETEEXTH Century, which fact was additionally 
attested by l\Irs. Eddy's dropping the title of l\lother in 
the first part of 1903, the TWEXTIETH Century; after 
which her struggle began-as the child of "regenera
tion" could not be humanly "mothered," as evidenced 
by Rachel's passing at the birth of Benjamin. 

However, this is not the immediate point of the above 
quotation-which is to call attention to its surface seem
ing "time" disparity with the Scriptures, for the pur
pose of throwing the light of the facts of '\Irs. Eddy's 
evolution upon this reference with a view to explaining 
this surface, but not spiritual, disparity. Each and every 
one of the unfoldments, including the man-Angel bring
ing the Little Book, Rev. 10; the death of the TWO wit
nesses, Rev. 11; the 'Voman "clothed wi th the sun, the 
moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of 
twelve stars" bringing forth the uni'l'ersal child to cor
respond wi th her TWELVE STARS, Rev. 12; and the Ci ty 
foursquare, Rev. 21; are given in the Scriptures, after 
the opening of the SE"EXTH SE.-\L in Rev. 8. So to deny 
that the "time" has come for any of them, would be to 
deny ourselves the present power and value of each and 
all. In other words, this would rule Christian Science 
out of our lives as an operable power, which is too 
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absurd for consideration, in view of its millions of 
benefactions during over sixty years since :\1 rs. Eddy 
discovered it and taught her first student in 1866, as 
recorded in Sibyl \Vilbur's Life of :\Iary Baker Eddy, 
and specifically unfolded in the next chapter, "Evolu
tionary Organization." 

So it is a proved conclusion that the SEVEXTH SEAL, 

typical of SEVEX thousand years since Adam (in the 
spirit of the statement: "In the opening of the SIXTH 

seal, typical of six thousand years since Adam," S.&H. 
560 :2-4, as above quoted), was opened before 1\1 rs. 
Eddy started her work. Perhaps it was during the time 
of her sufferings when God was "graciously preparing" 
her through the channels of "Science, Theology and 
Medicine"-\Voman's three measures of meal-"dur
ing man)' years for the reception of the FIXAL [SE\T:,\TH 

SEAL] revelation, etc.," S.&H. 107 :3-5. This period 
which culminated in her two healings by "the masculine 
representati've of the spiritual idea," S.&H. 565 (as she 
must reveal the man-Angel's message before the vision 
of \Vomanhood could be presented), as illustrated in 
the second picture of Christ and Christmas. For cer
tainly the SEVEX Seals were man's work to open, S.&H. 
572:15, 16, and Rev. 5 ("open the seven seals of error 
with Truth,"-man, S.&H. 517 :8,9). It was "roman's 
mission from the sixth trumpet of the SEVEXTH seal. to 

both reveal and "found,"-bring down to earth. For 
certainly Jesus did not and could not reveal, except in 
prophecy, what he did not put into the human con
sciousness of ] ohn until many years after his ascension. 
(l\frs. Eddy accepts the statements of St. John's revela
tion as] esus', as indicated in her Glossary of Christ and 
Christmas. ) 
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It might be helpful again to be reminded of what 
has been previously quoted from Science and Health 
in this chapter in regard to ~lrs. Eddy's first saying in 
the 1st to the 16th editions-from 1875 to 1~86-eleven 
years-that "error will continue for seven thousand 
years tram the time of Adam"-Ist edition. p. 2W? and 
the remaining editions up to the 16th. on last page of 
'·Creation." where the same statement about seven 
thousand years is mentioned though differently worded. 
as pre\Oiously given in full. In the 16th edition (1886) 
when the '·A.pocalypse·' became a part of her revelation 
to the world for the first time. thereby proving its ap
plication to the then age. the :\T\fTEE:\TH century. 
'\lrs. Eddy entirely eliminated this limitation. as un
folded specifically before in this chapter. and accepted 
its fulfillment. thereby proving that she had done in 
\Vomanhood what Jesus had tried to do in manhood
prove the unreality of "time." S.&H. 595: 17-2 I. by 
fulfilling the prophecies of Genesis first chapter spirit
ually in God's time-".\Iind measures time according 
to the g00d that is unfolded." S.&H. 58+. '\Irs. Eddy 
had unfolded the good-the spiritual sen~e of the 
prophesies; Jesus tried in the four thousandth year to 

silence the prophecy of six thousand years (six days of 
"creation"-Genesis first chapter) to the human sense. 
but as a seeming man ("the masculiTlt' representative of 
the spiritual idea." S.&H. 565: 11. 12-this does not 
begin a sentence), he could not do it. as '\Io~es had 
prophesied, Gen. 1 :7./, 'Voman "last in the ascending 
order of creation." S.&H. 508 :?I-n. So the :\dam 
dream had to be specifically (symboliwl/y) silenced by 
\Vomanhood as revealed through a woman; hence. 
Jesus gave to John the prophecy of his second coming. 
Ret. 70 :20-22, as a Iroman clothed with the sun, etc .. 
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Re\'. 12:1. Of course, it was not prophesied with refer

ence to any specific woman, any more than the prophe
cies of the Old Testament were with reference to a 
specific man. Jesus saw the \'ision of fourth day ("ascen
sion") and as the "masculine representati\"e of the spir
itual idea," S.&H.~6.~, was forced to keep til the definite 
form in the ascending idea. H is tribe T udah was the 
!0I1rth. typing the fourth day of conscic;usness or the 
four thousand years since :\dam, and thus he came in the 
literal four-thousandth year. Yet the prophecies had 
been open to the tri be of Judah, :\1 icah _~ :2, th rough a 
\"irgin, Isa. 7:1+, 15, for hundreds of years, but none 
other than :\Iar" rose to it. 

:\Ian types spiritual form, S.&H. 310:6-8, _~12:21-
2+; "Truth," S.&H.~I/:R, 9, and \Yoman Spirit or "the 
spi ri tual idea." S.&H .. ;3+ :26-1. and as idea knows no 
time. the man-_-\ngel bringing the "Little Book" de
clared that "there should be time TlO /r)1/(/<',· ... Re\·. 10:0. 
This man-Angel is pictured as a lI'r)11lflll in The :\Jother 
Church window, Journal. Jan. 189.;. \Yoman was able 
to encompass its ("time's") ends and eliminate its lim
itations. This pri\"ilege was open to fl1/y woman from 
the time of Jesus. Did nC)t :\Iary :\Iagdalene partially 
see this, but did she not have to go back and tell his 
disciples because she did not wholly do so. as e\'idenced 
by the call of ""'oman" !/(lI't!eniTlf/ her thought. John 
20:1.~, as subsequently unf()lded? Yet it was Ilpen tl) 
her. and Jesus invited her til it. but hcn\" far she fell 
below it is shown by :\Irs. Eddy in Cnity of Good 
62:27-11. and S.&H .. q3 :26-7. Thus she left the pri\'i
lege to the fourth "'oman. S.&H .. ;:H, who when she 
re\"ealed the Apocalypse or the spiritual idea of 
\\' oman hood (at the same time that she re\'ealed the 
spiritual idea of manhood in Genesis-both Genesis and 
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the Apocalypse being given us in Science and Health at 
the same time). kneu' that it had been accomplished 
and that the prophecies in St. John's re\'elation had 
been fulfilled. Thus she immediately thereafter elimi
nated the "seven thousand years" statement. 

Pursuant of this line of thinking, when :\lrs. Eddy 
revealed the City foursquare fi\'e years thereafter, as 
an addition to the Apocalypse in 1891 (she having pre
viously given us but a hint of it in "\Vayside Hints," 
a supplementary chapter to the I 6th edition in 1886), 
she was able to confidently say, "the spiritually organ
ized Church. in Boston. still goes on," Ret. 1891, p. 58, 
when there was no organized Church in Boston and 
had not been for two years next preceding, and for 
one year next succeeding, but the Church of the Bible 
had been fulfilled in her Text-book which was published 
in Boston. 

Eyen the City foursquare has its limitations or 
limits in its walls (else it would not be a definite revela
tion in Church consciousness). Just as Jesus founded 
his Church on Simeon. the second tribe. so Church could 
not go belO\\' two. leaving one to be redeemed to the 
infinite idea. S.&H. 3+0 :23-29. in "loman's overlap
ping descending course. as definitely unfolded in "The 
Call of Thirteen." The City foursquare is the Branch 
wedded to the ~Iother consciousness-prophetically 
wedded as a collected idea in the "Extension," !\ly. 39: 
6-11. and specifically in the ~lanual. provision on 
page 72. lines 19 to 2+. but definitely forbidden to be 
even" gelleral/ y" controlled by The :Mother Church. 
The word "general" was inserted when I\frs. Eddy 
dropped the title of ~Iother-in the same :\lanuaI. It 
had previously been "no official control," !\lan. Art. 
XXIII, Sec. I, which permitted the "general" super-
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vision that she had always exercised, but ({general" was 
inserted in 1903 when the i, Extension" was started, 
thereby separating the specific branches forever from 
the "general" supervision of The !\Iother Church. Are 
we obeying her DDlAXD? 

So in 1896, when l\Irs. Eddy put man and \\' oman 
into "elements" and "quality" and dropped "individu
alities" and "man and "'oman" (S.&H. now p. 57-the 
second page of ":\Iarriage" in former editions), she 
changed "re-invested with his native supremacy" to "as 
never born and as never dying, but as coexistent with his 
creator" (our now S.&H. 557:18-21, and in 1896 edi
tion as formerly, on the last page of Genesis). So the 
"co" (coexistence) is between God and man, and not 
man and \Voman. 

Referring again to the subject of Science and Health 
560:2-5! with regard to the "'oman clothed with the 
sun, etc., as being the "distinctive feature" with "refer
ence to the present age" (the XIXETEEXTH Century, 
as :,\Irs. Eddy has just previously said in the same para
graph and under the same marginal topic, "TOD.·\Y'S 

lesson." and an age is a hundred years) ; and yet speak
ing of it as being the "SIXTH Seal typical of SIX thousand 
years since Adam,"-this seems to be an endeavor to 
associate the then time (approximately six thousand 
years since Adam) with the XIXETEE::,\TH Century. It 
might throw light on this spiritual endeavor to show that 
":\Iotherhcod'! was not the final statement of being, al
though "l\Iother" is God, but God, :\Iother, S.&H. 592, 
plus idea is a more final statement than ":'\Iother" in the 
abstract, hence, not until l\Irs. Eddy fully and finally 
unfolded the spiritual idea of "the ideal man!' and "the 
ideal "'oman" on p. 517 of Science and Health in 2nd 
edition of 1907, did she say: "Principle and its idea is 
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(J!le," S.&H. +6.~: "Thy kingdum is (fJllle" in the Lord's 

Prayer, etc., etc., as previuusly uniolded. So" ..\Iother
huoj" is but "a half a time," Rev. I.?: 1+, unfuldment. and 
must be superseded by the ..\larriage of the Bride and 
the Lamb, Re\'. 1 C) :7-9,-God and man. Thus fceling 
the limi tation of ..\Iutherhood, she expressed it in terms 
which are litcrally inconsistent with the Bible which 
she correlates, in the sense of the Bible's having said 
that the st'I·"lltlz st'lll was opened (typical ()f se'·en thou
sand years since A.dam) before the man-:\ngel brought 
the "Li ttIe Book" in the SEn:XfH SEAL. This \\'as 
opened in Rn". S, and the sixth angel, or trumpeter, 
Re\". 1 I: I.) records the sounding of the sc\"enth or last 
trumpet. and tlzell \Yoman brings forth the man child in 
the l'?th chapter of Revelation, which "\Irs. Eddy sa~·s 
was in the :\T\FTEF:,\TI I Century, S.&H .. ~.)9 :3.?-.?, So 
the spirit of this must interpret it: and as throwing light 
on this point. it might be added, that in the ftftit'flz edi
tion, where this statement appeared for the first time, 
'\Irs. Eddy said exactly what she says in our present edi
tion, e,"cept she has "!0I1r thousand yetlrs" where she 
now has "six thousalld yCtln"; showing that it cannot be 
litat/lly illtt'1"prt.'ft'J. and the spiritual interpretation 
secms to be her sense of the li1llitati'.J1l of .\Iothcrhood. 

This statement abo\"c quoted W~1S not put in until 
1891 (the City foursquare unfoldment), because .\Irs. 
Eddy had not included even the man-:\ngel bringing 
the Little BlJok before the:;Oth edition (.\Iotherhoud 
or Rn". I.? being the entire :\pocalypse up to I H'1l , City 
foursquare edition)-the fiftieth, the spiritual Jubilee 
edition, Ln" . .?~, wherein man's spiritual heritage as 
the reflecti()n of God was "restmed." Hence it is natural 
to suppuse that after the revelation of the City four
square, she felt the limitation of her previous unfold-
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ment, and at first placed it within "/0I1r th011Stllld rears," 
the limitation of manhood-her "man chi Id": h(;\\Tn~r. 
in the same year IR91, she changed it to our present "six 
thousand years," which could not be literal in \"iew of 
the surrounding circumstances of her having eliminated 
"se\"en thousand years" as the time for error acti\"ities 
when she saw e\"en the vision of :\Iotherhood recorded 
in the first "Apocalypse" in 1886. wi th Genesis as a 
foundation of spiritual manhood. 

Howe\"er. :\1 rs. Eddy gives us a perfect key tl) in
terpretation when she places the specific seals within 
the thousand years corresponding to their specific num
ber; but, had she not done so, the numerical order of 
the Twelve Tribes. which she had said would "show 
the 'ii'o/'kin{js of the spiritual idea." S.&H .. ~6:?:IR. 
would have done so, in connection with the star values. 
which Jesus. Rev. I ::?O, and :\lrs. Eddy. S.&H.~6:?, 
interpret. They are the key to the entire unfoldment of 
the Bible and the scientific reasons for all its happenings 
and the basis of all its prophecies! The Tree of Life in 
Rev. 22 :2, as bearing twelve manner of fruits. corre
lated with 1\lr5. Eddy's statement. S.&H. 4-06: I-f>. is 
the full Principle of the Bible upon which the days f>j 
creation, tribes, stars, churches, seals. etc., are based. 
as before noted. So they must help us in the endeavor 
to interpret the "four thousand" and "six thousand" 
years which :\lrs. Eddy has stated more as a clue to 
spiritual interpretation than a literal fact. for both "four 
thousand" and "six thousand" could not be literal within 
so short a space of time. 

It is valuable in the sense of interpreting the a<hance 
of the City foursquare over :\Iotherhood, and yet show
ing the limits of even the City foursquare with its 
"'ii'alls"-the definite outlines of the s\"rnbol of 
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"Church," of which Mrs. Eddy says: " .... it is vain to 
look for perfection in churches or associations," No. 41 : 
12, 13. The walls and confines of Church as symbolized 
by the City foursquare, are limitations that would for
ever defeat its infinitude; however, l\1rs. Eddy has left 
us a branch activity corresponding to her unfoldment of 
the City foursquare on p. 575 of Science and Health 
which has still definite walls, and which descends direct
ly from God (Spiritual ~lotherhood) out of hea'l'en, not 
from earth. This is definitely illustrated in Christ and 
Christmas in the next to last picture where the \Voman, 
coming directly "from God out of heaven," Rev. 21 :2, 
10 ( Spiritual ~lotherhood), knocks at one of th ree 
branches on the closed door. These three branches were 
put on the door in the 4th edition of Christ and Christ
mas, 1898, the squares under the \Voman's feet (there 
had been previously only the mat under her feet), and 
the olive branch in the tenth bird's beak in the last pic
ture-all at the same time, just preceding :\lrs. Eddy's 
three branch church mottos, one for each branch, ~Iy. 
214, given us in 1899. This was shortly after giving the 
Branch Church Hall in Concord, ); ew Hampshire, to 
the local (((City") branch late in 1897, l\ly. 147, as sub
sequently unfolded in these X otes. This was the only 
Church edifice she e\'er had a part in building. accord
ing to her statement in the] une, 1894, ] ournal, p. 94. 

So the City foursquare has the limits of a Cit)' or 
branch work. and never until it does its individual 
branch work "in consonance with" the l\Ianual. p. 72: 
19-24, under its ou'n form of government refusing "gen
eral official contro!" by The :\fother Church. which 
~frs, Eddy forbids. Art. XXIII. Sec. I, p. 70. will it 
ever see its limits or walls spread into "no boundary nor 
limit" but "four cardinal points" (instead of walls), 
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S.&H. 577, in the Universe, as subsequently unfolded, 
thereby uniting in consciousness Rev. 22: 1-3, in corre
lation of K&H. 340 :23-29. The Mother Church worked 
with the \Vorld in ~1ind, but the branches must start 
with the City, thence to Nation, thence to \Vorld in 
demonstration, as unfolded in the chapter, "The Call of 
Thirteen." 

Note the Woman knocking at the door in the tenth 
picture in Christ and Christmas has one more step to 
take after the City foursquare, and as she is on a platform 
and so has the detached branch at which she is knocking! 
The Branch growing out of the spiritual ROOTS (not 
stem) of Universal Church, Isa. 11:1; Rev. 22:1,2. 

This Woman knocking at the branch brings the mes
sage (according to the Glossary in Christ and Christmas, 
p. 55) of the Je'l:enth Church, Rev. 3 :20-22, thus fur
ther proving that time has been encompassed in \Voman
hood as the message of the man-Angel, Rev. 10:6, 
swearing that "there should be time no longer" declares. 
Why? because the se'l:entlz seal had been encompassed 
which was "rest"-the seventh day of creative or "gen
erative" consciousness (see ''Time'' in Glossary of S.& 
H.), and Jesus' warning to Je'l:enth church of false rest 
and self-righteousness is the warning of this picture, 
as we can rest only in the consciousness of the righteous
ness of all mankind-in "~o :\lass for me" (Poem). 

l\frs. Eddy says in explanation of the "evenings" 
and "mornings" of Gen. 1: "Here we have the expla
nation of another passage of Scripture, that "one day 
is with the Lord as a thousand years." S.&H. 50+:21-
23. Thus the seven thousand years or seven days of 
"creative" consciousness had unfolded and time 'U'as 
silenced as against the realization of \Vomanhood. lvlan 
has had his "evenings" and "mornings" in the labor of 
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supporting generation or the evolution of God's man 
in the human consciousness. And so has the "generative" 
consciousness of "fotherhood, which started with Eve 
in Genesis and ended with the last "lather in Rev. 12, 
as typed by "Irs. Eddy who gave us ""lother's E~'ening 
Prayer" (Hymn 197), but "the Bride (\Vord) 1\ly.125, 
which came down from God out of heaven embracing 
man as square has never a morning nor an evening 1 
The whole process of generation was to unite the male 
and female idea in the human consciousness which was 
separated in the second chapter of Genesis, and the 
City foursquare does this in terms of J er. 31 :22, and its 

I · . S &H ~- 4 ~ 64??? ~ (. d' carre atlOn In .' .)/:,); : __ -_) In contra IS-
tinction to 65:10, II); 57S:1-6; 577:4-11. This is our 
letter message, the essence of which is declared in every 
affirmation of the allness of good, God; the infinitude of 
Love; but upheld in letter by the intelligence of its 
process. This intelligence we cannot escape as it is the 
second IzII man step in "the ideal man," S.&H. 517 :9,
the demonstrable intelligence which is the Bride's 
square-the Lamb ~-"The more I understand true 
Izuman/rood, the more I see it to be sinless.-as ignorant 
of sin as is the perfect "faker," l' n. 49 :8, 9. The Bride 
being the "omni-action" of Good, S.&H. 587 :19, 20, 
embracing "omnipotence; omniscience; omnipresence." 
"The "'ord and the wedding of this \Yord to all human 
thought and ACTIO~," ':\ly. 153 :28. 29; 125 :26. Thus 
the seven seals are not only opened by man, Rev. chap
ters 5-8 inclusive, but Oleo mpassed by \Yoman, Rev. 
10-22 inclusive; her entire work being after the se~'entlz 

seal was opened! 
And now we come to "Irs. Eddv's use of these num

bers in her church organization-"seven" and "twelve" 
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Chapter VII 

EVOLUTIO:\AR Y ORGA~IZATIO:\ 
"The material form is a 'Sulfa it to be Sfj n0l.',' and is 

abandoned so soon as Gfjd's lI'ay-sh0u'er, CHRIST, points 

the adt'anced step," JIiscellanl p, 1·1t). 

ASSOCI.UIO:\ '-\:\D CHl'RCH 

THE title of these notes .. -\S IT IS. was largely suggested 
by the information contained in this chapter on Eyolu
tionary Organization. which will show us where we are 
and AS IT IS in our Church processes. as well as indicat
ing the foundation upon which .\Irs, Eddy based her 
statements in .\liscellallY 3-+2. when asked concerning 
the future government of "The Church of Christ. Scien
tist" (note that she does not say "The .\Iother Church") 
"after all now concerned in its gO\'ernment shall haye 
passed on?" "It will E\'OIXE scientifically ..... Its gov
ernment will DfTELOP as it progresses," This was said 
in 1901, O'l.'er /i1:e yea,.s bt'lore '\Irs. Eddy had made the 
provision for the branch churches, .\Ianual p. 72. lines 
19-24 ;-Art. XXII L Sec. 6,-in the last '\lanual of 
1906, after the dedication of the "Extension" in June. 
1906. And also before '\Irs. Eddy had forbidden any 
even ({general" official control of the branches by The 
l'.lother Church. A.rt. XXIII. Sec. 1. in the same '\Ian
ual in 1903-the 29th (the 28th being the first in 1903) 
-in which she dropped the title of .\Iother. The By
Law had previously forbidden "official control." which 
would permit the "general" direction that she had 
always maintained of the branches, but she forbade even 
this "general" control \"hen she was preparing to leave 
them to their own responsibility "in consonance with" 
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as particularly distinguishing her first and second 
formations; the chapters on "The Twelve Tribes," 
"Crowned \Yith Tweh'e Stars," and "The Seven Seals" 
having been unfolded for the purpose of interpreting 
the value of her numerical symbols in her "founding" 
of her revelation. 
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(in sound with) The ~Iother Church ~Ianual. ~Irs. 

Eddy did not lea\"e the branches under either the ~lan
ual or the Board of Directors. but as 'i.i:edded to the 
~Ianual ("in consonance with"), under their o\\"n spe
cific form of go\·ernment. The steps to this are unfolded 
from their incipiency in this chapter. 

From the following notes. it will be seen that 
"Church" (\Yomanhood) was always founded on ":\550-

ciation" (manhood) ; and, therefore, the history of one 
demands the tracing of the other; also that these pro
cesses were e,·0/utiona,-)" from start to finish, in imme
diate response to the eyolutionary processes of the Reye
lation-Church and Association being the "founding" 
or demonstration of ~I rs. Eddy's Reyelation. 

~Irs. Eddy in her letter to First Church of Christ, 
Scientist, :\ ew York City, ~Iy. p. 360 :n-23, dates 
Church from the Fall of 1869. The "forty years in suc
cession," preyious to :\0\". 13, 1909 (date of letter). 
would place its origin in 1869. In Sibyl \Yilbur's The 
Life of ~Iary Baker Eddy, pp. 188. 189, lines 2-t to .?8,* 
is recorded "the two or three gathered together" in his 
name. ~Iatt. 18 :20; their "_-\ssociation" haying been 
spiritually formed in their preyious concourse in '\Iiss 
Bagley's home. 

\Yhile '\Irs. Eddy taught Hiram Crafts in 1866 
(Sibyl \Yilbur's The Life of ~Iary Baker Eddy. p. 
159),+ no _-\ssociation nor Church could be dated from 
work with a man without his wife's cooperation. This 
would haH been only Que (~Irs. Eddy) and a-half. for 
human ties must be fulfilled rather than ignored or de
stro,·ed. ~Irs. Eddv al,,"av5 receiyed husband and "'jfc 

" "" 

* Quotations not made from the latest revised Sibyl \Vilbur's The 
Life of ~I ar~' Baker Eddy. 
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as one in her classes. charging but one fee; also when she 
requested donaticns from her students for The .\Iother 
Church. she said that husband and wi fe \\"(juJd be re
garded as one. despite the fact that many of them were 
indiyidual practitioners. 

Too. after teaching Hiram Crafts and working with 
him in his practice, '\Irs. Eddy went back to her family 
(Sibyl ""ilbur's The Life of .\Iary Baker Eddy, p. 
17~).'" which shows she had not detached her thought 
from the human sense of origin eyen when she was work
ing with Hiram Crafts. 

The period from 1 ~66 to 1869 being the history of 
unhrmed :\ssociation, upon which ,\1 rs. Eddv founded 
un/0,.med Church in the fall of 1869 in her "forty years 
in succession" statement, p. 360 of ,\1 isccIlany. 

The Church of June, IR7.~, was /0,.med with eiyht 
members, about the time of the finishing of the /irst edi
tif)n 0/ Science and Health (Sibyl \YiJbur's The Life 
of '\Iary Baker Eddy, p. ~L~.t This church of eight 
members was dishanded because of rebellion (Sibyl 
\Yilbur's The Li fe of .\Iary Baker Eddy, pp. ~~6, ~66) t 
not founded on Association (se'i.'en) but on eight, 
""omanhood, without yisible support of seven, man
hood. I t seemed that :\ssociation (manhood) must 
reach /01'm before Church (\Yomanhood) could be 
/f)rmed in symbol and founded. The human union of 
Association 1.i.·ithout was a symbol of the diyine unit\' - -
'U·ithin Church . .\Iy. I 64 :2~-26. 

As previously noted, eight is the first glimpse of 
\Yomanhood in the Tweiye Tribes (,'li'hich sho·, .. ' the 
'1.L·o,.kinys 0/ the spiritual idea," S.&H. 56.2: 1 R), Asher 

* Page 165 in latest revision. 
+ Page 206 in latest re\'i,ion. 
~ Pages 217-218; 256-25i in latest revision. 
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being the eighth sen, Leah said: "Happy am 1. for the 
dau!Jhters \\i11 call me blessed," Gen. 30: 13. The 
scorpion in the counterieit :\strology points to the dan
ger of this thought unless it "rests upon," S.&H.:;83: 13, 
the di\-ine Principle of the previously associated se7:en 
tribes-".-\ssociation." I t results in license in the name 
of "liberty." This was :\1 rs, Eddy's only organization 
that could not be maintained . 

• -\SSOC/.\TIO:\' LI KEXED TO THE :\1.-\RRL\GE CO:\"TR.KT 

""as not this the same discovery that Jesus made 
when he firs~ fed the ji"e thousand with five loaves and 
two fishes and took up of the fragments t-..a/u baskets 
full. :\latt. 1+: 1;-22, immediateh- after which he 
walked on (top of) the water in the !0urtlz watch (ascen
sian). But finding his disciples did not understand it, 
as e\'idenced by their remarks in :\latt. I,; :33, he did his 
\\ork in SI·:rE:\-StTt'f1 loa\-es, and took up SEVE:\" baskets 
full with /0U1" th()usand men. :\ ote that while the visible 
supply was greater in the latter demonstration the sur
plus was less and fewer were fed-this is the difference 
in underlying Principle between "seven" and "tweh-e" 
-one manhood and the other \\"omanhood. But Jesus 
and :\lr5. Edd\" found that "se\'en" must be unfolded 
first. as these, his wilderness experiences, showed, and 
:\1 rs, Eddy's Church experience likewise. Is not this 
what '\lrs. Eddy means when she says: "lllstice [man
hood J is the handmaid of mercy," S,&H. 36:9; and 
again, ".\lercy cancels the debt only when justice [man
hoed ~ approns." S.&H. 22 :30, 31? And are not both 
of these statements the explanation of .\tatt. 18 :n-3.:;, 
where Jesus shows the Princi pie of "the kingdom of 
heaven." The king "forgave" the servant his debt in 
what is generally considered the "Christian!y" way, 
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rather than the "Scientific" way ("God's forgiveness of 
sin in the destrurtion of sin," S.&H. +97), and it did the 
man no good, as '\Irs. Eddy presents so clearly in S.&H. 
p. I I :.)-20-"The moral law, which has the right to ac
quit or condemn, always demands restitution before 
mortals can 'go up higher.'" '\Irs. Eddy also says in 
S.&H. p. 2+0, that "all wrong work" must be "effaced or 
rectified" and gives these two processes in "Rectifica
tions," en. p. 20. The king in .\Iatt. 18 gave the man 
a chance to "efface" rather than "rectify"-that is, de
stroy his debt by seeing the allness of good not only for 
himself but for all others, for in no other way is efface
ment (which is the "Scientific" way) possible. Forgive 
["destroy"-God's forgiveness S.&H. 497J us our debts 
as we forgin ["destroy" in like manner-efface the 
debts of] our debtors," said Jesus; "and Love is reflected 
in love," S.&H. 17, said '\Irs. Eddy in correlation. This 
would have been mercy cancelling the debt with the 
approval of justice, as "justice is the moral signification 
of law," S.&H. 391 :17, which is inherent, or embraced 
in true mercy-"effacement." The inadequacy of 
"Christian" forgiveness without "Science" effacement 
is thus wonderfully illustrated in this chapter, .\Iatt. 18 . 
.-\. "contract" is just what the name implies-infinite 
gor,d (''.IT/traded to the largest form discernible at the 
time by the contracting parties, which must be fulfilled, 
or emb7-ared in every succeeding contract with larger 
vision. Thus "Christ's Christianity is the chain of scien
tific being reappearing in all ages, maintaining its ob
\'ious correspondence with the Scriptures [God's con

tract with man] and L~\ITI:\"G all periods in the design 
of God. "X either Df..\SCCL\TIO:\", illusion, nor insubor
dination exists in divine Science," S.&H. 271. "Chris-
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tian Science eschews diyine rights in human beings," 
~Iy. 303: 13. 1+. 

Is not this Principle the discernment whereby Jesus, 
Paul and ~Irs. Eddy held so fixedh' to the im'iolabilitv 

, , . 
of the marriage "contract"-the limit of which is always 
.• '1 d h d "\1' "86'" -, "89'1" "0 untJ eat 0 us part. . 15. _ ._-), _ . _-_ . 

(~ote that the succeeding paragraph to this latter ref
erence begins \vith. "Rights that are bargained away 
must not be retaken by the contractors except by mutual 
consent." This refers to "maternity" and "paternity" 
rather than to marriage. as otherwise, it would make all 
cf ~Irs. Eddy's other statements inconsistent on this 
point: however. it would be impossible to misconstrue 
her meaning tn such a perversion in "iew of its gram
matical arrangement of paragraph in point of position) 
Science and Health 5q:I-6 and n. ~+ further support 
this. also the teachings of Jesus. and Paul-~Iatt. 19:2-
I~; ~Iark IO:~-l~; Luke 16:17.18; John ~:1-9 (resoh'
lng water - "human marriage" - into wine, its true 
spiritual meaning and antecedent reality). Rom. 7 :2.3; 
I Cor. ch. 7: of which ~Irs. Eddy says in S.&H. p. 269, 
under the topic of "Biblical foundations": "I. therefore, 
plant myself IInrt?st?I"'i:edly on the teachings of Jesus. of 
his apostles. and of the prophets .... Other foundatif)ns 
there are none." ~I rs. Eddy also says in S.&H. p. 60, 
with "selfishness and impurity" as the subjects (not peo
ple). "\\'isdom will ultimately put asunder WHAT [not 
"u:h0nl J she hath not joined together." ~1rs. Eddy ob
tained her divorce as a Christian (in 1873, before she 
unfolded Christian Science to the world in 1875) in 
accordance with ~Iatt. 19:9 and 5 :31.32;* but correlates 
as a Christian Scientist the higher conception of his, 
Jesus'. teachings as given in ~Iark 10:2-12; Luke 16: 

* Proving adultery. 
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17~ 18, and Paul's Romans 7 :2, 1 and I Cor. 7: 10, II, 
in which no cause is given for divorce, in S.&H. 59:3 I-I. 
The laws of the land are made to restrain criminals, and 
are but the erhr) of the laws of the Bible, which are for 
Christians. :\11 symbols must rest under re1·t'aled law, 
they can never have the freedom of the sons and daugh
ters of God in Spirit. '\Irs. Eddy also was the means 
of reuniting the woman who ran away with her husband 
with the woman's husband, showing that "adultery" is 
not necessarily a demand for divorce. Her (.\frs. Ed
dy's) grievance against her then-husband was peniJtent 
adultery, but she was only a "Christian"-not a Chris
tian Scientist at the time that she accepted this "Chris
tian" course. 

As "God guides every event of our careers," Vn. 
p. 3:27-1; 18:17-21. all contracts are just as inrio/ate as 
marriage; the seriousness and weight of the matters 
determining the length and proportions of the contract. 
So, in the terms and spirit of .\Iatt. 18: I 8, "\\Thatsoever 
ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven," all 
contracts are binding within their limits, God being the 
establisher of the "bounds of their habitation," Acts 
17 :26, in all things-this is the "coincidence of the 
di\'ine with the human," S.&H. 561 :16; 'lis, 100:19-
25; .\Iy. 160:5-8; 265:22; Cn. 52:7-11; S.&H. 2~6:19-
23. 'Vhen we assume, as did the king in .\Iart. 18, 
to loose on earth "what has a/ready been bound if! 
heaven," except to progressive spirituality, which ful
fills and embraces every obligation contracted, just as 
the moral is embraced in the spiritual in The Scientific 
Translation of .\Iortal '\find, pp. 115, 116, we find, as 
did the King, that we must retrace our steps and RECTIFY 

-this is .\ssociation ({'u.:ithout." This Jesus illustrated 
by having filled "to the BRn(' the stone waterpots at the 
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marriage of Cana of Galilee. before he turned the water 
of human obligation (Association-relationship) into 
wine (Church). John :?:6. The spiritual way is "ettace
ment"-Church "·-u:ithin." 

So. the Bible in Sel"t'n (or C'.Illtraet between God and 
man) must be established in the human consciousness 
and embraced before the liberation of the succeeding 
five stars or tribes can be demonstrated. Thus Jesus' first 
demonstration in "five" and "twelve" Chllrch was not 
understood and he had to make the demonstratIOn ot 
SEXE:\" .-1ssr),iatioll. Likewise :\Irs. Edd\"s Church 
in eight was disbanded in rebellion because senn had 
not been previously unfolded. There must be contract 
(or human discernment) before Church; human law 
must support the divine. of which it is the echo! 

FIRST A.sSOCL\TIo:\" 

On July +. 1876. the first 0rgl11lized Association took 
form: The /irst Christian Scientist .\ssociation was 
organized by myself alld six 0f my studellts, Ret. 43. 
So Association starts and remains in se;:'Cl1 throughout. 
because .\ssociation was prophesied thuusand.s of years 
befNe in the seventh son cf Jacob. "Gad." about whum 
Leah said: "A tr00p cumeth." and of whom :\Irs, Eddy 
says: '·Science. spiritual being understood; haste 
!0'U:ards harmony" (Church). S.&H. p. 586. 

FIRST CHL'RCH 

"At a meeting of the Christian Scientists' Associa
tion. on April 19. 1879. [on motion by -'Irs. Eddy] it 
was voted to organize a Church to commemorate the 
words and works of our :\1aster." Ret. +3 :23-:? :\lan. p. 
17. A Charter was obtained in June, 1879. This Church 
was formed in Lynn and had SC'l.'en Directors, one of 
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whom (Dorcas Rawson) was a member of the former 
Church of eight, thus preserving the continuity of 
Church manifestation-2'lrs. Eddy and Dorcas Rawson 
(and perhaps others) being "the f.u:o or three gathered 
together in my name" (Sibyl \Yilbur's The Life of 
.:\lary Baker Eddy. pp. :Z:Z6. :Z66).* For a year and a 
half its services were carried on in the parlors of various 
members and not until Dec .. 1883, were services held in 
a public hall. The articles of incorporation stated that 
the Church of Christ. Scientist, was to be established 
in Boston. The first public meetings of the Church 
convened at Hawthorne Hall (Sibyl \Yilbur's Life of 
':\lrs. Eddy, pp. 266. 267).t 

.:\lrs. Eddy went back and forth from Lynn to Bos
ton. preaching in Boston. A document was signed by 
eight (rebellion again in eight. and endeavor to falsely 
reach :\sher) protesting students. rebelling against ':\lrs. 
Eddy and reciting grave charges . .:\lrs. Eddy expelled 
them, thereby presen'ing her Church Charter. Thus 
history tried to repeat itself, but was thwarted. because 
founded on the rock of Association (demonstration) 
Sibyl \Vilbur's The Life of .:\lary Baker Eddy. p. :Z7r'.t 

THE .:\1.-\SSACHl'SETTS 2'IEL\PHYSrc.-\L COLLEGE 

This College was founded Jan .. 1881. by ,:\1 rs. Eddy 
and six students. ':\lrs. Eddy was elected President. and 
the six students directors. six months be.fore the struggle 
in her Church. So teaching is limi ted to Se1'en. Seven 
was always the quorum of the College :\ssociation. as 
well as First Church.* See Christian Scientist '·.:\lassa
chusetts .:\letaphysical College" Constitution and By-

• Pages 217-218; 256-257 in latest revision. 
t Page 257 in latest revision. 
::: Page 261 in latest re\·ision. 
• Although its Church membership reached about two hundred. 
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Laws, p. 12, Sec. 5-"Seven members shall constitute a 
quorum." 

This First Church never went beyond manhood
"to commemorate the word and works of our ~Iaster," 
~Ian. p. 17, or specific healing. ~I rs. Eddy says of 
Jesus, S.&H. p. 562 :3-5: "As Elias presented the idea 
of the Fatlzerlzood of God, which Jesus afterwards 
manifested, etc."; again (p. 565. lines 11, 12) "Jesus the 
masCllline representative of the spiritual idea, etc." 
Again, S.&H. 589: 16-18. "Jesus, the highest human 
corpf)real concept of the divine idea, etc:' Jesus appears 
in Rev. I : I 3 "in the midst of se'ven candlesticks." " .... 
and he had in his right hand se'!:en stars," v. 16. "The 
se'!:en stars are the angels of the se'l'en churches," v. 20. 
However, in Rev. 12, he prophesied of t'lL'el'!:e stars on 
the \Voman's head; and in Re\'. 21. we are told that the 
City foursquare had t'1.i:eh:e gates. "and at the gates 
twelve angels. and names written thereon which are the 
names of the Tu-el'l'e Tribes of the children of Israel." 
Remembering the angels are the siars, Rev. I :20. the 
significance of the I-u:eh:e stars on the \,r oman's head show 
that \Yoman brings fi'l'e more stars than Jesus held. 

This First Church of Christ. Scientist, as previously 
mentioned, did not go beyond se'l:en, as se\'en always con
stituted a quorum in this Church. For Constitution and 
By-Laws of this First Church. see Journal of Aug .. 
1889. pp. 256-261 inclusive. Vol. 7. X o. 5. This Church 
was dissolved in Oct.. 1889. Ret. pp. 43-47. and its limi
tations expressed in ~Irs. Eddy's observations on "Or
ganization," within those pages. 

Compare the object of this first formation with the 
object of the reorganized Church on pp. 17-19 of our 
~Ianual-the first founded on J eSlts and the second on 
the Christ; the first to do specific healing; and the sec-
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ond "to heal the 'lJ.:orld." The latter "to reflect in some 

degree the Church Cniversal and Triumphant," ~1an. 
p. 19. \Vhy ((in some degree"? Because even the second 
was only a symbol, of v .. hich ,\1 rs. Eddy says, 1'\0 p. 
41: " .... it is vain to look for perfection in churches 
or associations." 

Despite all this, we find on the inside of the Quar
terly cover, this First Church which was dissoh'ed, given 
as the definition of our present 7n07.'ement. This was 
done as late as 1023.' TV herelore we are deemed un
worthy to go on as '\Irs. Eddy left our organization. and 
who has the right to thus thwart her purpose? 

In the J oumal of Feb., 1890. p. 566. it is said: "The 
dissolution of the visible organization of the Church 
is the sequence and complement of that of the College 
Corporation and Association. The College disappeared, 
'that the spi rit of Christ might have freer course among 
its students and all who come into the understanding of 
Divine Science'; the honds of organization of the 
Church were thro'lJ.'n au·a.,·, so that its members might 
assemble themselves together and 'provoke one another 
to good works' in the bond only of Love." 

Three years before the dissolution of Church, !\Iassa
chusetts ~Ietaphysical College, and ~Iassachusetts !\Iet
aphysical College Association, ~lrs. Eddy called the 
National Christian Scientists' .. Association into expres
sion in the Jan. Journal, 1886. Vol. 3, Xo. 10, in the 
following language: "As the Cause of Christian Sci
ence is extending rapidly all over our country and the 
Christian Scientists' Association. of Boston. is exclusive
lya society of the '\lassachusetts !\feraphysicaI College. 
I deem it advisable that an organization be formed on a 

• "Scientists'" was the original spelling; changed to "Scientist" be
fore being merged into Universal Assembh' in 1890. 
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broader basis, by which all Christian Scientists and their 
students may come together; and I would recommend 
that steps be taken by my students, throughout the 
C nited States to organize a ~ ational Christian Scien
tists' Association." 

In the Feb. J oumal, 1886 (the following month), 
Vol. 3) .:\0. 11, is the record of the calling of this S a
tional Christian Scientists' ,dssociatir;n bv thirteeTl of 
~1rs. Eddy's students, each of the thi rteen signing his or 
her name thereto--six men and seven women. The fol
lowing was incorporated in the call for this :\ssuciatiun: 
"The purpose or object of this ~ atiunal Association is 
to place students' students on equal footing with others 
in Christian Science [no dignitaries in universal Love], 
and to promote unity and brotherly love. Charters will 
be granted by this X ational Association to miTlr;r Asso
ciations." Thus this Assuciatiun was a gene,.,·c .-Jssfj(ia
tion t including all Associations) upon which to base 
generic Church-the City foursquare. The ~lassachu
setts Metaphysical Association could send all the dele
gates it wished, but the other Associations only three 
at the must, and no Association could send any unless 
the Association consisted of twenty students. (See Con
stitution and By-Laws of :\ ational Christian Scientists' 
Association-pamphlet-p. 9.) 

Simultaneously with the first regular meeting of this 
Association in ::\ew York City, Feb. 10, 1886, Journal, 
Vol. 3) l\ o. 12, the 16th edition of Science and Health 
was given to the field and world. containing for the first 
time "Genesis" and the ".1pocalypse"-the latter going 
no further than the 12th Chapter of Revelation, the 
'Voman bringing forth the ":\IA:,\ CHILD," of which it 
was said: "One new chapter has been added, on the 
Apocalypse. giving an exposition of the bearings on 
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Christian Science of the t'U.:elfth chapter of Revelation, 
to which it is believed by AIrs. Eddy to particularly 
relate" (Journal, Vol. 3, Xo. la-advance notice). 

At this first regular meeting of the SatiQnal Chris
tian Scienists' .Associati0n in :\ew York City. Feb. la, 
1886. an Executive Committee of five were elected, in
cluding :\1 rs. Eddy, while Allen Campbell. C. S. D., 
of X ew York City, was elected President. There were 
two Vice-Presidents. Treasurer and Secretary-fi'Z'e 
officers and fi'l:e on Executive Committee. Journal Vol. 
I I, ~o. 12. 

At the next meeting of the K ational Christian Scien
tists' Association, called the first "Annual :\leeting." in 
] une, 1886, in Bosten. the officers were elected all over 
again and 2\1rs. Eddv was made President, she also re
maining on the Executive Committee. It would seem as 
though they had made the mistake of putting :\1 rs. Eddy 
under a student as President, which was corrected and 
she was President of both the :\lassachusetts :\Ietaphy
sical and the X ational Christian Scientists' Associatien 
at the same time, and continued to preside over both up 
to 1889, when they were dissolved-the elements of 
both being in ":\lother," their source. 

That :\lrs. Eddv was President of both of these Asso
ciations. The :\lassachusetts :\letaphysical College As
sociation and The :\ ational Christian ScientiHs' :\S50-

ciation. will be seen by the Feb. 18R6 J oumal, Vol. 3, 
X o. I I. p. 209; which shows that she tried to resign from 
the 2\lassachusetts :\letaphysical College Association, 
at its then Tenth Annual :\leeting. but was prevailed 
upon to remain as its President; while Vol. 4. Xo. 2, 
2\lay 1886. J au mal. evidences :\1 rs. Eddy's election to 
the Presidenev of The X ational Christian Scientists' 
Association. Also Vol. 4. K o. 5. August 1886, Journal, 
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shows that :\Irs. Eddy conducted the meeting of The 
Xational Christian Scientists' Association as its Presi
dent on July 26th) 1886, when eleyen charters were 
granted to other Associations; and on the same page 
notice of the meeting of The :\Iassachusetts \Ietaphy
sical College.:\.ssociation is giYen, indicating that :\lrs. 
Eddy was President of this :\.ssociation also. 

The .Yational Christian Scientists' .~ssociation met 
in Chicago in 1888. when ~Irs. Eddy was present and 
gaye the address on "Science and the Senses," I\lis. p. 
98. :\ ext it met in 1889 in Cleyeland, when I\Irs. Eddy 
resigned as President. making a gift of the Journal to 
the :\.ssociation. Dr. Ebenezer Foster-Eddy~ her son, 
was made President in her stead (and thus continued 
until it was merged into the \Yorld's Parliament of 
Religions in 1893). Xext, it met in ~ew York in June, 
1890. where it resolnd itself into a CniTe/'Sal.-1ssembly. 
See Journal. July 1890. p. 175. line 5; also note p. 172 
that it repealed its C0nstitlltil)n and By-Laws anq. ad
journed for three years. 2\1 rs. Eddy's letter. p. 137. 138 
of .\Iiscellaneous \Yritings appears in first of this 
Journal of JlIly. 18r)0. (:\Irs. Eddy's adopted son was 
also President of the :\Iassachusetts l\letaphysical Col
lege Association when it adjourned sine die June 3. 
189), neyer to meet again.) 

In Journal of 1890. p. 137. is a record of the disso
lution and re-I)rganizatir..n of the '\lassachusetts \Ieta
physical College :\.ssociation. The following statement 
is made: "\Yhen the '\lassachusetts .\Ietaphysical Col
lege .-\.ssociation was reorganized. the teacher recom
mended its continuance as a 7.'o/untary assembly of 
Christians." This .-\.ssociation continued to meet 1wmtlzly 
as heretofore under rev;sed Constitution and By-Laws. 
until completion of the 2'lother Church-adjourning 
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sine die when its work was finished, Journal. July 1895. 
Its revised By-Laws stated that it was the "parent Asso
ciation." Sec. 3. p. 1+. and that its members were "hie 
members." Sec. 4. p. 7. Xeither of these statements were 
in the former By-Laws. The quorum was still se'l:en. 
See Constitution and By-Laws or the 1\Iassachusetts 
~letaphysical College. p. 12. 

The resolving of the 1'\ ational Christian Scientists' 
Association. July Journal. 1890. into an "['n;n>rsal As
sembly" and the "epealing of its Constitution and By
Laws (thus taking it from under human lau') prepared 
it as a humanly squared foundation for the coming 
"spiritually organized church" which was given us in 
Feb .. 1891. in the "City foursquare." The latter was the 
ascended "man child." Rev. 12:5. married to and em
braced in the Bride. Rev. 19 :7-9, as a City. The 
a rmy of heaven on whi te horses was the righteous 
saints-Christianity-to whom the Bride was wed. her 
wedding garments being "the righteousness of saints." 
Revelation 2 I :2 pictures the Bride coming down from 
heaven as a City. and the City had fu:elH gates. corre
sponding to the Twelve Tribes. Rev. 2 I : 12. l'1 rs. Eddv 
says S.&H.~62 :_~-2I. th;t the completed idea is "\y~
man. typifying the spiritual idea of God's ~lotherhood 
.... the spiritual idea is crowned with tU'el'l'e stars. The 
tweh'e tribes of Israel u·ith all mortals. etc." This 
"with" in last preceding sentence must mean includ
ing. as the April J oumal of 1895. in describing the 
Directors' window of The ~lother Church with the 
tU'ei'l-e stars surrounding it. says: "The twelve stars 
svmbolize the twelve tribes of Israel and the twelve 
tribes of Israel stand in type for whole human race." 
As the Ci ty has a tribe at each gate and each gate is of 
one solid pearl. then all the tribes are redeemed.' The 
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work is done, and Universal Church is finished, and 
rests upon the demonstration of the Cni'versal Assem
bly, formerly the 1\ ational Christian Scientists' Asso
ciation. 

Contrary to the usual impression, the Second Organ
ization of 1892 was not the "spiritually organized 
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, [which J sti II 
goes on." Ret. 44:29-1. As J\Jrs. Eddy says in Retro
spection and Introspection in 1891 (which was pub
lished in X ovember after the 50th edi tion of Science 
and Health in Feb., 1891, but in the same year and a 
year before our present organization, Sept. 23, 1892, 
J\,lan. p. 18): "Adding to its ranks and influence, this 
spiritually organized Church of Christ (Scientist) in 
Boston still goes on. :\ new light broke in upon it, etc.," 
and the following was added: "After this experience 
and the Divine purpose is fulfilled in these changing 
scenes, this Church may find it wisdom to organize 
a second time for the completion of its history. This 
however is left to the providence of God." Ret. 1st to 
4th editions 1891-0 year beff)re the neu' organization. 
Note it is said the Church may organize again for the 
({cf)mplefif)n of its hislf)r),." Mrs. Eddy says S.&H .. ~7: 
4, 5-"Union of the masculine and feminine qualities 
constitutes compleleness." Just as it is with individuals, 
so it is with Church, the feminine element of fi'l.'e must 
be added to the masculine element of se'un,' or the seven 
stars in Jesus' right hand in Revelation I st chapter must 
be increased to complete the IU'eh:e on \Voman's crown 
in Revelation 12th chapter, twelve being completeness. 
Jacob was the first to see from earlh to hea7.·en and back 
to earth again in his Ladder prophetic of his lu:e!7.·e 
children. The seven rungs, corresponding to the seven 
days of creation in Genesis first chapter, were the 
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June, J oumal, 1894. This was a strictly parent Church, 
built by a "parent Association" (Constitution and By
Laws 1'lass. 1'1etaphysical College Assn., p. 14), after 
which the PAREXT association in June, 1896, adjourned 
sine die and never met again. Its mission was fulfilled. 
It stood by! Vol. 13, No.4, July 1895. 

Returning to the Second formation of Church in 
1892, which was founded on Christ, (instead of Jesus, 
as in the dissolved Church of 1889) as a reminder of 
where we are in this note-taking-its further progress 
awaits the following: 

In Sept., 1893, the first \Vorld's Religious Congress, 
or \Vorld's Parliament of Religions, was held in Chi
cago at the \Vorld's Fair, and in the September Journal, 
Christian Scientists were invited to attend. The N 0-

vember Journal * gives an extensive accountvf this mo
mentous event, which proved to be the last meeting of 
the National Christian Scientist Association, as 1\1rs. 
Eddy merged this Association into that event, as stated 
on p. 156 of l'-1iscellaneous \Vriting. 

Christian Science was "the only denomination which 
was accorded the privilege of holding a denominational 
meeting, or congress, and also of presenting an address 
to the General Parliament setting forth its doctrinal 
points. With this exception, only papers were read by 
individual members of the respective denominations 
upon special topics," K ov. Journal, 1893, p. 344. 

The denominational meeting was held in \Vashing
ton Hall (significant in the light of ~1 iscellany 148: 15, 
16-"The Father of the Universe and the father of our 
Nation in concurrence"), and no other denomination 
nor religion was accorded such a privilege. The meet
ing in Washington Hall was on Sept. 20; the hall 

• 1893. 
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Shem, Noah's oldest son, and rightful heir, was given 
the "Promised Land"; Ham was given Africa and 
J aphet almost the whole remaining world, China; Eu
rope, almost entirely, and the British Isles, etc. 

The Church, Shem's portion, must be small-"the 
straight and narrow way"-so as to be sensible and visi
ble to all; when the way gets too broad, no one can see 
its protecting limitations: hence, the failure of pagan 
religions with their twelve Astrological points before 
they ascend on the seven human rungs or days of crea
tion,-demonstration. The U7:en days of "creation"; 
se'ven seals; seven stars in Jesus' right hand; u'ven 
churches and first U7:en sons of Jacob being all the same 
in spiritual value, as before noted. 

,Moses, who wrote the book of Genesis, had the pic
ture of the unfoldment of Jacob's sons upon which to 
found his revelation of prophecy of U'L'en days in the first 
chapter of Genesis, of which :\1rs. Eddy says in Science 
and Health 504:14, 15, "\-Vas not this a revelation in
stead of a creation?" When ~10ses collected these tribes 
into a nation, he gave them Ten Commandments. He 
could not command them beyond law, and ten sons 
were under law; Leah's six and the maids' four. Ra
chel's children, Joseph and Benjamin, stood for the 
male and female of "the spiritual idea," as revealed in 
Jesus (Joseph) "the Nazarite or the separated, God
crowned"; and i'1rs. Eddy (Benjamin), embraced the 
masculine and added the feminine. 

Moses could not go beyond seven in prophecy in 
Genesis first chapter, as the then-order was ascending
"God expresses in man the infinite idea forever develop
ing itself, broadening and rising higher and higher from 
a boundless basis" is manhood, S.&H. 258: 13-15, which 
must be unfolded before \Vomanhood can be seen "de-
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ascending thoughts (angels) and the five were descend
ing angels. The angels ascendr:d and descended, and the 
Ladder was set up 0n the earth, Gen. 28: 12 . .\Ian is an 
ascending thought and \Yoman a descend ing-the former 
as e,'idenced by Enoch~ Elijah, .\loses (?) and Jesus; 
while the City foursquare (as Bride) descends. 

In the June Journal, 1908, in an article entitled 
"Cross and Crown," '\Irs. Eddy's reason is given for 
changing the old coronet or man's crown, for the 
"celestial crown" with five stars, and each star seven 
pointed, on Science and Health and her other writings. 

In the June Journal, 1886, p. 6, Science and Health 
is compared to Jacob's Ladder, and in the same volume, 
under the title "J acob's Ladder~" June Journal, 1886, 
Vol. 4, p. 61, the se'ren prismatic colors in the rainbow 
are said to symbolize Jacob's Ladder. This article also 
says: "\Visdom is the masculine of Spirit; Love the 
feminine .... Spiritual Cnderstanding and Spiritual 
Discernment are the two highest faculties of Spi rit, cor
responding to hearing and sight ..... Spiritual percep
tion [sight, S.&H. S86:3 J is a term used to express all 
the spiritual faculties taken t0gether, as man is used to 
signify the Uni,'erse .... The tree of Life bore the leaves 
of Truth, and the fruits of Love the latter being twelve in 
number [which are twelve manner of fruits-Rev. 22: 
2]. Thus Love may be subject to i'li:eI1'e statements, etc," 
This shows clearly in view of the subject, "Jacob's 
Ladder," that the Ladder had /u'ch'e expressions or 
angels, Enoch was se1'entlz in descent from Adam and 
ascend ed. :\Iethuselah was Enoch's son; and X oah, 
:\Iethuselah's grandson, was the tentlz in descent from 
Adam, hence he fulfilled in advance of thei r human 
revelation the full ten commandments and was thus 
able to sa\'e others. Enoch had saved only himself. To 
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Eddy worked to find a law by which she could take the 
second symbolical formation from under the law and the , 
process is described in the Oct. 1892 J au mal, p. 275, 
when it was found that she could give to the Directors 
entirely outside of the organization the Deed of Trust, 
etc. This was given them on Sept. 1, 1892, and the 
Church was not formed until Sept. 23, 1892. So the 
Directors legally own the REAL ESTATE of the Church, 
outside the symbol of Church. 

Remembering we had the "spiritually organized 
Chu rch" already going on. Ret .. p. 58. 1 st to 4th editions 
1891, on Sept. 23, 1892, 1\lrs. Eddy called TWELVE of 
the members of the dissolved Church to form a Church 
without a Charter, or material law, and tu'eh:e stan re
spectively appear in the 1\lanuals before the names of 
these twel\Je members. so chosen from the members of 
the First (dissolved) Church. 

The first to the tenth ~lanuals contain the names of 
~lother Church members in the back. Dr. Foster-Eddy, 
~lrs. Eddy's son, appears in the 10th ~lanual in 1899, 
\l .. ;ithout his star (showing its significance) while others 
have theirs and many stars had gone out. but this does 
not detract from the fact that The (little) JI ather 
Church was founded on them and built by them. Dr. 
Ebenezer Foster-Eddy was ~lrs. Eddy's Ebenezer or 
"stone of help," standing staunchly by until the work 
was done, and, in fact, being its Fint Preacher after it 
was completed. but he failed to be her Benjamin.-

The !\.1assachusetts :\Ietaphysical Association do
nated the first money for The i\lother Church and only 
~lrs. Eddy's students' names were put into the corner
stone with her's-with possibly two or three exceptions, 
and they measured up to her demand for her students, 

• which she had named him. See her lI'ill in the .!ppendix. 
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scending in the clouds," ~1att. 2+ :30; Acts 1 :9-11 ; 
Rev. 21 :2, 10, as was promised of Jesus' second com
ing, which Mrs. Eddy says is Christian Science, Ret. 
p. 70 :20-22, and that the City foursquare is "Christian 
Science" in the 1890 edition of Science and Health to 
which she refers us on p. 309 on ~liscellaneous Writings. 

~Joses father and mother both being Levites (3rd 
day) -resurrection- ("Levi"-";Vlortal man"-S.&H. 
590) he must needs look forward immediately to 
Judah-the fourth day-corresponding to the sun, moon 
and stars, (which :\1 rs. Eddy interprets as "ascension" 
S.&H. 509) for the way out of human law, through its 
fulfillment. "I through the law am dead to the law," 
Paul, Gal. 2: 19, must be the statement of every con
sCIOusness. 

Going back to Shem, Noah's son, to whom the 
"Promised Land" was given, Abraham was ninth in 
descent from Shem, and God rededicated the "Promised 
Land" to him. Isaac was tenth in descent from Shem, 
Esau eleventh, and Jacob twelfth-hence. Jacob must 
demonstrate or carry forward the twelve. \Vhen he took 
his brother Esau's birthright and stole his blessing, he 
must demonstrably stand in his brother's shoes and take 
his tu.:ife in type. Esau was the type of law and Jacob 
Love. Rachel means a "ewe sheep" or type of Love, but 
] acob must needs unfold law (his brother) first and see 
its face as the "face of God," Gen. 33: 10. The history 
of the tribes being the whole Bible. hence, !\Irs. Eddy 
says they "show the WORKI~GS of the spiritual idea," 
S.&H. 562: 18. 

So with Church, the seven must first be demon
strated and dissolved before the other five could be 
added. To dissolve a thing is not to destroy it, but to 
liquify or mentalize it, S.&H. 507:3; hence, Mrs. 
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seated three thousand and had a standing room of four 
thousand; it was packed to overflowing and hundreds 
were turned away. At this meeting there were assigned 
i-i.i:eh:e presentations of Christian Science on the fol
lowing subjects, Address by Dr. E. J. Foster-Eddy, 
President of the X ational Christian Scientist Asso
ciation (published in the same J oumal as the features 
of this Religious Congress-X OV., 1893, p. 3+8-352); 
"The Resurrection," Rev. D. A. Easton, Pastor, Boston; 
"The Trinity," Rev. Augusta E. Stetson, Pastor, 
Kew York; "Spirit and .\latter," '\Irs. Ruth B. 
Ewing, Pastor, Chicago; "God IncorporeaL" Gen. 
Erastus );. Bates, Pastor, Cleveland; "Immortals and 
.\lortals," ':\lrs. A . .\1. Knott, Pastor, Detroit; "Scien
tific Theology," Rev. John Freeman Linscott, Pastor, 
Chicago; i'Prophetic Scriptures," Edward P. Bates, 
Syracuse; i, Healing the Sick," Re\". E . .\1. Buswell, 
Pastor, Beatrice, X eb.; "The Scientific C niverse," Rev. 
Isabella .\1. Stewart, Pastor, Toronto; "The Brother
hood of .\lan," Alfred Farlow, Paster, Kansas City, 
1\10.; "'\lind, not .\latter," S. J. Hanna, Editor, Chris
tian Science J oumal. 

An interesting incident occurred. mentioned in the 
following words: "Following the silent prayer \\"as Dr. 
Eddy's opening address, and, in their order, the other 
addresses [note they are all put in the same class
"addresses"] prepared for the occasion. excepting that 
the Rev. Augusta E. Stetson read the article from our 
Leader's pen, entitled "An Allegory," which was pub
lished in full in the October J oumal, instead of the 
article prepared by her upon the subject which had been 
assigned her." Thus '\lrs. Eddy was brought into the 
place of this party, as she did not stand in TWEIXE

Church. The great significance of the occasion in thus 
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completing Church in l'lceh:e can be seen in the light 
of subsequent events as given in '\liscellanv 357-362-
"Coming events always cast their shadows before them," 
as they are thought conditions before externalized. This 
event is particularly interesting in view of the subse
quent events of 190+-ju5t eleven years later-when 
,\1 rs. Eddy completed her Church as the tribe of Ben
jamin, as previously unfolded. Truly, "Thy ways are 
not as ours. Thou knowest best what we need most," 
.\ly. 229-it was divinely necessary that '\lrs. Eddy 
complete the Church in lu.:eh .. e, and the situation was 
divinely planned. Had Jesus' twelve, instead of eleven. 
disciples proved faithful to Church and accepted its 
limitations until demonstration broke the sheaf-band in 
T hirleen, he would not have been forced to accept cruci
fixion in TWELVE, Church, but could have maintained 
his position in Thirteen. But he had to become the 
t\\·elfth in the place of Judas Iscariot, his O·U·ll tribe, 
who betrayed him; not so. with l\1rs. Eddy. she sup
plied the tu:effth from the abundance of \Vomanhood 
and went on to THIRTEE~, which she could and did sup
ply. This exchange of plan may have been by after
thought of '\Irs. Eddy, although the Journal (Nov., 
1893) does not so suggest, but rather intimates to the 
contrary by its phraseology. In any event. it was God's 
will that .\lr5. Eddy be injected into the completion of 
Church in TWELVE, and, she u:as equal to both TWELVE 

and THIRTEEX. 

Thus on Sept. 22nd. two days after the meeting in 
TWELVE, was the main meeting in Columbus Hall. Pal
ace of Arts Building. where \-Irs. Eddy's specially pre
pared address on "Cnity and Christian Science"-the 
THIRTEE~TH exposi tion of Christian Science to the :\ a
tion at its World's Fair and to the \Vorld. The Editor 
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of the J ouma!. Judge Hanna, read her address. She 
stayed in Fourteen. Love, and allowed her address in 
THIRTEE:\", Principle, to be read to the \Vorld by man
hood, who was loyal to spiritual .\Iotherhood in Four
teen. (for all Scientists called her by the name of 
'·.\fother" by her apprO\'al, as evidenced in the first 
and succeeding .\Ianuals. quoted elsewhere). 

"There sat on the stage during the reading of these 
papers. distinguished representatives of the various reli
gions of the world. Roman Catholics, Protestants, 
Greeks. Trinitarians. Cnitarians. Theosophists, Budd
hists. Shintoists. Zoroastrians, ] ews. .\Iohammedans, 
etc., making the scene an impressive and memorable 
one, and having a peculiar interest to Christian Scien
tists," p. 34-3. 1'\ ov. ] oumal, 1893. "Every nationality 
and religion of the world being represented before this 
Parliament. it is not too much to say that for the first 
time in the world's history. the command of ] esus to 

preach the Gospel to all nations. was literally fulfilled. 
It is. doubtless. the first time since its utterance. that this 
commandment could have been carried out," p. 34-4, 
~ ov. ] oumal. 1893. "And this gospel of the kingdom 
shal1 be preached in all the world for a witness unto 
all nations; and then shall the end come," .\Iatt. ~+:14-. 

,\1 rs. Eddv's wonderful add ress on the subject of 
"Cnitv and Christian Science" (The THIRTfE:\"TH pres
entation of Christian Science to the \Vorld. through our 
:\'"ation's THIRTEE:\"-as shown in the chapter, "The Call 
of Thirteen"). will be found in \Tol. II, pp. 1+19-1423 
of \\"orld's [Fair] Parliament of Religions. It is al
most wholly a compilation of references from Science 
and Health up to a certain point and then \\'omanhood 
is definitely presented along the lines of thought un
folded in Science and Health 533 :26-7, excepting that 
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-'Irs. Eddy's wording is special to the occasion (her text
book at that time-the 80th in 1893, in all probability, as 
the 81st is the first in UN+--having practically the same 
wording as our now Text-book). :\.n excerpt from her 
address is as follows: "Christian Science sol\"es the 
problem of the relati'1:e rights and privileges of man 
and woman on their diviner claims. It finds in scrip
tural Genesis, that Eve recorded last is therefore first, 
she is a degree higher than Adam in the ascending in
telligence of God's creation. 'Yoman neither sprang 
from the dust of which adamah was formed nor from 
an ovum; she was the first discoverer of human weak
ness, and the first who acknowledged error to be error. 
Woman was the mother of Jesus, and the first to per
ceive a risen Saviour. "Toman first apprehended di\"ine
Iy man's spiritual origin; and first relinquished the 
belief in material conceptions. It is a woman that dis
covered and founded the Science of Christianitv. 

"The Revelator had not passed the transitional stage 
in human experience called death, but he already saw 
in prophetic vision, woman 'crowned with twelve stars,' 
types of the twelve tribes of Israel, and the spiritual en
lightenment of primal religion." The \VorId's Parlia
ment of Religion, p. 1422. \Vhile the addresses of the 
twelve are given in our] oumal (five of which are in the 
one reporting the Religious Congress. Nov. 1893, and 
the others subsequently). 1'1 rs. Eddy's address appears 
nowhere except in this report of the \Vorld's Parliament 
of Religions, showing that she consistently withheld 
Thirteen {rom Church and kept it in the ~ ation and 
"TorId, where it belongs. This is more thoroughly au
thenticated in "The Call of Thirteen." The marvel of 
vision and consistency in ~f rs. Eddy's revelation and 
founding is awe-insplflng in the retrospective! She 
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never permitted the revelation (Womanhood) to be sep
arated from her founding (manhood); and thus they 
consistently persisted to the last step in institutional 
founding, the Branch Church, as subsequently unfolded. 

The great fact remains that :\lrs. Eddy presented to 
the If? orld "the spiritual idea" of \Vomanhood, but not 
until she first presented to them manhood or the heal
ing and liberating power of Truth, as evidenced by her 
first references in her compilation: S.&H. 226:5 to 
227:2; 146:23-30; ~o. 9:22, 23; S.&H. 146:32-5; 147:7-
13; 328:22-1, etc. ~lrs. Eddy again picked up the 
thread of her work with the \Vodd directly for several 
years before she left us, as her highest communications 
were addressed to the World through its own channels, 
as further noted in "The Call of Thirteen." 

It is interesting to note in the Preface of this \Vorld's 
Parliament of Religions, "Irs. Potter Palmer, who was 
"in the forefront of this gathering of the Nations," said: 
"As Columbus discovered America, the Columbian ex
position discovered 'l.L'oman"-marvelous vision! 1\1rs. 
Eddy's address was read to every religion in the world 
at the same time in Columbus Hall, and, as the exponent 
of the only religion lhat was permitted to present its 
doctrine. Man had been preaching the gospel in 
preparation, from one to the other, from pulpit to pul
pi t, and from one nation to another, but \\Toman, typing 
"generic man." S.&H. 561 :22, preached it to the ''/I:hole 
'U'orld at one time, and gave her message to no denomi
nation-not even her own! It was a \Vorld message, and 
a \Vorld received it, and it is working "through [its] 
every pore." S.&H. 224 :2,3. 

The meeting of this Association was its first after it 
adjourned for three years in 1890. after resolving itself 
into a C niYersal :\ssembly in X ew York City. It never 
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met again, but was merged into the Parliament of the 
Religions of the World, ~lis. 156. 

A communication was read from l\1rs. Eddy re
questing the return of the Journal to her, as the Asso
ciation had diSJo/7.'ed and repealed its By-Laws in 
1890. This \'las done; whereupon Mrs. Eddy imme

diately returned it to them by way of an instrument 
already prepared by her. I t now became the organ of 
the Universal Assembly. Was not this process but an 
emphaSIS on what the Assembly then stood for as dis
tinguished from its former standing? So when it again 
came to the Church, was it not with deliberate intention 
to lift them to this Cni'L'ersai ASJembly consciousness? 

Mrs. Eddy then ~[ERGED the adjourned meeting into 
the one held in Chicago, as given us on p. 156 of Ylis
cel1aneous W ri tings. 

In this same Journal is a note by 1\lrs. Eddy entitled 
"Take Heed," in which she "ES]OI:\S" upon all Chris
tian ScientIsts that hereafter they refrain from "speak
ing or writing condemnawry of any Christian denomi
nation," stating that "this alone is consistent with our 
attitude and brotherly place accorded us in the Congress 
and Parliament of Religions in A. D. 1893." 

As previously noted, the "N ational Christian Scien
tists' Association" was called by THIRTEEX PEOPLE, and 
ended in THIRTEE:".' presentations of Christian Science 
before the \Vorld Congress. It never met again, and 
but one notice ever appeared about it after this and that 
was requesting them to pay up their dues in the follow
ing \\:ords: "The members of the National Christian 
Scientist Association are requested to send thei r dues 
to the Association from ~lay 27, 1890. to ~lay 27, 1893, 
to \\Tm. B. Johnson, Secy., etc." In other words, they 
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must "square" up before dissolving into mind, This 
""arid's Congress Association was Sept. 20, 1893. 

Remembering that this was "The "'arid's First Par
liament of Religions," Journal as above p. 337, it was 
the almost immediate response to the revelation of the 
City foursquare ,as "the spiritually organized Church," 
of which :\1rs. Eddy spoke in Ret. 1891, p. 58, imme
diately after unfolding the City foursquare. This was 
the last reHlation of her text-book at that time; the 
twenty-third Psalm with its "fourteen points" of divine 
Love, having been put into our text-book immediately 
after this Congress, covering and embracing both the 
Cniversal Church in FOl"RTEE~ (the "Torld), as subse
quently noted in detail; and Rev. :?:?-"The tree is 
typical of man's divine Principle, etc.," S.&H. 4-06. 
The 22nd chapter of Revelation or Church in the uni
verse, had not been encompassed in Science and Heal th 
before, nor had the tenets ever been put into our text
book; both the 23 rd Psalm and the Tenets were gi ven 
us in our text-book at the same time in the 81st edition
the first in 1894-, as the last in 1893 was the 80th, which 
has neither. The 23rd Psalm starts in the intransitive 
verb "is," and is the Principle, or tree, from which 
the activities flow, then "want," "maketh," "leadeth," 
"restoreth," "leadeth," "walk," "fear" (certainly as 
"God guides every event of our careers," Cn. 3, we 
walk always by H is grace, and do not see the "shadow." 
This thought reverses "fear" by putting an idea in its 
place. so even "fear" is a reversed activity demanding 
progress-S.&H. 4-36: 18, Fear, the sheriff. which ar
rests mortal man. is reversed by "Progress, the sheriff," 
S.&H. 4+1 :23, but an idea-"Progress"-was put in the 
place of "Fear," and so the claim of "fear" is the de
mand for "prcgress" in the 23rd Psalm, "walk" and 
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progress are the activi ties here demanded), "comfort," 
"prepareth," "anointeth," "runneth," "follow," "dwell." 
There are twelve activi ties, or transi tive verbs, the first 
"is" (Principle) and .last, "dwell" (Love) being in
transitive or states of being; thus making "fourteen 
points"-The "divine Principle, Love, underlying, 
overlying and encompassing," S.&H. 496: 18, 19, the 
twelve fruits of Love. The significance of this was the 
time and occasion of its addition to our Text-book
immediately after the First \Vorld's Religious Congress. 
Thus our war-President was forced to send out "Four
teen Points" for the salvation of the world, but they 
were caricatured as his "children," instead of the in
divisible idea of Love, and as such they will be re
deemed. Christian Science had just unfolded THIRTEEX 

up to that time, as evidenced by the ""x ational Christian 
Scientists' Association" being called in THIRTEEX, as 
before stated. 

The first contracts for pile driving, excavations, etc., 
for The :Mother Church, were signed Oct. 19, 1893, 
just a month later than the 'VorId's Religious Congress. 
(] os. Armstrong's Mother Church, pp. 8, 9) Spiritual 
Church must rest upon spiritual demonstration, or Asso
ciation, before the symbol could be built. 

There were none other than individual Teachers' 
Associations from June 3, 1895 (when the !vIassachu
setts 1'letaphysical College Association had its last meet
ing), until 1903 when the Christian Science General 
Teachers' Association was called together in 29th ~Ian
uaI (Second ~1anual in 1903) to "stand by" the building 
of the Extension of The l\1other Church, the "Crown 
of Peace." as Sibyl 'Vilbur calls it in her Life of l\lary 
Baker Eddy. and it is also called the "Crown," My. 
6: I 9, by 1\1rs. Eddy. The nature of the Extension seems 
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to haye been clearly indicated by this expression! The 
"Tv.:el,,·e Tribes" being "'oman's C,.0i.i:n. S.&H. 56:?,
and the Extension being the crr)'v.:n of The (little) 
~lother Church, ~ly. 6: 19, then. as "things equal to the 
same thing are equal to each other." the Extension 
symbolized the Tweln Tribes gathered as the crown of 
Church ~lotherhood_ So the General Teachers' _\sso
ciation must ha\-e been the _\ssembly of the heads of the 
"tribes"-the large Extension symbolizing the "Church 

Cni7.'ersal and Trillmphant," with its full "Twelye 
Tribes." Pre\-ious to the .29th \lanual (which carried 
the call for the General Teachers' _\ssociation). the 
Church Cni\-ersal and Triumphant were separated in 
the "Historical Sketch" on pp. 17-19 of the ~lanual. 
reading "to represellt the Church Cniyersal. and to 

reflect the Church Triumphant." 
190J was a year of great moment to ~Irs. Eddy's 

eyolution-\\'hen she dropped the title of "\lother"; 
and the capital "I" in "intelligence" in "the ideal man," 
S.&H. p. 517 :8.9. was changed to a small "i," thus forc
ing the human to an intelligent idea of spiritual Church. 
At the same time, pp. 68 and 69 were added to Science 
and Health, beginning with "Christian Science pre
sents unfoldment. not {lcrreli0n, etc": this was added 
just 1v.:el7.'e years after Science and Health 61 ::?9-3, was 
gi\-en us in 1891 and sllpplallts it. THE CHILD (the spir
i tual idea) must unfold to the human consciousness in
stead of ".1 child," human conception! 

At the same time that \lrs. Eddy became "Leader" 
instead of "~lother," (.29th \lanual 1903), Science 
and Health and the Bible became perpetual pastors for 
the Church and the II' odd instead of "so long as the 
Church is satisfied with them," as in the 28th \lanual and 
previously_ The Directors instead of "the Church" must 
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"see to it that the literature is ably edited and kept 
abreast of the times" as a DISCIPLL'\.-\RY pro\'ision-not 
executi\'e-was added, :\150 Church CniHrsal and 
Triumphant became 0nt' instead of two as in .?8th '\[an
ual. And at the same time that the capital "I" in "in
telligence," as abc\"e, was made small. the capital "S" 
in substance throughout Science and Health was also 
macie Hna/l, giving the" idea" 11 ... ·0 prop()rtions in the 
h u ma TI cOllsci'JlH TIt' ss-"su bstance and i mell igence," (S, 

&H. 516:+, .;, is a fair sample of this-"The substance, 
Life, intelli!jt'flCt'. Truth and LOH which constitute 
Deity"-all of these quality initial letters '<i.·ere capitals 
until 1903),* Art. XXIII, Sec. I. p. 70 of .\Ianual was 
amended (0 forbid even "general official contro)"' by 
The \Iother Church of the branches, instead of "official 
control"-specific. The German Herald was sent out 
in 1903-"(0 proclaim the L\·IrERS.-\L acti\'ity and a\'ail
ability of Truth," \Iy. 3_;3. Obstetrics was abolished 
in the College-"Obstetrics is not a Science and will 
not be taught in the College," appeared for the first 
time in 25th '\lanual 1902. The ground was being 
cieared for the "c0l1ected idea"' or Extension-Cni
versa I child-no more counterfeits in creation, but "in
telligence" is the demand! In this \lanual, the 28th or 
first '\lanual in 1903. we were gi\'en five directors for 
the first time. 

From Sept. 1,1892 (a little over lEX YE.-\RS pre\'ious 
to 1 <}03), "the Church" had had but four di rectors; the 
27th .\Ianual-the last in 190.?-will show this. As 
"four" types "ascension," Gen. 1: 1+; S.&H .. )09, it would 
seem that the prophecy of the "four kings," Gen. 1+, 
was in ascendency, or the hope of spiritually unfolding 
the n\·EU"E. But in 1903. the "five kings" were re-

.. Also \Visdom and Creator were decapitalized at the same time. 
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deemed, and organization was restrengthened to .. C011/
plete" its work in Church-rather than to ascend above 
Church in "four"-where ] esus left it-and to demon
strate the fifth descending rung (typed by Benjamin) 
in the \Yodd. instead of in Church. 

In 1841, when the first Retrospection and Introspec
tion was published, .\Irs, Eddy spoke of "the spirit
ually organized Church" as still going on. then p, 58 
-now pp. ++. ·t~. although it was he/--...:ecn churches-
the First Church haying been dissolved in 1~~4. and the 
second formation not taking place until 1 W).:?, So this 
statement in our present Retrospection and 1 ntrospec
tion does not appertain to our prt?st?lIt urganization, 

The _~ssociations all being in S/?'t'en (seven members 
constituting a quoru11/ in each of the two. previous to 
1903) ; also First Church which was dissolved being in 
SEVE:\,. the history of Church must be cU11/plett'd in 
T\\'ELVE! Seven being the limitation of Bible conscious
ness. as in Rev, I :20. ] esus had saell stars in his right 
hand! He said the seven stars were the angels of the 
churches, and yet the "Toman had TWEU"£ SL\RS on her 
head, Rev. 12: I, and the Ci ty foursquare had !--u;e!7.'e 
"angels" and the names of the Twelve Tribes (or 
"Churches,'~ Rev. 1 :20) above the l'-u:el7.'e gates. Re\', 21 : 
12, So in order to enter the City foursquare. the tu:el'l.,t? 
gates must be unfolded for all mankind, '\Irs. Eddy 
presented the Tu:ehe Tribes in .\Iotherhood and then 
constituted herself as Leader to lead us TO her unfold
ment of lu:eh'e-she taught and led us se'i.'t?n years there
afterwards! Teaching does not go beyond Je'l.'ell, as sub
sequently shown, 

The General Teachers' Association of 1903. assem
bled to stand by the Extension, was founded on ' .... i:eh-t' 

(instead of se'l.'t?n, as was the case with the two previous 
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Associations-see i- I st ~lanual 190i-). Twelve Execu
tive .\Iembers were the basic Association-only se'ven 
of which COL-LD BE Teachers; showing that teaching 
could not go beyond SEVL',_ Spiritual teach£ng must 
always be by symbols. S.&H. 575, and there are but 
Je'z:en symbols (days) of creation! The other ji'l:e who 
were not Teachers showed the spiritual intent of the 
Association. Association cul/eets, while Church is col
lected-just as David collected the materials for the 
Temple. which Solomon built into the Temple; so this 
Association was intended to collect the tU'eh:e in Fie/d
demonstration, as they had been already collected in The 
.\lother Church. This Teachers' Association. as head of 
the tribes. "stood by" the building of the Extension until 
its completion-1903 to 1906-and went on to the middle 
of 1908-then dissolved in the animating idea which 
was its source. having brought it into human expression! 

From all the above, is it not evident that 1\1rs. Eddy 
constantly moved forward in her founding and moved 
us with her until each and everything in the nature 
of human expression was dissolved into Spirit-made 
VOLC:\TARY; that is, remained only to those who saw its 
spiritual intent and value! '\Irs. Eddy's e'i:o/utiClnary 
founding was the immediate response to her e'l'olution
ary revelation. and was the human demonstration there
of-thence to "go to the Father." to pass as immediately 
to the Principle that it symbolized! 

Is it not most inevitable. thus basing our expectations 
on l\1rs. Eddy's constantly e'l:olutiClnary processes, that 
she should leave the last remaining law-bound activity in 
her plan of evolving the "spiritually organized Church," 
-the BR.-\:\CHE5-a "way out" to the same posi tion of the 
various Associations. Father and 1\Iother Churches she 
established-vOLc\TARY organization? '\Irs. Eddy most 
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siun! "can elect experienced Readers of their churches, 
who are ready for this high calling, and continue the 
meetings of their _-\.ssociations"-thus embracing _-\.sso
ciation in Church, for the lower is always embraced by 
the higher. I t now reads: "can elect an experienced 
Christian Scientist .... to conduct the meetings of their 
_-\.ssociation." The lack of limitation to a certain local
ity for supply shows the fulfillment of the specific de
mand of Association-it has done its work for Church 
in supporting its progressive structure to the point of 
completion. It has nothing to do with definite branch 
any more, as the branch must find its support in the 
Twelve Tribes within it. rather than of the one tribe the 
branch had previously represented. \Yhen the Church 
represented one tribe, or a specific child in \lother's 
family of many children, the A.ssociation was permitted 
to rest under a specific church, as its speciric support. 
But after the branch had been detached from the mother, 
as subsequently unfolded, each Church must rind its 
square-as the City foursquare-in its own inherent 
Twelve Tribes' compositiun; and .-\.ssociation was' thus 
freed to broader interpretation. However, the definite
ness of \lrs. Eddy's provision for an .-\.ssociation in 
keeping it within the bounds of ('organization" until the 
Church, the higher unfoldment in our organization, 
obtained its freedom, is e\-ident bv her using the word 
"can," which is grammatically an empowering verb! for 
which "may" is not a synonym. - --

This, then, is our position. if we obey ou,. ]fanual: 
\Ye have a Board of Directors, holding a "\lother's" be
quest of real estate for us, which, when we can see to 

release The \fother Church, would revcrt to \Irs. Ed
dy's hei r5, the Di rectors. See her 'ViII in the Appendix 
of these S ott's. The \lanual. p. 131, Stipulations 3 to 
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II on p. 133, define the powers under the Deed of Trust, 
which is wholly outside of The -'lather Church Manual 
and is added only as an Appendix thereto. Stipula
tion 3, enabled the Board to provide services in harmony 
with Christian Science, and empowered them to make 
all necessary rules and regulations to that end. Stipula
tion 6-"the Congregation which shall worship in said 
Church shall be styled 'The First Church of Christ, 
Scientist.'" This Deed of Trust, with these stipulations. 
applies only to The (little) ~lother Church, as the Ex
tension is on other premises than those described in said 
Deed of Trust, which latter was never changed nor 
extended when the Extension was built. 

Thus every provision has been made for "1\10ther," 
and even wilderness to pass to a higher position-Bride. 
"Thy ~1aker is thine husband" (now, "v,ife"), Isa. 54:5; 
"Even unto them will I give IX \flXE HOUSE, and 
within my walls [it must come in Church first] a place 
and a name BETTER than of sons and of daughters," Isa. 
56 :5.* "And it shall be at that day, saith the Lord, that 
thou shalt call me Ishi (husband) ; and shalt call me no 
more Baali (''\ly Lord'-Father-.\lother)." "And I 
will betroth thee unto me forever; yea, I will betroth 
thee unto me in righteousness and in J l"DG\IEXT [allow
ing us-Branches-our own individuality "in conso
nance 'lL"ith" but not under the .\lanual, ~1an. p" 72] 
and in loving kindness and in mercies," with its succeed
ing promises in the same chapter; fulfilling ,\1 iscella
neous Writings 96 :8-15: "First, as a loving Father and 
1\lother; then as thought ascends the scale of being to 
DIVI:"oI"ER consciousness, God becomes to me as to the 

• If :\Irs. Eddy had done no more than to drop "cr~Qtor" in her Text
Book: at the same time that she dropped the title of :\Iother, it would 
have shown a position beyond Father-:\Iother. 
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Again, are not the many persecutions of ":\lother" 
and "The IVlother Church" recently, ine'1.'itable in view 
of this demand to release ~lotherhood ? The many things 
that seem conservative in the ~lanual and Science and 
Health and upon which ":\lother" is being arracked were 
placed there about that time; for instance, "Duty to 

Patients," ~lan. p. 47, which was given us in 1903. just 
at the time of the alleged experiment of .\Irs. Eddy 
with physicians' diagnosis (~lay 1(03) ; morphine in
jections, S.&H. 464: 13-20, in 1906; ~Iateria :\ledica 
was invited to "adopt Christian Science" in the trial
p. 441 in 2nd edition of 1907, when the trial by her sons 
-one of whom was a physician-was in progress. ~Iay 
not this plan of salvation for ~Iateria ~Iedica ha\"e 
suddenly favorably terminated the suit which demanded 
remedy? Dr. Asa G. Eddy was a physician. Pui. p. 35 : 
27; Dr. Patterson, a dentist; and Dr. E. J. Foster-Eddy, 
a physician: showing the true sense of physician must 
meet and handle the false. saving at least its nloti'l:e. 
Science and Health, p. 16+: 17 -29, was given in the 
3rd edition in 1907, for the first time accepting the 
"~lother's" portion prophesied in Rev. 12: 14-"a time, 
and times, and HALF A Ti\[E." And at the same time. the 
60th l\lanual which was last in 1906 (as nearly together 
as two books printed at different times could present 
it), gave the Branch Churches directions on p. 72, 
Sec. 6. lines 19-2+. Science and Health p. +44. lines 7- 1+, 
read until the +th edition in 1907: "God will still guide 
them into the use of right means." 

SO IF there were eyer am" incidents in ~Irs. Eddy's - -
life that we do not understand, they could all be attrib-
uted to her having finished "~Iotherhood" in 1903 and 
started to work on a higher unfoldment of the :\Iarriage 
of the Bride (:\Iotherhood ad\"anced to Lo\"C) anJ the 
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Lamb (purified human consciousness), with our unwill
ingness to let JI uther go. This double burden cannot be 
borne by anyone wi thout hopeless (of harmony) strug
gle. .\Irs. Eddy was exploring again the way for us 
when we reach the same point of discernment as hers was 
then. Are we not at this point now? Does not the 
\VorId condition demand more than we are giving? Is 
not the whole tendency of the \VorId away from true 
marriage, filial respect and devotion (else no children) 
-showing the "'orId is struggling for a higher position 
than false marriage and false paternity and maternity 
and falling into many "dreadful"' snares in fighting these 
beliefs without the light-the spi ri tual idea of union as 

. . S &H -- + - 6+ ?? r -- - I 6 --- + II ~ given us In .' .)/:,); : __ -_.1 ; .... /): - ;)/ I: - :' 

If the Christian Science Church, the light of the ". arId, 
would see what '\-Irs. Eddv saw and planned in her re
fusal to perpetuate The JI0ther Church, by giving the 
Directors the powers they have assumed to gain through 
human law, would not these attacks on .\Iotherhood 
cease ?-also attacks on ma,.,.iage in the \VorId? There 
is a higher step than "~Iotherhood" and that is "mar
riage"-"for this cause shall a man LE. .... VE his father and 
mother, and shall cleave to his wi fe: and they twain 
shall be one flesh," said Jesus in .\-tatt. 19 :5. 

Are we not, as we are now operating under the as
sumption of human law (imposed upon us by the belief 
that our Di rectors are legalized to do what our JI anual 
forbids) children of the Bond-woman, Gal. + :22-31 ? 
The human law came from ,\1 t. Sinai, as Blackstone says 
all human law of civilized nations is based on the .\Iosaic 
decalogue and the teaching of .\Ioses. Is our Church 
not again placed under Moses in whom is "something 
spiritually lacking," S.&H. 592: 1+, because Levi 
[1\10ses' Father and .\Iother were both Le\'ites, Ex. 2] 
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certainly did, in the sense of leaving the :\lanual of The 
:Vlother Church inoperable, with reference to the activi
ties of The ~lother Church, so that the Branches could 
u:ed its teachings and embrace Spiritual Fatherhood and 
:\Iotherhood. self-administered! Directing them at the 
very time-I 907-that she put into Science and Health 
p. 164: 17-29, (thus recognizing the limi ts of ":\,lother" 

to the "half a time" prophesied by Jesus to J ohn-"time, 
and times, and H.-\LF A TI\lE"-Rev. 12:14), l\1rs. Eddy 
gave the Branches in the 60th :\Ianual the following: 
"If the Pastor Emeritus. :\lrs. Eddy. should relinquish 
her place as the head or Leader of The :\lother Church 
of Christ. Scientist, each branch Church shall continue 
its present form of government ["Each Church of 
Christ. Scientist. shall have its ou'n form of government" 
-:\lanual. Art. XXII I, Sec. I, p. 70J IX CO:-':SO~ANCE 

with The :\Iother Church :\lanual" (never the Direct
ors), p. 72-our present l\1anual, Sec. 6, last sentence. 
"In consonance with" is not U~DER, but in sound \vith 
(con with; sonare. sound), lifting Branch to possible 
at-one-ment with l\lother. which was in VOLU~TARY 
organization. Kever while "Mother" was with us, could 
the child have this freedom, as the ~WTHER must be 
kept distinct in type from her children; but at Mrs. 
Eddy's passing. she gave us our freedom to VOLU~TARY 
action by refusing to so change the ~lanual as to permit 
the Board of Directors to succeed to this Administra
tion. This, however, it has seemed to do despite her wise 
provision. by the assumption of legal authority; in vio
lation of her plan to lift us from under law. "God's 
acres" and children must be "rescued from the grasp of 
legal power and .... put back in the arms of Love, if 
we would not be found fighting against God," .Mis. p. 
140. If her real estate was thus rescued and the Child 
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was not "rescued from legal power" as ~Irs. Eddy ex
pressed it, how could the Child ever be able to accept the 
"eal estate thus left it, even "beneficially," ~lan. p. 75: 
18, 19: 1\lrs. Eddy did free us and rescue us and "put 
[us] back into the arms of Love," where we were before 
the building of the symbol of ~Iother Church, when 
all the Branches were abiding in the "spiritually or
ganized" ~lother, revealed in 1886 and brought to hu
man comprehension in 1889, when she dissolved the 
Fatherhood Church, founded on Jesus (who manifests 
Fatherhood, S.&H. _~62:3-7), and put us under "spirit
ually organized" ~lother. The Branches had their 
services with specially prepared (for them by the Pub
lishing Society) Quarterlies~ containing the "Interna
tional Series", and their own preaching in 1890, when 
there was no ~lother Church~ the First Church having 
been dissolved in 1889 and reorganized in 1892. The 
first branch to build its Church was in Oconto, \Yiscon
sin, in 1886--six years before The \lother Church was 
formed. See Journal, Jan. 1898, p. 653, and :\lis. 149: 
17. There were many halls and definite places of wor
ship for the Branches before The :\Iother Church was 
built,' for which the By-Laws of the dissolved ~lother 
Church were printed in August Journal 1889. The 
:\lother Church was the fourth thus actually to be built~ 
Journal. Jan. 1898, p. 65+, with many others with halls 
and remodeled churches. the latter owned by them. 
These Churches were self-existent before the \lother 
Church was formed. 

As a proof that Association (manhood, "Christian
ity") rested under Church ('\'omanhood, "Science"), 
from 1899. 10th l\lanual, to the 8+th in 1909-ten vears 
-the section entitled "\Yithout Teachers," now p. 86, 
Art. XXVII. Sec. 2, rested under the following provi-
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apostle who declared it, 'God is Love' [the Bride], di
vine Principle [the Lamb]"; also Mis. 286 :9, 10: "when 
marriage shall be found to be man's oneness with God, 
-the unity of eternal Love." The first unquoted por
tion of this last reference about looking to "future gen
erations to comply with absolute Christian Science," 
.Mis. 286, was entirely met and offset by .Mrs. Eddy's 
own revelation. when she told us that generation must 
cease in 1903, S.&H. pp. 68, 69; and ~hs. Eddy also 
brought it directly to "you and me" in her last utterance 
of Sept. 3. 1910, ~ly. 242: "Yoc can never demonstrate 
spirituality until YOC declare YOCRSELF to be immortal 
and understand that YOC ARE SO. Christian Science is 
ABSOLCTE; it is neither behind the point of perfection 
nor advancing towards it; it is AT this point and must be 
PRACTICED THEREFRO~f" - even 'progressing beyond 
this, "therefrom" demanding progress FRO~f!! 

Do not the 9th ana 10th pictures in Christ and Christ
mas answer this question? In the third to last, l\lother 
and son are in the circle-"l\lind. ~fOTHER, man" 
(Poem), and the Glossary of Christ and Christmas, verse 
12, is the Scriptural basis for this picture. which reads 
thus: "For whosoever shall do the will of my Father 
which is in heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, 
and ~fOTHER." Could there be any doubt of the intent 
of this picture? But, there is a further step in the next 
picture where ~lother (Woman) and son become one, 
as Bride wedded to the Lamb of Love-"Love wedded 
to its o\\,X spiritual idea," S.&H. 575:1-6; 577:4-11. 
Is this not typed in the union of the two most dissimilar 
structures-The (little) :Mother Church and the Ex
tension? The marriage of the Bride and the Lamb being 
read at the Annual Meeting at the dedication of the 
Extension, My. 39. 
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Is it not because we have not seen and taken this step 
to release ~lother to the unfoldment for which she pro
vided in the Manual that other "Parent" Churches have 
sprung up claiming "X ew Generations," when genera
tion ceased with our cause in 1903, S.&H. pp. 68, 69? 
~1rs. Eddy simultaneously dropping the title of 
"~lother." At which time ~lrs. Eddy started the un
foldment of the collected Branches of "~lother"-the 
Extension, presenting the aspects of wedding of "Cross" 
and "Crown," ~ly. 6, !\lother being "Cross" and Child
Universal Child-(the Twelve Tribes) the "Crown." 
The nature of this union was brought out to her Church 
at this Annual ~leeting by the readings on p. 39 of .\Iis
cella ny, as before noted, and her message, "Choose Ye" 
-choose what? "~Iother"-or .\lother one wi th Child; 
Child acting "in consonance wi th ~lother." but not 
"under." in the sense of a separate entity. The human 
svmbol of husband and wife demand~ "consonance with" 
each other. but not one under the other. 

The call in our specially prepared service at the 
dedication of this Extension. "Adam. "'here Art 
Thou?" went back to the primitive SEP.-\RATIOX and 
called Adam to arise from his dream and close it-to 
arise to the true union: disclosing for the first time the 
false sense of "marriage" in the flesh. no matter how high 
and pure it might seem to be in comparison with other 
indulgences of lust . .\Iy. 5: 1-6. 

\Yhen the true Bride (advanced from the J! 0ther
h00d of being) and the Lamb (purified human con
sciousness) are wed, it turns the water of human purity 
(human marriage. John 2) into the wine of Spirit
oneness of Principle and idea. "Principle and its idea 
IS OXE," S.&H. p. 465. was given us shortly after the 
dedication of the Extension in (1906) in 1907, 
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is "mortal man; denial of the fullness of God's creation," 
S.&H. 590:12,13. Cnder such circumstances could we 
ever hope to CO~lPLETE our history, as we were called 
to do. Ret. 1891, p. 58? 

Too. are not the LOCAL ~lD1BERS of The ~Iother 
Church in BostQn esteeming it a privilege to rest under 
The ~Iother Church? Could they eyer know the privi
lege (yea. necessity) of the activity of Branch in so 
doing? Does the vine ever come to fruitage except 
through the Branch? Is it not fitting that they, who have 
been so loyal to ·'.\lother," shou Id have the opportunity 
of going on to a higher unfoldment that of the City 
foursquare. the \Vedding of Principle and LO'L'e, the 
'\larriage of the Bride and the Lamb, "The Spiritual 
Idea"? Are they not forever blocked in J[ other who 
has but a "half a time" in the process of evolutionary 
unfoldment? Is not this '\Irs. Eddy's resurrection from 
the "dead," when we translate .\lother, symbolized by 
her Church. into a living. active idea. according to the 
laws of her Manual? \Yill we not then rise from the 
dead law, and be able to meet the claims of being "dead" 
that are thrown at us by those who see that something 
is wrong. and try to remedy it by repeating ~Iotherhood 
and the .\Ianual, instead of completing the idea in the 
union of God and man? \\Then ~1rs, Eddy said "Princi
pIe and its idea is O:,\E." S.&H. 465, in 1907, she pre
pared the way for its human expressi0n, for if her revela
tion is complete (and IT Is). its expression (demonstra
tion) must be also. 

'\Irs. Eddy's orderly steps in the dissolution of The 
.\lother Church in 1908 were as follows: 

Immediately after the third communion in the Ex
tension. '\lrs. Eddy dissolved enrything pertaining to 
l\lother Church as regards branch: 
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~Iuther Church communion was abolished-the 
purpose for which the Extension was built. ~ly. p. 7 :8-
L~: July Journal 1908, pp. 139-1+2 .... 

Branches were fr./rbidden "to help one another" by 
the following being dr0pped from our now Sec. 6, p. 72, 
.Man.69th (second in 1908) : "But this shall not be con
strued to prevent the scientific unity of the branch 
churches-having one God and loving another as one's 
self, united in word and in DEED TO HELP O:\,E A:\'OTHER." 

X 0 more communion between branches: this was imme
diately before Communion of .\Iother and branches was 
dissolved, thereby excommunicating the Branches. 

Executive .\Iembers were disbanded, Sentinel, Julv 
II. and August Journal. 1908, immediately after Com
munion Services were abolished. The ExecutiYe '\[em
bers (or First ~lembers) were the operati\'e body of 
The .\lother Church. They \\'ere gradually relieved of 
their duties until finally disbanded with the statement 
that there was no further need for them. 

General Teachers' :\ssGciation. heads of the Twelve 
Tribes that "stood by" the building of the Extension, did 
not meet again. 

In the X 0\'. 21 st Sentinel, 1908. also Dec. J oumal, 
1908, appears the notice of the closing of the ".\lother's 

* ~Irs. Eddr's ~Ie,sages constituted our Communion Sen'ice until 
she dropped the title of ":\Iother" in 1903. Then "'e had a specially 
prepared Lesson,Sermon for each sen·ice. The subiect of the first was, 
"Lof·inq One A ric-than (1903): of the second. "Obedifnce" (1904); the 
third. "/f'hatsoner )'1' If'ould That Jlol Sh',uld n,. To Y"u. Do )'1''' 

(1905); the fourth. ".-Idam lI'hal' Art Thou" (1906): the fifth. "The 
First And Great Command",,,,,t. And The Second lI'hich Is Like ['nto 
It" (l90il: thl' sixth. "II 'r, r/: , " (I90R). Alsl) there were six .\Iotherh
Communion .\It'>sa(!es. Jan. l~qS. -'fl. L?I: June 1898. "Christian 
Science \ersus Pantheism"; :\Iessage June 1899. :\h·. 12~; and the three 
'\Iessages of 19CXl: 1901: and 1902-T\\'ehe Communion Sen';ces in all, 
six personal and six impn,on:11. The last three were held in the Ex
tension. 
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Room" in The {little) :\Iother Church, couched in the 
following language: "There is nothing in this room 
~ow of any specia! interest. 'Let the UE:\D bury their 
UU.U' and the spiritual have all place and power.l) In 
the dedicatory address at the opening of the Extension, 
we were reminded that the room of our Leader remained 
in the beginning of the edifice-thus distinguishing the 
Mother from the Cniversal Child. The above notice 
of the closing of the "\lother's Room" came in the same 
issue of the Sentinel with 1\1rs. Eddy's expression of 
thanks for the coming l\lonitor on the 25th of :\ovem
ber, Thanksgiving Season. 

It is interesting to note that -'frs. Eddy used the same 
words in closing the "\lother's Room" in The -'lather 
Church that Jesus used when the man asked him to 
"suffer me first to go and bury my father, but Jesus said 
unto him, Follow me; and let the dead bury their dead" 
-\latt. 8 :21. 22. So her meaning was unmistakable! 

There were nine \lanuals during the year of 1908, 
recording the step by step dissolution of The .\lother 
Church, and as Mother Church dissolved, Ch~istian 

Science, manhood, which is one with Christianity, 
S.&H. 372, was lifted into divine Science in response 
to this clearer vision. The first promise in "Christian 
Science" (all the promises previously being in divine 
Science; for example S.&H. 55 :28, 29; 242 :9-14, etc., 
etc.) was given us in the last Science and Health in 
1907-there having been at least five editions of Science 
and Health in 1907, recording major changes-and that 
was S.&H. 442 :25-29-taking Paul's "work out your 
own salvation, etc.," higher to "the unlabored motion of 
the divine energy," S.&H. 4+5, in the sense of uniting 
with Jesus' statement that it was a ((gift," coming down 
from God out of hen'cn. 
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Immediately following, "~lotherhood" presented 
a claim of a great reversal, for in the Jan. J ouma!, 1908, 
a great charitable movement was set forth in prospect, in 
the sense that :\lrs. Eddy, it was said, would give a mil
iion dollars to a charitable institution to be called by her 
name. There was much discussion of this contemplated 
benevolence in the outside newspapers, but this under
taking was God-interrupted as was her contemplated 
founding of the Benevolent home, as noted in "Conse
quences of Violating the l\!anual." As :\1rs. Eddy said 
in the Oct. 1892 Journal. "Truly, God's ways are not 
man's ways; and faith in the Divine methods are in
deed the footsteps of the flock," p. 275. This contempla
tion of charity which is purely a Christian endeavor, as 
1\lrs. Eddy has taught us in the Preface of Miscellaneous 
\Vritings, p. IX:I-5, yielded to exactly the reverse de
mand in our :\lanual-in the dropping of the" By-Law" 
pro'l.·isif)n from our Article XXIII, Sec. 6, that per
mitted even one branch church to help another, insuring 
no more communion between branch churches (as pre
viously noted). and in the dropping of the words "meek
ness" and "strive" from our Sixth Tenet. also "love one 
another"-which are purely "Christian" virtues sep
arated from "Science"-and the replacing "love one 
another" by the "Golden Rule" as we now have it
squared love. Then the communion between The 
:\lother Church and the branches was abolished, simul
taneously with the statement. "Christian Scientists, 
be a law unto yourselves. etc .... S.&H. 442 :30-32. being 
added to Science and Health. the first step away from 
any Christian concession to the opinions and demands 
of others. Thence the Executive :\Iembers were dis
banded (which were the corporate body of The :\lother 
Church) simultaneously wi th our being given a glorified 
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instead of a crucified] esus, in S.&H. 200 :25-29. Thence 
a prayer of thanksgi'ving on the fly-leaf of Science and 
Health, took the place of the rebuke to personal sense; 
and thanksgiving for our ~lonitor which came as a 
Thanksgiving feast. Thence, the "~Jother's Room" in 
The l\lother Church, was closed and the overcoming of 
"creation," S.&H. 267 :27-32, was added to the last 
of the chapter on "Creation." \Vhen "~lother" was re
solved into spiritual essence, "creation" was finished and 
the next step in "the ideal man" "intelligence" was de
manded-"the ideal man corresponds to creation, to in
telligence, and to Truth," S.&H. 517 :8, 9; the :\1anual 
was given us to this end.-

As IT IS-\Ve now have the following left us in the 
spiritual evolution of Mrs. Eddy's plan of organization 
for us: 

A Board of (literature) Trustees (under their Deed 
of Trust and not the I\Ianual) to supply us with a Quar
terly, preparing it on their o'U·n responsibility, they hav
ing been chosen as a mouth-piece for the spiritually or
ganized Church by falling heir to its spiritual heritage
the Journal-as l'vIrs. Eddy's Cni'l:ersal Child-(com
posed of the twelve individual parts) ; and the Sentinel 
as the speci fie chi ld, the "Child of the J ou rnal"-\Yeekly 
(now Sentinel) first issue, article entitled "Salutatory"; 
and the :\lonitor, the International X ewspaper. \Yhile 
the limitations of the ~lanual after ~lother's passing do 
not permit these periodicals to go on, as the Editors must 
be elected with ~lrs. Eddy's consent in her o'U·n hand
'U·riting, still the spiritual idea of them remains with the 
Trustees and us to guide their activities in unfoldng the 
Lessons, publishing reprints, pamphlets, etc., based on 

• When !\irs. Eddy dropped the title of "'Iother," she reduced 
"Creator" to the human throughout our text bool,-
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the unfoldment of the past completeness which was won
derful in its richness and step-by-step finality. \Ve might 
better see the way "to complete" our "history," Ret. 
18<! I. p. 58, if we knew what had been already accom
plished. by reprints from these ?Id Journals; too. it is 
possible for the Trustees to reprint all of the old J our
nals. Sentinels, Der Heralds. :\Ionitors.-for which 
they own the copyrights-for local Branch Church 
Reading Rooms (these are inaccessible to the Reading 
Rooms now-at least. the first few volumes) ; and also to 
publish .\Irs. Eddy's \\Tritings. as these Trustees were 
doing at the time of the Literature Litigation. and as 
:\1 rs. Eddy had permitted to be thus done for a number 
of years before she had a separate publisher. This was 
the a rrangement when the Trustees received thei r Deed 
of Trust in 1898-the .\ lanager of the Publishing So
ciety was the publisher of her writings-showing its 
spiritual compatibility. These Trustees could likewise 
publish all of .\lrs. Eddy's old revisions of Science and 
Health for Reading Rooms only if deemed desirable to 
so limit their re-publication. Surely the wealth of com
parati\'e knowledge contained in all these old Journals. 
Sentinels. Der Heralds. :\lonitors: and .\lrs. Eddy's 
Science and Healths and other writings. as presented in 
the April Journal of IR9!. as "treasure-troves": is some
thing desirable. These are possibilities when current 
Ii tera tu re ceases. 

The Publishing Society would pay its surplus funds 
to the Board of Directors in lieu of the Treasurer of The 
.\lother Church (as the Directors are her heirs to hold 
the funds legally for the branch churches beneficially). 
The .\lother·s estate was to be administered for the good 
of the branches, children of The :\Iother Church. Cer-
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tainly "the children ought not to lay up for the parents, 
but the parents for the children," I I Cor. I ~: 1+ . 

. -\Iso we ha\-e left under :\lrs. Eddy's all-wise plan 
a Board of Di rectors (unoer thei r Deed of Trust and 
not under the :\ I anual) who have the most sacred trust 
-the first realh' redeemed and translated from material
substance-to-idea RF.\L EST.HF, as set forth in :\Iis. p. 
1+0, which :\Irs. Eddy calls "God's acres," and says, 
"Our title to God's flI'r,'s will he safe and sound-when 
we can 'read our title clear' til heavenh' mansions": also 
the money that was gained (inly in spiritually hlessing 
the world. The\- are entrusted \\ith :\lother's last he
quest to her children-the symhol of the suhstance of 
true :\lotherhood. "'hile the mone\- was left in 
:\Irs. Eddv's \Yill to The :\lother Church, no 
agency was established therein for its handling, for 
Church cannot hold money under divine Ln\,. In 
accepting the true idea of this RE.\L FST.\TF. as 
unfolded in a subsequent chapter. we will find 
it the key that unlocks the door to our own true 
sense of suhstance and we will not oesire to perpetuate 
out-grown forms ano symhols til our own spiritual 
obstruction. The Board of Directors under :\Irs. Eddy 
in The :\lother Church go\-ernment hefore she left us 
for a higher posi tion than :\lotherhooo. as suhsequently 
unfolded. was the door into The :\lother Church in the 
sense of having the eXc/lIsi,'t' p()\\'er to accept or reject 
members .. 'ut them on probation or to excommunicate 
them. as we are reminded of in the case recorded in 
:\Iiscellany, 3;R ::29 to 360 ::27. Xothing that is once dele
gated could ever be taken from anyone. but merely taken 
to a higher spiritual value-so. this Trust holds the key 
to our spiritual heritage. not in heann but on eanh. 
as heritages must always be. for they are expressions 
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or objectifications of Divine Love-"Divine Love can
not be depri"ed of its manifestation or object," S.&H. 
30+:10, II. \"hen the Board of Directors and we "can 
read our title clear to heaHnlv mansions," ,\lis. 1+0, we 
will. as ,\Irs. Eddy has prophesied, find our title clear 
to the real estate she has left us as "God's acres." 

\Ye also have ample provision for the Branch 
Churches to go on with their individual forms of gov
ernment ('\Ian. Art. XX I I I. Sec. I. second paragraph 
-"Each Church of Christ, Scientist, shall have its own 
form of government") in accordance with Art. XXIII, 
Sec. 6, p. 72: I 9-2+. .x ate that each branch chu rch is 
di rected "to r0T1tiTlllt' its p"eSt'Tlt form of government 
[its own form of gOHrnment, as in Sec. I. p. 70 just 
quoted] in consonance with The \lother Church '\lan
ual"-not the Board of Di rectors. The '\lother Church 
is forbidden eHn "general" official control of the 
branches. Did not this leaH the branches free to take 
the next step from \lotherhood, Rev. 12. and the mar
riage of the Bride and the Lamb. Extension Rev. 19: 
7-9; '\ly. 39. to the City foursquare? Rev. 21-Bride, 
\Yord. '\ly. 12, :26. A. wonderful description of this 
City foursquare is contained in the revised edition of 
1890 (to which \Irs. Eddy refers us in the footnote on 
p. 309 of \Iiscellaneous \\'ritings. the alternate refer
ence having been added within the last few years and 
refers to the platform of Christian Science. while \Irs. 
Eddy:s reference is to the City foursquare.) In this edi
tion to which \Irs. Eddy refers us. she says: "The Holy 
City, described in the _-\pccalypse as coming down from 
Goj out of hea"en, is ChristiaTl Srit'TlIe . ... The word 
ci ty conveys the idea of an assemblage of people for 
high purposes .... A great city has a twofold Ii fe. The 
worst is to be found in it-the worst Ciiminals, the worst 
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poverty. A city also contains the best things. Towards 
it gravitate the first fruits and the greatest geniuses, etc., 
etc." (This reference is given to show how entirely 
natural this City foursquare was presented-nothing 
mysterious or impractical.) In describing the fourth 
side, \Irs. Eddy says: "It is an era of l\ atural Science, 
and our City must not lack this boundary. ~ or is it 
found wanting. If ~ atural Science says one thing more 
clearly than another it is this: that law is everywhere, 
and that there can be no exception to it, etc., etc." "The 
four sides of our City are the Bible, Jesus, Christianity, 
Science," Re\·. Ed. 1890, pp. 225-233. These high 
points are touched upon to show how practical is the 
City foursquare, which \lrs. Eddy says is "Christian 
Science." Can we claim any less? This is the step that 
\1 rs. Eddy has released each branch to demonstrate
an individually squared (with our \Ianual) unit-each 
branch separate and ha\'ing no communion with the 
other. As a further evidence of this intention on \1 rs. 
Eddy's part, the following is quoted from the 69th :\Ian
ual under the section entitled "Organizing Churches," 
which is now our Sec. 6, p. 72, but was then Sec. 7: "The 
branch churches shall be in di7.'l·dua I, and not more than 
two small churches shall consolidate under one church 
government"; this is just as we now have it, and then 
follows a statement that was dropped entirely (jut of 
this section a'fter the 68th \Ianual in 1908, shnrtly before 
the Communion Service was abolished in The \lother 
Church in 1908, \Iy. 1+0.-" But this shall not be con
strued to prevent the scientific unity of branch churches 
-having one God and loving another as one's self, united 
in word and DEED to HELP O:,\E :\:'\OTHER." and then fol
lows our now lines 19-24. directing the branch churches, 
as mentioned often in these Sates. 
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'\luch uf uur present errurs are ba~ed on the prece
dellts established at the time this By-Law was operati\'e 
in its then "Christian" form-such as a Sister Dedication 
Fund, etc., puillting to the Chicago Churches which 
were largely built before that time-the tirst in UN7 and 
many more in the 1'/1','<'11 years inten'ening to the time 
this By-Law was changed to drop this purely "Christian" 
separated from "Science," :Xo. 10 :6-10, prm·ision. This 
is referred to elsewhere. The dropping of this portion 
of the abO\'e By-Law practically simultaneously with 
the abolishing of any further Communion of branches 
with .\Iother Church, .\Iy. 139-1 +.?, sho\\'s the comple
tion of the Christianization of our Cause and the de
mand for "Science"-Christian Sci"nce being the de
mand for the City foursquare. 

This is illustrated by the ninth picture in Christ and 
Christmas (.\lotherhuod - ".\Iind, \IUTIIER, man," 
Poem) as compared with the tenth, the Bride descending 
from G'J(j [.\Iotherhood, S.&H .. ~<j.?J out of heaven" 
(TI')t thr011!j1z any s)'11Ib0/ behind), and knocking at a 
detached branch on the door. This detached branch, as 
stated in the chapter on the "SI·TF::\" SF.\I.S," was put on 
the door at the same time that the individual squares 
were put under the \Yoman's feet and the oli\'e branch 
was put in the bird's beak in the last picture in the +th 
edition of Christ and Christmas in 1898, immediately 
after the branch church was giycn by ,\1 rs. Eddy to the 
"CITY" of Concord in the latter part of ifNi, .\Iy. 1+7. 
This was the only Church in which ,\1 rs. Eddy ever 
participated, as is sh(}wn in the June Journal 1 S<J+, p. 9+, 
where she says her work \\ith The .\Iother Church "is 
d')l1t'" (in italics, for emphasis), before its superstruc
ture was started, as elsewhere unfolded. A.s we rise the 
snnbols disappear, and so our Cause has progressed 
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from one to the other until "marriage" with Principle, 
our :\lanual is now demanded of us. and has been eyer 
since ".\lother" left to find her "home and heaven Iv 
rest." Hymn 197. and .\lother Church likewise found 
its rest in idea. as stated when \lrs. Eddv abolished 
communion services in the Extension (the purpose for 
which in\"as built . .\ly. 7 :8- L~) . .\ly. 1+ I : "The branch 
churches continue their communion season. but there 
will be no more communion season in The .\lother 
Church that has blossomed into spi,.itua! beauty. com
munion CXJ\"ERSAL and DI\"IXE." 

X ote in the tenth picture in Christ and Christmas. 
there is one more step to take through B,.allch to the 
\'-or1d. after leaving" .\luther" in the ninth picture, 
which '\lrs. Eddv has unfolded to us in the City four-. " 

square. before Branch Church goes to the l"ni\·erse. 
The City foursquare has its walls. boundary or limits. 
marginal topic S.&H. _~7_~. which it loses in "The 
City of our God" on p. )77 of Science and Health, 
which is the final expansicn of Church-the C niverse. 
But we have not taken the step as "City" or h,.allch. and 
that is independent individual action. wedded to the 
Jlanlla!, free from even "vene,.a!" .\lother Church di
rection or centrol. :\n. XX I I I. Sec. I. :\nd the second 
paragraph of Sec. 1 forbids conferences between 
Churches for any other purpose than to "cllnfer on a 
statute of said State. or to confer harmonicuslv on ill
Ji,,·idua! [not collectiH J unity and action of the 
churches in said Stat,'." Xo "Cit\"" intercilmmunion 
of Church and no State IIllitt'd actiyities. This would 
absolutely p,.ohibit joint Jedicatll)fl acti\·ities. prison ac
ti\-ities. etc.-the only possible joint activity is that of 
united Reading Rooms in addition to thL'ir indi\'idual 
Reading Rooms and this a privilege !I"flntt'd rather than 
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a demand, Art. XXI, Sec. I. On p. 2+3 of :\liscellany 
~1rs. Eddy forbade the union of the two or three 
Churches in Xew York City, stating, "The students in 
::\ew York and elsewhere will see that it is wise to re
main in their own fields of labor and give all possible 
time and attention to caring for thei r own flecks." This 
certainly would apply to all activities-as well as to 
services. Are we not grossly violating our \lanual, and 
will we ever do otherwise so long as we trust to its being 
administered-contrary to the demands of the \lanual 
-and fail to see its spiritual import? 

Our Branches, being under law, have not been spirit
ually helped by having a "\lother" under lacc-\lother
in-law, as it has been the case since the belief has been 
generally accepted that the Board of Directors has been 
legalized for the authority which the \lanual TU"i'U gave 
it. \Yhen \lrs. Eddy left, we had the opportunity of 
being free, as the heritage of the "Jerusalem which is 
from above is free. which is the \lother of us all." Gal. 
+:26. The Directors felt some impulsion in this direc
tion when they removed :\lrs. Eddy's name from our . . 

\1anual, but when they restored it. they put "\lother" 
under the law of their legal administration. Can \lother 
rest there? Could such a retrogressi\'e step e\'er work out 
progressiyely? It denies the basic truth of being given 
us in Science and Health 7+:29, 30: "I n Christian Sci
ence there is never a retrograde step, never a return 
to positions outgrown." "Te were taken from under law 
in the second formation of The \lother Church (the 
method shown in the Oct. I R9.? J (}urnal). and \lother 
Church cannot be put under law again, despite the e\'i
dence of the senses-our Quarterly for instance stating 
the dissolved Church of I RR9 under law is "the reason 
for" the present "hope within us"! \Ye, as branches, 
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. 
have abided in the vine under God's tending and must 
still abide in his spiritual plan for our spiritual nur
ture-The .\lother Church .\Ianual, self-administered 
in obedience to :\rt. XXIII, Sees. 1,6, both expressly 
directing us away from the very errors into which we 
have fallen. Thus permitting us as an individual tribe 
-not person-to unfold the full Twelve Tribes as The 
l\Iother Church had in prophecy. Each volume of J our
nals as a single tribe unfolded the Tweh'e Tribes during 
the year, and each manner of fruit was yielded e\'ery 
month, Rev. 22 :2. The study of the Bible and Science 
and Health with Key to the Scriptures and our :\Ianual 
thus spiritually unifying us, "Till we all come in the 
unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of 
God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature 
of the fullness of Christ," Eph. 4-:13, which can ne\'Cr 
be done through rulership of ecclesiastical jiat. :\1 rs. 
Eddy clearly set this forth in .\Iiscellaneous \Yritings, 
p. 138: "I once thought that in unity was human 
strength; but have grown to know that human strength is 
weakness, etc." 

The plan that '\Irs. Eddy has left for the branches 
fulfills Re\'Clation 21-the "City" foursquare- ("City," 
branch activity). The .\Ianual /0rbids one branch, as 
before noted, any even "general" control by The .\Iother 
Church-:\rt. XXII 1. Sec. J, first paragraph; and the 
branches no communication with each other-second 
paragraph of the same article and section; thereby for
ever forestalling and prohibiting the forming of "mass" 
consciousness in the name of unity, and leaving The 
.\lother Church .\lanual, and Science and Health and 
the Bible read from our desks, to spiritually unite us, 
thus making our contacts and unity purely spiritual, as 
unfolded in ,\1 iscellany I R9 :9-14-: "The silent prayers 
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of our Churches, resounding through the dim corridors 
of time. go forth in waYes of sound, a diapason of heart
beats. 'l.·ibrating from one pulpit to another and from 
one heart to another. till truth and loye, commingling in 
one righteous prayer, shall encircle and cement the 
human race." This is true unity and the only plan under 
our ~Ianual left open to us in correlation WIth .\lrs. 
Eddy's last revelation in the A.pocalypse. Obedielh.'e to 

this wonderful plan would ha\'e pre\'enred the "n1.l~S

ing" of (l;nsciousness during our Literature Litigation, 
to the seeming ostracizing of any Church ()r indi\'idual 
that resisted the "massing"; also during our late \"ar; 
and would preHnr the many centralizing agencies, such 
as literature, as presented definitely in the ne.\t chapter 
"E\'olutionary Literature," and the subsequent chapters 
on the .\Ianual and "Consequences Of Its \'iolatiun." 
\Ye are each and all as indi\'iduals and Churches mis
taking "mass" for Christ {unity)-to show us the dif
ference seeming to be the purpose for which '\Irs. Eddy 
presented Christ and "Christmas" ("mass" in "Christ
mas" takes its name from the "mass" that \\as said for 
the "Christ" at a certain tir·ne of \"ear. The Standard 
Dictionary's definitic;n being: ".\ Church festinl ob
sen'ed annualh' at this date in memory of [he birth ot 

, , 

Christ.") "Xo mass f(;r me" is the appeal of thc 
"'oman knocking at the branch on the door in the tenth 
picture in Christ and Christmas. "'\lass" consciuusness 
in the name of IIl1ity should certainly not ha\'e the po\\er 
to decei\'e a Christian Scicntist so richlv blessed with a 
re\'elation of the full Christ c()l1sciousncss and method. 
To accept the Christ and unm<lSS our thought and actj\'j
ties in obedience to our .\Ianual and ,\1 rs. Edlh's definite 
plan for us would do a\\"ay \\"i th the channels making 
this "mass" possible . .\lr5. Eddy tells us in '\liscella-
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neous \Yritings that (.I/J"tiit'fli<' presents life as l11usic
and this applies to both indi\'iduaIs and Church. Let uS 
consider seriously our responsibilities in this regard. 
not only to ourseh'es but to the \Yorld, The greatest 
mediums for this "mass" cc;nsciousness are our period
icals which. as will be further noted. rest under an all
\\'ise plan which '\Irs. Eddy has \iefinitely unfolded in 
our .\Ianua!. ann \\hich we \\iIl consider under the title 
of .. E\'olutionary Li teratu re." "E ,'r;,llIlio1/ "-"Spi ri tual 
eyolution alone is \\orth, c;f the exercise of diyine 
power." S.&H. l3~ :(). IO--is the antithesis of ,,<,,·r;,/lIli01/ 

and only as \\'e see the fnrmer \\·ill we pre\'ent the latter. 
'\Irs. Eddy's plan for the branch churches "e\'tl!Hli" in 
acctlrdance \\"ith her prc;mise on p .. ~+~ of .\fiscellany 
nearly six years after her prtlphecy \\"3S nude-.\Ian. 
Art. XXIII. Sec. 6. p. 7~:I()-~+, This prm'ision \\'as 
made for the Branches in the bst .\ f anual of I C)(){) (hOth). 
whereas her statement of the goyernment of her Church 
in .\Iiscellany as aboyc. "It \\ill I·TOl.\T scientifically, 
.... Its goyernment \\"ill D(-\TL()P as it progresses" \\"as 
made Jlay I. Jr)OI. -'Irs. Eddy flll/ill"J all the prom
ises her re\'Clatic;n made tIl m in her cnmplete founding 
beftlre she left us. .-\rt. XX I I I. Sec. I. \\"Iluld haH 
preYCllted alI of our present situaticl!1s h~ld it beel1 
obeyed: but to make assurance doubly sure . .\ Irs. Edliy 
ga\'e a di rect charge to the branch chu rches under Sec. 
6. p. 7~:I(L~+. which is unmistakable in its clearness as 
to the branch churches going on "in Ctl!1sc;nance \\"ith" 
(sound \\"ith) the '\L1nual. and I1I)t llrllin the BtlHll of 
Di rectors, 

If it is not possible under the la\\'s of our respecti\'e 
States tn ha\'e \'olunt;H\ nrganizations. then the churches 
could go on unlier the la\\S of our :\-ation in TIIIRTFF,\ 

instead of n\TLn: in the Church. This may be the plan 
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after all; but certainly as indi\'idual churches without 

the di rection of The ~Iother Church. "in consonance 
wi th" the ~Ianual. as above. 

There are many branch churches that were founded 
before The ~Iother Church was either built or 
"founded."~each abiding in Spiritual ~lotherhood, 

growing from the ROOTS. and not the stem of Jesse. (This 
is more fully nnted in the chapter "To Complete Its 
H istllry.") The rod. the ~Ianual, has come out of the 
stem. but the Branch grows out of the ROOTS. Isa. II :1: 
"There shall cllme forth a rOllout of the stem of Jesse, 
and a Branch shall grow out of his rrj0ts." 

~luch re~p()nsibility devolYCs upon the Branch ac
tivities \\'hich \\ill neYCr come to fruitage so long as the 
branches turn tIl the vine. Thev ha\'e individual work 
to do: "Thus speaketh the Lord of hosts. saying. Behold 
the man whose name is The BR.\::,\ClI; and he shall grow 
up out ()f his place. and he shall build the Temple of the 
Lord." Zech. 6: I.?~C ninrsal Church. which The 
~Inther Church could reflect only "in SOnle dt'gree," 

~1an. 19 :~. tJ, because it is onl\' a "half a time" unfold
ment, Re\', I.?: 1+, 

"E\'en unto them will I give in mine h0/1se and 
'O.i.itlzin my,i.·{/!/s a place and a name better than of sons 

and of daughters: I will gi\'e them an everlasting name, 
~showing that "sons and daughters" are not e\'erlastingJ 
that shall not be cut off." Isa, .~6 :S, So CIz/Irr/z has 
within its house and \valls a higher position than 
~Iotherhood. symbclized by The (little) :\lother 
Church, Rn'. I.? ~I(}ther adnnced to Bride in marriage 
of the Bride (\Yord) and the Lamb (purIfied human 
consciousness). symbolized by the Extension, Re\', 19: 
7 -9, as set forth in ~Iy. 39 :6-10; thence to Bride, 
"\\'ord," .\ly, I.?S :.?6. in City foursquare coming down 
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from God out of hcann, s\"mbolized by the Branch 
" " 

growi ng ou t cf the spi ri tual .. 7"00tS" (heann) not "stem" 
of Motherhood, Isa. 11: 1. 

E\'OL L'TIO:\ ..... RY ORG.\X IZ:\ TIO:\ 

SL'~I:\I""'RY 

FIRST .\SSOCL\TIO:\ was organized by \Irs. Eddy and 

six of her students July +. 1876, Ret. +3 ::?:?-:?+. 
FIRST CHL"RCH ORG ..... :\IZED (founded on Jesus) :\pril 

19. 1879, \lan. p. 17. 
\L\SS.KHCSETTS ~IEL\PIlYSIC\L COLLEGE. chartered 

Jan. 1881. Ret. +8 : 17. 
~.\TIO:\.\L CHRISTI.-\:\ SCIE:\TISTS' :\SSOCI:\TIO:\. Feb. 

1886. Jeurnal \'01. 3, ~o. II. I:? 

FIRST CHL"RCH. dissoh"ed in Oct. 1889, Ret. +3-45. 
THE ~I.-\SS.KHL'SETTS ~IET.-\pHrSIC\L COLLEGE. dis

solnd Oct. :?9. 1889. Ret. +7-51. 
THE ~L\SS.\CHL'SETTS ~[EL\PHYSIC\L .-\SSOCI.·\TIO:\, 

dissolycd Jan. 1890, Journal. 
TH E :\.\ TIOX .\L C II RISTI.-\:\ SCI E:\TISTS' .\SSOCI.-\ TIO:\, 

dissolyed \lay :?9, 1890. July Journal UNO. 
THE ~I.-\SS.KHL·SETTS ~IEL\PHYSIC\L :\SSOCI:\TIO:\, 

res0/red into a Voluntary Assembly of Christians, J our
nal. June 1890. By-Laws amended 1889. making it a 
"parent association" and its members "life-members." 

THE :\ ..... TIOX .. \L CHRISTI.-\:\ SCIE:\TISTS' .\SSOCI.-\TI 0:\ , 

resol'i."ed into a C:\I\'ERS.\L ,-\SSD[BLY - Journal. July 
1890. C0nstitlltion and By-La'ti."S repealed.' :\djourned 
until Sept. 1893, when it was merged into "\\'orld's 

Religious Congress" at the \Yorld's Fair at Chicago. 
This _-\ssociation was called in THIRTEE:\; that is. the 
call for this Association was signed by Thirteen mem-
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bers. It \\<1S merged into the "'orId's Religious Con
gress aiter reading TlIIlUU'::\" papers-the last, \lrs. 
Ejd~ .~. tl) ~lll the Religions of the "'urId. It was the 
()nly religio[] permitted to expcund its ductrines. :\"0\'. 

lS<)3 Jllurnal. 

Lot \\as giycn 1 ra O. Knapp. Dec. I :->89. upon which 
\Iother Church \\as aiterwards built. 

Deed of Trust \\as ginn Buard of Directors, Sept. 
1. I S9.:? bt>{r,u second jor11/ati011 of Church. 

Second fllrrnation-The :\IOTHER CHeRCH, embrac
ing Father Church bv T\\'EUT of members of latter 
Church being called by \Irs. Eddy to form The \lother 
Church and to take in the twenty waiting members, \Ian. 
p. I~. (These t\Veln members had a star after their 
respecti\'e names in \lanuals from I to 10). Second 
fl;rmation of Church was filunded on Christ to heal the 
\\'orld. \lan. p. 19. 

THE :\1.\SS.\Ull·SETTS :\IET.\I'HYSlc'\L COLLEG[ .\SSO
C1.\TIU:--" built The \Iother Church. \lrs. Eddv's stud
ents' names alone glling in cornerstone. The \lother 
Church was finished in Dec. IR9+. and dedicated Jan. 6. 
1 S()~. 

TilE :\1.\SS.\Clll-SETTS :\IET.\PIIYSIC\L CULLU;E .\550-

CI\TI():--'-. adjournd sille' dit' June I x9.~. after ddicatio[] 
Jan. 6. Ikq~. July Journal IS9.~. neycr to meet again. 
It st00d hy The \lother Church Building! 

1 n I ()Q'? a t the .--\nnual \Ieeting, the Churches decided 
to build the Extension. \Iy. pp. 7 -9. 

In 1903 TH E GFSER.\L TE.\CHERS· .\SSOCL\T10:\" was 
called to sta1ld by the building of this Church. as they 
did until e\'en t\\'o years thereafter. 190R. 

I n 1906. Extension was dedicated. \1 rs. Eddv call
ing it the "crown." and The (little) \lother Church the 
"cruss," \ly. p. 6. Immediately thereafter. \lrs. Eddy 
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remoyed the "cross and cro\\'n" fn)m our Sentinel for
eYer. In 1908 she gaye us our "celestial crmyn" on her 
books and other literature. June J uurna!. 

The .\Iother Church (the cross) was closed in 1906 
when the Extension was dedicated; and in J unc 1908, 
the Extension was closed to Communion and :\nnual 
gatherings, the purpose for which it was built. .\Iy. 
139-1-t I. 

The .\Iother's Room closed. I n Sentinel, :\ ()\' . .? 1. 
1908, appears notice of the closing of the .\Iother·s Room 
in the following language: "There is nothing in [his 
room nou' of any special interest. 'Let the dead bury 
their dead: and the spiritual haye all place and power." 

"Church" and "Association" were nC\"er separatcd 
-each Church formation resting upon. S.&H. 583 :13, 
an Association. 

First Chu7'ch (Fatherhood, dissoh-ed in 1889) rest
ing upon "The '\lassachusetts .\Ietaphysical College 
Association," was formed by its members .\pril 19, 
1879. It was "designed to commemorate the words and 
works of our l\laster, etc.," .\Ian. p. 17. 

"The spiritually organized Church," revealed in 
1891 as "the City foursquare," resting up0n "The :\a
tional Christian Scientists' .\ssociation," as 'T:\I\TRS.\L 

ASSDIBLY," July Journal. 1890, p. 175:+-6, is the spirit
ual ROOTS in the universe for our now-Branches to spring 
from. 

The A/other Church rested upon "Thc .\lassachu
setts .\letaphysical College Association," the "parcnt 
Association" (Constitution and By-Laws of thc .\lassa
chusetts .\letaphysical College .-\ssociation, p. 1+) or 
"Assembly of Christians," June J ourna! I R90. Father 
and .\lother Churches both rest upon this "parent asso
ciation," as Father-.\lother they could not be separated 
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in anglO. But! as Father-.:\lother, are limited to "Chris
tianity" ("Assembly of Christians," June Journal 1890, 
p. 137). as Father-.:\lother suggests "crcation,"' which is 
but the "Christian" step-"who creatcd all things by 
Jesus Christ," Eph. 3 :9; and is but the first step in "the 
ideal man." S.&H. 517 :8! 9. 

The Extension, rested upon the General Teachers' 
Association, founded on t",:elre Executi\"e .:\lembers. 

The present specific Branch Churches rest upon 
"The City of the Li"ing God. the hea"enly Jerusalem . 
. . . . an innumerable company of angels .... the general 
assembly and church of the firstborn. which are written 
in Izem."en," Heb. I~:~~. n. which the Bride (\Yord), 
.:\ly. I ~5 :~6. marries in heann. Re,'. 19 :7-9. as the 
\Vord of God (its composite nature being shown by 
"the armies which wcre in hea"cn" ,,·hich followed it), 
and descendsu:ith as a City. bringing its own ioullJatirJn 
(:\ssociation). Re\,. ~I :1+. and superstme/llre. Rev. ~I: 
12. 13-gelleric \Vord. embracing the di,-isible \Vord. 
"'as not this "the inspired "'ord" of Scicnce and Health 
(Church. "Science") wedding (embracing) the Bible 
as "The "'ord of God" whose "'-esture was dipped in 
blocid"-humanly purified by labor and speci fic suffer
ing of mallY "prophets and saints" (_-\ssociation. "Chris
tianity") the union of _-\ssociation and Church. 
"Christian" and "Science"? ':\Irs. Eddy says in the 1890 
Revised edition of Science and Hcalth (to which she 
refers us on p. 309 of ':\liscellaneous \Vritings) in the 
chapter "\Yayside Hints," that the City foursquare is 
"Christian Science." Is it too much to hope to demon
strate it? Can we expect any less of ourselns? This is 
the work of the Branch ("City") activity resting upon 
heavenlv "Association"! 
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1\ 0 specific Association could possibly supply this 
need of Branch, as the City foursquare demands Twelve 
Tribes to "rest upon," and no specific Association types 
more than one. Church is generic, \Yoman, S.&H. 561 ; 
22, and embraces all Associations, while .-\.ssociation is 
specific, man: and as it takes all men to make generic 
man, \\Toman, so it takes all Associations to make one 
Church. This was typed by the X ational Christian 
Scientists' Association which included all .-\.ssociations 
-even the ~lassachusetts ~letaphysical College Asso
ciation-and which was resolved into '·CniHrsal.-\.ssem
bly" in 1890. C pon this Association, the City foursquare, 
as "the spiritually organized Church," rested in 1891; 
and which Association was merged into the \\' arid's 
Parliament of Religions at our :\ation's \\TorId's Fair 
in 1893. Immediately after which was giHn us Christ 
and Christmas, illustrating the e\'olution of .-\.ssociation 
("Christiani ty" - man) and Church ("Science," 
\\Toman ), terminating in the Branch being brought from 
heaven by the dove of peace! The last picture of Christ 
and Christmas shows that there can be a Branch with
out material roots! 

~lrs. Eddy was first President of both The X ational 
Christian Scientists' Association and The ~lassachusetts 
~Ietaphysical College Association, at the same time, 
up to the time she dissolved the Church, College and 
the Associations in 1889; whereupon her son, Dr. Ebe
nezer Foster-Eddy (whom she named Benjamin, as her 
attested \Yill in the Appendix shows), became Presi
dent of the X ational Christian Scientists' .-\.ssociation 
(in June 1889, before her dissolving the College and 
Church in Oct. 1889) and e\'en after it was resolved 
into a "Universal Assembly." Her son was still Presi
dent when it was merged into the \Vorld's Religious 
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Congress. He was also President of the :\Iassachusetts 
:\letaphysical College A.ssociation ("the parent A.ssocia
tion"-C(;nstitution and By-Laws uf :\lass. :\leta. Col
lege :\550., p. 1+ (when it adjourned sine die in June 
1~(r'. Does not this show that the l'niHrsal Church is 
Branch. nut :\lother? :\lso, after :\lrs, Eddy built the 
Branch in Concurd, :\ ew Hampshire (which also con
tained a :\luther's Rcol11-a Branch embracing a :\Ioth
er's Room!), she occupied the pulpit (explaining in 
detail the 91st Psalm Hrse by Hrse) :\pril 1~()S Jour
n:t!, p. -" and the entire boJy of The :\Iother Church
The First :\lembcrs-sat in the Branch at this service! 
The Directors and Trustees were not there-except that 
:\1 rs. Eddv was escurted by one of the Board of Trus-

, , 

tees, Ed\\'ard P. Bates-only as First :\lembers. 
This was the only Church :\1rs. Eddv e\'er built or , , 

participated in building, June 1~9+, Journal, p. 9+. 
The fact that the Bride supersedes ":\lother" in the 
:\pocalypse in both the Bible and Science and Health 
-sho\\'5 the import of these happenings. "Love wedded 
to its 0"dl spiritual idea" is the marriage feast, :\Irs. 
Eddy tells us under the marginal topic of "Spiritual 
"'edlock" on p .. ,75: and "Principle and its idea is 0T1e," 
in S.&H. +65. 

'X ote that all three Branches on the door-at one of 
which the \"oman is knocking-in the tenth picture of 
Christ and Christmas (as well as the one in the bird's 
beak in the last picture, mentioned above), are detached 
from the ,,'ine-the Branch must grow from the spirit
ual i1l1'isible r00ts of "the stem" or vine, 1sa. II :1,
the stem was fer the purpose of giving us the rod--our 
:\lother Church :\lanual-the man child brought forth 
b\' :\lotherhood "who was to rule all nations with a r0d 
of iron," Re\'. I.? :5, until. after being "caught up unto 
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God and to His throne," he wcdded his Bride-\\"hose 
\\'edding garments are "the rightcdusness of saints," 
and descends as the square of her redeemed and redeem
ing consciousness-her walls uf "Sah'ation" and gates 
of "Praise," lsa, 60:18. 

"Thy peuple also shall be all righte'Jus: they shall 
inherit the land fore\'er, THE BR.-\:\CII OF ~IY pLlnting, 
the work of my hands, that I may be gloritieli. Isa. 
60:21 ! 

Thus Organization was e\'cl\'ed t,) the la~t prophe
sied walled step in the Bible. 
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Chapter VIII 

EVOLCTIO~ARY LITERATCRE 

"The dit'ine Science of man is U'ui'en intf.J 

one 'U'eb of consistenc}' 'U'ithout seam f.Jr rent," 

Science and Health, 2-12 :25-26. 

Ix 1875, 1\lrs. Eddy published her first Science and 
Health, and in 1878. she attempted to publish the second 
edition, but due to many pressures described in "Con
flict of Personalities" (Sibyl \Yilbur's Life of :\lary 
Baker Eddy), her attempt was "well-nigh a failure." 
Vol. II came out without a \'01. I. as Sibyl \Yilbur 
records on p. 237. This book had a .:\ oah 's Ark on the 
back, with clouds o\'erhead and turbulent waters be
neath-it would seem, in view of :\1rs. Eddy's definition 
of "Ark" in S.&H., p. ~81. a prayer for the safety of her 
Cause. This prayer was answered in her revelation of 
the :\lotherhood of God in the next edition (the 3rd) in 
1881. when she put the \"hole of creation into :\Iother
hood, without clearly defining a place for Fatherhood 
or man. In 1883. :\1rs. Eddy ga\'e us the Glossary. con
taining the unfoldment of the sons of Jacob-the tribes 
of Israel and other prophets and saints in correlation of 
Rev. 1 I :18; thus gi\'ing man his rightful place in the 
Bible, as before unfolded. 

The Twelve Tribes being basic and being too large 
for Institutional Church consciousness. :\1rs. Eddy estab
lished, Aprii. 1883. a F'-\~lILY .:\ ewspaper issued month
ly, for broad dissemination in the \YorId, calling it the 
Journal. A Journal is a double-entry book, and so it re
corded both the revelation of Truth and the "'orId's 
response thereto. :\1 rs. Eddv says of this periodical, 
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My: 353: "I have given the name to the Christian 
Science periodicals. The first was The Christian Science 
Journal, designed to put on record the di'vine Science 
of Truth." 

As noted in the chapter entitled "Crowned With 
Twelve Stars," these Journals seemed to type the Tree 
of Life bearing "twelve manner of fruits," and yielding 
"her fruit EVERY ~IO~TH: and the leaves of the tree were 
for the healing of the Nations," Rev. 22 :2. These J our
nals seemed to keep pace with ~1rs. Eddy's unfoldment 
of the Motherhood of God, and from year to year to 
reflect the Scientists' spiritual response thereto. They 
provided a most ready channel for l\1rs. Eddy to esti
mate "The Child's" effort to co-operate with Mother in 
her endeavor to give it birth-the travail of spiritual 
Motherhood being typed by the human team work of 
mother and child in the human presentation of the child. 

The "man child" was brought forth in the 16th 
edition in 1586 and announced in Journal, Vol. 3, No. 
12 (the last issue of "Levi"), and was immediately 
"caught up unto God, and to His throne" in the 4th vol
ume (Judah). Simultaneously wi th the presentation of 
this "man child" in the form of "Genesis"-for the first 
time in Science and Health-and the Apocalypse, con
sisting of the Woman bringing forth the "man child," 
Rev. 12-(the man-Angel and the "Little Book," Rev. 
10, not being mentioned in the Apocalypse; nor the 
City foursquare) for first time in Science and Health 
-the "man child" not going beyond SEVEX, where 
"~10therhood" also ends. 

The National Christian Scientist Association was 
called out by THIRTEEK Scientists, concurrently wi th the 
unfoldment of the "man child." In 1889, :M rs. Eddy re
signed from the presidency of this Association-she 
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having been President of both The "Iassachusetts l\Ieta
physical College Association and The X ational Chris
tian Scientist Association at the same time and for three 
years; showing that ~Iother is both "Iother and son, as 
God is "both noumenon and phenomena," Mis. 23 :18, 
19, but it is necessary for the human consciousness to 
clearly separate and distinguish them lest error might 
reverse it and say "man is both noumenon and phenom
ena" or, man is God instead of God is man, in the sense 
of being both God and man. So, in 1889, the Child is 
distinguished from the Mother by the ~Iother resigning 
from the presidency of The X ational Christian Scientist 
Association and its electing her son, Dr. Ebenezer 
Foster-Eddy, instead; also giving the National Chris
tian Scientist Association the] fJurnal which is called her 
"CHILD," as recorded in July Journal, 1890, p. 168, Vol. 
8, No.4. So the] ournal was the property of the X a
tional Christian Scientists' Association up to and after 
the time it was resolved into a C:,\IVERS.-\L ASSDiBLY in 
1890. 

In 1893, at its next meeting at the \"orId's Religious 
Congress, ':\Irs. Eddy requested that the Journal be re
turned to her, inasmuch as the Constitution and By
Laws of the X ational Christian Scientists' Association 
had been repealed, since its acceptance thereof: and the 
Association unanimously voted to return same to her. 
Whereupon she immediately-by an instrument previ
ously prepared by her and read by her son, Dr. Ebenezer 
Foster-Eddy, President of the Association-returned the 
Journal to The National Christian Scientists' Associa
tion as ({Universal Assembly." This transaction seemed 
to emphasize her desire to show the Association that it 
and theJournal belonged to the Cniverse (as they were a 
C:,\IVERSAL ASSDiBLy) and not to the limited symbol of 
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Church, Journal, Nov. 1893. "The spiritually organ
ized Church" was declared in Ret. 1891, to be actively 
going on after the revelation of the marriage of the 
Bride and the Lamb in the City foursquare in the 1891 
Science and Health (April Journal, 1891, shows the 
true nature of this _~Oth edition of Science and Health. 

Of the spiritual import of this 50th edition of Science 
and Health in 189 J. it is said in the April 1891. Journal. 
in an article that was re-printed several times and every 
endeavor made to disseminate it widelv bv direction of 
~1 rs. Eddy: "The new Science and Health will prove. 
to many. an invitation to the wedding feast. '\Vrite. 
blessed are they who are called to the marriage supper 
of the Lamb.' Happy. indeed. are they who having on 
the wedding garment come." p. 7. Ever after the pres
entation of this 50th edition, adding to the :\pocalypse 
for the first time both the man-:\ngel. Rev. 10. and the 
City foursquare. Re\,. 21. ~1rs. Eddy said. "The spir
itually organized Church .... in Boston. still goes on." 
This 50th edition was concurrent with the Vol. IX of 
the Journal (Issachar). or the union of Leah and 
Rachel. 

The following is the order in which the smaller writ
ings of \1 rs. Eddy were published, as announced by the 
J oumals: 

I st. "Christian Healing." a sermon preached on 
April 18, 1880, was announced for sale. pamphlet form. 
in the Oct. 1883. J oumal. y 01. I. 

2nd. "People's Idea of God," under the title of 
"People's God" was published in the June 1883. Jour
nal. Vol. 1. and announced for sale, in pamphlet form 
in Oct. J au mal. 1883. Vol. I. 

3rd. "X 0 and Yes." Aug. J oumal. 1887. Vol. V. p, 
270. 
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4th. "Rudimental Divine Science," Nov. Journal, 
1887, Vol. V, pp. 431,2. 

5th. "enity of Good," ~Iarch Journal, 1888, Vol. 
V, p. 635. 

6th. "Retrospection and Introspection," Dec. Jour
nal, 1891, Vol. IX, p. 394. 

7th. "Christ and Christmas," Dec. 1893, and with
drawn after two editions. 

8th. "Pulpit and Press," April 1895, Journal, Vol. 
XIII. 

9th. "l\fanual," 1895. 
10th. "l\1iscellaneous \Vritings," in 1897. 
11 tho Concordance to Science and Health, in 1903. 
12th. "Poems," in 1910. 
13th. "First Church of Christ Scientist and l\liscel

lany," in 1914, prepared by ~lrs. Eddy for publication, 
with exceptions noted elsewhere. 

In 1892, there was a mo\'ement on the part of the 
Trustees appointed to build the Church, to put the 
Christian Science Publishing Society (publishers of the 
Journals, Quarterlies, and perhaps :\lrs. Eday's \Vrit
ings through her publisher) under the same roof with 
the Church. The ~farch and October Journals of 1892 
present this plan and its interruption by ~lrs. Eddy, she 
stating the following reason: "I am confident that all 
loyal Christian Scientists will gladly consecrate our 
Church to a more dignified end, than an exchange, or 
place for business bickerings, bag and baggage 1" \Vhile 
this was the surface reason, was there not a higher reason 
why this could not be done? "Truly, God's ways are 

,.I .1.,.1 

not man's ways; and faith in the Divine methods are 
indeed the footsteps of the flock," Oct. 1892, Journal, pp. 
274, 275. Could the Journal as mouth-piece for the 
Universal Assembly be under the same roof with a 
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Church that could reflect only "in some deg,.ee the 
Church C niversal and Triumphant." :\1an. 19 :5. 6. 
One. the JournaL belonged to the Cniyerse and the 
other was but a symbol thereof, although none of us 
were prepared to make the necessary translation of the 
Publishing Society at that time, hence. perhaps :\Irs. 
Eddy's pr&autions and expression. 

Be that as it may. the Journal was'the property of 
the Xational Christian Scientists' :\ssociation as Cni-
7.'ersal.-1ssembly, until Jan. 1898, when the Deed of Trust 
was gi,"en the Board of Trustees. whereupon the J our
nal was transferred to :\1 rs. Eddy. thence to the Board 
of Trustees, by Deed of Trust as per copy in the Appen
dix to these Sotes (in which. it will be observed that 
this trust could not be revoked eHn by :\Irs. Eddy; 
for which reason she reserved the right to withhold her 
copyright of the JournaL and to withdraw it from 
the Trust at her discretion until the time of her "demise," 
whereupon it became a part of the irrevocable trust 
unless previously withdrawn). The Trustees were to 
publish upon their o ..... :n ,.esponsibility all pamphlets, 
tracts. reprints. etc., also the Quarterlies. 

This is the Trustees' Deed entireh" outside of the 
:\Ianual, and o'"er which the Directors have no jurisdic
tion (outside the :\Ianual). as the Directors' power un
der the Deed of Trust to declare a vacancy in the 
Trustees trust was interlocked with the Fi rst :\Iembers. 
to whose powers they ne,"er spiritually succeeded. (See 
Aug. Journal. 1908, where First :\Iembers as Executive 
:\Iembers were disbanded, also see Deed of Trust in 
Appendix. stipulation 10.) Of course, human law has 
interpreted :\Irs. Eddy as ha'"ing desired to do other 
than her words declare because it had no vision of her 
spiritual intention. St. Paul's admonition. I Cor. 6: 1-7, 
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shows the futility of a decision of common human law 
as regards spiritual yalues. ~Irs. Eddv said and did 
what she was inspired to do and with a d·efinite spiritual 
import! She ne\·er made a mistake in her plan or her 
prureJS, despite the inability of the Court to see it. 
The 2nd chapter of I Corinthians should pro\'e to us all 
the inadequacy of a Court decision. be it ever so well
intentioned-as it undoubtedly was-on things pertain
ing to the Spirit. How could we put absolute depend
ence in the truth of ~Irs. Eddy's re\'elation (as. of course. 
we all do). and permit the thought that she made a 
mistake in her founding? \Yhen her ~lanual and the 
Deed of Trust conflicted. it should have revealed her 
purpose! 

This deed was given in Jan. 1898. and the Sentinel 
under the title of "The \Yeekly," as a "Child of the 
Journal"-the monthly. (see "Salutatcry." first issue of 
the \Yeekly) came to expression Sept. 1898. 

As the Journal had seemed to be the "C'ni\'ersal 
Child." July Journal. 1890. p. 168. Vol. YIII. ~o. +. 
so the Sentinel (or \Veekly) seemed to be devoted to 

specific Branch actiyities-(and was called the child of 
the Journal in the Salutatory of [he first Sentinel) ,-the 
Journal being a double-entry for both-;\fother and 
Child. Sentinel is derived from Sen-"to see. watch." 
So it was "intended to hold guard over Life. Truth and 
Love." -'ly. 353. From the time it was presented to 
the Field to the time it announced that "Christian Sci
ence is ARSOLl"TE" Sept. 3. 1910. was just T"·EIXE years. 
As the Tau rnal was designed to put on record the 
DI\T\E SCIE:\CE of Truth. and the Sentinel to reduce to 
human apprehension this Di\'ine Science. which "she 
has named Christian Science." S.&H. +71 :29-31. when 
the Sept. 3. 1910. Sentinel brought forth the wonderful 
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statement that "Christian Science is absolute" juSt three 

months to the day before ~1 rs. Eddy left us. and approxi
mately the same time that elapsed between ~lcses' leav
ing the children of Israel and Joshua taking them into 
the Promised Land. does this not show that the Sentinel 
had fulfilled its entire mission-it had SEE:\ \yhat the 

Journal had done? This entirc article in ~Iy .. pp. ~+I. 
2+2. is the first instance in \yhich ~Irs. Eddv ever used 
"You" in her statements of such high truths; "YOl- are 
scientificall\' correct in your statement about YOU{seif. - -
YOl- can ne\'cr dcmonstrate spirituality until YOC de
clare YOl-RSELF to be immortal and understand that yoe 
are so. CHRISTL\:\ SClE:\CE is ,·\BSOLCTE. etc." She had 

always said Di\-ine Science (as unfolded by the Journal) 
was so, and when Christian Science had become one 
with it. was not this the rending of the veil betwcen the 
tabernacle (Christian Science) and the "Holy of 
Holies" (Divine Science) when the two became One, 

and is not the work of the Journal and the Sentinel 
thereby FI:\ISHED? Parent and child is one as "Prin
ciple and its idea IS one." S.&H. +(j). 

In Sept .. 1906. immediately after the dedication of 
the Extension in J une, ~1 rs. Eddy rook the cross and 
crown off the Sentinel. She said in her address at the 
dedication of the Extension. ~ly. 6: 17 -19. that The 
~lother Church stood for the "cross" and the Extension 
the "crown." The Sentinel bore them both until its 
\york for the Branches brought a seeing eye to the 
Branches. as evidenced bv their building the Extension, 
as onc with ~lother! \\-as not this ~Iother and Exten

siun the wedding of the ~lother and lTniversal Child
l'lother founded on T\\,EIXE SL\RS and the collective 
Child the Crown-of T\\TIXE TRIBES or Stars? 
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So, in Sept. 1906, the cross and crown were removed 
entirely from the Sentinel and the 1--';:0 u:omen were 
placed thereon, wi th no common base, seemingly sus
pended over the Christian Science Publishing Society, 
but with union of their individual pedestals made over
head by an arch and fruit. The women's eyes were 
at first closed, until Dec. 1906, and then they were based 
on the Christian Sci~nce Publishing Society-the 'Yord 
from the beginning; whereupon their eyes were opened. 
For "Christian Science is as old as God," as :\lrs. Eddy 
says in the marginal topic, p. 1+6-"It is as ancient as 
the Ancient of Days," Daniel 7: 13-so every expressed 
\\T ord has been published by "The Christian Science 
Publishing Society" and the "ascending" and "descend
ing" thoughts as in the "Ancient of Days," Dan. 7: 13, 
rest upon it! * Then :\lrs. Eddy united them overhead 
with an ornate arch with an urn of four-petaled flowers 
-the four petals of a holy purpose fulfilled (four sides 
to the City finished-then she opened their eyes). In 
this way she left our Sentinel with cross and crown 
entirel\" removed !-\\Thence came the cross and crown 
between the two \ ... ·omen in 19171 The women were 
reduced by degrees to their present appearance. First 
(Sept. 6, 1913) the ornate arch and its urn of four
petaled flowers were dropped and a plain arch substi
tuted. 

Also the shape of the I ndex was changed and put 
on six little feet, as it now is, presenting the appearance 
of a sign board-previously of a flying roll (?) Zech. 
5: 1; and at the same time little laurel wreaths were hung 
over the heads of the women. 

Sept. 15, 1917 (seven years after :\Irs. Eddy left us), 
the cross and the crown were again put back on the 

• The continuity of good brings vision. 
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Sentinel, and between the two women (who had never 
had a cross and crown between them before). Sept. 
22, 1917, one of the laurel wreaths was dropped and a 
notice from the Postmaster General in regard to send
ing lit'erature to the soldiers put over the head of the 
right-hand woman. Oct. 13. 1917, both wreaths were 
dropped. Undoubtedly the remo'C'al by :\frs. Eddy of 
the "Cross and Crown" from the Sentinel, and the urn 
of flowers placed between the two women, meant some
thing, and there is not a vestige of this symbolism on our 
Sentinels. No one had any right to change this, as will 
be noted from the Deed of Trust to the Trustees in Ap
pendix to these notes; the Trustees having the right to 
change only our Quarterly. 

HISTORY OF THE CROSS A~D CROW~ OX THE 
SEXTIXEL 

The history of the crOss and crO'U'n on the Senti
nel was as follows: On the first "\Veekly" was a round 
rather large seal with cross and cro'U'n-this remained 
until Vol. I. ~ o. 18, Dec. 29, 1898. The ti tIe "The 
Christian Science \Veekly" was then made very large 
in type and the letters were formed of short black lines 
with spaces between, as if to suggest radiation of light, 
with a 'C'ery small seal and an almost microsopic cross 
and crown beneath the ti tIe-Vol. I. X o. 19, Jan. 5, 
1899. The reduction of the seal with the cross and crown 
was most conspicuous. as if to say they did not belong 
on it. This was changed Jan. 26, 1899, to a large sized 
"CHRISTIAX" with a large cross and crown between this 
word and "SCIExCE"-later with a torch on each side of 
the Index. Then in Sept. 1906, this arrangement was 
changed to the two women. with crOss and cro'U'n entirely 
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remo7.'ed from the Sentinel.· In view of the relation of 
"Christian" and "Science" to the cr0SS and O'011.:n, as 
previously mentioned, is it not evident that one woman 
stood for Christian (or manhood) and the other for 
Science (or \Vomanhood) and that thei r oneness had 
been demonstrated, hence the cross and crown had no 
place between them? See the distinction between "Chris
tian" and "Science," ~ 0 p, 10. 

THE DESIGX OF THE <..!L\RTERLY 

This brings out another point of interest: On the 
Quarterly in 1905, were placed the two conventional 
Olive Trees as we now have them (from Zech, 4th chap
ter), at first with five rays from each lamp on each side 
of the cover; then the lamps were altered to make mo,'e 
pronounced the difference between them-the one on 
the left, a base or foundation bowl. and the other both 
foundation and superstructure. The one on the left side 
having eight rays and the one on the right i-u:el7.·e rays, 
showing that this formation of Church starts with eight 
and is completed in i11.:ei-..'e, The left tongue of fire is 
cloven at the bottom, and the right tongue of fire at the 
top __ the left tongue of fire proceeds from the bowl. while 
the right never touches it, but descends to it-suggesting 
ascending and descending light! It is very noticeable 
on the large Reader's Quarterlies. although it has been 
most pronounced from the sta rt-when there were no 
large Quarterlies. 

Immediately after Sept, 3. 1910. when :\1 rs, Eddy 
said "Christian Science is :\BSOIXTE" in the Sentinel, the 
cross became pure 'U:lzite in the crown on the Quarterly, 

• Did these two women type Leah and Rachel. holding the lamps 
of which thei r sons were the t\'pe ?-"the\' r the Tweh'e Trihesl are the 
lamps in the spiritual heavens of the age. ('tc. ... S.& H. 562: 18 & 19. 
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and the stars which had previously been dark became 
illumined! "Te still have the illumined stars, but we lost 
our WHITE CROSS at the same time that cross and 
crown were put between the two wumen in 1917-by 
""HO:-'l? 

\Yhile the style of the Quarterly could be changed 
by the Trustees. the Sentinel could not be, and the sig
nificance of the cross on the Quarterly becoming black 
again at the same time that the cross and crown were put 
between the two women on the Sentinel is undoubtedly 
worthy of our thought. "'hile the Trustees have the 
right. as previously stated. to change the style of the 
Quarterly. surely it must be in a progressive directiun. 
rather than retrogressive! ".-\n imprO\'ed belief cannot 
retrograde." S.&H. ++.?: 19. 

The first Quarterly was given us in .-\pril 1890. when 
there \L\S :'\0 nSIBLE :-'IOTHER CHL'RCH; it ha\"ing been 
dissolved in 1889. and the new organization not formed 
until 189.?-so the Branches were able to go on alone 
with the Quarterlies in the interim. This first Quarterly 
was called "Christian Science Quarterly," and was pub
lished by The Christian Science Publishing Society, 
but it contained the "International Series" of Bible Les
sons with correlative passages from Science and Health, 
although not in sections. as we new have them. but rather 
interpreted verse by verse. 

The first Quarterly with our Christian Science Les
son Sermons was of date July 1898. and contained 
our Lesson Sermons as the 11/01"ning service and the 
International Series as the el'ening service. (Suggest
ing "Science" as the morning meal; "Christianity" as 
the evening. S.&H. 34- :29-18). 

The first Lesson Sermon on God contained eight 
sections-the last three of which were VI-"God is 
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Father"; the next, VII-"God is l'Iother"; and last, 
VIII-"God is Love." Does not this show a higher un
foldment than Father and -'Iother in accordance with 
Isa. 56:5: "Even unto them will I give in mine house, 
and within my walls a place and a name better than of 
sons and of daughters," and -'lis. 96:8-I+? The interpre
tation of this first Lesson Sermon is in the Sentinel of 
l\larch 20, 1902. 

The number of sections were irregular for six years, 
running from eight to four. The first Quarterly, for 
instance, in July 1898, first lesson, eight sections; sec
ond lesson, six; third lesson, six; fourtn lesson, seven; 
fifth lesson, six; sixth lesson, five; seventh lesson, five; 
eighth lesson. four; ninth lesson, seven; tenth lesson, 
five; eleventh lesson, seven; twelfth lesson, four, etc. 
Even the next to last lesson in 190./ had seven sections. 
In the six years, there were 20+ lessons of six sections; 
37 of seven sections; 1 of eight; 61 of five sections: 2 
of fou r sections: On the whole, there were two-thi rds 
majority in favor of six sections and so we were started 
thus; BeT is it not clear that we must reach our previous 
unfoldment of eight (thence to twelve) if we expect 
to COMPLETE our history as .:\Irs. Eddy expressed it in 
the 1891 Retrospection and Introspection? \Vhen there 
were eight sections, there were fewer references, and so 
we could reach twelve sections-the purpose for which 
we were "called"-without adding to the length of our 
subjects. 

Is not this why the Trustees were allowed to change 
the style of our Quarterly? Surely only for progreJJ, 
and never to give us a black cross when ~Irs. Eddy had 
made it white, and left it white in 1910 on the Quar
terly; and none on the Sentinel! 
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In 1903, when the preparations were being made to 
start the erection of the Extension, ~I rs. Eddy sent forth 
the third periodical: "Der Herold der Christian Sci
ence, to proclaim the C:\"I\'ERS.-\L activity and availabil
ity of Truth", ~Iy. 353. Xot to say they mllst be so, 
but u:ere so!! Truth IS C:\"I\'ERSALLY ACTI\·E and avail
able! 

This was the herald or fore-runner of the ~Ionitor 
in X 0\·. 1908-The work had been done bef0re the 
~Ionitor, and so it came forth to claim its own: "to 
SPRE.-\D CXDInDED the Science that operates C:\"SPE:\"T. 

The object of the ~Ienitor is to injure no man, but to 
bless ALL :\L\:\" KI:\"O"!. .\Iy. 3.)3. \Yhat a mission, and 
what a charge! Could the Truth be spread Ilndil'idedly 
when it wars against something, and would not that 
something spt.'nd its force and power? X a matter how 
much good intention we may claim for the .\Ioniter, IS 

IT FCLFILU:\"G this demand? Is it net rather warring 
(as are all other Christian Endea\·orers), for an end that 
it I:\"HERITED from the previous activities? 

\Yherefore? Because it has no right to be.' The edi
tors of all these periodicals, according to the .\Ianual, 
must be elected only with the consent of '\Irs. Eddy 
"in her own handwriting." Xow, do not unthinkingly 
toss aside this statement with the thought, "\Yhy, the 
idea of trying to destroy our .\Ionitor!" Study your 
~Ianual. and remember .If rs. Eddy in her inspired 
wisdom did it herself. 

You may say, surely after praying for it for twenty
five years, ~lrs. Eddy would not destroy it. Xo, ne\·er 
"destroy," for this she never did, but dissolved it into a 
higher essence! \Yhenever she breught an idea to hu
man expression, she dissoh'ed it and left it to spring 
into a more Ilnlimited form! 
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The need was manifested. the purpose ful/il/t>d. and 
.\lrs, Eddy did not lea,'e anything to dcstr0Y that pur
pose! The present plan of our \lonitor will soon so 
prejudice Christian Science in the eyes of the \\'orId 
as t() discount anything we can say to the contrary! \\Te 
are not Christian \Yarriors! but Christian Scientists, 
.knowing the unreality of the \"orId's fears and discords 
and not fearing ·-u:ith them! Regardless of what we 
would like to think. let us honestly ask ourselves the 
questicn. Is our present attitude about prohibition in 
keeping with the call of the \loni tor? \Ve may think 
it a splendid newspaper. as does the "X ate-taker (who 
reads it e.w/usi"t>/y*). and much cleaner than any other 
newspaper ,\'e know. but is this \Irs, Eddy's demand 
for the \Ionitor? Is it not rather an idea for all news
papers (\lonitor means. "to ad"ise"-to adyise them 
to do likewise). that she has put into the human con
sciousness. and that will spring up on eyery hand and 
bear much fruit if we do not let the weeds of "self-will" 
and human opinion choke it! \Irs. Eddy's remarks in 
the first issue d The Christian Science \lonitor. under 
the title of "Something In a "xame." \ly, 353, were 
most illuminating to the end of indicating that its pur
pose was to "adyise" other newspapers to do the same 
thing. \1 rs. Eddy's remarks prefacing this article were: 
"The gentleman. \1r. Frank Bell. has caught my THl"X
OER: therefore he will not object to the LIGHTXIXG 
which accompanies it," (Then follows "Something In 
a "X ame,") The THl"XDER to which she refers is a let
ter aooressed to her. published just below i'Something 
In a "xame" in said first \Ionitor. frcm which the fol
lowing is quoted: ":\s a newspaper man r thank you 
for THE CHRISTI:\X SCIEXCE \10XITOR in prospect, 

* \Vritten in 1929, 
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and I feel sure that such will be the sentiment of hun
dreds of newspaper workers all over the land when 
THE :\10XITOR in fact shall ha\'e demonstrated the 
feasibility of clean journalism. 

":\ definition of 'monitor' is, 'One who advises.' and 
I foresee that when this CHRISTl:\X SCIEXCE :\ IOXITOR 
shall have pro7:ed '" that there is such a thing as a news
paper success along non-sensational lines, there will fol
Iowa v;rOESPRE.-\O * readjustment of news policies, for 
which I am sure none will be more truly thankful than 
an army of honest, conscientious toilers in the ranks of 
newspaperdom." 

So the mission of the .:\lonitor (for O\'er two years 
before :\1 rs. Eddy went on to a higher position) was 
merely to "ad\'ise" others to do likewise. How gen
erally has its adl'ice been adopted? \Ye can all judge 
by the condition of our daily papers! Is it not because 
it has violated \1rs. Eddy's demand for it in every way? 
To start with, it has vinlated her :\lanual in continuing 
to be, after she has made it imp0ssible to go on without 
her written appronl of its editors, Art. XXV, Sec. 4, 
p. RO. "It is the Spirit that quickeneth, the flesh profit
eth nothing." \Yhen the Spirit of obedience is lost. the 
form is but a dead hodv. 

Too, the course of the \lonitor in warring and bat
tling e\'en for right, when it was called "to spread lIn
di7:ided the Truth that operates L'XSPEXT," :\-ly. 353, 
is in total disregard of the object for which it was called 
out by \1rs. Eddy, and its perpetuation has effaced the 
idea l\lrs. Eddy sent forth-at least. this is the seeming,· 
for, of course, ideas are indestructible. 

• Proved put in italics and widespread in capitals by the X ote-taker 
for emphasis. 
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If the J! onitor had been obedient, doubtless many 
others would ha\-e accepted its alhice. and sah-ation in 
a newspaper line would have been more diffusive! 

~1rs. Eddy made no provision for the continuance 
of the Journal, the Sentinel and the ~lonitor; on the 
contrary. they cannot be continued under the .\1anuai. 
If they are continued merely because of lack of vision 
and by force of human will. may they not seem to retard 
and set back the purpose for which thev were called 
forth. and which they did flaomplish? 

The ~ ate-taker was told by an honored previous 
editor. who was the editcr-in-chief of the Journal and 
Sentinel for about ten years (at least the Journal, and 
the Sentinel after it was started) up to 190.2. that not a 
word ever went into these periodicals that was not sub
mitted to ~Irs. Eddy first. He said the road from Con
cord to the station was "kept hot" with couriers carry
ing back and forth the copy for the periodicals. \Yith 
such extreme vigilance when she was with us, is it rea
sonable to suppose she would have left these IDE:\S. her 
children, at our mercy! They were the demonstrated 
founding of her revelation. and found their home and 
heavenh- rest with her in ~Iind! 

\Ye were left the mission of not evangelizing ollr
serves eternally. but the world and the world activities! 
Shall the shepherd feed himself? Shall not the shep
herd feed the flock? 

'Vhen Mrs. Eddy left, the "hearing" period was 
over and the demand for "seeing" was our privilege
'lL'edding Truths, and not forever reading about them, 
particularly from unsupervised and unauthorized-by
her literature. 

Our four periodicals. as ~Irs. Eddy established and 
maintained them. might be likened t() the four Rivers 
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In the Glossary: "Pison," S.&H. 593:1, 2, The Jour
nal, recording the "divine Science of Truth," My. 353, 
"the beauty of holiness"; "Gihori," S.&H. 587 :3, 4-
The Sentinel, holding "guard over Life, Truth and 
Love," My. 353, by acknowledging the rights of 
Womanhood "morally, civilly and socially"; "Hid
dekel," S.&H. 588-Der Herold der Christian Science, 
sent out in 1903 simultaneously with the dropping of the 
title of "Mother" and the many forward steps in our 
Cause at that time, to the end of crowning :Motherhood 
in the Extension (a crown always comes as a finished 
goal), proclaiming "the universal activity and avail
ability of Truth," My. 353-not trying to establish it; 
"Euphrates," S.&H. 585 :16-22-The Monitor, spread
ing "undivided the Science that operates unspent," My. 
353: each successive healing current reaching further 
than the other, as illustrated in Ezekiel's descriptive 
process, Ezek. 47:1-9, until the waters being brought 
forth into the sea [:\lind] were healed. \Vhile water 
symbolizes the elements of :\Iind, S.&H. 507 :3, and is 
a type of purifying, life-giving qualities, as Ezekiel pre
sents, yet they need to be "healed" of their very necessity. 
Water is human consciousrress, and every drop arises 
from earth and comes only "relatively" from heaven, in 
the sense of preparing the human consciousness with its 
cleansing processes for a higher vision, but forever de
priving it of that vision if its processes continue. It was 
John's water baptism that continually put out Jesus' fire 
processes and yet he came to kindle fire, Luke 12 :49. 
The disci pIes even baptized, but Jesus never did, John 
4:1-2. The Dragon's weapon against l\1otherhood was 
u·ater, Rev. 12: 15; "And the earth opened her mouth 
and swallowed up the flood which the Dragon cast out 
of his mouth," Rev. 12:16. This is where water be-
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longs, in the bowels of the earth, under man; it was 
under Ezekiel's house; under "The Tree of Life, etc.," 
the purity of the past upon which man must stand and 
fu:alk, as did J eJUs; but it puts out the fire of divinity on 
earth, and hides the sun from the earth when it gets over 
man's head. The fifth day of creative consciousness was 
all water corresponding to Dan or animal magnetism, 
and it was with this necessity 1\ Irs. Eddy fought in 
bringing forth the "man child" of scientific Christianity, 
Gen. I :20-23-the delving and soaring of the creati've 
consciousness of ~lotherhood, creating associations, 
churches, periodicals, etc., etc., all with purifying in
tent. But the real fire was brought down from heaven 
in the Christian Science text-book dissipating the 
"sacrifice, wood, stones, dust and water" of the symbols 
(water) of the Bible, as did Elijah's fire: "Then the fire 
of the Lord fell, and consumed the burnt sacrifice, and 
the wood, and the stone, and the dust, and licked up the 
water" (the twelve barrels of Bi ble consciousness), I 
Kings 18 :38. 

While ~lrs. Eddy was working in the 'u:ater of 
"~lotherhood" with her many children needing its 
cleansing ministrations, the healing currents of these 
periodicals helped her keep the children clean, but she 
ever guarded these streams-lest the slightest taint should 
adulterate their purity, forcing each and all to flow into 
the sea (Ezek. 47 :8-her own consciousness) for heal
ing before their currents were released to purify the 
consciousness of her children, Ezek. 47 :9, realizing 
their human qualities. Thus, one by one they did their 
work of showing her primarily when a deeper and 
broader current was needed, until, when we were deemed 
worthy of the I\'lonitor, ~10therhood had ceased, as the 
steps in the dissolution of The I\10ther Church in 1908 
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show,-the u:aters no longer healing but the sea itself 
without limits or bounds-"to spread undivided the 
Science that operates unspent"-to tell earth of its al
ready union wi th heaven, and of the fire of divinity 
rather than the water of humanity. 

Thus :\Irs. Eddy left us but one channel-the pure 
river of the water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding 
out of the throne of God and of the Lamb (the Bible) 
under the Tree of Life bearing tu:ei-t'e manner of fruits 
sun-kissed and sun-colored with the fire (light of divin
ity}-Science and Health. 

:\lany great events in the Bible happened by the 
river, or the River Euphrates-the fourth river, or the 
fourth side of the City, "encompassing the universe and 
man," S.&H. 585:16, 17. (A good Bible concordance 
will show how often the river or Euphrates is used with 
symbolical meaning.) The :\lonitor, as Euphrates, over
flowed its banks and lost all definite channel as river
"channel of thought," S.&H. 593: H, and it became 
one with its source-the sea-from which all wat~r 
comes originally. 

Thus :\Irs. Eddy allowed the four Rivers-the peri
odicals-to pass into idea, and left us nothing but the 
light of divinity to "lick up" our own humanity (water) 
in God's way-her last demand being: "Christian Sci
entists, be a law to yourselves that mental malpractice 
[the Dragon's water cast out of his mouth in the judg
ment of some human consciousness-even one's own J 
cannot harm you either when asleep or when awake," 
S.&H. ++2 :30-32, and she removed all possible chan
nels of others' humanity (water) putting out our fire. 
Jesus turned the water (humanity, as symbolized by the 
"six waterpots of stone after the manner of punfyin9 
of the Jews, containing two or three firkins apiece," 
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John 2:6) into wine (fire-water) after having the water
pots "filled to the brim." The three previous period i
cals-J oumal, Sentinel, Der Herold der Christian 
Science ("Irs. Eddy never gave us the Le Heraut-we 
have thus tried to make more rivers than were proph
esied, and have, therefore, weakened the value of the 
fourth), filled our waterpots to the brim, and the "Ioni
tor turned them into wine on its "wedding-feast" day
the Thanksgiving Season of its "birth," for it was born of 
the necessity of wedding earth and heaven. Jesus' wed
ding feast was not repeated, but forever stands a com
pleted process; and likewise ours. ,\1 rs. Eddy said on 
p. 156, l\lis.: "I saw no advantage, but great disadvan
tage, in one student's opinions or modus operandi be
coming the basis for others." \Yhen ~I rs. Eddy was 
wi th us such was not the case, as she censored every word 
that went into our periodicals, and they were the neces
sary water of "Iotherhood, the fruits of which have 
all gone into our processes in our Text-book, and when 
the rewlation was complete. the founding was also. If 
we would but see this, our creative processes of funds, 
trusts, real estate, sanitariums. charities. homes for the 
aged, departments of wills and estates, etc., etc., would 
cease-in fact, would have been impossible without the 
agency of these human channels for their sustenance. 
Kone of these institutions are mentioned in our .\Ianual, 
which was the finished creative processes of ~Iother
hood, aided by these limited streams to bring to her 
the general needs of the Field and the world; but '\Irs. 
Eddy's work as .l\lother is finished and cannot be re
peated. 

"irs. Eddv has left her last demand for her found
ing in our .\Ianual in the separation of each branch unit 
to unfold the City foursquare in its own consciousness, 
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in Art. XXIII, Secs. 1,6. There is no 'Li'nler in this City, 
but solid formations, and in the next chapter the pure 
water of Life flows under and around the roots of the 
tree, lea\-ing it to the fire of di\"inity-"Spi,.i/ual Sun
light" of \\Tomanhood, S.&H. 561 :.2.2-31. marginal 
topic. for fruitage. 

The 22nd chapter of Re\"elation unfolds but one 
river and that coming directly from God. and the Tree 
of Life embracing it-"in the midst of the street of it 
and on either side of the river. was there the Tree of 
Life. which bare twelve manner of fruits. and yielded 
HER fruit every month: and the leoTt's of the Iree were 
for the healing of the nations-its source not our pe
riodicals! 

:\lrs. Eddy says, S.&H. +06 :+-6: "The tree is typical 
of man's divine Principle. which is equal to eHry emer
gency, offering full sa17:ali01/ from sin. sickness and 
death." This is our text-book ("the inspired \Yord of 
the Bible." S.&H. +97) whose salvation is full. and it 
needs no supplements. This was not the case when our 
periodicals were legitimate (under the :\Ianual) organs 
of The :\lother Church," but when The :\lother Church 
ceased to be. its 0/"gons could not funrli0n. These were 
the organs of :\lotherhood during her evolutionary un
foldment of "Sah"ation" or the walls of the City. Isa. 
60:18, and its gates of "Praise" of which her last state
ments of Truth so completely consisted. and her final 
methods of treatment of error so fully attested. :\ly. 
"'6+'9 18. 110'1 1-;' S &H ++1.1'::: ~1. 100. 1 '::: 19· 16':::· _~ . - , _ • - ,. . _ • ___ rJ_, _ ._J-_, _ J. 
20-22, etc. 

Is this not why we were left with our Quarterly, as 
the only piece of current literature that had not finished 
its work-bringing to us this pure river of the water 

* For then our text-book was incomplete. 
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of Life~ and the fruits of the Tree of Life directly from 
"the throne of God and of the Lamb" (the purified 
human consciousness) in the Bible and Science and 
Health with Key to the Scriptures; permitting every 
church to be a law unto itself, which is impossible while 
the. '\lanual is administered, and interpreted to it 
through human agency? 

The Trustees have the right to change this Quar
terly progressively~ and to keep it expressive of our pro
gressi\'e needs. Thus animal magnetism ceases with the 
currents of humanity silenced with idea-healed, "which 
being brought forth into the sea [the source of all water] 
the waters shall be healed," Ezek. -ti :8,-thei r neces
sity for cleansing silenced-licked up by the fire from 
heaven! I Kings 18 :38. 

The lectures are another form of literature for which 
,\1 rs, Eddy left no provision in her '\lanual (in fact, 
forbade. without her approval of their source) that 
bathes the roots of the Branch with cooling streams of 
humanity-or human conception, which ,\1 rs. Eddy cen
sored when with us and forbade when she left us. '\lrs. 
Eddy left God alone to be its "husbandman," ] ohn 15: I, 
giving us, "Christian Scientists, be a law to yourselves 
that mental mal-practice cannot harm you either when 
asleep or when awake," S.&H. +-t.? and simultaneously 
detached the Branch from The .\Iother Church bvabol
ishing Communion of The .\lother Church therewith. 
The Branch must grow from the roots and not from the 
stem of Jesse, Isa. II : 1. 

,\1 rs. Eddy formerly spoke of animal magnetism as 
vital fluids-"E\'ery mortal at some period .... must 
grapple with and overcome the belief in vital fluids, 
and the power of evil called Animal .\lagnetism " S.& 
H., revised ed., 1890, p. 5.?O, to which edition '\lrs. 
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Edlh refers ll~ in the footnote. p. 309. ,\1 iscelhneous 
\\'ritings (the alternate reference was nenr given by 
.\lr5. Edd~·). ~() these fluids are the claim of "the un
illumined human mind," S.&H .. ':;;3 :9; and when .\lr5. 
Eddy has ended a ginn position it ceases to be illumined 
and becomes inadequate for its previous purpose-and 
even dangerous to her further purposes. 

~1 rs. Eddy has separated the Branch from all of these 
hu manizing agencies-the periodicals and lectures-to 
square itself with its Principle, as the City foursquare, 
or "Christian Science," as she has called the City four
square in the 1890 rev. ed. of Science and Health, to 
which she refers us in the footnote on p. 309 of '\liscel
laneous \Yritings, as before stated . 

.\Iotherhood merely "rounds the gospel of grace 
in the circle of Love" in her provision for the detached 
branch-"r never left the Church, either in heart or in 
doctrine; r but began where the Church left off. \\'hen 
the Churches and r round the gospel of grace, in the 
cirele of lo\"(', we shall meet again, ne\"('r to part," 
'\Iessage 190~, ~:~6-~9, and in "Harvest," .\ly. ~70:+-l3, 
'\frs. Eddy describes the completion of this "ci rele of 
love." 

,\1 rs. Eddy puts .\lotherhood in the ci rele in Christ 
and Ch ristmas, and the square (the squa re of the ci rele 
upon which mathematicians have worked so long and 
gi\-en up as impossible of solution, except in spi ritual 
quality) for the Branch to fulfill-she as Branch having 
set us the example, by taking '\lotherhood into Branch 
for final union by having a J[ other's Room in the Con
cord Branch and having the Fi rst '\lembers attend in a 
body upon a service in which she occupied the pulpit, 
April 1898 Journal; also at the dedication of this 
Branch's new edifice in 1905 (one year before the com-
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pletion of The :\lother Church) the whole world at
tended the dedication by invitation of :\1 rs. Eddy and 
brought gifts of their presence and substance to where 
the yr.-ling clzild-Branch-was. Thus, this Branch as 
Benjamin became a part of :\lother's crown in the build
ing of the Extension, which rebelled against Chedor
laomer (sheaf-band, Gen. 14) and broke the sheaf-band 
of :\lotherhood: as Benjamin, the child of regeneration, 
could not be :\lothered, it being a type of "Principle 
and its idea is one," S.&H. 465, which :\lrs. Eddy gave 
us in 1907 -less than a year after the dedication of the 
Extension. 

On p. 125 of ~liscellany, 4-8, :\lrs. Eddy speaks of 
bending "up\\"Jrd the tendrils" and inclining "the vine 
towards the parent trunk," but this was when :\lother
hood was an acti7."e idea (and, under "Discipline" in 
our :\lanuaI. thoroughly protected in its :\lotherly prov
ince)-four years before l\1rs. Eddy dropped the title 
of :\Iother, and began to crfJu·n its accomplishment. 

Every human :\lother in the infancy of her children 
seeks to instil obedience to her authority, and to incline 
the tendrils of the child's thought (reaching out for 
something to cling to, as all "tendrils" do) upward "and 
to incline the \'inc towards the parent trunk," :\ly. 125, 
until it is strong enough to bear the weight of its own 
fru~t and squar'e the circle of ministering :\lotherly love 
in its own consciousness. l\linistering l\lother love is 
always the Christian circ1e-everything going out to 
the child with no expectancy of a "square deal" on the 
child's part. But this could not humanly go beyond a 
certain point without enfeebling the child, and render
ing it utterly barren of fruit; and the human symbols 
are always counterfeits of the divine. 
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~Irs. Eddy used the water of humanity in cleansing 
her children-the branches-but left no one else to thus 
minister to them; as too much water spoils the flavor of 
all fruit-it must grow in the sunlight of divinity, with 
its branches growing from the roots of divinity and its 
rod in the 1\lother's I\1anual teachings; just as human 
children must unfold when at an age of accountability 
-growing directly from the same source as 1\:lother, but 
with the heritage of her rod of corrective teachings to 
be measured intelligently up to and the circle of her 
selfless ministry squared in human consciousness. 
"Earth's accents must not be mistaken for the oracles of 
God," 1\1is. 107 :2, 3.· What is The :Mother Church, 
but the teachings of Motherhood in her I\1anual? Can 
we violate it and claim loyalty to The 1\10ther Church? 

1\1rs. Eddy has left anothd step beyond 1\lother, 
Mis. 96:8-16, in hrr founding in Art. XXIII,.Secs. 1, 
6; also her articles demanding cessation of all literature 
except the Quarterlies; pamphlets, tracts, etc., from 
censored (by her) literature-demanding attested (by 
her) pure water, and the fire of divinity in our "only 
Preachers," for our further "evolved government," 1\1y. 
342 :19-28. 

There is absolutely nothing in our :Manual about 
literature distribution, and the tendency was, in the time 
when Mrs. Eddy was with us, to keep our periodicals 
and have them bound-the Publishing Society offering 
to do it for us-and had this not been done, the Reading 
Rooms would have no supply today of "the record of 
the divine Science of Truth," My. 353-the structure 
of the Church Body, as recorded in the Journal; the 
Sentinel that held "guard over Life, Truth and Love, 
etc.," My. 353. "God requireth that which is past," 
Eccl. 3: 15, and we will find the tendency to do it all 
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over again, unless we recognize the marvel of past ac
complishment. The present system of flooding the world 
with unsought-for truth not only violates Jesus' teach
ings: ".15k. and it shall be given you; seek. and ye shall 
find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you," but our 
practice in the time of \Irs. Eddy's direction of our 
Cause (and in lieu of which direction she has left us The 
:Mother Church \Ianual.-which says nothing of liter
ature distribution) was to the contrary of our present 
plan. This milk of the word served its purpose with the 
babes of Spirit, and was in line with a much lighter diet 
than we now have in our text-book; but, SInce we have 
the meat of the word in our text-book in \1 rs. Eddv's 
final structural changes and additions after she left 
l\fotherhood, as subsequently particularly recorded in 
the next chapter, e\·en babes are privileged to eat meat, 
approaching the time of which Isaiah speaks, Isa. 65: 
20: ''There shall be no more thence an infant of days, 
nor an old man that hath not filled his davs." The 
world's problems require meat, just as did J airus' daugh
ter-"And he commanded to give her meat." Luke 8: 
55. It takes meat to sustain the raising of the world's 
problems today, and not the diluting of even our past 
milk, as is the tendency of many human ministrations. 
The processes we now have to offer are no longer gener
ative, and our nf)'U: babes are children of the regeneration 
in line with S.&H. 68 :27-30 next page. 

Lending libraries, and broadcasting of lectures and 
services, general distribution of literature-all are prod
ucts of latter-day methods, for which there is no ante
cedent in practice in \Irs. Eddy's time with us or in our 
.Manual. \Ve are all so busy reading "the literature" 
and going to lectures, few of us are familiar with the 
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source of all safe information about Christian Science
our text-book and :\Irs. Eddy's miscellaneous writings. 

An incident, which is very typical of present condi
tions, can be here cited: Someone called a practitioner 
cn the telephone for help the morning after a lecture, 
saying: "I was so uplifted by the lecture of :\1r. So
and-So, but. of course. 1 cannot have him with me all 
the time to hold me up." ""hereupon. the practitioner 
suggested: "But you have :\Irs. Eddy's writings which 
are the only source of am"one's information about Chris-

" . 
tian Science." The real pith of anything we read in our 
periodicals is what is quoted from :\lrs. Eddy's writings 
-it is about all we carry away. And so it will ever be, 
\ve need (( meat," and there is but one place to get it and 
that is at its inspired source. Even the tiny babes of 
today, at the age of three or four months. are given by 
dietitians cereals, spinach, orange juice. etc., which 
symbolically shows there are no more milk babes. And 
so with our dear babes in Truth-they are "born" into 
higher privileges and opportunities! \Yhen I\Irs. Eddy 
said, "Let there be milk for babes, but let not the milk 
be adulterated," Ret. 61 :29, 30, we were all babes in 
l\10therhood, Ret. 1891, p. 8+, in the sole light of 
l\lotherhood, and l\1rs. Eddy always left her steps in
tact. Our structure in manhood and \Vomanhood was 
not complete until 1907 when "the ideal man" and "the 
ideal woman" was completed with the simultaneous 
changes incident thereupon, which was seventeen years 
after her statement about milk for babes. 

The world's babes show us more nearly than our own 
what 'lL"e have demonstrated-fed by the spirit of :\lrs. 
Eddy's teachings rather than the letter with so many 
modifying human ministr<lt oos-periodicals, lectures, 
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ecclesiastical interpretations, etc., etc.,-self-constituted 
{{hurses" of our babes demanding outgrou:n diet! 

In of recent Sentinel, Feb. 16, 1929, p. 489, one of 
our Board of Directors admits: "Although there were 
no organized Literature Distribution Committees in our 
Leader's time, as there are now, vet the idea of wide
spread dissemination originated with her and was fos
tered by her.· In the early days of Christian Science the 
only literatUl;e relating to it was the text book itself, 
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures. \Ve 
had no Journals, no Sentinels, no Heralds, no Monitors, 
no minor writings or other means of presenting to the 
world the teaching of this new-old religion: the text 
book was our only ambassador." The J oumal had been in 
existence nearly tU'enty-eight years; the Sentinel a little 
over tu)eh:e years; Der Herold der Christian Science 
Je'ven years, and the l'vlonitor over two years when Mrs. 
Eddy passed to her next step and our next step; and yet 
according to this one of our Board of ·Director's own 
admission there was no general literature distribution 
work. He cites further a few specific instances of special 
articles, etc., that :Mrs. Eddy wished specifically dissem
inated, but no organized distribution, and no direction 
therefor. 

All the eulogies in the world of the benefit of the 
present plan can never put it into the Manual por asso
ciate it with the wisdom of the discoverer and founder of 
Christian Science, who created and founded as 
"Mother" the plan for the full salvation for the whole 
world in her Principle for Church government in our 
1\lanual; and practice thereof in her consistent-with-

• Despite Mrs. Eddy's strong opposition to organized free distribu
tion of Christian Science literature, July 1891 Journal, u'hich sh~ ntt'~r 
rdrQC/~d. 
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Jesus teachings of "Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, 
and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you." 
This Director says in the beginning of his article: "In 
its higher sense our literature distribution work is 
Christianly scientific service. It is giving 'u:ithout tu.:ait
ing to be asked, etc." Jesus said "Ask .... seek .... 
knock"-this is the unadulterated milk of the crudest 
Principle laid down for us by Jesus and !\1rs. Eddy
({ Choose Yel" 

The promise is to "where two or three are gathered 
together," I\iatt. 18 :20, and the Committee-no matter 
how large-could be only one of these factors. "One 
with God is a majority" is an accepted truth, but the 
Word "with" brings in the element of t'U:o, which is 
basic.ally necessary until they become one in human 
consci ousness. 

EVOLCTIOXARY LITERATCRE 

SU~iMARY 

In 1875, Science and Health was first written. 
In April, 1883, the ]OCRXAL was started; and fin

ished in Dec., 1910, when I\1rs. Eddy made it impos
sible to go on therewith, without her written consent to 
the election of editors, Art. XXV, Sec. 4. Its h.alfth 
volume recorded the building and dedicatiop of The 
Mother Church. 

In Sept., 1898, the SE:\TIXEL as "The \Veekly" was 
started, and ended in Dec., 1910, when 1\1rs. Eddy left 
us-after removing the cross and crou'n therefrom 
in 1906, immediately after dedication of the Exten
sion. Its lu'elfth volume was finished in Aug. 1910, and 
thp. very next issue declared "Christian Science is AB
SOLUTE." The Journal "put on record the divine Science 
of Truth," and the Sentinel held "guard over Life, 
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Truth and Love," :\1v. 353. The Sentinel was called 
the Child of the] oumal in the first issue of the former. 
] ust as :\lother and Child were dissolved in Church at 
!\Irs. Eddy's passing, so .\lother and Child literature 
shared the same blessing, as their editors could not be 
elected under the .\lanual withuut her written consent, 
Art. XXV, Sec. 4. Sentinel had fulfilled its mission. 

Der Herold der Christian Science was given us in 
] an. 1903, when the preparations for the Extension were 
started to gather all the tribes together into unity, as the 
General Teachers' Association was called that year to 
start work on "Cnity" of teaching and action, and obedi
ence to The I\lother Church '\lanual! \lother dropped 
her title of \lother, changed the capital "I" in intelli
gence in the ideal man to a small "i," thereby deman.ding 
"intelligence" of the idea huma~ly expressed; gave 
us five Directors instead of four; forbade even "general" 
official control by l\lother Church of its branches, etc. 
-all in line with the glad tidings of Der Herold-"to 
proclaim the universal activity and availability of 
Truth," 1\'Iy. 353-as it DID! 

The CHRISTIAX SCIEXCE \IOXITOR was published 
Wednesday, Nov. 25,1908, and its work was done when 
it appeared. "Its reward was with it and its work be
fore it," Isa. 40: 10, as is indicated by its definition, l\ly. 
353-"Something In a ~ ame"-its purpose to advise 
other newspapers to do the same thing, as indicated by 
the preface to this article in the first \Ionitor. 

The Board of Trustees have an irrevocable trust 
(given them] an., 1898) empowering them to publish 
tracts, pamphlets and reprints on their o'u:n responsi
bility and to employ those necessary to prepare our 
Quarterly. (Copy of this Deed of Trust appears in the 
Appendix.) 
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The Quarterly is the only thing, the style of which 
it can change. See Deed of Trust in Appendix. 

In 1890, Quarterlies were published for the Branch 
Churches when there was no visible :\fother Church
to which form of Church we have returned as Branches 
of the invisible "spiritually organized Church," un
folded in the City foursquare in 1891. 

Our Quarterlies should keep us ever reminded of 
this Church in our Lesson Sermons, thereby being our 
medium thereto. 

The Christian Science Publishing Society can pub
lish :\1rs. Eddy's writings, reprints from the old Jour
nals and Sentinels and ~Ionitors-for that matter re
printing them in full for our Reading Rooms, etc., as 
it owns the copyrights, according to its Deed of Trust
and we would all have access to the record of the won
derful evolution of our organization and literature. 
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Chapter IX 

LEAVI:\"G FATHER A~D ~fOTHER 
IX ORDER 

To "CLE.-\\'E TO HIS \YIFE"-!\latt. 19:5 

"First, as a 106ng Father and Jfother; then, 

as thought ASCO:DS the scale o.f being to 

Dln~ER consciousness"-.Uis. 96:11·13. 

THERE comes a time in the human experience of each 
and everyone when he must leave his father and mother 
in order to "cleave to his wife" or husband as the case 
may be, whether he symbolizes "marriage," or weds the 
Truths of the Father-\lother God. I t is impossible 
aClit'ely to be both son or daughter, and husband or wife 
at the same time-in other words. be governed parent
ally and stand individually morally responsible at the 
same time. \larriage demands "consonance with," 
~1an. p. 72, and not merely being governed as under 
Father and \lother. Is not this what Isaiah meant when 
he said, Isa. 56:5: "Even unto them will I give in 
mine house and within my walls a place and a name 
BETTER than of sons and of daughters: I will give them 
an everlasting name, that shall not be cut off": and Hosea 
tells us what that name is: "And it shall be at that day, 
saith the Lord, that thou shalt call me Ishi [husband or 
wife]; and shalt call me no more Baali [my Lord, 
Father-\lother]. Jesus said that for "this cause [mar
riageJ shall a man leave father and mother and shall 
cleave to his wife" (or husband), and ,Irs. Eddy brings 
this out very clearly in l\fis. p. 96 :8-14: "I know not 
what the person of omnipotence and omnipresence is, or 
what the infinite includes; therefore, I worship that of 



LEAVI~G FATHER AND ~IOTHER 

which I can conceive, FIRST, as a loving FATHER AXD 

~IOTHER; THEX, as thought ASCEXDS the scale of being 
to a DInXER consciousness, God becomes to me, as to the 
apostle who declared it, 'God is Love,'-divine Prin
ciple"-.Principle and Love wedded in consciousness! 

] esus illustrates this in his handling of the two divi
sions of the Commandments in :\latt. 22 :36-40, where 
he says the two great Commandments are two statements 
that are not commandments at all, but the spiritual con
ception of the two divisions of the Commandments
the two tables of stone. There were five Command
ments on the first and five on the second-the last one 
in the first di\'ision being "Honor thy Father and thy 
l'lother, etc.," ~1is. 154:23. \Ve must leave the first 
division, the worshi p and honor of Father-~lother God 
as something outside and apart from ourselves-for "a 
name better than of sons and of daughters," Isa. 56 :.5-
and become one with Father-f\lother by wedding the 
Truths for which they have stood to us (thus "marriage 
shall be found to be man's oneness with God," f\lis. 
286). I t is not sufficient to adore and honor good--as a 
seemingly wicked son may think he can do with refer
ence to good parents-but we must become OXE with 
good; and this is the demand of the last five Command
ments. The course which we are forced to pursue with 
our human parents in order to develop and unfold our 
own individuality must be pursued with reference to 
our divine parents, as ::\1rs. Eddy says on p. 96 ~1is., lines 
8- 14, as previously quoted. 

] esus shows this process clearly in f\1att. 19 :4, 5, 6, 
where he weds the first chapter of Genesis in verse 4, 
!\1att. 19: .. Have ve not read, that he which made them 
at the beginning made them male and female," Gen. 
I :27, with the second chapter of Genesis in the next 
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verse, ~1att. 19:5: "And said, For this cause shall a man 
leave father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife: 
and they twain shall be one flesh," Gen. 2 :24; and 
pronounces his benediction on this union in the next 
verse, ~Iatt. 19:6: "\Vherefore they are no more tw::in, 
but one flesh. What therefore God hath joined together, 
let not man put asunder." Genesis' first chapter is the 
revelation of Love, and the second chapter was forced 
to reach it through purification of the flesh in its evo
lutionary process of six-thousand-years' unfoldment. 
This is what human marriage types-"Thy maker is 
thine husband [or wife] .... the God of the '!i:hole earth 
shall he be called." Isa. 54:5 and IvIis. 286:9, IO-"when 
marriage will be found to be man's oneness with God." 
"l\Iotherhood" will never solve the second chapter of 
Genesis but "marriage" alone will-union of the mascu
line and feminine qualities, S.&H. 57 :+, 5, which were 
separated in Gen. 2 :21-24. 

In other words, the second chapter of Genesis must 
progress through the evolution of breaking each of the 
seven seals of error, or the claim of material creation,· 
towards Gen. 1 :27, as it has done in universal unfold
ment; this union having been completed in the City 
foursquare revelation of :\Ir~ Eddy in 1891, in the~Oth 
edition. Even this figure "50" is most significant, as the 
50th year was always the ] ubi lee year when all the 
land (REAL EST.UE) was restored to its original owner, 
Lev. 25. So the REAL EST.UE of Paradise, in which 
man as male A:\D female was hei r to all substance (sym
bolized by the Real Estate of the Promised Land, re
vealing the law of God's salvation, or restoration to the 
human consciousness of the primiti\'e perfection of man) 

• Each succeeding morning breaks the seal (resisting l'uning) of 
the preceding da~·. 
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was given us in the 50th edition of Science and Health 
in 1891, in Spiritual Jubilee fulfillment! This was fin
ished Church, and in the 1st to +th editions inclusive of 
Retrospection and Introspection of 1891, p. 58, which 
appeared in the same year immediately after the 50th 
edition of Science and Health, l\1rs. Eddy tells us the 
"spiritually organized Church of Christ (Scientist) in 
Boston still goes on," now Ret. p. 4+:30-4; at the same 
time stating just below this paragraph that the Church 
might yet find it wisdom to meet and reorganize for 
the purpose of CO\IPLETI:-\G its histor)" Ret. p. 58, 1st to 
+th editions 1891. The following year, Sept. 23, 1892, 
:\lan. p. 18, this happened-the Church was reorganized 
and so this paragraph with reference to completing its 
history was dropped but was left as a forever reason for 
the second formation in at least four thousand books; 
and the April 1891, Journal. tells us of the \'alue of these 
old "treasure troves" to unfold to us :\1rs. Eddy's evo
lutionary re\'elation and God's plan for us. 

So after the svmbol of Church which had been 
founded onJesus (in first formation which was dissolved 
in I 889-Ret. pp. +3-+.:', with its limitations expressed) 
and had been taken to the IIni7.·erse through X ational 
Christian Scientists' Association dissolving and resolv
ing itself into a Cni7.·enal Assembly, as pre7.·iollsly 
noted.' Journal. July 1890, and which was subsequently 
merged into the \\'orld's Congress, as previously noted, 
Journal, X ov. 1893, :\1rs. Eddy had ff)1lnded her "spi r
itually organized Church." It is the revelation of the 
City foursquare, embracing all unfoldments in the 
Bible (from Genesis to Revelation 21 inclusive) the 
Bible being manho0d, or the square. :\1 rs. Eddy most 
graphically suggests this City and its meaning in the 
revised edition of Science and Health 1890, under the 
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title of "\Vayside Hints" (to which she refers us in the 
footnote of ~Iis. p. 309. ~Irs. Eddy never changed her 
authorization for the reading of this 1890 edition as 
indicated in the reference just quoted and partic'ularly 
the two paragraphs in question, which related to the 
City foursquare; and is not authority for the alternate 
reference, which relates to our platform instead of the 
City foursquare.) Although just "hints" (as she never 
really made this a part of the Apocalypse until 1891), 
they are most inspiring. 

The chapter "Prayer and Atonement" was placed 
between Genesis and the Apocalypse from the 16th edi
tion in 1886 to 1891, until ~lrs. Eddy added the City 
foursquare to the "'oman's bringing forth the man child, 
Rev. 12 (previous entire Apocalypse) in 1891 edition, 
whereupon she threw the mediatorial chapter, •. Prayer 
and Atonement," back into Science and Health and left 
Genesis and the Apocalypse as O:\f, with no more pray
ers for their at-one-ment, as the City foursquare em
braces and rests upon Gen. I :?7-J/ ale and Female one. 
Thus Church was finished, S.&H. 583: 12, as "the struc
ture of Truth [man-S.&H. 517 :8, 9J and L07:e [\,",0-
man-S.&H. 517:10]." Life" and "Love" were the 
two arms of "roman-Life the underlying, and Love 
the overlying and encompassing Principle of "all true 
being" ["Truth "-manhood J, S.&H. 496: 18, 19. This 
is the spiritual idea spoken of just before on this same 
page as unfailingly healing, and as defined by :\Irs. 
Eddy S.&H. 562 :3-7 (noting marginal topic as indicat
ing defini tion of the spi ri tual idea). ~1 rs. Eddy defines 
Life, Truth and Love in Science and Health p. 569:1-3. 

Returning to our definition of Church, p. 583, as 
"that which rests upon" (which is Love-S.&H. 269: 
21-25) "and proceeds from" (which is Truth-S.&H. 
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258:13-15) Divine Principle. In the City foursquare, 
we have man as quali ty embraced in \\' oman, as qualit)" 
Jer. 31 :22-the forever Church. This Church is ex
pressed without boundary or limit in the 23rd Psalm, 
S.&H. 578, which embraces the 22nd chapter of Reve
lation. This Psalm expresses the twelve-fold activity of 
Love as symbolized by the Twelve Tribes which are the 
outgrowth of the Tree of Life. Principle (THIRTEEX), 

yielding her fruit every month (as the individuality of 
each idea is intelligently seen) and healing the Sations 
in FOCRTEEX. "The tree is typical of man's divine Prin
ciple, which is equal to every emergency" (S.&H. 406 
under the marginal caption of "The Leaves of Heal
ing"). TWELVE, THIRTEEX and FOCRTEE:-..' are explained 
a little further on in this chapter. 

So when :\1rs. Eddy formed the second organiza
tion in 1892 for the purpose of completing its history, 
Ret. p. 58, 1st to 4th editions, it was natural and 
inevitable that she should found it as l\10ther Church 
on TWELVE of her students, and twelve, too, who had 
been in the first organization, thereby mentally embrac
ing the solution that had been dissolved. Also, the 
twenty other members who were taken in at this first 
formation BY these n\'ELVE, were members of the former 
Church and became "First l\1embers" of the second or
ganization. ~10st important of all is the mission of this 
second organization-"built on the rock Christ [instead 
of Jesus, as in the first organization], .... healing and 
saving the II" orld," l\1an. p. 19, not just ((persons." 
As previously noted, these tU'el'Z'e basic members were 
always signalized by tu:ei7.:e stars-one by each of their 
names. See :\1anuals 1st to 10th editions. Also note that 
the 10th edition of the ~1anual was the first that even 
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mentioned in its "Historical Sketch" the first formation 
which was diJJo/ved. 

Is it not more than strange that we find ourselves 
since 1923 placed under the first dissolved organiza
tion, as indicated in the notice on the inside of first 
cover of our Quarterly-thereby endeavoring to REPE.U 
rather than "CO~PLETE"? Who is responsible for put
ting this in our Quarterly? 

There were but four Directors in this second organi
zation, which, as is doubtless understood, was organized 
WITHOUT HC'~IAX LAW. The Oct. 1892, Journal, Vol. 
10, No.7, unfolds the method by which i\lrs. Eddy 
most painstakingly tried to, and did, keep even this J)·m

hoi from coming under human law. As is seen from 
the unfoldment of Rachel, Gen. 29, 30, Lo't·e as typed 
by Rachel cannot be put under law, but must embrace 
(wed) law. 

Mrs. Eddy secured the services as indicated in the 
above Journal, of two New Hampshire lawyers to find 
a way by which to keep her Church from under law 
and yet embrace law's demands-the !\lassachusetts law
yers having failed to do so. l\1rs. Eddy's endeavor, in 
which she was wholly successful, was to keep The 
i\lother Church from under law, thereby allowing it 
to interpret the "spiritually organized Church" to 
branch Churches which were under State laws, CXTIL 
THEY TOO could be lifted to this privilege AS The 
Mother Church had been. "I through the law, am 
dead to the law, that I might li't'e unto God," Gal. 2: 19, 
showing that we cannot "live unto God" while C'~DER 
lawl 

So there were but four Directors pointing the way 
four, "ascension" day of consciousness) to the spirit-
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ually organized Church through ascension above hu
man law AFTER its fulfillment. 

There were previusly five Directors to the first or
ganized and dissolved Church (see Constitution and By
Laws of dissolved Church in J oumal, Aug. 1 ~89) ~ but 
the second formation was started with iour. This point is 
made clear in Gen. 14, where the four killgs made war 
on the five kings. After Lot had parted from Abraham, 
the latter was told to lift up his eyes and look from the 
place where he was, northward. southward. eastward, 
westward, "For all the land which thou seest, to thee 
will I give it and to thy seed forever.' Gen. 13: 1.1. 
This was without reference to Lot's claim upon it; who 
had gone to the east. Taking the east side of the City 
foursquare as an indication of the meaning of east, Lot 
chose to symbolize or impersonate Truth. as Jesus was 
forced to do (S.&H. 565) rather than to rise to idea. 
but this always brings a struggle with the senses. as typed 
by the /i'L'e kings. However, as :\braham had brought 
Lot as his nephew out with him despi te God's warning, 
Gen. 12: 1. "Get thee out of thy country. and from 
thy kindred, and from thy father's house into a land 
that I will show thee," he must needs "ed"t'11I him from 
the four kings (ascension) pressing hardly upon him in 
the senses. So. after the five kings had served the four 
kings TWELVE years. they rebelled In the THIRTEE:\TH. 

and in the FOL"RTEE:\TH year battled with Chedorlao
mer (which means "sheaf-band"-this reminds us of 
Joseph's dream of the twelve sheaves-Gen. 37 :7-8). In 
other words. Chedorlaomer was the binder of the sheaHs 
into a bundle of twelve sheaves. The call of TIIIRTEE:\ 

demanded their freedom to diffuse themseh"es. Lot (a 
veil, human reason and relationship) was taken captive 
with the five kings, but :\braham could redeem him from 
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the four kings, as he understood demonstrably thei r 
demands, having the vision of the infinitude of good, 
Gen. 13: 14, 15. So Abraham redeemed the five kings 
and Lot, sixth factor, which with himself formed his 
association in seven-:\ssociation in ascension which has 
seven human steps. ("The first Christian Scientists' _-\.s
sociation was organized by myself and SIX of my stud
ents in 1876," Ret. p. ·B. This enabled Abraham to 
see Church-"The bread and the wine" being minis
tered by ~lelchizedek. The only other references to 
~Ielchizedek in the Bible were Hebrews 5 and 7; Psalm 
I IO; also note that the TU't!/'1:e Tribes paid tribute to 
2\lelchizedek in "ABR.-\H.Ur'S LOIXS," Heb. 7 :9, 10, for 
if Levi did, they all did, showing there is something 
higher than tu·eh:e. This Bible incident is mentioned 
in full as it will again be referred to in the chapter "THE 

CALL OF THIRTEEX." Jacob, as typing the Fatherhood 
of God, Principle (Father-in-Israel), must be thirteen 
and Rachel (ewe-sheep, typing ~lotherhood of God, as 
manifested by ~Irs. Eddy "~lother-in-Israel," as she 
styled herself) fourteen-for whom Jacob worked 
for fourteen years. In the :\larch 1897, Journal, :\Jr. 
E. P. Bates, ;\lrs. Eddy's student, lays great stress on 
the symbol of fourteen in his letter to :\Irs. Eddy, ex
pressing appreciation of ~liscellaneous \Yritings con
taining "a chapter for e'rery tribe" and speaking of her 
having worked fourteen years to unfold its truths, and 
saying how very significant is fourteen (which he puts in 
italics for emphasis). In this same :\larch 1897, J our
naI, .Mrs. Eddy retires all teaching for a year under 
penalty (if disobeyed) stating that ~liscellaneous \Yrit
ings is a better teacher than any of her students, and 
would better prepare them for Science and Health. 

This deflection from our main subject was made to 
offset objections to so much symbolism of figures as 
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indicating order. However~ ~Irs. Eddy says: "Spiritual 
teaching must al'1L'flYs be by symbols," S.&H. 575: 13, 14-. 
The Bible is nothing but a procession and succession of 
symbols, and since God has seen fit to speak to us in all 
past ages through his prophets by symbols, we must see 
fit to accept them and translate them into ideas. This is 
the true process of Science-to translate the symbols of 
life (creation) into "intelligence," then to "Truth~" 

S.&H. 517 :8, 9, which is the true defini tion of man. l\1rs. 
Eddy says in Cn. 61 :17: "Our highest sense of infinite 
good in this mortal sphere is but the sign and symbol, 
not the substance of good"! So as we pass from creation 
(symbols) to "intelligence," thence to Truth in our 
indi'1:idual unfoldment, in like manner have we to do in 
Church. 

Going back to the point of deflection from the main 
subject. our second organization had four Directors, 
pointing to ascension above symbol into true idea of 
spiritually organized Church, BCT, we had to go beyond 
"creation" or "~lotherhood" in order to do so. 

So in 1903, ~1rs. Eddy abolished the title of ~lother, 
changed Creat0r to the hll man throughout her Text
book, and, at the same time, changed the capital "I" in 
Intelligence in the second step of "the ideal man" to 
a small "i," and all the capital beginnings of \\'isdom 
and Substance; so, intelligence, wisdom, o'eator and 
substance became thereafter man and not God. _\t the 
same time, we were given Science and Health, pp. 68: 
27-30 next page. The intelligence of conception was 
given to carry forward the idea from creation, p. 61 : 
29-3. which she had given us twel\'e years before. Page 
69: 17- 30 is particularly pointed when compared with 
p. 61 :29-3, in the sense of 69: 17 -30 su pplanting 61 :29-3. 
This was also the time of the many changes in the ~lan
ual referred to in the pre\'ious chapter, ,. Evolutionary 
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Comparisons." particularly abolishing ohstetrics in the 
College as "not a science," thus advancing beyond 
"creation ·'-\fotherhood. But first of all) we were 
given /i7:e directors instead of four. 

If we expect Abraham's promises. we must do the 
work of Abraham before he saw his Church) Gen. 14-. 
He was forced to redeem his five senses. and the false 
sense of man, Lot (a 'i.'eil) , that had fallen under them
the /i7:e senSes, (This \Irs. Eddy did in 1907. S.&H. 
274-:3; 17 & 18,) The promises are all given in :\bra
ham) Gal. 3: 16, 17. So we must have his fidelity to 
Principle) and not to person-Lot's "east country." 

In the same year. a General Teachers' :\ssociation 
was called in 29th \lanual for the purpose of establish
ing C:\"ITY of teaching. etc. This was composed of C. S. 
B. 's and C. S. D. 's, whether teachers or otherwise. It 
was put on a basis of being governed by t'1i:ef7:e Exerll
tt'l'e members, only SErE:\" of which could be teachers) 
and FIrE CO:\"STITCTI:\"G A QCORl'\I; as the number re
quired for a quorum is al\nys the basic organizJtion
so FI\'E, and none of those necessarily teach!'rs (for if 
five is a quorum in twelve and only se\'en of the twelve 
are teachers. then /il'e cculd always transact the business 
regardless of whether any of the five was a teacher)) 
was the basic organization. So we get our additional 

/i'l.'e for the first time in the Field (rather than in \Iother 
Church. founded on twelve). and they could act alone as 
basic organization. In other words. the branches must 
see t'U'ei'l-e intelligt'ntly. and thereby pass from st''l't'n 
(teaching) to /'u:e/,'e. "and they shall be all taught of 
God." "'as not this gathering of the Twelve Tribes 
in Church. as they had gathered in THIRTEE:\" in the 1'\ a
tion; thence to FOt-RTEE:\" in the CniYerse. The X ational 
Christian Scientists' :\ssociation was called by THIR-
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TEE:\, and ended in Uni\'ersal Assembly, not only thir

taTl (the thirteen presentations of Science-the last to 

all the religions of the "Todd-Journal, Xov. 1893), 
but it merged into i0l1rteen-the "Torld. Is it not sig
nificant that President "Tilson, as representing the 
\Yorld through Xation. presented "/0I1rteen points" for 
its salvation ?-the spiritllal ~Iother's portion!! 

The General Teachers' Association "stood by" the 
building of the Extension. which :\1rs. Eddv called the 
crown. "Its ~The ~Iother Church's] excelsior extension 
is the cro·u.'n." Remembering .\Iother is crowned with 
i-1.ai7:e stars. which are the Tu.:ehe Tribes, S.&H. 562, 
is it not inevitable that the Church as Cro'U:n is the col
lection of the f.li.·eli:e stars or t,.ibes? The Association 
of General Teachers shows plainly the purpose of the 
Extension and its plan for unfolding the additional five 
-in fact, to make these ji'i:e the reality of the Extension. 

The ;\ssociation of Teachers lasted from 1903 to 
1908-for ji'i:e years,' which included and went beyond 
the time of building. The foundation of the Extension 
and the formation of the .issociation in its twelve Execu
tive 1\lembers were about the same time in 190+--~lan
ual + 1 st and .\Iy. p. 16. X ote that at the dedication of 
the Extension at the Annual ~leeting, ~Iy. p. 39, the 
references were Isa. 5+:1-5.10-15,17 and Rev. 19:1,6-
9, correlated by S.&H .. ~71 :22,57+:3-16,27 and 577:+, 
the ma"riage of the Bride and the Lamb; and the in
coming President. "Tillis F. Gross, p. +3 of ~Iy .. lines 
21-32, indicates the nature of the Extension, implying 
it was the t1i.:eh·e stones set up by the T'U:eh'e Tribes 
when they passed over Jordan-his quotation 1 "\Vhat 
mean ye by these stones?" being taken from Joshua 4, 
particularly 6th ycrse. ~1rs. Eddy reminds us that it 
is the Cro1i.·n of The ~lother Church, and that her room 
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"remains" in the beginning of this edifice. l\1y., p. 6-
showing her own effort to distinguish, rather than con
fuse their symbolism . .\lotherhood or .\lother Church 
was entirely fulfilled in this fifth descending rung when 
'\Irs. Eddy. as typing Benjamin was added to The 
.\lother Church as branch. not .\lother. This was the 
offering of the symbol of .\lother to the .\lotherhood 
of God (S.&H .. ~6:?' :5.7-this does not begin a sentence) 
-spiritual .\lotherhood. for when '\Irs. Eddy dropped 
the title of .\lother when the Extension was started in 
1903, she abolished obstetrics in the College; and simul
taneously gave us pp. 68 and 69 from line 7.7 on p. 68, 
disposing of "generation" or "~!OTHERHOOD"; and giv
ing u~ "regeneration" in Benjamin. as he was the only 
one of the tweh'e born after J acob's regeneration: 
Benjamin thus came into his own as the last king or 
Leader of the Twelve Tribes. as he had been the first, 
Saul-I Samuel I D.-the last Benjamin redeeming the 
first by adding \Yomanhood to his manhood claim. The 
first Benjamin became king in saving the right eye of 
the tribe of Gad (manhood) I Samuel II-the last 
Benjamin having redeemed Gad spiritually by embrac
ing the tribe of Judah in ".\Iotherhood." S.&H. S65: 
6-28 (·'Jesus. the masculine representative of the spirit
ual idea"). thereby embracing the :\mmonites who de
manded the right eye of the Gadites-as Solomon's son 
Rehoboam was the son of an Ammonite princess and 
the tribe of Judah was forced to assimilate this union. 
David was the eleventh son of Jesse (I Samuel 16), 
therefore. Solomon (Peace) typed Benjamin in twelve, 
and thus built the Temple. '\Irs. Eddy had given the 
Concord ChInch to the Scientists in Concord, proving 
salvation was a gift and not a labor. S.&H. 442 :25-29, 
redeeming Paul's "work out your own salvation with 
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fear and trembling" (Paul was the only Benjamite 
from the time of Saul that ever came to promise or 
even mention in the Bible). The Concord Church was 
given in 1897-simultaneously with the sending forth 
of Miscellaneous \Vritings with its chapter for e't'ery 
tribe, ~1arch Journal, 1897, p. 586; and Christ and 
Christmas, 3rd ed., giving its final "knock" on the door 
of six panels-as it then was-the panels to be replaced 
by the branches in the next edition (4th) in 1898.* The 
branch appeared on the door simultaneously with ~1rs. 
Eddy's first appearance in the pulpit of the branch 
church she had given, as recorded in the April 1898, 
Journal, p. 3; the Sentinel being started Sept. 1898, the 
recorder of branch activities. Thus the process turned 
toward branch-:\lother nurturing branch thereafter 
for twelve years before she left-at which time an ap
plicant may become a member of The ~lother Church 
-the age of accountability! The Extension as :\lother's 
crown, :\ly. 6, must needs have the full Twelve Tribes 
to correspond with the twelve stars on !\lother's crown 
-so :\1rs. Eddy becam_e Leader, with branch associa
tion only-her branch church in Concord being a part 
of the collected crown. This Concord Branch Church 
completed its structure (it having worshiped in a hall 
before, which :\1rs. Eddy had given and daily super
intended while in course of remodeling, :\ly. 1+5) 
approximately a year before the Extension, July 17, 
190+, having laid its cornerstone on :\lrs. Eddy's birth
day, as did the Extension, and having been organized on 
\Yashington's birthday, :\ly. 158, 159. :\ote that :\lrs. 
Eddy says on the occasion of its cornerstone's being laid: 
"This is the natal hour of my lone earth life .... It 

* Thus the Concord Church typed the dt'lach"d branch on the door 
in the tenth picture of Christ and Christmas. 
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points to the new birth. hearerl here. the STRCGGLE 

OHR." :\ly. 1.18. 
1\lrs. Eddy remained with us four years (ascension) 

after the Extension was dedicated and then left us. U ni
versal Child. to find our union wi th C niversal Church 
(Truth) through this blazed path of "intelligence," 
leaving" creation" behind when ":\lother" had passed, 
"to creation. to intelligence, and to Truth"-being the 
three steps in the ideal man. S.&H. 5 17:8, 9. 

1'1 rs. Eddy made provision for her passing in 1907. 
"If you or I should appear to die. we should not be 
dead," S.&H. 16+. and at about the same time put into 
the 60th :\1 anual (last in 1906) p. 72. the last clause of 
Sec. 6: "If the Pastor Emeritus, :\lrs. Eddy, should 
relinquish her place as head or Leader of The :\Iother 
Church of Christ. Scientist. each branch Church shalI 
continue its present form of government in consonance 
with [in sound withl The :\lother Church :\lanual" 
(not the Board of Directors). "In consonance with" is 
not under but in harmony with. The Bible, Rev. 12:14, 
had prophesied the passing of l\lother in the sense of 
saying she would be nO/lrished "for a time. and times, 
and H.\I.F :\ time." 

As an evidence that :\1rs. Eddy accepted this entire 
12th chapter of Revelation as relating to herself. an 
excerpt from the article "His Cause." pp. 270, 271. Sept. 
1892. J ourna!. Vol. 10. wri tten by the EDITOR. saying, 
"TODAY IS BEI:\G FCLFILLED the "ision of the Revelator 
.... and the woman 'hath a place prepared of God' 
where she is :\Ol'RISHED." clearly shows. And also July 
1895. Journal, Vol. 13. !\o. +. Editor's Table. p. 173, 
says: "Revelation expressly declares the appearil,g of 
the woman of the :\pocalypse. The only possible ques
tion is as to when this woman shalI appear. \Ve cannot 
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in this articlc, gl) Ilu:r all thc grlllln<i Uplll1 \\,hich \\'C 
base flur helief that this \\ 11I1L1n /idS Ilpp,'or,'./. a/hi i~ 
:\,,0\\' \\TIIl [·S .... I tis 5ut11cicnt fllr our prescnt purposc 
to point to that one indice \\hich, tl) c\'ery Christian 
Scientist is .'nt/t'flll' (,;fll'/lIsi"I'. anti that is the c'lming 
to this age I)f ()ur tnt-h')f)k, ScienL'e and Hcalth w;th 
Key to thc :-'L'riptures." The fact that b,)£h flf these 
articles \\-ere \\'ritten hy etiitors of the Journal. anti ac
cepted by .\11'-. Eddy. ,:"::>'t" thc subicct-/llatter much 
im po rtance; reJllC/ll oeri n:.!:. t, I, t !i.1t the J 'll) rn a Is ;l re 
"designed tr) J'lIt on rl'~,'r,: t:1C ,1:"ine ~cience of 
T rut h." .\ h. ,~ ~ ~ .\ b <l i 11 r h l' r ,T -.; .! 11 III ) III e Illt'n t I) j the 
16th e,iition of ~Cit'nL'e an,1 He.llth ;n Journal'1j .\larch 
l~~h, \'oJ.~, );,1. I.?, it is said that '\frs. F,id\· herself 
belie\'C~ that the l'?th chapter of the ":\pl~calyrse" re
late~ to Chriqian ~cience: an,i she places its unfnloment 
in the :,\L\TTFI:,\T11 C'fltliry on p. ,~~():'.?-.? of our 
present ~cieT1ce and Health. ~fl ".\fother" did her \\'Ink 
in the );ineteenth Century under the title of ".\Iflther", 
".\Iothcr-in-Isr;Jel" and n'co ".\Iother .\Iary"-Jour
nal, Juh' JS'J(),--in a Jetter tn the );atiflnal Chrj-rj;1n 
~cience As,;;oci;1ti'ln--".\I! hail ~ He h:1th filled the 
hungry \\ith gl)od things, and the sick hath he not sent 
empty away," (signed I ".\II)£her '\fary." This is the 
Journal in which on p. 17.~, the );ational .-\ssociatilln is 
resoh'ed into the 1-"I\,ER~.\1. .\SSF\IBLY of which .\[rs. 
Edd\' stdes herself its ".\Inther .\Ian·" in terms of . . . 

".-111 hai/," Luke 1 :.?S. 
It may be said, how could we leaye Father and 

l\lother-and still pray our Lord's Prayer? In the 
course of construction of the Extcnsinn, in J une 190~, 
l\ly. p. 27C), line .?O tn line 1+ on p . .?81. '\Irs. Eddy 
showed us how to wed truth-rather than supplicate 
it! As will be noted, she first asked us tf) pray, \ly. 
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279 :20-30; then in thirteen days, under the ti tIe of 
"Hear. 0 Israel. The Lord our God is One Lord," she 
asked us to cease special prayer for the peace of the 
nations upon the basis that "He will bless all the inhabi
tants of the earth, and none can stay His hand nor say 
unto Him. "That doest Thou? Out of His :\llness He 
must bless all with his own truth and love." ~1y. 280: 
15-22. C nder the ti tie of ":\n Explanation." on the 
same page. ~1rs. Eddy"tells us that her reason for asking 
us to cease "special prayer" was that "a spiritual fure
sight of the nations' drama presented itself and awak
ened a wiser want. e\'en to know how to pray OTHER 

TH.-\~ the daily prayer of my Clllirch,-"Thy kingdom 
come, etc." * (every special prayer being a supplication 
for his kingdom TO come. rather than an acceptance of 
"Thou art e\'er present," S.&H. p. 16). ~1rs. Eddy says. 
"I cited as our present need, faith in God's disposal of 
events." :\s will be noted. she did this only inferential/y 
in the statement "Out of His :\Ilness, He must [without 
petition] bless all with His own truth and love". 

"~10ther" seems to.have closed The :\10ther Church 
before she left. as belonging to the Xineteenth Century 
work of :\10therhood, S.&H. 559 :32-2, leaving the 
twentieth century to the branch activities. :\10ther must 
find "her home and heavenly rest," Hymn 197. before 
she can become the first Bride of Spirit, for surely no 
one could demonstrate her revelation before she does. 
If we are to find her in her "writings," :\1y. 120, as 
she has revealed the City foursquare. she must express 
it, and it is not ":\10ther" but "Bride," wedded to its 
own spi ri tual idea. S.&H. _~7 5: 1-6--the branch Church 

• Church could not pray for ~ ation as the higher (~ation) must 
bless the lower-Church. Thus the Church pra~'er was inadequate. 
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wedded to the .\lanual in spiritual import are branches 
wedded to impersonal 2'lother, Love. 

In interpreting Joseph's dream, Gen. 37:9-11, 
Jacob's spiritual intuition immediately typed father and 
mother by the sun and moon, and the tribes as the stars 
or brethren. So in the :\stronomical svmbolism on p. 13 
of 2'liscellany. which .\Irs. Eddy uses with reference to 
her Church. could there be any doubt that the sun types 
.\lother as .\Iother Church. with Father (First Church) 
dissoh'ed and embraced in second Church, .\Iother? 
This is shown on p. 18 of the .\Ianual, where the basic 
twelve were formerly members of the First Church 
which w;:.s dissoh'ed in 1889. The svmbol of this was 
erected by her students "as a testimonial" to this finished 
.\Iotherhood. .\ I ay J ou mal. 1895-" .\Iother·s Visit," 
and as is evidenced by (he editorial comment on .\Irs. 
Eddy's first visi t to The .\Iother Church on the very 
day the T\\'ELFTH volume was closed. Also'\l rs. Eddy's - -
statement in June 189+. J au mal (before the laying of 
the cornerstone) that her work for The 1'lother Church 
"IS DO:'\E" [in italics]. Journal. June 189+. p. 9+. This 
shows her work in -'lotherhood was not in, nor with, 
The .\Iother Church. but in and with the \"orld pri
marily through her revelations in Science and Health. 
and secondarily through the world response as eyi
denced by the Journals. as the l}niversal Child's re
sponse to her revelation. So. after twelve years' further 
work with the Branches (dating this from the sending 
forth of the Sentinel or \Yeeklv-"the Child of the 
J ou mal." her ch i Id. see "Sal utatory "-first issue of "The 
\Yeekly"-Sept. 1898 to Dec. 1910)-when .\Irs. Eddy 
typing '·.\Iother" and Leader left us. is not this. in the 
Astronomical symbolism on p. 13 of .\Iiscellany, evi
den~e that we hjld reached the place where we must see 
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that "the City had no n~ed of the sun [~1other J neIther 
of the .\loun [Father] to shine in it: for the glory of 
God did lighten it and the Lamb i5 the light thereof'? 
Surely. the time had ceme to leave Father and -'It)ther 
and cleaH unto C;od as husband or wi fe. "Thy -'1aker 
is thine husband (or wi fe) .... The GoJ of the \\"hole 
earth shall he be called." lsa. )+:\ which was the 
Scripture, as before stated, read at the :\nnual ~Ieeting 
as the dedication uf the Extension. 

"Principle and its idea is one~" S.&H. +65. must 
be realIzed before the last statement in this ~entence is 
pn5sible-"and His retiection is man and the Itnin'rse" 

--the result of this union. "Immortal and divine ~Iind 
presents the idea of God: first. in light [God]; second. 
in retiectiol1 :man:: third. in spiritual and immortal 
forms I)f beauty and goodness." result of this union. 
S.&H .. ~n3 :.20-.23. \\'hich is the greater: "God is 
Lon:." or "Gud is LO\'e and [plus J he that dwelleth in 
Love dwelleth in God and God in Him"-the wedding 
of Lo\'e to man? "Love wedded to its own spiritual 
idea." S.&H .. ~7 .~. 

-'Irs. Eddv and we realh' left Father and -'lather . . 

when she closed The (little) ~Iother Church ("the 
Cro5s"-~Iy, 6) and \\ent into the Extension (the 
Cro\\"n-~ly. 6) ft)r sen'ices: Communion Sen'ices 
were abolished in this Extension in 1908. as previousl\' 
stated. thereby closing the Extension to Branch . .:\ly. 
139-1+1, and separating us to our individual fields. as 
Benjamin Branches of Spi ritual im'isible \Iotherhood, 
-thus diffusing us to the \Yorld! "'e must start our 
work in "City" local branch-thence to ); atiun; thence 
to the \"urld. 

Fatherhood went through three stages, first. indi
vidual Patriarchal gm·ernment. eHry head go\'erning 
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his own tribe; thence to a collected Church in the \\i1-

derness: thence to a :\ atien: and thence to wide scat
tering"" throughout the \Yorld. wedding the "'arId. So 
must it be with \lotherhood! \\-e have the symbol of 
this union in The (little) \Iother Church joined to the 
Cniversal Child-the Extension. The wedding really 
took place in symbol before l'lother left, and she left 
us to see it. removing every obstruction in the sense of 
refusing to perpetuate the \Ianual in its administrative 
function. \Ye must wed it. and thereby wed her! "Thou 
shall call me Ishi [my wife] and shall call me no more 
Baali [\Iy Lord. \Iother. Ruler J." 

:-\11 the aboye shows the step by step CmIPLFTlO:"'; of 
"\Iother"; and Jesus. our great exemplar. shows us 
what to do with "\Iother" when ready for a higher 
step. _--\ccording to John. the first thing that Jesus did 
before he started his indiyidual mi~sion of unfolding 
as Branch of the Father-\Iother God was to (omp/de 
I\lother by lifting her to the point (at the marriage of 
Cana of Galilee. John 2: 1-9) of \Yedlock. by refusing 
to see her as :\lother. but as "\Yoman." She W;IS the first 
woman that he redeemed to \\'omanlwlhl-"\\'oman. 
what have I to do with thee? \line hour is not Yet 
come." Jesus had just been baptized of John and his 
disciples were all John the Baptist's disciples. His 
mission must needs be first \"ith water (m,1I1hood) be
fore he could work with wine (\Yomanhoodl-John 
had prophesied that he. Jesus. would baptize with the 
fire of the Holy Ghost-the wine of Spirit. (See 
definition of \Vine in the Glossary. and on p. 3_~ S.&H. 
-"Our wine the inspiration of Love"). \\'ater types 
human purity-"the pure river of the water of life. 
clear as crystal." Re\'. 22. Enn the Jews recognized 

• Scattering counterfeits diffusion. 
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that marriage was but partial purity, as the six water
pots contained but two or three firkins a piece, "after 
the manner of purifying of the Jews." At the call of 
~lother as \Yoman (not .\lother) he had the waterpots 
filled to the brim (thus completing .\lotherhood), and 
then turned the water into wine! After which he re
fused to see his ~lother again as ".:'.! other," l\1other and 
Child are divisible-husband and w·ife indissoluble. 
This was his only work in Galilee according to John's 
record; thence his work lay wholly in J udea-man
hood! I t was said that Gal ilee was more of a type of our 
Cnited States in point of diversity of foliage, fruitful
ness, and scenic beauty, while Judea was rough, stony 
and mountainous (or hilly)-so much so that it was said 
in contrasting the two localities: "All roads lead to 
Galilee, but none to Judea." 

Jesus pursued the course in this instance of Jacob 
-first, he loved Rachel (Galilee) and got his vision 
there, but Leah his lawful unfoldment (] udah) must 
first be fulfilled; with Samaria, Animal ~lagnetism 
"handled" between; through which he mllst needs pass 
in going to and from Galilee. He immediately re
deemed the "Dinanite," the Samaritan woman, by turn
ing her from waterpots to the wine of spirit, John, 4, 
before he went into Judea; at the very spot Sychar 
(which was the same as "Shechem") where Dinah was 
defiled by Shechem. The well was Jacob's, which was 
bought from Shechem's father, and was in Joseph's por
tion. In other words, Jesus typing Joseph redeemed 
Joseph's trust or paid the debt of Joseph to Dinah
wine (Love, Rachel's son) to water (Leah, human pur
ity). Dinah was Leah's seventh child or' the unreck
cned link at the point where the two women individ
ually met; Issachar was where they met in the universe 
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-the 9th son of their combined impersonal unfoldment. 
Dinah was defiled in Joseph's portion, and this must be 
redeemed by Judah as a type of Law, Gen. +9: 10. be
fore "Shiloh" could come. Elias, prophesying Christian 
Science, must truly "first come and ,oestore all things," 
S.&H. 585 :9-1 +; as Levi and Simeon refused to per
mit its redemption, Gen. 3+, until they returned to the 
Promised Land by way of the \Yilderness; this re
deemed the man. but not the woman. \\' ater, repent
ance, redeemed man; but wine reveals \Yoman ! 

\Ve must do with ".\lother" Church what Jesus did 
with his human .\lother;-turn ".\lotherhood·' (water 
of human purity in Church) into \Vomanhocd (in
spiration of Love) to wed "its own spiritual idea." 

The warfare in !\fotherhood (Christianity), typed 
by the Dragon before the woman, can never build the 
true Temple-"the spiritually organized Church" in 
human consciousness; but only the peace gained by the 
addition of the fourth side to the City-Science. 

David was not allowed to build the Temple, I Chron. 
22 :7- 11, because he had 'U:arred, but his son was named 
Solomon (peace) so that he could build the Temple. 
There is such separation between a mother and a child 
that .\lother can never build the spiritual Temple be
cause she knows no peace-" Keep thou my child on 
upward wing tonight," Hymn 197, being her highest 
possible refrain; but when ".\lother" is changed to 
\\! oman, and \Voman (Love) is wedded to the Lamb 
(purified human consciousness) -this is the Temple or 
"Spiritually Organized Church" which '\Irs. Eddy said 
was built immediately after the revelation of the City 
foursquare in 1891, Ret. 1891, p. 58. 

\Vhile it will be noted from the above reference 
that the types of male and female, chosen for illustra-
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tIon, are characterized by two men-Dayid and Solo
mon-showing that they ran be expressed by men as 
well as women. as they arc wholly "quality"; still. the 
aucndant danger. without a clear understanding of re
latiul1slJl p of Truth and LO\'e to human experience. or 
symbolism (in lIne with the spiritual ideal is e\'ident
Sc]Ull1lJ/1 scerne,j til luse his wisdom and intelli~ence 

that characterize manh()l)d and marr:ed heathen prin
cesses ,ifill tell viLtlrn til their idlJl \\IJr~lllP ~~-I()\'e \\!:h
ilut !1j.lI!lj')lhl. \'/l1ch is al\\ .IYS "iabe I')\'t'," "Spiritu.i1 
t e .1 L II i 11:2; lllll ~ t ill:~ I/\.i be h v s y ml)() Is." S ,& H, .~ ;- ~ : I~, 
If. Tilt: spiritual reiatll)nship ()f the~e symbols of man 
dllli \\'()man as It:spel'tIYC quality lllust be untierqllod by 
the human C'lliSCII)U~nt:ss as man and \,'OIl1.lrl flLde and 
tLrnale, Gen, 1 :~/). elst: Truth and Love in thc abstraL't 
will Iln'Lf be understood, The danger attending a 
\\"(Jlllan's endeavor to bring (Jut the masculine qualities 
without understanding "the spiritual idea" is that in so 
d'Jing she oitm ll)st:s sight of the feminine qualities that 
naturally characterize her: and the man in bringing out 
the fernllline \,ithuut understanding the s~-ll1b()ls. utten 
luses sight of the masculine: so. instead (If a wedding 
of quality. the separation cf the second chapter of (,ienc
SIS IS still as e\'idenL .\n underStanding of "The Spirit
ual Idea" and thc relati\'e \'alue and posItion or these 
male and female qualities. and the need of both in every 
thought. deed alld action shuuld be demollstrably real
ized. :\ thought or deed is never complete unless it is 
the "i:eddill{1 of both Truth and Love-male and female. 
S,&H, ,; 17 :H-II.-this is complete Church as given 
in the definition of Church in the Glossary _~B3-"the 
structure of Truth and Love," 

\1 rs, Eddy rccilgnizes this distinction ll1llst clearly 
when she calls men intI) flU r rallks as practl tit )l1er~, un-
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der the title ilf ".\len In Our Ranks," '\h',,~~: ~he 
speak~ ()f their heing "imp()rtant f,ll"t'H~ ill ()ur tield (Ii 

L\I!()i{ for Christian ~cien(e ... , ~1 ~trong ,,['I'I'(li{TI\l; 

arm .... "and \\'e need in our rank, of di\'int: 1:\I'i{l;Y 

. . . . the untiring spiritual ,\ \{ \ I. \ \ II, :\ T. " T hi, ~ h e q i d 
in 1910, which W:1S her last word on "lllanh()(llj"! Yet 
on p. ~4.r} I)f .\liscellar1\'. unoer the title of "Readers in 
Church," she says in ~uhqanre tlut ~he ,loes nllt prefer 
a man for the First Readcr~hip and \'ice \'ersa hut "the 
indi\'idual best fitted to perf()rm this important fun(
tion," shn\\'ing that the man in seeing :1nd acknllwledg
ing the symbol of a higher de-rirn as unfolded in the 
process in S.&H,~ns :~I-~~, "rising frllm the le~ser tl) 
the greater" (after fultllling ~.&H,~W:I;--lql r:1n ri,l' 
e\'en higher th;lIl a "mortal" \\'oman who docs nilt rl'
spond to the higher nJue of her s\'mhol-the distincri'lfl 
between the s\mbols of "'oman hein\!; clnrh -et {,)rth 
in the sixth picture of Christ an.i Chri-rmas, Thi, is 
turning the water (manhood 1 into winc I \\'I~nLlf1h, Jlld ), 
as in the marriage ()f Cana d (iali!ce. 

Jeslls first hJd to go ttl thl' ,ymh(ll 'lf :Lc'ddin l / tl) .1,) 
this great rnir:1(k. ~l'eing his .\[llt11l'r :15 \\','I1L1[1 
"1.1-\\'1:\(; F,\Tllll< and \!flTIfFl<" in thi~ 1'1l\,i(;1: '\'111h,1) 

d \I.\\{l<!.\l;r (fllr it is hasl'd alonl' on thl' 111'lr:11 prll\'i
S i () n f () r p r fl ge n y- ~,&: H ,~() :;-, S i and "l II \ \ 1 :\ (; { \ i 1 ) 

\nFI,~"-the true \'irgin \\'omanho()d! Thi~ \\,\- nuni 
tested by .\[rs. Eddy's e\',ilutionary ullfol,ll11u~t 1\1" 

, , ' 

~8~, entitled "\\'edlock," at fir~t "C(~niugal R'~ht5" I 

when in June 1Ss9, JournaL ~he t,)llk us tr) thl' ~\mh,d ,)1 
".\1arriagc"-"First Church (Iounded on Je.:u-) n"t 
ha\'ing yet heen di,~()h'l'd (this \"as done in thc (L'tll
ber next slIcccellingl: an.l in the June Jt~Urr1.1! lit !:-;()~ 

under title Il[ "_-\ Christian ~cience ~tatutc"-· ju-t lour 
years ajl"r the article on "\\-cdlllck" and just hcillre the 
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meeting of the Religious Congress of the \Vorld, where 
the t- niversal .-\.ssembly married the "·orld-"frs_ 
Eddy gi,-es us the true yalue of the symbol, and its ob
ligations, and then says: "These words of St. :\fatthew 
have special application to Christian Scientists: namely, 
IT h :\OT GOOD TO \L\RRY [humanly]". "\Vedlock" was 
written two years be/ore the City foursquare unfolded 
and ".-\. Christian Science Statute," p. 297 of :\Iis., was 
written two years a/tfr the City foursquare had unfolded 
in 1891 as "the spiritually organized Church," Ret. 
1891. p .. '8-the Journal of .-\.pril 1891 having said the 
City foursquare was the marriage of the Bride and the 
Lamb, as pre,-iously quoted. Also, the latter was just 
six months bfjore the laying of the foundation of the 
symbol of true :\Iotherhood in The (little) :\Iother 
Church. "-ith "marriage" in Spi,-it, the Church could 
type True :\Intherhood in spi ritual idea! Cana of Gali
lee was the "nesting place" for symbolizing the true 
idea, for this is what Can a means. 

God, and not Jesus nor :\1 rs. Eddy, made the distinc
tion between the svmbol of manhood and \Vomanhood 
when He reyea1ed manhood through a man, Jesus
S.&H.'6l :3-7, .,6,: 12, 13: and \Yomanhood through a 
woman (:\Iary Baker Eddy)-"jirst by man and accord~ 
ing to the Re,-elator, last by 'li'011wn," S.&H. S6S, "in 
the fullness of [His] time," Gal. +:+. For ":\find, meas
ures time according to the good that is unfolded," 
S.&H __ ~8+ :.), 6: hence Jesus tried to encompass proph
ecy and reveal the male and female of God's creating 
(which he saw for himself but was not able to reveal 
beyond his day-Judah. j0l1rllz day, "ascension). :\1rs. 
Eddy did encompass time by reyealing the Seventh Seal 
(from Rev_, chapters 8 to 21) in the six thousandth year. 
This is e,-idenced by her withdrawing the limit;tion 
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of "seven thousand years" of error after she had act
ually brought forth the "man child" in the 16th edition 
of Science and Health, 1886, in the revelation of Gene
sis as "intelligence" and not "creation"-:\lind mea
suring time according to the good unfolded, S.&H. 
584:5,6. However, as ":\1other" gave place to "\Vo
man" in 1 esus' experience at the marriage in Cana 
("Cana" meaning "nest") of Galilee (symbol of Love), 
so "l\1other" must give place to "Woman" at our mar
riage at the "nest" or symbol of Love-The \lother 
Church and Extension. 1 esus never saw his l'tlother 
again as ":\lother," refusing to do so when she and his 
brothers and sisters stood WITHOCT ("without" the 
true idea where he had placed her at the "marriage 
feast" in Can a of Galilee), :\1at. 12:46-50, desiring to 
speak WITH him. He had spoken his last word to her 
when he placed her at the pinnacle of "\\. oman." He 
spoke to his :\lother again in terms of "\Voman," and 
dissipated ":\lotherhood" at the foot of the cross (it 
had made, as \lother is "cross"-1\1y. 6:17-19); in the 
sense of broadening ":\lotherhood" to mother the whole 
world as \\' omanhood !-"generic man," S.&H. 561 :22. 
While 1 esus saw 2\1ary 1\1agdalene after his resurrec
tion, he never saw his mother-5he must rise to his con
ception of her, he could not go down to hers of him. 
lVlrs. Eddy brings out this truth when she places :\lary 
l\1agdalene higher in the ascending scale of \\Toman
hood than 1 esus' mother, S.&H. 533 :27-7. The next 
time we see 1 esus' mother is when she meets wi th the 
disciples, Acts I :14, to prepare for the descent of the 
Holy Ghost-the true wedding feast of Truth and 
Love, so far as it could come to that age. (X ate the 
distinction on p. 21 of \lis.-"in TH.-\T .-\GE culminates in 
the Revelation of St. 1 ohn." Again, ~ a 37 :28-2: "1 esus 
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prtJ\"l:d tl) pertectilJlI. ~I) far as this could be done ill 
111.\1 ,·Ild':. etc." The cldilliullll d 110ly Gh05l is given 
III the (jllJ~~Jry ,~SS. as the "Dt.n.I.UP.\lL'\T ()f LIte. Truth 
,111d 1.1)\'(:." and ib intenJed limitatll;lb ale (karl\, 
~hu\\n ill the arricle "Polld anJ Purp()se." .\Iis . .2U+: L?
i:2 not page; henLe in '\lrs. Eddy's retcrence to the 
~plritual illea'~ unfailing pl)\\cr. S.&H. +lJ6:1)-!9. she 
~ays "the ~piritual idea. the Holy Ghllst :\:\[) Christ." 
That this ~tateIlIent \u.s caretully \\cighed is evidenced 
hy the fact that It \\as "the Hl)ly Ghost OR Christ," until 
the seuJ/1,j eliiti'Jllld ) ()lC. \\hen. fllr the rirst timt'. '\lrs. 
biLly gi\t's us the spilltual il!ea. S.&H.;li:S-!O, of 
IlI.tIl and \\IJlILlIl ckart'j fl;r the tirst tIIne. l'p [U \\hich 
time '\lrs. Eddy had glHI1 but t\\O steps fur man and 
.JIle il)r \\I)l/Lln. in the sense uf linking "intelligence" 
tll "Truth" in flUIl aIlLi "Life alid Lo\'e" ill woman, 
~.&H.~li:S-I(). In thiS eliitlull she puts three "to's" re
~pl'Lti\dy bet()fl: the three steps ill man~ "If" creation, 
t f

, intdligence. and to Truth": and two beirne \\UllIan 
"If) Life and If) LO\'e"; \\hereuplJ!1 \\'e have, "Thy king
,kl11 is c,J/ne" for the second tIIl1e to sIllY,' .\lr5. Eddy 
had pre\'ilJusly put this in the Llr(i's Prayer in Science 
alld He,dth in i'-l(/(). \\hell she h,lL! JIiS(,'I/{IIIt'f)/IS lI'n/-
1I1!/.1 cI)p~rlghted. prepHatl)r~' [Il sellLilng it uut with 
C1nist ,1Ild Christmas in I~()i. But she withdrew It in 
1 ill II. when the "'Ink of the Twentieth Century dawned 
UpU/l her. lIece~sitating the cUlllplcte re\'ision of Science 
Jlle! Health. '1'h:5 re\'i~i,;n carne in ~ept. I ()Ol. imme
ji.ttely ~;,l[l'f chaIIglng "\'"e take the =-,criptures as uur 
~uftlcieII~ guide [I) etefllal Liie" til "\re take the .nspired 
\'". iI',i, etc." .\ I ()th cr h Oil d bel I Jl1ged to the S i 1/ <'l ,',' Tl t h 

Cl'IItury. a~ sht: ~aid ill ~.&H. ~~9 :~~-~; and when she 
sail! "In this age the earth will help the ""uman; the 
~piritual :dea \\ill be unJers(Ol)d." S.&H. )jO:.?.?-.?3, 
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it was in the Sincteenth Century that she -aid it. and it;: 
promise was fulfilled in the :\inetcenth Centlln~ :\t 
the dawn nf the Twentieth Century \\"ith its \I.nrul!;e 
Feast demands (as expressed under the referen~TS on 
the Twentieth Century in our Concordances. alsrl ~ihd 
\'·ilbur·s Life of '\lary Baker Eddy. p . .2.~f)) the wh(lle 
process changed. After completely re\'ising Science and 
Heal th in the latter pa rt of 190 I. '" the work of I fJ(l.? \\"a'. 
of course. its dissemination: and the plan for the build
ing of the Extension was presented at the .-\nnual \leet
ing of 1902. showing that the '\larriage Feast \\as the 
demand of the Twentieth Century-this being brought 
out in the Annual .\leeting of the Dedication of the 
Extension references-the marriage of the Bride and 
the Lamb, Rev. 19:7-8. ,\1 y. 39 :6-10. r n the \'ery fi rst 
:Manual of 1903. we were ginn our fi\'e Di rectors. 
Then the title of ".\Iother" was dropped-the record 
appearing even in our present .\Ianual, p. 6+-at the 
same time Obstetrics was abolished in the College (.2~th 
I\lanual-1902) and we were gi\'en the references. S.& 
H. 68 :27-30 next page. etc. These things han all been 
previously mentioned and are referred to again as un
mistakable signs of the withdrawing of .\Iatherhood 
and its symbols at the dawn of the .\Iarriage Feast of 
Cana-the nesting place for the idea of .\larriage as 
typified by the Extension. The (little) .\Iother Church 
and the Extension. Cniversal Child. became one e\"Cn in 
point of one edifice. and .\lother withdrew before Child. 

Jesus dropped his .\lother forever as .\I()t11Cf to 
his sense at the '\larriage Feast of Cana. and to her 
sense at the foot of the Cross. when she saw her rclatiun
ship to all mankind. So we must drop .\{other in \Iar
riage at the dedication of the Crown (marriage of the 

• :\ ot gi"en to the Field until ]902-226th edition. 
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Twelve Tribes to their source. ~lother) as unfolded 
symbolically in the uniting of these two most dissimilar 
buildings of ~lother and Child. The Extension means 
Child added to Jlrdher-"Thv ~Iaker is thine hus
band," Isa. 54-. at the point of their "altars"; bestowing 
a name "BETTER than of sons and of daughters." Isa. 56: 
5. This permitted ~luther as Bride to become one with 
the \Vorld, as she was continually doing in the Twentieth 
Century, by addressing nearly all of her Communica
tions to them through their mediums! The final disso
lution was made at the foot of the Cross of ~Iotherhood 
-The (little) ~lother Church. which ~lrs. Eddy calls 
"the cross." ~ly. 6. Immediately after this was done. 
she took the cross and crown off the Sentinel. that 
was the mouth-piece of the Branches. which were 
unitedly expressed in the Extension-the Crown of 
Twelve Stars of ~lotherhood. Jesus united his ~lother 
to the Crown when he united her with John in whose 
spiritual loins (in figure of Heb. 7:9-IO-as Levi and 
the twelve were in Abraham's) was the \\'oman crowned 
with twelve stars and the City foursquare with its twelve 
gates and twelve foundations !-else he could have never 
subsequently re,·ealed it! 

Shortly after the building of this large Extension, 
~1r". Eddv abolished Communion Services as previ
ously stated,-the purpose for which it had been built, 
~1y. 7:8-15. HI. showing that its purpose had been 
fulfilled as the symbol of unified idea. and ~I rs. Eddy 
was a part of this unification as Leader. not "~lother." 
She cannot remain forever even "Leader." but must be 
one with the Cniverse. and the impersonal leading of 
her \Vritings and the ~lanual must be our impersonal 
husband and wife-"Thou shalt call me Ishi [wife] 
and thou shalt call me no more Baali" (::\ly Lord, 
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Leader or "~lother"). There is no Leader in \Iarriage, 
but a wedding of the united qualities of Being-"Prin
ciple and its idea is one," S.&H. 465. 

".:\-Iotherhood," being purely in Christianity. could 
not unfold the fourth side of the City. as Christianity 
is but the third side-the "\Vord. Christ. Christianity 
and divine Science," S.&H. 575. The \Iassachusetts 
·~Ietaphysical College Association. or "the parent :\.S50-

ciation" (Constitution and By-Laws· of \Iassachusetts 
l\Ietaphysical College Association. p. 14). was resol\·ed 
into "an assembly of Christians" by advice of \1 rs. Eddy. 
June Journal, 1890. And Christians built The \lother 
Church, hence The l\fother Church could not go be
yond Christianity; and when we were ready for Chris
tian Science to be lifted into di\·ine Science. inasmuch 
as it had been previously one with ChrIstianity. \Iother
heod ceased and simultaneously Christian Science 
ceased to be prophecy of divine Science (Glossary, 
S.&H. 585: Elias. Prophecy ..... Christian Science") 
and became one with it. The Journal as the \Iother 
publication never lost its cross and crown but the Sen
tinel. the child. had already been relieved of both in 
1906, after the dedication of the Extension, as previously 
mentioned. 

The Dragon stood only before the woman bringing 
forth the ~[AX CHILD (16th to 50th editions)-Scientific 
Christianity, or the third side of the City foursquare; 
the fourth side had to be protected as it had not been 
revealed in our text-book: "The four sides of our City 
are the \Vord, Christ, Christianity and divine Science," 
S.&H. 575: 17-19. That we are ready for the fourth side, 
and the age demands it, is evident by \Irs. Eddy's re
marks thereon in the revised edition of 1890. to which 
'\frs. Eddy refers us in the footnote on p. 309, \Iis.-the 
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alternate reference on the late books never ha\'ing been 
~i\"Cn u~ b\' her. Her rderence refers us to the City four-
~ - ~ -
~quare, the late rderence to the" Platform of Chris-
tian :-\Lience," \\"hererure thi~ adultCfdtlOn? In the +~th 
rC\'i~ni editiun. 1~()(I. "\\"ayslde Hilm." pp. 2.~1. 232. 
":-;L'lell-.:e. the ~eL'olld term In the title uf uur !1J[!ll of 
i a i t h : l' h r i s t i ,1Il ~ c i e 11 c e .' i s the IoU rt h ~ ide I) f () U r 
F () U r s qua r e l'i t Y . . . . 1 tis all Cf auf ::\" ~it u r a I Sci en c e. 
and uur l'it\· must nut l.lck this buulldan·. ::\"ur is it 

, . 

IOUlhi \\ dnting. Ii::\" atural ~ciel1ce sa\ s IllIe thing mure 
llcHh dUll ,lnl!till'f. It is this: that la\\ is everywhcre. 
and :hat there L.ln bc nf) C\L'eptl(ln t'l it. l'tl." P,lge 22.~: 
"The Huly Clt\, describeJ in :llc .\~')(alypse as cum
in~ down Hum C~uli IIUt lIf 11ea\'(:I1. i~ ChfistialJ :-;ciencc"! 
Pa~e 2_)_~: "The fuur sides uf our City are ~he Bible. 
J e~L1S. Ch nqiani ty. Science." 

From the abu\c. it will be re,l(1ih seen why the 
Dr<lg(:n ~tcJud bcfure .\Iotherhuud--because the last side 
of the City had not unt'ulded to make a perfect enclo
sure I)f ddense. "FcJur straight lines. each Jorrnillg a 
fJg/Jt allglc \\ith its Ileighburs. are the boundaries of d 

perfect enclusure . _ .. Squarelle~s is a synonym for 
\\ hillencss." S.&H. +Sth eei .. I S9U. p. 226. 

1 Il1lllediatel\' aftCf the unfoldment of the l'itv iour-
, . 

squclrc in lbtll, '\Irs. Eddy said: "This spiritually ur-
g~i1l1zcd Church lin Boswn) still goes on. etc.." and 
thtn the methuli uf deitnse lay wholly in the C0111plete
Nt'SS ut the idea in uur own cUl1sciuusness: hence her 
!'wt.·r tL.lchings \\cre all :llung the lines of hulding to 
t1le IJea uf ;1 perfect enclosure! ellity uf G00d was at 
lir~t a ~qllare buok and thus commented upon! ~lrs. 

Lith sJ.ys in S.&H .. p.~~() :32-2: "The t\\'elfth chapter 
ul the ~\ pocalypse. (Ir Re\'elatiul1 of St. Juhn. has a spe
l:a; sug,~esti\'Cne~~ 1/1 (1llll1cctiull \"ith the .'\!:\'FTlE.'\TH 

l'L'ntLlr~_" HIJ\\C\'er, fn)l~l thc time ,If the diss()l\-ing of 
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Church. College. A.ssociation. and :\ ational Chris
tian Scientists' Associaticn. in fall of 1 sse) and spnng 
(}f I xlJil. this phase of the \\"l)[k (against A.llimal .\Iag
ncrisrn) \\as drilppell. nn'er tIl be rcsumc,l ~ .\Irs, Edlly 
dIrectly sugge~teli that it thus be dr'lppell in the A.u~, 
Journal of I~NO. p. ItJ.', in the follo\\IIlg w'lrll~: "Abtl, 
the discussicn of rnaliciuus animal llla::;:nctisl1l h",1 [let
ter be droppcd until Scientists understalltl l:l'~l ,l \ h 1\\' ttl 

handle this err,lr.-until they arc not If! ,i,l!l~c:r uf 
dwartillg thcIr gr'l\nh In Itl\'e, h~ fill/if;., ; ,'I!', this Ii/
III 01 t {/ hi" p,. (/ ct ie,' in the ira rr l' m !' t,; t, l III c L' tit. () nl y 
patient, unceasing lo\'e tllr all IlUnkin,!. ), I\'l' th,lt C<lll
n';t mistake Lon~'s ai,L-can detCfminl' this qUl'sti'ln UIl 

the P rill Cl pie tl f C h r is t ian Sci en C e," " \ \' a y s T h ,It A. r e 
\'ain," .\ly, .:?\(), .:?Il. \\as \nittcn during the tJnle of 
the struggle in .\ltltherhood in the :\ ineteenth Century 
and does not belong to our work n(}w, n(}r ,lid '\Irs. Edlly 
authnrizc its being put illt'l .\liscellan\', as subscquelltly 
noted. :\s l'mg as \\"C clIllg to .\Iother Church \\e will 
be turced to litl .\lother's \y()rk or the .Yillett'<'Tltlz Cen
tUfY \york and \\'ar with the Drag()n! ~()[e that n'en 
the :\ineteenth Century p[t)phets thus declare the wurk 
of '\lotherlwod finislzed. ,\1 is, lox: 17, I K 

.\llb, EDDY'S DbSOU'lIO:\" OF III E 

.\IOTIIER ClIlRlH 

From all the above. it is clear that .\luther prepared 
for her own passing as personal Leader and guide and 
lett the .\lanual as her successor in Lealiership, recog
nizing the "half a time" of all "'\lotherhood"-it must 
yield to the \\"edding of the Child to its (.\Iother's) own 
c,)nsci'llFne~~ impers()nally rather than through pers')f131 
le<l,lership and direction. But the .\Ianual \\"as her silent 
\\"<1\ of saying: "It is expedient for you that I go a\\3Y," 
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but "I will not leave you comfortless," in Jesus' words, 
John 16:7; 14:18. She left no person nor persons to 
"comfort" or direct us under her proyisions in the 
:\lanual. 

In the Feb. 1909 Journal-just two months later
~Irs. Eddy gave the field "The \Yay of \\Tisdom," .:\ly. 
pp. 3.56, 3.57: "I have crowned The .:\lother Church 
building with the spiritual modesty of Christian Sci
ence, which is its jewel. "'hen my dear brethren in Seu· 
York desire to build higher,-to enlarge their phylac
teries and demonstrate Christian Science to a higher 
extent [showing that this is possible] ,-they must begin 
on a wholly spiritual foundation, than which THERE IS 

XO OTHER, etc." This entire article breathes the call 
which is particularly directed to the .:\ ew York field
in rebuke, as is generally considered, but t,·anslating for 
them the material ambition that tried to express itself 
in matter. ".:\ow a lie takes its pattern from Truth, bv 
reversing Truth. So evil and all its forms are inverted 
good," Cn . .53 :1-3; "The greatest wrong is but a sup
posititious opposite of the highest right," S.&H. 368. 
~Irs. Eddy reversed the error and translated the claim 
into there being a higher position than The .:\Iother 
Church, and invited the field as Churches-not indi-
7:iduals-thereto, for after having started the problem in 
Church, we could ne"er drop back to "individual"' dem
onstration. The lowest conceivable unit forever there
after was Church or through Church to higher and, 
therefore, larger unit values. X 0 "individual" person 
could possibly respond as individual to a higher demon
stration than .:\lother Church, because The :\lother 
Church types the highest divisible Christian unit. 

The fact that the :\lassachusetts .:\letaphvsical Col
lege Association resolved itself into a "voluntary as-
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sembly of Christians," June J oumal, 1890, at the same 
time that it revised its By-Laws to state that it was "the 
parent association"-Constitution and By-Laws of the 
Massachusetts Metaphysical Col. Assn., p. 14, proves 
Motherhood does not reach beyond "Christianity." 

As an example of the application of this distinction, 
in 1886, 16th edition, when Mother was bringing forth 
the "man child," the Apocalypse being then limited ex
clusively to that event, Mrs. Eddy put the promise of un
failing healing in "the spiritual idea," S.&H. 496: 15-19, 
into Christianity: "My students can demonstrate, with 
scientific certainty, the rule of Christian Healing, upon 
the Principle that underlies, overlies, and encompasses 
all true being," S.&H., 16th ed., 1886, p. 428. In 1888, 
thirty-six of her students tried to expel her from the 
Association, etc., and so in the next revision it was 
changed to "none but the Christian can demonstrate, 
with Scientific certainty, the rule of healing, upon its 
divine and really Christian Principle. which underlies. 
overlies, and encompasses all true Being." 50th. 1891. 
Our now p. 566, promise of guidance in the spiritual 
idea was in the 16th edition in 1886: "So shall the spir
itual idea guide all Christians," was changed to "all 
right desires" in 1891, 50th City foursquare edition, as 
we now have it-Christianity, or manhood, being em
braced in idea (Womanhood) step by step until its final 
complete yielding, when l\'lotherhood, Rev. 12. yielded 
to a more spiritual demand-wedding Child (Rev. 19: 
7-9, Scripture read at the Annual ~1eeting the day after 
the dedication of Extension correlated by S.&H. 574: 
27-6, under marginal topic of "Spiritual \Vedlock." 
"Love wedded to its owx spiritual idea"-S.&H. 575. 
"Thy Maker is thine husband"-Isa. 54.) In :\Iis. 286: 
7-10, Mrs. Eddy says: "We look to future generations 
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for ability to comply with absolute Science. when mar
riage shall be found to be man's oneness with God.
the unity of eternal Love." This was wri tten in June 
l8R9, June Journal. 1889. under the title "Conjugal 
Rights." before the dissolution of College and Church. 
Oct. 1889, when "generation" was the order-the City 
foursquare not yet having been added to the :\poca'
lypse, and the highest revelations being -'lother and 
man child in 1886-1891. 

In 1908 came the great steps in dissolution of 
.:\lotherhood and -'tcther Church. as given in "E\'olu
tionary Organization." It is additionally interesting to 

note how these steps. as unfolded in the -'lanuals. were 
correlated in Science and Health-all to the end of lift
ing Christian Science into divine Science. by embracing 
Christianity (manhood) in Science (\Yomanhood). 

The steps in the dissolution of The -'{()ther Church 
and -'fotherhood in 1908. from the -'lanuals and Sci
ence and Health in correlation are as follows: 

Sfip'/re' and II ~altl! 

442 :25-29. Ii r,t promise ever 
gi\-en in Chriqian Science, lift
in~ Christianit\'s "!abor" into 
th-e rest of di\-ine Science, mak
ing sah"ation a "gift" (last edi
tion in 190i). "Enry good and 
e\-ery perfect gift is from abore, 
and cometh down from the 
Father of lights, ·.\-ith whom is 
no variablene5s. neither shadow 
of turning," Jam!'s 1 :17, was 
thus based in our Cause, but met 
a temporary re\-er,a!. .which was 
soon overcome, and drastic steps 
taken to pre\-ent its operation in 
our Church, as shown in the 
right-hand column. 

4D4 

.l! anllal 

Simulraneou.r/r with the ren~
lation of sah-atiun as a "gift," 
cam!' what ,!'emed to !1e a great 
"charitable" (Christian) re,-er
sal; as, in Dec. 21, 190i. Sen
tinel. a gigantic charitable trust 
of one million dollar;; \\"3, pro
posed b,- \1 rs. Eddr "for the 
special benefit uf the poor and 
the genera! gnot! of all man
kind." :\Iso the Jan. J0urnal of 
1908 recorded this. but it was 
in the Sentinel Ii rq. The Ros
ton Herald of Dec. 2~·h. com
mented at len~th upon it. etc 
The million d,,:Lus to be known 
as "\Ian- Raker G. Edd,'s 
Charitahle Fund." This quickh' 
suhsided and no more was heard 
of it. 
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Science and Health 

I n the second 
Health lrl 1908 

Science and 
strt, e" and 

"meekness" were taken out of 
the 51:\ tn Tenet, and abo "lo,'e 
one another," S,~H. 497. Thus 
these Chri,tian "irrues "sniH" 
and "meekness" yielded ro a more 
sCIcnritic ,i5Iun. and "lu\c one 
another" ro the Science or square 
of Lo\'e-the Golden Rule. im
mediately operating to take from 
our Church structure this Chris
tian love and attempted helpfuI
ne,s one for another. 

The third Science and Health 
In l':1U8 ;td,led. "Christian Sci en
ti,t5, be a law unto HJUrseh es. 
etL.," in S.~H. 442:30-32. While 
this ;"),,eared in the feb, 29th 
Senrinel. the Communiun Sen'
ices cuuld not be aboitshed until 
after the CummunlOn. In all 
prohahilin'. The aholishing- uf 
the Communion Sen'ices was 
the next .\Ianual step demand
Ir.~ of the hranches complete 
sel f-gon rnment. 

To the fourth ~CIence an,l 
Health in 19\.18, p. 2U():25-29, 
was added-a "glorified" Jesus 
instead of :! crucified in Chris
tIan ~(lence: th..!; takin~ the 
I.!,; l:~r,,;ian ,tep ab',< <' Paul's 
Chr:st:.lnin, The tir,t prumise 
in Christian Science. S,~H. H2: 
25·2':1, be!n;!: the i.rst step ab"i e 
P.1t;!', Chri,t'3flItl, The 'lother 
Church was huilt '" the "\'olun
tdr~ .-\s~elnh!\ ur (:hrotians," 
Into ,,'it,eh the ,\1 assachusetts 
.\leraphlsical College Association 
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.11 anual 

In the second .\Ianual lrl 

1908. The following portion of 
our now Sec. 6 or Art. XXIII, 
p. 72, which was between the 
two lasr senrences ,)f this section, 
was dr~pprd in the 69th ,\1 anual 
(the second .\Ianual in 1908; as 
there were eight .\Ianuals this 
lear, the second carne early in 
the year): "But this shall not 
he construed to pre\'ent the sci
entitle unity of hranch churches 
-lIa\ in~ one God and 100'ing 
IlTl,,/ht" as one's self, united in 
word and in J, "~,I to help one an
(,ther." Thus the hranch churches 
"'ere inferentially forbidden to 
further "help one another." 

The III/rtf ~\Ianual step was in 
di,,,duti,,n of Chri,tian Com
mUOlon: Communion of The 
'Ioriler Church with branches 
"'a, ah"b~ed. J line 2i, 1908, 
~entlflel. ,,·ith statement: "The 
material form is a 'Suffer it to 
he so nuw,' an,1 is abandoned so 
:-.c)qrl as God's \\Y;ly-sho\\"er, 
Christ. points the ad\anced step." 
.\11. 140. 

Ewcuti\ e .\Iemhers of The 
'Iother l'hurch dishanded. They 
,,'rre the corporate hody of The 
'Iother Church. "There heing 
no further neeessit\, for this or
;!aniz at ion. It 15 therefore dis
handed," heing her statement. 
Sentinel. J ul\ II. 1908, 
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S(im(~ and H~alth 

was resolved by ad\·ice of .\Irs. 
Eddy, June Journal, 1890. All 
relationship is Christian. ,\1 an 
and Woman in the City four
square are not related but ont'o 

Also the celestial crown appears 
on this, the fourth, edition in 
1908. 

Creation (.\Iotherhood) "o\'er
come," S.&H. 267 :28-32, added 
n last edition of Science and 
Health in 1908. This is placed 
at the end of the chapter on 
"Creation"-thus advancing us 
from the first step in "the ideal 
man," S.&H. 517:8, 9, to the 
second "intelligence." Govern
ment of each church from u'ithin 
rather than from u·ithout. 

Manual 

".\Iother's Room" closed in 
The .\Iother Church with this 
statement: "There is nothing in 
this room not.: of any special in
tnest. 'Let the dead bury their 
dead' and the spiritual have all 
place and power. Sentinel, 
\'0\'. 21, 1908. Thus .\Iother 
lea\'es the Child to Its own 10-

herent intelligence. 

The relative unfoldments of Jesus and '\1rs. Eddy, 
manifested Fatherhood and .\lotherhood, respectively, 
S.&H. 562 :3-7, as the "t\VO olive trees." Zech. 4 :3-
"the two anointed ones. that stand bv the Lord of the 
whole earth," Zech. 4: 14-and which Jesus revealed to 
John as "the two witnesses," Rev. 11:3. 4. The "two 
witnesses," '\Irs. Eddy says . .\ly. 346:27-2. are "Christ 
Jesus and Christian Science". Science and Health could 
reveal them only "in a degree" as 11 .. :0, inasmuch as one 

is the infinite idea. Pictures nine and ten of Christ and 
Christmas show this distinction, for as long as the wit
nesses are I'lCO, woman's outer robe is drab and man has 
the black robe o\'er his lap-evidences of shadow im
pressions. But when they are one, in the last picture. the 
outer robe is pure white, suggesting S.&H. 64 :22-25 and 
J er. 3 I :22. To repeat in substance, these relative unfold
ments are typed by Elijah and Elisha, the two prophets 
of Israel-the mission of fire, and of fire and 'U·aler. 
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~lan accepted the Elijah portion and brought the 
fire (which seemed destructiye. but only to error) of 
denial and condemnation of error of eyery kind. as, in 
Elijah's first appearance. I Kings 17. when he declared 
there would be no rain for three years. Everything was 
consumed by the heat of the sun. Principle. S.&H. 595: 
1. 2, without the water of humanity to temper it to human 
demonstration. The light of the sun always descends; 
while water always ascends. "and a mist went up from 
all the face of the earth"; everything "Iiving" or green 
bespeaks water. Again. Elijah called down fi,·e to con
sume his sacrifice. and was not willing to spare what 
it did not consume. the prophets of Baal- per
haps their sincerity in their form worship. so far 
as thei r ignorance could make for sincerity (com
parable to the good intentions of \lateria \ledica. 
and Theology today) was spared-and he was 
thus forced to flee from wrath and wanted to die 
under the juniper tree. claiming "1 am not better 
than my fathers"-a wonderful confession! Thence his 
experience at the mouth of the cave where he realized 
God was not in wind. earthquake nor fire. but "after 
the fire a still small ,·oice." I Kings 18. 19. But he was 
told to anoint Elisha whom he found plowing with 
hi·eh·e Yf)ke of f)xen, and "he with the halfth"; show
ing that he had triumphed through the previous eleven 
experiences or tribes and represented the Benjamin 
thought (twelfth son) who was the child of "regenera
tion." \\Te find Elijah subsequently bringing down fire 
(which seemed destruction) upon the two companies 
of fifty soldiers sent to capture him (after he had seen 
beyond fire, and heard "the still small yoice"), and the 
third company was saved only by the discernment of 
the captain of this company that Elijah had enough 
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lo\"e to spare them-"as in water face answereth to face. 
so the heart of man to man," This \\"as 'lI1e of the in
stances where the lm'e of Elijah was ~een. and he not 
only spared the cllmpany. hut returned with them til 
the king. I I Kings I, The other instance \\'as when he 
raised the widow of Zarephath's son. after "~tretching 
himself up on the child three times"--Life. Truth ;1I1d 
I. rJ7e being demanded ilf him, He sent imme,iiately to 
.-\hab and sai,i that God would send rain upon the earth, 
I t was his pre\'i()us condemnation of sin (I Kings 17 'I S 
in particular) that slew the son of the hand that had 
sustainf'd him--"Behold I ha\'e commancie,i a wido,," 
\\'oman there tl) J/IJtaz"n thee (a woman must sllst:lin the 
man who does not realize his IlWfl \\"(}rnanh'~oj I. and 
she not of his religious faith, hut a ZidClnite-Lo\'e. as 
al\\"a\"5. heing found IInz""I,,.,itJ! and not ,/"1I0111z"lItlrz"rJ llfIl. 

""hen EJij,lh "ascended." as rec()r,ied in I I Kings 
~. Elisha aske,i fl)r a d r}lIb/" /'0,.tz"0T1 ,)f his m,l-ter', 
spirit. recq~nizing the limits Ilf the single porrion-
manh,)od--and Elijah t,)ld Elisha: "Thou hast a-ked 
a hard thing: nc\"ertheless. if thou JI',' me \\hen I am 
taken up frllm thee. it sll<lll bc so unt,) thee: hut if not. 
it shall nilt he 51)" Elisha did sec his ascension: and. ,d 
course, recciYeo the drJllh/t' prJ,.tir;lI, which dcman,ieo 
that. instead d asccllliing. he must dt!JI"<'Tlti an,j J(](',' 

\\'hat Elijah had seemed til destroy with his tire, \\"e 
fino him returning frllm thc other side (If Jordan. and 
forcing it til part for him by using the mantle of Elijah, 
Elijah haJ asccnded in his own clluntr~'. C;ilead. \\hich 
means "rocky"-I Kings I;:I-and Gilead. was in Gad. 
the seventh tribe, :\ 1 t. Pisgah where :\ II)ses \'ie\\"d the 
Promised Land \YaS in this locality. ~() se\'Cn is the 
limit of all manhood. But his first official act as prophet 
was of tolerance for the news of the prophet's scns, 
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when they wanted to search for Elijah. Although he told 
them not to go. II Kings 2:l6-IH. he permitted thcm 
to pW\'e the correctness of his statemcnts for themselves 
(as '\Irs. Eddy often did, '\Iessage 1c)()U: ~;26-1. and 
her method \\"<15 often regarde,j as "concession til error" .l. 
Elisha's second act \vas til restore the water to thl' spring, 
which was dried up, in all probability, as the result 
of Elijah's rire. "Thus ~aith the Lord, I han: healed 
the~e-";"{lfers: there shall not be inlln thence an\' more 
death lJr barrl'n land," I I King~ 2: I Q-2.? \\,15 (~(jd's rl'
~ponse tl) l-.Iisha·s pr~:yer. His ~t:CfJlhi <JtfiLial au \\,15 

p ,I ) b a b I y the in tlu en Leu i the "lit: 1I hie" P f I rt I () nor fl. f J -

flt'.lS of his mis~iun, an,i resultui in \\hat rl1f)rtal ~ense 

\\<Jul,i S,1\' was bclo\\ C\'en hllnlllllifr-the ,!estruction 
, , 

ut the jurtv-t\\O little chIldren \\hu taunted him with 
his bald hl'ad. \Yhilc this is usualh' a sl'nsltin point 
in the a\'cragc run f~t mortal man, stIli the alt--- and per
haps his baldness \\-as the result (If Elij,lh's barrenness 
and nut Elisha's nature, as \\e Sl'e that "I-..i.', slit' bears 
carne out uf the wf)ods and tore fort\- alld tw() child ren 
uf them." The curse \\<1S the \\Tight of manho,;d, not 
far remo\'eJ irum "asc,'1Is/"T/" (lr Jt'stru"/0T1. uf false 
sense without respect t(l person, plalc or thing :-n(;I1-
adaptable. as ascensiun ah\a\ s is bv nect:ssi ty. H is next 
ufficial act was to rill the dItches withu.afa ",hat ~T lllay 
drink, buth ye and your cattll', and your beasts," possi
bly Elijah's curse in the tamine resulted thus, I I Kings 
3. Xute two interesting p(;ints in this chaptn; first, 
\'cr~e II. where i t i~ s;lld: "Here is Ebha the ~()n of 
S hap hat, \ \' hi c h p ') U r l' d-... Ii f t' ron the h:ln d S 0 f Eli j a h, ,. 
Elisha means "l30d IS sah'ation": Shaphat means 
"judge," "judging": J-:li~h;l means, "JIr (J()d is Jcho
\'ah. God is Jfr f,f/II" SfJ Elisha is mtlrl' of a ~ense of im
persunal uni\er~;ll sah';lt!f)n after h.l\-ing taken the se\'l'n 
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steps in judgment through Shaphat, his father, as "gen
eration" is the process until after the se\'enth day, •. ); ow 
these are the generations of the hea\'ens and of the earth 
when they were created," Genesis 2 :+, being the suc
ceeding verse to the "rest" of the seventh day in verses 
2 and 3 of the same chapter: while Elijah is a sense of 
"JI)' God," Elisha's next work was with the 'U·idou· 
in debt, and he brought out in her the "charity," Love, 
r Cor. 13, that paid her debt as "Love never faileth," 
and fulfills (fills /1111) the law e\'en of "supply," and 
alone gives the "profit," \"erse 3, to "live thou and thy 
children of the rest," I I Kings + :7, Lo\'e gave her a slIr
pills; and without labrJr. which gives us only our daily 
bread, Exod. 16:+-30, up to the se\'enth day. Elijah's 
demonstration with the 'U·ido·u· of Zarephath, I Kings 
17, merely provided for her and her son and himself 
({{Jly" God) and did not let her get into debt, which 
was splendid so far as it went ("\Iis . .291 :.2-8, this does 
not begin a sentence; "\Iy, 11+:3; Rom. 13:8), But it 
did not sm:e the life of her child, while the lo\'e quick
ened in the widow of a son of a prophet (Elias-Elijah 
-"prophecy," S.&H. 585 :9) by Elisha saved both of 
her sons from e\"en b0ndage; although her error of get
ting into debt was rebuked by her process of healing
broadening her consciousness from self to universe. Her 
previous supply had come from man's way and she and 
her sons were left in debt that woman alone can pay, as 
Elisha typed these ',"omanly qualities. "'as it not Eli
jah's or man's labor that] esus had to silence when he 
said "make the men sit down" on the grass (* meekness 
-S.&H. 516: 13- L;). The curse on man was labo,' and 
on woman c0ncepti0n. Gen. 3: 16, 19, and error tries to 
carry this curse across into "\Iind, and say that man must 
mentall\, labf"Jr and woman mentally concez-re--man 
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warring against spiritual idea and exalting his laborious 
argument~ and Christ£an endeavors, and Woman feeling 
the hopelessness of argument and labor after Science has 
been revealed. 

~frs. Eddy makes this distinction between man and 
Woman in our Science fields of endeavor when, as noted 
elsewhere, she responds to a call for "J\1en In Our 
Ranks," ~ly. 355, characterizing them as "important 
factors in our field of labor for Christian Science. The 
male element is a strong supporting arm .... we need 
in our ranks of divine energy . ... the untiring spiritual 
armament"-thus she characterizes man as "labor," 
"support," "energy," "armament," and this in 1910-
her last word on man as separate from \Voman; which 
was the call from the Field. 

Elisha also had the weight of double responsibility 
in his healing work. As Elijah raised the widow 
woman's son by stretching himself upon the child three 
times ("impersonation of the spiritual idea"-of Life, 
Truth and Love-S.&H. 562:3-7; 565 :13-15); so Elisha 
was called upon to raise from the dead the child he had 
enabled the WOR1an to conceive through "divine favor." 
This latter child is not regenerated in the manner in 
which Elijah restored "generation" in I Kings 17. The 
child failed to yield to argument, when Elisha put "his 
mouth upon his mouth, and his eyes upon his eyes, and 
his hands upon his hands: and he stretched himself upon 
the child, [as did Elijah in I Kings 17]; and the flesh 
of the child waxed warm," * S.&H. 454:31-2; but the 
work was not accomplished. "and walked in the house 
to and fro," evidently beneath the child, as the mother 
had put him in an upper chamber, as verse .?l indicates, 
and as his next step indicates-"and went up, and 
stretched himself upon him," verse 35. The wording 
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does not indicate whether he stretcheo himself upon 
the child or upon Grhl: hut, as "he stretcht>d himself 
upon the chi ld" in verse ,H and failed of succes-, it must 
mean, upon God, and if not, he had at least descended 
below the problem for strength rather than above it; 
"and the child sneezed se\'en times, and the child opened 
his eyes," This would all indicate how much more diffi
cult it is to regenerate the child that seems to be "high
born" and placed in an upper chamber, fully justifying 
itself upon its nati\'ity (perhaps "horn in Christian Sci
ence") than e\'en the low-born, as the \\·idow of Zare
phath's child of sin. This is indicated by the parable 
Jesus gave of the Pharisee and the publican-one ac
knowledged his sin with contrition: the other, the Phari
see, stood and prayed thus u:itlziTl himself (inherently 
-inheritedly). "God, I thank thee that I am not as 
other men. etc." This is the harder child to raise, and 
the harder task fell to Elisha. because he had a "double 
portion" of Elijah's spirit. Elijah typing manhood 
("Elias" [the Greek word for Elijah! presented the 
idea of the Fatherhood of GoJ, which .1"JUs afterwards 
manifested. etc., S.&H .. ;6:! :3-~ I. Elisha's child was 
forced to sneeze "se\'cn times" ur accept the foundation 
of manhood in SC\'en and eject any obstructi,)!1 thereto 
before he could "open his eyes" ('·('lipr0!·i!." \vas always 
demanded bv Elisha, as in the PrinCiple ,)f ~cience re
vealed by \Yoman. The seven steps in manho()d are the 
steps of heari ng: and sight. or vision of \Yomanhood 
does not come until the eighth step. Is nct this the im
port of the eight rays of light from the lamp on the left
hand side of our Quarterly, and tweI\'C in the descend
ing rays on the right? Church starts in eight. The 
priest's garments were in eight pieces, thus prefiguring 
Church.) This was a chi ld of" rl'f/t'Tlrrafir>Tl ," 3S it came 
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frum Elisha's prayer. Such was the case with the out
standing characters of the Bible-Isaac, Gen, 10; 
Jacob and Esau, Gen. ~.~:~ 1-:'6: Samson, Judges 13; 
Samuel, I Sam. I: Judah, Gen. ~<) :3.) (~l rs. Eddy rec
ognizes this in the Glussary \\hen she does not say that 
Judah is J aeob's SOil, as she dues in ali other instances, 
except one) : Joseph, Gen. 3U: 1. ~, 22-:~+ plrs. Eddy 
likewise recognizes this when she does not say in her 
Glossary definition that Joseph is Jacob's son); Ben
jam i n, Gen.'~ : 1,- 1 <J. The last was the child of rt:!jen
aati011. as he was the only child born aiter J acob's re
gelleratj()n, Gen. 32 :~+-3~, \\"hen Jacob was on his way 
back til embrace problems from \\"hich he had tied, in 
response to G(;d's cllmJl1and: "Retu,.n unto the land of 
thy Fathers and to thy kindre,i. and I will be with thee," 
Gen. 31 :3,-the "return tri p" that we will each and all 
be foreCli to make in the "descending" [regeneration] 
prucess. :\1 rs. Eddy plainiy shows us this in ~Iy. DO: 
+-13, but this return can ne\'er be made until we are 
"born again," John 3 :3, in "regeneration," when we 
can realize, as ~lrs. Eddy did in her statement of the 
"Han'est" precess, that God says to us: "thy people 
shall be my people." In the generatiYe process where 
\\"e are claiming that His \ God's) peoplc are our peo
ple. or Ilz"s behests, ~le5sage 1902:19:21-2.); S.&H. 
+9.~ :29, are r,lIr problems, sins or mistakes, it is never 
possible til safely ",.etu,."." But when we are able to give 
God our people, problems. etc., and to kno\\" that His 
unerring di reetinn has al\nys been the only fact in our 
lives anci the li\'es of t1wse behind us (in short. to real
ize that "(;od requi reth that which is past." Eccl. 3: 15, 
in our li\'cs in redeemed ".-\ssociation" upon which to 
rest H is Church in IJur c('n~eiousness) then and only 
then will it be saie to "return." .:\cte the light belll'nd 
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the \Voman descending in the tenth picture of Christ 
and Christmas. \Yhen Jesus! John 12 :27-30. asked God 
to glorify His name. "Then came there a voice from 
heaven [not from earth]. I have both glorified it [Asso
ciation] and will glorify it again [Church]". Thus 
Church. true Church in the City foursquare. "rests 
upon" the scientific Association of being that always 
triumphed over the claims of error which tried to silence 
God's plan for man; and thus the Bible is the only his
tory of man's human Association or "past." Jesus em
braced every word of it, as his only history-not its 
claims of sin, which after all may have been the faults or 
sins of the translators, not the original \Vord. !\lis. 187: 
13-20; 188:5-8. 16-2; S.&H. 139:15-27; ~ly. 179:13-30; 
hence, the fourth woman, S.&H. 533 :26-7, established 
our Association when she interpreted the Scriptures "in 
their TReE SE:'\SE, which reveals the spiritual origin of 
man." 

So Benjamin. as the child of regeneration, was earth 
hearing what God said (as did Jesus in John 12 :27-30), 
whereas the uninspi red thought misinterpreted it as 
"an angel"-a Christian experience; or "thunder," as 
the Bible translators often interpreted God's voice in 
the incidents of the patriarchs and inspi red prophets, 
who even then "heard God's voice and talked with God 
as consciously as man talks with man." S.&H. 308:14, 
IS; 213 :30-8. In this connection, !\lrs. Eddy named her 
second son Benjamin. as her \Yill attests. Her "J oseph" 
(natural son) always brought her into bondage, as the 
price of his recognition. as does Joseph ("pure affec-
. bl ., ." S &H ~89 '?I ??) "Ch' tIOn essmg Its enemies, . .) ._. __ - ns-

tianiry" always. unless united with and embraced by 
Benjamin ("Science"). Joseph intuitively felt this 
when he made such efforts to bring his brother Benja-
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min into Egypt. But because he did it through the me
dium of earth-his other brothers-whereas Benjamin 
must descend from and through hea\'en. for as an earthly 
son he was a ra\'ening \yolf-"Benjamin shall ravin as a 
wolf [because utterly lawless-"lawless love"]: in the 
morning he shall de,'0I1r the prey. and at night he shall 
divide the spoil," Gen. +9 :l7 (until he offered himself 
wholly to Judah on earth-law. Genesis +9: 10)-I 
Samuel 18:1-+, l7. 19: I Kings Il:20; Galatians 1:15, 
16 (Paul was a Benjamite. as \ya" Jonathan and '\lichal. 
Saul's child ren), C ndoubtedly the two thie\'es between 
whom Jesus was crucified were "IO\'eless law." the first 
thief who railed on him; and "lawless lo\'e." the second. 
who asked to be remembered when Jesus came into his 
kingdom. Luke 23 :39-+3. Jesus was the firmament be
t"'een them both. as is mentioned in "The Seven Seals" 
as the second day: the thie\'es were the re1'ersal of 
"Christian" and "Science," but as "The greatest wrong 
is but a SlIt"posititi0l1S opposite of the highest right," 
S.&H. 368: 1,2, we can see what their redemption would 
re\'eaJ them to be, and what their separation would do 
even yet in our Cause. i'Loyeless law" many times calls 
itself man, and "lawless love" \Yoman; but these are 
the primitive diyisions of .-\dam and E\'e of which '\lrs. 
Eddy warns us on p, 51 of l"nity of Good. lines 13-19. 
Jesus broke down "the middle wall of partition between 
them and reconciled both [states of consciousness, not 

persons, thieves J unto God in one body by the cross, 
etc .... Eph. 2:1+-16. This impersonal view shows how 
the prophets could foretell coming events-they saw the 
operation of Truth in their own consciousness and rec
orded it. and "people" ha\'ing risen to the same thought
position fulfilled it symbolically (as did Jesus and :Mrs, 
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Eddy) hecause no one \\as ahle to share their yisinn at 

that time. 
The next Sl)ns <If regeneration \\ere J.;hn the Baptist. 

Luke I :~-.:?+.:;;-S(): Jesus. Isa. 7:1+. I:;; \Iatt. I :IS-.:?:;. 
Thus. the prnphets and ap,)stles \\"ere too spiritually 

pure to conce;\'c in a "generati\'e" \\ay--at lnst their 

higher sense I their \\i\'es) \\cre. 

~ote that Joseph gi\'es to !lis hrother Benjamin "Ii,'" 
times as much" as am !if his hrlnhcr;; I Gen. +~ :~+ and 

"t}\'e chall.l!eS Iii raiment." Gen. +:; :~.::) : the same truth 

th,lt t"d.l\ put tl\'e stars on the Celestial Crtl\\"n I)n our 

books. pr')mpted this proportion: Truth \\",1S Truth "he
fore the i,)ur1,iation of the \\"orld." Eph. 1 :+. and "the 

Inspire,i \\',Jrd" sees it from Genesis to Reyelation

"the inspird \Yorj" heing the sum of these glimpses 

in the B:hlc. L'tll1tains a likeness to each and all of them. 

Returning to Elisha-Elisha's next step \\as destroy

ing the pois(;n in the p,)ttage \\"ith lIIt'al (ioresha,io\\'ing 

Jesus' likening the kingdom tlf hea\'en to leaHn which 

a \\"0111,111 hid In three measures of me,d-, three modes of 

11l')rtal thtlul!ht), Elisha seeme,i tn rC\'erse the mode of 

ml;rtal thl1ught that qid anything is poisIlI1: and he 

thereafter ted the people as <lid Jesus in the \\"iLierness. 

thl1ugh \\'ith larger portions of ftl(lli. and a smaller por
tIon ,If men to consume it. Then ~,l<lman \\,lS healed 

hy his obedience to dipping seyen times in~.(/tt'1'-the 

riHr Jordan. I I Kings:;, Elisha caused the ax-handle 

tl) tl'l3t in-u:att'r. hy casting in a stick (a branch of a 

tree~S.&H. +00:+. ,'). "\\"hich he cut, etc," The "rod 

of iron." Re\'. I.?::;. yields to the idea of "Branch" de

tached, "cut." I I Kings 6 :0, from the \Iother yine or 

tree! Do we not recognize the analr,V)' to Principle's 
present demand? 
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J.Yo'U: JeSlls and JIrs. Eddy tutainly represented 
these t1i'O types of thought-Elias (Elijah) and Elisha. 
l\1rs. Eddy say~ Jesus manifested what Elias presented, 
S.~H. 562 :3-5, and she calls Elias Christian Science 
as well as propht'ty. S.&H. 5R'; :9-1+. Jesus claimed 
even Elijah's fire, "I am come to send /i,.e on the earth; 
and what will I. if it alreadv be kindled~" Luke 12: 
49. And the feet of the man-Angel which brought the 
Little Book were pillars of fire. Christian Science is 
founded on /i,.e. as Elias \vas "the basis of immortality," 
S.&H. 5R5. \,"hen we look up, there is nothing but 
fire-sun, moon and stars; and down, nothing but water 
or its seeming benefactions as combined ,,·ith the fire 
from above. It is to unite these activities-bring the 
four rivers, Pison, Gihon, Hiddekel and Euphrates (the 
four walls of the City) into the one, the pure river of 
the water of Life, etc., Rev. 22, that the conjoined 
missions of Jesus and ,\1 rs. Eddy unfold . .\lrs. Eddy's 
mission, as Elisha's, was the harder task, her Child was 
the world, as "'oman is generic, S.&H. 561 :22; while 
Jesus', as Elijah's. was the specific work of manhood. 
Jesus tried to descend. but could not beyond a certain 
point. He accepted the baptism of J nhn in Jordan and 
drew his disciples frem John the Baptist. Thus he had 
the highest to work with, and his immaculate concep
tion put much without him that is the claimed lot of 
mortals, so he could more easily ascend than descend. 
The selfish materialist hated him: he practically liHd 
in a wilderness, as did Elijah and John the Baptist. and 
was baptized more into the wilderness thought, which 
is "the vestibule" to spiritual sense, S.&H .. ~97:16-19. 
Elijah also seemed to spring into being and his origin 
was never kno\\,n: whereas Elisha and '\Irs. Eddy came 
"naturally," both living in king's palaces-so to speak-
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Elisha literally, and :\1 rs. Eddy in her writings and the 
acknowledgment of their \"alue. Both chose their lot 
with the people and both suffered for their (the people's) 
sins, as did also Jesus; but Jesus must needs ascend as 
the prophecies of se\"en ascending days-manhood seen 
by :\loses must be fulfilled before the descending steps 
could be taken universally. Elisha and :\lrs. Eddy, 
while ha\"ing the opportunity to ascend on their revela
tions of light-:-Elisha in being able to see the ascension 
of Elijah; and ~l rs. Eddy of Jesus, in her first revela
tion (the man-:\ngel bringing the Li ttle Book-Rev, 
lO)-they each and both chose their portion with the 
people and suffered for the people's sins and not their 
own, as the purity of their initial thought attested
they could not ha\"e seen what they did, except as the 
door was opened in hea\"en, and this responds only to 

the knock of PL"RITY. 

~IRS. EDDY'S LATTER CO:\CESSIO:\S 

So if there is anything in the so-called human life 
of \lrs. Eddy that we do not understand, it is because 
we do not understand ollne/res. Her humanity was 
our humanity-nother O1i:n; and she struggled hard for 
our salvation-not her own. :\s it was said of Jesus, 
in all our afflictions, she was afflicted in exploring a 
way for our relief. Isaiah's prophecy, which meant 
her as well as Jesus (as he did not prophesy of a man, 
but of the reception accorded Truth by error) ; para
phrase might read: "She was wounded for our trans
gressions; she was bruised for our iniquities; the chas
tisement of our peace was upon her, and with her stripes 
we are healed," Isa. 53 :5. For this is true of every un
selfed worker for Truth and only one .who has been 
measurably in Jesus' place and \frs. Eddy's could real-
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ize the great truth thereby set forth. But no one could 
be more than measurably there, as no one could ever 
again experience the agony of the "last Adam" J esus
"the last man Adam was made a quickening spirit," I 
Cor. 15 :45; or the agonizing birth-throes of the last 
.Mother consciousness, which Eve feebly started. These 
agonies were occasioned by the annulment of the two 
separate and distinct curses on "man" and "woman." 
The Fatherhood of God could not have lifted the 
curse on man without man's consent. as He did through 
~1ary's inspirational conception and man's willingness 
to rise "to a higher concept than that in which he ap
peared at his birth," No 36, which forced him to rise 
beyond even the vision of the "mother" conceiving him. 
And man could never have lifted the curse on woman 
-\"oman, in the name of all \Vomanhood must do 
this. I t is done, and the dear l\lother has found "her 
home and heavenly rest" in a higher consciousness. not 
in man! For even now the world attacks and maligns 
this pure ~lother-consciousness. \Vhy? Because \ve 
are clinging to her humanity (which was and is our 
own) as a cover for our own shortcomings, which were 
never hers, but ours. 

In regard to "Duty to Patients," in the Manual, p. 
47 (with the claim now made that it originated in her 
o'U.'n necessity, which is untrue, as her necessity was but 
our lack of rising to her efforts for our salvation) ; also 
S.&H.464 (which we have been told by. our Directors 
was Mrs. Eddy's own necessity, when it was the burdens 
those around her put upon her by clinging to her person
ality, and even keeping diaries in her home of her so
called shortcomings, which were their own and our 
own, and not hers), they and we put hurdens upon her 
that they and \ve would not help to bear. In the words 
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of Jesus: "For they bind heavy burdens and grievous 
to be borne, and lay them on men's shoulders; but they 
themselves will not move them with one of their fin
gers." Those around ~Irs. Eddy put burdens that she 
asked them to lift, and failing to do so, forced her to 

explore the way for other sufferers who were struggling 
and giving their lives for the good of mankind, as this, 
S.&H.464, is in "Teachin.rJ Christian Science" and not 
in "Christian Science Practice," and its pri\·ilege was 
permitted only until the Christian Scientist (note that 
it was not given to the world, but the Christian Scientist) 
whom the Scientists had failed to relie\'e, could "handle 
his ou·" lase"; not allowing anyone to work with a 
surgeon or .\Iateria .\Iedica. This does not belong to 

anyone's "practice," and '\Irs. Eddy lifts it entirely out 
of practice when she suggests that he handle his o· ... :n 
case, As ~Irs. Eddy was doubtless forced to do, with 
the great weight of misunderstanding and criticism 
around her; however, she worked for no one's favor, 
but for the good of her IIni'1..'ersal Child, lest it suffer as 
she did-from the theory without practice of those with 
whom she was associated and who clung most closely 
to her personality. The rapid "passing" of those around 
her who had "been the closest to her, showed how much 
she helped them and how inadequate they were without 
her; in other words, how they had leaned on her with 
her already unprecedented burden of a world-conscious
ness forever agitated against her every breath to help it. 
\Vhen those around ~Irs. Eddv failed to lift the world 
consciousness that bore upon her, she determined not to 
alIow others to suffer to no avail: "suffering has no re
ward except when it is necessary to prevent sin or 
reform the sinner," ~Iis. 362 :28-30, and certainly 
neither condition existed in her case. And agaIn, she 
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knew her mission must be completed at all costs-in the 
words of Jesus: "I h;l\'e a baptism to be baptized with; 
and how am I straitened till it be accomplished," Luke 
12 :50. 

I t is the intense contemplation of the humanity 
of '\Irs. Eddy and the proportionate lessening of the 
visicn of her divinity in her writings, .\Iy. 120:2-+, 
that is occasioning such attacks on '\Irs. Eddy as have 
seemed to be forthcoming lately. I f we would forget 
her humanity and express our gratitude for her di\"inity 
in her writings, which alone ha\"e re\"ealed to us our 
cwn diyinity, and rely on her forever defense of herself 
in these words: "It is self-evident that the discoverer 
of an eternal truth cannot be a temporal fraud .... I 
do not regard this attack upon me as a trial, for when 
these things cease to bless they will cease to occur," 
.\Iy. I+3. we would force error to destroy itself. These 
attacks are now for our blessing, to show us that we are 
trying to justify her humanity which no one on -earth 
could understand !-as no one cn earth has ever been in 
her unique position. In the nearby to Boston fields, we 
hear daily of this or that or the other that ,\1 rs. Eddy said 
or wrote or did, which are not in her writings; and 
nearly always to justify some cne in doing something 
which she has forbidden in her revealed word, or to 

modify something that is said. She explored the way 
for us and her published writings are the disccveries 
she has made at perhaps the end of a journey, of which 
some incident told was but "on the way there." So '\Irs. 
Eddv's latter "concessions" were needful for others
many of which were disquieting to the); ote-taker at the 
time of their appearing in our books, but always measur
ably proved their value thereafter. The one S.&H. ++2: 
22-2S was particularly disturbing, as S.&H. ;07 :3-6 
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seemed so much more soothing to the sense of there 
being no mortal needs. but the time came when the 
much lower text seemed heavenly in its results. whereas. 
the one so loved had not seemed to meet the need. \Vhile 
the thought is in "ascension" the spiritual promises are 
quickening. but when it begins to descend, it must have 
a true sense of what it had previously thought it had 
risen above. There is nothing that we rise abo\'e that we 
will not meet again on the way down and be forced to 
redeem-the entire evidence of the five corporeal senses, 

FOOD VALCES 

In connection with S.&H. 442 :22-25, :\Irs. Eddy 
probably saw the error of denying uneself a beefsteak 
until he had incorporated into his thinking and "being" 
the mental and moral strength of "diligence. prompt
ness and perseverance," symbolized by "the cattle upon 
a thousand hills," as unfolded in S.&H. 514:14-18. In 
the article entitled "Christ and Christmas" in the Jan. 
1894 Journal, :\1rs. Eddy speaks of the fanaticism that 
"sees in a broiling steak a burning martyr." Christian 
Science is not ascetic, but is the Science that exchanges 
"the objects of sense for the ideas of Soul," S.&H. 269: 
15, 16, and as man has "dominion over the fish of the sea, 
and over the fowl of the air, .... and over all the earth, 
and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the 
earth, Gen. I :26, this dominion lies in understanding 
their mental values and realizing that they are incor
porated in his own being. as the ascending order of 
creation has added one by one to his being (to human 
sense) until he realizes his completeness, "tor he repre
sents infinite l\lind. the sum of all substance," S.&H. 
259 :4, 5. The vision of the sum total ("the spi ri tual 
idea"-generic man) shows him that "creation" was 
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a revelation, S.&H. 504: 14, 15, in the human conscious
ness of man dawning at the break of each day (thousand 
years-"Here [in the explanation of the 'evenings' and 
'mornings' in Gen. 1] we have the explanation of an
other passage of Scripture, that 'one day is with the 
Lord as a thousand years'," S.&H. 504:21-23) and 
becoming inadequate at its close, thus impelling or 
ushering in another thousand years (day) with an en
tirely different mission. 

Thus man has "dominion" over the animals only as 
he understandingly embraces their qualities in his con
sciousness, as unfolded in S.&H. 513 :22-10 on 51.~; 
moral courage ("Lion of the tribe of Judah"-the 
strength of law, Gen. 49: 10); diligence, promptness, 
perseverance, (cattIe-sheep, gOl:lts, calves, beef, swine, 
etc.); patience (worm); wisdom (serpent). :\loses's 
classification was wonderfully illuminating in symbol, 
and Mrs. Eddy says that "Spiritual teaching must al
ways be by symbols," S.&H. 57S, and until we are able 
to translate the symbols of the Bi ble into ideas, we wi II 
never realize that it "contains the recipe for all healing," 
S.&H. 406: I, nor be able to translate the corresponding 
counterfeits of these true symbols about us, nor see the 
character of their defect. As the Twelve Tribes of 
Israel stand in "type for the whole human race," April 
1895, Journal and S.&H. 562:11-21, and were really 
the message I\frs. Eddy gave to the \\Torld's Parliament 
of Religions, Vol. II, p. 1422, "The Revelator .... saw 
in prophetic vision woman 'crowned with twelve stars,' 
types of the Twelve Tribes of Israel, and the spiritual 
enlightenment of primal religion"-so their activities 
and method of yielding "to the activities of divine Prin
ciple," S.&H. 562:15, will show us how our own are 
to be diagnosed and healed. :\loses forbade the eating 
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of any animal that did not both part the hoof and chew 
the cud, Le\,. I 1:3. 4. The inhabitants of the water must 
have had both fins and scales; and only such birds were 
eatable as were not flesh-eating. etc.; in other words. all 
carnivorous animals were excluded. :\Irs. Eddy says: 
"The individuality created by God is not carnivorous," 
S.&H. 514:19. 20. She does not say this of men, but of 
animals-for an animal to eat an animal would be the 
equivalent of a cannibalistic man-no symbolism. This 
is why Isaiah. I I :7. pictures that the "lion shall eat straw 
like the ox." but. it did not then, and so it was forbidden 
as food, for pure symbols in the ascending order of 
creation must be preserved-the land animals subsist
ing on the water and vegetation or steps below them; 
man on the animals, water and vegetation; \\Toman as 
spi ritual idea embracing all below her as generic man, 
S.&H .. ~61 :22. Intoxicating and stimulating bever
ages and narcotics. of which ~1 rs. Eddy speaks so de
nunciatorily. S.&H. 406 :28-3 I. are like the finless and 
scaleless sea animals which :\loses forbade-without 
symbolic type, and therefore but "morbid cravings" 
(as they are called in their marginal topic)-but bodily 
appetites without antecedent idea. \\Te live in symbols, 
en. 6 I : 17. 18. and must keep them clean. else they 
cannot be translated. :\lis. 67:2+-6; :\Iy. 217:17-20. 
next page. Thus food (typing quality, thought) "is 
borrowed from a higher source than matter," S.&H. 
267 :22, 23. and types the ideas of mind that "feed the 
body with supernal freshness and fairness. S.&H. 248: 
8, 9. They are embraced one by one, having been taken 
out of "man" in Gen. 2nd chapter, as trees, riHrs. beasts. 
fowls, woman, etc.-at least, in Adam's belief and 
dream, and we must not give up the symbol until we 
have incorporated the antecedent idea-have "ex-
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changed the objects of sense for the ideas of Soul," 
S.&H. 269: L~, 16. ~I rs. Eddy, consistently with S.&H. 
-t-t2 :22-2.;, ate meat and w()r~ fur; at least the latter in 
1901, as we see from her balcony picture at that date; 
and in the Sentinel of Jan. 17, 190.~. it is said that she 
ate meat; as did Jesus at the Paschal meal or last supper 
-a lamb with unbroken bones, and after his resurrec
tion, just bef0rc his ascension, the fish and honeycomb, 
Luke 2-t:-t I-S3. Thus "~Iorbid cra\'ings." marginal 
topic S.&H. +06 :28-31. are, as before noted, like the 
fin less and scaleless inhabitants of the sea, adulterous in 
type. having no clean symbolism to be translated into 
spiritual values. whose "slightest use is abuse. hence the 
only temperance is total abstinence," ~Iis. 289 :3, -t, 
as ~Irs. Eddy says of "strong drink"; and of the mortal 
sense of wine. "fornication; temptation; passion," S.&H. 
598. It, together with all of its companions, on p. 406: 
28. 29, are without food value. and claim to be only 
"stimulants." which wholly deny Truth. 

So the "concessions" to temporary need were as fol
lows; "Duty to Patients" in the 29th .\Ianual in lC)03; 
S.&H. -t6+: 12-20-put into S.&H. just after the dedica
tion of the Extension in 1906; S.&H. +-t-t:6-12, "tem
porary" was added in -tth edition of 1907 (according to 
changes noted along lines of these notes. as editions were 
not numbered after 1906) : S.&H. -t-t2 :22-2.~ in 1 C)02. All 
of these changes, as will be noted, were made within the 
last few years that our Leader was with us in "person," 
and while th~y might seem to be "concessions," they 
were merely concessions to our lack of demonstration. 
as was also the Christian Science nurse, who was not 
recognized in our ~lanual until 1909. :x one of these 
conditions are obligatory. but merely protectiye to those 
who have been unable to receive aid from those upon 
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whom the\' have called. "'e are expected to give the 
world something better than they have. and not merely 
to deny them what they ha\"e pre\'iously had. as a rite or 
religious abstinence-in other words. the denials. were 
largely removed and a demand for healing affi rmations 
was made upon the Scientists. I f we properly do our 
work! none of these things will touch our practice; and 
if we do not. temporary expedients are not forbidden; 
but. most assuredly we are not encouraged nor p,>rmi//ed 
to work with both medicine and \lind. There is nothing 
in our Text-book. \Ianuar. nor any other of -'Irs. Ed
dy's writings that permits this. (S.&H. +-J..~ :L~-18; 167: 
30: "Only through radical reliance on Truth c.\:'\ scien
tific healing power be real ized"-are our instructions) ! 
In "Duty to Patients" the wording demands that Sci
ence be fairly tried first, before e\"en a diagnf)sis is per
mitted, and then no medical treatment is permitted.
no attempt to mix \Iind and matter. -'Ian. p. +7. 

'YHOLE STRl·CTL"RE 

The warning wi th reference to surgery was in the 
first edition of Science and Health in 1875. in almost 
the same position then as is nf)'!i.· in our text-book. p. +00 
then and +0 I no·'ll· (a strange coincidence. which was not 
true of an\' other statement). and will be there a thou
sand years hence. as no one has a right to change it. 
So it is left to our "evolving" demonstration or accept
ance of cf)mpleted eroili/ion as to when we regard the 
"advancing age admits the efficacy and supremacy of 
;'\Jind." S.&H. 401, sufficiently to warrant our claim
ing this demons-tration. I t seems that the age has ad
vanced to where it demands that national surgery or 
the carving out of offensive parts of our world anatomy 
wi th the temporary sword of elimination and destruc-
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tion be no more, and every endeavor is being put forth to 
end this surgical process in order that each nation may 
retain its full structure and effect its own healing by 
mentally reconstructive process; but can this ever be 
realized until Scientists put up their own swords of exci
sion or splin.ts or bandages, etc., working from 'u.:itlzout 
for a correction which is mental? ~Iy. 114:28-3. :\Iust 
not Aaron's rod come from the Scientists that gives the 
pattern to both Christians and "magicians," Exod. 7: 
10-12, and is it not the nature of our rod that will swal
low up-embrace-the magician's rods, because even 
they are "borrowed from a higher source than matter," 
S.&H. 267 :23? 

l\·irs. Eddy's statements about surgery in the Jan. 
1901, Journal and Dec. 6, 1901, Sentinel (to which our 
Directors referred us in the Sentinel of Jan. 26, 1929), 
were written in 1901; also her statements in l'Iy. 345 :20-
24 in 190 I (both in the same year, as recorded in the 
Journal, and the Sentinel even a trifle earlier-the first 
in January Journal 1901 and the last in 1\Iay, 1901-
so both had the same "time" value) were made five 
years before the Extension was built in June 1906; and 
six years before ~Irs. Eddy had even revealed to us the 
completed "structure" of "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman," S.&H. 517:8-10. Thus even completed spir
itual structure had been left in revelation (the City 
foursquare in 1891), and no human founding (by letter 
of the way) in human consciousness had been given us, 
which called for the twelve simultaneous changes in the 
revelation's structure in Science and Health *: The 
completed operation in "Scientific obstetrics," S.&H. 
463, where the statement was made of "a spi ri tual 

* As given In "Evolutionary Comparisons" for the second edition 
of 1907. 
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idea"-"this truth remo't'es properly whatever is offen
sit'e" (it having previously read "should remove"). 
Thus the spiritual idea "became an immediately un
failing surgeon, because of 'll:hole 'structure' "-"Evil 
is destroyed by the sense of good," S,&H. 311 : 13. (So 
~1rs. Eddy's evolution as revelator plays a most impor
tant part in the value of her statements as a complete 
remedy for our now ills). Also "Thy kingdom is come" 
was given us in the "Lord's Prayer" on p. 16 in the same 
issue as the completed "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman" ("the spiritual idea") on p. 517:8-10. Also the 
change was made stating that \\roman is generic man in 
place of "vignette." S.&H. 561 :22. "Princi pIe and its 
idea is rme, S.&H. 465, was given-needing no surgery. 
~lateria ~\ledica was invited to adopt Christian Science, 
S.&H. 441 (instead of being executed by the sheriff 
Progress, together with ., Health-laws, :\Iesmerism; 
Hypnotism ;Oriental \Vitchcraft, and Esoteric ~Iagic"). 
"The Holy Ghost" was distinguished from "Christ" in 
the spiritual idea, S.&H. 496, it having previously been 
"the Holy Ghost OR Christ," and was changed to "the 
Holy Ghost .·\:\D Christ," thereby showing that its "de-
7:elopmellt of eternal Life, Truth and Lo\'e" had reached 
its climax in the Christ afte-r developing or e\'olving fer 
six thousand years-the sum of the "glimpses of the 
:\Iessiah cr Christ which baptized these seers ['.\bra
ham, Jacob, :\Ioses and the prophets'] in the divine 
nature, the essence of Love," S.&H. ~33 :23-26. Also 
the five physical senses were redeemed, S.&H. 274, by 
the addition of "Cnnecessary," line 3; and "erro
neously" and "misdi rected," lines 17, 18. 

"Self-justification was added to "Depravity" in 
"The Scientific Translation of :\Iortal .\Iind," S.&H. 
115&116. 
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Permission was withdrawn to "marriage" in the 
words. "~Iarriage will continue." instead of "let mar
riage continue." S.&H. 64. 

"Primal quality of' was added to infinite ~lind, 

S.&H. +69 :9. making man "the primal quality of infinite 
l\lind; for man is intelligence." S.&H. S 17:8 & 9. 

\\' as not this the complete structure wi th the finished 
lu:eil'e previous incompletenesses having been declared 
to be supplied. at the same time in the second issue of 
I907.-coincidentally (that is eleven) with the last 
change in "the ideal man" and "the ideal woman "-at 
about the time of the trial of :\1 rs. Eddv bv her sons? 
Surgery could not yield until the structure was com
pleted in "the ideal man" and "the ideal woman" un
folded to human sense. Thus the demonstrated City 
foursquare was ushered into human consciousness and 
the last wall-"divine Science" added. The four sides 
of our City are "the \\Tord. Christ. Christianity and di
vine Science," S.&H. 575: 17. 18. Even ":Motherhood" 
had not been completed in 190 I when l\1rs. Eddy made 
her statements about surgery. to which the Directors 
ha\'e referred us in the Sentinel of Jan. 26. 1929, nor 
at the time of her statement in l\ly. 34.'. in 1901. as the 
title of l\lother. was enforced by our :\Ianual up to the 
29th in 1003, see Art. XXIII. Sec. I. p. S2. in the 28th 
l\lanual. 1903. and those prior thereto. where others are 
forbidden this title. except kinship in the flesh. under 
penalty of being removed from The l\lother Church. 
This forbidding article and section come under the title 
of "Discipline." 1\lrs. Eddy did not change this By-Law 
until 11i'f) years after her statements about surgery in 
l\liscellany in 1901. and in the Jan. Journal. 1901. to 
which the Directors referred us in the Sentinel of Jan. 
26. 1929. 
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Beside these twelve most important structural 
changes in our text-book-eleven simultaneously with 
the last change in "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman" * (the spi ritual idea, S.&H. S62 :3-7, noting 
marginal topic) there were many others of great import 
to the wholeness of .our structure; as, for instance, we 
then had eight synonyms for God, S.&H. -t6.~ :9, 10, "in
corporeal Being" had for many years been in God, but 
was dropped in the fourth edition of 1907 and in the 
next edition (fifth) placed in man (in the last edition of 
1907, according to the changes pertinent to this outline), 
when we have salvation as a "gift," and not a labor as 
St. Paul had seen it, S.&H. -t-t2 :2S-29; which was the 
equivalent to "being" in man, as "substance" had al
ready been dropped to man in 1903. "The eternal 
Elohim has created the forever universe" was changed 
to read "The eternal Elohim includes the foreyer uni
verse" (no more "creation "-l\lotherhood) in the 4th 
edition of 1907, thus ending a sense of di\'isible being or 
advancing "structure." This latter change was made 
in the Jame edition in which the first of eight synonyms 
of God was dropped; thus pro\'ing that "Principle and 
its idea is one," S.&H. 465, as had been preyiously said 
in the 2nd edition of 1907. In 1908, the all-important 
reconstruction from Christianity to Science, as evi
denced by the taking of "stri ve," "meekness" and "love 
one another" out of the sixth tenet; admonishing Chris
tian Scientists to be a law unto themselves; glorifying 
Jesus, completed structure; and consistently, in 1909 
removing "the fight to crush Science" (break its struc
ture), and telling us that "error is unreal and obsolete": 
thus removing the "without" to "the City of our God," 
S.&H. 577, marginal topic, in Rev. 22: 15: "For wi thout 
are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and mur-
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derers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth and maketh 
a lie." Our structure could never be complete so long 
as there is error "without," as "Christian Science is the 
law of God, the law of good interpreting and demon
strating the divine Principle and rule of uni1'ersal har
mony" (Rudimental Divine Science, p. 1), which means 
much when the laws of matter are yielding so rapidly 
to the laws of l'vlind that natural Scientists are turning 
their thoughts to other planets-which are included in 
our "universe," S.&H. 509:14-19. 

"Put up thy sword," was the demand of Jesus when 
the Fatherhood of God as demonstrated by Jesus. S.&H. 
562 :3-7 ("he that hath seen me hath seen the Father," 
John 14:9) was being led to crucifixion. "Put up thy 
sword," the other (one of t'U·o swords, Luke 22 :38) 
sword of Peter (human protection and defense. ":\1oth
erhood"), when our "l\Iother Church" and ":\lother
hood" as manifested by :Mrs. Eddy is being led to 
crucifixion, as the defense lies in the one sword, "the 
sword of Spirit the \Vord of God," Eph. 6:17. the bride 
(Word)-"the hour is come; the bride (\Vord) is 
adorned," 1\1y. 125 :26. in correlation of Rev. 21 :2. 
The lamb with unbroken bones. which was eaten at the 
Paschal meal, typified the completed structure of Jesus' 
symbolic work, and the Lamb embraced in the City 
foursquare ("Lamb of God; The spiritual idea of 
Love; self immolation; innocence and puri ty; sacrifice," 
S.&H. 590:11-13) is the finished structure of Church 
or thf' squared human consciousness- "eaten" and "em
braced in" being the difference between symbol and 
idea. In this symbolic rite-the Paschal meal-not a 
bone could be broken of the lamb, Exod. 12 :46. and at 
Jesus' crucifixion, John 19 :33. 36: "They broke not his 
legs .... that the Scripture should be fulfilled. ':\ bone 
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of him shall not be broken'''. So "surgery" must have 
been permitted until the perfect structure was realized 
in the revelation of "the ideal man," and this was not 
complete until I 907. as before stated. \rhereupon sur
gery in "Scientific Obstetrics." marginal topic -+63. in 
which the proper attention to the new child or divine 
idea is set forth was completed. This could not be a 
fleshly child. as S.&H. 68 :27-31 on next page ends "gen
eration" and was put in S.&H. simultaneously wi th the 
dropping of the title of .. ~lother" in 1903 and abolish
ing "obstetrics" in the :\fassachusetts ::\fetaphysical 
College with the statement that it will not be taught 
any more. as it is not "Science." Science and Health 
was thus changed simultaneously; therefore, this "Scien
tific Obstetrics" could not apply to a specific child
birth, which must be the male and female idea. "eh rist 
Science," spoken of on p. 167 of :\fiscellaneous \Vrit
ings. Thus the statement "a spiritual idea removes 
properly whatever is offensive," S.&H. -+63. opened up 
the possibility of surgery in Science to our present un
foldment through a single ray of "the spiritual idea"
a spiritual idea. 

Even a priest with a surgical defect. was not allowed 
to offer a sacrifice unto the Lord; nor a di"orced priest 
nor one who had married a divorced woman, Lev. 21, 
which latter declares defective structure. For no sacri
fice could be made on an altar with steps or a carved or 
hewn stone. and surgery divcrces. Exod. 20 :2S, 26. 

".KOT .... O:\"E STO:\"E Cro:\" :\:\"OTHER" 
.\Iat. 24:2 

Another evidence of a completed structure in our 
Church unfoldment. as the Child has the heritage of a 
solved church problem, which it has but to accept and 
utilize-no more labor to solve it-is the fact that in all 
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the !\Ianuals up to 86th in 1910, under the ti tIe of 
"Church Organizations Ample," now p. ++, Sec. 15, 
-'Irs. Eddy had excepted Free .\lasons or Press Clubs 
-structure builders; one, the builders of Church in the 
Bible, and the other the builders of universal thought 
church-in the following language: "~lembers of this 
church shall not become members of organizations 
which exclude either sex,-except they are Free '\Ia
sons, or Press Clubs that give the toil-worn journalists a 
home." This was the next to the last change in our .\Ian
ual in 19 I 0, when the building was realized to be o,'er 
-the structure complete; hence, members of The 
~Iother Church are forbidden to join "other societies 
except those specified in The l\lother Church .\lan
ual," Sec. 16, p. 45, as they not only impede their 0101 

discernment of the completed structure (in thei r degree 
by degree building), but the Bran/hI'S to which they 
belong, as each Branch must assimilate its own mem
bers' thinking, else demonstrably change it, but ne,'er 
surgically cut it off, as the twelve gates must be re
deemed in the City foursquare. The work in surgery 
belongs to The ~lother Church in .\Iotherhood, which 
cast out, excommunicated undesi rable stones and ac
cepted the desirable in its structure until the labor in 
l\lotherhood came to full fruition in the perfect whole 
of idea and its founding of the completed structure in 
Art. XXIII, Secs. 1 and 6, of our '\lanual. 

The last change in our '\lanual was under the title 
of "Practitioners and Patients," Sec. 22, p. 46, in the 
88th '\lanual in 1910, the next to the last in 1410, and 
our Leader's last provision for her Church. This con
firms completed structure and does not permit a prac
titioner to tell the experience of one patient to another, 
nor to anyone, even for the good of another. This does 
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not say "by calling the name of the patient in connec
tion thereto," but is an absolute prohibition to a prac
titioner to build one case upon another, or to use the 
materials of one case to supply another case, or to make 
real in any way the error which a patient confides for 
destruction. Thus another declaration that "there shall 
not be left here one stone upon another that shall not 
be thrown down," 2'latt. 2+ :2-no more labor in ma
terial stone building for the Temple was complete! 
The branches had but to reflect it. Thus the svmbolic 
structure was built. as the real structure was seen, stone 
by stone (truth by truth) until the finished vision was 
found to have been always complete-no stone resting 
un the other, but each the direct emanation of Prin
ciple. Then the human stones that typed these divine 
truths were all thrown down before "the structure of 
Truth and Love," S.&H .. ~83, as revealed in the spirit
ual marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in the /Inion 

of ~Iother Church and Extension; after which the dis
solution (or throwing down of the "one stone upon 
the other"-.\latt. 2+:1, 2) took place, first in the sep
aration person from person, in the sixth tenet-in 
which "love one another" was dropped; of branch 
from branch, in the By-Law being dropped that per
mitted Branches to help one another; and finally in 
The .\lother Church from the Branches in abolition of 
Communion in The .\Iother Church; all of which is 
mentioned in detail elsewhere in these X oles. 

It rna" be asked, Can the Branch exist without The 
.\Iother Church? ~ ever! But The .\lother Church has 
passed from symbol to idea in .\Irs. Eddy's own words 
on p. I + I of .\Iiscellany: "The branch churches con
tinue their communion seasons, but there shall be no 
more communIOn season in The .\Iother Church, that 
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has blossomed into spiritual beauty, communion uni
versal and di'Z'ine." It might as consistently have been 
asked, Can the branch churches have communion unless 
they preserve the Communion of .\lother and branch? 
] ust as The .\lother Church was under no material 
State law. and the branches were chartered churches; 
so The .\IQther Church has worked out its symbolic 
destiny and passed into idea before the branches which 
must abide in something higher than themselves. as 
they always have; so now. likewise, the advance of The 
.\lother Church is the gain of the branches. "And 
there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse 
[the .\lanual J. and a Branch shall grow out of his 
roots" (not his stem. or the 'Z'isible .\lother Church)
Isaiah II: I. Jesus was the rod. Rev. 12 :5. and Christ 
the Branch for its roots! Thus visible .\Iother brought 
forth the rod, S.&H. 565 :6-28, and the invisible roots, 
the Christ. 

In speaking of the marriage of the Bride and the 
Lamb. S.&H. 577. ,\1 rs. Eddy says: "This divinely 
united spiritual consciousness reflects God as Father
.\-lother; not as a corporeal Being"-not as a symbol of 
Father-\lother. l\1rs. Eddv never left The .\lother 
Church in symbol for us to translate-she finished her 
work in .\lotherhood; nor did she e\'er allow two tab
ernacles to stand at the same time; she dissolved Father, 
translated .\lother. and left only Branch. 'Yhen the 
symbol of .\Iother was standing. the branches were 
merely her children. tenderly cared for by a .\lother, 
with no individual responsibility. and as such were. re
spectively. First, Second, Third. etc .. Churches of 
Christ. Scientist; but now. we must each see only one 
Branch and that our Branch. and let every other church 
do likewise. as each must come to a squared or demon-
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strated sense of the whole, abiding in the spiritual 
Father-\Iother-"not as a corporeal Being." Each 
Branch must find iT/lzt'l"t'T/t(r the nurture frllm the par
ent r')ots to sustain and bear its own fruit. Does one 
branch of a tree depend on another for its sustenance? 
So our Tree cf Life bearing its twelve manner of 
fruits must have its branches free to bear it.s diversified 
(,'twelve manner") fruits. :\t first all nurture, of 
necessity went to the roots in our symbolic church 
building or e\·olution. :\I()thcrhood--"creation"
"rooted and grounded in LO\'e," as Paul said; "the 
superstructure of Truth: reared on the foundation of 
LO\'e and pinnacled in Life," Pul. 3 :~9, ~O, which was 
symbolized by The (little) :\Iother Church. Thence it 
went to the intelligence, trunk of the tree, the :\Ianual, 
and the demand for the "intelligence" of the Branch 
sustenance-the great parent trunk being expressed in 
the Extension or immediate channel jor the sustenance 
of the twelve-fold idea of the Twelve Tribes to Rr{/T/clz. 
But ·'Truth." the third and last step in our Church 
building. must come thrnugh Branch as Isaiah 11th 
chapter demands, and :\1 rs. Eddy's tenth picture in 
Christ and Christmas illustratcs--the \\'oman kn<lcking 
at a branch, descending di rectly from spi ritual Father
:\Iother Principle and Lo\"C--no symbol behind. Each 
symbol was dissolved as the higher step was demanded. 
So each Branch must have \\'ithin itself the t,i.·t'!,·e ele
ments of the male and female idea. and must be sep
arate from e\"Cry <Jther Branch to express it. \\'hen the 
detached branch in the tenth picture in Christ and 
Christmas was first put on the dOflr in the fourth edi
tion of Christ and Christmas in I W)R (and the squares 
under (oat at the same time, also the oli\'e branch in the 
whitt' bini's beak in last picture. and the dark cross 
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added), it seemed that there were three distinct 
branches, and this continued up to the ninth edition, 
when the other two seem mati fs rather than actual 
branches-at least, there is but one outstanding branch 
and the others were ginn diminished importance. The 
City foursquare is the indissoluble unity of the male 
and female, S.&H. 575:1-6 and 577:+-11, or the com
pleted male and female idea in one, S.&H. 57 :4, 5; 64: 
22-25, and is the seed within itself to bear the twelve 
manner of fruits-the complete indivisibility of Leah 
(Law, Principle) and Rachel (Love). So the Branch 
must unfold the fruit and, therefore, there is another 
step for the 'Yoman knocking at the branch and that is 
the frllit of Love. Thus the 22nd chapter of Revela
tion, correlated by the 23rd Psalm (for tree) and the 
chapter on "Fruitage," is the next step beyond the City 
foursquare or the Branch-"the peaceable fruits of 
righteousness," and this invol\'es our union with the 
'Vorld. For as "the branch cannot bear fruit except 
it abide in the vine," neither can it in symbol without 
the outside influences of the world sun (lighted by "the 
Sun of righteousness," :\Ial. +:2; S.&H. 576 :3-7) "re
freshed by the raindrops of divinity."' S.&H. 2HB:17, 
18; and fanned and tempered by "the winds of God," 
S.&H. 201 :15; .~()7:27-29. \Yithout sun, wind, rain, 
etc., there could be nn fruit, and until we translate the 
nature, or the natural counterfeit forces without our 
Church, into "the spiritual forces of di\'ine \Iind, whose 
potency is Truth. whose attraction is Love, whose ad
hesion and cohesion are Life, perpetuating the eternal 
facts of being," S.&H. 293:13-16, we will never have 
true fruitage, \\"hich \lrs. Eddy has placed last in our 
text-book. So long as we regard e\'erything from with
out as "the winds of adversity"; the rain (reign) and 
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mist of error; the scorching sun of electricitv or animal 
magnetism (the limit of the "Christian" understanding 
without the spiritual "Science" that translates these 
elements), the world will continue to have its "thunder
bolts, tornadoes, and extremes of heat and cold," :\ly. 
265 :24-28, destructive to the fruits of its labor, and 
we will not only feel called upon to recognize these 
claims by endea\'oring to help as "those that have no 
hope" and thus claim there is no balm in Gilead (the 
leaves of our tree) but will find that our own fruit will 
be defeated within our sphere of sought acti\'ity be
cause we lack the completed spiritual processes to 
bring it to maturity. 

THE Two S\\'ORDS-:\ssociation and Church 

Each and all of the so-called "concessional" changes 
were made after ,\1 rs. Eddy dropped the title of 
'·.\lother" in 1903. with higher vision. although she had 
previously not only accepted it but had protected it to 
herself under "Discipline," :\rt. XXII. Sec. 1. p. 48 of 
1899 .\lanual. making it disrespectful to her for any 
other member of The .\lother Church to use the title of 
:\Iother, and rendering them unfit to be .\lembers of 
The :\iother Church, as quoted elsewhere in these 
Xotes/ and while the latter two provisions of discip
line were dropped before 1903. the same acceptance of 
the title of .\lother and the following statement: 
"Therefore students of Christian Science apply this 
term only to her; and to their kindred according to the 
flesh," remained in the .\lanual under the subject of 
"The title of .\Iuther." until the 29th .\lanual in 1903, 
when she dropped same, as previoush' stated. After 
,\1 rs. Eddy had taken that step out of" .\Iotherhood," she 
remained between two posi tions, ".\Iotherhood" of the 
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past still thrust upon her by her Cause, and the vision 
of the City foursquare symbolized by the Branch's 
wedding of "~fother" in our l\lanual, which she re
vealed and for which she had prepared. The ways and 
means to the end of establishing it had to be worked 
out under great pressure, and no one can have two 
swords or messages-without the disposition to use 
both-~fotherhood. or the \Voman that brought forth 
the man child-Scientific Christianity-and the union 
of .\fother (as Bride) and Child as l\lanhood-the hu
man square, which had become coincident with divinity 
("Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 465, and "Thy 
.\faker is thine husband"-wife, Isaiah 54), in the City 
foursquare. It was because Peter had tu'O sU'ords, 
Luke 22 :38. instead of one ("the sword of Spirit, which 
is the word of God." Ephesians 6:17. This was the 
sixth and last preparation of the full armor of God, 
which .\Irs. Eddy gives us under the marginal topic of 
"The armor of di\'inity" on p. 571, as Love-"'oman, 
S.&H. 517:10). that he cut off the ear of the servant 
of the high priest, and Jesus answered and said. " 'Suf
fer ye thus far,' and healed him," verses 49-51, and 
John 18:10. II. "Put up thy sword"-Peter must 
"suffer ye thus far," for it was Peter's own responsibil
ity. as .\lrs. Eddy brought out so clearly in '\fiscella
neous \"ritings. 335 :21-24-"who. like Peter, sleep 
when the "'atcher bids them watch. and when the hour 
of trial comes would cut off somebodv's ears." The 
two swords had come down the ages to us in Adam and 
E\'e (when the sword became t1':0). Cain and Abel 
(Abel representing E\·e. as E\'e said in Genesis 4 :25, 
"for God. said she. hath appointed me another seed in
stead of Abel, whom Cain slew") ; Enoch (who saved 
merely himself, as he was the seventh in line from 
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Adam, he could not do more, for the ascending seven 
is in "generation," "and He rested on the se7:enth day 
from all his work which he had made .... these are the 
generations of the heavens and of the earth; etc.," 
Genesis 2 :2. 3) and X oah, who was the first to save 
anyone but himself, and he saved eight-the starting of 
Church in \Vomanhood resting (Xoah meant "rest") 
upon Enoch's "association" with God-Enoch means 
"disciplined." before his translation, he had this testi
mony that he pleased God, Heb. II :5. Shem and 
A braham were also types of Association and Church
because the Promised Land had been given to Shem. 
Abraham could spiritually claim it; also Esau and 
Jac0b; Dai:id and S0/fj11/on-it might be interesting 
here to consider that the River Gihon (Gloss. 587, "the 
rights of woman acknowledged morally, civilly and 
socially") seems to bear relationship to the fact that 
Solomon was crowned king at Gihon, I Kings I :33, in 
acknowledgment of David's promise to Bathsheba, 
verses 2R-33. Their first child having been lost to them, 
being born under the curse of his sin with Bathsheba, 
which David as warrior (manhood) did not have the 
light to destroy, and thus the two swords remained f.-U:fj . 

• -\150 Elijah and Elisha: and J ems and Airs. Eddy were 
types of .-\ssociation and Church and were the last two 
to grapple with the two swords-Jesus being the man 
child, S.&H. _~6_~ :6-28, for did not ~lrs. Eddy reveal 
Jesus to the world? \Vhat but the crudest concept of a 
suffering body for the sins of the world to appease the 
wrath of an angry Father, who declared that without 
the shedding of blood there would be no remission of 
sins, Heb. 9 :22, did we have before she revealed the 
true sense? .-\nd were not we as Christians expecting 
to be saved "by the blood of the Lamb," Rev. 12:11, 
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with no translation of blood into its true meaning, "sac

rifice," S.&H. 2.':3? This is all said most reverently 
to the Christian beliefs which were once our beliefs, for 
had not man preserved the symbols of the ideas. the 
world would ha\'e no channels for its intelligent com
prehension, and the second step in "the ideal man"

"intelligence"-would ha\'e been dropped and the City 
foursquare would ha\'e had nothing to "rest upon," Re\,. 

21 :1+: while it does not rest on the symbol, it must rest 
on the "intelligent" translation thereof, as enn mental 

ten~ples must be built on the orderly relationshi p of 
ideas, which is the "man child," or true idea of Christ 
Jesus and his mission to the human consciousness. The 
last step "Truth" in the ideal man must be \"hen he is 
(>11<' with \\'uman from whence he came; wedded spirit
ually to "Life" ~ Father S.&H. ,;69: I. ~ J and t(l LO\'e 

[.\lother S.&H. ,;69 :~. 3 J. This is the end of the "two 
swords," when the two become one! 

.\lrs. Eddy's success in shuwing us the true idel of 
Jesus hJS been Sl) complete that we seem SJtishc,t t'l 
merge her into him Jnd not realize that all that ~he has 
shown us is herself as woman, or the channel for the 
secund appearing of Jesus. I f we will SUDtr,lct our pre
\'iuus cunCeptll)(1 of Jesus frum uur present conu.:ption, 
what we ha\'e left is the manhood of \,"oman, glHn us 
by a woman and which must be acknowledge as 
\\lJman'S "man child," rather than the child .\lary 

brought forth; Jesus. as he rose higher, ;\0 36:~;, ~6, 

\\as forced to repudiate the limitation of his human 
.\lother . .\lart. 1 ~ :+6-,~O. Thus we. to,). must repudiate 

as ".\lother" what .\lrs, Eddy has already repudiated 
as such in her steps in relinquishing" .\lother," which 
ha\'e been pre\'iously outlined. else we will continue to 
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be forced to war against the Dragon-with the incom
pleted fourth side of the City foursquare. 

I t was prophesied that the Dragon would persecute 
the woman which brought forth the man child. Rev. 
12: 13. after the activity of this completed idea of man 
began to operate in the hea\'enly consciousness (pleas
ures of sense) of the world, and it did. After '\Irs. 
Eddy took her first step to detach the Child from her
self as .\lother when she dropped the title of ··.\lother" 
in 1903. giving us at the same time the "regenerated" 
Child instead of "generated" on pp. 68. 68 S.&H.; 
abolishing Obstetrics in the College. etc.. etc.. her per
secutions began that may have seemed to precipitate 
the experience (harged in 1903. which may have made 
it seem wise to give us "Duty to Patients," .\lan. p. +7, 
that appeared in the same .\lanual as the dropping 
of the title of .\lother. the 29th ("Duty to Patients." was 
then on p. 39). showing the possible occasion of same. 
Thence to pressures that led to S.&H. +6+ in 1906. just 
at the time of the dedication of The .\lother Church. 
when the Child from all parts of the "'orld was bearing 
hea\'ily upon her "motherhood" which she ,vas endea\'
oring to wed to her spiritllally in the Extension ("the 
crown." .\ly. 6: 17 -19-.\lother·s crown always being 
filial respect and oneness with her teachings). as the 
conjunction of the two most dissimilar buildings type. 
:\11 the sen·ices. on that occasion and particularh' the 
"_\nnual ~leeting's" Readings-"the marriage of the 
Bride and the Lamb." .\ly. 39; Isa. )+:I-.~. JO-L~. 17: 
Rev. 19:1.6-9 correlated by S.&H. 571 :22. )7+:3-16. 
27 .. ~77 :+. showed this tendency. This (the _\nnual 
meeting) was the true wedding. as it was here that '\Irs. 
Eddy's Church alone was gathered-the Sunday serv
ices being opened to enf\'one who wished to . .Htend. 
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In this S.&H. +6+ no "curative" method was ner 
recommended to others. and therefore. of course. ne\'er 
used b\· herself. Her inherent honest\' and love rna\' . ., 
have made her publicly and at the expense of much 
criticism share with ethers in like position the "tempor
ary" expedient which she may ha\'e found enabled her 
to "pro\'e all things; [and] hold fast that which is 
good." S.&H. +6+:19. ~O. In saying it was gi\'en to 
those in a "like position." it would be a great exaggera
tion of what could only faintly approximate :\1 rs. Ed
dy's position. as hers was unique, and not understand
able to anyone else on earth. then nor nou.·,' hence, the 
extreme impropriety of our making admissions that 
would seem one thing to the II nprepared tholl!Jht and 
another thing to one approximating her position-as 
teacher (as it is not in "Christian Science Practice" 
but in "Christian Science Teaching" that she placed 
it. as before noted) : for she had ne\'er been forced to 

such an expedient in "Christian Science Practice." but 
in "Christian Science Teaching" with members of her 
household. as intimated in the :\Ianual. p. 68, _-\.rt. 
XXI1. Sec. II. "Opportunity for Ser\'ing the Leader"; 
also teaching the whole world. Teaching must neces
sarily attack sin. and there is always a claim of resist
ance: "Sin makes dead/\' thrusts at the Christian 
Scientist as ritualism and creed are summoned to gi\'e 
place to higher la\\,. etc.." S.&H. +58. :\Iany practi
tioners experience this when they try to obey :\1rs. Ed
dy's direction on p. 3_~8 of :\liscellaneous "'ritings: 
"The student who heals by teaching and teaches by 
healing. will graduate under the divine honors. which 
are the only appropriate seals for Christian Science." 
The waves of the sea of mortal mind ("a symbol of 
tempest-tossed human concepts ad\'ancing and reced-
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ing"--S.&H.~)6) were lashed to fury after Jesus had 
gone throughout enry city and \'illage preaching and 
showing the glad tiding~ of the kingdom of heann "and 
the T\\'ELVE were with him," Luke R:I-IS \\"hich 
brought his mother and brethren (in the flesh) to him 
in rf",'ersal, Hrses 19-22 of same chapter; and he was 
"asleep," This is the first and only time Jesus was 
caught "asleep" in any record, ycrses 22-2~. So just 
such a setting was prepared fnr our dear Leader: It 
was the first time that "the Tweln" were with her in 
the Extension, and she had nct yet giHn a full state
ment of "the ideal man" and "the ideal \Yoman" in 
S,&H, _~ II :8, 9. In a certain book that was "author
ized" for friendly ci rculation among a certain teacher's 
pupils. it was said that \lrs, Eddy did not intend to 
dedicate the Extension until 19()/, hut she heard of 
ru~crs of the suit her sons were preparin~ against her 
to be launched immediately after the dedication of the 
Extension, with intent to cause reaction therefrom, and 
she anticipated it and hurried the dedication. This 
may perhaps ha\'e been a cry of \lother's e7'enin9, 

"Keep thou my child on upward wing tonight," Hymn 
19/, as she was still using the "t\yO swords," or in two 
positions at the same time. Had she waited until "the 
spiritual idea" had been entirely completed (as it was 
in a year afterwards. 1907-second edition. acc!Hliing 
to change computation, as there were no numbers). the 
human resistance of her sons (fnreshadfi\wd hy the 
human resistance of Jesus' mother and brethren when 
the T\\-EIXE were with him) might haye heen met with
out the struggle. and yet the full spiritual idea cculd 
not be re\'ealed until the se\'en stars of human \Inther
hood were added to the fi\'e additicnal in lI'elman's 
Crown, thus making the crown of tweh'e stars, So the 
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"trial" brought by her sons was precipitated In 1407, 
just before the time the spiritual idea as "the ideal 
man" and "the ideal woman" in completeness, S.&H. 
517 :8-10, was unfolded, when in the same issue, she in
vited ~Iateria .\Iedica "to adopt Christian Science" in 
the "trial" in S.&H, ++1 :~O, .?I-it had previously been 
executed with all the other errors. This previous antag
onism might have caused a weak channel to yield and 
to bring this suit, As we know, Dr. Patterson was a 
dentist; Dr. Eddy a physician, Pul. 35 :~7-30; and Dr. 
Foster-Eddy both a "regular" and homeopathic physi
cian-the two latter, of course, prior to their adopting 
Christian Science.' ~Irs. Eddv may have returned her 
thanks for the past "temporary" relief under unprue
dented pressure by the abo\'e invitation, and by putting 
"temporary and eternal" instead of "right," in S.&H'. 
+++: 10. These changes were made each and all after 
she relinquished her title of ~Iother in 1903. and thus 
a trying period of working out the future destiny of the 
branches began, ending in the entire separation of 
~lother and Branches, and Branches and Branches, as 
previously unfolded, and in ushering in the second step 
in the human in "the ideal man," "intelligence," which 
she had pur into the human when she dropped the title 
of .\Iorher. The churches had previously been "crea
tion" (.\Iother's children governed by ~lother in 
church matters), Thus .\Iother found her "home and 
heavenly rest" from the Dragon that was prophesied to 
persecute "~Iotherhood." And what was it but the 
claIm of perscnal motive charged to impersonal good? 
Thus in giving surgery credit for its good motive, 
which never restores nor claims to restore, but merely 
alleviates for the time being, she paid her Christian 
debt to the support it had given her in the sense of hav-
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ing adopted Christian Science in her husband and son 
and left surgery to be met in the next step-the com
pleted idea in the City foursquare which restores com
pletely. as it is a complete idea in accordance of ~1rs. 
Eddy's definition of completeness. "enion of the mas
culine and feminine qualities constitute completeness." 
S.&H. 57 :4. 5. 

In the Sentinel. Sept. 7. 1907. p. 6. is a reprint from 
the .i.Ye7i.: York Times of an interview entitled, "Dr. 
Allan ~lcLane Hamilton Tells About His Visit to 
~Irs. Eddy." He is described as "the expert alienist 
who has devoted the last month to an exhaustive in
vestigation of the mental condition df the Founder of 
Christian Science and whose final testimony. gi\Oen a 
few days ago. forms an important factor in the with
drawal of the suit [of her sons] against ~lrs. Eddy." 
He described himself as approaching this investigation 
in a much prejudiced state of mind towards her. but as 
having completely changed his views. The following 
are a few excerpts which are self-explanatory: "I have 
come to the conclusion, as stated in my official report of 
the case, that she [~1 rso Eddy] is absolutely normal and 
possessed of a remarkably clear intellect .. 0 • On these 
subjects [business matters] she showed great shrewd
ness and a knowledge evidently gained from long ex-
perience. 0 • 0 She herself. I discovered. far from being 
a mere visionary, is an excellent housekeeper. taking 
the keenest interest in the disposition of al1 her affairs and 
belongings. She is accustomed to give minute di rec
tions about all the details of her household. She selects 
the food for her table; she supervises the work of her 
retainers .. o. The idea that this strong-minded woman 
is ever a victim of coercion is manifestly absurd 0 •• 0 

Her own daily life is run on a thoroughly systematized 
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set of rules. At six o'clock she is up and attending to 

her household affairs. after which she dictates to her 
stenographer or ,Hites with her own hand .... For a 
woman of her age [past eighty-seven]. I do not hesitate 
to say that she is physically and mentally phenomenal. 
In the matter of her longevity some Christian Scientists 
have gone so far as to assert that she will never die .... 
I fancy that the belief among some of her followers in
voh'ing the indefinite continuance of her earthly life 
arises purely from the visible evidence of ~Irs. Eddy's 
great vi tal i ty and the absence of any of the usual tokens 
of mental breakdown natural to one of her great age." 

These excerpts will sen'e to show the facts about 
~Irs. Eddv's health and mental vigor during the period 
of time that such absurd and unfounded statements are 
made about her. This was about twe years and three 
months before she left us in person. 

The dragon was also prophesied to war with "the 
remnant of her seed," Rev. 1.?:17. after the earth had 
helped the woman with the "flood" that had attended 
her last days of enforced ~Iotherhood, as the Field 
would not relinquish her to impersonally lead them. 
This was illustrated where she was drawn into a con
troversy by her students, ~Iiscellany 360. which neces
sitated her active acknowledgment of error and its fight 
to crush "Science." This was after she haq remo\'ed the 
"fight to crush Science." put S.&H. 103: 15- I 7 in its 
place. and remeved our observatory of error on p. 265 : 
20-,?,? which formerly read "and the error is seen. only 
when we look from wrong points of obsen'ation," 
changed to "the error is unreal and 0bs01ete"-borh of 
these changes were made in I 909. Thus her students 
could not stand against the Dragon who made "war on 
the remnant of her ·seed, which keep the command-
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ments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ." 
Re\"" Il: Ii-the Christian thought detached in belief 
frem Science, which subordinates \Yomanhood to man
hood or "Science" to Christianity. when \Yomanhood 
embraces manhood, and "Science" embraces "Chris
tianity"" It is thc leaning to'Clu"istian Science" rather 
than "Christian Scio/It''' which is inviting the attacks 
from Parent Churches claiming a "ncw generation," 
when generation has ceased since 1903, as previously 
attested with references which, doubtless, have become 
familiar, as "Christian" does not go beyond :\Iother
hood and vice versa, although embraced in "Science" 
always" 

The character of the repeated attacks on this point, 
from the particular points from which they come, sug
gest the seven tlT/!/elic (for we must not question purity 
of motiH: but merely limitation, "angelic" mediums 
rather than divine union necessitating no mediums
Gal. 3 :19, ~O-and this is written in all kindliness of 
spirit to all concerned) vials full of the seven last 
plagues-the limitation of Christianity in SEHX to 
solve the problems that demand f. ..... :ehc. for the twelve 
gates of the City foursquare are the demonstration of 
the other fin stars on \Yoman's Crown which are added 
to Christianity's st'un. as a prophesied complement 
thereto. Jesus appeared in Re\". I :~O with but se7."en 
stars, which he said were the angels of the churches, 
and St" ... ."n candlesticks, which he said were the 
churches; he sent out se7."en churches, opened Je'l:en 
seals, and redeemed the seven days of creal;')n. These 
vials are being poured forth on us "the remnant of her 
seed ['generation 'J who keep the commandments of 
God and ha\"e the testimony of Jesus Christ." Rev. 12, 
until we hear the \"oice of the seventh angel saying, 
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"Come hither, I will show thee the Bride, the Lamb's 
wife," Rev. 21 :9; S.&H. 57+:19-2+, which is the cor
relation of this Scripture. as is the following: "Come 
hither! Arise from your false consciousness into the 
true sense of Loye. and behold the Lamb's wife,-Love 
wedded to its Ij·u:n spiritual idea," S.&H. 575: 1-3. 

The title, "Leaying Father and ~Iother," is only 
relative and symbolic, for, of course, we could really 
leave nothing that we had e\'er known, but that some
thing is taken to a higher symbolism and essence in the 
human consciousness, so, "Lea\'ing Father and ~Ioth
er," in either the figuratiye marriage between two 
human beings, or in the higher figuratiye marriage of 
a man to his God, as before mentioned, is but the 
higher step of the intelligent utilization of their 
(Father-~Iother) teachings-or the wedding of them 
to the human consciousness, rather than our unintelli
gent emotional adherence thereto because of Father
~Iother. "Let us rid ourselves of the belief that man is 
SEPAR.HED from God, and obey only the divine Prin
ciple .... Here is the great point of DEPARTl'RE for all 
true spiritual growth," S.&H. 91 :5-8. 

The Ten Commandments were on two tables of 
stone-the first five declaring our duty to God (the last 
of the first fi\'e commandments was, "Honor thy Father 
and thy l\Iother, etc."), the last five of which our duty 
to man. Jesus recognized this classification when he 
gave as the two greatest commandments, l\Iatt. 22 :36-
40, the summary of the two great divisions of the Ten 
Commandments, there being no two such command
ments as he gave-the first the love of God and the 
second the love of man. Jesus said, ,Matt 19:5, with 
reference to marriage, "For this cause shall a man leave 
father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife: and 
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they twain shall be one flesh." In the first instance. we 
worship God as Father-:\Iother. in the last. we become 
indin'sibly wedded to God. Good-"Thy :\Iaker is 
thine husband." Isaiah 5-t:5. "Principle and its idea is 
one," S.&H. 465 :17. Xote the picture in the circle in 
Christ and Christmas as ":\Iind, :\Iother, -'Ian." and 
the Glossary to the Poem is from -'Iatt. 12 :50. Thence 
we go on to the next picture of the Bride coming down 
from hea\'cn wedded to the Lamb of Love, Rev. 19:7-
9, She weds the _\rmies of heaven on white horses, 
clothed in fine linen. white and clean. which follow the 
""'ord of God." The -'lather's man child was "caught 
up unto God and to his throne." and, as :\lichael, casts 
the devil and his angels out of heaven. and we hear 
nothing more of them in the turmoil on earth. strug
gling with resistance to the Principle that rules with a 
"rod of iron," Re\', 12:5. until heaven opens and we 
see the "-'Iarriage of the Bride and the Lamb." S.&H, 
577 :-t-11. X ate this reference is in the correlation of 
Rev. 2 I :22, 

.. 'Come !zither.' Arise from vour false conscious
ness into the true sense of Love, and behold the Lamb's 
wife.-Lo\'e [-'Iotherhood] wedded to its I)'u:n spiritual 
idea.' Then cometh the marriage feast. for this re\'e
lation will destroy forever the physical plagues im
posed by material sense." S.&H. 575:1-6. -'Irs. Eddy 
left e\'ery pro\'ision in her plan for us. but the lack 
of vision has over-ridden. and put under the foot of law 
(not divine law) -'Irs. Eddy's provision for our COX

TIXCOCS unfoldment up to the fulfillment of her rev
elation! Certainly the symbols above which we had 
risen with "-'lather" must not be prohibitory to this 
fulfillment! 
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THE BRIDE 

It might be well, in view of so much emphasis hav
ing been laid upon "Bride," to note ~1rs. Eddy's evolu
tion thereof in the Glossary; and the reason therefor, in 
t.he light of "the spiritual idea." 

In 1883, the first Glossary, the following definition 
was given: "Bride. Purity and innocence conceiving 
in man the idea of God. The senses of Soul which have 
spiritual bliss, and enjoy but cannot suffer." This was 
the wording of the definition of "Bride" from the 6th 
edition in 1883 to the 16th in 1886. This statement "con
ceiving in man" was the necessary limit of the light so 
long as "Genesis" was considered in the chapter named 
"Creation," as it was a "generative"-in-man process 
through " .. "fatherhood," as previously noted. But when 
in 1886, the "creation" of Genesis 1st chapter was taken 
out of "Creation" and put into a separate unfoldment 
under Fatherhood "intelligence" - "the one -'lind," 
S.&H. 586 :9, the statement was changed to "conceiv
ing man in [instead of "in man"] the idea of God," as 
we now have it, S.&H. 58.2:14-16. The first dealt spe
cifically with individual man; and the last generically 
with generic man, as it was evolved by the 'Voman 
"crowned with t'lL'eree stars." 

The first statement "conceiving in man," as com
pared with the last "conceiving man in," would show 
the same difference as to say "J esus beheld in man the 
perfect man, etc.," instead of "Jesus beheld in Science 
the perfect man, etc.," S.&H. 476 :32-1. Is not this 
the fault of our work many times-trying to see in man 
the perfect man, "or conceiving in man the idea of 
God," instead of conceiving man in the idea of God. 
The final statement of "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
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woman" conceives "man [Truth] in the idea ['the 
spiritual idea'] of God"-Woman, the Bride, as the 
City foursquare-Love embracing the squared human 
(Lamb) consciousness, which is "The spiritual idea 
of Love: self-immolation, etc.," S.&H. 590 :9, 10. The 
City foursquare, the Branch, Rev. 21, being the 
descending sense of "Love [the Lamb's wife, \Voman] 
wedded to its own spiritual idea [the Lamb]," S.&H. 
575:1-6; 577:4-11, as previously symbolized by the Ex
tension-the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in 
heaven, Rev. 19:7-9; ~ly. 39:6-10. So again is seen 
the reason for !vlrs. Eddy's evolutions. 

The latter portion of the defini tion of "Bride" pre
sents an interesting evolution also, "The senses of Soul, 
which has spiritual bliss, and enjoy, but cannot suffer," 
which was thus from 1883 to 1901, eighteen years. It 
was changed to "A sense of Soul," from "the senses of 
Soul" (which would make woman both sight and hear
ing, as on p. 486 :23, 24, the phrase, "all the spiritual 
senses," is put in apposition to sight and hearing, and 
they alone are defined in the Glossary) in 1901, simul
taneously with "the inspired Word" in our first tenet 
taking the place of "the Scriptures." Thus when the 
Word, Bride, 1\1y. 125 :26, became one with the Bible, 
as previously explained, "the senses" became one,-"A 
sense of Soul." 

To further confirm this: On p. 274:12 S.&H., we 
have "The senses of Spirit abide in Love"; it was for
merly, "the senses of Spirit abide in Good," until 1903, 
when "generation" ceased in our Cause as before noted; 
thus putting our senses wholly in "regeneration." The 
statements on the same page-274--as we now have 
them, "Unnecessary knowledge gained from the five 
senses, etc.," lines 3, 4; and. "\Vhen what we erroneous-
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/y term the five physical senses are misdirected, etc., 
lines 17, 18, were not in their present form-the words 
"Unnecessary," "erronecusly" and "misdirected" not 
being in them-until the second edition of 1907 when 
we were given the final statement of "the ideal man" 
and "the ideal woman," and the other wonderful 
changes incident thereto. Thus the five physical senses 
were redeemed to proper direction in the final state
ment of "the spiritual idea." 

The claimed promises of eight-Ascher-without 
embracing 5e't·en is symbolized by the Babylonish 
Woman of the 17th chapter of Rev.: "And the woman 
was arr~yed in purple and scarlet color and decked 
with gold and precious stones and pearls, etc."-the 
claim of putting the promises of Christian Science into 
matter, or claim to "Science," Church, before "Chris
tianity" or "Association" of related Christian moral 
values are realized. "And the angel said unto me, 
\Vherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell thee the mys
tery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, 
which hath the seven heads and the ten horns .... 
even he is the eighth, and of the seven, [rather than 
embracing the seven] and goeth into perdition." Rev
elation I7-"and of the seven"- the eighth does not 
come "of the seven" underlying, but the other way, 
overlying. \"hen "generation," creation, ascension 
(Fatherhood, manhood) is taken into eight rather than 
the regeneration of idea or the descending, embracing 
of human obligations in \Vomanhood, we get the eighth 
beast. Symbol, "creation" \fotherhood cannot go be
yond 5e7:en-the "man child," and to take \fotherhood 
or creation to eight gives us "The ~lother of Harlots," 
Rev. 17 :5. TVomanhood, or the City foursquare, be
gins to gather, its descending momentum in eight. "The 
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Iviother of Harlots" sits on Je7:en mountains. which are 
the heads of the eighth beast. The habitat of all true 
~lotherhood is the wilderness, Rev. 12:6, I -to not moun
tains; \Voman's "man child" is an ascending idea in 
one mountain-\lt. Zion. but when "\lotherhood," 
creation, goes to eight and sits on the seven mountains, 
it shows no order in the rungs of life's ladder beneath, 
but each rung claims to be the only rung (mountain), 
and just as high as any other rung. \Ianhood (se7:en
creation, symbol) never le7.:els, but the order is pro
gressively ascending, discriminating, analyzing, order
placing, etc.; whereas \Vomanhood, spiritual idea, 
levels in her descending course everything and wipes 
out its symbolic "creative" distinctions, but never leaves 
a fleshly concept since "Christian Science eschews di
vine rights in human beings," \Iy. 303: I 3 & H. 

The order of our \'ery first Lesson Sermon of ei!Jlzt 
sections (typed by the left-hand lamp with its eight 
rays on our Quarterly cover) in the ~Iarch 20, 1902, 
Sentinel, shows "eight"-in the comparison of the last 
three sections-as Sec. VI, Father; Sec. VII. :\lother
the last of \lother, creation; VI I I, Love-idea,' and 
thus would be Secs. IX, X, XI and XII-the limit of 
Church; as shown by the descending light of i1ul7.:e 
rays on the right side of our Quarterlies. These olive 
trees and lamps were given us in 190-t, at the time of 
the dedication of the church edifice of the Concord 
Branch I-on the Quarterly immediately previous 
thereto-July 17, 1904. 

:\lrs. Eddy tells us in S.&H. 568: "The twelfth 
chapter of the Apocalypse typifies the divine method 
of warfare in Science, and the glorious results of this 
warfare. The following chapters depict the fatal effects 
of trying to meet error wi th error". 'Ye have failed 
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to see that our "man child [humanity] was caught up 
unto God and to His throne"; in other words, that the 
saving medium is in heaven, and that salvation is a 
gift of heaven and not a labor (the labor having been 
in bringing forth the man child, or perfect Principle), 
S.&H .. ++2 :25-29; which would necessi tate our being a 
law unto ourselves individually, and our Branch col
lectively as demanded by our ::\1anual, Art. XXI II, 
Secs. 1,6 S.&H. ++2 :30-32: And that {( Christian Science 
is absolute,' it is neither behind the point of perfection 
nor advancing toward it; it is at this point and must be 
practiced therefrom," ::\1y. 24-2-the man child, Chris
tian Science, one with divine Science-\Y cmanhood. 
We have tried to and are trying to meet "error wi th 
error," and have experienced all the earthly woes from 
chapter 13 to chapter 21 of Revelation, as ::\Irs. Eddy 
predicted, if we did not use the methods of the twelfth 
chapter of Revelation-let the "man child," who was 
"caught up unto God and to His throne," cast out of 
heaven personal sense or the materialized demand for 
the blessings of "eight"-the {(creations" or symbols of 
matter which belong to the limited sense of Father
l\lother, ':\1is. 96 :8-16, and let our gifts come from 
above, the spiritual idea. Thus there would be no more 
prayers for earth's symbols of "purple and scarlet color 
.... gold, precious stones and pearls," Rev. 17 :4-, or 
to sit on the seven mountains of aloofness and self
righteousness, claiming indi'i:idual demonstration in 
all things (in manhood), and even then not recogniz
ing the law and order of past individual unfoldment. 
Thus there would be no more trying to apply the 
"truths of eight" Asher (universal) to each individual 
specific mountain, demanding "spiritual compensa
tion," Asher, S.&H. 581 : 1), 16. for material thinking. 
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This "~Iotherhood" in eight becomes "The ~Iother 
of Harlots," Rev. 17 :S! for ~lotherhood does not go 
beyond Je'1:en-or the true idea of Genesis' seven sym
bols of "creation." 

l\1rs. Eddy' left a plan by which we could escape 
this struggle! as she speaks of the subsequent chapters 
to Revelation 12th as "the fatal [fatal to our progress] 
effect of trying to meet error with error." The entire 
chapters of Revelation, from the 12th to the 21st! are 
the history of the resistance of earth to heaven's fire
which is the demand that earth and its symbols cease in 
se'cen, and "the freedom, harmonv and boundless bliss," 
S.&H. 481, of \\' om an hood be not claimed by personal 
sense. "1 include and impart all bliss, for I am Love," 
S.&H. 253, was never said to personal love, either of 
one's self or of another, but rather "no man shall see 
my face and li7.·e,·' for personal sense, cannot go beyond 
seven without bringing down the fire of the next press
ing step from heaven! as the next heavenly step has al
readv been revealed, and when Truth has entered the 
human consciousness it gives it no rest in matter until 
it is accepted! 

The City foursquare is Christian Science, and noth
ing short of it is; and the fire of this truth will seem to 
be vials of wrath to us until we see it. and do not try to 
take :\lotherhood or creation beyond SE\,E:-':. The Baby
lonish \Voman or ":\lotherhood" in eight-"The 
l\lother of Harlots," :\lrs. Eddy declared was being 
fulfilled in the Xineteenth Century-I 899, :\ly. 125: 
29-27: "The Babylonish 'U'oman is fallen." :\ly. 126: 
23, 24. A.I1 of this quotation followed immediately 
upon :\1rs. Eddy's statement on p. 125: "The hour is 
come; the bride (\Yord) is adorned, Rev. 21 :2, and 10 
the bridegroom cometh!" This was a year after :\lrs. 
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Eddy's establishment of the Branch in Concord, and 
her putting the detached branches on the door in the 
tenth picture in Christ and Christmas, the squares un
der the feet of the \Yoman, and the branch in the white 
bird's beak in the last picture. Everything comes from 
above after "J/(dherhood." Thus :\lotherhood in seven 
stayed with us until after the Babylonish \Yoman had 
fallen, Rev. 17, 18, 1\ly. 126:23, 2+; then came the 
marriage of the Bride and the Lamb, Rev. 19 :7-9; 
_My. 39 :6- 10, in 1906, and :\1 rs. Eddy gave us her great
est illuminations thereafter-particularly, the finished 
"ideal man" and "ideal woman," S.&H. 517:8-10, with 
the seven other structural changes previously men
tioned-her last wording making divine Science and 
Christian Science one, ~ly. 2+2:5-7, Sept. 3,1910. 
\Vas not this the descent of the City foursquare-which 
she has said is Christian Science? S.&H. 577:17-19; 
instead of divine Science as on p. 575: 19. 

:\lotherhood, or the twelfth chapter of Revelation, 
belonging to the Xineteenth Century, S.&H. 559 :32-2, 
the dawn of the twentieth Centurv had in store for us 
a new \Vord, and as such :\1rs. Eddy gave us first "\Ve 
take the inspired Irord of the Bible," instead of merely 
"the Scriptures," S.&H. +97, first tenet, and then com
pletely revised Science and Health, changing its entire 
order and making many textual changes and re
arrangements. The next prophecy of the City four
square which "Toman's extra five stars demanded, must 
be fulfilled, and so the word was changed to meet this 
demand. So in 1902-226th edition *-we have :\1 rs. 
Eddy's last complete revision, and for seven or eight 
years thereafter much diffusion of the light belonging 

• This revision was prepared in September, 1901, but not gi\-en to 
the Field until 1902. 
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to the Twentieth Century-the Branch must have the 
new cOHnant. Heb. 8 :7-13.-different from the wild
erness COHnant of ~lotherhood! 

Then in 190.? we were asked en masse to "agree to 
contribute [to the building of the "Annex"] any por
tion of two miIlion doIlars that may be necessary for . . 
this purpose." ~ly. 7: 19-.? and :\1 rs. Eddy speaks of 
our pledging ourselves. ~ly. 9. but the pledge was 
made as a h0dy. and was the equivalent to our endorse
ment of ~I rs. Eddy's plan for us. presented through 
her chosen mediums. ~ a specific pledges were given 
or requested. This was quite different from individual 
specific pledge or debt-e\'eryone knew that within the 
resources of that body was the answer to \1 rs. Eddy's 
demand or prayer. and so pledged himself as a part of 
the whole. ~ a debts were contracted nor permitted
each contract being let only after the money was in 
hand. The work was all cd/eeti,·e, without individual 
responsibility or tax; which was in some ways contra~y 
to the building of The (little) \tother Church. \Irs. 
Eddy requested at that time 107·ty of her students
when she had thousands-to contribute the sum of one 
thousand dollars each-the symbol of lorty (the chil
dren of Israel's forty years in the wilderness; Jesus' 
forty days in wilderness: Elijah's f0rty days' journey 
to the caH. etc .. etc.). was the meaning of the demand, 
as the earthh· habitat of :\Iotherhood is wilderness. as 
Re\'. I.? shows. and the Clerk of The \Iother Church's 
report. at the dedication of the Extension, spoke of 
~I rs. Eddy's ha\'ing wilndered for 10rty years in the 
wilderness. \Iy. ?? 37.-from 1866 to 1906. \1 rs. 
Eddy's request was unique and prophetic. as well as 
her method. and could not be emulated without the 
disaster of which we are warned in our :\lanual. under 
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the title of "~lother Church C nigue," p. 7 L should a 
branch church try to pattern The ~lother Church. Our 
~lanual says: "Such a position would be disastrous to 

Christian Science"-not the branch onlv. 
Thus in 1902, the money was collectively pledged 

(but not specifically) and in 1903 the title of "~lother" 
was dropped and ~lother rose to the impersonal upper 
level balcony concept, * and thus became one wi th the 
Cniversal Child the Extension; calling out, at the same 
time, the General Teachers' Association, as the heads 
of the Twelve Tribes, to support the building of the 
Extension, as previously described. This Association 
was dissolved in 1908 when the Extension dissolved 
its communion wi th the branches, as previously de
scribed; "Healing Better Than Teaching," :\lan. p. 92, 
was given us in the 29th ~1anual in 1903, in which the 
title of lVlother was dropped, and this Association was 
called. These two branches, "healing and teaching," 
had been separated in the 50th edition of Science and 
Health, which gave us the City foursquare. !'.1an was 
merged into "'oman in this edition, as indicated on the 
second page of "'\larriage," as before stated, but heal
ing and teaching separated. The teaching idea was in 
!'.lother-the fruit for the healing of the Nations in 
Branch, Rev. 22 :2. Vines bear fruit only through their 
branches. 

The significance of this is that healing went beyond 
teaching, as the limit of teaching was seven (leaving 
the rest to be taught by God-Jeremiah 31 :34; He
brews 8: 1 0-13; verses 7-9, showing a new covenant be
yond the wilderness of l\lotherhood), as the formation 
of even this General Teachers' Association showed-its 
basic organization being twelve, only seven of whom 

* As explained in the description of The (little) ~1other Church. 
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could be teachers, and five not teachers (but C. S. B. 's). 
However, five constituted a quorllm,' thus five was 
basic organization, which complemented the seven to 

make t'lah'e. Healing (and not teaching) became 
Church and the last two steps in "Christian Science 
Practice," S.&H. 4+2 :25-29, and 30-32, show us how 
this healing in twelve-the descending idea-must be 
done. 

"IPithout father, 'U'ithout mother, without [hu
man] descent, having neither beginning of days nor end 
of life; but made like unto the Son of God," Hebrews 
7 :3, is ~lrs. Eddy's Glossary for her Je1'enth picture 
in Christ and Christmas, when creation (Bible) is 
closed. This is the highest progressive picture that :Mrs. 
Eddy plat:ed in the l\lother's Room, on the level be
tween the two positions, 1\10ther's Room being five 
steps above the auditorium lower level (seven). 

~frs. Eddy always retained her position as Presi
dent of the ~1assachusetts ~1etaphysical College, and 
no one can ever fill it, as she must resign over her own 
wri tten consent, ~Ian., Art. XXVI II: 1, 4; else vacate 
her office. And could we consistently declare she had 
done so with reference to vacating her office a!l Presi
dent of the College and yet had not done so with refer
ence to Pastor Emeritus of the Church? Hence, !\10th
erhood and Teaching were always on the same plane; 
but Branch is the child of regeneration born of the 
spiritual root of ~Iotherhood-one with l\10ther. 
\Vhen the cornerstone of the Branch in Concord was 
laid on ~lrs. Eddy's natal day, during the building of 
the Extension, !\Jrs. Eddy said: "This day is the natal 
hour of my lone earth-life .... it points to the nt'll; 

birth, hea1'en here, the struggle o1'er," fvly. 158. The 
cornerstone of the Extension was also laid on her birth-
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day just a year after-the Concord Branch being dedi
cated the day after the laying of the cornerstone of the 
Extension-was not this Concord Branch the corner
stone-Benjamin? It was certainly by no "accident" 
that the ,Mother's Room in The l\lother Church con
tained an Assyrian bridal veil, Joseph Armstrong's 
l\10ther Church, p. 80 (Rachel and Leah were Syrians, 
and Syria was a part of the Assyrian Empire), for 
"l\lother" must be the first bride of Spirit-"Love 
wedded to its o'U:n spiritual idea"! The wedding of 
l\lother and Child in quality is pictured in the circle 
(ninth picture of Christ and Christmas) in the union 
of the two hands (left of man and right of woman) in 
one-" 'Tis the same hand unfolds His power and 
wri tes the page," Poem; also Glossa ry on p, 5 _~ of 
Christ and Christmas, as well as verse of Poem
"~lind, mather, man" shows this union, Thence it was 
to descend as City foursquare as Branch and the last 
demands of "Christian Science Practice," S,&H, 442: 
25-32-Salvation a gift to the Branches, and they a law 
unto themselves-the gift of I\lother as Bride I-in the 
tenth picture of Christ and Christmas. 

It is interesting to note in the Feb. 1895 Journal. p. 
462, describing the double window of Jesus and the 
Samaritan woman at the well, that it is said, "that this 
Jacob's well, is the only material structure of Jesus' 
time in the Palestine country, which still remains. The 
masonry of this well has withstood the ravages of time, 
and the neighboring people still go to it for water." 
This seems to be the first translation of creation into 
idea, with its evidence of the infinitude of supply inci
dent thereupon-even the symbol could not fail until 
its idea is fully grasped. 
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Thus ~1rs. Eddv has accepted this testimonial of 
the truth of l\lotherhood, by placing this in the vesti
bule ("wilderness" .... the vestibule in which a ma
terial sense of things disappears, and spiritual sense 
unfolds the great facts of existence," S.&H. 597:16-19, 
which was the prophesied abode of the God-crowned 
\Voman as ":'\IOTHER" of the "man child," Rev. 12 :6, 
H), \vhich separates the auditorium from the \lother's 
Room. \Yas not this well, which was flowing in the 
time of Abraham ("By faith he [Abraham] so journed 
in the land of promise, as in a strange country, dwelling 
in tabernacles with Isaac and Jacob, heirs with him of 
the same promise," Heb. 11 :9). the human Association 
upon which \1 rs. Eddy founded her Church as 
evidenced by the man-Angel bringing the little book 
in the other half of the twin window? Thus it was nec
essary for her to re\"eal and demonstrate step by step 
after entering the auditorium from left to right, until 
we come out (on lower level) again to the vesti bule 
window of "A little child shall lead them" as Branch. 
The child grasped a cluster of grapes in his hand on 
a detached branch of grape vine, with the leaves on 
the branch, which are "for the healing of the :\ a
tions," Rev. 22 :2-all taken from Isaiah eleventh chap
ter. This "child," a most sturdy young child with a 
man's face, and a man's body, with the highest degree 
of muscular development of chest and legs-by no 
means "chubby," but repulsively muscular unless the 
idea is seen and accepted. The pictures in the \Iarch 
Journal, 1895. show great sturdiness. but in the window 
the muscular effects are manifest in unmistakable de
gree; however, this child caressingly embraces "the 
Lion of the tribe of Judah" (S.&H. 514:-typing our 
!-tlanual?) as the "man child" come to daughterhood, 
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for instead of the rod that shall rule all nations with 
a rod of iron, is a detached branch of a grapevine rest
ing over his right shoulder. while he grasps a bunch of 
Concord (?) purple grapes, with a leaf and stem of 
the vine below. 

"'hen The (little) :\Iother Church was built. in 
189+, "the ideal man," on our now p. 517:8.9. but then 
p. 510:16.17. 81st edition 189+, read: "The ideal man 
corresponds to creation. to Intelligence. and Truth"; 
thus leaving "Intelligence and Truth" in God (gram
matically unified), and thus there was but one human 
step and that was to see that we humanly acknowledged 
God as the Creator of all things; hence. the egress from 
The (little) :\-Iother Church presented her "man child" 
in seven on lower level having been fed by tweh'e (eYen 
thirteen and fourteen. as evidenced by the raising of 
Jairus' daughter and the twin windows with the closed 
books. as later noted) on the upper level, until the rod 
of iron had yielded to the grape vine branch. ruling all 
with the love demanded by !0I1rfeen. which redeems 
even the ferocious animal sense to God's 10Ye. and thus 
"Intelligence and Truth" were God. as indicated by 
their capitalization; also "the ideal woman" corre
sponded "to Life and Love." S.&H. 81st ed .. p. 510, 
making no division in the human consciousness by 
which the processes of Fatherhood (Life. S.&H. 569: 
1,2). and :\lotherhood (LoYe, S.&H .. ;69::? 3). could 
be discriminated. for Fatherhood in seYen on the audi
torium level had been embraced in :\-Iotherhood on 
ground le\'el-"underlying and upper- level o\'erlying, 
and encompassing." S.&H. +96. "The superstructure 
of Truth, reared on the foundation of Love. and pin
nacled in Life," Pul. 2 :29-1. 
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\Vhen in 1903 preparations for the building of the 
Extension started, the capital ''I'' in intelligence was 
dropped to a small "i" and the title of ".\Iother" was 
dropped simultaneously therewith, thus demanding of 
the human consciousness the intermediate step that had 
previously always been placed in God; hence, the Ex
tension is of Italian Renaissance design, typing human 
intelligence, while The (little) .\Iother Church was 
Romanesque, in conformity with the ''Christian'' con
cept, as ~lotherhood never goes beyond "Christianity" 
-the Bride is the "Science"-"Love wedded to its own 
spiritual idea," S.&H. 575, thus .\lother becomes Bride 
in Science. The Extension stands for the second human 
step in "the ideal man," as evidenced by the small "i" 
in "intelligence," S.&H. 517 :8, 9, or the universal man 
child, S.&H. 565 :6-13, which is also in the circle, as 
illustrated in "Christian C nity" in the ninth picture 
of Christ and Christmas. "'hen, however, this man 
child yields to Truth, as in the tenth picture in Christ 
and Christmas, we are left the square of love or of the 
circle in the Branch. Thus when the Concord Branch, 
the gift of '\Irs. Eddy that was too much for the 
.\lother to hold in bounds, broke the family sheaf-band, 
as previously described, we have the style of Church 
that is one with 2'lotherhood, in its outer and inner ap
pearance-contaInIng a Alother's Room-meaning 
much! As previously stated, the branches on the door 
in the tenth picture of Christ and Christmas, also the 
squares under the \Voman's feet, as well as the branch 
in the bird's beak in the eleventh picture. and the light
ened earth which caused the stars to disappear-all 
came in 1898, immediately after the gift of the Con
cord Hall, the gift of .\Irs. Eddy, which was lighted 
by a t'i.i.:ehe light chandelier. This is mentioned in the 
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Jan. 1898 J oumal in the following statements: "l\ ow 
let us enter this 'large upper room', and turn to the door. 
C p in the arch, above and to the right of the door. just 
risen above the clouds. is a modest little se\'en-pointed 
star radiating its promised light of peace on earth and 
good will to men. In the panel bel0'U: it ~\Y()man the 
descending idea] is a stanza from a dear olj hymn, 
which is surely a prophecy to this age. I t read~ as fol
lows: 

'Daughter of Zion, awake from thy sadness: 
Awake! for thy foes shall oppress thee no more. 
Bright o'er the hills dawns the day-star d gladness; 
Arise, for the night of thy sorrOi1: is o'er." 

The fact that this Hall was entirely remodeled by ~lrs. 
Eddy, ~ly. 14.1: ,. I inspected the work e\'ery day, sug
gested the details outside and inside from the founda
tions to the tower. and saw them carried out," gives 
the above great significance; added to the further fact 
that it had a ~lother's Room on the IO'i1:er floor: and 
l\lrs. Eddv invited all the "First ~Iembers" of The 
~Iother Church to a service there. BL'T :\OT the B0ard 
of Di"ecton of The ~lother Church nor B0ard of 
Trustees of the Publishing Society, is most significant as 
showing they had no connection with Branch in their 
official capacity-they were probably all there as First 
l\Iembers, April Journal, 1898. Also when the new 
edifice cornerstone was laid on ~lrs. Eddy's birthday. 
~ly. 158, ~lrs. Eddy says: "This day is the natal hour 
of my lone earth life .... it points to the ne'i1: bi"lh, 
hem'en here, the struggle Q\'ER." This church also had 
a ~lother's Room. showing that Jlother and Child are 
one in Branch as Bride, \Yord, and not one in "JJ0/Izer" 
-"Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 46~, in the 
fruitage of Branch, as prophesied by the window at the 
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egress of the auditorium le\'el of The (little) .\Iother 
Church (reading its message iro11l leit tf) right. as "i:e 
are instructed to do), the man child holding a detached 
grapevine by a cluster of grapes-animal sense silenced 
(as evidenced by the docility of the surrounding ani
mals, the calf and the "fatling," the animals of sacrifice 
-the calf calling out the red horse in Re\o. 6 :3-
omi tted), needing no medium of human "intelligence" 
to subdue it (Extension, founded on teachiTl!J beyond 
organization which was closed to communion with 
Branches two years after its dedication, and no pro
vision made for its perpetuity in .\Ianual), and practi
cally expressed in the fruitage of "Healing Better Than 
Teaching," put into the .\Ianual in 1903 when Exten
sion was started. Healing in t--...:el'l"e (completeness) and 
not seven (teaching), as illustrated in the windo\\"s of 
the Concord Branch-the gift of .\lrs. Eddy as Bride, 
not .\father-"Love [.\Iother] wedded to its own spir
itual idea," S.&H. 575, Branch-the latter containing 
a i'lother's Room. Thus the human medium for gath
ering the twelve as a crown for .\Iotherhood, the Ex
tension, human intelligence, the second step in "the 
ideal man," is dissipated between .\Iather and Branch, 
and .\Iother and Branch become one through the egress 
of .\Iother directly from its front entrance ("forgetting 
the things that are behind," the Extension). This is 
illustrated by the man child (come to daughterhood) 
window in the sense of yielding his rod of iron to the 
fruits of love, as typed by the detached grape-vine 
Branch oYer his right shoulder-"The go\Oernment shall 
be upon his shoulder"-each Branch bearing the re
sponsibility for all that he sees to translate into God's 
idea. The "Little Child" does not lay false concepts on 
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the lions, bears, leopards, etc., !sa. I I :6, but brings his 
concepts from heaven. 

The Extension was closed to Communion with the 
Branches, July ] oumal, 1908, several months before 
the Mother's Room was closed in The (little) :Mother 
Church, Dec. ] oumal, 1909, of which we were re
minded, even at the dedication of the "crown" Exten
sion, .My. 6, of its being in "the beginning of this edi
fice," showing that while The (little) l\lother Church 
auditorium was closed to services the l\lother's Room 
was still a living idea, as the room of the "Leader," My. 
6: I 9, 20. For human "intelligence," the second step in 
"the ideal man" must be ({led" (as it is still human), 
the same as "creation" must be "mothered." The pur
pose of The General Teachers' Association behind the 
Extension, called at the same time that the title of 
"~lother" was dropped, was as follows: "The main 
topics for discussion are, unit), of action, strict conform
ity to The .Mother Church By-Laws, and to the contents 
of the chapter on 'Teaching Christian Science', con
tained in SCIE:\"CE and HEALTH," 41 st .:\1anual, p. 87; 
although called in the 29th ~1anual, 1903-and disap
pearing from our .:\Ianual when the Extension is closed 
to communion with Branches in I Q08. Thus Branch 
was left to go out directly from -'Iother (as the Con
cord Branch had in 1897, as well as thousands of oth
ers), through the process of "A little child shall lead 
them," which was in the vestibule between the l\loth
er's Room and the lower level of the auditorium in The 
(little) ~Iother Church. \Vildemess (S.&H. 597:16, 
17-"vestibule in which a material sense of things dis
appears, and spiritual sense unfolds the great facts of 
existence"), was where 'Voman brought forth the "man 
child" Re\,. 12:5, which was "caught up unto God and 
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to His throne" as "man child" (Principle ruling with a 
rod of iron-manhood. ascension L and descended as 
the City foursquare. the square of the circle of Love 
(the circle being the plan of the auditorium in the 
l\Iother Church and e\'en the Extension) -whose scep
tre was the frui t of Lo\'e, The Branch was detached 
from travailing ~lotherhood, as evidenced by the de
tached grape-vine, to grow out of the roots of spiritual 
~lotherhood (Love) as an indi\'idual Branch, The 
Extension had intelligently gathered all Branches (typ
ing the Twelve Tribes) together for a crown of ~loth
erhood-"they were all with one accord in one place," 
Acts 2: I, Thus was fed the five thousand in the wilder
ness (which is "intelligence," as it is always a wilder
ness to "creation," but the only approach to "Truth"), 
with five loa\'es (the basic truths behind the five direct
ors; and the two fishes. Science and Health and the 
Bible). entil assurance was gained by "~Iother" that 
we needed her no more even as personal Leader. which 
was then her position with us. and the name by which 
she called the ~lother's Room, ~ly, 6. "'hereupon 
she closed the ~lother's Room. and left through The 
(little) ~l()ther Church. so far as the Branches were 
concerned. as the Extension had been closed to them 
months before. 

\Yhen ~lrs, Eddy brought forth her "man child" in 
the wilderness. "Intelligence" was capitalized and left 
in God (throughout Science and Health. and particu
larly in "the ideal man." S,&H, 51/:8. 9). and as "in
telligence" is the wilderness. or vestibule between "cre
ation" and "Truth" in the ideal man. her wilderness 
and joys were one; hence. the God-crowned "roman, 
Rev. 12. could be in heaven and the wilderness at the 
same time. Thus creation was passed as a mile-stone-
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her child a 'u:ilderness child it is interesting to note that 
none but 'i.cildenless-b0rn children among the children 
of Israel ever reached the "Promised Land" except 
Caleb and Joshua-the latter showing its possibility. 
But when \Irs. Eddy dropped "1" in "intelligence" 
to a small "i" and thus forced the human unregenerated 
consciousness to accept the ·jA·ilderness and dropped the 
title of \Iother and started to build a place in the 
wilderness for her uninrsal human child (the Exten
sion). then her struggle began. The human had re
joiced in the blessings to "creation" (fleshly want). 
but when it was forced to see the nothingness of its pre
vious pleasures. and accept its joys from heaven. it re
belled. and she was forced to work constantly on the 
\Ianual. to hold this rebellion in check. until the dis
solution of this wilderness conscicusness of \1other
hood. as before noted. From 1903 to 1907 "intelli
gence" in "the ideal man." S.&H. 517:8.9. was wed to 
Truth. (The necessity for this wilderness is explained 
in l\lis. 81:10-1.2 next page). Thus we were brought 
to the last step in "the ideal man"-"Truth"-which is 
this same wilderness "budding and blossoming as a 
rose" from the light from above. In 1907, intelligence 
was detached from Truth and three distinct steps made 
in "the ideal man," as evidenced by the change in this 
statement. S.&H .. ~17, lines 8, 9, and also in \Irs. Ed
dy's renlations at this time other than this reference. 
The wilderness stage-budding and blossoming "as a 
rose," I sa. 3~-was ,'ery shert until we were declared 
worthy of Truth by the gi ft of sah'ation, S.&H. 442: 
25-29; love squared in sixth tenet; made a law unto 
ourseh'es, S.&H. ++2 :30-32; glorified Jesus, S.&H. 
200 :2,~-:~9; error 0bs0/ete, S.&H. 265, etc., etc. Thus 
Branch was left with a squared ci rcle. and a clear per-
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ception of Truth individually, with no possibility of 
further "collection" only in spiritual "Truth." It is 
also interesting to note from the Journals of J an. to 
~1ay 1895, inclusive-particularly Jan. and ~farch
that the children not only furnished but built the ~foth
er's Room-that is furnished the money therefor. Thus 
it was built by wilderness-born children, else children 
of early regeneration rather than those who had come 
to manhood and \Yomanhood in sense testimony. 

The following chapter will show the manner in 
which the three tabernacles of :\1rs. Eddy's impersonal 
founding of idea-prefigured by Peter's proposed three 
tabernacles on the :\Iount of Transfiguration to person, 
"Let us make here three tabernacles; one for thee, 
and one for ~foses, and one for Elias," .Matt. 17:4-
were built and united spiritually; whereupon the last 
embraced the first, as only thus could three become one. 
The three tabernacles-The (little) :\lother Church, 
the Extension, and the Branch-the latter particularly 
exemplified by the Concord Branch Church,-the gift 
of ~I rs. Eddy-being the fulfillment of Jesus' admoni
tion to the disciples: "Tell the vision to no man until 
the son of man be risen aqain from the dead," l\latt. 
17 :9. Thus the vision has been told by ~I rs. Eddy who 
has raised Jesus from the dead ("again") in the words 
of Science and Health 334 :25-28: "I am he that liveth 
and was dead [not understood] ; and, behold I am alive 
for e'1·erm ore [Science has explained me J." These 
tabernacles could never be built on a "~10unt," but on 
three levels-wilderness, heaven and earth. 

Thus the symbolism of the Scripture whose struc
ture cannot be broken (Jesus said: "The scripture can 
not be broken," John 10:35), even to the translation 
of these three Tabernacles into spiritual idea,- else 
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we will neYer unfold the whole structure of the Lamb 
who needs no surgery! because his bones cannot be 
broken-this lamb (purified human consciousness) is 
the Bible, which must be embraced in its entirety by the 
inspi red \Yord or spi ri tual idea-Science and Health 
with Key to the Scriptures-generic man! \Yoman, 
S.&H . .561 :~~. And it has been, else Science and Health 
could not correlate its everv statement from Genesis to 

Revelation as our !\Ianual demands on p. 58. Are we 
realizing this in practice when we do not go on in our 
Church unfoldment to the City foursquare as Church
branch church representing a tribe unfolding directly 
from the Bible, Science and Health and our :\lanual! the 
City foursquare or the full Tu:eh'e Tribes in our work 
(whole structure that needs no surgery). \Ye will never 
be more than a tribe, so long as we contemplate :\lother 
and her Trce/r'e Tribes, crown, S.&H. 56~, entirely out
side of ourselYes. \Yas not this why ~lrs. Eddy sepa
rated the churches one from the other in the 69th :\lan
ual in 1908, thence from The :\Iother Church in 1908, 
and closed :\Iother's Room in 1908, with the demand 
that the dead bu r\' thei r dead? The five stars in the 
celestial crown were put on our literature at practically 
the same time of the abolishing of the Communion of 
The :\Iother Church and its branches (] une Journal, 
1908, article enti tIed "Cross and Crown"); each has 
se\'en indi\'idual points. The stars are the angels of the 
churches, Re\·. 1 :20, and these stars have no contacts 
,,·i th each other; each shines as though it were the 
,world's sale light, and so must each of the branches, in 
order to unfold within itself the Twelve full Tribes, 
thus reaching the City four-square, of which we read so 
much to our Churches. X a individual can do this work; 
it must be done as the Twelve Tribes toget~er with-
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in each Church unit. The diyisibility of the Twelye 
Tribes is the limitation of man. So long as we divide 
Church into churches. it is just as confusing as to divide 
".\lind into minds. Spirit into spirits. Soul into souls, and 
Being intc beings." Ret. 56. Each and every branch must 
complete its consciousness ("enion of the masculine and 
feminine qualities constitute completeness." S.&H. 4, S) 
-the Ci ty foursquare, else we wi 11 never overcome 
"surgery" or temporary expedients from outside sources. 

\rhen we were working in and under .\lotherhood, 
as a family-each a tribe-we had By-Laws demand
ing, and instances of, co-operation, but each and every 
one of these disappeared in 1908. as above stated, after 
the great final impulse to mother the world in the Sen
tinel of Dec. 21. 1907. and Jan. 1908 J oumal had yielded 
to a more scientific gift of salvation which had been re
vealed in our text-book. S.&H. 4-+2:25-29; James 1:17. 
'\Irs. Eddy ne\'er touched her Last \Yi11 and Testament 
after this, as will be noted in the Appendix; hence a pro
vision quite similar in intent for which a large sum was 
left to help indigent Scientists to have class teaching 
was neyer remoyed. Her unvarying plan being to sup
plement-never to retract. Although this charitable in
tention had gone out to the world, as the Jan. 1908 
J oumal indicates. there is no indication of retraction, 
but simply a supplementary move counteracting its tend
ency as unfolded step by step elsewhere-it was right 
for tlze time, but the time was short. '\Irs. Eddy let the 
"gift" which she had just declared, S.&H. 442 :25-29, 
come from abon to each and everyone of us as indi
viduals and Churches. and immediately the activities 
to the end of dissolving all communion in our cause of 
whatsoen[ nature and kind-church to church . .\lother 
Church to Branch Church. were put into our .\lanual. 



LEAVING FATHER AND MOTHER 

The insrances of past charities (prior to 1908) ant! her 
subsequent charity to the world in the instance of Jan. 
2nd and 9th Sentinels (1909) when she as an individual 
gave five hundred dollars to the Italian earthquake suf
ferers, having nothing to do with our Church activities 
now. as our :\Ianual is our guide. Nor had they ever 
anything to do with Church. as :\lrs. Eddy never brought 
charity into her Church. The beginning of the Preface 
of '\liscellaneous \Vritings shows the ~I rs. Eddy that 
she has approved of for us in accordance with '\liscel
lany 120:1-4. 

"Even unto them will I give in mine house and with
in my walls a place and a name better than of sons and 
of dallghters." Isaiah 56 :5. 

"Behold the man whose name is The Branch; and 
he shall grow up out of his plaN, and he shall build the 
temple of the Lord." Zechariah 6: 12. 
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Chapter X 

THE THREE TABER~ACLES 
"Let us make here three tabernacles; one for thee, ont' 

for .Host'S, and one for Elias," .Hatt. 17 :-1. 
"The ideal man corresponds to creation, to intelligence, 
and to Truth," Science and Health, 517:8 and 9. 

THE (LITTLE) ~IOTHER CHCRCH 

THE FIRST TABERXACLE-(( creation ," S.&H. 517:9 

The (little) 2'Iother Church is the best interpreter 
of the limitations of "~lother." It is lighted by a Je'l:en 
pointed star, and the vestibule leading to l\lother's 
Room (the latter closed in 1908, X ov. 21. 1908, Senti
nel), is also lighted by a se't'en pointed star. 

The ~Iother's Room, as described in "10seph Arm
strong's The ~Iother Church," also 1 anuary and ~Iarch 
1ournals, 1895, contains three pictorial windows-all 
taken from Christ and Christmas: the "Star of Beth
lehem," the first picture in Christ and Christmas; 
"Seeking and Finding," the third picture in Christ and 
Christmas; and the old gentleman listening to the 
little girl's reading of Science and Health, the Je'i:enth 
picture in Christ and Christmas. The latter was the 
limit of ~Iotherhood, as before noted, for ~lotherhood 
taken into eight results disastrously to both ~lother and 
Child; and produces an irresponsible child, demanding 
matter "creation," instead of "intelligence.!! Hence, 
the eighth picture in Christ and Christmas presents the 
fading of symbols, as there are no symbols beyond 
seun, when the Bible-the book of symbols by which 
we have been spiritually taught-is closed. And when 
the Bible, or Principle governing all symbols is closed, 
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it would be most dangerous to deal with symbols with
out Principle. 

The lighting of the main auditorium was suggested 
by the verse in Christ and Christmas accompanying the 
se't'enth picture, Jan. 1895 Journal, p. 409-thus con
firming the above statement about the limits of !\Ioth
erhood, as the lighting of each and all of these "taber
nacles" determine its limits. 

The ~lother's Room is above the auditorium. but 
below the level of the Director's rose window, tYl-'ing 
the City foursquare-really more on the level of the six 
stone waterpots, which are the lower part of the Direc
tors' window, on the floor beneath. 

The fact that the first side of the Ci ty in the Direc
tors' lI'indo'l1.·-the "\Vord"-is illustrated by the Bible 
in the center with the God-crowned 'Voman (with 
twelve stars) on one side. and a cluster of seven stars 
on the other side (the seven stars starttng the symbol, 
with the God-crowned \\Toman with twelve stars on the 
advancing side). shows that while \Voman's Crown 
is twelve stars, se'l'en is the limi t of Bible consciousness. 
The next side "Christ," presents the :Madonna and 
Jesus as its central figure, with Jesus with a lamb in 
his arms on one side, and a Grecian burning lamp on 
the oth~r-human love of "creation" (Eph. 3 :9-AIl 
things are created by Christ Jesus), and "intelligence" 
-the first two steps in "the ideal man," S.&H. 517 :8,9. 
The cross is next presented with palm branches on one 
side and bursted seedy fruit (pomegranates) on the 
other side-the victory over human creation or the 
seed of generation. The Golden Shore of Love, with 
a bundle of wheat on one side (Bread-Truth) and 
clusters of grapes on the other side (\Vine, Love)-the 
Bread and the 'Vine which the Priest of l'vle1chizedek 
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offered Abraham. the First Church in human consciouJ

ness-was the last (fourth) side of the Cin·. The fact 
that "'oman has twelve stars on her head, in basic 
'Ford, the first side of the City and her man child can
not go beyond ser-en, shows that the City foursquare 
must be the embracing c0mp/ement of the set'en stars. 
They are arranged on her head as seun in upper flare 
of her crown and /i1'e bel0u·-the first seven ascension, 
and the second five descens~on. The thoughts ginn in 
these Soles are gained from the J ournals-J an. to .\Iay, 
1895. containing the windows and their descriptions
except some deductions from the Directors' \Yindow 
in harmony with already proved premises. 

The Extension was the full crown of twelve stars. 
which expressed the Tweh'e Tribes-as hinted in the 
address of the incoming President at the dedication, 
and the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in our 
service at our :\nnual Church .\Ieeting. .\Iy. 39 . 
.\fother could never find "her home and heavenly rest," 
Hymn 197. except in the activity of the higher idea for 
which she basically stood, and which she revealed. The 
\Voman crowned with the twelve stars was the great 
wonder that appeared in IJea7.'en, Rev. 12: I. And the 
\Voman bringing forth the man child seemed on a level 
with the wilderness-the habitat of Jesus, Elijah, John 
the Baptist, or manhood too high for ea rth 's concepts. 
And her man child "was caught liP unto God and to 
His throne," Rev. 12 :5. where he found his bride. Rev. 
19:7-9. in the other five stars; and the twelve descend 
as the City foursquare. Our Hymn 197-".\lother·s 
Evening Prayer"-was written in 1893, simultaneously 
with '\1rs. Eddy's giving us Christ and Christmas, but 
not gi\'en us in Church harmony until 1909, after the 
closing of .\Iother·s Room. Heavenly rest could only 
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come to "'oman in the complete activity of idea for 
which she has left us the plan and pattern in the l\lan
ual. 

VESTIBCLE 

Reading the messages of the windows of The (Ii t
tIe) -'lother Church frem left to right (as Joseph Arm
strong's The -'lother Church suggests), we would start 
in the 'restibllie with the double window of Jesus talk
ing to the Samaritan woman at the well of Sychar
who was the first person on earth to acknowledge the 
Christ-about a year and a half before Peter did; and 
the female figure, Jan. Journal. 1895. p. 412. represent
ing the man-Angel bringing the Li ttle Book; showing 
that they are at the same point of illumination-the first 
accepted (and not resisted) impartation to earth from 
heayen after the seventh seal was opened. The woman 
had had six husbands ("Thou hast had five husbands, 
and he whom thou now hast is not thy husband," John 
4:18). all of whom she disclaimed ("I have no hus-

I . 

band," John 4-: 17), and was ready to see the Je'1:enth-
the Christ. (This is also hinted when the Sad
ducees asked Jesus concerning the position of the 
woman in the resurrection that had had Je'1:en husbands 
(l\latt. 22 :23-33; whereupon. he declared her ({resur

rection" in substance, based upon her set'en husbands). 
Dinah was the seventh child of Leah. and the ele\'enth 
child of Jacob. and Jesus typing Joseph (the eleventh 
son) was forced to redeem Dinah in the spot where she 
was defiled by the impure sense of water-Life, Fath
erhood. S.&H. 569: I, 2, Thus this was the human com
plement of his mission. The people of Samaria were 
called "Dinaites." This Samaritan woman saw the 
Je'l.'en of pure manhood-the true sense of Jesus, the 
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masculine representative of "the spiritual idea" (the 
Christ) S.&H. 565. This was on Jesus' return from the 
marriage of Cana of Galilee, where he had turned the· 
water into wine; as he did in this instance, "The woman 
then left her u:aterpr.J/, and went her way into the 'city' 
proclaiming the Christ." So the man-Angel brings the 
Little Book at this point of exalted thought; hence, 
!\1rs. Eddy's first edition is thought to be the highest 
revelation-as perhaps it is-it is :\Jrs. Eddy's o'u:n 

individual vision df the Christ, which like Jesus· vision 
at this point could ha\·e gathered nothing and could 
have saved only itself, as did Enoch, Elijah, etc. 
"'oman, however, must descend with her message to 
the apprehension of others-man being forced to as
cend, to put the underlying arm under mankind; "un
derneath are the everlasting arms," -'loses sang of 
Asher, Deut. 33 :27, ":\foses' Song." The redeemed 
must take up the refrain, as they must sing "the song 
of :\foses the servant of God and the song of the Lamb," 
Rev. 15 :3. 

l\TDITORIC~1 LEVEL 

Then came the four women windows suggested by 
1\1rs. Eddy (Joseph Armstrong's The :\lother Church 
in the chapter on its windows, p. 70) -the :\ladonna 
and child; \Voman anointing Jesus' head; six stone 
waterpots (each a window) with "two or three firkins 
apiece" of water, which Jesus \vas forced to fill to the 
brim literally, as he had done figuratively at Cana of 
Galilee; then his ({resurrection" acknowledged by :Mary 
~1agdalene, with the Bible above-this at the imme
diate left of the readers' platform. The Bible above 
this last picture shows that it was the limit of then
demonstrated-to-human-sense Bible consciousness. A 
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feature of this window is the fact that it is the 
only presentation of Jesus with an upraised right hand; 
in each and every other instance the left hand is raised 
-his raising of J airus' daughter in the rose window of 
The l\lother Church (which was in all of ~1 rs. Eddy's 
early editions of Science and Health and from which 
this picture was partially copied, as Joseph Armstrong 
says in his book entitled "The ~lother Church"); and 
in the second illustration in Christ and Christmas, pic
turing Jesus raising the girl from the coffin-prophe
sied by the identity of age, "sex," etc.. by J airus' 
daughter's healing. \Voman's right hand is always 
raised and used up to the \Voman knocking at the door 
in the tenth picture with her left hand. This has as 
much significance as the sheep on the right and the 
goats on the left, ~1att. 25 :33-sin for which the goat 
stood is healed only by Love. "1'\0 mass for me," is 
the left hand message. 

The next window on the right of the platform was 
the God-crowned \Yoman with Science and Health 
above it, showing the fulfillment of this prophecy; 
thence the six windows under the raising of J ai rus' 
daughter (the latter on balcony level) corresponding 
to the six waterpots under the Directors' window of the 
City foursquare (the latter also on upper balcony le\'el) 
of two standing lamps or torches in the outer two, and 
two large palm branches, one in each of the two center 
windows in a group of six; thence to raising of Lazarus 
from the dead,-remembering this came after healing 
the man born blind from (because OF his human claim 
of origin in ~lother's womb) ; thence to the 7.·estibule 
window on the left from Isa. II :6-"A little child shall 
lead them." Here is a sturdy young child showing 
strength in every portion of his body and face (so dif-
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ferent in character from the usual conception of this 
subject) ; another important point being the detached 
branch of the grape-vine (and not as usually pictured, 
holding a palm branch) which he holds in his right 
hand and rests upon his right shoulder-"the govern
ment shall be upon his shoulder," as Branch-a Branch 
the instrument of his government! Thus ~Irs. Eddy 
left us just outside of ~Iother (in the outgoing-from 
left to right-vestibule) a distinct type of our next 
progressive step as the Branch growing out of the roots 
(not stem) of ~Iotherhood, which Isaiah first defines 
and then illustrates in this eleventh chapter. In round
ing "the gospel of grace in the circle of love," ~Ies. 
1902,2:26-29 and ~Iy. 270:4-13, in .Motherhood, with 
M other's Room just five steps above auditorium lower 
level, and between it and the upper level of the City 
foursquare (the Directors' window-gift of four di
rectors, and not /i'z:e, no redemption yet of the five 
senses, or directors; "when what we erroneousl)· term 
the five physical senses are misdirected," etc.-S.&H. 
274--given us simultaneously with the last statement 
of "the ideal man" and "the ideal woman" in 1907). 
In this Mother's Room, her revelation, Science and 
Health, is the center-piece; whereas on the lower level, 
the Mother's Room is the center-piece (as ~1rs. Eddy 
states in her dedicatory message to The ~lother Church, 
Pul. 8 :26-28: "-even its center-piece-the Mother's 
Room in The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in 
Boston"). The Auditorium level starts with the ~fa
donna typing ~lotherhood· and ends our circle with 
raising Lazarus from the dead-the womb and the 
tomb being the beginning and ending of Motherhood
Motherhood being but "a half a time," Rev. 12: 14, as 
!V1rs. Eddy so clearly saw and Rachel proved, for she 
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(Rachel) could not "'father" Benjamin-passing on 
at his birth. :\ Church as 'lather bears the same lim
itations as a person as 'lother-and a branch gowrned 
by a 'lather Church. the same limi tations as a child 
gonrned by its 'lather-the thought process is the 
same. 'lother's Room was at a point between the two 
le\·els. fi\'e steps above auditorium le\'eL \Yhen this 
room was open. the one in charge was forced "to go to 

'Irs. Eddy's home and remain so long as the latter shall 
desire it .... Breaking this By-Law shall excommuni
cate a member from this Church." 'Ian. 74-th ed., :\rt. 
XX I I. Sec. H. p. 69. This shows how strictly .\lother
hood was guarded before it was translated. It is easy to 
see hmv 'Irs. Eddy could not participate in the build
ing of this memorial by her students, June I R94- J our
nal. p. 94-: 'lay 1895 Journal. "'lather's Visit," and 
why she was forced to guard 'Iotherhood with such 
vigilance and excommunicate enryone who \'iolated its 
major points. as "'Iotherhood" has not within itself the 
defense of the Branch which gro\\'s from the roots of 
divinity. It has a dual position-the ROD which comes 
forth out of the stem of Jesse (man child. in se\'en) ; 
and the Branch that grows out of its "roots." Isa. 11:1. 
as herl·isi0n. in t\\·elve. 

The (little) 'Iother Church. stood for StTen on 
the lower (auditorium) le\'el of the 'lather's Room 
('lather's "place prepared of God" being in the wild
erness in both instances-Rev. I.? :6, H-which was 
figuratively fulfilled by Concord and Brookline-her 
Church affiliation in 'Iotherhood could go demonstra
bly no higher); and f.'i:er.·e, thirteen and fourteen on 
the upper level (balcony). ,Irs. Eddy requested that 
the word "J10ther" be placed on the marble jlof)r at 
the entrance of 'lother's Room, and on the arch abf)'i.·e 
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the gold-knobbed door the word" LO'l:e" (The l\lother 
Church, by Joseph Armstrong, p. 77), as was done; so 
that "l'.lother" of "seven"-"man child"-rested on 
the lower level (wilderness) and Love on the upper 
floor level, as it was above the entrance door to 2'loth
er's Room, which was five steps above the auditorium 
level, and this added to the panel above the door upon 
which "LOVE" appeared, placed it on the upper level, 
as basic idea. ',,"oman appeared in hea'L'en crowned 
with twelve stars, Rev. 12: I, and became :\lother only 
in the wilderness-during the creative period of "the 
ideal man," S.&H. 517:8, 9, there being but one human 
quality at that time therein. The one hundred and 
forty-four lights (the square of twelve) were drawn 
into a SEVEX pointed sun-burst star which lighted the 
auditorium by day with sunshine and light from abo,"e, 
and by night by the one hundred and forty-four electric 
lights; thus, seven was fed by twelve, which necessitat
ed a later Extension. There was a miniature sun-burst 
of a seren pointed star lighting the vestibule between 
the Church auditorium and the .Mother's Room, sym
bolizing that the light of SEVEX only was revealed dem
onstrably between :\lother and its Child. as l'.lother
hood "creation" cannot go beyond "creation," else it 
would not be ''}v[other,'' but "Love," which is not sus
ceptible of human distinction. The symbols must be 
appropriated demonstrably by the human consciousness 
before they disappear, as "Spiritual teaching [to hu
man consciousness] must always be by symbols," S.&H. 
575. 

B.-\LCOXY LEVF.L 

Also the upper In'el from left to right, starts with 
"Love," above ~lother's door, as basic Principle, thence 
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through the double window of John's vision of "Revela
tion" on the Isle of Patmos, one reaches the Directors' 
window of "The Open Book, April Journal, 1895. em
bracing all the steps in the City foursquare. Thence, 
mentally stepping across the desk, on the Bible and 
Science and Health, which are on the balcony level 
(the first being in a separate window above Jesus' resur
rection window; and the latter in the window ABOVE 

the God-crowned \Voman) one comes to Jesus raising 
the DACGHTER of the ruler of the Synagogue (Father's 
daughter in his first (orning, but J.11fJther's daughter in 
his second earning in the clouds of Izea'l:en) in sun-burst 
in the clouds, with tu'e/'t'e descending rays behind Jesus; 
which, of course, glfJri/y him, as he demonstrated but 
seven before his ascension, as evidenced by the SEVE~ 
stars in his right hand in Rev. 1 :20. Note that these 
rays are clearly divided by a center overhead projec
tion into five and seven, see j\farch Journal, 1895-each 
of the five rays broader than each of the seven. This 
window is encircled in light blue (noonday) clouds, 
showing that it is the second coming of Jesus in "the 
clouds of hem'en," 1\1att. 24:30, clouds viewed from the 
point of "descension"; rather than "ascension," when 
they are "obscure, abstract and dark," S.&H. 558. On 
the lower level below this window are the two stand
ing lamps, tablets from the Bible and Science and 
Health, and the tu:o palm leaves in the center. This 
window. both on the lower and on the upper level, was 
the gift of a husband and u:ife. \Vhat could be more 
symbolic? 

Jesus healed Jairus' daughter (the Father of whom 
ruled the Synagogue) alone, being forced first to put 
out the multitude, then the father and mother and his 
disciples (this healing came after he had healed the 
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Issue of blood of the woman who touched the hem 
of his garment-"sex" characterizatiun, or material 
claimed source of generatIOn-:\lotherhuud. The se
quence of this IS the same in all three gospels that record 
it, which is unusual. and assures its true crder.) This 
window was copIed from the picture in all of :\1rs. 
Eddy's early revisiuns of SCIence and Health, except 
the ft-rst. Irs difference being that in the w:ndow its 
serting was a sun-burst of twelve rays in the clouds, 
whereas itwas prenously (in her books) in a roum with 
patterned oriental draperies behind, and a slight diffu
sion of light on the draperies. rather than distinct rays 
from the sun, surrounded by light blue clouds! :\lrs. 
Eddy took this picture out of her Science and Health 
in the 21st edition. putting her own picture (as a usual 
photograph) in its stead, and took the latter out in the 
44th edition, not to appear again until in SCIence and 
Health in the 4th edition in 1907. in which for the first 
time God is given se'1:en synonyms instead of eight, and 
"Being" is reserved to be put into man in the next edi
tion. 5th in 1907. in the reference S.&H. 442 :25-29. 
Also. previously on p. 515 of Science and Health. lines 
16, 17. :\lrs. Eddy had said: "The eternal Elohim has 
created the uni,"erse"; but in this edition in which her 
picture again appears, she says: "The eternal Elohim 
includes the /ore1'er universe." Thus creation or 
:\lotherhood by necessity ceased. and the "Christian" 
features of Christian Science began to rapidly disap
pear, and its "Science" come to the fore-the next 
change after S.&H. 442 :2_:;-29 being eliminatiun of 
"strive" and "meekness" from the sixth tenet, and also 
"Io're one another",' thence 442 :30-32; and then S.&H. 
200 :25-29-gloriiying ] esus, which is illustrated in this 
next to the last window on the upper le7:el. The last on 
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the lower auditorium !e\'el being the raising of Lnarus 
(manhood) from the dead. the upper level. \Yoman
hood. The difference is great between raising \\'oman
hand from sun-burst clouds-manhood being clothed 
in white. with t-,,~·e/'i.·t? rays from the sun (not from a 
star) behind: and manhood clothed in white with a 
black robe OHr his shoulders. raising \\roman from a 
coffin \vith the light only of a st?('en-pointed star. and 
with the resistance of the Pharisee (Church in form) 
behind. as shown in the second picture of Christ and 
Chn·Jtmas. This strikingly shows the difference be
tween st',·t?n and f.u:elre. Jesus raised J airus' daughter 
from the dead and left J airus still a m/er in the Syna
gogue. and it is perhaps his resistance to the true Clu-ist 
healing that obscured the real prophecy which lay in 
what Jesus dio. until its germination in the next to 

highest \\·inorm· in The \lother Church. which is the 
window under discussion. The next to last statement 
in Science and Health in 1908. S.&H. 200 :25-29. ap
peared simultaneouslv with the dissolution of The 
\lnther Church in J 90R. awaiting our readiness to see 
it. and holding us to our aflegiance thereto until we did 
(as in \ly. 360. where \Irs. Eddy holds us to our alleg
iance to The \lother Church arter 1908. for its form 
remained until she pa"sed from us in person without 
making prm'ision for its perpetuity), otherwise \\'e 
would lese the inea. 

The :\"ineteenth Century being the time of the un
foldment of \lntherhood. S.&H. _~~9 :52-2. prepara
tions were being made at its close to the end of giving 
the Branch its actiH. independent place. Thus in IW)8. 
immediately after the gift of the Hall for the Branch 
Church in Concord. the detached branches were put 
on the do~)r in Christ and Christmas in the tenth pic-
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tu re, and the squares under the feet of Woman; also the 
eleventh picture was completely changed-it previously 
having the whole setting of ~lotherhood, its very shape 
suggesting the womb of :Motherhood, whose "man 
child" was "caught up unto God and to His throne, 
etc." Whereupon the two crosses instead of one-the 
latter the dark cross-were added in 1898; and the 
vicarious l\.10therhood of doing everything for us 
ceased; after which, the whole "Word" began to take 
on more affirmative and assuring proportions (instanced 
by l\.ly. 210:1-17, and the coming of the Bride and fall 
of the Babylonish woman, :\ly. 125, 1 26--both in 1899), 
as the struggle of l\.lotherhood did not have to be re
peated, and yet the human sensibilities must be denied, 
else the dark cross must be borne. :\lotherhood up to 
this time had covered the sodded dark cross which we 
now have in the eleventh picture with f/o'U:ers, giving 
us this as our only cross; but now lifts her flowers to 
grow in light and not in soil (Mother-earth), as soil 
is mother to the flowers, the same as womb is mother to 
humanity. The flowers in our now eleventh picture 
grow in light descending from God out of heaven on 
light/ and have no human generation nor germination 
-"every plant of the field before it was in the earth," 
Gen. 2:5; flowers thus grown cover the cross of resur
rection, in J ine with the open grave to the right. \Vhen 
human birth ceases, human death will be conquered, 
and never before. The flowers growing in light and not 
in soil necessitated the Extension, as subsequently de
scribed, and everything tended to that point. 

Thus The (little) .\lother Church on the auditorium 
level begins with l\.lotherhood, and rounds a circle 
which ends with the raising of Lazarus from the dead; 
and, on the upper level, rounds a circle beginning with 
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St. ] ohn's revelation and ending with the raising of the 
seven to the value of twelve demonstrably. Then to 
thirteen and fourteen, in the sense that the next win
dows to the raising of Jairus' daughter in twelve, as 
above described, and the last in the circle in the upper 
auditorium, were twin windows. The first showed the 
Bible and Science and Health CLOSED, the latter rest
ing on the Bible (the Bible foundation-S.&H. 269: 
22-25-"proceeds from," S.&H. 583 :13; and Science 
and Health "rests upon," S.&H. 583: 13), surrounded 
by thirteen scintillating rays of light-a step beyond 
the healing in twelve; and in the second of the twin 
windows was a clear circle the same size as the other, 
with nothing fu:ithin it. This last is the message of four
teen, or spiritual ~lotherhood for which Jacob worked 
fourteen years, and for which :\1 rs. Eddy worked twelve 
years to establish it in the consciousness of the approxi
mately twelve hundred, Pul. 25 :8, 9, that sat in The 
(little) ~lother Church auditorium, on a level with 
seven, being fed by fourteen. The clear ci rcle showed 
that the Spirit had dissipated the symbols of even the 
upper level (which is suggested by the scrolls that suc
ceed both books in Christ and Christmas), the additional 
five were ready to feed the five thousand in the wilder
ness, with the five loaves and two fishes multiplied frem 
ab07:e-the five disciples under the direction of ] ems 
(prefiguring the five Directors) gave the food to the 
people. "Give ye them to eat," Luke 9 :13. In the 6th 
chapter of John. two of the disciples are accounted for, 
Philip and Andrew are mentioned, and undoubtedly 
Peter, James and John were with him-thus these five 
constantly attended him, particularly the last three. So 
the spirit of the Extension, in line with the formation 
of the last Association which stood by the building of 
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the Extension-General Teachers' Association-in 
which the seven Teachers out of twelve Executive :\Iem
bers were not needed for a quorum to act-was, "Give 
)'e them to eat" (in the 'ti.:ilderness, for this was always 
the setting fer supply from above; notably the manna 
and Jesus' feeding of the multitudes twice. Only two 
other than wilderneSS-Darn children reached the Prom
ised Land-J oshua, an Israeli te, and Caleb, a foreigner, 
showing its possibility, and that too that it is not de
pendent upon /0rm-preparation). 1\1rs. Eddy had been 
forty years in the wilderness when the Extension was 
dedicated-1866 to 1906, and, so long as she was with 
us, in the wilderness thereafter (as :\lother is iounding 
was never out of the wilderness-Rev. 12 :6, 14). she 
blessed the five loaves and the two fishes with which 
the multitude in the wilderness were fed-through her 
disciples (agents), the Directors; and the full twelve 
baskets were taken up for the branches, in the sense of 
Church being thereby completed in :\Iotherhood. Both 
the little :\Iother and the big Extension were built in 
circles, the two clasping hands behind the desks of each, 
the Extension being three steps in descent from The 
(little) :\Iether Church, or the son sitting down in the 
circle while :\Iother stood in the circle, the Church 
founding of the ninth picture in Christ and Christmas. 
The square of the circle must come in Branch. as both 
:\Iother, "creation," and Son, "intelligence "-"J esus, 
the highest human corporeal concept, etc.," S.&H. 589. 
and intelligence being the highest human concept in 
"the ideal man." S.&H. 517 :8. 9-were in the circle. 
But the third tabernacle in "the ideal man," S.&H. 517: 
8-10, "Truth" (the Branch), must be the square of this 
circle, and is so pictured by the square in the tenth 
picture of Christ and Christmas, that :\Irs. Eddy calls 
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"Truth." \\'hiL'h ~t.lnds n/r,Tle on the Slluare, knocking 

on the detached Branch, J/r,tlll'r and mnTl child must 
be wed. as in the types of the t\\'O Churches. ioined to
gether at the direct point of their "altars." and as iI:us
trated in the ninth picture of Christ and Christmas 
where :\Iother and son. S,&H, ~6~ :6-1~. clasp h:1nds 
and unite the message of "Christian" and "Science," 

This is indicated by the scroll. and as pictured in the 
first t\\'in window of the closed books on the upper 
circle of The (little) :\Iother Church with its thirteen 
scintillating rays-as Jesus and :\1 rs, Eddy \\"Cre al
ways in thirteen and their message fourteen-uni\'ersal. 
\lother and son had heen in the same circle in The 
(little) :\Iother Church--son and :\[other in the seven 
below. with :\Iother's room fi\'e steps abm'e auditorium. 
and Lo\'e in the upper circle with twelve. thirteen and 
fourteen, The senn-pcinterl sun-burst lighting. fed by 
1++ lights-the square of 1,,:I'Ii't': the h .. :I'/;-" stars in the 
Directors' rose window: the healing in h":l'hl' of J:1irus' 
daughter: and Ihi,'lenl and (,,/I,.INTI in idea of the closed 
books: all fed the !o\\'er !e\'l~! of :\lr;therhooc! in se\'en. 
as hefore noted, 

The Directcrs' room was on the lower le\'el in b:Hh 
edifices. "e/o7;.' the J/"Iher's R"ol11. and below "The lit
tle child shall lead them," The Directors were always 
on the leyel in Church with the world. with a real estate 
trust entirely nutside of Church (this trust ha\'ing been 
giyen them on Sept. 1. 1 R9l. and the Church net formed 
unti I Sept. l~, 1 89l \. :\nd as members of The :\ lot'1er 
Church (and stn,. members-that is. the first {r,/I,. were. 
as there \\'ere but four until the ne\\' formation in 1 C)O~, 

first :\Ianual lRth. just before :\Irs. Eddy dropped the 
title of ":\lother." called out the General Teachers' 
:\.ssociaticn. and ga\'e us "Healing Is Better Than 
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Teaching"-all in the next :\lanual in 1903-the 29th). 
Thus the Directors were the medium through which 
the world sought the Church (their almost exclusively 
undirected province being to admit and reject appli
cants for membership and put on probation or excom
municate those breaking the By-Laws) -in other \\'ords, 
the ingress and egress of the Church. They never had 
anything to do with Branch government, and even in 
the office of admitting and rejecting members, Branch 
membership had no direct bearing thereupun-as many 
applicants were accepted without Branch affiliation, 
and many rejected with Branch affiliation. So, in this 
way, they were a channel only between the world and 
the Church, and, since the l'lanual has become inoper
able with reference to The ~lother Church, they still 
have the same position of standing between the world 
and the Church as the custodians of the last sacred 
bequests of ~lotherhood-not under the l\lanual, but 
under the laws of the land; for theirs is a legal trust as 
Art. XXIV, Sec. 2, p. 75, shows. Koone can rise in 
our Cniversal Church, we must all descend to the world 
(as does our light) and the Directors, as merely agents 
for the performance of 1\lrs. Eddy's expressed charges, 
could never succeed her. :\.lrs. Eddy gave them thei r 
names, "Directors," and redeemed the five senses, S.&H. 
274 :3, 17, 18, in 1907, a year after the dedication of the 
Extension. And if this bears any analogy to her sym
bolic concept of the Directors in Church, ~lrs. Eddy 
redeemed this office at the same time, before she dissi
pated The (visi ble) ~lother Church, thus leaving them 
as a redeemed-in-the-world concept for their sacred 
trust of "God's acres," ~fis. 140. However, Directors 
never own their trusts, but are always agents or mediums 
for an o't'eriying activity to the end of their purpose. 
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They have their function and trust, but nothing to do 
with the Branches, as will be shown by the next chap
ter. The Directors' room was directly under the 
~lother's Room, and could never be on the level with 
it. "Spiritual teaching must always be by symbols," 
S.&H.575. 

1\lrs. Eddy's plan for the branches was that they 
should continue with their ou:n forms of government 
Sec. 6, p. 72; then "present form of government in con
sonance with The l'lother Church :\lanual," :\lan. 72: 
19-24; having no connection with the Board of Direc
tors or The l'lother Church in point of "control" or 
direction which Art. XXIII, Sec. 1, p. 70, FORBIDS. As 
noted so often before, the sturdy, abnormally muscular, 
young child presentation of Isa. 11 :6, "And a little 
child shall lead them," in the vestibule after leaving 
the auditorium in the left-to-right process, tenderly 
embraces the lion ("the lion of the tribe of Judah" 
S.&H. 514:10). This is in type our ~\fanllal, as 1\lrs. 
Eddy originally gave it to those Scientists who had not 
measured up to the Ten Commandments and Christ's 
Sermon on the 2'lount ("whose growth is taking in the 
Ten Commandments, and scaling the steep ascent of 
Christ's sermon on the 2'lount," !\ly. 229) and lamented 
this necessity. The article is entitled "l\lental Diges
tion," and this is 1\lrs. Eddy's demand for the Branch, 
that it will mentall;, digest the food the :\lanual offers, 
and not allow some one to do it for them. Others can 
feed us, but no one digest our food but us. 1\1 rs. Eddy 
does not call it ":\lental Food," but "l\lental Digestion." 

Ko doubt but that the Directors had their symbolic 
position in The (little) 2'lother Church, as four, and 
the Extension as five, but this passed into idea when 
The :\lother Church thus passed, and we were given 
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that idea betore the symbol dIsappeared. In the sense 
of \1rs. Eddy's redemptIOn of the t1\'e senses. S.&H .. 
p . .?7+. lines 3. 17. 1~. simultaneously with her gi\'ing 
us the final sta(ement oi "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman." S.&H. 517 :8-10. in 1907. as prenously elab
orated. This and the simuJralleuus and sUbsequent 
changes that were made in our text-book turned us to 

heaven (consCIousness ot what was WrI [ten for our 
Branch demonsrrauGn). Heaven is \1 ind; earth is 
body! 

Our now regIme IS. "Heaiing Is Better Than Teach
ing." and this is the spIrit of the redemptIon of the fiye 
senses. The Concurd Branch Church plcrorially gi\'es 
us the pattern lOr our next step in its healing windows. 
superseding the abstract hCf/,'ell/Y reachiflg ot the Ex
tensIOn. as subsequerHlY unfclded. The healing in 
t'i.i:eh .. e" rather than the healing in se,'eTl t! \\'hen ,\1 rs. 
Eddy spoke of healifl~ by teachillg and teaching by 
healing. \lis, p. 358 :+-b. "Healing and Teaching" were 
the tirle of the same chapter. as this article was wnrren 
in 18iN. \\'hen '\1rs. Eddy ga\'e liS the City toursquare. 
in UN I. they werL separated. and '\lrs. Eddy declares 
in the Sentinel of June 30. IlJ06. p. 100: "Teaching and 
healing are separate deparrments." Thus the line was 
drawn between seven (teaching) and five (healing)
the latter. the redemption of sense testimony.--tweh'e. 
the sum of the entire process. coming from Thi rteen. 
Principle. and Fcurteen. LO\·e. which are inseparable. 

In the Sept. 3. 190.1. SentInel is a description of the 
windows and their les~ons in the Concord Branch-the 
impress of which is healing-instantaneous healing! 
~Iis. 355:6-8; S.&H. 365:15-19.-which can be done in 

• Christ. 
t Jesus. 
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f7.i.·d"t' nnly.-the spiritual '0nJt'i r.I/IJTless ("sensibly 
/<,/t," {'no 7":f)-I.?) of the truths \\'e declare. or descend
ing lil!ht fr')m hea\'en- Pllt fr,\m hooks nOr othn teach
ing. Thi;; \lr~. Ed\iy shows. in the last \\·inr!n\\' nn the 
upper lenl of The (little) ~lother Church in the c1()~ed 
books with the thirteen scintillations of light surround
ing them and in the twin window. the empt\' (to human 
sense) circle filled \\'ith the consciousness of the srir
itu;ll idea. JIIpf'lJrft,d In- what we ha\'e ,'e(/t! and Sf'ldit,d, 

ann m(~q of all (/I'repled into our own li\'es! This i, ·he 
\'oice of the scroll in the \\'oman's hand. "'ith the light 
of di\'inity behind. knocking at the Branch in Christ 
and Christmas, There are no books beyond the eighth 
picture-\\'omanhood !-and the rule is gi\'en us in all 
of ~1rs. Eddy's ItlJI teachings in the Twentieth Cen
tury-particularly. the l:1~t t\\"o statements in Chris(an 
Science Practice. ~.&H. ++.? ::?:;-:?9. 30-3:? Sah'ation 
a gift and not a labor. and we a "law unto" ourseh'es! 
This is the new connant! Heb. 8 :8-10: ~Ian. A.rt. 
XXI I I. Secs. 1. 6, 

Lest we might hear too much nn earth "to listen for 
His \'oice. lest our footsteps stray." Hymn 161. ~frs. 

Eddy ga\'e us the "art" of Christian ~cience (the art 
of idea. that no one can see except through id<'a, and 
that. \\"hen once seen. can ne\'er be humanly tempered 
hy "opinions") in Christ and Chri;;tm:1s-the spirit
ually organized Church. which portrays her eYer\' spir
itual e\'(\luti(\n or re\'elation: and in the "'indo,,';; ;lnd 
lighting of her Churches. which portra\, each human 
foctstep implanted in the di\'ine renaled steps-using 
the same steps and path. and not trying to make the 
steps all ()\'er! "Human footsteps" in coincinence with 
the di\'ine become "Footsteps of Truth" and ~I rs. Eddy 
has so characterized them in the chapter under the last 
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named title in which the human is so conspicuously set 
forth in Science and Health. "Above the fogs of sense 
and storms of passion, Christian Science and its art will 
rise triumphant," ~Iis. 374. "Eye hath not seen" it 
until eye is redeemed to "spi ri tual discernment." As 
"sight" is the highest human sensibility, ~1rs. Eddy has 
left her highest spiritual truths in the "art of Christian 
Science," l\1is. 374, awaiting the redemption of this 
faculty to the discernment of idea-"spiritual discern
ment," S.&H. 586 :3-the inner eye-typed by the seven 
eyes of the Lamb of God,-"the se'ven spirits of God," 
Rev. 5 :6, of which !\'1rs. Eddy hints as her medium, 
:\1is. 58: 10-16; 347: 11, 12. The beasts, Rev. 4 :8, claim 
to have eyes 'U'ithin, and their claims will never be met 
with the outer eye until it is governed entirely by the 
znner eye. 

The comparison of the second picture in Christ and 
Christmas: 1 esus raising the girl from the coffin, in the 
light of the seun pointed star, and next to last picture 
of The (little) ~Iother Church on the upper level-
1 esus raising the Synagogue Ruler's daughter, in the sun 
burst in the clouds from heaven in the light of the twelve 
descending rays from the sun,-will show the distinc
tion between the healing in set'en, and the healing in 
t'U'eft'e,' the former the healing of body, the latter the 
spiritual quickening of ,\r omanhood. :\1an with the 
seven stars in his right hand, Rev. 1 :20, and \Voman 
croru:ned ("crowned" means accomplished) with tru:el've 
stars show the difference between 1 esus' first coming, 
and his second coming, Ret. 70 :21-22-the difference 
between the mission of man and Woman, wholly apart 
from sex, but symbolized thereby. 

This healing in t'U'eft'e, which is the healing by 
\Voman, generic man, S.&H. 561 :22, without doubt 
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can be seen in comparing the chapters of Science and 
Health with the pictures of Christ and Christmas (not 
the verses, as ~1rs. Eddy has used two verses at a time 
in two or three instances to illustrate the same picture). 
The chapter in Science and Health "Prayer," corre
sponding to the first picture (in the 1910 edition as Mrs. 
Eddy left it), would show a quick identity, and the tWO 
forms of prayer-one petitional, as the Holy Family 
bowing beneath the Star. and the \Voman's head 
crowned with manhood-the Twelve Tribes, S.&H. 
562, on a level with the star, bowing O'l:er her problem
one ascending to the Star, the other descending from 
it. The second chapter of Science and Health, "Atone
ment and Eucharist." corresponds to picture two: ] esus 
presenting the Atonement, and the Pharisee or form, 
the Eucharist. The third chapter of Science and Health, 
"~larriage." corresponds to the third picture: the effort 
is to wed re\·elation (\Voman) to reason. the symbolic 
relationships of the Bible (man) as foundation,-the 
serpent that claimed to separate them hissing at the 
process. The fourth chapter of Science and Health, 
"Christian Science versu~ Spiritualism," corresponds 
to the fourth picture, the "Christian" association of 
man to man as separate finite spirits. each communing 
with the other on a plane of "love one another." which 
~lrs. Eddy dropped from the sixth tenet-"The inter
communion is always from God to His idea man," S. 
&H. 28-+. "Scientific thoughts are true thoughts. pass
ing from God to man." S.&H. 10-+:1. 2. :\lrs. Eddy 
shows clearly. by her choice of Glossary Bible bases for 
this picture in back of Christ and Christmas, that such 
gatherings reverse this process. The fifth chapter in 
Science and Health. ":\nimal :\lagnetism Cnmasked," 
corresponds to the fifth picture in Christ and Christ-
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mas, as evidenced by the grave of the m'oness of man 
and \\' oman-"The two wi messes," Rev. 11, and thei r 
rising above it into oneness. A.nimal ~lagnetism is the 
claimed m'oness of Being or position. The sixth chap
ter in Science and Health, "Science, Theology and 
~ledicine," corresponds to the sixth picture in Christ 
and Christmas-the ministering \,"uman, "Science"; 
the man, Theology; and the dark gowned 'Yoman, 
~ledicine, petitIOn. material ministration. The seventh 
chapter of Science and Health, "Physiology." curre
sponds to the sevenrh picrure-"Science of the func
tions vf man" (Dictiunary). The Bible certainly un
folds this in its moral relationships, and the Theology 
that makes murral man as conscious of his moral or 
functiunal defects as ~lateria ~ledica makes him of 
his physical, is closed before the revelation of man's 
immortal perfection as idea. (S.&H. I L;-"~Ioral" 
-shows there is no healing in the moral-"love. health, 
holiness," comes in the "spiritual," next page.) The 
eighth picture in Christ and Christmas corresponds to 

"Footsteps of Truth". In proportion as "human foot
steps" are taken within the im-prints of the re\'elations 
of God through the Bible and Science and Health (wed
ding of the human consciuusness to the divine. as typed 
by the Extension as subsequently unfolded) -rather 
than through new inspirational paths on earth sought 
despite their divergence therefrom ("The steps of 
a goud man are ordered by the Lord"; "In all thy 
\\'ays. acknu\dedge Him [His re\'ealed laws] and He 
shail di rect thy paths") -the human consciuusness yields 
wholly to the divine. and the symbols upon which the 
human consciousness learns its thought lesson5 yield 
wholly to idea. Truth. The ninth chapter in ~cience 
and Health. "CreatlOn," corresponds to the ninth pic-
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ture in Christ and Christmas-:\lotherhood becomes 
one with its idea. Truth: ":\lind, :\lother, :\lan" being 
the subject of this picture. and the Glossary. Jesus' re
pudiation of human :\lotherhood. Thus :\lotherhood 
ends when "Creation" ends. The tenth chapter in 
Science and Health. "Science at Being." corresponds 
to the tenth picture-the "Science of Being" is of neces
sitya re\·elation directly from heaven standing on the 
squared" platifj,.,ll" of Christian Science. bringing the 
ill/tlllibility of divine metaphysics, S.&H. 330. with its 
thirty-t"':o squares (S.&H. 330-3+0-Platform of Chris
tian Science). The ele\'enth picture being a dual pic
ture. ascending and descending. corresponds to two 
chapters-the first. "Some Objections ;\nswered." 
which are the sole messages of the crosses and crown. 
\'"ere there no objections to be answered. nor resistances 
in our own consciousness. there would be no crosses nor 
crowns-e\'en Jesus met the objections from his own 
humanity which made it possible for him to see cur 
need and accept what seemed to be an outside element. 
The black birds type our own rann (human reason) or 
sparrow (warring) concepts. The descending portion 
cf this picture corresponds to "Christian Science Prac
tice" in TWEl'\"E-it is the twelfth chapter and the 
twelfth position in Christ and Christmas. This is the 
heritage of the Branch. corning directly down from 
abon. The Branch Church must do its instantaneolls 
healing in tweln. This is the sun burst from which the 
white bird is bringing its message of peace and the mes
sage of the last two provisions in "Christian Science 
Practice," given us in 1907 and 1908. (S.&H. ++2 :25-
29; 30-32). when :\lother through Extension was vield
ing to Branch. The thirteenth chapter in Science and 
Health. "Christian Science Teaching," corresponds to 
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the last stanza of Christ and Christmas. on p. S7-after 
even the Glossary of Christ and Christmas. as even that 
is human teaching. "And he that overcometh. and 
keepeth my works unto the end. to him will I give power 
over the x.-\TIoxs." This is the promise as the result of 
growing from the r00ts and not from the stem of Jesse. 
The white bird brings the Branch from hem·en. and 
the power over the XATIOXS corresponds to the 22nd 
chapter of Revelations: "the leaves of the tree were for 
the healing of the Sati0ns. not churches. But the water, 
:\Iind-S.&H. 507 :3. that bathes the roots of this tree 
come "out of the throne of God and of the Lamb." Rev. 
22: I. and is not the impartation of any personal teach
ing, nor book teaching. Teaching ends in se'i.'en. and the 
healing in iu:eI7.'e must be done on a higher basis; so the 
concession provided for refuge in personal teaching 
ends when the problem demands a higher handling. S. 
&H. 464: 13-:?0. Heb. 8 :8-13 contrasts the message of 
the Xineteenth and Twentieth Centuries; teaching and 
healing; seven and tweh'e! "They shall not teach every 
man his neighbor. and every man his brother. saying, 
Know the Lord. for they shall all know me, from the 
least of them to the greatest.·' 

Hence, teaching. rather the possibility of its per
petuity as an increasing function. passed into idea with 
The :\Iother Church in the "passing" of :\Irs. Eddy, 
as ~Iother, the first and last President of the :\Iassachu
setts :\letaphysical College-:\lotherhood and Teaching 
being one. For what mother does not teach? and when 
teaching ceases, :\lotherhood ceases and vice versa. Of 
course. :\1 rs. Eddy never abrogated what had already 
been done. hence. teachers were left to rise to their 
higher privilege. ~Iay not this have been why :\Irs. 
Eddy announced only silently her purpose in her l\fan-
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ual provisions-or rather prohibitions and limitations 
of the authority of the Board of Directors-not disturb
ing what had been done. but prohibiting its future 
occurrence?* This was her way-never to destroy. abro
gate. but to let the next step be a higher privilege and 
evolution. However. we may be assured that The (little) 
~lother Church was not closed until its upper level 
press~d for fulfillment. as all personal symbolism dis
appeared in the Extension-it stood for the teaching of 
the descending idea. the the. "Give ye them to eat" 
without depletion-the twelve basketsful remaining. for 
the source was divinity-the healing of twelve. based 
on the A.ssociation behind it. whose quorum was five, 
and although a "General Teachers' Association." no 
teachers were necessary for a quorum. but the C. S. B.·s 
who had ne\'er taught-thei r message remaining in 
~lind without human adaptation. ~lrs. Eddy's last in
struction for teaching was gi\'en on p. 36+ of ~ly .. 
"And he should tearh his students to defend themselves 
from all evil. and to HL\L THE SICK. by recognizing the 
supremacy and all ness of good" (Healing and Teach
ing in Tu:ehe). This was given us in the Christian 
Science Sentinel. .:\ ov. 13. 1909. perhaps simultaneously 
with the statement on p. 265 :20-22 of Science and 
Health: "error is unreal and OBSOLETE." as this was the 
last textual change made in our text-book. and that in 
1909. S.&H. 99:13-17; 103:15-17 and 265:20-22. were 
all added in 1909. as before noted. ""ith this heritage. 
can we not let the ~lotherhood in idea. whose limit 
is seven and whose dwelling is the wilderness. depart 
as she has provided. and accept the heritage of twelve 
that is expressed in the City foursquare. which is 

* Thus allowing them to respond to God's determination. as d:e\' 
rightfully did in 1912 at the passing of Stephen A. Chase, a Director .. 
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the upper level of the closed little .\Iother Church? 
'\lotherhood translated into "Lon" (as ,\1 rs. Eddy had 
planned in the entrance to her room, as before noted) 
ready to wed "its ov.:n spiritual idea" (Branch) ! S.&H. 
)/ ). 

"On the swift pinions of spiritual thought, man rises 
above the letter~ law~ or 11I0rale, of the inspired \Yord 
[the only other place '\lrs. Eddy uses "the inspired 
\Yord" than S.&H. +97 and +6]. to the spi,·it of Truth 
-whereby the Science is reached that demonstrates 
God," .\Iy. 238. This is the interpretation of the closed 
books in one ci rcle and seemingly empty ci rcle in the 
twin windows in the north gallery of The (little) 
.\lother Church after the healing in f.-u:elI"e in the rais
ing of Jairus' daughter is reached! "Based upon its 
di\'ine P-rinciple, LO\'e, underlying, O\'erlying, and en
compassing all true being," S.&H. +96:18, 19. 

Thus Genesis is underlying, the :\pocalypse is over
lying and encompassing; and the Glossary translates 
"things into thoughts," ann exchanges "the objects of 
sense for the ideas cf Sou!." S.&H. 269: 1-', 16. being 
an open door by which the human consciousness can 
lay aside its symbols in their function in idea, and rea
lize the underlying Princi pIe and overlying and en
compassing LO\'e-none of which processes can be 
symbolized. as they are the clear circle of the spi ritual 
idea which has animated the f.1i:eh:e pictured processes! 

'\Irs. Eddy was always in THIRTHX (wilderness), or 
FOl'RTEEX, as was Jesus. so far as their individual reve
lations were concerned. but were forced to come down 
to the lenl of the highest demonstration of channels or 
links for their message to reach humanity. Had Judas, 
Jesus' own tribe. prond true. Jesus could have revealed 
Thi rteen and Fourteen to humanity as Jacob and Rachel 
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had pretigured, ] acob worked fourteen years for Ra
chel~ who meant "ewe; sheep," As we all doubtless 
know a sheep can ne\'er be dri\'cn, but must be led,' 
whereas a goat claims initiati\'e of its own and types 
sin, Thus originated the "scape-goat" ceremony, and 
Jesus' use of sheep and goats, ~latt. 25 :33, So Rachel 
was a type of oneness with God, as was .-\bel, who chose 
for his offenng a type of his own mentality, This was 
~1 rs, Eddy's posi tion in ~lind; and Jesus typed the 
Lamb of God-their leading always tram above, 

Thus had ~lrs, Eddy's fosrer-son, Dr. Foster-Eddy, 
typing the son of regeneration, whom she re-named Ben
jamin (as evidenced by her \Yill in the ;\ppendix cf 
these Soles), been able to stand in ChI/rill, it would 
have doubtless spared her all of her final struggles inci
dent upon her puttIng herself into the Branch "before 
the time" of our understanding, to complete the crown 
of ~lotherh()od, for which the Extellslon was Lindoubt
edly buiJt, Her SOil, Dr. Ebenezer (Benjamin) Foster
Eddy, was one of the t-...·ehe S[(lrs upon which The 
~lothcr Church was founded, and his star was removed 
prior to the remuval of his name from The ~1()ther 
Church; as will be seen by the tenth ~1anual as com
pared with the first. 

So, as Jesus was forced to pur himself into organized 
Church (Twelve) and be cruci ned by it, \1 rs, Eddy 
was forced to do the same, before the time of her neces
sity was understcod; and yet, The (little) ~lother 

Church windows on the upper level ("upper chamber") 
evidence the fact that she did eat the passfJ1'er with her 
disciples as a Thirteenth (wilderness) element which is 
never separated from Fourteen, Love, ~Irs, Eddy's last 
two windows on the upper level shOWing Thirteen and 
Fourteen-J esus raising J airus' daughter, with twelve 
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large golden rays behind. he the thirteenth, and Jairus' 
daughter the fourteenth demand upon him-the healing 
of Church-the daughter even of the ruler of the Syna
gogue. The next windows were the twin windows of 
the closed books, scintillating thirteen rays, and the 
clear circle-fourteen. The lower level of the audi
torium might be compared to the man bearing the 
pitcher of ru:ater, as typed by the Samaritan woman and 
Jesus at the well of Sychar, in the first window at the 
left entrance; and the six water-pots (each resting on a 
square and with a square resting on each of the water
pots from above) di rectly under the window of TWELVE 

-the Directors' window of "The Open Book." unfold
ing the four sides of the City foursquare. surrounded 
by twelve stars; "The Open Book." Science and Health, 
being the thirteenth * element. Thence across the open 
Bible and Science and Health (the Bible in the small 
windo,,: above the resurrection window; and Science 
and Health in the small window above the God-crowned 
\'Toman. the symbolic windows on the lower level). the 
open books in separate windows on the balcony level; 
thence to the window of the sun burst of twelve golden 
rays behind Jesus and J ai rus' daughter-the whole in
set surrol!nded by beautiful noonday blue clouds-un
mistakably fourteen elements involved; thence to closed 
books surrounded by thirteen scintillating rays. and the 
clear ci rcle of the spi ri tual consciousness of FOCRTEEX! 

Thus the tweh'e hundred (seating capacity of The 
.:\lother Church) were founded on seven. and fed by 
fourteen. which could not have failed to take us to 
fourteen by way of the Extension. and of individual 
Branch. as City foursquare in twelve, fed by THIRTEE~ 

• For Science and Health Iring on top of the Bible scintillated 
thirteen rays, 
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and FOCRIEEX in the sense of "And I saw no tern pIe 
therein: for the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are 
the temple of it," Re\". 21 :23-Thirteen (the Lamb) 
and FOl-RIEEX, the Lord God Almighty, which ~lrs. 

Eddy correlates on pp. 576, 577 of S.&H., particularly 
577 :+-1 I. Thus we go from the first tabernacle in ideal 
man "creation," "motherhood" to the second tabernacle, 
"intelligence"-the Extension. 

THE EXTE~SIOl' 

THE SECOXD T.\BERXACLE-"intelligence," 

S.&H. 517:9 

The following is the general trend of the impersonal 
symbolism of the Extension, illustrating the u:ilderness 
(purified human consciousness, as typed by the Lamb 
-purified of all fleshly or carnal desire that claims to 
'Iud it to mortality) rejoicing and blossoming "as the 
rose," Isa. 35: I, 2 .. , It shall blossom abundantly"-the 
Extension is conspicuously abundant in flowers and par
ticularly prodigal in roses, the windows and the huge 
arches being studded overhead with roses and flowers 
in many designs- -the roses being everywhere most fav
ored for decorative symbolism. "And rejf)ice with 
joy and singing"-this joy and singing is symbolized by 
the two windows, one on either side of the St. Paul 
entrance to the Extension-reallv the front entrance 
with reference to being nearly opposite to the rear of 
the Church-each covered with a music book under 
which is a laurel wreath and two olive branches with 
two crossed horns of joy beneath-all tied to a descend
ing olive branch with a profuse bunch of olive leaves 
and berries at the lowest point. The entire foundation 
seemed to be a descending olive branch (throughout 
the entire church this order is preserved of presenting 
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the olive branch foundations of the windows, as de
scending olive branches); beneath all of which is a 
blank inscription bordered with conventional leaves. 
The staff, lines and notes on this song book are so plainly 
visible from the outside that they can be thus copied. 
This same symbol appears as both borders of one of the 
two symbolic windows alternatingly recurring in the 
rounding ten windows on the sides of the auditorium, 
five in each of the two divisions. "The glory of Leb
anon shall be given unto it"-Lebanon means "'/.i.·hite," 
and the entire church edifice bears out this svmbolism 
-"E\'erywhere within the building where conditions 
permit it white marble was used," \ly. 69:12-15-no 
colors appearing anywhere, as it is lighted from heaven 
in eight-:\sher-with no divided rays. These were 
left in se\'en when the star loses its points as in Christ 
and Christmas \'erse to se'l'enth picture, "The excel
lency of CarmeJ"-which means "fruitful place," evi
denced by conspicuous festoons of fruit of many 
descriptions-grapes, pears, quinces, oranges, apples, 
pineapples, etc., etc., over the windows on the street 
level. on the exterior, and over the exterior of the doors, 
as well as carved in man\" fashions in the auditorium, 
and in the borders of the windows-the church abound
ing and overflowing in horns of plenty or cornucopias of 
fruit, Carmel also means "circumcised Lamb," which 
is quite interesting to contemplate in connection with 
its being synonymous with great fruitflllness-the puri
fied human consciousness typed by the Lamb is fruitful 
only in the wilderness. The Extension is symbolic of 
the marriage of the Bride (\\'ord) and the Lamb. 
":\nd Sharon"-Sharon is a very rich plain noted for 
its roses, to which \Irs. Eddy alludes in Christ and 
Christmas in the verse which correlates the sixth pic-
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ture "Christian Science Healing," turning man from 
the so-called pleasures of sense as typed by the ., Eve" 
wife and pointing him to heavenly joys which make 
the desert "to bud and blossom as the rose," "For Shar
on's rose must bud and bloom in human heart"-the 
purified Lamb, wilderness ~lis. 81 :n-30. The prodi
gality of the rose decorations suggests immediately the 
chapter from which this quotatIOn is being made. "They 
shall see the glory of the Lord, and the excellency of 
our God"-the Bride, the \Yord, S.&H. 575:1-6; 576: 
10, II, correlated by 577:4--11, making the Lord God 
:\.lmighty the Bride; John I : I, stating that God is "the 
\\'ord"; and ~ly. 125 :26, stating that "the \\'ord" is 
the Bride. 

This Extension is further characterized bv the .;+th 
chapter of Isaiah, verses 1-5, 10-15 and 17, which was 
read at the :\nnual ~leeting the day after the dedica~ 
tion in connection with Rev. 19: I, 6-9-the marriage of 
the Bride and the Lamb (the first occasion when only 
members of The .\lother Church were present, the pre
vious services at the dedication on the day before being 
open to even non-Scientists). The above named 5+th 
chapter of Isaiah (particularly the porti()ns cited, verses 
1-5, 10-15 and 17) describes in minutia the entire sym
bolism of the Extension, being addressed to the barren 
-"wilderness": "Sing, 0 barren, thou that didst not 
bear [unfruitful in material sense]; break forth into 
sinyiTl9 thou that didst not travail with child: for more 
are the children of the desolate than the children of the 
marned wife" (married to sense testimony until re
deemed in City foursquare, which was the Branch un
foldment). ~1rs. Eddy had not yet redeemed the rive 
physical senses, as previously noted, by adding the word 
"Cnnecessary" to line 3, and "erroneously" and "misdi-
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rected" to lines 17, 18, p. 274, S.& H.; as the dedication 
of the Extension was in 1906. and the latter changes were 
not made until 1907 about the same time of the year. 
The fruits of the Spirit from hem.·en must needs fill the 
place of barrenness before the true nature of their iden
tities on earth could be sensed. the wilderness being the 
previous necessary position of the wilderness-child
the "man child," which was "caught up unto God and to 
His throne," Rev. 12, as typed by The (little) ~'lother 
Church, cross, ~ly. 6: 18; after 2\lotherhood in the 
wilderness (seven stars) is finished. Thence 2'lother 
arose to Bride, or the other five stars. wedding seven 
(her son) in her crown. Extension, ~ly. 6:18, of twelve 
stars, but the place is the wilderness seven. wedded to 
the heavenly five. The marriage was in hem.:en (~1ind) 
before the descent of the City as Bride to earth typed by 
the Branch. The step between was the redemption of 
the five physical senses in 1907. ~ year before the separa
tion of the Extension from the Branch in 1908; but a year 
after the dedication of the Extension. when Mrs. Eddy 
demanded that Christian Scientists should be a law unto 
themselves, S.&H. 442 :30-32. and simultaneously abol
ished all communion of the Extension wi th the 
Branches, the purpose for which the latter was erected, . 
as previously described. Everything having a descend
ing tendency, however, as previously described in the 
position of the olive branch-o Asher in eight is ready to 
descend. 

Continuing with the references from Isa. 54, as cited 
in ~1y. p. 39, in the report of the Annual ~leeting, from 
the first verse of which the above paragraph is deduced 
-the second verse demands that "the place of thy tent" 
be enlarg('d (to accommodate the multi tudes mentioned 
at the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb, Rev. 19: 1, 
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6-9, read also at this Annual :\leeting in connection 
wi th Isa. 54-), "and let them stretch forth the curtains of 
thine habitation: spare not, lengthen thy cords, and 
strengthen thy stakes" (using the symbolism of .\Ioses' 
tabernacle in the wilderness), which was certainly done 
in the large tabernacle of the Extension as a precedent 
to enlarging our thought to a more commensurate sense 
of uni'l:ersal Love-the "Lord of Hosts," "the God of 
the '"..!·hole earth," whom we are to wed in the Extension. 
Verse 3, "For thou shalt break forth on the right hand 
[sheep side, .\Iatt. 25 :33J and on the left [goat side, 
l\Iatt. 25 :33J; and thy seed shall inherit the Gentiles 
[not the Extension, but its seed, the BranchJ and make 
the desolate cities to be inhabited For thy 
'\laker is thine husband': (in Bible sense, but wife in 
Science and Health sense; just as .\Iary saw the Angel 
Gabriel as a man-only the man side-and '\lrs. Eddy 
saw Gabriel as a \\Toman, Love, S.&H. 567:1-3,6-8). 
So the Branch has its especial work as "seed" to inherit 
the Gentiles, but not until it had abode in the Extension 
sense. the joy of the wilderness to spiritual sense, thus 
correcting the barrenness thereof with a true sense of 
fruit and plenty from abrn:e-not from beneath, and the 
senses were redeemed in Science and Health for the 
purpose of further than hea1'enly work. \\Te are all 
happy in the \\'ord, but we must learn to 'Iud the "\Vord 
to all human thought and action," '\Iy. 153 :27,28, in the 
manner described in the dedicatory sermon of the Con
cord Branch, .\Iy. 160:5-8: "To live so as to keep the 
human consciousness in constant relation with the di
vine, the spiritual, and the eternal, is to individualize 
infinite power; and this is Christian Science." The first 
reference about the wedding of the \Vord was given to 
the Concord Church (in its little Hall in a message 
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April 19, 1899, and the latter to the Concord Branch 
in 190+). 

The wilclerne~s chilcl had pre\'iously in The (little) 
-'](:ther Church demomtratinn ()f se\'en denied itse!f 
until its wilderness \\'as complete, which is a most dan
gerous abiding place. as Jesus illustrated in the state
ment: "\\'hen the unclean spirit is gone out of a man, 
he walketh through dry places, seeking rest, and findeth 
none. Then he saith, I will ,'t'fu,.n inti) m\' house fr(lm 
whence I came out: and when he is cnme, he findeth it 
empty, swept, and garnished. Then goeth he, anti taketh 
with himself se\'ell other spirits more wicked than hill1-
sel f [the ascent of seyen is always subject to re\"Crsal by 
its unredeemed surrnundings~, and they enter in and 
dwell there: and the last state of that man is \\'orse 
than the first," -'[att. 1.2:+3-+;. This i~ the wilderness 
state that simply feeds on the \\"ord, as something (jllt
side of itself which is taking care of it. with n() wedding 
in the human consciousness thereof "to all human 
thought and action," -'Iy, 1;.~, as typed by the Exten
sion in a collecti\'e manner, each church hut one tribe 
dependent upon the other eleyen fer its completeness, 
The "Gentiles" could neycr be inherit<'d, Isa. ,;+:3, in 
this state of unfoldment, as "inherit" means S'llne in
dwelling right. ancl this coulli neyer be until the full 
twelw \"alues (as represented by the collecti\'e idea in 
the Extension as the Twelye Trihes) were accerted by 
each indi\'idual unit or Branch of Church, Thll5 \\'e 
were subsequently separated thereto and thrrefor hy the 
dissclution of communion with the Extension in I C)nR: 
and the By-Laws in the -'Ianual and the renliltion in 
Science and Health tended more and more to ("(jlllpleted 
collecti\'e acti\'in', Onh' as the Tweh'e Tribes are seen , , 

in one as Branch, will the claims of matter be reycrsed 
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and the counterfeited idea redeemed, ~lis. 60 :23-1 o. 
God's will must "be done in earth [by Branch] as it is in 
heaven"-~Iind "intelligence." 

Returning to Isa. 54, the next verses in the rererences 
read at the dedicatory :\nnual ~Ieeting were 10-15: 
"For the mountains shall depart, and the hills be re
mo\"ed [The \Yord, leveled to demonstration, thus be
coming one with human action] ; but my kindness shall 
not depart from thee, neither shall the COHnant of my 
peace be removed .... I will make thy windows of 
agates [the windows of the Extension are all made of 
agate-\Yebster's Cnabridged Dictionary defines agate 
as '\"ariegated chalcedony, having its colors arranged 
in stripes or bands, or blended in clf)lIds'-the latter ex
actly describes the Extension windows in their undec
orated centers]' and thy gates of carbuncles [the pew 
benches and df)f)rs are of a rich red Santo Domingan 
mahogany, as nearly the dark, rich red of carbuncles as 
could be had], and all thy borders of pleasant [not pre
cif)us] stf)nes." There is nothing that could be more 
lavish of spiritual foundational truths (,'Rock [stone], 
spiritual foundation, Truth," S.&H. 593) than the i, bf)r

dus" of the agate centers of the Extension's windows. 
The three large and most distinctive (of the purpose of 
the Extension) were between the two front entrances 
to the Extensiun, and in the rear of the _'-uditorium 
when viewed from the Reader's Desks, but the front 
of the Church from entrance on St. Paul Street. _'-t the 
top of each of these windows in very deep border-effect 

is an upen b00k-the Bride (\Vord), ~Iy. 125 :26-
with a Grecian burning lamp immediarely above it
the lamp is exactly of the style in the Directors' window 
in The (little) :\lother Church, typing human "intelli
gence," the second step in "the ideal man," S.&H. 517 :8, 
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9. Between this lamp and the book are sprays of palm 
branches, olive leaves and berries filling in, in stiff cor
nucopia shape, tied with ribbon-symbolic of aCCf)m

plied '1.cedding. I t might be interesting to note that 
while '\1rs. Eddy had dropped the capital "1" in intelli
gence in "the ideal man," when she dropped the title of 
.Mother in 1903, as previously noted, and when at the 
same time preparations were being made for the build
ing of the Extension (as the Church had pledged ell 

masse the amount to build it in 1902), she had not yet 
detached "intelligence" from Truth. There were, there
fore, but two steps in the ideal man, S.&H. S 17 :8, 9, 
when The (little) xlother Church was built in 1894, 
and when the Extension was finished in 1906-"The 
ideal man corresponds to creation, to Intelligence [cap
ital "I"] and Truth." Thus the human consciousness 
had but one step in .\10therhood, "creatil)n"; when the 
Extension was started (1903) and even completed in 
I 906 this reference read-"The ideal man corresponds 
to creation, to intelligence [little "i"] and Truth." 
Human intelligence was wedded to Truth when the 
Extension was started-human intelligence, wilderness, 
wedded to the 'Vord, Bride, Truth, since Truth cannot 
be separated from Life and LO\'e, which are the quali
ties to which the ideal 'Voman corresponds. Also "Life 
and Love" (Father and .\10ther, S.&H. 569:1-3) were 
wedded in "the ideal woman," S.&H. 517 :9, 10, when 
the Extension was built. In 1907 (just I)ne year after 
the dedication of the Extension), '\1rs. Eddy made her 
last change in "the ideal man," S.&H. 517:8,9, giving 
him three distinct steps, by detaching human "intelli
gence" from Truth; and also two for 'Voman, detach
ing Life and Love and making two steps for 'Voman
"10 Life and II) Love," thus parting the two arms of 
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Father (Life) and :\lother (Love), to distinguish the 
ascending and descending ideas. Simultaneously there
with (in same edition) the ele\"en other most important 
changes were made as before noted-the most impor
tant ot-which in the light of Branch steps beyond Ex
tension being the redemption of the fi\"e physical senses, 
S.&H. 274; "Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 465; 
"Thy kingdom is come," S.&H. 16; •. ". oman is generic 
man," S.&H. 461; ":\ spiritual idea has not a single 
element of error and this truth rem01·es properly what
ever is eflensi\"e," S.&H. 463. Thus was separated the 
finished whole to its specific proportions for the spe
cific light of each Branch. Previousl\", in the wedded 
idea in the Extension, the Branch must abide in the 
visible vine for a sense of its completeness. human "in
telligence" being then wedded to Truth. and Life to 

Love, in :\lrs. Eddy's statement of the three taber
nacles in "the ideal man," S.&H. p. 517 :8, 9. In de
taching the human intelligence from Truth, and Life 
from Lo\"e in 1907. a \,ear after the Extension u:as dedi
cated, an0ther step u:as paJsed in "the ideal man" in its 
Three Tabernacle forms-:\lother; Extension (C ni
versal Child) ; the Branch, the Ci ty foursquare descend
ing frem God out of heaven as Bride embosoming the 
Lamb (square) to dwell with men, Rev. 2 I :2, 3. Thus 
we approached Truth di rectIy from above in the 
Branch,-"a Branch shall grow out of his r()()ts," Isa. 
11 :1, past the stem. n·sihle :\lother Church. with its 
rod as a specific corrective-the Branch must become 
consonant with the Extension, the wedding of 1\lother 
and Child-Bride and Lamb--expressing the two in 
one. This is shown in Christ and Christmas' tenth illus
tration as the Bride ('Vord, evidenced bv the scroll in 
her hand) having descended (evidenced by the descend-
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ing rays behind). She is knocking at the detached 
Branch. which Branch. as previously noted. was ginn 
us in 189R just after the Concord Branch was gi\'en its 
Hall. 

Returning to the direct subject in hand-the three 
windows in the Extension with the Open R00k and 
Grecian burning lamp-the wedding of the human in
telligence to Truth (as the then statement of "the ideal 
man." S.&H. 517:8. 9). hanging from this union of the 
Lamp and the Open Book are clusters of luscious look
ing grapes on each side of the Bonk-the whole ex
quisitely colored--the lamp a light lannder with 
golden flame. shedding a beautiful tinted glow on the 
book. and both blending into the detached branches, tied 
\\'ith rihbnn in wedding fashion. with a large blank inset 
of glass below. as if ilwiting an earthly name. but find
ing the name still written in hem'en 0nly. Thus the only 
possible rejoicing then was that its names were ;'written 
in hcaven"-a Christian rejoicing only. 

:\ most interesting additional feature of these three 
front Open Book windows was the border 0'1 either 
side of same-the maior feature of which is a scroll 
crossed with a auill pen. rolled in fashion as the scroll 
in the \\' oman's hand knocking at the door of the Branch 
in the tenth picture of Christ and Christmas. The whole 
border with manv svmbols attached to the same stem 
terminating in a wreath of victory-the entire border 
suggesting a descending order. Does not this suggest the 
many messages to Branches that superseded this mar
riage of the Bride. 'Vord. and the Lamb, purified hu
man "intelligence"-the Lamp-given us after the 
dedication of the Extension? Jesus being "the highest 
human corporeal concept of the divine idea." S.&H. 
589. and "intelligence" in "the ideal man," S.&H. 5 17: 
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8, 9, being the highest human step therein, is it not in
evitable that the Lamp typifies the Jesus consciousness 
("I am the light of the worId"-Jesus) \Voman's man 
child, S.&H. S65 :6-13, wedded to the Bride, Word, as 
in Christ and Christmas picture nine-the marriage of 
the Bride and the Lamb, Rev. 19: 1, 6-10, read in the 
Annual .:\leeting at the dedication of the Extension. 

SHIELDS OF DEFEXSE 

The Christian need of defense is shown in the Ex
tension on the Falmouth Street side, where there are 
six arches separated by two windows, three openings in 
each arch, behind each of which arch are two double 
doors entering the foyer or halls leading thereto. On 
each side of these two doors in the first arch, in line with 
the top panel of each door (the doors having three pan
els each-six in each double door) there are shields, 
each of a different shape and surrounded by a different 
leaf or flower (showing the 1·arying character of the 
defense presented by the idea portrayed thereon) and 
on each of these shields a different subject. On the first, 
a seven pointed star in appearance as though the sun 
were shining behind it (as it always is, the star with its 
seven points being only the seven rlivided rays to the hu
man consciousness of the same one light) ; on the second 
shield, on the other side of the same door, a bundle of 
u·heat tightly bound at the bottom and tied, with a pe
culiar little sprout in the middle, as though the center 
(Benjamin?) were sprouting. On the first side of the 
next double door in the same arch, going from the Pub
lishing House towards The (little) .!'Iother Church, is a 
lamp on the first shield; and on the next shield, an open 
book in a circle. In the next arch of three openings, 
behind which are two double doors in design the same 
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as in the first arch, there are four additional shields, each 
of a different shape and border. as in the first arch. On 
the first shield is a garlanded Lamh. and on the next 
shield is an anchor (typing purified human conscious
ness rising abo\'e the human and casting its "anchor of 
hope beyond the veil of matter. etc.." S.&H. 40:32-1-
in Issachar. the ninth son of Jacob. which is the first step 
beyond eight (descension). meaning "hope ..... spirit
ual compensation." S.&H. _~R I. which is the spiritual 
import of this Extension. filled with its symbols. The 
first shield in the second door in the second arch is a 
dO'i'e with an oli\'e branch in its beak. with fourteen 
rays of light (not surrounding it. but all descending)
this is the message of fourteen in the empty circle win
do\\' of The (little) .\lother Church falling in benedic
tion on the wedding of the cross and the crown on the 
other side of the second and last door containing the last 
shield ,,-ith a cross and crown on it-the cross. The 
(little) .\lother Church . .\ly. 6: 17.1 R. and the crown. 
the Extension . .\ly. 6: 17. I R. Thus there are eight shields 
of defense of idt'a protecting this church: hence. it must 
be protected by its union with The (little) .\lother 
Church. :\.sher in the uni\'ersal idea. Rev. 19: I, 6. being 
the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb. same chapter. 
vs. 7-9. in nine-I ssachar. the ninth son of Jacob, It was 
the coming together of earth (Leah) and heaven (Ra
chel) for the first time. Rachel approaching Leah. Gen. 
30:14.1). This is evidenced by nirJe large. eight-petaled 
flowers overhead in each of these arches of the shields; 
and in ninth picture of Christ and Christmas. The Ex
tension being the union of eight .. -\sher (The [little] 
.\lother Church) and Issachar (the Extension). 

Returning to the interior of the Extension on two 
sides of the church Auditorium. in a semi-circle of \\'in-
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dows (each of the windows next described alternating) 
five on each side, containing the same agate glass win
dows with borders first of urns (suggestive of frag
rances?) with a sheet of music, staff and notes separately 
and distinctly visible with a horn of joy beneath on each 
side of the windows as borders, and a rose border above 
previously mentioned. The next five alternate windows 
(each alternate with the music windows just described) 
being the same in center of agate. with a border on each 
side of a descending olive banch, to which various 
symbols were appended or tied, starting with a blank 
for inscription at top, then a wreath, below which, a 
bow of ribbon with a round bunch of conventional 
grapes beneath; and just under the grapes tied with 
ribbon bands to the common stem were two closed and 
reversed books-one on one side of the branch or stem 
and the other on the other side tied together (undoubt
edly the wedding of the two witnesses-the two olive 
trees, Zech. 4 and Rev. II :4). Just below them on the 
same branch a thick cluster of olive leaves and olive 
berries; the border at top being eight large five-petaled 
flowers and border at bottom an inscription blank-left 
blank! This shows clearly that there is nothing left us 
of the :\lother's 'U'ork, but joy and singing, flowers and 
fruit. 

The last change in line with "the spiritual idea" in 
1907, was added to "Christian Science Practice"-sal
vation a gift and not a labor, S.&H. -H2 :25-29-the first 
promise ever given in Christian Science. Thus we as 
Branches do not have to do the work all over again, 
as the work is done, and we Branches have all been made 
Benjamins (or the regenerated Child) by our loyal asso
ciation together in the crown cf :\lotherhood in the 
Extension in which :\lrs. Eddy has placed herself as the 
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Benjamin idea in the sense of building her Concord 
Branch before the Extension was completed. Was not 
this the upward sprout in the bundle of wheat? It was 
the weight of this Branch with its descending tendency 
that broke the sheaf band, Chedorlaomer, Gen. 14 :4, 
of the collected (as separated from the World) idea to 
a larger expansion than even one Church edifice, to 
descend to the World as the City foursquare. As the 
12th chapter of Revelation (The [little] ~fother 

Church) could not do the work of the Extension, the 
19th chapter of Revelation; so the Extension as 19th 
chapter; could not do the work of the 21 st chapter, the 
Branch-and even then the Branch looks forward to the 
22nd chapter of Revelation when the spiritual "Thir
teen" (Nation-definite idea) and "Fourteen" (uni
verse) unites it wi th the whole world, "the seed" inherit
ing the Gentiles, Isa. 54 :3. 

Just as the Extension put l\fother behind it, darken
ing beyond a ray of light the highest demonstrated-to
human-consciousness point of the Bible (Jesus' resur
rection) and our then highest concept of Science and 
Health, the God-crowned \\roman (which remained 
thus darkened, with l\lrs. Eddy's knowledge, for the 
four years before she left us, and since until about four 
years ago when the Directors decided to illumine what 
Mrs. Eddy had allowed to be dark) ; so the Concord 
Branch puts even the forever closed doors between its 
self and Mother, and ~fother behind; whereas, The 
(little) Mother Church and the Extension have direct 
communication, although they could never be one any 
more than a cross and crown could be one (which is Mrs. 
Eddy's characterization of distinction, ~fy. 6:18 & 19) 
-that is one, in the sense of taking the place of the other. 
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The order of building was The (little) ~Iother 
Church, the Concord Branch, then the Extension. The 
order has been changed in this presentation of these 
three tabernacles. The Concord Branch was built while 
the Extension was being arranged for, the former being 
dedicated the jay after the Extension's cornerstone was 
laid-the cornerstone of both Extension and the Con
cord Church being laid on nIrs. Eddy's birthday, with 
her appro7:al, as previously noted. 

The Extension could not be higher in unfoldment 
than the Branch as the former unfolds the 19th chapter 
of Revelation and the latter the 21 st chapter. It was 
higher than the "branches" growing out of the stem of 
,Motherhood in The (little) ~10ther Church and Exten
sion, which branches ,M rs. Eddy describes as planets 
revolving around the sun of !\-10therhood in i\Iy. p. 13. 
This was written ,May 30, 1903, before the laying of 
the cornerstone of the Extension or even the cornerstone 
of the Concord Branch-but the Branch as Benjamin
the child of regeneration coming do\vn from God out 
of heaven was another sense of Branch. ~Irs. Eddy's 
subsequent light for the Branch churches (in 1906) 
\"hen she gave us Sec. 6, p. 72: 19-24 takes precedence 
over anything she said before, as well as her illumina
tions in 1908 when she dissolved communion between 
the branches and !\10ther Church, thereby detaching 
the branches to grow from the roots of spiritual .7\Iother
hood. Just as a florist replants cuttings in the realm of 
plant and tree life, to grow from the same source as the 
mother, vine or tree; so the Concord Branch, as the gift 
which sprang directly from the consciousness that re
vealed the Bride, 'Yord, was planted (fused) into 
,Mother's Crf)'l.L'n, embracing the other Tribes-all be
coming Benjamin. Thus the Extension embracing com-
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pleted idea, did its work quickly blossoming "into spirit
ual beauty, communion universal and divine," ~ly. I+ I : 
28, 29. The branches before the building of the Exten
sion were as :\lother's children revolving around 
"~fother," :\ly. 13, but after the wedding of :\lother 
and collective Child, as prophesied in Rev. 19:7-9, read 
at the Annual :\leeting (at time of dedication) the re
maining work was from the point of heaven. Re,'. 21, 
and thus the "wilderness :\lother" became the heavenly 
Bride-\\'ord. 

The entire trend of this Extension with its seven 
stairways (ascending Tribes), seven galleries, "eight 
bronze chains. each suspending seventy-two lamps" in 
circles as bunches of grapes (thus described in :\fother's 
Room in Concord Branch) :\ly. 69 (which symbolism 
has been recenth' effaced bv the removal of these fix-- -
tures and by thei r replacement by an amber sun burst 
in the top of the dome). eight large outer double doors 
and twelve exits, :\ly. 68, 69, is illustrated by the com
ing together of pictures eight and nine of Christ and 
Christmas. Picture eight (Asher) in which :\1 rs. Eddy 
speaks of as a crou·n.* Christ and Christmas typing the 
wilderness. "Christ's silent healing hea,-en heard 
CROWXS the pale [wilderness-fading out of material 
sense] brow" Poem; and picture nine (Issachar-union 
of Leah and Rachel) the union or wedding of the Bride 
and the Lamb-:\lother and scn-":\lind. mother, 
man," Poem. Christ and Christmas. This fading out of 
all symbols in the eighth picture in Christ and Christ
mas. typing the purified human consciousness (the 
Lamb) without which there could be no unifJn "'ith 

• For. of course. ~Iother in seven was self-crowned in eight Asher, 
as :\Iotherhood could not go beyond St'un. Yet her room-":\Iother's 
Room"-was lifted abO\e the Auditorium of The (little) :\Iother 
Church-lighted by the se\'en-pointed star: also the \'estibule so lighted. 
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heaven which the ninth picture in Christ and Christ
mas, illustrates-wilderness mother and wilderness son, 
Rev. 12, uniting ("Christian enity" being title of the 
ninth picture). '\Irs. Eddy says. "Christian Science 
eschews diyine rights in human beings," .\ly. 303:13. 
14,-each and eyery Cain (which means "possession") 
in sense must yield to the Lamb consciousness of :\bel 
("self-offering" S.&H. 579 :8. 9) typed by his offering 
of the Lamb. 

The interior bears witness only to the union of eight 
and nine. where they are blended and combined in un
mistakable language; whereas the exterior containing 
the eight progressive symbols are all divided. hence they 
rest on their shields of defense. while there are shields 
within. they seem to be defended by the surrounding 
idea. The interior is one continuous garland and wreath 
-circles. and circles. but no squares. There are eight 
eight-pointed stars in the vestibule leading out of the 
auditorium. at the bottom of four descending olive 
branches; but the most decided impression is given by 
the inscription blanks in many borders. and below all 
the windows in the glass border-writing the name of 
the whole idea in heaven not on earth. 

A twelve-petaled medallion above the organ and 
twelve round pillars in the foyer and the tweh'e exits 
mentioned in .\1\'. 69 remind us of the next ine\'itable 
step-:-thus the twelve were gathered together in ,the 
message of eight-:\sher. "spiritual compensation," 
S.&H. 581. and nine. Issachar (the union of Leah. 
mother of Judah. Jesus; and Rachel. mother of BenjJ
min). laurel wreaths everywhere attesting triumph Jnd 
victory. music. flowers. fruit. joy. abundance to over
flowing. Asher-I(spi,.itual c0111pellsatioll." S.&H. 581. 
being embraced in the enti re Extension. The Concord 
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Branch as subsequently described shows the further 
advance of idea by starting with a large rose window 
with cross and crown in the center, surrounded by eight 
petals to be embraced in turn by a medallion of twelve 
petals, which is in turn separated by twelve large white 
pillars-typing the Twelve Tribes 'U'hich show the 
workings of the spiritual idea, S.&H. 562. Thus :\loth
erhood started wi th the se\"en-pointed sta r, Rev. 12, 
thence to eight, and then to the Extension in nine, Rev. 
19:7-9; thence to Branch in twelve with ten-petaled 
medallions in its church windows. but only eight in the 
:\lother's Room and Reading Room. also a large eight
pointed star as the only symbolism in the latter. Note 
that Science and Health is closed in eighth picture in 
Christ and Christmas, and the scroll superseded it-the 
\Vord. Bride, from above. the spiritual consciousness 
that comes from above. Church begins in eight as our 
Quarterlies show on the left-hand side with its eight 
rays from beneath. fed by twelve from above on the 
right-hand side. 

"~lotherhood" in bringing forth the man child in 
the wilderness, Rev. 12. was finished when :\1 rs. Eddy 
evolved the seventh volume of the Journals (Gad, the 
seventh son of Jacob). and dissolved her first formation 
of Church founded on Jesus. :\Ian. p. 17, and S.&H. 
565 :6-13, in 1889, which latter had been formed in 
18r9. :\lrs. Eddy had tried to form a Church in eight 
in 1875 to express her heavenly vision in eight (Asher. 
the eighth son of Jacob being the first step in \Yoman
hood. "Church"), but failed because it was not founded 
on "Association." manhood. Gad. in seven. which latter 
was not organized until a year later. In other words. 
her heavenly vision as brought in the little Book. Rev. 
10, by the man-Angel. was practical to her but must be 
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founded in the human consciousness of her students. 
Her man child born in the wilderness was not revealed 
until 1886 in the 16th edition of Science and Health,
in the Apocalypse in idea, and in Genesis in letter pres
entation (Genesis and the Apocalypse being added to 
Science and Health for the first time-the latter not 
being taken in revelation beyond woman bringing 
forth the "man child" in Rev. 12). As ~Irs. Eddv's reve
lation (\Voman) always preceded her founding (man) 
-\\Toman's right being "To point to heaven and lead 
the way," ~Iis. 389 :-+. Thus the revelation of her "man 
child" came three years before she dissolved her first 
formation in 1889, when her "man child" was "caught 
up unto God and to His throne," in the sense of rising 
into \\romanhood to unite with the next unfoldment in 
eight, ~Iother Church. There were five other stars 
(than the se7:en of manhood which he typed, Rev. I :20) 
in "Toman's crown-"upon her head a crown of twelve 
stars." Thence man (Gad) wedded "roman (Asher) in 
heaven and made the first step of descent in nine-Issa
char. Seven (cross) and eight (crown) wedding in 
heaven,-starting descent in nine, gathering its stars as it 
descended to the point of twel\oe. 

The (Ii ttle) ~Iother Church was completed at the 
conclusion of the twelfth volume of the Journals. and 
~Irs. Eddy's first visit (or recognition thereof) was on 
the day the twelfth volume expired, as previously noted. 
This Church was built as a memorial to her mother
hood by her students, as previously noted. and the dedi
catan° references from the Bible and Science and 
Health, Rev. 12: I 0-12. sound the note of tri umph rather 
than further struggle in bringing forth the "man child"; 
although the persecutions of the woman from without 
would of necessity be as long as she is separated from 
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her child (he ha\-ing been "c1Ught up unto God and to 

His throne" gone on to eight). For the duality of 
~lother and child-twoness always engenders Animal 
~Iagnetism. hence the Dragon's persecutions from 'i.i.·ilh-
0uI, Rev. 1.?:13-16. \yhich constituted the remainder of 
the ded icatnry Lessen-Sermon. Pul. pp. l.?-I). 

I n I SC)7. when the Concord Branch was formed; 
~Iiscellaneous \Yritings presenting the spiritual hisl0ry 
of .\Iotherhood: Christ and Christmas picturing the 
n,'xl step (in the tenth picture-the ninth being ~lother 
and man child united) : an.i the Sentinel in 1898 (Sen 
meaning "see") : all were gi\-en us. The dual activity of 
.\1(;ther and Child approaching the same point became 
more and more manifest. until in IC)O" \yhen ~1rs. Eddv 
dropped the title of .\Iother and started the second 
church eJitice in Cllncord (the tirst being a remodeled 
Hall. Journal Jan. IS9S. and .\Iy. I+_~). also setting 
plans in ll10ticn \yith a "iew to illustrating the union of 
~Iother and Child as Bride and Lamb. demanded in 
Re\,. IC):/-C). and pictured in the nint/z illustration of 
Christ and Chriwnas. The preparatory work and the 
construction of the E.\tension c()\'Cred three yeHs from 
the time d dropping the title of ".\Iother" by ~Irs_ 

Eddy--her statement of her reason for dropping the 
title of .\Iother certainh- seems to "/Zidl''' the leaven in 
this measure of meal as it was prophesied \Yoman would 
do, .\Iatt. 13 :33 . 

. -\fter the \\edding d ~Iother and Child, as illus
trate,i by the union of The (Ii ttIe) .\ lother Chu rch edi
tice and the E.\tension. at the point ()f their altars-the 
marriage of the Bride. \Yomanhoud in twc1n:, and the 
Lamb. the puri tied human consciousness nri.i.ildt'nlt'ss 

child took place. The \\·il.ierness being human "intelli
gence" of the hea\'Cnly \-ision. the second step in "the 
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ideal man." S.&H. 517 :8. 9-wilderness-"the yestibule 
in which a material sense of things disappears, and spirit
ual sense unfolds the great facts of existence." S.&H. 
597: 16-19. The wilderness is the only place where the 
human consciousness weds the \Yord. the Bride. The 
experience of the children of Israel under the leading of 
l\Ioses showed this. and ~Irs. Eddy started with us at 
the same point of experience as .\loses did with the 
Twelye Tribes of Israel. S.&H. 226 :2S-2. The promises 
of the Bible largely centered around the wilderness. The 
next and last step must be taken in fulfillment of the 
Bible prophecy in order that Science and Health may 
demonstrably correlate the Bible-the united conscious
ness of Bride and Lamb must desrend as Bride. '·\Yord.·' 
~ly. 125 :26. to the world through the channel of Branch. 
the City foursquare. Re\·. 21. :\0 two of these prophe
cies. Re\". 12. 19.21. could be fulfilled in the same taber
nacle. nor even one while the pre\'ious one was arti,'/' 

in idea (thus 1'lcther yielded to Extension. and Exten
sion to Branch). as each tabernacle must portray a sep
arate "measure of meal" in which \Yoman hides her 
"Iea\·en." The walls cf the City foursquare show the 
limits even of Branch although not walls of defense. as 
its gates are neyer shut. Re\". 21 :2.~. The Concord 
Branch is an ensample to all branches. t'11Ibrarin!l a 

J[ other's R 0'.1111 but closing the donrs on "\lotherhood." 
and wedding the Reading Room as channel for imper
sonal"Bride. \Yord." \ly. 12.~ :26. This step awaits cur 
taking. and the revealed truth behind it presses harder 
and harder. :\s we do not see its spiritual import. the 
material claims of counterfeits are seeming to have their 
"gala day." inasmuch as truths can ne\"er be evaded nor 
silenced by resistance. Cntil this step in Branch as 
impersonal Bride. \Yord ("the Lord God :\.Imighty." 
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S.&H. 576: 10& 11, being correlated by the Lamb's wife, 
S.&H. 577 :4-ll-"the Lord God Almighty and the 
Lamb are the temple [church] of it," Rev. 21 :22) is 
taken, we have not a full message for the world u:here 
even Bride (the last step in Church, as City foursquare, 
its u:alls indicating Church limitation) must yield to 
"Love [symbols disappearing with Church] wedded to 
its ou:n spiritual idea," S.&H. 575, "finding its idea 
everywhere and in everything, and thus redeeming it 
wedding it to its basic fact-"Principle and its idea is 
one," S.&H. 465. "Church" cannot melt into universe 
until its complete structure prophesied in the Bible by 
symbols, Rev. 10,12,19,21, yields to idea. To take the 
incomplete idea to the human consciousness would be 
fruitful of only hopeless struggle and even 'vice, as the 
spiritual demand must be met, else its counterfeits in the 
many perversions of marriage will present themselves 
in the name of rejected Truth. The meawrable realiza
tion of the allness of God and the omnipresence of Love 
will measurably heal the sick (as it did with the primi
tive prophets, S.&H. 483 :19-21; 144:30-7, but the re
vealed leiter must be gained, else the Lamb will forever 
be fleeing from the disguised wolf. Abel, "watchful
ness, self-offering," S.&H. 579, typed by the lamb which 
he offered, could not maintain his position as against 
Cain ("possession"), the latter of whom claimed matter, 
material concept. The devil claimed to possess all 
things, ('All these things will I give thee, if thou wilt 
fall down and worship me," :\Iatt. 4 :9. Erroneous belief 
asserts a claim to all things until the superior claim of 
spiritual idea is realized in the name of united heaven 
and earth-"the coincidence of the divine with the 
human," ~lis. 100:19-25; S.&H. 561 :16; Cn. S2:7-9; 
:\Iy. 265 :20-24. This is symbolized by the City four-
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square-heaven, \Voman, embracing earth, man-but 
"the stellar universe is no more celestial than our earth," 
S.&H.509. 

The remedy for Abel is found in the Extension, as 
it is the wedding of the Abel (Lamb) thought to the 
\Vord, thus providing a protection against Cain. But 
the next step-Zebulun-must be taken, which is illus
trated in the tenth picture in Christ and Christmas. The 
fulfillment of the "Tenth Commandment"-"Thou 
shalt not covet"-could never be until a sense of the all
ness of God is realized which leaves no "Cains" in con
sciousness from which to flee or from which to protect 
ourselves, our walls being Salvation and our gates 
Praise-as in ~fv. 36+ :9-18. 

~1rs. Eddy's last revelations, after the Extension was 
dedicated were thus given to the Branch in twelve
the City foursquare (the square being in ten, the next 
step) the Branch. with its \Yord. as Bride. coming di
rectly down from God out of heann. Did not the scroll 
crossed with the quill below the Lamp and the Open 
Book in the three front windows of the Extension. and 
also the scroll in the hand of the \\T oman in the tenth 
picture in Ch,.ist and Christmas point to a revelation 
beyond the Extension. Christ and Christmas in its eighth 
picture closed the book. and in its ninth picture unites 
"Christian" (] esus-man) and "Science" (\Voman. 
~1rs. Eddy). Then the scroll in the tenth picture comes 
directly down from heaven in such changes as in Science 
and Health when dropping the eighth synonym in defi
nition of God. S.&H. 465, to man-eight keeping good 
entirely in heaven.-nine. wedding in spiritual idea as 
in the Extension. S.&H. 4+2 :25-29. 30-32; 200 :25-29. 
Science and Health 103:15-17. then took the place of 
"the fight to crush Science," as it was at the time of the 
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dedication of the Extension and even until after 
Branches were separated from communion with Exten
sion. Science and Health :?'6.~ ::?,O-:?,,? took the place of a 
negati\·e statement as pre\·iously aoted. Science and 
Health 99:13-17; \Iy. 36-t:9-1H and \Iy. :?+1 and :?+:?. 
I nstruction by \1 rs. Ed(i\- :-each and all were added - -
after the dedication of the Extension. as well as the last 
change in "the ideal man." gi\'ing ita thi rd step. de
mandinga third tabernacle: redemption of the five phy
sical senses. S.&H. 27 -t: "'oman is generic 01.1n. "" ~61 : 
"Principle and its idea is one."'" +6_~: "Th\· kingdom is 
come ... .., 16: im·iting \Iateria \Iedica to adopt Christian 
Science. '" ++ I : change on'" +63 as pre\·iously noted. etc .. 
etc.; each and all were added after the dedication of the 
Extension-\Yere these changes not aTl0tlzer sad/? 

Thus ,,·e go to the tlzird tabernar/e. 

THE CO:\CORD BR.\:\CH 

THE THIRD T.\BER:'\.\CLE-"Truth." S.&H .. ~ 17:9 

The Concord Branch Church. as a gift from \Irs. 
Eddy. illustrates enry demand made en Branch 
Churches as detached from the 'father \'ine. In the 
front of this Church is a large round window (similar 
in shape to the rose windo,,·s in The (little) 'fether 
Church) with tweh·e white pil/ar di\'isions encompass
ing er surrounding a cross and crown as a center. l'n
derneath this is the center door. over which is the 
statement that the Church is the gift of ,Irs. Eddy to the 
Concord Scientists. Thus the Church starts with the 
cross and crown of \fotherhoed. surroundeG by an 
eight-petaled medallion -u:ithin a tu.·eli.-c-pctalt'd medal· 
li0Tl. supported by its twelH surrounding pillars. typing 
the TwelH Tribes of Israel. This Church is in the form 

* Science and Health_ 
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of a square-the square of the circle of :\lotherhood
there being twelve windows in groups of three (two 
groups on each side) in the auditorium on the lower 
level. The ceiling is in squares wherever a square can 
be placed. and even the seats are arranged in line with 
the square of the Church-unlike the circular arrange
ment of The (little) :\lother Church. Extension and 
most "Science" Churches. 

On the spire of this edifice is a peculiarly constructed 
symbol-hoops crossing each other at opposi te points 
of contact. producing the effect of an open outline of 
the lI'orld (suggesting the idea of the world. but \\"ith
out "boundary or limit." S.&H. _'II. beyond the neces
sity to convey the idea) \\"ith six balls-one at each of 
the four outward directions and one each at the top 
and bottom points of contact. To "the fcur cardinal 
points." S.&H. _;77. of the City foursquare was added 
two (heaven and earth )-its measurement being cubic 
and not square. as in Re\·eIation :?:? In ..-in\" of the mis
sion of "Branch." this assumption is natural: especially 
the ensample of this Branch. the direct gift of :\lrs. 
Eddv. The \,"oman knocking at the door of the detached 
Branch in the tenth picture of Christ and Christmas 
stands on an indit·idual square mat m-er many squares-
the square being the human fulfillment in the founding 
of the last (tenth) commandment. which bows the knee 
of the human consciousness before the Christly idea 
coming from above {the spirit and letter of all of our 
last revelations given by :\lrs. Eddy)-:\lay nct this 
individual mat represent an ensampling Branch 
(Church)-and would not that Branch of necessity be 
~1rs. Eddy's Church. \ly. 162 :16-21? 

There are two beautiful pictorial transept windows 
-one on each side of the Church. in the platform, or 
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Readers' desks, section of the edifice. In the one on the 

left) when facing the Readers' desks (South transept), 
there are four subjects illustrative of the commands of 
Jesus-"Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, 
cast out devils." On the right. when facing the Readers' 
desks, are four corresponding-in-size windows in one 
(:\"orth transept) two of which presenting Jesus' re
appearance to his disciples on the shore of the Galilean 
Sea (or sea of Tiberias, which was the same), John 2 I ; 
and the other two, Peter and John healing the man at the 
gate of the Temple called Beautiful, ,-\cts 3:1-8. 
These last two subjects being associated, show that our 
healing must be done in the name of the remrrected and 
ascended Jesus-not Jesus before his crucifixion, S.&H. 
35:10-18; 200:2.;-29. It is most interesting to note in 
each and all of these windows Jesus is presented in a 
rich red robe, with a pink over-scarf or drapery-even 
on the shore of the Galilean Sea, after his resurrection, 
Jesus' robe is scarlet. Thus we leave heaven in "'u:hite 

in the Extension and redeem earth's color to idea in the 
City foursquare bringing its redemption of all color, 
character, Rev. 2 I : 19 & 20. :\1rs. Eddy gave us "God 
is natural good," S.&H. 119, in the 50th edition, p. 13, 
when she gave us the City foursquare in 1891, and thus 
the "Bride" in the City foursquare brings redemption 
for the scarlet ""oman's insignia from heaven in the re
deeming idea that heals the multitudes in f.u·el-re. Also 
Peter is dressed in bright red when he heals the man 
at the gate of the Temple called Beautiful. The 
Branches receive the message of the redeemed senses, 
with no taint of earthly concept. The sea is pictured in 
the background of these healings, with the multitudes 
in front-the belief in a mind apart from God recedes 
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with the message of the "Bride"-"conceiving man 
[everything] in the idea of God," S.&H. 582. 

The mistake of assuming that the Old Testament 
with its marvelous symbols is "old theology" is a great 
barrier to our realization of complete structure . .\Ioses 
gave us the exact pattern of things shown him in the 
1\Iount, and while "the inspired \Yord" (S.&H. +97-
of "Spiritual interpretation", the marginal topic of the 
only other place in our text-book where "the inspired 
\Yord", is mentioned, S.&H. 46 :5-12,-as previously 
noted, the only other reference in all of '\Irs. Eddy's 
other ""ritings being .\Iy. 238 :18) must interpret it to 
us and draw it into the white light of idea as illustrated 
by the old gentleman with glasses (symbolic Bible con
sciousness without the quickening of idea-Paul said 
he saw through a glass darkly) in the seventh picture 
of Christ and Christmas, where the Bible-as a whole
is closed by the process of drawing its se't'en colorful 
rays into the white light of idea, and it can be scien
tifically closed in no other way. The first ray of saving 
light manifested itself in a rainbow to Noah-white 
light divided its rays to the human consciousness into 
the seven prismatic colors, which .\Ioses afterwards in
terpreted to the human consciousness as seven days of 
consciousness, or divided hues of light. The first seven 
rungs of Jacob's ladder in ascent that reached from 
heaven to earth might thus be characterized; in fact, 
in the June Journal of 1886, p. 61, under the title of 
"Jacob's Ladder," it was said that it was the equivalent 
of the seven rainbow hues; the seven ascending angels, 
are the seven "hues of Deity," Ret. 35:14 (in fact, the 
study of "color" in 1\lrs. Eddy's writings is most illum
inating under the words color, hues, tints, prism, rain
bow, black, etc.). Jacob prepared a coat of many colors 
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for Joseph, doubtless trying to express humanly what 
Xoah saw as a hea,"enIy manifestation. as it was Jacob's 
responsibility as the revelation of Science. S.&H. p . .589: 
.5, to uni te heaven and earth. inasmuch as he had seen 
the ladder that was set up 0n the earth and which reached 
to heaven; the se,"en descending angels being li!Jht that 
embraced specifically each di,"ided color which origi
nated in it-Light. :\lan might be termed color. or the 
seven divided (prismatic) colors in light. and \Yoman 
the light embracing these se'"en colors. :\1rs. Eddy sug
gests this in the black cross, flowered or colored cross, 
and light in the last picture in Christ and Christmas. 
The first edition of Christ and Christmas presents but 
one cross and that covered. as the second cross that we 
now have. with what seemed to be in shape morning
glories, which we know are all hues. Only by turning 
our back to the light can we see black. and this is the 
only cross the garlanded-headed serpent sees" :\1rs. 
Eddy has translated "color" into character in Christ and 
Christmas, of which she says. :\Iis. 37+: "Christian Sci
ence and its art will rise triumphant .. " . .-\.ngels U acobs 
Angels), with overtures. hold charge oYer b0th.·· 

The pr:iests in the time of :\Ioses wore a four s1uared 
breastplate with a precious stone therein for each of the 
Twelve Tribes; these stones were of the se,"en full colors 
of the light and some crystal and agate stones to make 
the full twelve-. the five agate and crystals typing the 
seven descending colors combined. Exod. :?8. Sardius 
and carbuncle. both red; topaz, yellow; emerald. green; 
sapphire, indigo; liguire (jacinth), pure orange; agate, 
variegated chalcedony, which is pale blue; amethyst, 
purple or violet; beryl, transparent white; onyx, varie
gated layers; jasper, different shades, bright-colored 
variety; diamond, transparent white: thus we have the 
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seven distinct colors of the rainbow, and four white and 
variegated stones-they could not go beyond eleven in 
earthly prophecy, as the twelfth was Benjamin, the child 
of regeneration. The foundations of the wall of the 
City f~)Ursquare (which the priest typed by his four
square breastplate upon which these stones rested) were 
garnished with these same hceh:e stones, Rev. 21 :19, 
20: jasper; sapphire; chalcedony; emerald; sardonyx 
(onvx) . sardius· chrvsolvte. olive green' bervl' topaz' ., ,.. , ., , 
chrysoprasus, yellow (jacinth); amethyst. Jesus drew 
them alI into white on the :\Iount of Transfiguration 
when "his raiment was white as the light," ~1att. 17. 
"'hen heaven opened to John, Rev. 4 :2, 3, a throne of 
gorgeous rainbow appearance presented itself before the 
rainbow descended to earth on the brow of the man
Angel in Rev. 10; whereas, when heaven opens again 
in Rev. 20: 1 I. after the marriage of the Bride and the 
Lamb in Rev. 19 :7-9 (just before the Bride descends 
in Rev. 21). the throne from which earth and heaven 
fled (old earth and old heaven) was pure white. Thus 
man in seven is typed by diversity of color, the rich hues 
of character, and woman is the white light of Love, 
which embraces the seven inherent colors; thus in her 
descending church, she embraces "all the churches 
[colors of specific tone or character] one by one," l\ly. 
342. As white initially has each and all in its embrace. 

There are three mottoes from Science and Health, 
and four from the Bible in this Concord Church. From 
left to right. the first motto from Science and Health 
(directly under the window of Jesus' four healings) is 
S.&H. 272 :3-5; the second from Science and Health 
275: 17-19; and the thi rd from Science and Health 368: 
20-22. Inasmuch as ~Irs. Eddy gave us three mottoes 
for the Branch Churches in 1899. \Iy. 213:27-14; also 
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Sentinel Oct. 26, 1899, and as this Concord Branch was 
built in 1904--five years thereafter-the choosing of 
these three different mottoes by ~1rs. Eddy makes this 
Branch unique, both in point of having other mottoes 
than she outlined for all other Branches, and -having 
three, when ~1rs. Eddy forbade a Branch having more 
than one, as will be noted by the reference from ~lis
cell any last above quoted. These references were writ
ten by her especially for this Church, as the previous 
Christian Science Hall (established two years before 
the mottoes were given the Branch Churches) had but 
one motto from Science and Health-"~,Jan can con
quer sickness as well as sin "-which does not appear in 
our present Science and Health and did not when this 
Church was dedicated in I 90+, the only motto in the 
second Church which was in the original being from the 
Bible, l\latt. 6 :6.-

I t is most interesting that the Science and Health 
placed in the Concord B ranch cornerstone ] uly 16, 
1903, contained for the first time the "intelligence" in 
"the ideal man," on p. 517, lines 8, 9, dropped to a small 
"i" and all the words "intelligence" substance and wis
dom t for the first time treated in like manner-thus giv
ing man as idea intelligence, 'u:isdom and substance. t 
Also Science and Health, p. 68, lines 27-30 next page, 
\\'ere added for the first time. This is all in line with this 
Branch's typing Benjamin, as previously noted, or the 
Church of regeneration. Just as ~1rs. Eddy had two 
sons-the latter of whom she called Benjamin-she 
gave two Churches on the same foundation. 

~frs. Eddy's teaching was closed in this Branch 
Church, or rather the Hall, which she remodeled from 

* Thus the second Concord edifice merely presen'ed and embraced 
the first as foundation (S.&H. 269:22-25, noting marginal topic). 

t Also Crealr.,r. 
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a frame dwelling into an "upper chamber" for a Church 
auditorium above (in which her last class was taught 
in two lessons-the first lasting two hours and the last 
four hours, Dec. Journal, 1898), the Reading Room and 
the ~lother's Room on the lower level as foundation for 
Church, Jan. Journal, 1898, pp. 588, 589. Thus I\foth
er's personal teaching and personal ~fotherhood, as 
well as impersonal l\fotherhood in her writings in the 
Reading Room as separated from the level of Branch 
activity, disappeared in the second Church edifice, 
where personal I\fotherhood was put behind, and Read
ing Room, Church and 1\lother's Room were all on the 
same level. ~lother, translated into Bride wedded to 
Lamb, universal Child, in the Extension, Rev. 19: 1, 6-10 
and !\ly. 39 :6-10, and expressed in Branch in the City 
foursquare descending from God out of heaven ("spirit
ual roots," Isa. 11 :1), typing "Love wedded to its ou·n 
spiritual idea," S.&H. S75-the Bride. 

The most interesting feature of this Concord Branch 
is the position of ~lother's Room as compared with that 
of l\10ther's Room in The (little) l\lother Church. In 
the latter, it is in the very front of the building, and five 
steps above the auditorium; whereas, in the Concord 
Branch, it is in the very rear, with no approach thereto 
except through a rear entrance, else through the Read
ing Room, and the hall that leads therefrom past the 
Second and First Readers' Rooms into a door at the end 
of this hall. Another interesting feature is that the 
double doors which would establish an entrance directly 
from :\lother's Room into the Church auditorium (the 
Reading Room, l\-10ther's Room and the Auditorium 
all being on the same level) have never been cut open, 
and seem to be but imitation doors for architectural bal
ance to the double doors going from the Auditorium 
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directly into the Reading Room; but we know that :\1rs. 
Eddy could have never planned a deception, and they 
must stand for a permanently closed d00r between 
~Iotherhood and Branch. The only way that :\Irs. 
Eddy could reach the Auditorium of the Church from 
the l\10ther's Room was through the Reading Room, 
showing that her personality must yield to her ·u:ritings. 
as she suggested in :\liscellany, 120 :2-4. In this connec
tion, another unique feature appears-the name of 
":\Iary Baker Eddy" is not mentioned in the mottoes of 
the Church (which, the ~ ate-taker was told by a then 
and now member of the Church, were written by :\lrs. 
Eddy and sent to the Church), but simply "Science and 
Health." Also, the arrangement of the Reading Room, 
and the Church auditorium opening directly thereinto 
suggests that the Reading Room is the only remaining 
feature that has any connection with Branch. 

The First Reader at the time of the dedication of 
this Branch spoke of the exterior of the Church. as well 
as the interior as showing its oneness with Christianity. 
Sentinel, ] uly 23, 1904. This Branch is the tl ue off
spring of The (Ii ttIe) :\lother Church type. in this 
sense-both ha\"e towers. and are of Romanesque. in con
trast with the intellectual (I talian Renaissance) pagan, 
type, as portrayed in the Extension and the usual Branch 
Church design. In fact. this Branch seems to be a union 
of two styles-the square :\loorish tower of The (Ii ttle) 
:\lother Church on one side (South side, Christianity
S.&H. 575 :29-32) and a different style on the other side. 
presenting the appearance of the conjunction of two 
churches-:\Iother and child as Bride and Lamb in the 
City foursquare. or "Love wedded to its o'u:n spiritual 
idea," S.&H. 575. 
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A most interesting feature of this Branch Church IS 

the distinction made by '\Irs. Eddy between the Bible 
and Science and Health in the pictorial windows of the 
First and Second Readers' Rooms. In the Second 
Reader's Room (the first from the Reading Room) are 
two windows made of small diamond-shaped panes, the 
four central diamonds forming an elongated square. In 
each of these four central diamonds is a design arranged 
so as to correspond in a cross-wise fashion-the Bible and 
Science and Health being in opposite, horizontal panes, 
and a sheaf (bundle) of wheat and a cross being in 
perpendicular correspondence. The sheaf of wheat be
ing at the lower point and the cross above-the harvest
ing of '\lotherhood is always the occasion for the cross 
of labor and struggle. The illustrations are yellow in
lays in rough frosted panes. The other window in the 
Second Reader's Room contained the Bible and Science 
and Health in the same corresponding positions, and a 
beehive and a crown in the same perpendicular corre
spondence-the beehive being the lower point and the 
crown the upper. It is interesting to remember just here 
that the "Busy Bees," typed by the Beehive, built the 
~lother's Room in The (little) .\lother Church, and 
that perhaps these same "Busy Bees," as grown men and 
women, twelve years thereafter built the Extension as 
the crown of '\lotherhood-the Children's Service at 
this latter's dedication being at half-past h.al'l"e o'clock, 
the time set apart by '\Irs. Eddy for their Sunday School 
with reason, .\ly. 78. '\Irs. Eddy called The (little) 
I\lother Church the {"ross, and the Extension the {"rf)'Zi'n 

at the dedication of the Extension in 1906, '\Iv. 6:17-19. 
At anv rate. these windows in the Second Reader's Room 
(room for the-Bible) prove that both The (little) ~10th
er Church and the Extension (cross and crown) were Ifi 
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"Christianity" or the Bible consciousness-the cross 
from beneath, and the crown from above, and that 
... 'f otherhood does not go be)'ond this POint, each and 
both presenting a sense of ":\lanual" or labor, whereas 
"Science" is Immanuel. \Ve all probably know the 
nature of the work done in the beehive-that it is ruled 
by one queen bee, which the entire hive serves. This is 
the crown, or half a time of :\Iotherhood, Rev. 12: 14. 

~1rs. Eddy gathered her sheaves as ~lother during 
the twelve years of unfoldment of the Journals, as pre
viously ~oted in the chapter "Crowned \Vith Twelve 
Stars," and bore her cross while gathering them; and 
The (little) ~lother Church was built as a memorial to 
her motherhood by her students, :\larch J oumal, 189S, 
p. 495, and ~lay J ourrial, 1895, p. 45, hence she had no 
participation in its building, according to her statement 
in the June Journal, 1894, p. 94. The" Busy Bees" thus 
built and furnished ~1rs. Eddy's room in The (Ii ttle) 
hlother Church, and a beehive containing their names 
rested on her table therein. Twelve years thereafter, 
l\10ther's Crown was dedicated-this Concord Branch 
being dedicated two years before the dedication of the 
Extension-her crown-thus becoming one of the 
twelve factors in her crown. 

There were, likewise, two windows in the First 
Reader's Room (room for Science and Health) in the 
Concord Branch, presenting the same arrangement in 
diamond-paned windows-the first, the Bible and Sci
ence and Health in horizontal correspondence, with a 
seven-pointed star and an anchor in perpendicular cor
respondence-the star being the lou:er point and the 
anchor the upper; which would make the star the foun
dation and "the anchor of hope cast beyond the veil of 
matter [even beyond the Ie'l:en-pointed star, or Star of 
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Bethlehem in Christ and Christmas] into the Sheki nah 
into which] esus has passed before us, etc.," S.&H. 4-0: 
32-2. Beyond the stars-yes, beyond the i1.af7:e stars, 
or \Voman's crown, with which the Second Reader's 
Reom (Bible) ended and the First Reader's Room be
gan. The second (or other, as there were but two) win
dow in the First Reader's Room had the same arrange
ment of the Bible and Science and Health in horizontal 
correspondence, and a Grecian burning lamp and a 
bunch of grapes in perpendicular correspondence *
the lamp typing human intelligence, and the grapes the 
wine of Love, S.&H. 35 and 598: 17, 18, or "fruits of the 
Spirit." It would be the surface decision that the first of 
the two windows-the star and the anchor-was higher 
in concept than the second-the lamp and the grapes-if 
we did not realize that the latter is the demonstration of 
the former in human consciousness, the real purpose of 
the Branch-FRDTAGE! through the channel of intel
ligent (Grecian lamp) human apprehension or wed
ding. The Bible presents Father-:\lother God and 
its offspring-Child, image; Science and Health, "Prin
ciple and its idea are one," S.&H. 4-65, thereby fulfilling 
Isa. 56:5 and 54:5. 

This is further brought out in the five small windows 
above the organ, through which the outer light shines, 
inasmuch as the Auditorium is higher than the Read
ing Room, Readers' Rooms and :\lother's Room-all 
in the rear. The first of these windows pictures a Iamb; 
the second, the Bible; the third, a cross, the fourth, 
Science and Health; and the fifth, a do\'e-note how 
far removed from the Bible is the do\'e (peace). It is 
amazingly significant that no two of these windows can 
be squarely viewed from the same position, as the\' are 

• The lamp was the lower point, and the grapes the higher. 
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each set in an individuaC deep alco7.'e and also the organ 
pipes obscure them. so that one alone is squarely rerealed 
at a time.' How symbolic of the divided tones of .\lother
hood-the pipe organ was gi\'en in each of these Con
cord Branches bv The .\lother Church. '\Iv. 166' and . . , 
] an. 1898] ourna!. 

I t is interesting to note that while there were eighty 
thousand dollars in donatiens to the "building. embel
lishing and furnishing." .\ly. 16.? of the Concord 
Church. it was designated as a gift from .;.11 rs. Eddy, 
and she speaks of "the bllilder (in singular) of the 
Christian Scientists' church edifice in Concord" receiv
ing the benediction of "\Yell dene. good and faithfu!." 
.\ly. 16.?-proving that she acknowledged the opera
tion of idea only. to which channels were subordinate. 
I t was necessary that she. alone. should build this church. 
as a type of Benjamin. being generic man-\Yeman . 
.\Iany people. typing ideas. had built other branches, 
but one must build the Branch. Isa. II :1. typing the 
Twelfth Tribe or child of regeneration. growing out of 
the "roots" of spiritual .\lotherhood.* 

This symbolism would clearly explain the situation 
in which error has tried to place our most revered 
Leader recently by charging her with plagiarism with 
reference to a few fragments of expressions that she used 
frem classical writers. and one at some length from Blai r 
in Lindley .\lurray·s English Reader. 

There is no dr.-IIbt but that these identified expres
sions were inadvertently used by '\Irs. Eddy from the 
memory of her girlhood studies. The Xote-taker iden
tified the one from Blair in .\liscellaneous \Yritings. 
I .. F: I +-3. next page. in an 181.? copy ef the above named 

* So each of us must build his own Branch. though symbolically 
aided by the Associated idea. 
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book, which was published nine years before ~Irs. Eddy 
was born and was doubtless one of her early studies of 
which she tells us on p. 10, Retrospection and Introspec
tion, "After my discovery of Christian Science, most 
of the knowledge I had gleaned from schoolbooks van
ished like a ·dream." So must this statement from "The 
~Ian of Integrity" by Blair have remained in memory 
only as idea. The best answer we could find for it on 
the lowest plane of justice would be in ~Irs. Eddy's 
own words, "It is self-evident that the discoverer ['dis
coverer'-not rt'discovererJ of an eternal truth cannot 
be a temporal fraud, ~Iy. l·B, and we must not only 
acknowledge this, but what she says in this regard on 
p. 560 of Science and Health, lines 17-19. 

However. on the higher plane of thinking, as sym
bolized by this Concord Church and the general line 
of these ""0tes. admitting for argument's sake that she 
knowingly used these quotations. as generic man she had 
a divine right to gather any and all of the "stones" (spe
cific truths; "spiritual foundation," S.&H. 593 :18, 19) 
about her upon which to rest and found her revelation, 
as did Jacob'" upon which to rest himself. Her revela
tion was founded upon the truths of the Bible. S.&H. 
269:22-2_~ and 126:22-31, and Science and Health (as 
distinguished from the Key to the Scriptures-Gene
sis and the Apocalypse) is largely the founding process. 
BL-T her re7."t'latioll (the super-structure which she "rests 
upon"-S.&H. 583 :13-this f0undation, which "pro
ceeds from"-S.&H .. ~83: I3) was entirely individual 
and original to herself, being the second appearing of 
Jesus, Ret. 70 :20-22, telling us the many things that he 
could have told had he found a hearing ear and which 
he promised the Comforter would tell us, John 16:12-

* As "the revelation of Science." S.&H. 589. 
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14; S.&H. 55 :28, 29, and which human ear had never 
before heard, as contained in the Key to the Scriptures 
-Genesis, The Apocalypse and the Glossary. This was 
her individual and sole mission as revealing the :\lother
hood of God in the reflection of 'Yomanhood-generic 
man. In the wedding of her message (the Bride. 'Yord, 
l\Jy. 125) to the human consciousness ("Christian Sci
ence healing is 'the Spirit and the bride.'-the \Vord and 
the wedding of this 'Yord to all human thought and 
action, etc.," :\ly. 1_~3), her work was largely recapitula
tory of all the Bible writers and any others that might 
have served her purpose, as she, as the revealer of gen
eric man. had a right to use any and every means that 
seemed helpful to the human consciousness-it all be
longed to generic man. E,'en the human law recognizes 
the limits of copyrights,· not only in point of emolument 
to the author, but their limitations are also a recognition 
of the world's riqht to an author's ideas after they have 
been made a part of the human consciousness. 'Ve all 
"plagiarize" thoughts continually from Bible writers 
and the classical authors, and we could not avoid it after 
we have received benefit therefrom. :\1 rs. Eddy tried to 
defend her copyrights only until her pure teachings 
were measurably assimilated, well-knowing that the 
time would come when her teachings would be claimed 
by the world without the protection of copyrights. ~lrs. 
Eddy invaded no one's copyrights, and used only what 
was hers by the di'1:ine right of her message. Koone be
fore :\lrs. Eddy had e,'en faintly discerned her marvel
ous revelations in the Key tf) the S".iptures, which was 
her only message as 'Yoman. However, as "Toman must 
encompass man, she encompassed in her founding the 
teachings of the Bible. as well as the best in human con
sciousness, which. after all. was drawn largely from the 
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Bible. The "old I\lasters" of painting, music and lit
erature drew their great subjects from the Bible which 
Spirit interpreted to them in thei r own language-~lrs. 
Eddy received hers directly from hea't'en-The man
Angel brought the Little Book from heaven, Rev. 10: 
the God-crowned \"oman appeared in hea'l.'en, Rev. 12; 
the Bride descended from God out of heat·en, Rev. 21. 
Science and Health 123: 19-23. shows the two-fold oper
ation of the "calculus of Spirit"-induction, S.&H. 209: 
25-30, and deduction, S.&H. 520 :3-15. The Bible was 
the process of induction (ascension) and Science and 
Health of deduction (descension directly from heaven). 
\" oman gathered none of her message from earth-it 
was the fire of heaven bringing Cause to its elements, 
1\ly. 114 :28-9; whereas, the Bible was the assembling of 
the elements to its Cause. The great mistake lies in 
following and judging the human course of I\1rs. Eddy 
when her message lay in her din·nit),. Her human course 
in founding it was tentative, largely due to our measure 
of resistance. \Vhen her divine message wholly reached 
earth, she kne'U· it and so stated in terms of a- finished 
revelation in human founding, and disappeared as 
::\lother and personal Leader. 

So just as the many donated parts of the Concord 
Church were gathered to the one idea, represented by 
herself as generic donor-the many specifically do
nated parts (ideas) in the universal thought-structure 
of man could be rightfully appropriated to the general 
purpose of the mission of woman, to which end they 
were originally specifically conceived: "To this end 
was I born, and for this cause came I into the world, 
that I should bear witness unto the Truth," John 18: 
37, is the refrain of each and all ideas in the grand 
chorus of "the spiritual idea" revealed by I\1ary Baker 
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Eddy in the Key tf) the SrriptuI·/'s-her sale individual 
mission as distinguished from each and every other chan
nel for reyelation. which does not stop at 1\lotherhood, 
but goes on to the higher step of Bride wedded to Lamb. 
as typed by Extension. Rev. 19 :7-9: \ly. ~9. thence to 
"Loye wedded to its f)'li'fl spiritual idea." S.&H. 575. in 
the City foursquare or Branch idea. 

It might be interesting to follow \1 rs. Eddy's eyo
lution of the subject of gi ft-gi\"ing and receiving. At 
first she accepted gifts with gratitude. \lis. 159. 203; 
\ly. 121; then she requested their discontinuance in 
Dec. 1898. immediately after she taught her last class 
in the Concord Branch Gn "Lo\"e." \Iy. 2~6. but they 
must have persisted. as \ly. 256 and 2.~7 show. so that 
in the Dec. 2\. 1899. Sentinel. she requested three dress
ing sacks. which she describes in character. requesting 
that nothing else be sent her. The moti\"e seems most 
evident. as she was a wealthy woman. free from mate
rial needs. 'Vas it not to show how impossible it is for 
one person to give to another person anything. and that 
her Church could not clothe her? Is not the gift always 
to one's own self under the guise of giving to another? 
Is it possible for a human being to take the place of God 
from whom "every good and perfect gift." James 1 :17. 
comes?-and there are no mediums between God and 
man. Gal. 3: 19. 20. \"hen we serve another for emolu
ment. our sen"ice is the divine acti\"ity that brings its 
expression of supply. and places the other in debt to 

principle (God). not to us. in order to reward it; hence. 
\Irs. Eddy's clear teaching on the first page of the Pref
ace of \liscellaneous "'ritings. first paragraph. At any 
rate. \1 rs. Eddy's di rect request of the entire field. pub
lished in the Sentinel of Dec. 21. 1899. brought no re
sponse. so on Dec. 25. 1899. she wrote" A Card" (pub-
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lished in the Dec. 28, 1899, Sentinel) as follows: "Be
loved :-1 accept most gratefully your purpose to clothe 
me, and when God has clothed you sufficiently He will 
make it easy for you to clothe one of His 'little ones.' 
Give yourselves no more trouble to get the three gar
ments called for by me through last week's Sentinel."· 
\Vhen He clothes us sufficiently. we will know no one 
has need, and that our clothing is theirs also. 

Even after this, the attempt to present gifts to :\lrs. 
Eddy continued in 1900 and 1901. as evidenced by :\ly. 
258, 259. whereupon she requested that the Churches in 
1902 send her only telegrams in the future. :\1 y. 2~9: 
16, 17. In the Sentinel of Dec. 16. 1905. :\ly. 233. 23+, 
under the title "Principle or Person." she requested dis
continuance of even this. giving the world through the 
channel of The K ew York \Yorld the article on "The 
Significance of Christmas." :\Iv. 259. Sentinel. Dec. 16. 
1905; "The Ladies Home J oumal." "\Yhat Ch ristmas 
:\leans To :\le" in 1907. ;\ly. 261. Sentinel. Dec. 7.1907. 
The 73rd :\lanual in 1908 under the title or {(Duty to 
God," our now :\lanual. p. 67. Sec. 10. penalized the 
sending of gifts and even dispatches to 1\1 rs. Eddy OJI 

Holidays-her "personality" having disappeared after 
the dedication of the Concord Branch in 190+. the gen
eric gift of God to man through the channel of :\lary 
Baker Eddv as human donor. Howe\'er. until :\lother
hood was crowned in the Extension in 1906, it was an 
unfinished step; after which it disappeared to the point 
of her penalizing (immediately after abolishing com
munion of Branches with :\lother Church. July Journal. 
1908) a Christian Scientist who would offer a gift to 
::\lotherhood. for all gifts are in \fotherhood or the min
istering or protection of one human for another-the 

* Possible onh' in Thirteen. not Twelve in Church. 
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instinct is to "mother" or regard one idea as a "lesser 
idea," as on p. 518 of S.&H., lines 13-19, which is in 
((Genesis" (beginning, or "\fotherhood-\\Toman's man 
child). ,I Here let us remember that God is not the 
Alpha and Omega of man and the universe; He is su
preme, infinite, the great forever, the eternal ~find 
that hath no beginning and no end, no Alpha and 
Omega," ~ly. 267, implying that for man to have Alpha 
and Omega would be for God to have it, as what He 
contains as idea is one with Him-"Principle and its 
idea is one"-S.&H. 465. 

!\1rs. Eddy has placed personal friendship ("Be
cause it is the only danger in the path that winds up
ward," ~lis. 9 :29, 30) and Priestcraft (as the only 
obstruction in front of Scientists "on to the blest above," 
~lis. 106 :9) in the same position-"the only danger in 
the path that winds upward"; also" Personal Sense" as 
the only Plaintiff in the case against mortal man, and the 
only defendant in the re'1:ersal, S.&H. 430:20, 21; 434: 
15. In this latter case, Personal Sense ((nursed" mortal 
man instead of healed him. his self-denial meeting the 
usual "Christian" reward-physical impoverishment. 
Personal gifts and Animal J\fagnetism come from these 
three-in-one sources, and were all dangers in visible 
~fotherhood which caused ~lother her stuggle ("the 
Dragon that stood before the woman," Rev. 12) and 
cause us our struggle until we see the Branch growing 
out of the ((roots" of im·isible Principle, Isa. 11 :1, as 
Christian (~lother) plus Science (Child, idea)
Christian Science, the fourth side of the City, S.&H. 
577: 18, 19. Personal friends stand between us and 
Principle in a social way. ~ly. 167 :4-6; Priestcraft in 
a religious way; and "nursing" in a healing way-the 
three forms of "mothering," each assuming to help us 
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to pay our debt to Principle, which we alone can pay 
by our inevitable wedding thereto. 

Our first "Concordance" to Science and Health, 
\Vith Key to the Scriptures, was given us in 1903, 
simultaneously with ~1rs. Eddy's dropping the title of 
"~lother," and "intelligence" to humanity in "the ideal 
man," S.&H. 517:8~ 9, also throughout cur entire Text
book. Previous to this. we had no way of gaining an 
intelligent concept of her specific teachings, as the Index 
in Science and Health was most inadequate and we were 
forced to rely on our memory of portions that had most 
inspired us, but no "collective" understanding in a let
terway could be thus gained. The Concordance and the 
l\Ianual were the demands fer wedding rather than ac
cepting outside ministry. \Vhen "intelligence" was de
manded of the Child. it was provided with the means 
therefor. 

These church descriptions of I\Iother (The [little] 
~Iother Church) ; Bride and Lamb (Extension); and 
Bride, the City foursquare (Branch), have been given 
in minutia for the purpose of proving the conclusion of 
the marriage of \lother and Child-a monstrous per
version when seen in matter (as in the case of Lot's 
daughters, Gen. 19 :36-38, and Reuben, Gen. 35 :22, and 
49:4) and yet a spiritual necessity. which "ChU1·ch" 
alone can illustrate. Hence, the necessity for "Church" 
as a medium to the human consciousness for the solution 
of its human problems-"Divinity alone solves the prob
lem of humanitv." \Iv. 306. Even the sin of Reuben - -
cannot be redeemed to idea (as it must be before the 
City foursquare unfolds, for Reuben is one of its twelve 
pearly gates, Rev. 21 :21) until we see the redeeming 
idea in the animating fact. the reversal of which was so 
gross in malter-"The greatest wrong is but a supposi-
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titious opposite of the highest right," S.&H. 368:1, 2. 
'Yhat makes this association of mother and child in the 
flesh so repulsi7:e but the association of marriage with 
"lust." of which it is the synonym when yiewed mate
rially. as :\lrs. Eddy says in her dedicatory address of 
the Extension. :\ly. p.:; :1-6. It is most confirmatory 
of the point under discussion to remember that the occa
sion for her saying this was the presentation of the true 
idea of union or wedding of the consciousness of :\lnther 
and Child. as typed by the union of the t\\'o most out
wardly incongruous buildings of The (little) :\lother 
Church. the cross of :\lotherhood. :\h. 6. and the Ex
tension. the Tweh'e Tribes (uninrsal Child) as ero·".'1I. 
:\ly. 6-"upon her head a crown of twelye stars." Re\". 
12: I. These churches were joined at their altars. and 
the marriage of the Bride (:\lother) and the Lamb (hu
man consciousness). Re\". 19 :;-9. was read at the :\nnual 
:\leeting. :\ly. 39:6-10. the day following the reading 
of :\Irs. Eddy's dedicatory address. denouncing the lust 
of human marriage. calling it "legalized lust." :\Iy .. :;: 
1-6. "" e had a specially prepared sermon, the subject of 
which, ":\darn, "'here :\rt Thou?" :\ly. 33-3:;, calling 
us out of matter to view this ineI'itablc union, as prophe
sied by the Bible in Re\"elation chapters 12, 19 and 21. 

:\lrs. Eddy had brought forth in "the spirirual idea" 
the last (and 0nly) Child, embracing the Twel\'e Tribes 
of Israel. the goal of all "motherhood" since Eye's com
mission for the progressiYe "conception" of "'oman, 
Gen. 3: I 6, to the end of laboring until the human con
sciousness became so purified as to see the Lamb of Lon 
("slain from the foundation of the world"), lustful 
claim to generation eating the apple of the belief of 
man as creator, or bride bef0re 11Ir;,therIz00d. whcn 
"motherhood" must be risen abon before there can e\"cr 
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be a true bride of Spirit or of the Lamb. ~lotherhood 
appears in heaven as "\Voman," not ,. ~lother," Rev. 
12:1, and her work as ~lother is in the u:ilderness, not 
hea7:en. She is B,.ide in heaven, Rev. 19 :7-9, and 21 :2. 

The Bible prophesied this in the sense of presenting 
the mother of the man child with f.u·el'1:e stars when 
motherhood does not go beyond seven; as she brought 
forth a "man child," which ~l rs. Eddy interprets as 
Jews, S.&H. 565:6-13. And Jesus held but se7.'en stars 
in his right hand, Rev. I :20, and as there are but seven 
ascending days of consciousness. and as the "man child" 
{{ascended" ("her child was caught up unto God, and 
to His throne," Rev. 12:5). it proves that he represented 
but se7:en stars. and the other five were descending ideas 
or light above the Je7.'en days of ascending conscious
ness. He ascended to the five additional stars-beyond 
~lotherhood in seven - in "~oman's crown, Thus 
motherhood ended in seven and wed her son in hea7.'en. 

not on earth. Re\', 19 :7-9 is union of The (little) ~lother 
Church and Extension. ~ly. 39 :6-10. This \\r oman 
appeared in hem'en, Rev. 12: 1, and her child was but 
caught up to its point of conception or source. which it 
weds, becomes one with, as in ninth picture of Christ 
and Christmas. "The scientific morale of marriage is 
spiritual unity," S.&H. 61 :30, 31. The wedding of the 
"man child" (seven stars) and \\r oman, the latter having 
/ii'e stars in addition. gives us "'oman's crf)'u:n of twelve 
stars. The wedding is in heaven. harmony, S.&H. 587: 
25-27. as portrayed in Rev. 19 :7-9, which Scripture was 
read at the Annual meeting at the dedication of the Ex
tension. correlated with the marriage of the Bride and 
the Lamb, S.&H. _,7+:27-6; 577:+-11. 

The verv instinct of human motherhood is the desi re 
to possess (Eve named her first son Cain. meaning "pos-
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session"), and it ever thereafter mentally lusts for and 
covets the material or moral good of its offspring-its 
highest possible refrain being (as previously noted) 
"Keep thou my child on upward wing tvniglzt"
"NIothers' E7:ening [there are no mornings for mother
hood, as the dawn belongs to the B ride consciousness] 
Prayer," Hymn 197, by ~frs. Eddy. Every mother's 
cro'U'n is when her child 'U'eds her consciousness in ac
cepting the truths she so anxiously labors to impart! 
This was the crf)·u'n (Extension) of The (Ii ttle) Mother 
Church, which had borne the cross of every mother for 
all time. The entire absence of all personal pictorial 
symbolism in the Extension shows how completely the 
Lamb ("self-immolation." S.&H. 590 :9, 10) has offered 
itself to Bride, S.&H. 582:14-16. as Bridegroom. S.&H. 
582:17-20-however, it is rich in symbolism beyond 
person. 

In the Concord Branch, we are again turned to the 
healing typed by person. as in The (little) ~lother 
Church. Does not this show that idea has descended 
again to earth after the purification of its ascending 
process-"and her child was caught up unto God and 
to His throne," Rev. 12:5 (in The [little1 ~lother 

Church). the Bride and the Lamb are then wed. Rev. 
19: 1 ; 6-9. descending to earth with redemption for all 
things in the fullness of idea in the City foursquare, Rev. 
21. This wedding has come to us in completed Church
the wedding of the Bible and Science and Health by 
the religious translation of all the symbols of the former 
into ideas in the latter and their illustration in The Three 
(forms of) Tabernacles. the three measures of meal in 
which "'oman hid her leaven. typing Science. Theology 
and ~fedicine. S.&H. 118 :13-25. The (little) ~lother 
Church containing prophecy of the entire unfoldment of 
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Fourteen, Science; the Extension silencing Theology 
in the human purity involved in the u:ilderness,' and the 
leaves of the fruit-bearing tree typed by the Branch 
being for the healing (:\Iedicine) of the X ations, Rev. 
22 :2. The pews of the Concord Branch are deeply 
carved with grapes (five different kinds in alternate 
designs) and the .\Iother's Room lighted in "beautiful 
circles of light like grape clusters," Sentinel, Sept. 23, 
1905. :\Iother comes to fruitage in Branch,-thus em
bracing the premise of every church on earth, and ful
filling the promise of The Church of Christ, Scientist's 
embracing "all the churches one by one," .\Iy. :'4-2, 
and that "Christian Science is destined to become the 
one and the only religion and therapeutics on this 
planet." .\Iy. 266 :29-2. The 'li:holeness of its religion 
will fulfill the religious promise, and its "therapeutics" 
will lie in its having had in embryo in Church the right 
idea of eYery reversal "on this planet." The idea has 
been completed in the Twelve Tribes of Israel in 
Church. Can we estop it? Its very force against the seem
ing resistance is undoubtedly causing the persecutions of 
the limitations of .\Iother to the end of our releasing the 
old to put on the new . .\Jrs. Eddy's consciousness being 
embodied in Church, it is there we must look for her 
"resurrection" to our sense - not as ":\Iother" but as 
Bride! \Yhen we look for .\Iother, we are looking into 
the sepulchre, 1\ly. 119, which she declared when she 
closed the .\Iother's Room in The (little) .\Iother 
Church with the statement, "Let the dead bury their 
dead," Sentinel. X av. 2 I, 1908. 

Two other most outstanding features in this Con
cord Branch are: first. that the sea is in the background 
or behind each of the healing windows in the Korth 
and South transept windows-"heal the sick [in which 
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Jesus. dressed in scarlet. is healing the multitudes, sug
gesting. "Go ye into all the "'orld"]. cleanse the lepers 
[J esus dressed in scarlet with multitudes about. but with 
a figure in appearance like the woman who touched the 
hem of his garment who prostrated herself before him, 
kneeling before him-an interesting stud), for the sub
.;ectJ raise the dead [Lazarus coming forth from the 
tomb. with the sea behind. although Bethany was far re
moved from the Galilean Sea. and also from the Dead 
Sea]. cast out deyils [the demoniac]." These were the 
four South transept windows. The Sea was. of course. in 
the first two :\ orth transept windows. the subject of 
which was Jesus on the shore of the Galilean Sea after 
his resurrection (dressed in scarlet. as in each of the four 
South transept windows just described) ; in the second 
two :\ orth transept windows, the subject was Peter and 
John healing the man at the gate of the Temple which 
is called Beautiful. Peter is performing the healing and 
John is standingon the steps of the Temple with a scroll 
in his hand-the sea being seen in the distance through 
an opening in the Temple.'* Thus each and e\'ery one 
of these fcur subjects-the" first four of which in the 
South transept are definitely named in character (to
gether with the last two indicated) by the familiar-to
Bible-students subject inyohoed. might be characterized 
as the message to the Branch Churches-"Go ye into 
all the world [suggested by the multitudes] Heal the 
sick. cleanse the lepers. raise the dead": [then going to 
X orth transept. as described aboyeJ freely ye haye 
receiYed. freely gi\Oe"-the epitome of last two subjects. 
The sea behind all. suggesting John's prophecy. "A.nd 
there was no more sea." Rey . .?I: I.-when the work 

* There i,. a descended do\"e (with outspread wings) prostrate on 
the ground in front of this healing. 
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in "intelligence" (the Extension) has progressed to 
"Truth," mortal mind has no place. 

The second outstanding feature is, above each of the 
two large square or rectangular healing group win
dows there are three medallions-two of which are 
lower than the one in the center, and smaller. In the 
center of the large central medallion is something that 
looks like fruit or flower (possibly the union of both in 
the Extension) with four surrounding petals; which are 
in turn surrounded by f.7.ul'l:e petals, in each of which 
is a large. green deta~hed leaf (suggesting "the' leaves 
of the tree ['which bare tweh'e manner of fruits.' Re\'. 
22 :2J were for the healing of the X ations"), and to con
firm this, these tweh'e petals were embraced in f0urteen 
other petals containing fU/lrteen of the central fruit (or 
flower-possibly both) design. Thus the demand for 
fourteen has been placed upon Branch church. which 
will carry it on and out to its final purpose as given us 
in Rev. 22, correlated by S.&H. 578 :5-18. F0urteen 
appeared nowhere in the Extension except on the uut

side, on the dove shield with fourteen descending rays 
of light, pointing toward the cross and crown. The d0'L'e, 

which is thus (by fourteell descending rays) announced 
to belong to fourteen. appears in the Concord Branch, 
as one of the five small windows set in deep alcoves 
abo\'e the organ-the latter the gift of the Extension by 
designated ch0ice by :\1rs. Eddy as to the character of 
its prospective gift most acceptable to her (thus showing 
where the music prophesied by the Extension windows 
ultimately belonged) -can be seen clearly only from the 
position immediately under the multitude healing win
dows. :\nd it seems most unfortunate. and, indeed. signi
ficant of our general field lack of understanding of the 
value of :\1rs. Eddy's symbols that just here all of the 
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seats are removed and a large 'vacant place prepared for 
the cutting of large double doors through the heavy 
granite walls for the purpose of bringing in the so-called 
aged from the Pleasantview Home, as noted in a later 
chapter. This was done many years after l\1rs. Eddy 
left us in person. 

The two smaller petaled medallions are just as the 
large central and higher placed medallion or rose win
dow, with the exception of reduced proportions to six 
large green leaves and eight surrounding flowers-hav
ing the same center, though reduced. 

1;-.; GEXERAL RESC~IE OF THE THREE 

TABERxACLES 

There would be no advantage in three tabernacles 
built to idea over the three tabernacles which Peter pro
posed to build to three persons-"one for thee. and one 
for l\ioses, and one for Elias." ~latt. 17 :+-if the three 
are not seen as one. Three tabernacles dedicated to three 
persons, particularly on the ~lount-"Let us build here 
three tabernacles." Peter said-could never be made 
one; but three tabernacles built to idea, each carrying 
forward the specific phase of the idea presented by the 
former-the first wedding (or carrying forward) being 
the wedding of The (little) Mother Church and univer
sal Child (Extension). and the last. the wedding of the 
Extension and Branches: no two tabernacles standing 
as acti'l"e idea at the same time. thus uniting the three in 
one (Trinity of Life. Truth and Love in one-Love). 

At] esus' crucifixion. the then two tabernacles were 
made one-the veil of the temple being rent in twain 
from top to bottom. ~latt. 27 :51. the reason being seen 
in Heb. 9:8: "The Holy Ghost ['the de7:elopment of 
eternal Life, Truth and Love,' S.&H. 588J. this signify-
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ing. that the way into the hilliest of all was not yet made 
manifest. while as the first tabernacle was vet stand
ing." I n Luke <) :'?~-3.;-LlIke·s account of the trans
figuration on the .\Iount-it is said that .\loses and Elias 
spake with Jesus "of his deCl'aJ,' which he should accom
plish at Jerusalem." It is thus plain to understand Jesus' 
answer when Pilate said to him: "Speaketh thou not 
unto me? Knewest thou not that I have the power to 
cruci fy thee and haH powcr to release thee? Jesus an
swered. Thou couldst ha\'e no power at all against me. 
except it was gi\'en thee from aho7'e"-his crucifixion 
was determined in the J/Olll1t when h;s disciples were 
unable to see the unit\, of Life (represented by Elias
Fatherhcod. S.&H . . ~h.? :3-7: .~h9: 1. 2. Truth (repre
sented by .\Ioses) and Love (represented by Jesus in 
this mountain illumination). "gathering" from aho~'e, 
but unable to !latht'r from beneath. His three disciples' 
concepts. were in character the human representatives 
of the qualities expressed by the heavenly vision-Peter 
corresponding to Elias: James to .\Ioses: and John to 
Jesus. in Jesus' "gathering" (\\'oman) qualities. John 
afterwards rose to his mission on the Isle of Patmos, 
and prophesied Jesus' second coming in his femininity 
in Rev, 12 and 21. through the human channel of 
\Yoman. Re\,. 12. and Bride. Re\', 21. Jesus tried e\'en in 
the garden of Gethsemane to o\'ercome the mountain 
verdict of his decease. but failed for the same reason that 
it was not accomplished in the ".\Iount."-his disciples' 
hea~'iness with sf,ocr or inability to awake from their 
personal sense . .\latt . .?h :+0. ·n. 

Is not this thc explanation of .\Irs. Eddy's position 
with her Three Tabernacles built to idea, /-,,:0 of which 
spoke of her decease (in .\Iotherhcod) in their moun
tain of re\'elation. unless her disciples should awake to 
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what she had done--as \Iotherhood is but a "half a 
time" idea. and Bride and Lamb were wed in hea\'en 
(symbolized by Extension-Re\'. 19:7-9 and \ly. 39:9) 
-the sah'aticn of the world depending on the Branch 
growing out of heaYenly roots. Re\,. 21. Had we risen 
to \Irs. Eddy as Branch-Bride. it would han spirit
ually fulfilled Re\'. 21. and spared her-"But how then 
shall the ~cripture be fulfilled that thus it must be?" 
\latt. 26 :_~4. 

Jesus' reason for not speaking to Pilate and pre
venting his cruci fix ion, as he surely would ha\'e done 
had he called the 11l0re than fL;:eh:c legions of angels 
to bear on the situation. ("thoughts passing from God 
to man." S.&H. )81) of "'hich he spoke in \1 att. 26 :)~. 
was undoubtedh" what he added in the next \'Crse-~+th 
-"How then shall the scripture be fulfilled that thus it 
must be?"-he ha\'ing pre\'iously said, "The scripture 
calln0t he hrr)ken." John 10 :3_~. \\'as not this \lrs. Ed
dy's reason also for not calling these 1/101'1' than h,·eh .. e 
legiom of witnesses in these Three Tabernacles to bear 
upon m-(other than silcntly in the plan she left us of 
not perpetuating The \lother Church) -and thereby 
pre\'enting her seeming crucifixion by lack of under
standing-sleep of those around her ?-fnr had she done 
so, the saiptlll'e concerning the "half a time." Re\'. 12: 
1+. of \lotherhood and the persecution of the "remnant 
of her seed" (her children), who remain within these 
1-.. .. '0 tabernacles. \yould ha\'(~' been "h,.r)kt'71"-an impos
sibility until they are fulfilled. There is no difference 

" " 

in the limi tation in\'oh'ed between personal \lotherhood 
and a JI ather Ch/ll'rh ether than that personal \lother
hood can ne\Tr be one with its child while a \Iother 
Church can. in the sense of a continuously progressi\"c 
idea carries \\"ith it the elements behind it. The Con-
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cord Church shows this by putting :\lother behind, and 
taking the idea to Fourteen, which was but prophesied 
in :\lotherhood, as before noted. 

The warfare (by prophecy, Rev. 12:17) must also 
be fulfilled concerning her seed "which keep the com
mandments of God ['Ten Commandments'] and have 
the testimony of Jesus Christ ['Christ's Sermon on the 
:\lount: :\1v. 229 :20-2+ l"-the two states of conscious-. - ~ 

ness to which :\lrs. Eddy indites The :\lother Church 
l\lanual excl/lsi~·ely. with her plaint. lines 24--29 of this 
article on the :\lanual. from which the last reference is 
here given: "Heaps upon heaps of praise confront me 
and for what? That which I said in my heart would 
never be needed,-name\y, laws of limitation for a Chris
tian Scientist .... Thou knowest best what we need most. 
hence my disappointed hope and grateful joy_" "Her 
seed" (those who cling to her either as :\lother or The 
:\lother Church) after her passing must struggle with 
the Dragon that stood before the \Voman that brought 
forth the "man child" until they see beyond either cross - -
(The. [Ii ttIe J :\lother Church) or crown (the Exten-
sion), neither of which goes beyond the circle (ninth) 
picture in Christ and Christmas-:\lind, mother, man; 
Poem. The (little) :\lother Church bears the cross
both as human personal channel. and as Church which 
was built as a memorial to her \lotherhood-the cross 
being the resistance in gathering the tribes for her 
crown-as shown by :\lrs. Eddy's association of the 
sheaf of wheat with cross in the Concord Branch in the 
Second Reader's Room. This resistance is clearly 
prophesied in Re\'. 13-19 chapters, which :\lrs. Eddy 
indicated in Science and Health 568:5-12, that we (f)1I1d 
escape; as her struggle, and that of those associated with 
her in l\lotherhood, was from the time of 1\1 rs. Eddy's 
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revelation of the man child in the 16th edition in 1886 to 
the reyelation of the City foursquare in 1891-when we 
were given the statement, S.&H. 568 :5-12, just aboye 
mentioned. The (little) :\lother Church was built 
by her students as a memorial to her finished :\lother
hood-so much so that in the June 189+ Journal, p. 9+, 
just eighteen days before the laying of the cornerstone on 
:\lay 21 st-and written on :\lay 3rd, 189+, l\1rs. Eddy 
wrote, ":\ly work for The :\lother Church is done." 

'\Irs. Eddy's fulfillment as :\lother of the ten of the 
Twelve Tribes before The :\lother Church was formed, 
and of two in the course of its construction (as noted in 
the chapter "Crowned \Yith Twelve Stars")-The (lit
tIe) .:\lother Church being built as a memorial thereto
enabled her to escape through her reyelation the inter
vening chapters between .:\Iotherhood (Rev. 12th chap
ter) and the Bride (Rev. 21st chapter). This escape 
was our privilege as well had we been obedient, S.&H. 
S68:7 & 8. The forestal/ing and escape from the prophe
sies of Reyelation 13th to 19th chapters may be identi
fied with the resistances which called forth such articles 
as "\Yays That Are Vain," .:\lay 1887 Journal. and the 
necessity to open the department on "Animal ':\lagne
tism" in the ·fifth and sixth yolumes of the Journals. 
The fifth was Dan, "Animal .:\lagnetism," S.&H. 583-
the sea beast. as indicated by the fifth day of conscious
ness, water symbols, Gen. I :20-23; Dan was the fifth son 
of Jacob; and the sixth was X aphtali, which means 
"wre5tling"-the struggle with animal sense in people, 
Gen. I :2+, 2S, the first step in the sixth day; X aphtali 
was the sixth son of Jacob. Dan and X aphtali were 
Rachel's sons by her bondmaid, under law; and so were 
they l\Irs. Eddy's under human law-chartered Church. 
After this triumph, the Lamb stood on :\1t. Sian, and 
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with him an hundred and forty and four thousand .... 
"These are they which were not defiled with women; 
for they are virgins," Rev. 14, corresponding to "Gad" 
seventh son of Jacob ("Science, spiritual being under
stood," S.&H. 586), as unfolded in the seventh volume 
of the Journals, and the dissolution of the former (1879) 
Church in 1889-the year of these J oumals. Thence, in 
Rev. 15th and 16th chapters came the messages of the 
six angels with their desolation of earthly concepts by 
their sowing and reaping. Then came the seven last 
plagues through the channel of the seven angels--the 
seventh angel leading to the revelation to John of the 
Mother of Harlots (chapter 17)-the Babvlonish 
woman, which !\f rs. Eddy says in her !\fessage to The 
:\fother Church in June, 1899, 1\fy. 125, 126,-"The 
doom of the Baby10nish woman, referred to in Reve
lation, is being fulfilled . ... The Babylonish woman 
is fallen, and who should mourn over the widowhood 
of lust, etc." This shows that :\-Irs. Eddy regarded the 
17th and 18th chapters of Revelation as having been 
fulfilled in 1899 (as the true sense of ~ly[ otherhood must 
needs effact the false sense) ; which brought us to the 
marriage of the Bride and the Lamb (symbolized by 
the Extensicn-thought preparation and plans for its 
building starting in Jan., 1901 (when 1\ Irs. Eddy ad
dressed the T'u:entieth Century as God-crowned-"Thou 
God-cro'li:ned patient century thine hour hath come," 
Poems p. 22, which plans continued and unfolded up 
to 1906, when the Extension was dedicated, which stood 
as active idea embracing the Branches until June, 1908 
-nine years after !\frs. Eddy said "the Babylonish 
woman is fallen," as above quoted. and seven years from 
the time of its inception in the fi rst stanza of the poem, 
"The Twentieth Century." The Church, the Exten-
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sion, being based on the General Teachers' Association, 
could not go beyond seven yea rs-"in telligence," the 
second step in "the ideal man," S.&H. 517 :8, 9. The 
Extension is but the crown of Christianity won by those - -
who had "washed their robes and made them white in 
the blood of the Lamb," who were given white robes in 
hea\'en (mind-"intelligence") until "their fellow-ser
vants also and their brethren [on earth] that should be 
killed as they were, should be fulfilled," Re\'. 6: II ; in 
other wo rds, it was sal va tion by bl00d. sac ri fice, tha t 
merited the crown. "Blood was not its price," Poem 22, 
belonged to salvation in the light of the fulfilled Exten
sion the association with Benjamin-the child of re
generation, typed by the Concord Church-sharing 
alike the idea of the marriage in heaven, thence to de
scend to earth as salvation by gift, S.&H, ++2 :25-29, 
giv.en us a year and a half after the Extension was dedi
cated, 

\"hile within the Extension, as before noted, are 
music associated with flowers, and books with fruit
Cain's "fruit of the ground" offering, Gen. -t, being re
deemed through the labor that he started (God did not 
condemn Cain, Gen. -t :6, 9, but the limitation of his 
offering-at least until he slew :\bel), culminating in the 
wilderness fruit grown in idea-"eHry plant of the field 
before it was in the earth." But blood was the price paid 
for eHn whiteness of the robes of the ,'edcemed-the 
laboring centuries of Christianity bearing the cross of 
denial, accepting "the O'o",:n of righteousness" as the 
fruits of their labor in manhood. The whole process was 
written in hea7.'en as evidenced bv the uninscribed name 
blanks all everything, the beribboned, almost uncount
able wreaths of laurel. palms and olive branches; but 
universal salvation could not be written only in hem.·en 
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but "writ on earth, on leaf and flower, Love hath one 
race, one realm, one power," ~1rs. Eddy's Poems, p. 22, 
second stanza, suggesting a progressive unfoldment over 
the first stanza. The eight shields on the outer walls
Falmouth St.-on this Church (the Extension) and on 
the pillars in the arches both within and without, and 
above the outer doors bespeak incompleteness of idea; 
as "heaven" must defend itself from "earth" until heaven 
and earth become one on earth-not in heaven. As 
l\lotherhood belonged to the Xineteenth Century, S.& 
H. 559 :32-2, the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb 
ushers in the Twentieth Century. There were no roots 
nor trunks of trees in this Extension, but ali were de
tached individual branches, inverted with the tops of 
the branches at the bottom; likewise there are no stems 
with thurns to the roses and flowers. Heaven's name is 
written over everything in the form of blank labels as a 
botanist would use, and inscription blanks are under 
all the windows, suggesting the further progressi'1:e step 
(as just noted) in descent of Branch in :\lrs. Eddy's 
poem, The Twentieth Century: .. 'Tis 'U'rit on earth, on 
leaf and flower, Love hath one race, one realm, one pow
er," p. 22 of :\1rs. Eddy's Poems,-the union of earth's 
fruit and leaves (the latter in wreaths e\'erywhere, as 
abc\'e noted), and heaven's flowers-"the floral apostles 
are hieroglyphs of Deity," S.&H. 240 :6, in heat'en, with 
no earthly names; while this is heavenly essence, the 
Branches must redeem earth's names and inscribe them. 

The message of the Twentieth Century-the title of 
l\lrs. Eddy's poem on p. 22, from which the last above 
references are quoted, is "Love doth enter in, and peace 
is u:on, and lost is 1'I'ce: Right reigns, and blood \vas not 
its price," Poems 22. Is not this the message of joy that 
is prophesied in the Extension by its music windows? 
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.\Jay not this music be the Song of the (Twelve) Stars? 
Are not the notes caught and re\'ealed to earth in '\lrs. 
Eddy's many revelations of light aiter the Extension 
was dedicated; and even afler it passed into idea, when 
it was separated from Communion wi th branches . .\ly. 
14-1 :26-29? Eleyen notes of which were given us simul
taneously when "the ideal man" or the third tabernacle, 
cr "Truth" (Christ and Christmas. tenth picture) was 
detached and re\'ealed as outstanding for our nt'xl slep, 
in 1907, one year after the Extension was built as prn'i
ously described. Thence came salvation a gift and not a 
labor, S.&H. +4-2 :2.~-:?9, immediately after which. 4-4-2: 
30-32; then S.&H. 200 :2.,-29: and S.&H. 103: I.~. 16-
beautiful tones from heaven. The intervening and sub
sequent changes being expressed in wiping out negative 
Wnes in a partially negati\'e way--such as "The truth 
of being is perennial and the error is unreal and ObS0-

lele," S.&H. 265,-the ech0 of a heavenly tone, which 
latter could have no negative form. At least, aside from 
the numerical value of all these latter tones cf thought, 
they were certainly the chromatic (color ladder) scale 
of heavenly harmony. uniting earth and heaven as Thir
teen and Fourteen. 

The work of the Branch is to repeat these tones and 
proclaim to the Cain consciousness in the world, claim
ing its possessions in matter, that "blood is not the 
price," by carrying the message of ".:\0 mass for me." 
Christ and Christmas.-Twentieth Century sah'ation as 
the Twentieth Century Poem above referred to de
clares. This century starts Gcd-crowned-"Thou God
crowned, patient century. Thine hour hath come! 
Eternity draws nigh"-The first stanza of the latter 
just above named poem seems to speak of the Exten
sion, while the second and last stanza is couched in City 
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foursquare lore; however, the elements of the Branch 
were gathered within the Extension in the Concord 
Branch, hence, we can find the same essence in both 
tabernacles, but more unbound in the descending 
Branch. Even this last stanza is prophesied in the Ex
tension. 

One outstanding evidence of the interlocking of idea 
of "borders" as between the Three Tabernacles was the 
.\losaic floor of the ~lother's Room in The (little) 
.\lother Church in Romanesque border "with sprays 
of fig leaves bearing fruit," Pul. 26:2+,-the founda
tion ("creation") Church-whereas the borders are in 
the u:indo'U:s of the Extension ("intelligence") as intel
ligence looks out of everything from a medial position 
-the "look out" of l\lind is intelligence. The floor in 
this Church is covered with interlocking rubber tiling. 
There are no diversified borders in the Concord Branch 
-there being only the expansive borders of the medal
lions of twelve and fourteen, and the ·u:orld on t0P of the 
spire has six knobs pointing to infinity-four cardinal 
points, and one at top and bottom pointing to heaven 
and earth-beyond the City foursquare in twelve to thir
teen and fourteen in the 22nd chapter of Revelation
to the universe! 

After the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in 
Rev. 19:1,6-10 (which Scripture, as before noted, was 
read at the Annual .\leeting of the dedication season), 
the armies parade in heaven, showing that the Bride 
has married universal man-as represented by the as
sembly of the Saints-Tribes-"The \Vord of God" 
embracing them all in idea-this being typed by the two 
books tied together to the descending olive branch, in 
each of the side borders of five of the alternate windows 
in the Auditorium, as previously described, and in all of 
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the Sunday School windows-excepting in the ·latter, 
they are combined with a harp; and the one large book 
in the three front windows, as before described ;-all 
in the Extension. 

The angel in the sun then calls the fowls "unto the 
supper of the great God," and "the beast was taken and 
the false prophet," Rev. 19 :.?O,-"These both were cast 
together into a lake of fire burning with brimstone"
this shows the inadequacy of water (purification) to 
make the demonstration over the beast and the false 
prophet-"lust and hypocrisy," S.&H. 567 :27,28. \Yas 
not the dedication the supper of the great God? Did 
not :\Irs. Eddy handle these two beliefs to thei r destruc
tion by fire in her dedicatory address, :\ly. 5 :1-6? =\{oth
er's meals are always evening-suppers! as indicated by 
:\lother's E7:ening Prayer, Hymn 197, gi\'en us in 
Church hymn in 1909. 

After this 19th chapter'lan angel comes "down from 
heaven, having the key of the bottomless pit, and a great 
chain in his hand"-"the chain of scientific being re
appearing in all ages. maintaining its ob\"ious corre
spondence with the Scriptures, and uniting all periods in 
the design of God," S.&H. 271 :2-5, is the only possible 
chain with which the devil could be buund, as the devil 
lives on the unredeemed past-on such statements as 
"forgetting the things that are behind" (which was the 
only thing for the Christian to do before "Science" un
folded. as the unredeemed things behind would be mill
stones to Christian advancement to the final point of 
seeing the underlying Principle of the past-neverthe
less "God requiretlz that which is past"-Eccl. 3 :14-
in His "chain of scientific being." S.&H. 2il )-and one 
link dropped would release the devil to a claimed place 
in consciousness. "All the good the past hath had re-
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mains to make our own time glad," Hymn 17, could also 
be paraphrased to read, "All the evil the past hath had 
remains to make our own time sad," until it is scien
tifically effaced with the underlying reality it counter
feited. 

This chain is sufficient for "a thousand years" only 
(as defense must give place to redemption, Isa. 60: 18) 
-"one day is with the Lord as a thousand years," II 
Peter 3 :8, S.&H. 598. As John declared through the 
angel that brought the Little Book in Rev. 10, "that there 
should be time no longer," sixth verse, this could not 
possibly mean time, but the one more step that tended 
to the destruction of the devil-this could be likened to 
the final unfoldment of "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman" (in 1907, a year after Extension was dedicated 
-S.&H. 517:8-10), detaching Truth from human "in
telligence" to which it was still wed in 1906 at the dedi
cation of the Extension, and thus releasing man to the 
last of the three tabernacles-"Truth" coming down 
from God out of heaven prepared as a Bride adorned 
for her husband, Rev. 21 :2,-also detaching "Life and 
Love" in \Voman to allow one, "Love," to embrace the 
other, "Life," as well as to embrace Truth. The eleven 
other simultaneous changes have often been quoted. 

Note that when the devil was "loosed out of his 
prison," Rev. 20:7-9, and encompassed the beloved City, 
"/ire came down from God out of hea'l:en and devoured 
them" (the devil and his armies)-no more {('U:ater" or 
motherhood methods, Rev. 12: 15, 16. "And the devil 
that deceived them was cast into a lake of brimstone, 
where the beast and the false prophets are, etc,," Rev. 
20: 10,-fire always comes from "heaven." X 0 one can 
look up without seeing fire in symbol (heaven). nor 
down without seeing water (humanity). "The chain of 
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scientific being, etc.," mentally or theoretically seen, 
hinds (to sense) the devil, but Love alone effaces. Then 
the pure white throne appears in heaven (it having been 
in many colors when heaven first opened to John in Rev. 
4:2, 3)-a divided (prismatic) sense of white as man, 
united fu:hite as \-Voman; both earth and heaven flee from 
white, as it symbolizes generic man, as unfolded in 
Christ and Christmas in the verse describing the closing 
of the Bible, with its "olden faith" hues of seven. Does 
not this white throne correspond to the revelation of the 
truths given us after the separation of branches in 1908 
from further communion with "The .Mother Church," 
as previously described (the white throne having ap
peared just previously in S.&H. 442 :25-29-Salvation 
a gift and not a labor) ; and simultaneously, "love one 
another." "strive," and "meekness" being stricken from 
the sixth tenet. and the Golden Rule taking the place 
of "love one another," and S.&H. 442 :30-32 being given 
us, also S.&H. 200 :25-29. Thereafter the "dead"-the 
past-were judged both in the sea and hell. \\Then no 
place was found for "mortal mind" and its punishments, 
in the salvation from above, we were given, "The maxi
mum of good is the infinite God and His idea. the All-in
all. Evil is a suppositional lie." S.&H. 103:15-17. to 
take the place of "The maximum of good. however, is 
met by the maximum of suppositional evil. hence, the 
fight to crush Science"; and, "The truth of being is 
perennial. and the error is unreal and OBSOLETE." S.&H. 
265 :20, 22, to take the place of, "The truth of being is 
perennial. and the error is seen only when we look from 
wrong points of observation"-when the fight to crush 
Science is removed and the "obsen'atory" for error 
taken down. is not this the casting of death and hell into 
the lake of fire. as in Rev. 20:14? Of course. these s/ate-
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ments did not a/olle do it. but the evolutionarv circum
stances of which these statements were the outcome. \\'e 
were ready for these positions and we got them !---the 
churches having been entirely separated to no earthly 
contact with each other as before described; and imme
diatelv thereafter to no earthly communion with The . . 

;\lother Church. Science and Health 99: 13-17 was 
given us at the same time-all three of these last state
ments in 1909 followed by :\liscellany 241 and 242 in 
1910. 

:\hs. Eddy withdrew from us then. in order that the 
Bride. the Branch, might unfold its destiny as Benja
min. the chi ld of regeneration whose" :\lother" passes 
at its birth. The Branch. the pattern for which was 
given us in the Concord Branch. the gift of :\Jrs. Eddy; 
at the laying of the cornerstone of which on :\1 rs. Ed
dy's birthday. with her appro1:a/, she says. "it points 
to the new birth, he07:en here, the struggle o1.'er," 1\ly. 
158. Thus the thi rd tabernacle, "Truth" coming down 
from God out of heaven. was placed with the other 
eleyen tribes in character to leaven the whole lump in 
the Extension; and each branch emerged from the 
union of the twelve as Benjamin,-the redeemed by 
idea and not labor. Benjamin typing salvation by gift, 
S.&H. 442 :25-29-and. as such, was the gift of l\Jrs. 
Eddy. "blood [labor] was not its price," Poems p. 22. 
The twelfth comes directly down from God out of 
heaven where the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb 
had taken place in the Extension, bringing with it the 
true idea for everv earthly condition. Is not the shield . . 
with the design of the sprouting wheat, on one side of 
the first door in the first Falmouth St. arch (starting 
from St. Paul St.) a type of Benjamin-the twelfth son 
of Jacob and the only child of regeneration ?-which 
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l\1rs. Eddy certainly types, as Bride and not !\Iother, 
and ~Iother Church could not remain to impede the 
unfoldment of the next step-the City foursquare com
ing directly down from God out of heaven, "prepared 
as a Bride"-not "!\Iother." 

Because we have not been obedient to l\1rs. Eddy's 
founding, we are trailing through her labored footsteps, 
and ha\Oe not yet reached (in Church) the understanding 
of the Extension or Rev. 19th chapter. 

The "Three Tabernacles" :\1 rs. Eddy has revealed 
to us in "the ideal man," S.&H. 517 :8,9, are the human 
demonstration of the "Trinity," which not only embrace 
the evolution of her entire works, but the entire evolu
tion of the Bible as symbolized by Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob; Elias, !\Ioses, and Jesus (as illustrated on 
the :\Iount of Transfiguration) ; Peter, James, and John; 
"Father, Son and Hal\' Ghost"; "Father, \Vord, and 
Holy Ghost," I John 5 :7; "The Spirit, and the water, 
and the blood," I John 5 :8. This trinity threads through 
:\'1rs. Eddy's entire works in such articles as "Pond and 
Purpose," !\lis. 203, where we are given the three bap
tisms as-Repentance/ Holy Ghost (this is of course 
the de7:eloping sense of the Holy Ghost-S.&H. 
588 :7,8: "The development of eternal Life, Truth and 
Love"); and Spirit: in "The \Vay," 1\lis. 355: Self
knowledge; Humility and Loye. "The \Vay" is the 
name of the picture in Christ and Christmas in the 
eleventh illustration embracing three elements above 
earth-the cross; the crown; and the Light "coming 
down from God out of heayen"-prepared as a "Bride 
adorned for her husband," Rev. 21 :2-the Light em
bracing the seyen colors of manhood as her adornment. 
l\1rs. Eddy's "three tabernacles,"-the last as City four
square "descending below the other two and embrac-
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ing the first dark cross (the world or material concept) ; 
the beftowered cross (typing [little] ~Iother Church, 
built as a memorial to ~Iotherhood-beftowered with 
the lo\'e and understanding of the builders) ; and the 
crown (the Extension) both having turned their backs 
on the dark cross in their ascending course, as presented 
in such statements as "Hold thy gaze to the light. etc,," 
~Iis. 355.-written in 1889 at the dissolution of the first 
Church formation. and before the second formation in 
189.2; therefore before the first tabernacle-The (little) 
~Iother Church-was built; in fact. five years before. 

All of ~Irs, Eddy's respective statements were writ
ten with reference to her respective position at the time 
of revealing or founding one of these "Three Taber
nacles." and when their distinguishing characteristics 
are understood. each and all of her statements can be 
classified with accuracy. and we will find where we are 
working by what appeals to us in ~Irs. Eddy's writings. 
If below our present pririlege. then it is the equivalent 
of studying her older revisions which do not contain 
her higher revelations. I f we are working in cress, we 
cannot expect the crown; if in crown. we cannot expect 
the larger blessing of universal Love. Christianity gives 
us cross on earth and crown in heaven; while "Science" 
gi\'es us hea\'en on earth as a result of cross and crown 
having been understood in idea and having entered the 
collective human consciousness in Church. These two 
Churches. The (Ii ttle) ~Iother Church and the Exten
sion could not have been built without general under
standing; but the third. the Branch. must needs be a 
gift. as no one understood it but ~Irs, Eddy. nor {ould 
they until they saw ~Irs. Eddy's re\'e1ation of the Bride, 
the City foursquare, and ~Irs, Eddy's revelation (where 
we must look for her, ~Iy. 120) presents her as the 
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human symbol of Bride not 111 other, as she has cer
tainl\" re\'ealed Bride. 

E\'er\" outer door of the Extension is carved with 
shields, excepting that the double door on St. Paul St., 
with a music window on each side-the anI\" one thus 
surrounded-has split shields (the meaning is ob7.·ious, 

suggesting II Chren. 20 :21-23). Even the entrances 
from The (little) :\Iother Church into the Extension 
and the outgoing doors into the vestibule have shields, 
but there are no shields in the Concord Branch, because 
the sea is put behind in its message of "Truth," the step 
beyond "intelligence," S.&H. 517 :8, 9. The only door 
entirel\" without shields is the door where TI' esl meets 
X o,·th-on S1. Paul St., S.&H. _~75 :26-2. This door 
has a large inscription blank above it. showing this 
junction is pr0phecy only in J[other Church. The 
claim of "creation," or e\'en Uintelligence" associated 
or wedded to Truth, as it was in the Extension, is sub
ject to reversal on earth-Truth descends directly down 
from God 0111 of heaven to earth, as illustrated in the 
tenth picture in CII1·ist and Christmas, with the "roman 
knocking at the detached Branch. 

"BETTER TIL\:\ OF SO:\S .. \:\D OF D .. \l"GHTERS," 

Isa. 56 :5. 

"Even unto them will I give in mine house and 
within ~ly 'ii.·alls (City foursquare) a place and a name 
better than of sons and of daughters: I will give them an 
everlasting name. that shall not be cut off," Isa. 56 :5. 
"Thou shall call me Ishi [my husband]; and shalt call 
me no more Baali [God] .... I will bel"oth thee 
unto me fore\'er; yea, I will betroth thee unto me in 
rIghteousness. and in judgment, and in loving-kindness, 
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and in mercies. I will even betroth thee unto me In 

faithfulness," Has. 2: 16, 19 & 20. 
~Irs. Eddy says, p. 96 ~lis.: "I know not what 

the person of omnipotence and omnipresence is, or what 
the infinite includes; therefore, I worship that of which 
I can conceive, first, as a loving Father and JlotiLer/ 
then, as thought ascends the scale of being to DIn~ER 

consciousness, God becomes to me, as to the apostle who 
declared it, 'God is LO'l:e'-divine principle." 

"~Iother" Church not only made ample provision 
for us Branches, her spiritual children in Art. XXIII, 
Sees. I, 6, particularly the latter of Sect. 6, lines 19-2+, 
but ~1rs. Edd\· illustrated it to us in Christ and Christ
mas in the \\' oman knocking in the tenth picture at the 
detached branch with nothing but God's spiritual light 
behind her-no symbol of ~lother-and one more step 
to take after leaving ~lother in ninth picture. "X 0 

mass for me," Poem-means "mass" thinking as well as 
ceremon),. Certainly, we could never go back to indi-
7:idual activity as persons, but collecti\~ individuali ty 
as the branch-liCit)," foursquare activity; yet we can 
never do universal work until we take the step beyond 
~Iotherhood. into collerti'1.'e individual, intelligent ac
tivity. \\'e must learn the spiritual import of the 
.i\lother's teachings through intelligently using them 
and not always being "governed." "I n consonance wi th" 
the ~lother Church .\Ianual, ~lan. 72: 19-24-, is our 
privilege! 
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THE l\fOTHER CHURCH ~IANUAL 
"Heaps upon heaps of praise confront me, and for u'had 
That u:hich I said in TTl}' heart u:ould neur be needed, 
-namel}', lau's of limitation for a Christian Scientist." 

Jliscellan}" p. 229 :2+-27. 

"!XFIXITE PROCRESSJOX is concrete being, which finite 
mortals see and comprehend onl~' as abstract glory." 

~I is. 82 :20, 21. 

.:\IRS. EDDY'S plan, as has been shown, is a constantly 
progressive "founding" in the human consciousness in 
response to her constantly evolving re\·elation. 'Yhen 
revelation ended, founding likewise ended, for they are 
the inseparable male and female of God's creating. 

The following line of thought is reviewed with no 
pretense to the original discovery thereof,- as the facts 
presented are inescapably before the eyes of all who 
study the .:\Ianual. Howenr, it is believed by the X ote
taker that for the first time they are presented in the 
light of a previously carefully laid premise answering 
the WHY of the situations involnd. That they are t"ue 
no one can intelligently controyert. 

So merely to refresh the memories of the readers 
hereof in regard to the vital facts about to be reviewed, 
rather than to present a new situation, the following 
plan is suggested: 

If one will take the ':\lanual of The .:\lother Church 
wi th a pencil and paper and will put on one side the du
ties 2\lrs. Eddy left open to the Board of Directors '-u:ith
out her consent in "her own handwriting," or "her ap
proval," and on the other side the duties closed to the 
Board without her approval or consent, he will find 
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that the only duties e't'er open to it when she was with 
us were: 

To provide suitable rooms for the literature, Art. I, 
Sec, 7. To demand that officers perform their duties, 
Art. I, Sec. 9. To receive or reject candidates for mem
bership, Art. VI, Sec. 3. To give permission for public 
debates, Art. X, Sec. 1. To try members who depart 
from tenents, and exonerate, put on probation, or ex
communicate them, Art. XI, Sec. 5. To declare vacan
cies in Trusteeship but not to fill them, Sec. 3, p. 80. 
To remove cards of Practitioners, Art. XXV, Sec. 9. To 
notify a church to change its Publication Committee 
when not in harmony, Art. XXXIII, Sec. 5. These are 
the duties they could perform without l\Irs. Eddy's 
approval or written consent. 

On the other hand, it could not elect a President 
of The :\Iother Church without the approval of the 
Pastor Emeritus, Art. I, Sec. 2. Could not elect Clerk 
and Treasurer without consent of Pastor Emeritus given 
in her O'tcn hand 'U:riting, Art. I, Sec. 3. Could not elect 
Readers of The :\lother Church without consent of 
Pastor Emeritus, Art. I, Sec. 4. Directors could not 
fill a vacancy in their own Board without :\Irs. Eddy's 
approval, Art. I, Sec. 5. Could not form Trusteeships 
or Syndicates without approval of Pastor Emeritus, 
Art. I, Sec. 8. Could not remove Readers of l\fother 
Church without consent of Pastor Emeritus, Art. II, 
Sec. 3. Could not appoint Librarian of !\Iother Church 
without approval by :\lary Baker Eddy, Art. XXI, 
Sec. 2. Could not appoint Finance Committee without 
consent of Pastor Emeritus, Art. XXIV, Sec. f. Could 
not make a donation without written consent of Pastor 
Emeritus, Art. XXIV, Sec. 7. Could not appoint Com
mittee on business without :\Irs. Eddy's written ap-
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proval, Art. XXIV, Sec. 9. Could not elect Editors 
:,nd .Manager without consent of Pastor Emeritus in her 
o'U;n hand'u:riting, Art. XXV, Sec. 4 and Art. I, Sec. 3. 
Could not publish an article or book of I\lrs. Eddy's 
without her written consent, Art. XXV, Sec. 8. Could 
not elect Lecturers without consent of Pastor Emeritus, 
Art. XXXI, Sec. 1. Could not appoint Publication 
Committee without consent of Pastor Emeritus. Art. 
XXXII I, Sec. 1. Could not appoint Assistant Publi
cation Committee without approval of Pastor Emeri
tus, Art. XXXIII, Sec. 6. Could not amend or adopt 
new By-Law without 'U:ritten consent of Pastor Emeri
tus, Art. XXXV, Sec. 3. Could not elect teacher of 
~1assachusetts ;\Ietaphysical College without l\1rs. 
Eddy's approval, ~Ian. Art. XXVII I, Sec. 2. Signa
ture of Teacher and President ~I rs. Eddy. Art. 
XXVIII, Sec. 1, must be on all teachers' certificates is
sued, Art. XXX, Sec. 3, and yet ~Irs. Eddy must resign 
"over her own signature" or "vacate" her office as Presi
dent of the College, before a President could be elected 
for this purpose. (Has she If'l.'acaled" the office of Pres
ident any more than that of Pastor Emeritus?) Thus 
it was impossible to appoint teachers since ~1 rs. Eddy 
left us-even admitting she has vacated the office of 
President of the College, the approval of the Pastor 
Emeritus of the Teacher must be secured, Art. XXVIII, 
Sec. 2, and her approval must be had for her successor, 
Art. XXVIII, Sec. 4. 

Now, how were these difficulties offset but by legal 
opinions sought by the Board of Directors (as given in 
"Permanency of The ~Iother Church"), with refer
ence to its performance of the duties prulzibited by our 
Manual? 
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\Vhile the Board of Directors may have a legal 
right to act under the ~Ianual without ~Irs. Eddy's 
consent. which it may have acquired as a result of 
the "Literature Litigation," where does that place us 
as a church but under the human lau:, which -'Irs. Eddy 
so painstakingly avoided in the formation of the second 
Church on Sept. 23. 1892? Is not this what has placed 
such a veil before our face and limited our demon
strations? 

\Yhile a casual reading of Pulpit and Press, p. 20, 
second paragraph. would seem to suggest that -'Irs. 
Eddy rechartered the second formation of Church. such 
was not the case when her statement is examined more 
deeply. She speaks of re-obtaining its charter-"not, 
however. through the State Commissioner. who refused 
to grant it, but by means of a statute of the State," which 
statute is gi,'en as a footnote on p. 130 of the .\Ianual, 
and the process outlined in the Oct.. 1892, J ourna!. 
The Deed of Trust to the Directors-not the Church-
was founded on this statute on Sept. I, 1892, twenty-two 
days before the Church was re-formed, so that the 
Church rested under no human law. 

Is not the Board of Directors putting us back under 
the old law-bound church (see inside of Quarterly 
cover) in 192J (thirteen years after I\lrs. Eddy left us 
in person), thereby REPEATIXG instead of CO~[PLETIXG 
Church history what has probably caused our practi
tioners to have to repeat over and over again their work? 
and finding it more and more bound? (For we all suf
fer for the limitations of our Church. \Ve proved this 
before accepting Christian Science). Did not '\1rs. 
Eddy see that the human law of charter and incorpora
tion was the veil that would obscure divine light? Of 
course. the human laws must be obeyed by Scientists, 
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but this should be done bv the process of intuiti\'ely 
embracing rather than groaning under the limitations 
placed thereby. There was no human law forbidding 
our obedience to our ~Ianual. 

There is so much talk about the J! anual and obeying 
the Board of Directors as synonyms. when as a matter 
of fact every time we obey the Board of Directors. and 
every time it takes any of the steps necessary to our 
government under the ~lanual that we accept it and 
we are violating the l\Ianual. 

"That would we think were the Di rectors to an
nouncedl), undertake to amend our By-Laws. and yet 
is not this what they have done to everyone of them by 
court action? For if the ~Ianual had not been prohibi
tive to thei r action. they would not have needed to be 
legalized therefor. * Even the last Deed of Trust to the 
real estate is upon the condition of no amendment to 
By-Laws, Appendix to l\Ian. p. 137. and yet is not this 
exactly what the Board did to the last statement in Sec. 
9, p. 29) when they raised thei r salaries to ten thousand 
dollars a year; instead of twenty-five hundred as pro
vided by the ~lanual; which latter amount ~I rs. Eddy 
had raised from fifteen hundred dollars about a year 
before her passing. ":\t present" means !ore1'er without 
amending the By-Law; any other construction would 
leave the matter open for unending change-no limita
tion, and therefore a totally annulled By-Law. 

l\Irs. Eddv left the Board of Directors under a 
Cabinet form of go\·ernment. which she evidently 
thought wise, and made its salary prohibitire of any 
other form of g07:ernment. Had this been held to, we 

* If such Broad powers were not bestowed upon the Board by the 
Court, thep~t has no authorization. If it was, then the Court has 
amended our ~Ianual, which it (the ~Ianual) forbids. 
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would not have so many outside activities, such as the 
Boston Benevolent Home; California Benevolent 
Home; Home for the _-\ged; Department of Estates and 
'Vilis; immense Shawmut Realty Transactions which 
have plunged The ~lother Church into debt in the sum 
of millions-S.2,8-t-6,OOO (Treasurer's Report, July 19.28, 
Journal, p. 17-t-). This has not only made us feel the 
u:eight of. but penalty of the la·u'-"Ou'e no man/' Rom. 
13:8; and ~liscellany II-t-:3: "Christian Science 
t~aches: O'Li:e 1/0 man." ~1 rs. Eddv left us RE:\L EST.HE 

in type in the hands of our five Directors, for them and 
us to accept her translation of its real value, but it loses 
even its symbolism when we put it under debt, as only 
PL"RE svmbols call be Iranslalt'd-"the material trans
formed with the ideal disappears," S.&H. -t--t-.2. If we 
lose the ideal, \ye are dealing only with distortion which 
has no antecedent reality in the divine ~lind. This is 
beautifully set forth in ~lrs. Eddv's answer to "Do yOU 

" " " 

believe in translation?" in ~liscellaneous \Yritings, 
Questions and Answers; also .217 and 218 ~liscellany. 
""e cannot translate d ebl into God's love. Even ~1 rs. 
Eddy, in contemplating the building of the Extension 
asked the Field at the _-\nnual ~leeting to pledge any 
part of two millicn dollars to the purchase of the site and 
the erection of this Extension. She did not assume the 
authority to do it without our consent. "Xo taxation 
without representation" is the basic justice upon which 
our X ation \"as founded. Of .course, the funds that have 
come into the hands of our Board of Directors under 
the \Yill of ~lrs. Eddy are its legally to use within 
their discretion "beneficiallv" for the "church mem
bers"; but not to augment by plunging The 2'lother 
Church into debt and making our field groan under the 
burden of violated moral law. 
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If these were the private obligations of the Shawmut 
Realty Co .. then wherefore their report to the Church 
at its Annual ~Ieeting in 1928? I t has been said by 
members of local churches. groaning under burdens of 
local church debt. when told by practitioners that it was 
wrong to go into debt. '·\Vell. how can you say that, 
when The .\Iother Church is in debt?" ~Irs. Eddy. in 
her example of church requirements. never allowed us 
to go into debt. but to pay as we went. never buying land 
until we rleeded it for immediate lise. 

After all. think of the regret .\Irs. Eddy experienced 
in giving us the ~Ianual. ~Iy. p. 229. "~Iental Diges
tion." "Heaps upon heaps of praise confront me. and 
for what? That which I said in my heart would never 
be needed.-namely. laws of LI~!IL\TIO:\" for a Christian 
Scientist. Thv wavs are not as ours. Thou knowest 
best what we need most.-hence mv disappointed hope 
and grateful joy. The redeemed should be happier than 
the elect." 

The reference in the front of our l\lanual copied 
from p. 1+8 of ~IIS .. speaking of "future generations," 
was first published in Oct. 189S. Journal. Vol. 13. Xo. 
7. p. 267. and this "limitation" was entirely done away 
with when hope in and for "generation" ceased in 1903, 
S.&H. 68 :27-30 next page. as well as indicated by all 
the other changes in 1903. as outlined in "Evolutionary 
Comparisons." Also note the EDITOR'S splendid article 
on the ~Ianual. Vol. 13. ::\0. 10. Jan. 1896, in which he 
calls it a "~!oRAL CODE." \\'hen we note that there is no 
health in ··.\Iorality." S.&H. 115: 11.-"The Scientific 
translation of ~Iortal ~lind." and that "love. health, 
holiness" are in the "Spiritual," S.&H. 116:3, it will be 
seen that it is not the "butter and honey" of spiri tual 
reality. associated with Immanuel in Isaiah 7:14, 15, 
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although must be wedded to consciousness and em
braced therein as shown bv "The Scientific Translation 
of .\Ional .\Iind" on pages above mentioned. Also in 
the Sentinel of Dec. 17,190+, was a splendid article en 
the .\Ianual in which it is said that the purpose of the 
rules contained in the .\Ianual is to aid Christian Scien
tists in becoming a law unto themselyes-a condition in
dispensable to true democracy alike in Church and 
State. Is this possible as long as it must be admin
istered by a "power" that is not inherent within its de
mands on each of us? 

"Church laws which are obeyed without \fl'lT',Y 

are God's laws, "-.\Iy. 203 :7, 8. '\Irs. Eddy left us a 
wholly inoperable JJ(/nllal wi th reference to The 
.\Iother Church and its acti\'ities, with no 0ther altet'na

ti"'e but to go on "in consonance with" it as Branch, 
'\Ian. 72:19-2+, inyiting us who were under the law in 
branch organization to see the wisdom of taking the 
step that eyery Asscciation (.\Iassachusetts .\Ietaphysi
cal College .. \ss'n; X ational C. S .• -\ss'n: General Teach
ers' .-\5s'n), .\Iassachusetts .\Ietaphysical College and 
Church of Christ, Scientist. had taken-that of becom
ing a 'i.-alunlary organization before expanding into in
finite limitless good, S.&H. 577.* 

Cnder the .\Ianual, the Board cf Directors has no 
right to elect Editors of our periodicals. '\Irs. Eddy 
censored eyerv word that went into them while she was 
here, the ~ ote-taker was told by an Edi tor of our peri
odicals many years ago, immediately after he had re
tired from editing our periodicals for ten years. And 
it is not reasonable to suppose she would han left the 
field to uncens0red-by-her expressions of 0pinians of 

* The only li\'ing unfulfilled prO\-ision of the ~I anual is with refer
ence to individual Branch activity. 
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the Truth. \Vhether it is reasonable or not begs the 
question, as she did not leaYe it thus under the \Ianuai. 

As has been pre\'iously noted, under the .:.Yf anual the 
Directors could not perpetuate themselves by specific 
replacement wi thout \1 rs, Eddv's approval, Art. I, 
Sec, 5; as, under the \Ianual, neither could the Trus
tees do with reference to themseh'es and their Trust. 
BeT each and both of them can do so u'itlzin their re
spective legal Trusts. as e\'idenced by the legal instru
ments of conveyance. Compare l\lanual, Art. I. Sec. 5, 
with p. 130. second paragraph, stipulation I, and it will 
be seen that under the \Ianual this function expired 
with her passing when the first Director (after her pass
ing) passed on in June. 19 I 2, but was perpetual in the 
Deed of Trust. Also compare Art. XXV, Sec. 3, with 
stipulation 10. in the Deed of Trust to the Trustees at 
close of these Sr,des-in the Appendix-and it will be 
seen that while the function of Trustees expired under 
the J[ anual, it was perpetual under thei r Deed of Trust. 

So, had we pursued the course neCt'ssitated by our 
forward march to completion instead of repetition, and 
under the peremptory demands of the .\Ianual, we 
would have had remaining of our organization after 
'\Irs. Eddy left us in person, a self perpetuating Board 
of Directors for holding real estate values, for which 
solely it was organized on Sept. I, 1892, under chap
ter 39, of Public Statutes of .\Iassachusetts, p. 129 of 
the \Ianuai. It did not receive its Trust from the 
Church. but from '\Irs. Eddy, before she formed the 
Church, Sept. 23. 189.? So its Trust does not come 
under the Church. but is real estate for the church mem
bers; Bank of Love credits. upon "SIGHT-drafts" to be 
translated into idea as occasion may demand. Also, we 
would ha\'e had a self-perpetuating Board of Trustees 
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with authority to prepare and publish our Quarterlies, 
as was done before the second formation of The Mother 
Church (The first Christian Science Quarterly with 
the International Series was published for the Branches 
in Jan. 1890, when there was no visible Boston Church, 
it having been dissolved in 1889); also it was author
ized by its Trust to publish reprints, tracts and pamph
lets; and even volumes of the old Journals themselves, 
with their record of "the divine Science of Truth" 
(~1y. 353-"Something In a Name") ; and also 1\1 rs. 
Eddy's past revisions of Science and Health, if deemed 
wise by those responsible. for our Reading Rooms, as 
well as the present revision. :\1 rs. Eddy's publisher 
was for years ~1anager of the Publishing Society
showing such compatibility; also the Board of Direc
tors before the "Literature controversy" had given !\1rs. 
Eddy's writings to the Publishing Society to publish 
for twenty years. as the K ote-taker is informed. show
ing the Directors' recognition of ~uch compatibility. 
Also. had we pursued the course necessitated by the 
l\1anual, the Branches wauld have had the privilege of 
becoming ,·mXXT:\RY organizations to read the Lesson 
Sermons and have the \Vednesday evening meetings un
til the Church of Christ, Scientist, becomes demrms
trab/y universal. not as a sect. but as spiritual idea. 
This is the work of Branch and not of l\10ther. Re
member. this is not a ,·isionary picture but the actual 
fact of the position in which ~Irs. Eddy left us, and 
she ne7."er made a mistake in her leading. It was her 
church, as she often said. "J/y Church," and she cer
tainly made spiritual provisions for it as well as not 
forgetting its organic needs. \Vhoever heard of a branch 
and fruit nlJurishing a n·ne. Is not this an inverted 
order? Does not rather the vine nurture the branch and 
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fruit? Is not this probably why we have so little fruit? 
Of course, there was a time when "~lother" ministered 
constantly to her children and required of them their 
part to her, as all good mothers do; but, when the chil
dren are old enough to sustain themselves without her 
guidance every good mother relinquishes them to WED 

the truths she has taught them, else they atrophy in 
judgment, fruitage, etc. So, while there was a time 
when "~lother" extended privileges of co-operation to 

her children when the revelation and founding was in
complete, as they were then as incomplete as the reve
lation, she accepted God's time to discontinue it and its 
future possibility, when she left them. She never dele
gated to anyone the authority to continue it, and it is 
only continued by the very much feared-to-her, human 
la·u· authority. \Yhen Rachel put herself under the law 
of the bondwoman's children, Dan, "Animal ~lagne
tism," and .:\ aphtali, '<i:reslling Gen. 30 :+-8, were the 
outcome: and is not this what we have had ever since 
~Irs. Eddy left us in person? Leah (Law) could do it, 
but not Rachel. Leah's sons under the same circum
stances were blessed, as lau: does not feel the weight of 
law, but Love ceases to be Love when put under law
it must embrace law and put law under it. The body of 
Branch rests under the laws of X ation, its next step, and 
~lother under it. -'lother ascended abo'l.'e law. The 
Branch must descend through it. 

Xo Board of Directors after the first one passed on 
Plr. Chase in 1912) has had any ~lanual authority to 
act in anything even to admitting and rejecting candi
dates for membership in The "1\lother Church" as the 
Di rectors could not perpetuate themselves under the 
~lanual without \Irs. Eddy's approval. The lv[ anual, 
Divine Law, has been violated at every step, being put 
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under human law, when human law should always rest 
under divine law, being but an echo of it. In the pres
ent situation, we have an echo with no anlt'cedent 'coice. 
The litigation situation was but the externalization of 
this erroneous posi tion. I t is commonly thought that 
the Board of Trustees brought the first suit against 
the Board of Directors, when as a matter of fact the 
Board of Directors had pre\'iously been im"olved in 
at least one law suit of its own making after .\Irs. Eddy 
left. Xot only did it act merely on legal opinicJ1S to 
violate almost eyery provision of our JIanllal, but it 
entered a suit in I()I2 to secure the money under .\Irs. 
Eddy's will-Chase \"S. Dickey, 212 .\Iass. pp. S.~.~, 561. 
,~62.-\\"hich was several years before the Literature 
Litigation. This is not a criticism but the statement of a 
fact; howe\"er necessary it may have seemed to be. this 
"necessity" put eyerything under it'· under human 
I(/·u: and man's judgment: for what we "gain" under law. 
rests under law. :\. woman's cause cannot be put II Tlder 
man's judgment. but must be JIIPP0,.tt'd by it. It simply 
will not function otherwise. 

The Iimitali0nJ of the .\Ianual \\"ere expressed by 
'\lrs. Eddy herself in her almost wail in giving us the 
JIaTlllal, when she had unfolded to us Immanuel-in 
fact. more truly fulfilled Isa. 7: 1+, than \Iary the 
mother of Jesus, for the only truly vi rgin consciousness 
is innocence and purity with reference to kncwing evil, 
when God knows it not. This is clearly set forth by 
\Irs. Eddy in Science and Health, p. ,;33, lines 27-8, 
where she places the history of spiritual evolution in 
the four women-Eve: \Iary, the mother of Jesus; 
.\fary \fagdalene: -'Iary Baker Eddy-as channels. 
This shows clearly what she thought of the progressin 

* The Hoard of Directors. 
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unfoldment of one aboye the other. The first (Eye) re
jected error as being outside of herself; the second 
(1\1ary) the mother of Jesus, being enabled thereby to 
see the saving Principle outside of herself inspi ration
ally, but with no intelligent sequence or permanent re
sponse in herself (as evidenced by :\lark 6 where it is 
shown that 1\larv had natural children after the unfold
ment of Jesus, and Jesus' refusal to see her and his broth
ers and sisters, as eyidenced by :\Iark 3:3 I -35 and l\latt. 
12:+6-50. :\lrs. Eddy speaks in Xo and Yes 36:25, 
26, of Jesus rising i'to a higher concept than that in 
which he appeared at his birth"); the third woman 
(:\lary .\lagdalene) being able to see but a "risen 
Christ," and :\lrs. Eddy so wonderfully portrays this 
limitation on p. 62 of C nity of Good, lines 27-11. Is not 
this where most of us trv to rest our demonstration-in 
rising abore error, with a sense of its ((past" history, and 
is not this 'u:hy there is a recurrence? This 1\Iagdalene 
sense must always go bark and "tell" the brethren (hu
man belief) of the demand of a yet higher step, John 
20:17. In this connection, it might be well to consider 
had '\Iary .\Iagdalene been able to respond to the call 
of i'\Yoman" at the sepulchre, Jesus might have found 
a broad enough channel for his ""oman hood to unfold 
it to the world and have spared us the long nights of 
Pharisaism that follo\ved his :\scension. For, of course, 
he "fully and finally demonstrated di"ine Science," 
S.&H. +5 :6, for himself, but found no channel for the 
"many things" that he could have said had we been 
able to "bear them," John 16:12. :\Iary \Iagdalene 
seemed to be able to take two of the steps. of which he 
had previously spoken in that chapter-the meeting "Of 
sin," because she i'belie\'ed on" him; and "Of ri(lhteolls
ness," because i'I go to my Father. and ve see me no 
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more"-the inrisible to others was 'risible to her, and 
but for this, we might ne\'er han had any evidence of 
Jesus'resurrection. For it was through her as a channel 
that the disciples prepared themselves through prayer 
and fasting to rise to see the in7.'isible, as Jesus never 
could have come down to them. BL'T :\lary :\lagdalene 
seemed to be unable to rise to the third "Of judgment 
because the prince of this word IS judged." She still 
judged herSt'l! and thereby fell under the judgment of 
others, as is evidenced by her lack of responsinness to 
the call of "\Voman"-"lroman, why · .. :eepest thou 
[:\lary means a 'tear']. whom seekest thou?" The call 
of \\Yoman still gardened her thought, for the weed of 
self-condemnati0n was there. else she would have never 
called Jesus "JI aster,"-Saviour-JI anual, rather than 
"Jmmanuel," God \nTH l"S, en. 62:27-1. Jesus saith 
unto her, "JIar)," (a tear, weeping, regret, unworthi- . 
ness). "She turned hasel! and saith unto him, Rab
bani, which is to say, :\laster," John 20. So the cry 
of ":\lary" came down the centuries as Jesus' limitati'Jn 
for his Church-Christianity the third side of the City 
foursquare. S.&H. 575; judgment of sin as real at least 
in the past, and thus presen'ing the lens by which it 
could be seen in everyone and everything around one 
in the present, and constantly repeat itself in thought, to 

the best Christian. Is not this the cry i'::\larv" that ::\1rs. 
. -

Eddy heard even audibly in her childhood as evidenced 
by Ret., pp. 8 and 9, and more spiritually, in her re
sponse to it in later years. So the fourth woman (::\Iary 
Baker Eddy) was" enabled" by these previous steps in 
\Vomanhood "to interpret the Scriptures in their true 
sense, which re\'eals the spiritual origin of man," S.&H. 
53+: God requires the past-"That which hath been 
is now; and that which is to be hath already been; and 
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God ,·t''luirt:!/z that which is past." Eccl. 3 :L~. Therebv 
we have our fourth side of the Cit\·-'·Science." 

I n the .\Iassachusetts .\Ietaphysical College in I g86. 
Journal. \Tol. 3. :\0. II. p . .?L~. under the title of "De
grees ccnkrred by the .\Iassachusetts .\Ietaphysical Col
lege." Bachekr of Christian Science (c. S. B.) is stated 
as the "First Course of Instruction at the College." 
"Doctor of Christian Science" (c. S. D.) conferred on 
those \vho take the ncrrnal course. etc. "Doctor of Di
vine Science (D. S. D.) is giyen after the course of 
Theology. combined with three years qf practice. to 

those \\htl haye obtained a knowledge of the SI'IRITL\I. 

SIt;:\IFlC.\:\CE of the Scriptures. etc."; .\Irs. Eddy's 
name appeared in the Journals of Ig9.? as .\Iary Baker 
G. Eddy. D. S. D. The old Journals han been care
fully gone oyer to see if any of the cards listed therein 
eyer had this title. but such has neHr been reyealed. It 
may haye been ginn to .\Iinisters alone. whom .\Irs. 
Eddy taught free of charge and sent out into TIIIRTEF.:\ 

-else it was a degree that no one rose to in Church.
and so it must be the ultimatum of spiritual demand. 
Cntil the Scriptures are spiritually interpreted BY 

Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures. which 
God has ginn us through ,\1 rs. Eddy as the" Key" that 
unlocks their "treasure-tn;yes" of the reason for all 
things. upon which reHlation bases or founds itself. 
the "healing" of the Tree of Life will never be realized. 
'\Irs. Eddy says on p. +06:1-6-"The Bible contains the 
recipe for all ht'fl/z"TI!J .... The tree is typical of man's 
diyine Principle." 

Pre\'ious to Sept. 1901-.?.?6th editicn of Science and 
Health-the first Tenet alwan read: ":\s adherents of 
Truth. we take the Scriptu res as our sufficient guide to 

eternal life" :-this was changed to the "Inspired 
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\Yord"; and on p. +6 of Science and Health. (which is 
the only other place in Science and Health in which 
"the inspired \Yord" is mentioned). :\1rs. Eddy imme
diately gives us the marginal tepic of "Spiritual inter
pretation." when speaking of "the inspi red \Yord" in
stead of "Emmaus" as formerly-taking the inspi red 
wo·rd from Jesus' walk to Emmaus. after the rt'Jurrt'C
tifjn, and uniting it with :\"0\\'. :\1rs. Eddy thereafter 
made two or three changes in the phraseology of Science 
and Health. lines 7-10 (which formerly read: "The di
vine spirit has spoken through the inspired \Yord in 

e,'ery age and clime and will speak") until she brought 
it to its present point in which it will be noted she does 
nct state the "Inspired ,,'ord" has e\"Cr spoken until 
nfj,i.·, when she interprets to us what Jesus tried to give 
to his disciples and which he was not altogether suc
cessful in doing. Xote what :\lrs. Eddy says in Science 
and Health .~+7 :23-5, particularly noting that the func
tion of Science and Health is to "breathe through the 
sacred' pages the spiritual sense of life substance and 
intelligence," just as in the symbolism of error. the Lord 
God breathed into the nostrils of man the breath of life. 
"The Inspired ,,'ord" of spiritual interpretation is the 
life of the Scri ptures. :\Iso S.&H. 139: 1~-2/: :\ly. 179: 
12-30 and 23R, 239: and :\ly. 318: 16-2. show :\1 rs. Ed
dy's revelation entirely independent of anything'i.:fitten 

or said, :\ly. 179 :25-28, or done by Jesus or anyone else: 
although she founded her revelation 0:\ the Bible as 
basis, for the salvation of the "'orId. :\Irs. Eddy's 
entire process in her evolution was to get the spiritual 
revelation and then base it on the Scriptures. This is 
notably true in Christ and CI17·islmas, the first edition 
containing no Glossary, but in the second edition the 
Glossary appears with Scriptural texts as the "basis" 
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of the sentiments in the \'erses-Christ and Christmas, p, 
_~~_ This reference is ginn as one that anyone can 
ycrify. The Journal of :\pril. 1891, p. +. calls attention 
tc this feature of her initial work in the following words: 
"Eycry student familiar with former editions [of Sci
ence and Health] will remark upon the change made 
at the headings of the chapters, viz: the substitution of 
Scripture texts f()r quotations from classic authors, etc." 
Pre\·iously. there were scmetimes half pages of poetry 
before the chapters, from Shakespeare, Longfellow, 
Trench. Edwin :-\rnold. Julia \\' ard Howe, Gaskell, 
.\lontgomery, ,\1 ilwn. Frothingham. Tupper, James 
Freeman. Clarke. etc.-enn before the chapter on 
"Prayer and .-\tonement" 16th edition. in 1886, there 
was fully a half a page devoted to poetry. So '\Irs. Eddy 
got her revelaticn and based it on the Scriptures. This 
was the last \\'oman. the fourth. who was the first "to 
interpret the Scriptures in their true sense which reveals 
the spi ritual ORIGIX of man," S.&H. 53+ :5-7. Imme
diately after gi\'ing us the "Inspired 'Yord" in first 
Tenet . .\Irs: Eddy re-arranged Science and Health in 
her last complete re,·ision-Sept. 1901-226th edition,* 
the Twentieth Century unfoldment, .\lother getting 
ready to "find her h';me and heavenly rest," Hymn 197; 
as Jf other bringing forth the "man child" belonged to 
the XIXETFFXTH Century, S.&H. p. _~59 :32-2, and with 
it The .\Iother Church as symbol: and its Jfanual, as 
mllndato,'Y, rather than an invitation to the fI' edding 
Feast. '''hen '\Irs. Eddy gave us the City foursquare 
in 1891, in the wonderful article in April 1891. Journal, 
speaking thereof, it is said: "The new Science and 
Health will pro\'e to many an im'itation to the ''iudding 
feast. '\"rite. blessed are they who are calIed to the 

• This was not published until 1902. 
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marriage supper of the Lamb' ",-the feast of the Bride 
and the Lamb--the Twentieth Century message !-the 
wedding of the :\lanual by the Branches! It is illuminat
ing to study from the Concordance the references on 
the Twentieth Century, most of which are found under 
the word f.u·entieth, which prophesies an entirely neu' 
spirit. Immanuel instead of :\lanual! Can we meet the 
\VorId's TWE~TIETH CL'\TCRY'S needs with ~I:\E
TEE~TH CEXTCRY methods-.\lotherhood, S.&H. 5;9: 
32-2? :\lrs. Edd\' knew that this could not be done, 
hence, her wonderful pro\'isions to the contrary. 

Certainly, :\lrs. Eddy realized the limitations of the 
Jlanllal when she indited it inferentially only to "those 
beloved students, whose growth is taking in the Ten 
Commandments and scaling the steep ascent of Christ's 
Sermon on the :\lount," :\ly. 229. This articl::: was 
written in 1903-Sept. 12. It might be asked, "\Yhy 
does she call it the "Twentieth Century ~lanual"? It 
would seem that the ~1anual was for the purpose of 
freeing :\lother from child, so long as she was with us, 
as she was for ten rears after the dawn of the Twentieth 
Century! I t was a ] 0S/lIla LE.-\DI~G the children after 
:\lother ceased to function as ":\lother," until they 
realized their Spiritual apportionment; after which 
Joshua leans them as Leader in the l\lount of under
standing. Joshua's (type of :\lanual) sale mission was 
to apportion to the children of Israel their spiritual in
heritance and to leave them under individual J LODGES 

(the Branches) from among their own people! The 
article on the :\lanual. l\ly. 229, came out immediately 
after we were given five Directors and the whole plan of 
forcing the Child to become intelligent took place. The 
dropping of the capital "I" in intelligence in Sci
ence and Health and capital "\V" in wisdom, most 
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notably the capital "I" in intelligence in the ideal man 
at the same time that the title of ".\lother" was dropped, 
indicates that the child must come to the "intelligence" 
of Church. "Creation" (symbol) and "intelligence" 
(mentalizing the symbol) were demanded before 
"Truth," S.&H. 517:8 & 9. 

:\s -'loses as Leader (Levite) ceased to function, 
Joshua of the tribe of Ephraim (joseph's son) took the 
children of Israel into the Promised Land and appor
tioned to them their spirItual inheritance; so the .\Ian
ual must do with us, until we realize our spiritual birth
right in REAL estate. 

'\Irs. Eddy dropped the title of "Jf other" in 1903 
and became Leader, giving us her commands through 
the ~L\:\T .. \L, and immediately thereafter, Sept. I:?, 
1901 imparting to us her disappointment that we should 
be forced to accept the "limitations" of the J[anllaf
J Gseph (jesus) instead of Benjamin-the Christ. 

In no more certain wav has .\Irs. Eddv shown us the . -
limi tation of Church under the J[ anua! than by putting 
herself, as Pastor Emeritus, under the By-Law discrim
inating against Roman Catholics. If our Pastor Emeri
tus is forbidden to do anything, surely our church is 
hopeless!y limited. Of course, our "Institution" must 
have this p,·otectioTl. but the gates of the City or true 
Church (which she unfolded as the "spiritually organ
ized" Church in 1891-Ret. 1891, p. 58, and also in the 
April 1891 Journal. in the wonderful article on this 
City foursquare as the \Yedding Feast-.\Iarriage of 
Bride and the Lamb progressing beyond .\lother and 
Child) "open towards light and glory both wi thin and 
'U'it/zollt, for all is good, and nothing can enter that City, 
which 'defileth .... or maketh a lie,' .. S.&H. 577 :2+-27. 
Is this not why The .\lother Church could reflect only 
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"in Sf)me degree the Church Cniversal and Triumph
ant," ~1an. 19? 

Again, members could be excommunicated !o"e7:er 
under the l\Ianual. Could this be in true Church? Is 
there anything in divine :\Iind of which this is a type? 
The City foursquare has no likeness to it! This was 
absolutely necessary to defend the limitation of a 
~lotherhood, healing in seven, structure; as one side 
of its walls was still incomplete. Hence its slzit:lds.' 

One of the surest signs of the limitations of our 
church under the ~Ianual was the fact that the Bible 
and Science and Health were made the perpetual Pas
tors of the church under the :\lanual. This had not 
been done up to 1903, but the :\lanual read. up to the 
29th in 1903. "so long as the church is satisfied with 
them." This left the church free to unite the bocks, 
embracing one in the other as pictured in Christ and 
Christmas when the old gentleman (with heavy glasses 
on, uninspired Bible consciousness) closes his Bible in 
the manner portrayed in the poem. "Thus olden faith's 
pale star now blends in se\'en-hued white "-the seven 
prismatic hues being drawn into the white light of 
ideas. S.&H. p. 50+:23, 2+; howe\·er:. there could be 
no 'U·lzite unless every color is embraced; for surely 
Abraham (in the Bible) is not as great as "Fidelity," 
the quality which he represents in Science and Health; 
st:rely ~Ioses is not as great as "moral courage" and 
soon. Thesymbo!s (characters) of the Bible are drawn 
into the focus of ideas in Science and Health. else Sci
ence and Health could not ('f)rrelate them. The Bible is 
the science of uni ts (indi\'idual man); Science and 
Health is the science of fractions (of C niversal !\1an) ; 
but one could not understand fractions before the sci
ence of units is gained. .\Iav it not have been '\Irs. 
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Eddy's expectancy that church would rise to this higher 
posi tion? but she relinquished this expectancy \vhen she 
made them the perpetual pastors for the Church in 1903! 

Also our daily prayer of petition is another evidence 
of the limitation of the institutional "Church," contrary 
to :\Iiscellany, 280, 281*; thus proving ~o. +1 :12,13. 

I t may be asked if the K ote-taker is violating Art. 8, 
Sec. 10, of the ':\lanual by publishing "profuse quota
tions" from .\Iary .\Iaker Eddy's copyrighted works 
without her permission. It is hoped that these notes do 
not violate this By-Law, as the quotations are short and 
made only when deemed absolutely necessary-many 
times not even beginning a sentence for the sake of 
curtailment, and seldom ending one. To a great extent 
they are but "epeti/ions of the same quotations applied 
differently or to different subjects, rather than many quo
tations. However, this By-Law has been scrupulously 
obeyed by the ~ ote-taker, even to the extent of refusing 
to circulate in a small way copies of the outline on the 
evolution of the spiritual idea-Chapters II and III, 
until the conclusion about the .\Ianual as being con
stantly violated by all of us every step of the way, was 
reached through the foot-steps unfolded; and then it 
became a "choice between evils, and of two evils choose 
the less," '\lis. 289:9, in the e\'ent that these Sotes 
could be construed as violating a By-Law. David ate 
the hallowed shew-bread and gave it to his three hun
dred young men-thereby breaking the .\losaic law, 
under the divine necessity of saving something mOle 
holy than this symbol. David was God's anointed to 
be king after Saul, and he felt the sacred trust to pre
sen"e his own life and that of those who were support-

* Church's prayer was unequal to ~ ational need. It talces "the 
leaves of the Tree" of Life to heal "~ations," Re\". 22 :3. 
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ing this divine purpose (his three hundred young men). 
This act of David received the full approval of Jesus, 
Matt. 12 :2-8, when he justified his disciples for pluck
ing corn on the Sabbath Day to meet a necessity. Here, 
it will be noted that Jesus did not pluck the corn, but 
his disciples did, as his necessity was above the dis
ciples' necessity. However, he was constantly accused 
by the law of breaking the Sabbath Day to HEAL and 
to SAVE, and he evidently felt it a higher call than the 
limitation of the letter of the law, when it was fcund 
to conflict with its spirit; as all humanly discerned laws 
do at some period, hence, force a higher evolution until 
Principle is reached which knows no prohibitions-for 
it sends its "word and heals them and delivers them 
from their destructions."· And so our present completed 
Word does, but it is the heritage of the Branch and not 
The Mother Church. Jesus said he had not come to 
"destroy the law, but to fulfill it." So it is with this at
tempt at rousing the Field to how completely WE have 
abandoned the Manual in everything we are doing, and 
thereby at the expense of seeming to break the "Sabbath 
Day" (the most holy purposes of the :Manual) to heal 
the Woman "whom Satan [errorJhath bound, 10, these 
EIGHTEEN years"! (Think of this coincidence of time
from 1910 to 1928!-as this is written the latter part of 
1928)-by saying as he did, "Woman, THOU ART [by 
Mrs. Eddy] loosed from thine infirmity" I-her release 
was through the Manual. In this spirit the Note-taker 
most apologetically and without intended irreverence 
risks breaking the letter of its law, to embrace, in this 
action, the spirit for which it was all written-to prevent 
the sons of men from destroying the spiritual evolution 
of its processes! The By-Laws of the Manual will bind 
the strong man wi th its very human limi tations! 

• To conveniently paraphrase this Scriptural quotation. 
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Too, LEGALLY, these quotations are permitted, pro
vided they are necessary to a given purpose. So even 
this effort to heal and save is operating along the same 
lines of, and with as much regard for, the ~lanual as 
each and every step in and with the Church which has 
been taken by the Board of Directors (and the Field in 
response thereto). for which it has only legal au
thority as AG'-\I:\"ST the demands of the ~lanual. A 
prayer-sincere and devout, goes up to the great heart 
of Love that this will be seen and corrected by us one 
and ALL! 

Surely, we would not wish to defeat God's plan of 
salvation from the form and ecclesiasticism into which 
the other Christian churches ha\'e fallen, and against 
which ecclesiasticism ~lrs. Eddy has provided by re
fusing to put the Branches under The ~lother Church, 
or the Board of Directors. after ~lother was gone, Art. 
XXII I, Sec. I, Art. XXI II, Sec. 6, lines 19-2+. As IT 
Is, the latter Board is the whole ~lother Church without 
the slightest limitation on its authority under the legal 
dispensation under which it is operating-~lrs. Eddy's 
entire successo,. as against her absolute refusal to make 
it so-violating daily the most sacred intents of our 
l\lanual. Article XXII, Sec. 8 is violated in publishing 
the letter quoted in "Permanency of The Mother 
Church," of Feb. 27, 1903, which is placed in such a 
setting as to distort its meaning to the reverse of what 
it is evident l\1rs. Eddy intended. Is there any By-Law 
that exempts the Board of Directors from coming under 
these By-Laws about publishing articles and letters 
which 1\1 rs. Eddy has never deemed wise to publish? 
Ask yourselves, what is there to limit its authority if it 
constantly violates the ~lanual? Almost everything it 
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is doing is outside the .\bnual, and yet we unthinkingly 
make it the synonym for The .\lother Church .\Ianual ~ 

Did not '\Irs. Eddv wiseh- foresee that "histon" rc-
. - -

peats itself," until we resolutely turn our iaces furhM j 

to complete it? The history of I Sam. 8 is fl)rcin~:t~,·;t 
upon us, and the retrogressiyc cry of the petlplc iL r:le 
19th verse is trying to silence our comcieIlcc 'l' ,,1 the 
progress it would demand, "X ay; but \\ e \' J;. i1.l\"e a 
king over us." If this cry does not awakl'll ll~, the 7th 
Yerse should! In rejecting '\Irs. Edd\"'s I'LlI1 tor 'IS, 

we have not only rejected '\Irs. Eddy. but l~t)d's pLtI1 
th rough her! 

It has been repeatedly said that '\Irs. Eddy was 
often shown the situation of the '\lanual \\"ith reference 
to its llloperable features, if she did not perpetuate the 
authority of the Board of Directors by authorizing them 
to perform the duties _-\LO:\E which delllanded her par
ticipation; but she persistently refused. despite the fact 
that she pro\-ided for her passing in the .\Ianual, in A.rt. 
XXIII, Sec. 6, p. 77., lines 19-7.+, with reference to its 
effect on the Branches. It is more eyident that this was 
her intent when it is noted that this provision. which was 
in the .\lanual for the first time in the last '\lanual of 
1906 (60th .\lanual). was put in at practically the same 
time as Science and Health 16+:17-7.9. early in 1907; 
suggesting the possibility of her pasJ/'T/g (this was prob
ably as nearly together as we could hope to get the 
same evolution in the 1i.i·1) books) ; also her \Vill had 
been made in 1901. and one codicil in 1903 and the other 
in 190+; the two Deeds of Trust in the back of the 
.\lanual. and the Deed of Trust to the Trustees: each 
and all cuntemplated the possibility of her "passing 
on" and pro\-ided therefor. but not a word of provision 
was made for the perpetuitv of The .\lother Church! 
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She had gently led her flock to the back side of the desert , 
Exod. 3: 1, to the Horeb height, by releasing every 
form of organization that she had unfolded in her evo
lutionary founding - Association and Churches - to 
VOLCXTARY organization after wandering with them 
for forty years, :\ly. 43 :21. And in the last 1\lanual 
for 1906 (40 years from the starting point), she had re
leased the Branch Churches in Sec. 6. last sentence, 
p. 72, to VOLCXTARY organization to go on "in conso
nance with" - wedded to - the Manual, rather than 
under it-the latter requiring administration. And in 
Sec. 7, same page, forcing "OLCXT:\RY ORGAX!ZATIOX 

by reason of inability to otherwise meet her demands; 
for there could be no members of The :\lother Church, 
when there is no l\lother Church; and no practi tioners 
whose cards are in the Journal when there is no J our
nal.· 

Is not this what 1\lrs. Eddy means, l\ly. 3+2: 19-32, 
when she says of her Church (note she does not say 
Mother Church, nor even The First Church of Christ, 
Scientist-as in Director's Trust, but) " 'The continuity 
of The Church of Christ, Scientist, .... is assured .... 
I t will embrace all the Churches, one by one, etc.' .. (be
ginning, of course, at the nearest in consciousness). and 
then answers the question as to its government" 'after 
all now concerned in its government shall have passed 
on? It \vill EVOLVE [note acti'!.·i!), beyond the point at 
which she left it J scientifically. Its government will 
DEVELOP [note onward activity] as it PROGRESSES [still 
onward activity] in time its PRESEXT rules of service 

• Unless it is accepted that each member of a detached Branch 
Church is inherently a member of The ~Iother Church as Branch em
braces Mother. 
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and present RCLERSHIP will ADL\:\CE [further activi ty ] 
nearer perfection.' " 

"Eternity AWAITS our church ~fanual." ~ly. 230: 
2; ETER:\ITY could not be ushered in to us until the 
PROHIBITIO:\S of TI~[E end. but its spirit is undying and 
is preserved in the Ten Commandments and the Sermon 
on the :\lount! which, if obeyed, will forever embrace 
our :\lanual, as :,\1rs. Eddy indited it originally to (in 
substance) only those who disobeyed and refused to sing 
"the song of ,;\loses! the servant of God, and the song 
of the Lamb," which the redeemed must sing, Rev. 
15:3 and !'t1y. 229 :29. 30. The ~lanual has set these 
songs to the time, rhythm and tune of the song of "The 
~lorning Stars" - the composition of the music of 
which is written in the symbols of The l\Iother Church 
founded on the Twelve Stars! 

\Ve know th~ time. rhythm and tune, and must go 
on as Branches "in consonance wi th" (in sound wi th) 
The l\lother Church :\lanual FORE\·ER! 

"Principle [Father-~lother.-the ~lanual] and its 
idea [the Branches] IS O:\E," S.&H. 465. must be real
ized before we can ever understand the meaning of 466, 
line 1 from comma. "and its reflection is man and the 
universe" the offspring of this O:\E:\ESS! The prolific 
offspring of the spiritual idea-"health. holiness, im-

1· ," S &H '"63·?! ?? morta It~. . .) ._ .... _. 

The ~lanual came in the THIRTEE:\TH volume of the 
Journals as a protection to the Church from members 
"rebelling" in THIRTEE:\ before unfolding twelve or the 
right relationships between the Twelve Stars or Tribes 
"WHICH SHOW THE WORKI:\GS OF THE SPIRITL\L IDEA:" 

S.&H. 562: 18, upon which the Church was founded. 
The "sheaf band" "Chedorlaomer," Gen. 14, could 
not be safely unbound until the TWELVE years had been 
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served, Gen. l+:-t. In short. the .\Ianual is the two
edged sword guarding the "Tree of Life. which bears 
T\\'EIXE manner of fruits in THIRTEE:\ r' 

'\Irs. Eddy did not put the cross and Cr0i.i:n (nor her 
own name on the 011tside) on the .\Ianual. leaving it as 
imperS01lai "',,rd aho7'c cross and crown and her person
ality for the Branches to wed; e,'en as she remoyed her 
name from the mottoes in the Concord Branch, and took 
the cross and crown off the Sentinel. and made the cross 
on our Quarterly '<i.·hite. These adulterations of cross and 
crown were added in 1917 (o"er six years after 1\1 rs. 
Eddy left us) ; and her name was put on the .\1anual 
during the Literature Litigation in 1919. ""hile her 
name was on the fly-leaf of the .\Ianual. this is her only 
bonk upon which her name was not stamped on the 
"lItt'f C(J~'ef in addition to the fly-leaf. 

Thus .\Irs. Eddy's "11Iissi"llJ are again proved to be 
as significant as her commissions! 
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CO-'SEQUE~CES OF VIOLATING 
THE '\fA~UAL 

"For / thrr,ugh the lme am dead tf) the I,ll .. ', that / 

mightlit'e unto God," Galatians 2 :19. 

F/{O~l two of the foregoing chapters - "Evolutionary 
Organization." and the ".\lanual," surely we have be
gun to perceive that we have O\'er us an ecclesiastical 
authority, sanctioned only by the common laws of our 
land. gi\'ing our Board of Directors C:-\U'\lITED author
ity! If '\1rs. Eddy had left authority for this in any 
manner, the X ote-taker would say "_-\men," as '\1rs. 
Eddy's inspired founding correlates her revelation in 
the thought of every loyal Christian Scientist; BeT she 
did not, and it was because she did not that the Board 
of Directors were forced to legalize themselves to act 
in any capacity designated by the '\lanual after '\lrs. 
Eddy left us. The Board was as wholly without au
thority to take a step L~:-\!)E/{ THE '\lA:-\L\L when '\lrs. 
Eddy passed on as any other member of The .\lother 
Church. Its trust was solelv without the Church in the 
form of the Deed of Trust in the Appendix to the '\lan
ual-which was given to it before the second organ
ization of The .\lother Church was formed. '\lan. 18, 19, 
and therefore remained after it was dissd'Z'ed bv '\Irs. 
Eddy's u\\'n fiat in the .\Ianual! X ever "abandon." the 
.\lanual was her legacy to guide us! in the letter quoted 
in a most misleading way in the ,. Permanency of The 
-'lother Church." 

'\1rs. Eddy limited her own authority in the Church 
by putting herself under the By-Law, Art. XXVII, Sec. 
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4. Either :\lrs. Eddy's including herself in this By-Law 
is meaningless. or it is the acceptance of limitation on 
her part under the Manual, and yet the Board of Direct
ors has unlimited authority under the law to disregard 
the :\lanual! Or it has assumed it in violation of both 
law and l\1anual! 

There are scarcely any of our activities within the 
l\lanual-the Boston Benevolent Home. Pleasant View 
Home, California Home. Real Estate Funds. Depart
ment of \Vills and Estates. Radio Activities. Prison 
Activities. Distribution Activites. Charities. Calamity 
Donations and Dispensaries. etc.. etc.. are not mentioned 
in the l\1anual. nor thei r equivalents. Does not this in
clude the major part of our Church activities under 
"The :\lother Church"? and as there is not a word about 
them in THE \L\XL\L. who is responsible therefor? 

The other functions. as well (as has been shown in 
the chapter on THE \I:\XL\L in these notes). which 
were formerly controlled bv the l'1anual-such as the - -
election of editors for our periodicals. lecturers. ap
pointing trusts and syndicates, etc.. etc .. are forbidden 
without :\1 rs. Eddy's consent under the terms of the 
:\lanual, and were permitted only by common law,· 
from which :\lrs. Eddy had by the most painstaking 
processes delivered The l'lother Church when it was 
formed the second time without charter or human law. 

As for the many activities mentioned above. of which 
the :\lanual has never said a word. some one will say, 
but we must PROGRESS! h not this what all the counter
movemen ts to our Cause are claiming? And have they 
not as much right to claim their processes as we have, 
if we are to depart from the :\lanual? \Vas not ~1rs. 
Eddy's founding in our Cause as complete as her reve-

• If they were so permitted even under it. 
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lation? And, if so, is its demands limitation, rather than 
the entire binding of the strong man-materiality
to where we can progress spiritually? Are any of these 
progressive (?) endeavors spiritual? Are they not 
rather more and more of the World's methods of deal
ing with \VorId's sorrows and needs? "Do we sorrow 
.... as others which have no hope?" Can we go BEYO:\D 
our Manual? If so, what is to be our guide-surely 
not the opinion of a Board of human beings, who are 
"men of like passions with" us, Acts 14:15, constantly 
dealing in worldly affairs and losing all outlines of sym
bolic directions which J\,1 rs. Eddy left us for our 
guidance? 

It is because the large majority of the Field do not 
know these facts that this is written. 

Our literature is being adulterated both through the 
human judgment of men and in defiance of Mrs. Eddy's 
expressed wishes, as in the following instances: 

We were given "\Vays that are Vain," J\,1y. 210, 
by the "determinate counsel" of our Board of Direct
ors as AGAI:\ST ~rs. Eddy's o\ .... n expressed judgment. 
This information was given us in the \Velfare Com
mittee's Report (the syndicate appointed by the Board 
of Directors), pp. 21, 22, in answer to the question, 
"\Vhat was the authorization for the publication of 
'The First Church of Christ, Scientist and J\,liscellany'?" 
The answer is: "THE Christian Science BOARD of DI

RECTORS informs the Committee that after the publishing 
of '~liscellaneous Writings,' Mrs. Eddy began to collect 
a series of articles which appeared from her pen in our 
periodicals, and also the articles now in ':\1iscellany' 
referring to the building of the extension to The i\-10ther 
Church. On Aug. 2/,1909, l\1rs. Eddy sealed up the 
package of prepared articles and wrote on the wrapper: 
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'Nobody shall open this or read its contents during my 
lifetime without my written consent.' " 

"In :\larch, 1913, The Christian Science Board of 
Directors turned the package of manuscript over to 

the publisher of :\1rs. Eddy's writings, with instruc
tions to prepare for publication a volume to be entitled 
'The First Church of Christ, Scientist and :\Iiscellany.' 
AT THE S:\\fE TI\[E, 'Ir a)'s That Are Vain'· and addi
tional articles by :\Irs. Eddy which appeared in the 
periodicals subsequent to Aug. 21 st, 1909, were includ
ed. ['\Yays That Are Vain' had been written twenty
two years prior to her sealing the package and never 
republished. ] 

"After ':\Iiscellany' had been published the Di
rectors' attention was called to an announcement by ;\Irs. 
Eddy which had been inserted in the Sentinel at her 
request. and which was not included in '\1 iscellany'. 
The Directcrs then on June 9, 191 S. voted to insert this. 
and it may be found on page 2+2 under the heading 
'Take Xotice'. 

"On \Iav 26, 1916. the Trustees under the "Till of 
l'lary Baker Eddy who held the copyrights to her writ
ings, vcted to insert in '\lisceJIany' the matter from the 
Christian Science Sentinel Feb. 15. 1908. which is now 
to be found on pages 36+ to 366 of '\Iiscellany.' ., 

All of this shows great assumption of authority on 
the part of the Board of Directors. which was wholly 
unwarranted by ~Irs. Eddy. 

Particularly is it so with "Ways That Are Vain." 
\Iy. p. 210. This was one of ,Irs. Eddy's early arti
cles, and in fact one of the first articles in the "Depart
ment of Animal :\Iagnetism" in the Volume of the 
Journals typing "Dan," when·\lrs. Eddy was bringing 

• Capitals and italics are the ~ ote-talcer's. 
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forth the "man child" in much labor and with much re
sistance from the "Dragon," which it was prophesied 
would "stand before" the woman bringing forth the 
"man child." "\Yays That Are Vain" was published in 
the ~1ay 1887 Journal, Vol. 5, X o. 2, and belonged to 

the labor of ~Iother in unfolding The ~lother Church. 
~I iscellaneous '" ritings is the history of The :\Iother 
Church, while ~Iiscellany was the history of the Exten
sion and Branches, together with ~Irs. Eddy's writings 
to the "·orld. Xote that l\Irs. Eddv's last communIca
tions were nearly all to the "'orId through the \YorId's 
(;'l.i:n mediums, or papers and magazines. 

So "\YaH That :he \rain" was not included in 
~Iiscellaneous "'ritings, although it was published ten 
years before '\Irs. Eddy ga\'e ~liscellaneous \Yritings 
to the field in 1897. Also '\Irs. Eddy had not put it in 
her package, :\ug. 21. 1909-twenty-two years after its 
publication. This is the most serious adulteration of 
our literature, as it is wholly incongruous with ~Irs. Ed
dy's later methods of teaching, as e\'idenced by "\Yhat 
Our Leader Says" on p. 210 of .\Iiscellany, published 
exactly twelve years - JournaL l\Iarch 1899 - after 
"\Vays That Are Vain"; also ~Iiscellany ~6+:9-18 is 
l\Jrs, Eddy's last teaching on the subject of handling 
evil, reprinted in Journal of X 0\'. 13, 1909-instructing 
us how to disarm animal magnetism, and "to de/end" 

ourselves from evil. and "to heal the sick, by recog
nizing the supremacy and allness of good, This epit
omizes what heals all manner of sickness and disease, 
mural or physical." \Yould this not cover the daily 
defence demanded by ":\lertness to Duty"?-the \"Cry 
expression is the same-"to defend." 

It is so strange that the Field will work with the out
grown methods adapted only to past stages of work and 
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yet, if shown a Science and Health as :\1rs. Eddy's own 
revelation for that period, they will shy away with the 
thought it is error to read the old books,-as it is, as 
they should be used only for their compm'ati'l'e value to 
prove that the past methods are olltgro'U.:n,· and yet the 
inconsistency of using the methods and shying at the 
proofs that they are ulltgro'U'n and will not meet our 
present needs, is astonishing! 

This adulteration of our literature can be accounted 
for only upon the basis of the assumption by the Di
rectors that they were :\1rs. Eddy's successors by virtue 
of human law and not her authority. and as such had an 
equal right to their judgment of her u'U:n affairs. Is not 
this strange reasoning? 

Also. we know that about this same time articles 
"Life." and "Principle and Practice." were published 
by them in direct violation of the M anllal; but. of 
course, they have as much authority to do this as to per
form the previously normal functions of electing edi
tors (with ~1rs. Eddy's written consent. Art. I. Sec. 3) 
for the periodicals to pursue "the policies of the Board 
of Directors" (statement at head of editorial column of 
the l\-1onitor). This whole conjunction of :\lanager and 
Editors, stated at the head of Editorial Department of 
Monitor. violates the ~lanual (which demands a l\1an
ager and Editors, as separate offices-Art. XXV, Sec. 
4), even if they had authority to act thereunder! 

The lack of vision under the human law has been 
so manifest as to put us back under the old Church that 
was dissolved in 1889. as will be noted from the state
ment on the inside of our Quarterly CO'l'er, entitled. 
"Christian Science Churches and Reading Rooms." 
whereunder is given a statement of the aims and mo
tives of our first dissolved organization, about which 
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~1rs. Eddy spoke so plainly on pp. 43 and 45 in Retro
spection and Introspection. Does not this show a great 
lack of vision on the part of all of us? The difference 
in these two church organizations will be very mani
fest by studying pp. 17-19 of our :\Ianual, interspersing 
Retrospection and Introspection, 43-45 between the two 
formations. As will be noted, one was formed on Jesus 
for the purpose of specific healing, while the other was 
formed on the basis of Christ, for the purpose of \VorId 
healing. \Vho has any right to turn us back to what ~1rs. 
Eddy had declared we had already done? Are we not 
worthy to stay where :\1rs. Eddy put us, and, if not, 
who has the right to thus judge us? 

Sibyl \Vilbur's Life of ~1ary Baker Eddy (pub
lished by The Christian Science Publishing Society), 
on pp. 381,382, has recently made the Directors' "basic 
lau·."· Five or six years ago. the X ate-taker bought this 
book, and noted that a great mistake' was made in 1\1rs. 
Eddy's letter to First Church of Christ, Scientist, 1'\ ew 
York City, in the sense of its leaving out several lines 
in the last paragraph, making it seem that ,\1 rs. Eddy 
had obeyed the Board of Directors for forty years, and 
Sibyl \Vilbur wrote a long commentary trying to ex
plain u·hy 1\1 rs. Eddy said that she had thus obeyed the 
Board of Directors, when she had not said it. Lately, 
the mistake has been discovered in the letter by ~1rs. 
Eddy and corrected, but the commentary on the false 
assumption has not been changed but simply added to, 
and made more forceful in the sense of saying, "For 
Mrs. Eddy, these divine laws were the Directors," and 
so it seems they are regarded by the Field. (Compare 
the late book with the one before the letter of '\lrs. 

* Since the publication of AS IT IS this has been changed from "Di
rectors" to "Immanuel." 
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Eddy was corrected to Yeri fy this statement-i t shows 
merely a drift, but a dangerous one.) 

Again~ on p. 309 of \liscellaneous \Yritings, \1rs. 
Eddy has a footnote referring us to the revised edi tion 
of 1890 of Science and Health to elucidate a certain 
important point - this reference is to the City four
square. Lately there appears in addition to this foot
note, as \1rs. Eddy left it. an alternate reference to 
p. 334 of our Platform in Sciencc of Bcing-a wholly 
different setting! Is not this adulteration? It will be 
noted that thcre are six footnotes in \liscellancous \Yrit
ings, demanding the old books for references." 

Our Sentinel has been marred in the sense of obliter
ating its symbolism, as unfolded in the chapter on "Evo
lutionary Literature." 

Our Quarterly has been marred in its symbolism of 
accomplishment. as outlined in the chapter on "E\"olu
tionary Literature." as well as turning us back to work
ing under the "materially organized" church which was 
dissolved in 1889. as outlincd in thc first of this chapter, 
producing the following cffects as a specific instance: 
Our last two lessons on Christian Science. ended so far 
below the standard of Christian Science as \1 rs. Eddy 
has revealed it to us-thc first of these two instances 
left Christian Scicnce with the man-Angel bringing the 
"Little Book," Rev. 10. which was but the first step in 
!\Irs. Eddv's unfoldmcnt of Christian Science, there 
being several evolutions thercafter (the death of the 
two witnesses. Rcv. 11: the \\'oman bringing forth the 
man child. Rev. I.?: and the Cit\" foursquarc. Re\" . .?I); 
the second instance in question was our last lesson on 
Christian Science which ended with Jesus sending forth 

* All were put in as Iatc as 1908. practicallv simultaneously with 
~Iy. 237 :4-11. 
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his twelve disciples to heal the sick. It would seem nec
essary to take a definite subject to the point of :\1rs. 
Eddy's complete revelation of that subject; which is 
done in our coming lesson on this subject, Dec. 30, 1928, 
where it is taken to the City foursquare-. if the City 
foursquare was ever reached by Christian Science, it 
should alwa\·s end there. 

Is not this a lack of vision of these grades and dis
tinctions in :\1rs. Eddv evolutionary revelation? . . 

Again, there is scarcely an article in our periodicals 
on "Church" that does not show the limitations of the 
writer's knowledge of 2\1rs. Eddy's unfoldment abng 
these lines; for instance, in a recent Journal the state
ment is made that the difference between the two sepa
rate formations of The .\lother Church was that one 
had personal preaching and the other impersonal. This 
is a misleading statement, as both had personal preach
ing-the last church was formed in 1892 and the imper
sonal pastors were not ginn until 1895. There were 
senral personal pastors in the second formation. 

Also, in another J ourna!. ,\1 rs. Eddy was spoken of 
in an article on "Church Edifice." as a pioneer Church 
builder, when. as a matter of fact, :\Irs. Eddy refused 
to participate in Church edificl' building. saying in the 
June 189i- Juurna!. p. 9i-. ".\Iy work for The .\Iother 
Church IS DO~E"-when the cornerstone was not laid 
until :\Iay 21, 189i-, next preceding her article in the 
June J ournal-\Hitten :\lay 3rd. 1 89i-, eighteen days 
before the cornerstone was laid. :\Irs. Eddy put her 
demands on her students for these buildings-both The 
.\lother Church and Extension-the extreme labor thev 
had to meet them was thei r work and not hers. ~I rs. 
Eddy built her -'lather Church in the demonstrable 
assembling of the Twelve Tribes in the twelve years of 
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the Journal, before The :\'lother Church was built, as a 
testimonial thereto by her students, and she could not 
repeat her work! 

These instances may seem trivial, but they are mis
leading, and gravely so, when they destroy :\lrs. Eddy's 
true posi tions and symbols. 

Again, in an article in the Sentinel on the Jubilee 
Science and Health, there were several inaccuracies of 
statement with reference to the evolution of Science and 
Health-one that there were two volumes to the second 
edition, when :\1rs. Eddy says in the last paragraph of 
the Preface that there was but one, and Sibyl \Vilbur's 
Life of :\1rs. Eddy says on p. 237 that there was but one. 
This mistake is not as trivial as it seems, as its sym
bolism is significam. This article also said that Yfrs. 
Eddy's last picture appeared in the 1909 edition, when 
it was 1908; also that numbering of Science and Health 
stopped in 1908. when it stopped in 1906, etc. The last 
two corrections present points of significance. Sentinel 
:\lay 30, 1925. 

Also, the nature of the !\lonitor has been entirely 
diverted from its original intention. See the remarks on 
this in "Evolutionary Literature." It often contains 
adt'ertisements of a character that practitioners find 
it embarrassing and even impossible to explain; as 
for instance, the Izalf page advertisement of The N a
tional Shawmut Bank in the ~fonitor of Friday, Sept. 
21, 1928, p. 5, in which the following language is used: 
"\VOU.D YOC SELL THDI FOR $IO.OO? [in large heavy 
black type]. 'Vhat would you take for your stocks, 
bonds and family jewels? How much for your deeds, 
will, contracts, income tax data and other vital papers? 
Ten dollars? Probably not thousands! .... yet; unless 
they are strongly protected-any day or night you may 
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give them away for nothing r In spite of the most effi
cient police, burglars and thieves are always at work. 
In spite of faithful fire protection, millions go up in 
flames each year. Don't trust the delusion of an office 
safe, a desk drawer, dresser or old-fashioned strong
box, etc., etc." There is scarcely need for comment on 
this but Mrs. Eddy's statement on p. 212:1-5 of Mis
cellaneous \\'ritings seems strikingly out of harmony 
with this statement: "Human policy is a fool that 
hath said in his heart, 'No God'-a caressing Judas 
that betrays you, and commits suicide. This godless 
policy never knows what happiness is, and how it is 
obtained." \\' e were all seemingly there before we knew 
of Christian Science, but are we going back to it? 

To show that this was not something that "just 
slipped past" the usual censoring, as is sometimes said 
when similar advertisements have been complained of, 
in the Dec. 6, 1928 l\lonitor, p. 3, this same The N a
tional Shawmut Bank has another large advertisement 
in the right-hand lower corner, piCturing the fear its 
previous pen-picture must have seemed inadequate to 
create; 'a woman with frightened face is putting her 
silver away in drawers a_nd a hard-visaged "thug" is 
looking in at the window. 

Is this our l\lonitor whose mission was "to spread 
undivided the Science that operates unspent. The ob
ject of the ~lonitor is to injure no man, but to bless all 
mankind"? l\lv. 353. 

At other times there have been prominent adver
tisements of flesh brushes, with a picture of their fleshly 
application and such statement as, "It ; eels so good." 
Is this in harmony with our "Scientific Statement of 
Being"? There are also food advertisements, with 
harmful suggestions of their erroneous claims of value, 
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etc., etc. Again, the tendency of the policy of the ~10n
itor is to fight evil when, could there be any fight or 
combat in ~1rs. Eddy's demand for it?-"to spread un
divided the Science that operates CXSPEXT," :\Iy. 353. 
The idea has been lost in Christian warfare! 

The plan for the operation of the ::\Ionitor, as evi
denced by the remarks at the head of the first editorial 
column seems a di rect violation of Art. XXV, Sec. 4 
(as previously touched upon), calling for the separa
tion of Editors and .\Ianagers, and yet they are mixed 
up so they will rank alike. \"as this eyer so when !\I rs. 
Eddy was with us? Is this a clear obedience to the 
:\Ianual e\'en if the .\Ionitor were operable? Does it 
not deny that there is "Something In A XA~IE"? .My. 
353. 

I f there were not so much "current" literature, we 
would be more familiar with the place where we are, 
and the si tuation ".-\S IT IS"; and was not this .M rs. 
Eddy's design when her By-Laws in the ::\Ianual make 
it impossible for the Board of Trustees to publish our 
current literature without the Editors being elected by 
the Board of Di rectors, and impossible for the Board 
of Directors to elect them without her consent "given 
in her own hand1i:riting:' Art. I. Sec. 3. p. 26? 

If the lau'-common law-permits this in spite of 
the .\1anual, are not these vital By-Laws amended?
which she forbids in the Directors' Trust, p. 137 of the 
~lanual. "'ould not this innlidate even their real es
tate trust? \"hat is the di fference between the Court's 
amending a By-Law and our doing so-in its spiritual 
intent? It may be said, .. But, we must obey the laws of 
our land"-true, but this was not one of the laws of our 
land, but a special cispensation from those who know 
nothing of our Principle, etc., and the decision would 
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come under Paul's 6th chapter of I Corinthians, 1-/_ The 

form of go\-ernment we should haye gone on under, 
after the ~lanual ceased to function, should haye been 
left to the Branches, not the Courts of our land, as it 
was time for Branch expression and actiyity-the Yine 
ha\-ing nurtured the Child to the point of fruitage! \Ye 
w('uld haye \-iolated no law of the land had we followed 

the spirit of the ~Ianual and gone on "in consonance" 
therewith_ The songs of ~Ioses and the Lamh must be 
sung by the "redeemeli," Re\-_ I; :~, hut this is in 
~Iotherh()nd, bef(lre the e\-,)luti(~n of the City kur
square_ "The redeemed should be happier than the 
elect." \Irs_ Eddy said in giying us the \Ianual. but 
the City foursquare is beynnli the "redeemed_" This 
is manifested by \Irs_ Eddy's gi\-ing us in the 16th edi
tion, 1 SS(): ":-;cience rolls hack the c1:)uds of error "ith 
the light d Truth, and lifts the curtain on man as RF

!:\"\T>;TFD \\'ith his natiYe supremacy." This statement 
cnntinueJ for ten years. ,,·hen in I S()6 \\"C \yere gi\'en 

our present statement. ~.&H.~~7:1~-.2I: "and lifts the 
curtain Iln llLln a~ neyer h(lrn 11r - neyer dying. hut as co

existent \\'ith his creat(lr." \Ian must be "the r"dt't'lIIl'd" 

from "creatinn" before he can he the "intelligent" re
tleet:on of (jnd, which is the next step in "the ideal 
man," ~.&H. _~ 17:~ & <i. The \Ianual is giHn f if the 
purpose of redeeming "Creation"--\Inther's \york. 

In fact. ~Irs. Eddy. up to the +th eciitinn (accnrd
ing' tl) the outline of progressiye steps! in I Q07, said: 
"The eternal Elohim has (Tl'atl'd the f(~re\-er uni\'erse," 
S.&H. _:: I:;: 17. arlli at the same time had eight syno
nyms for God in S.&H. +6; : 10-1.2--" Bei ng" rnnllininr; 

in C0d. HoweHr. in the +th edition of l0()i. "being" is 
drnpped from the definition (If Gnd (and left to be put 
into man. as it ,,-as in the next-the _;th edition of 19(7). 

* Gi\'cn in our pre"ent edition. ";ml! ~"." 
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and the statement: "The eternal Elohim includes the 
forever universe," is gi\'en us instead, creation or 
~10therhood and Fatherhood yielding to the oneness of 
God and man as inseparable. "Principle and its idea is 
one," S.&H. 465, having already gone forth when "the 
ideal man and the ideal woman" were completed, as 
we now ha\'e them, for the first time. \Yhen "Creation" 
-either of a person or a Chllrch-ends. then ":\lother 
finds her home and heavenly rest." ( .. :\lother" suggests 
"creation "-the first step in "the ideal man," S.&H. 
517:8) -Hymn 197. This hymn. by the way, was given 
us in 1 S93 as a poem, but put to music for our Church 
use in 1909, when :\lrs. Eddy closed ":\lother's Room" 
in the little Church-78th :\lanual-and retired from 
the ":\lotherhood," which we forced upon her even as 
Leader when she was trying so hard to release herself, 
as she tells us in the :\lessage of 1900: p. 9 :25-30. I f a 
leader could not be found by her to release and relieve 
her while she seemed to need it. is it not every assurance 
that there could be no such release in a person or per
sons? Has not the law presumed to give us such a 
Leader in the Board of Directors? Is not the Directors' 
every wish being regarded as sacredly as those of 1\1 rs. 
Eddy? Is it not considered disloyal to our Cause and - -
:\lrs. Eddy to dare to disagree with their expressed 
wishes, even though it reverses our previous positions? 
Such as, for instance. rushing to meet every human need 
with the medicine of the \YorId rather than by helping 
the \Yorld to know its nothingness. Does not :\lrs. Ed
dy's article on the "Power of Prayer" in :\1 iscellany, 
show the impossibility of our working with the "TorId 
on ITS bases? So "Charities" have darkened the thought 
of our Church until the thought of debt and poverty 
seems to be on every hand. It may be s:lid that :\1 rs. Eddy 
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at certain times gave to charities, but she gave us in her 
written word, lVIiscellaneous \\' ritings, preface IX: 1-5, 
an absolute principle in such matters, and she herself 
grew out of it as evidenced by her writings, ~Iy. 231 : 
I-II. 

\Vhile in the Jan. J oumal of 1898. 1\lrs. Eddy pro
posed founding a charitable institution for the general 
public good to which she proposed to donate one mil
lion dollars, God changed her plan (as He did with 
reference to the Boston Benevolent Home. as noted else
where), and after an active public agitation, both in our 
periodicals and the newspapers of the world, the mat
ter was dropped, and instead the "Christian" phases of 
Christian Science entirely yielded to the divine, as re
corded in "Leaving Father and l\lother." It seemed to 
be the last impulse of symbolic ":\10therhood" or Chris
tianity before it yielded wholly to divine spiritual 
.Motherhood. "The noblesLcharity is to pre'rent a man 
from accepting charity; and the best alms are to shou· 
and to enable a man to dispense with alms," l'vlrs. Eddy 
had said in the Preface of Miscellaneous \Vritings 
suited her sense of doing good, and she thus rose to it 
as against worldly opinion. e\'en after she had told the 
public she would do it, and much public comment had 
been made on the subject. She never retracted it, but 
just went on, and took us with her, if we follow our text
book and l\1anual. 

In the Sentinels of Jan. 2 and 9, 1909, it is said that 
l\-Irs. Eddy had given five hundred dollars to the Italian 
earthquake sufferers. but she never brought these mat
ters of charity into her church, and so they had no "reli
gious aspect," but were her own individual gifts for 
her own reasons. ~ a one would object to individual 
Scientists of whatsoever position giving individually, 
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but when Congregatiuns are requested tu remain after 

\Yednesday evening sen'ices and collections are taken 
for these purpuses. c:r these collections are asked fur 
from our desks. the situatillfi is different. If there was 
eYer a call in Church for charities \\hen '\lrs. Eddv was 
\vith us. it \vas in the early days in her Jesus' ministra
tions of Thc First Church. and \\T,must recognize the 
e\'ulurion of .\Irs, Eddy's th'lUght after her fulfillment 
of the Jesus prophecy. 

_-\gain. the bringing of the radiu into our services 
and lectures is "ery repugnant to the sancti ty of our 
Church work to many of us \vho ha\'c given this matter 
much prayerful thought. Certainly our .\Ianual fur
nishes nu prut'dt'nt for this. and when \\e yield to the 
authority of law as pro\'iding .\Irs, Eddv's successor. 
rather than to accept the ..\Ianual as the boundary of 
any general practice. there is no limit to how far we 
may go in cur abandonf!1ent of the .\Ianual and the 
principles fur which it stands, 

In regard to the "radio" acti\'ities--many ,vill say 
".\lrs, Eddy \\'as progressin. and if she '.\erc here. she 
\vuuld keep abreast of the times in uur Church acti\'i
ties." Is not this the equi\'alent ot what is being claimed 
b\' cuunter-f!1uvements to our Cause. who have estab
lished uther "parent" churches. and claimed to keep 
the '\lanual abreast of the times? \\"hat is the differ
ence benveen orally amending tlur '\lanual or writing 
cur amendments in the .\lanuai itself? The principle 
of "_-\sk. and it shall bc ginn you: seek. and yc sha1l 
find; knock. and it shail be opened unto you." .\latt. 
7 :7. is entirely disregarded in the manner in which 
our sen'ices are being thrust upor. the public by the 
radIO-to say nothing uf the mode of cOIlveyance. \\-hich 
latter is a seri01ls contemplation in view of Science ar.d 
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Health 93: 13-.20: .293 :3-.?0: 78: 19-.20-the true method 

being suggested by ~1 iscellany 189: ''The si lent pray
ers of our Churches. res()unding thrcugh the dim cor
ridors of time. go forth in \\"ans of sound. a diapason 
d heart beats. yibLHing from one pulpit to another 
and from one heart to another. till truth and Im"e, com
mingling in one righteous prayer, shall encircle and 
cement the human race." 15 not this majestic compared 
\yith the jangle and jar d the radio. the "world's" 
method f)f counterfeiting what has already been done 
in ~1 ind ~ Had not Scientists prond the enr-prese:1ce 
of ~lind. the "world" \\"ould ha\'e no pattern. ":'\owa 
lie takes its pattern from Truth. by r<"·t'rJin!l Truth. 
So eyil and all its f()fms are innrtl'li good." en. 53 :1-3 . 
. -\aron ti.rst cast down his rod. EXfld. 7:10-1.2. bcf'lre 
the magicians had a pattern tt) counterfeit. Are we 
gfJing to accept the cflunterfeit as a medium for the 
true~ Is not this \\"hy cur Churches are feeling the lack 
of attendance. free-will offerings. anti spiritual quick
ening~ "Electricit\, is the sharp J/IrplIls ()f materiality 
which CU-I-:\T1-RFI·n-; the aue essence of spirituality. 
etc ... ~.&H. :?q.~: "destructin electricity is not the off
spring of in/in it,> !J00d. \Yhate\'er contradicts the real 
nature of the di\'ine Esse. though human faith may 
clethe it with .\:\(;FLIC \,eslinents. is wi thout foundation." 
~.&H. 93: 17-.?O. ~1 rs. Eddy does not say "destructi\'ely 
used" electricity. but "destructi\'e electricity." It is 
ahYays dcstrllrti,"', as she intimates in her leading to this 
premise. S.&H. 93: 1.,-17. GOIlO ana e\'il cannot come 
from the same source. ".-\ gooo tree cannot bring forth 
e\'il fruit. neither can a cnrrupt tree bring forth gc:od 
fruit." Jesus saio. 

~Iany times it is argued that we mllst usc electricity 
fflr lighting. heating. transportation. etc,. etc.-these 
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are the many "suffer-to-be-so-nows" of "material liv
in~" which must yet be redeemed to higher essences, but 
how will they ever be redeemed if we do not deny 
and denounce them in our own religion or rather accept 
~1rs. Eddy's denunciation thereof, and not make them 
the medium for transporting the most sacred messages 
of Life and Love. ~Irs. Eddy tells us so plainly on p. 
450 of Science and Health. lines 29-4. that electricity 
"is all that we have to meet." -'latter is supposed to be 
made of atoms, and atoms of electrons, which are "elec
tricity." Electricity will never merge nor melt into 
~Iind any more than the "devil" will m'elt into God, 
as ':\1rs. Eddv says it "forms no link between matter 
and l'.lind," S.&H. 293 :5, 6. Are we to make no dis
tinctions between the real and counterfei ts? 

The tendency in all things seems to be to the end of 
accepting and using the world's weapons, and methods 
in all things. I t is claimed there are so many "shut ins" 
that the radio services reach. \Ye, in former years, tried 
to bring them "Ollt" and not merely to emphasize their 
inability. "Arise, take up thy bed and walk" was said 
to a "shut in" (the palsied man) who was brought on 
a bed to Jesus, and even the tiling removed to let him 
down to Jesus. The people sought Jesus in the wilder
ness and remained with him without food for days to 
hear his healing message; and many other instances 
could be cited to prove that the effort on the part of the 
would-be recipient of our blessing is necessary to the 
desired result. There is no vicarious salvation-there 
must be reciprocity. Truth is the pearl of great price 
that must be bought with "acti'C·ity." "Ho, everyone 
that thirstest CO\[E ye to the waters, and he that hath 
no money CO\lE ye Bey and eat; yea, CO\[E, buy wine 
and milk without money and without price," Isa. 55:1. 
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But it must be bought at the price of CO\U:\G and buying 
it with spiritual acti'rity. 

This subject has been elaborated as showing what 
an injustice it is to have our '\lanual violated, as we are 
all willing without question to accept the demands ,\1 rs. 
Eddy, as God's revelator, put upon us, even when we 
do not at once see their higher meaning; but when it 
comes to the amendment of these demands by personal 
opinion, it is a great injustice to those of us who also 
have "opinions" which we feel are equally as well 
founded and equally as authoritati'l:e. "God's anointed" 
should be accepted by all of us without question, and 
we should with David weep oYer any disposition to 
"cut off its skirts," but when the authority is purely 
human law as arrayed against the clear demands of our 
!'.lanual, we would well examine ourselves to see w.hat 
and whom we are serving perhaps without thinking.
yet lVIrs. Eddy warned us that "The time for thinkers 
has come," S.&H. VII: 13. 

'\Irs. Eddy's expression with reference to electricity, 
p. 345 1\ly., was in an interview in which material 
sciences were being discussed - "electricity, engineer
ing, the telephone, steam engine." ,\1 rs. Eddy certainly 
was not speaking of it as a medium for Christian Sci
ence In any way. .\lost certainly we all tolerate the 
world's progress out of its limitations (if it is really 
progress, it is certainly occasioned by our light-.\ly. 
114, but is it Aaron's rod or the magician's? This is not 
a question that we should be forced to answer), but we 
should never forget that its highest material essences are 
the most dangerous as they most nearly counterfeit 
Truth. This !\lrs. Eddy tells us S.&H. 409 :4-8, and that 
its highest counterfeit essences, before the unreality of 
matter is seen, are the most prolific of evil, they are at 
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best but (,(jlll/ta/"its of "\'t:,ritie~ priceie~5. etern,d and 
just at hand." \li5. 61 ::? ,~ . .\Irs. bl,l\- saYs. "The 
visible u:li\'CfSe declares the in\-i~ible unly by 1',', <'I'J/0I/, 
as <""-'.11' dt'l/art's Trllth," .\lis. 21~ ::'.6. 

On p.:!C) of ~cience ,llld fIe,llth. ,~rd tIl I ~th eJiti')f15. 
\'Ill. I \l~SI-ISS:;I . .\Irs, bi,ly's clllllpar,lti\T (\\ith 
rderence to p. :? lI3 uf our present re\isi,m ,)i ~(iLnCe 
and Health) statement is that it "fllrms the iink between 
\\hat i~ termed mattt:'f ,lnd murt.l! mind ... _ hut both 
are i (/ / .I" t' p r " S t' 1/ It If i r.l fl S. for i mll1l 1 rt a I .\ lin d .lll d n j() rt a I 
belief ne\'(:r tuuch ... _ Eledricin is the e~selh_e uf 
mortal and t:'fri n~ .\ I i lld. th a t U J( -~ rUUT n-i tlLlt essen\.'e 
01 the unerring ,11 hi ctern:l! '\Iilhi. tt:'fmed Huly (;hust. 
the great dJtferell\.-e being that one is ,ii\-ille and hldy. 
and the ,:tht:'f human and III/lid\'." Do \\e wish tIl send 
out Ilur s,lLred messages tn the wurl,l t1H'lUgh III/hr.l/.\' 

ci1anne,s:' _-\re not l()l :",-ITI{!Tlh resistill/',.s rather 
than something appn)aching the Truth? Our channel 
(Lhiio) resists uur mL'SSJ~C- it cLiims thL' highL'st and 
holiest essen\.·es are in nutter. th.l[ unih\.',lli,:n of m,ln 
alhi n<lti'llls lies in llLlttCf- the hum,ln intcllCLt and its 
lUt ~Tt-H.FI-IT de\-ices ~ 

Electricity is prll,lucn1 b\- ,iricti r.lI/--t\\')f1ess--and 
is nut the me,liull1 for the oneness ur .dlness ut gllu,i
Gud, _-\ny claim d t\\O substancL's l)f,)u.~ht t,)~etht:'f ill 
trictl(lnal pnlcess \\-ill geneLite l'iedriclt\. from the 
rubbing oi t\\O sticks tugL'tllt:'f til the rubbin~ ut t\\ () 

contrary currellts-s() sudl all a;..:ellc\- cumin;! illtl) (lUr 
Church \\-ork ,\S a pHt of uur religil1us st:'f\i\.'L's is (IJIl

,iuci\-e til frictioll in our acri\-itics an,l the lllllst,lllt "<lni
mal magl1l'ti~rn" teJr that d')fllinatcs 51) llLlny ()t (lUr 
\\orkers, .\Irs, Ed,1\- h<ls untol,le,i in our .\L!nual ,111 
the agellcil's \\e nL'ed 1')r the promulg,l[;(ln of our Cau~e. 
and our methods ·~htlld.i b~· more ,wd 111(:re 5piritual~ 
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under n'; (ir(Um~t.!IlCe~ increasirw our material al7en-M M 

cies thcrd'if [11 )'l' I'rcscrihcd in the \Ianual in The 
\{other Churlh heing thc ma:xirnum and minimum 
therefor. 

\Irs, Eddy mcrged thc ~atil)llal Christian Scientist 
.-\ssociation (l"ni\'crsal .-\s,;cmbly) into the "'orld's 
Congrcss of Rcligions in 1 S()~ (nc\"Cr to emt""(le) "he
came r saw no adnntage, but grcat disa(h-antage. in 
one student's opinions or IWldllJ operandi becoming the 
basis for others." \lis. 1~6. So long as we are in organ
ization. we must submit tl) its limitaticns. This is the 
object of our \Ianual to so limit our Church activities 
as to make it possible for all of us to gn on to.gether. \Ye 
each and all bow with re\"erence to \frs. Eddy's wis
dom from above and would not e\"en Ihink against any
thing that she has revealed or fnunded, for we knrF .... ~· 
that her re\'elationsare from God and that we must rise 
to them. but there will always be division amnn,g us ,1Ild 
the "trying of spirits whether they be of God." r John 
4:1. so long as other opinions and methods are brought 
into our Church activities. OpinionJ must not destroy 
the completeness of \1 rs. Eddy's "founding" for us. 

Our Church must of necessity be malaia!/\' limited 
-even the City foursquare is limited by its walls, as 
previcusly unfolded, but everything 1;"ilhin is harmllni
ous. ~othing that "defileth or maketh a lie," Re\·. ~l: 
:'7, could enter thal City, and the \Ianual is to keep 
out of our Church these elements and their inevitable 
occasions for divisions, There is no opinion-right or 
wrong-that our "Directors" could give us that would 
not be an occasion for friction among us, for everyone 
unconsciously feels (whether he or she will let the 
thought come to light) that their opinions are without 
authority or divine "anointing." There was but one 
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discoverer. founder~ re\'elator and authority of our 
Callse-~lary Baker Eddy. who has closed doors in our 
Cause that cannot be opened. and opened doors that 
cannot be closed. as she was God's "anointed" for the 
purpose: she has not anointed our Board of Directors 
to succeed her. Our Church is the demonstration of 
her revelation and as sacred as her revelation. and it 
must not be invaded by the opinions of men. \Yas it not 
the climax of the marvelous wisdom with which she 
founded her Cause that she left no one to defeat her 
di\'ine purpose? However. through our lack of vision 
and actual knowledge of the bounds that she established. 
the "opinicns" of men. both of the field and those in 
seeming authority. have darkened our vision in e\'ery 
problem we ha\'e had to solve since our Leader left us 
with her all-wise plan for our unfoldment "in conso
nance with" the ~IanuaI. Obedience would ensure our 
becoming one with her in the next step in our Church 
progress-the "City" foursquare (or branch activity). 
each branch representing either the whole or some part 
of a "Citv" to spread its walls and boundaries into the 
universe witheut being limited to the errors of any other 
City or Branch. etc.. with no Branch contact any more 
than the branches and fruit of a tree have contact other 
than through the vine. Our parent vine is the jf anual 
so far as Church activities are concerned. in which each 
Branch was directed to abide-Art. XXIII. Sees. I. 6. 
p. 72: 19-24. and the Bible and Science and Health, 
read from our desk. The City unfoldment in the City 
foursquare. as illustrated in the tenth picture in Christ 
and Christmas. says "no mass for me" and. as before 
stated. it means not only the ceremony of "mass" in 
"Christmas." but "mass" consciousness. that has become 
the horror of Christian Scientists. The Literature Liti-
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gation was an instance of what "mass" consciousness did 
for our Field, and how utterly in violation of the Man
ual, Art. XXIII, Sec. I, particularly the second para
graph, influences worked; a self-constituted Committee 
kept the whole field-all over the world-informed of 
its activities and those of everyone else involved; and 
each Church sent a copy of its resolutions to every other 
Church, practitioner and nurse in the World. Note 
particularly that Mrs. Eddy does not permit any na
tional conferences, but merely State conference on a 
statute, and even then "indin'dual unity and action of 
the Churches in said State." Every endeavor. on the 
contrary, was to whip the Field to "mass" thought and 
"mass" action and "mass" condemnation of Church or 
individual, who would dare to pr;ly and look to Divine 
guidance. It was just such "mass" action and counter
feit of unified thinking that Mrs. Eddy saw the wis
dom of preventing when she, God's anointed, should 
be forced to leave the children, and for which she pre
pared us our wonderfully impersonal Joshua (The 
Manual) to lead us, which alone will spiritually uni/), 
us. This is the plan she left for us in correlation of her 
fourth evolution in Church founding-the CITY four
square-Rev. 21 and S.&H. 575:7-9, on p. 576 (see 
marginal caption), before we can go on to "the City of 
our God" with "no boundary nor limit." 577:12-18. 
Note marginal topic, p. 578. We cannot escape a step 
that is divinely revealed (as the City foursquare) and 
founded on the demand for individual "City" activity 
(branch fruitage) unified by the Manual, thereby, es
tablishing "Christ" consciousness, instead of "mass" 
consciousness, as before presented. "Mass" conscious
ness is the material claim of unity, as in certain other 
than our Church activities of which we see the error, 
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which we have tried to avoid, but instead of avoiciillg~ 
we fight the name and fall under their errors. 

~Irs. Eddy's own Church in which she was reared 
-The Congregational-and of which she always spoke 
so lovingly, ~Iy. pp. l/-t, I IS; I 8~: 1- 10; 270 :-t- I 3, was 
distinguished by its CongregatIOnal government; in
stead of by elders, as in the Presbyterian, from which 
it emanated. The Standard Dictionary gives the defi
nition of "Congregational" Church as being governed 
by a church "polity that makes the authority of the /ocai 
congregation supreme within its own domain." Does 
not ~lrs. Eddy tell us: "In Christian Science there is 
never a retrograde step, never a return to positions 
outgrown," S.&H. 1-t:29, 30. ~Iy. 163, ~Irs. Eddy, in 
addressing a Concord editor says, in speaking of her 
fellow citizens: "1 respect their religious beliefs. and 
thank their ancestors for helping to form mine." 
l\" othing became more pronounced in her teachings 
than democratic government. :\.lthough the ~1anual 
seems cn the surface \"Cry direct, it was the revealed 
demands of Prillclple through God's "anointed Reve
lator," and no one could question her wisdom in found
ing what she had revealed-which she did. :\.nd she 
sta\"ed with us until her founding was complete, and the 
next step-which was the last step in her foundational 
response to her revelation, the "City" foursquare, was 
open oniy to Branch, not to "~lother." ~lrs. Eddy left 
no process by which we could all "shout together at the 
demands of a King, but think together at the demands of 
Principle, as governed intelligently and directly by im
pers()r:al or spiritual ~fotherhood-the ~lanual. 

The errors of "mass" thinking in the Harne of "stand
ing together" at the dictation of some person or persons, 
wholly unauthorized by the ~Ianual, are many; and the 
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victims of the malpractice that is "massed" against any 

dissenter by error's own self are legion, under the claim 
of "disloyal Scientists, etc." -'Irs. Eddy foresaw and 
forestalled this, if we will obev her .\Ianual. 

As instances of "mass" thinking in the name of 
"unity," we were called into war, during the "'orld's 
war, having our Chaplains on the very battle fields, 
and our Church working as ha rd as the others to kill 
our brothers who sat in oneness and listened to our glad 
tidings of peace at the \Yorld's Religious Congress in 
Sept. 1893. X ov. Journal, 189.,. \\" as there such a 
precedent during the Spanish-.-\merican war, when even 
our Sation was attacked? Xo! This \\'as another opin
ion (outside of the .\Ianual) by our Board of Di rectors. 
As stated elsewhere, through "mass" consciousness. we 
were persuaded to take what '\Irs. Eddy said of war 
on p. 277 of .\Iiscellany. particularly lines .:?3-.2~: in
stead of whClt '\Irs. Eddy said six years later on p . .278 
in regard to the war between Russia and Japan (they 
are even dated in .\!iscellany for us): ('Xothing is 
gained by fighting, but mucli is lost .... \Yar is in itself 
an eviL barbarous, de\"ilish. \Tictory in error is defeat 
in Truth .... \Yhatever brings into human thought or 
action an element opposed to Love, is ne'1.·t'1' requisite, 
never a necessi ty, and is not sanctioned by the law of 
God, etc." Did anyone e\'er hear this read during the 
\Yar? ::\0, comciollsness \\'as "mas .. ed" to read \Irs. 
Eddv's statement six vears before. and war was so qnc-- " 

tioned among us that practitioners brought their knit-
ting to the business meetings of our Church lnd knitted 
at ever\' interim "'ithin the sacred walls of our Church. 
\\"as thi .. letting nothing that defileth or m1keth a lie 
enter our ''City''? Xn. nor will this ever be possible 
until the channels for "massing" our consclOmness 
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against or for an issue (and more tragically against and 
for individuals who prayerfully take what to them 
seem righteous stands, so that everyone d reads the 
"massed" Christian Science consciousness) be ended in 
obedience to I\1rs. Eddy's demand. ":\0 mass for me," 
says "Truth versus Error" in the tenth picture of Christ 
and Christmas. This '\lrs. Eddy never permitted, and 
forbade in our Manual. 

The effect of our failing to see the purport of Mrs. 
Eddy's plan, and the consequent darkness of vision is' 
felt in every pore of our Cause, and more particularly 
the practitioners' work-the instability of their healings 
and the conservatism of their work. Ever since the liti
gation, and the manner in which those who dared to 
pray and stand by their prayers were treated during 
and since that time, there is extreme fear of the Board 
of Directors on the part of most of them, which, alone, 
would limit their work. I\lany of them seem to feel 
that they must please at all costs the Board of Directors, 
and this is one of the greatest clouds over the clear 
thinking and acting of the practitioners in our field
fear of ecclesiasticism more than love of God. La'lL,' 

seems to have triumphed over Prayer, and prayers seem 
to count for little. This cannot remain. else our Cause 
will not go spiritually forward. \Vhat would our Cause 
be without fearlessness to pursue the right, even when 
it seems heretical? Too, so much was done in the name 
of loyalty to The Mother Church that was so contrary 
to its Manual; and loyalty to the Board of Directors 
(and even the literature discontinued by the advice of 
lawyers for its influence on the court after the l\laster 
had rendered his decision in favor of the Trustees) that 
was contrary to our l\fanual, by the Delegates of New 
York Committee, which was formed in defiance of the 
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~lanual, p. 70, Art. XXIII, Sec. I, and which has 
never been repud.iated by the Directors since they have 
had an opportunity to speak to us, that many have turned 
from walking with us. The YIanual told members of 
The ~lother Church to take the literature,· and the Di
rectors inferentially, too, in the following telegram to 
a \Vestern Church : Welfare Committee's Report, p. 25: 
" '.xotwithstanding contrary rumors, we ha\"e not ad
vised and do not desire cancellation of subscriptions 
to the Christian Science periodicals.' "t Since the" Liti
gation" they have never said a word. beyond. in sub
stance, that the Field must "forgive and forget." 
Forgive what? The obedience of ct'rtain ones to the 
~lanual ? 

This whole litigation situation was prophesied in 
Joshua 6. This was the first struggle of the Israelites 
under thei r new Leader, Joshua. prefiguring the first 
struggle of the Scientists under their new Leader. the 
~lanual, and "the spiritual idea," S.&H. 566:1-12. 
Joshua issued a lawful I="] CXCTIO=" that not a word 
should be spoken (by him to the children of Israel or 
they to him, or they to each other) during the pendency 
of their work around Jericho, which they were forced 
to E="CO~IPASS each day. They obeyed! \Ye did ="OT! 
and yet we say we believe in silent prayer! The method 
with which the whole situation was handled has thrown 
a heavy veil over the spiritual vision of the field, and 
the enmity engendered between those who OBEYED the 
~IAXU:\L by taking the literature and those who did not 
(the latter seeming to win) is still as active as at the 
time of the controversy. It cannot be destroyed until its 

* The Question had not been then raised in regard to its rightful 
perpetuity. 

t The Welfare Committee's Report states that the Board itself 
called the Committee's attention to this telegram which was sent ·JY the 
Board of Directors to a branch church in the West. 
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cause is removed. Instead of our hghtll1g for the :\lan

ua!. we fought to deieat it. and it has not been seriousl\' 
regarded since (only in "name"), but rather the Boar~i 
of Directors under the law~ Law of what? Their own 
\\ill and pleasure. The law ruts the blue sky oyer their 
limitation of authorin', 

Those who to uk the literature. thereby obeying 
:\lanual. Sec. i +. p, ++. and realizing they kne\y nothing 
abuut the comro\'ersy between the two Buards. but feel
ing that prayer and obedience to the :\lanual \vere safe, 
are even yet deno[l11nated the "disloyal ones." and at 
times discriminated against in Church \vork, Disloyal 
to what? Surelv not the :\lanual! Disloval to the Board 

, -
of Directors? Did it not npress itself in the telegram 
beiore quoted? A.nd eyen if this \vas not its true senti
ment. what right had it to any. when it was against our 
:\lanual which spoke plainly llll the subject? This situ
atiun will yet have to be straightened out betere ou'r 
Cause can prosper. "\\'h05O covereth iniquity shall 
not pro~per." The :\lanual will win! The trouble is. 
so much is said abdut the '\lanual and lovaltv thereto 
and so little actually kTl0u.TI about the :\lallual. and it 
will ever be so as long as it is "admillistered." \Ye must 
wed it in our own e.\perience! 

The \\'hole Literatllrt' I.itigatioll \vas "much ado 
about nothing." according til our .\lanual. for while the 
Bc)ard of Directors under the :\lanual when :\lrs, Eddv 
was \\ith us. had authority ()\'er the Board of Trustees. 
to declare a vacancy f()r Cluse. ~ec. 3. p, SO. and. as a dis
ciplinary. not executi\'e, funcrilal. tll see to it that the 
periodicils were kept ahreast of the times: still. under 
their respecti\'e Trusts (as \\e are now placed and were 
at the tIme of the Litigatit;n I 0l1tsitit' the .\lallual. the 
Board uf Directors Iud no such authority, as it was 
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authorized to declare a vacancy in the Trustees' Trust 
only in conjunction with the First Al embers. This has 
received legal interpretation but we must see its spiritual 
import. 

X ow, the Board of Trustees had an i rre\·ocable trust 
that even '\Irs. Eddy herself could not ha\·e legally 
withdrawn from them, and she so recognized this when 
she gave it to them. that she reserved the right to with
draw the Journal at any time from the trust, but if she 
did not so elect to do. it would become a part of the 
trust forever. together with her copyrights. See Deed 
of Trust-Appendix. 

\Yhere are the Trustees and their trust? In view of 
the heading of the first column of the .\lonitor, it would 
seem that the Board of Directors has absorbed their 
trust. which is contrary to the :\lanual-p. 81, :\n. 
XXV. Sec. 6 & 8; also their Deed of Trust, stipulation 
3, wherein they, the (Trustees). must perform thei r 
trust "upon their o'U:n respfjnsibility." Then, wherefore, 
the "policies of the Board of Directors" in the mixed 
arrangement heading this column. According to the 
:\1anual and the Deed of Trust to the Trustees, it should 
be their (The Trustees') "policies," if such a word is 
permissible under Science thinking! 1\1 rs. Eddy left 
two independent, separate Trusts-can the law defeat 
her purpose? Could anyone rejoice in the decision of 
the Court, when we remember the human policy by 
which it was gained? "Human policy is the fool that 
hath said in his heart-'Xo God,'" :\lis. 212:1-5. 

The Directors were never teachers nor generally 
even announced practitioners during '\lrs. Eddy's di
rection of our Cause, as they are nfj·U:, \Yelfare Commit
tee's report p. 51. :\lso it can be checked through the 
old J oumals, as the X ote-taker has done. This is, and 
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ever will be, a serious menace and injustice to our Cause. 
As ~1rs. Eddy left them under the Cabinet form of 
government, they were servants and not masters of The 
l\lother Church. each having a full measure of serving 
responsibili ty-One the Treasurer; another Clerk; 
another Editor-in-Chief of the periodicals. another had 
charge of the local Reading Room and general business, 
and still another l\Irs. Eddy's Publisher-\Yelfare Com
mittee's Report, p. 59. This \Yelfare Committee was. 
as we all know, a "regularly authorized by the Board of 
Directors" Syndicate under Sec. 8, p. 27. which, how
ever, was forbidden. except with !\lrs. Eddy's approval; 
as the report was not altogether in favor of the Board of 
Directors. its findings met with immediate disfavor. 
although its functions were as follows: 

"1st. To make such inquiries into the affairs of The 
l\lother Church as the CO\L\IITTEE may decide. 

"2nd. To make report or reports to the members of 
The l\lother Church as IT may determine. 

"3rd. To include in these reports such recommend a
t~ons to the Board of Directors as the CO\I~lITTEE may 
deem necessary." 

Published in "Sentinel," So'v. I, 1919. 

While its report was not altogether in line with the 
l\lanual, in the sense of suggesting plans unauthorized 
thereby, of which we should have all disapproved, it 
was as much so as the many changes that are being made 
by the Directors. 

And while the ~lanual does not demand the Cabinet 
form of government, the salary of the Board of Direc
tors, according to the l\'lanual .. $2500.00 a year, did (l\1rs. 
Eddy had raised this salary from $1500.00 just the year 
before she left). The smallness of the amount leaving 
the Directors to earn their salary from their associated 
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activities in the cabinet plan would have prevented so 
much work entirely outsid~ the Church-in Real Es
tate, Department of \Vills and Estates, Boston Benevo
lent Home, California Benevolent Home, Pleasant 
View Home, Charities, Politics, Prison \Vork, Radio, 
etc., etc., into which they are constantly trailing us by 
request for funds to help such activities. Is any of this 
contemplated by the Manual? And, if not, how are 
we loyal to the l\lanual in responding to these calls? 
Where does the Church Manual operate or claim to 
operate in our Church activities? It might be well 
to add that our l\lanual says nothing about {{Distribution 
Work,"· for which our Church is so largely a channel. 
Isn't that in line with the thought that Mrs. Eddy made 
so plain for the continuity of our periodicals? \Vould 
it not be better (as Mrs. Eddy undoubtedly felt by this 
failure to provide for their continuance, in addition to 
making no provision for the election of its Editors) to 
have no perodicals than to have them pull down our 
highest thoughts by their conservatism? As for in
stance, a :Monitor plunged deeply into a political cam
paign, telling us exactly what to do and bristling wi th 
such "fight" that we can scarcely read it and declare 
the all ness of God for hours after-Is this the messen
ger that was "to spread CNDIVIDED the truth that operates 
UXSPEXT"? !\ly. 353. Does not the resistance to any
thing "spend" its efforts or even the claim to resistance 
{{spend" it? It may be said "Surely, Mrs. Eddy would 
not wish to destroy the 1\lonitor after working for twen
ty-five years for its accomplishment". The best answer 
for that is-that she did so dissolve it by her provisions 
in the Manual against its perpetuity. The word "dis
solve" is used, as 1\lrs. Eddy destroyed nothing. She 
brought it to the expression of "idea" and promptly 

• Literature Distribution. 
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dissolved it, before the idea was lost in the form. This 
is manifested in all of her steps as unfolded in the 
chapter on "Evolutionary Organization"; also, the 
spirit of this is breathed in her letter to a student on p. 
158 of 1\1 iscellaneous 'Vritings. After showing the 
blessing gained by instant obedience, she says: ".\ II 
God's servants are ~lIXCTE men and women." It took 
then and takes now "minute men and women" to keep 
up with her constant changes (to human sense) as she 
unfolded to completion her Church. X ate she said she 
stood "with sandals on and staff in hand, waiting for the 
watchword and the revelation of what. how, "'HITHER." 

Has this activity of idea all gone \vith I\1rs. Eddy's 
passing-No, she has made provision for our own 
spiritual ad7'ancement, if we wiII ohe." her l\Janual, 
and, what we find we cannot do without her further 
authority, abandon as one of the fulfilled and passed 
mile-stones in our unfoldment! \Yhen there is no one 
to properly (authoritatively) censor our literature, it 
were better not to have it. The "idea" of all the periodi
cals has been unfolded in human consciousness and the 
twelve basketsful of idea gathered in the unfoldment 
of our Church, and that is all Christian Scientists could 
ever hope to accomplish, standing as they do for "spirit
ual idea." "Then we leave a position gained for a higher 
one. we will always find the lower position immediately 
taken bv some one "lower down." Let us make room 
for them (lnd step up higher to meet the demands of our 
!v1anual upon our Cause. 

We have a Board of Directors with a self-perpetuat
ing trust Q{'TSIDE the ~1anual and Church (Deed of 
Trust-'\lanual 128 to 138), with funds to he used for 
the spiritual ad\'ancement of our Cause, not to go back 
and do the work of Christianity all over, as we are now 
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doing by our charities, sanatoriums and other "Chris
tian Endeavorers." 

A Board of Trustees, with a self-perpetuating Trust 
OCTSIDE our 2\lanual, as evidenced by Deed of Trust in 
the Appendix of these X otes, in which they are authGr
ized "on their o·u:n responsibility" to publish all tracts, 
pamphlets. reprints, etc., !ej/'e7:er,' also our "Lesson Ser
mons" for our Branch Church services. \Ye are in the 
same posi tion as we were in 1890, when there was no 
'['isible 2\lother Church, it having been dissolYed in 1889. 
This was our si tuation for three vears when doubtless 
~lrs. Eddy deemed it wise to emphasize "2'lother" (as 
] esus had "Father," and as she had repeated in her first 
Church founded on Jesus) to complete to the human 
consciousness this svmbolism. Everv truth must be . . 
brought to expression before dissoiTed into mind
Spiri t. Is not this what ~Irs. Eddy means when she says: 
"\Ve welcome the increase of knowledge, because e\'en 
human invention must have its day, and we want that 
day to be succeeded by Christian Science, by di\·ine real
ity," S.&H. 95: 19-Z'? (noting the marginal topic, di
rectly identifies it with such use). Thus so quickly as 
we bring into complete (collective) human expression 
these truths, immeoiately it is time to dissolve them 
with 2\lind into idea. As it is with Church-so it is with 
Real Estate. 

The REAL EST.HE left in the hands of our Board of 
Directors is the highest charge we have. 2\1 rs. Eddy 
proved God's rich abundance even in human expression 
and left us, as her spiritual children, the privilege of 
accepting her translation of it into sri ritual reality-
2\liscellaneous \Yritings 140-"God's Acres," thereby 
making it the channel for our translation into the land 
of Spiritual Abundance from which it came as expres-
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sion. The Board of Directors are charged with this 
sacred trust! They were the door (so to speak) into 
The ~Iother Church, and they are the gate to the Land 
of Spiritual Reality-"God's _\cres," ~Iis. HO. 

Going back to our Quarterlies, the Trustees-not 
the Board of Directors - have exc/usi'rely the grand 
trust of supplying us with our Church Lesson-Sermons 
from their trust, as having inherited the spiritual out
flow of "The "National Christian Scientists' Associa
tion," which held the trust of The Christian Science 
Publishing Society up to the point of its being turned 
back to ~Irs. Eddy as D. S. D. in Jan. Journal, 18Q8, 
thence immediately to them, the Board of Trustees, in 
April 1898. It flowed directly from "The Xational 
(after it had resolved itself into a Cni7.·ersal Assembly) 
Christian Scientists' Association" to them through ~Irs. 
Eddy and not the Church. 

After the 1'\ ational Christian Scientists' Association 
had repealed its By-Laws and resoh·ed itself into a C~I
VERSAL ASSnrBLY in 1890, it still kept the Journal, 
which ~Irs. Eddy had gi\-en to it in June 1889 at the 
Cleveland ~leeting. In 1893. at the \Vorld's Religious 
Congress' ~Ieeting, ~Irs. Eddy had it deeded back to 

her, and then immediately gave it back to them as a 
Universal Assembly-Xov. 1893. Journal. Thus mak
ing the fact most prominent that it was the mouthpiece 
of "the spiritually organized Church." !\1rs. Eddy 
never allowed it to become "an organ of the Church," 
:Man. p. ++, Sec. 14, except in "name," as the Church 
directly had never owned the Journal. nor had the Board 
of Directors, even under the !\IanuaI. anything but a 
supervisory charge (and that under the title of "Dis
cipline" and not "Executi7.·e") under 1\1rs. Eddy's con
stant censorship. At her passing, both trusts under the 
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~lanual passed with her, and became perpetual out
side of the ~Ianual. the Board of Directors' authority 
over the Board of Trustees ceasing, as they did not in
herit under their trust the authority of the First ~Iem
bers as conjoined with them to declare a vacancv. 

\Vith these two trusts separated from each other, 
as ~lrs. Eddy intended, keeping spiritual step together, 
would we not soon see our spiritual invisible Father
~Iother Church? And we, as its Branches would quickly 
unfold to the Branch spoken of in Isa. II, in which the 
"Li ttle Ch i Id" as Branch (note the use of Branch and 
"Little Child" in this chapter) shall have dominion 
over the ,oery things we are u:arring to destroy (outside 
influences), because we ha,oe no freedom of "idea." 
After all, it is the Branch that builds tfJe Temple in the 
"'arId, Zech. 6:1.:?-IS. Are we not, now, as Branch 
turning all its roots toward ~Iother, which is described 
particularly, in Ezek. 17 :3-6? The eagle wings that 
sustained ~Iother and enabled her to fly into the wilder
ness into HER PLACE where she is sustained for a time 
and time and a HALF .-\ TnlE, Rev. 12: 14, must not 
be the means of our obstruction in failing to carry us 
farther than i'~Iother" was prophesied to go. It must 
not take the highest BR'-\:\"CH that she has left for us
"the spiritual idea"-as the reflection of the Father
~Iother God and carry it into a land of traffic and set 
it in a ci ty of merchants, Ezek. 17 :3- I 6; thus bringing 
so much barter, traffic and tradillg of our symbols of 
reality for the conservatism of material sense that we 
will have only the i'half a time" of ~Iotherhood ful
filled in our Cause. This "half a time" of ~lother was 
because .\lother is not the complete idea, and must (seem 
to) go away, that she may return the Bride of Spirit; 
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which is :\fother plus expression In One-"Principle 
and its idea is one." S.&H. 465. 

Shall we not have our vision spiritualized when the 
"Bride" cometh-which. unlike the Bridegroom. will 
be at the nr,r,n hour-the meridian of being? S.&H . 
.?46:11--"The radiant sun of virtue and truth co-exists 
with being. :\lanhood [generic which is \Yoman. S.&H. 
561 :.??] is its eternal noon." There are no foolish 
maidens this time to not take thei r oil. as the oil is 
discernment of the brightness of Her coming as the 
Bride of Spirit clothed with the "righteousness of 
saints." Re\'. 19 :7-9. "'hat :\lrs. Eddv revealed in her 
writings. she IS, as she says. :\ly. L?O :.?-4: "Those who 
look for me in person. or e1se\vhere than in my writings. 
lose me instead ~ find me." She has revealed the Cit\" 
fours'luare in her writings and there she IS imtead of in 
the role d a tra\'ailing :\iother. correcting and reprov
ing her children enn through the :\Ianual. which they 
must wed as Branches! 

.-\gain. the building of a certain large church in a 
very large city in a very large office building. under the 
same roof \\"ith probably enry busine~s in the \Yorld. 
is said to ha\'C had the appronl of our Board of Direc
tors. although :\1 rs. Eddy expressed hersel f most posi
ti\'Cly on this subject \vhen she forbade our own Pub
lishing Society to be placed under the sacred roof with 
our :\lother Church. Journals. :\larch and Oct. 1 89.? 
She had returned to the donors e\'Cry dollar that had 
been contributed for this purpose. stating her reasons in 
the terms. Oct. IRq.? J ou rnal; that she is "confident 
that all Icyal Christian Scientists will gladly consecrate 
our Church to a more dignified end. than an exchange. 
or a place for business bickerings. bag and baggage!" 
The onlv connection between the Church and the Pub-
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lishing Society was to be their heating system. Is this 

policy in accord with \frs. Eddy's \'ision? This Church 
has groaned and travailed in debt C\'er since, nut realiz
ing that Church ullda lau.. cannot hold up ,,'0r1d, 
which is C ni\'ersal Church! 

_-\.gain, the Board of Directors has permitted certain 
Churches to ha\'e \Yednesday noon meetings, despite 
the fact that our \Ianual in fin places calls them 
"""ednesday El'ellill9 \Ieetings."' also \Irs. Eddy gins 
them a definite name-"The \\'ednesday E,'elling 
\Ieetings."' on p. ,~90 cf the Dec. 1898, J au rna!. \1 rs. 
Eddy doubtless had a reason other than for unifying 
our sen'ices in ha\'ing "\r ednesday E,'/'Iling \Ieetings." 
They are really /"'eniT/~/ /Ileals preceding the 1I10rninij 

!z0Urs of reappearing of Christ. Truth, S.&H, 3+ :.?9-1 S, 
in the JeslIs acti\'ities of specific healing-activities of 
the major part cf this service, \Irs, Eddy tells us the 
meaning of "enning and murning" on p .. ;0+ of Science 
and Health, lines 16-.?6: and also S.&H. 3+:.?9-IH, Is 
it not most probable that she had this distinctirJO in 
mind when she established this service. Her eHr: step 
in organization was the patlan of thinl/-' Sh0,<1I her on 
the JI0unl of rn't,Iatir.lll. as \\"as sail} \\"ith reference to 

\Iuses' symbols and flHIl1S. \Ye ha\'e clearly found his 
, ' 

so. and there is no mure doubt about hers. Howe\'er, 
all this begs the questiun. she has said "\\"ednesday 
E\'ening .\Ieetings." and S,) they should be to be in 
conformi ty to our .\IanuaI. 

In lS(JS. when we first had our Quarterly Lesson 
Sermons. \\e \\ere gi\'en the "Christian Science Lesson 
Sermon" fur the lli0rlli1l9 sen'ice un Sundays and the 
"Internati,mal Series" for the e"efli1l9 sen'i\.'e until the 
latter were discuntinueJ, \\'hile afternoun IJr evening 
Sunda\' sen'lces were permitted by .\Irs, Eddy. the\" 
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are announced to be repetitions of the morning service 
and were permitted to be discontinued in the ~lother 
Church through July and August, showing that they 
have only utility and convenience-no symbolic value. 
~lrs. Eddy ahvays worked through symbols, as did 
Jesus, ~loses and all the prophets. "Spiritual teaching 
:-'[CST always be by symbols," S.&H. p. 575. The \Ved
nesday X oon ~leetings are the Directors' opinion for 
which there is no ~Ianual authoritv. ':\Irs. Eddv makes - -
a clear distinction between "afternoon" and "e\-ening" 
in the Quarterly "Explanatory Xote," read before each 
Sundav Lesson-Sermon. 

"'ould it not be better to have 110 di,.ecting than to 
be directed wrongly to where we will soon lose our 
e\-ery redeming symbol? 

The fruits of these "-ednesda\- noon services are 
to draw members from all the churches who make the 
meeting very sputacular, even crowding in the spirit of 
going to some special entertainment, and sapping their 
interest for their own meetings. Too, the Churches 
so having these services, ne\-er rise to proper propor
tions as Churches, or "the seed within itself." as they are 
sustained largely by a mixed Church thought of no 
value to their specific unfoldment. ~1rs. Eddy showed 
in ~IisceIIany, 24-3, in a letter addressed to the :K ew 
York Churches, what she thought of such mixtures, 
expressing her sense of value of indi\-idual unfoldments 
for Churches. Isn't this "p0/icy" of the Board of Direc
tors darkening our understanding of ~1rs. Eddy's plan? 
'Vhere will it end? \Vho is to end it? Cnless we go 
back to our ~lanual and obey its provisions, which 
allows The ~lother Church supen-ision of Branches to 
cease with ~Iother's direction and forbids "any general 
official control of the Branches bv The ~lother Church" 
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-Manual p. 70,-even "general official control I" 
Thence we will go on to our higher usefulness in Mrs. 
Eddy's plan of salvation from fOlm as unfolded in the 
chapter on "Evolutionary Organization." 

Under the I\1anual, the Board of Directors have not, 
and never did have, the authority to ask for a cent of 
money from the Branch Churches. Their trust is finan
cial but OUT of the Church and, while the Branches 
have no right to question the expenditure of monies 
left it under the Will of I\lary Baker Eddy, the na
ture of which will be seen by the certified copy attached 
in the Appendix-neither have the Board of Directors 
any right or authority to augment it at the expense of 
the Field. Mrs. Eddy's Will left her e~tate to her 
"spiritual children," but all sense of the right relation
ship is broken when they try to add to her gift. It then 
loses all value as idea I 

The Committee on Finance, Sec. 6, p. 77, has the 
right to dismiss the Board of Directors for cause. Does 
this not .put finance in symbolism over the Board of 
Direcrors? This is a solution for the Branch Churches. 
If we would refuse to respond to any demand not au
thorized by the I\fanual, finance and real estate would 
be kept out of our Churches, and we would be allowed 
to unfold our spiritual destiny. 

Our only connection wi th the l\10ther Church now 
seems to be money for the many real estate funds; money 
for floed sufferers; charities, care of our estates while 
living and when dead in their department of Wills and 
Estates, Benevolent Homes, Pleasant View Homes, etc., 
etc. This is wholly their trust-not ours. There seems 
to be no distinction or understanding of the difference 
between "Church" as symbol and real estate. As pre
viously stated, 1\1 rs. Eddy refused, as recorded in the 
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Oct. J oumal. 1892. to allow e\'en the Publishing Society 
to be put under the roof with the Church. because of the 
business bickerings attendant thereupon. saying: "I am 
confident that all loyal Christian Scientists \\'i II gladly 
consecrate our Church to a more dignified end. than 
an exchange. or a place for business bickerings. bag and 
baggage"! \lrs. Eddy's protest in Journal. Oct. 1892, 
p. 274-. shnuld certainly awaken us now! 

"'ho eYer heard of a Branch sustaining the vine
could it ever bear fruit if the sap is continually being 
drawn into the vine? In entering any of the Branch 
Churches. we find slips "To Benevolent Fund." "To 
Pleasant View Fund. etc." :\re any of these acti\'ities 
in the \lanual? Is not almost all of our connection 
with the Board of Directors as The \fother Church 
entirely outside of the \lanual. and entirely in rea! es
tate. their trmt outside the Church? \lr5. Eddy neYer 
made it a part of the Church. A.s behre noted. they 
were given their trust before the Church was formed 
on Sept. I. 1892. and the Church \\'as formed .Sept. 23, 
1892. 

\Iany account for almost eYerything done by the 
Board of Directors on the basis nf \1 rs. Eddy's \"ill. 
and for the purpose nf clearing this point an,i showing 
that \lrs. Eddy's "'ill gi\'es it nn definite authority to 
do any of the specific things spoken ()f. a certified copy 
of her \Yill is most re\'erentl" giHn in the .\ppendix 
of these S0tes. which has been obtained directly frilm 
the Probate Court. and is acces~iblc to amonc. as it is 
a public document. 

.x 0\\', let us take the "Bene\'I)!ent Hilme" as an in
stance-the ~entinel of Oct. I. I C) 16, gin>s thei r a~sume\l 
authority filr building lhis institution. In this ~entinel 
i~ published c(;rrespondence between \Irs. Eddy and 
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'\1rs. Longyear. pertaining to the latter's establishing 

this hl)me, and then ~lrs. Eddy's finally calling the 
\,"hole matter off and requesting ~1rs. Longyear to drop 
the subject. because ~l rs. Eddy had studied the ~L-\~L\L 
and had decided that "to a\'oid fULUre trouble" the 
Board of Directors should erect it. writing and request
ing them to pass the B\'-Law: "The ~lother Church 
shall establish and maintain a Christian Science resort 
for the so-called sick" (nct the "'i,·ell"). The Board 
of Directors passed this By-Law and cast about for 
the pu.pose of starting the work. whereupon ~1 rs. Eddy 
asked them to repeal the By-Law for the (then) pres
ent if they "ere not ready to do it. \Yhich By-Law 
\\'as repealeJ, and a year and a half after this ~1rs. 

Eddy pa~sed on. Is it not e\'iLient that she intended this 
institution to be put under the JIanl/ai,' and if it could 
nct be. is it right? \Yas ~1rs. Eddy's founding incom
plete? Is she the only Disco\'erer and Founder of Chris
tian Science and its institutions? She said. "God's 
\\ays are not man's ways; and faith in the Di\'ine 
methuds arc indeeJ the footsteps of the flock," J oumal, 
Oct. IS9.2 . • 1!Jain. "He kncweth best what we need 
most." ~ly. 229. A.s this project was interrupted by 
HI.\[ whose \\ays are higher than ours. should it have 
been iounded? Is not the expedient dangerous? \Vas 
her mission not complete? 

:\t any rate. if the Board of Directors felt it their 
dut\· to establish it with the mane\" left them in her \Vill . -
without designated purpose. as well as the Pleasant 
View Home. we cuuld not ha\-e said a word. The in
terest from her estate is yery large. and it is the Direc
tors' right under her \Yill (not under the l\lanual), 
to use it as they see fit. with a few exceptions, BeT have 
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they any right to call on the Field for money for it? 
\Vhat gives them their right ?-surely not the JI anllal. 

There is in one of the largest Cities in the \Yorld 
(with many, many churches), only two churches dedi
cated, and the rest in constant turmoil OHr finances. 
\Vhy? Because "The :\Iother Church" funds constantly 
drain their treasuries and their spiritual resuscitation. 
Constant distributions and calls for charity are made, 
despite the fact that no donation can be made by The 
:\Iother Church under the \lanual without \Irs. Eddy's 
wri tten consent. So the\", the donations, are not made 
under the \lanual. then how? Have "'E put some one 
in the place of \1 rs. Eddy OHr us? SHE certainly did 
not. Again, these donations to charity were ne\"er made 
by The :\lother Church when she was wi th us. Are we 
retrograding to simply formal Christianity without 
Science? "Is there no balm in Gilead"? 

Florida has had three successive hu,.ricanes. \Vho 
is saying that they neu,. happened? Certainly, if Flor
ida does not have another, it will not be because we are 
doing our work to prevent it when we are rushing as 
frantically around to hel p its victims as the other 
churches. Is not this kind of help, medicine? \Vill it 
not eventually result in our all giving and taking medi
cines and remedies for our ills instead of healing them 
as was the result of .-\sa's conservatism. II Chron. 16? 
Do we as a Church see that we must begin where the 
Orthodox Churches lem'e off? \lrs. Eddv says in the 
1902 \Iessage, 2 :26-29. "I neHr left the Church, either 
in heart or in doctrine; I but began where the Church 
left off." .-\re we beginning where they lea\'e off? 
Do we see the distinction between "Christian" and 
"Science" as \lrs. Eddy defines it en p. IO of 1\0 and 
Yes? 
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The Board of Directors has a sacred trust entirelv 
outside the Church, and so have we Branches; we can
not merge ours into theirs and \·ice versa. 

If the Branch Churches would keep e\'en the spirit 
of the .:\Ianual (and they are certainly in no sense keep
ing the letter when they are putting themselves under 
the Board of Di rectors in \'iolation of p. 72: 19-24 .:\Ian., 
also Art. XXIII, Sec. 1. first paragraph, p. 70-for
bidding general official control of .:\Iother Church over 
Branches) we would have more fruitage from our 
Branch work. Study your .:\Ianual, and do not make 
it synonymous with the Board of Directors, for it is not. 

The Board of Directors are put under two provisions 
for their removal (showing they are not "basic law," as 
'Sibyl \YiIbur's Life of ':\Irs. Eddy has been recently 
rhanged to make them seem, in bolstering up, without 
changing, comments which were written upon the false 
assumption that :\Irs. Eddy had said she obeyed the 
Board of Directors-p. 38 I-as previously mentioned. 

':\Irs. Eddv reminded us in the .:\Ianual of the har
mony of morality (Fatherhood) with spirituality. 
(X ote what she says in her sorrowful presentation to us 
of the .:\Ianual and that she had written it only for those 
"whose growth is taking in the Ten Commandments, 
and scaling the steep ascent of Christ's sermon on the 
~lount," .:\ly. 229). :\Iorality is needed and learned in 
the 'u:ilderness, and Paul describes the difference in the 
Covenants in Gal. 4 :22-3 I. Are we not there told that 
Sinai (morality) "gendereth to bondage," although it 
must needs be embraced-"Scientific Translation of 
~\lortal ~lind," pp. 115 & 116 of S.&H., but there is no 
healing until we reach the spiritual. If we continue to 
put ourselves "under" the ~Ianual morality, will OUf 

healing work go on? 
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"'hat \Yfluld be til l lught d a hUl1l,lI1 fl]llther fearing 
so for her grm\'n rhil,lren that ~he \\ould ne\'er permit 
them tl) think I)ut m'lL1I ; (]/""'. ,lnd \\ed the Truth f"r 
themsclyes? :\Irs, E,ldy openeJ the \\'~l\ \\hen she said: 
"I t the Pa~t()r Emeritll~. :\ I r~, Lldy. shl )uld relinquish 
her pLll'e as head I~r LC<l,ler 1)1 The :\Iother Church of 
Chriq. ~cientist. each branch I..hurl'h ~hall r,)lltinue its 
pre~ent illfrl1 l>t (~I)\"ernment in 1',/1,',1/(1/1(,' ~<i/Iz the 
:\I'lthcr Ch,lrch :\lanual." Thi~. b\' the \\"a\. \\as ,ginn 
us at the same time as ~cience an,l Health )()+:l~-~q 

(In the ()llth :\Ianual. the last in I <I(lf)) The ~l'ience 
and Health ql]l;tat:l)n \\'as in the third edition of l<)CC 
(as pertaining tl) the outline on the spiritual idea) 
imme,iiateh (/1/<'1" "the ideal man and the ideal 
\\"(;man." ~"&H, ~ I ~ :s-! (I. \yere as \\e no\\" ha\"e them 
f()r the first time (\\'hich latter was in the .?nd edition 
of ~.& H" I qn;- I. :-\0 pp, I fA: 17 -.?() probabl~ .. referred tl) 
her ~'ossible p.1~~ing ffilln us. Certainl\". we as Branches 
would neyer depart frlH11 the rn"ealed wisdom of her 
founding in the :\Ianual. but the wl;rds "in C<lnsonance 
~,'i/Iz" (C<ln. t0l/t'lh"r - sonl). ,fr,I/Tld )--docs n<lt ne
cessitate (/'/lIIini.</r(]!i r,TI and \yolIld lea\'e us free to 
dem()nstrate cur Il\\n underqanding of the :\1a11l1al. 
\\'hile it i~ a,iministered. dll we eyer think? Ho\\" man\" 
eyen kn()\y the pr<l\"isions of the ".\Ianual"? The ::\"ote
taker has talke,! with many acti\"e practitioners and 
other "adyanced" ~cientists and has been sadl\" im
pressed by their \\"I)eful iJck of kn()\\lelige d e\"en its 
general pro\"isi lllls-are we really glling on "in con
sonance \Yith" the .\Ianual when such i, the case? ;\re 
we not rather going on under the Bllard of Directors' 
concept of the .\Ianual? Is not this the purpose f()r 
which it was written-to bring us to the intc//i(/t'rlu 
thereof to where we \YI;uld be first snns and daughters 
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(and not sen·ants-"The servant abideth not in the 
house fnre\"er: but the Son abideth e\"er," John R :35), 
and thence to the wedding of "to Tr/lth" with Love, 
S.&H.'II :S-IO. 

Of cnurse, there are provisions of the .\Ianual that 
would be impossible to conform to and they are our 
leading into "voluntary organization" (just as The 
.\Iother Church in its second fcrmation has af.-u:ars been 
operating in \'oluntary Organization), :-\rt. XXIII, 
Sec. I-I t would be impussible to have four members 
of The .\lother Church \vhen there is none (.\lother 
Church) or a practitioner whose card is in the Journal, 
when there is no J ournal. ~ ate the \Yoman knocking 
at the Branch on the door in the tenth picture in Christ 
and Christmas has nothing but light behind her--no 
svmbol of .\lother Church! It has become idea that 
animates the next step! 

Another great error that has arisen in one of our 
largest cities, where all of the Churches, except two, 
are so depleted in thought and resource by this errone
ous premise of the Branch sustaining the vine process 
(when the vine as symbol has had its vitality removed 
by ,\1 rs. Eddy's expressed plan thence to become idea) 
that they have been unable to pay their Churches out 
of debt so that they can be dedicated to God, is ":\. Sis
ter ChurcH Dedication Fund." (Only one of these 
Churches has been able to pay its own debt-the other's 
debt being paid by ,\1 rs. Eddy in her "'ill-an instance 
of the right process, .\lother sustaining her children in 
line with Paul's statement of Truth: " .... for the chil
dren ought not to lay up for the parents, but the parents 
for the children!" II Cor. 12:14-. 

This "Sister Church Dedication Fund" is a common 
pool of resources of all the Churches to pay on the debts 
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of other Churches. \Yhile this whole process ,"iolates 

the spirit of Art. XXI I I. Sec. I. last paragraph. as there 
is no taxation "'ithout representation! I n other words. 
if we accept the premise that one Church has a right 
to help another in this way. that Church so receiving 
aid is indebted to the other Church in serious compli
cating mental values. In \Iy. p. 24-3. \Irs. Eddy has 
giYen this field a very pointed hint of the impossibility 
of union of these individual Churches. closing wi th: 
"The students in Xew York and t'lse-i.i.·/zere will see that 
it is wise to remain in their own fields of labor and give 
all possible time and attention to caring for their own 
flocks." \Yhy does not this apply financially as other
wise? This whole communication is a warning that 
each Church has its indi,"idual ,york. \Yh," is not the 
admonition on Charity. \Iiscellaneous ""riting. Pref
ace IX 1-_:;. as applicable to Churches as to individuals 
and how could it be possible for indi,"iduals until it is 
made to apply to Churches. since the "lower" must be 
governed by the higher? 

True. there is an example in Chicago. where one 
Church flowed out from the other in perfect harmony. 
and then another in perfect harmony wi th all others. 
etc.. and ,vhere each Church contributed to the building 
of the next: howe,"er. there are two vital differences in 
these situations-the most ,"ital is that each was paid 
for as it was built. and it ,,"-as not a case of one Church 
(up to its eyes in debt) trying to help another. possibly 
not eYen so needy! That is the strange part-we can 
only hope to comfort another "by the comfort ,,-here
with we ourseh"es are comforted of God." I I Cor. I :4-. 

"'''hen the blind lead the blind both fall into the ditch." 
Too. the Chicago Churches districted their members 
and enforced these districts. thereby prennting personal 
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discriminations. (All of these statements apply to the 
original work.) 

The second vital difference is that the Churches in 
Chicago solved their problems as they went on, as well 
as their debts, while in many other fields the number of 
Churches is many times due to unsfjl'red problems and 
the disposition to run away from their solution-in 
which event, how could the "substance" of one church 
be received without the 'l'ier;.cpoint behind the substance? 
The solving of these "prfjblems" would undoubtedly 
bring its attendant supply; surface union is no sign of 
deeper solutions. However, at best, one Church has no 
jurisdiction over another nor even any possible point 
for united work, except in ~lind. \Ve know it is a great 
error for one of us to admit that another can pay his 
debt. \" as not this error of "vicarious atonement" ex
actly what we came out of in the orthodox churches? 
Instead of our beginning where they "left off," l\les
sage 1902: 2 :26-29, and thereby "embracing them one 
by one," ~fy. 342:2 I -24, as we reach broad enough posi
tions away from their false theological views. Are we 
not rather gravitating toward them more nearly daily 
in our methods and allowing them to embrace us? This 
"Sister Dedication Fund" activity is the limitation of 
"Ch ristianity." 

Another most pertinent point is the difference be
tween then and nfJ'U'. \Vhen the Chicago Churches were 
unfolding their Churches the following statement was 
in our now Art. XXIII, Sec. 6, p. 72, just after, "the 
branch churches shall be individual, etc.": "But this 
shall not be construed to prevent the scientific unity 
of branch churches-having one God and loving an
other as one's self, united in word and in DEED to HELP 
aXE .-\~aTHER"-then follows our now !\fanual, p. 72: 
19-24. 643 
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From this. it will be seen that the method has 
changed. The abo\·e "Christian" statement. with refer
ence to branch churches. \\as dropped just before the 
abolishing of Communion in the Extension. of The 
~lother Church with its branches. Then communion 
between ~Iother Church and its branches ceased; and 
the only communion left was that 'i.i."ithin each branch 
church. ~Iy. I + I :26-29. ~lother and Child is a "Chris
tian" position: the City foresquare! or "Love wedded to 
its own Spiritual idea"* is "Science." "The intercom
munion is always from God to his idea man," S.&H. 
28+. This is anotner instance of the necessity for realiz
ing the evolutionary process of our ~Ianual. as well as 
Science and Health. and we ha\"e the finished fruits of 
expenence. 

Even "Lending Libraries" in connection with our 
Reading Rooms and Churches are the "policies" of our 
Board of Directors. and in line with the appalling in
terdependence of all of our activities which they have 
established. and which our ~Ianual forbids-~lonitor 
Circulation "·ork. making a perfect network between 
~Iother Church and Branches. and even Branches and 
Branches. etc.. etc. \Yhat is the difference between bor
rowing a book or five dollars? Borrowing and lending 
in ei ther money or books is a violation of the princi pIes 
of our tounding in our ~lanual. as it establishes the 
human, emotional relationship which our ~Ianual for
bids. "'e were always urged in the period of Science 
endeavor before ~1 rs. Eddy left us in person to present 
the benefit of purchasing rather than borrowing Science 
and Health from e\·en an indin·dual, as the principle 
of "A.sk .... seek .... knock" as a neces~ary prelude 
to the acceptance of Christian Science was the then 
spirit with us. She did not establish this lending library 

* S.&H. 575 :3. 
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nor authorize it. Another sub\'ersion of her demands 
for us! 

Each of our Branch Churches is as individual as 
we are as specific members. and each of us has the mar
velous pri\'ilege of working out collectively what we 
are supposed to do individually for ourseh'es, "Owe 
no man." Rom, 13:8; .\Iy. 11+ :3. If God is not suffi
cient for a Branch Church to pron His abundant sup
ply, how could we hope individually, as one of i t5 col
lective units, to fare any better in our own affairs? If 
we would all iitithe" and "bring ye all the tithes into 
my storehouse," we would have a blessi ng pou red out 
so that there would not be room enough to receive it! 

.\Irs, Eddv says in the Glossarv that a tithe is a 
, , , 

"tenth part. , , . gratitude. etc." Could we hope to ex
ceed what the Bible has given as a fixed /0",,: and what 
.\Irs. Eddy calls the measure of "gratitude"? :\braham, 
in whom are the promises. but "tithed" to pay his debt 
to Church, Gen. 1+ :20, and we have an exam pIe all 
through the Bible of iitithing"-Solomnn's Temple 
which cost billions was built by tithing. which is a type 
of the true. Are we not trying to climb up some other 
way than through the Bible. which "contains the recipe 
for all healing," S.&H. 406:1. and Science and Health 
for our guidance, .\Ioses the master-un folder of iustire 
knew that only in this way would every man pay an 
~qual portion and have an equal part-one dollar to the 
man that has only ten would be as much as ten from the 
man who had a hundred and so on. If the City could be 
sand for ten people,· then the City consists of ten
typed by the Ten Commandments. and no one con.n 
give more than a tenth, nor could he give less. without 
depriving another, or himself, of his individuality in 
the City! Beyond iia tenth" is God's spiritual gift to 

* Gen. 18 :32. 
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us! "Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, ... and 
prO\'e me nO\\' here\\"ith .... if I will not open you the 
windows' of heaHn, and pour you out a blessing, that 
there shall nct be room enough to recei\'e it," \Ial. 3: 10. 
Our tithe is our full duty to God, and the blessing comes 
from God and not man.' 

Another error, we ha\'e fallen to Christian methods 
in our warfare for prohibition in the recent X ational 
issue. ""e ha\'e not only fought this in our periodicals, 
but the Board of Oi rectors have invaded our Churches 
with this political demand-a clear attempt to unite 
Church and State! \,"hat if other Churches see no 
higher light? Is it not our ad\Oanced light which dis
tinguishes us from them? I f our methods are identical, 
will it not soon pull us down to their other expedients 
for health, etc.? The 16th chapter I I Chronicles, un
folds this danger. I t also applies most pointedly to our 
position during the literature situation when we called 
the King of Syria (the law) to our aid and worked wi th 
its same methods. Asa means "assistance of God." \Vill 
not this course cause our understanding (feet) to be
come diseased so that our healing power will be lost, as 
it seems to be in the orthodox churches? 

\Ve cannot build the Temple and war! Let the 
orthodox churches be our David to gather for us the 
materials of 'the Temple, while we fit them together 
into the whole man, recognizing but "one body, one 
Spirit, .... one Lord, one faith, one baptism," Eph. 
-+ :4-5. \\~hen we do this we will be able to sing the 
wonderful harvest song with \Irs. Eddy, which she 
gave the \,"arld after the dedication of the Extension 
-"This hour is molten in the furnace of Soul. Its har
vest song is world-wide, world-known, world-great," 
and then she speaks of the spiritual import in the signs 
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of the times when HER religion, editors of her state and 
records of her family attest the Truths she has unfolded, 
"her people being God's people," lYIy. 269, 270. Had 
she stayed back with them, or gone back to them, she 
never would have been able to see the "Harvest" before 
she left-She began where they "left off"! l\Iessage 
1902. "The attempts to conciliate Society and so gain 
dominion over mankind, arise from worldly weakness"! 
S.&H. 238 :22-24. "Christianity has withstood less the 
temptation of popularity than of persecution," Ret. 45: 
24,25. 

The following might seem an arrogant "teaching"
assumption on the part of the Note-taker, did it not 
strikingly illustrate the tendency of our whole Church 
"system" to repeat rather than complete our church 
history, individually and collectively, thus in the spirit 
of these Notes it is submitted-A most prevalent error 
in our Church activities, which is causing us to "repeat" 
instead of realize the "completion" of Church history 
is the custom of inviting Readers who have fulfilled 
their complete terms of service to serve again in like 
capacity. Three years is the full term of human service 
in the ascending thought of manhood-the "resurrec
tion," S.&H. 508 :26-4, and in the descending order 
constitutes cclmplete Church. as outlined in "The Call 
of Thirteen"-the Twelfth Tribe-Benjamin break
ing the sheaf-band and letting Church descend to the 
world in a wider diffusion. ~I rs. Eddy unfolds the 
higher hope beyond the labor of office in ~Iy. 250 :8-11 : 
"And their Readers will retire ex officio, after rhree 
years of acceptable service as Church Readers, to higher 
usefulness in this vast vineyard of our Lord." And 
again same page, lines 28- I: "The Readers who have 
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filled this sacred office many years, have beyond it du
ties and attainments beckoning them." 

Have we forgotten the privilege that always lies in 
obedience to our Revelator's vision? \Ve need more 
pillars in the Temple of our God, Rev. 3: 12, that are 
freed from the carving, chiseling and polishing pro
cesses of Church laborl-that selflessly devote their 
spiritual gain to upholding the Temple while other pil
lars are being carved and polished therefor. \Ye have 
too many laborers, and on the other hand "idlers" from 
lack of opportunity to go forward, and the spiritual 
demands of Church are seen by a comparative few. 

The readerships are the highest and last offices in 
Church, both as channels for their books standing for 
the spiritual ministry to their Churches. How can they 
repeat these positions e'L'en for a day and not find them
selves on a plane outgrown and "repeating" instead of 
completing-on·1i:a,.d, out'U.:ard is the call of Church. 

l\lany claim that Sunday School Teaching is surely 
the highest possible calling and thereto invite their ex
Readers, and yet it is not even an electi7:e office in most 
Churches, but an appointive one. "The servant is not 
greater than his Lord," John 13 :16, so if the Board of 
Trustees appoint these offices they are, by the unescap
able law of moral relativity, under the Board. "'e can
not fulfill spirituality in Church work, but "morality" 
for all relationship is morality and must be thus ful
filled on the way to spirituality, for which there are no 
Temples therein nor relationships. ~lany of us try to 

wipe out Temples or relationships in morality and fail 
to e\'er reach spirituality thereby. Is not this the ten
dency ~I rs. Eddy checked in giving us the ~lanual, 

with the symbols of Church activity in the ~loral? It 
was called a "~loral Code" by the Editor of the J our-
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nal, when it was given us, and '\Irs. Eddy so denomi
nates it inferentially when she indites it to those "whose 
growth is taking in the Ten Commandments and scal
ing the steep ascent of Christ's Sermon on the .\lount," 
.My. 229. To say nothing of '\Irs. Eddfs lament over 
being forced to give it to us, expressed in this same 
article in Sentinel of Sept. 12, 1903. Teachers, after all, 
that are more on the plane of the children's simplicity 
are more nearly fitted to the child. A child never re
sponds to "adaptability," but to Jpontaneity. This 
would also apply to the Board of Trustees as well, as 
the Reader as a rule goes from the Board to the Readtr
ship and should never turn back, and when he or she 
does, it is ne\'er found to be the same-there is some
thing overhead that always "bumps" or there is nothing 
but constant adaptability on the part of both the "re
peating" member and those who are taking their initial 
steps. 

"Completion" is the great call of Life-the steps of 
which are so wonderfully portrayed by Paul in Romans 
8 :29-3 I-foreknowledge ; predestination to the image 
of his Son; justification; glorification. Cap we aff,)[d 
to estop our conscious progress and that of others by this 
"turning back"? .\fter all. we rantlr.d, but when we try 
we are irresistibly forced onward, \\"alking bacbnrd 
and not seeing where we are or are destined to go. 
"Progress is the law of God," S.&H. 233 :6, and God's 
law cannot be defeated nor estopped, but when we do 
not Jee it, we have the usual Christian experience for 
which we claim God's responsibility, '\lis. 73: 12-18. 

'\Irs. Eddy kept us constantly moving towards "com
pletion" and ne\'er let us turn back\\'ard nor c\'en stand 
still, .\ly. 2,~O. Both articles are a striking instance of 
this onward demand ... AFTERGl.O\\'," the caption of the 
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last article. speaks volumes ~ If there is no ((alter," there 
will be no ({glo'U.·." 

Since writing the above. the article of the Board of 
Directors on this subject in the J an. ,~. I c).:?9 Sentinel. 
has been presented to our Field under the title of 
"Readers' Terms of Office." \"hile the general spirit of 
the first two paragraphs of the article is to remind the 
Field of what :\1 rs. Eddy has said. the remaining para
graphs show an enti re lack of \'ision d the import of 
the two articles of :\Irs. Eddy's in question. as inter
preted in the light of their pllrpose--to keep the Church 
moving toward "romp/etion," Ret. lSc)1, p. SR. as shown 
in the Xote-taker's remarks in the (before thei r article) 
treatment of this subject. The fifth paragraph of this 
article mentions the Yery practice complained of-that 
of permitting former Readers to "substitute" after they 
ha\'e actualh' filled the offices - with its apparent 
approval thereof. How could a reality ever be a sub
stitute? :\ssuming they ha\"e. acceptably to God. filled 
these offices. how could they go back of their former 
work and "substitute" that which they have /inislzed.' 

.-\s before stated. the subject has been mentioned 
onl\' as a striking instance of the errors complained of 
in our entire organization - "repeating" instead of 
"completing." 

Our :\lanual FORBIDDI:\'G eYen ('general official con
trol" b\· The :\l()ther Church oYer the Branches. seems 
to have been again violated by the Beard of Directors 
in this .-\rtick \lanual .-\rt. XXIII. Sec. I. as well 
as by the one on ('\Yednesday EHning \leetings" in 

the Sentinel of a fe\\" weeks ago. I f these articles are 
not {{general" official control. the statement in the '\1an
ual has no meanirlg. 
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The history of this word "general" is that :\1rs. 
Eddy had exercised a general control over the Branches 
as :\Iother. as previously stated. and when she did the 
By-Law read "no official control," which would mean 
specific .control, but when she dropped the title of 
:\Iother in 1903. in the same l\lanual (29th) she forbade 
even "GEXER.-\L official control" of the Branches bv The 
:\Iother Church. 

\Vhile in the article on the "\Yednesday Evening 
:\Ieetings." the suggestion is made of what The :\Iother 
Church does without placing any demand on the 
Branches. still if the Branches should not follow any
thing and everything that is thus given out. they imme
diately go into the ranks of "disloyal Churches" by the 
general Field-thought, who have begun to regard the 
Directors as a synonym for the :\lanual. when they are 
just the reverse according to the teachings of the l\lan
ual. Our loyalty to the Board of Directors is always 
our disloyalty to :\lrs. Eddy's direct demands, as it 
has nothing to do with the Branches under the :\lan
ual-in fact is forbidden to e\'en generally supervise 
them. Art. XXIII. Sees. 1. 6. pp. 70. 72. the latter 
lines 19-2-l-. 

Appropriate to the subject referred to in the first 
portion of this chapter-the impossibili ty of the Board 
of Directors appointing Teachers under the :\lanual, 
and lest an inconsistency might be charged. the follow
ing is added: 

\Vhile :\lrs. Eddy does make prO\'ision in her \Yill 
(as will be seen in the Appendix) for charity students 
to be taught at the :\lassachusetts :\Ietaphysical College. 
it must be remembered that her \Vill was written in 
1901. and the first codicil in 1903. and the other codicil 
In 190-l-; theretore the last codicil was written six years 
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before her passing (during which time. her evolution 
of the \Ia!lual \\'as progressing) ; and three years be
fore she unfolded the provision for the Branches on 
p, 72: 19-24- of the .\Ianual; also. three years before "the 
ideal man" and "the ideal woman" were completely re
Haled. as pre\'iously outlined. The \Ianual being des
ignated by her as the guide for the Branch Churches, 
as above," 

C nless her E\'OLl'TIO:\" is recognized in everything 
-in consonance with the processes of \Iother and Child 
-her statements seem inconsistent along almost every 
line. as previously noted. I t seemed the plan of Love 
that she should keep her "sandals on and staff in hand, 
waiting the watchword and the revelation of what. how, 
WHITHER." as she expresses it in .\Iiscellaneous \"rit
ings. p. 158. 

Her always plan was never to retrad what she had 
said or done. but rather to supplement it with what she 
further said and did; and so in this instance. when the 
.\Ianual forbids the continuance of the work of the 
.\Iassachusetts .\Ietaphysical College. :\.rt. XXX. Sec. 
3. without the signature on the College certificates of 
the President (herself - and no one could be made 
President except upon her resignation "over her own 
signature" - Art. XX\TII I. Sec. 4-). and the Teacher 
(who could not be elected without her approval-Art. 
XXVIII. Sec. 3). it supplemented the Triff, 

It will be noted that when '\Irs. Eddv desi red to 

radically change her \Yill in 1903. as e\'idenced by the 
first codicil. she discovered that it had been "lost." and 
instead of making an entirely new one. re\'oking and 
annulling any and all previous wills. as is the usual cus-

*The ~Ianual is ~Irs, Eddy's LAST \VILL ,-\!'o TESTA'IE!'T for the 
Churches. . 
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tom, she renewed the first "Till and made a codicil 
theretn. in pursuance of her entire evolutionary process 
in everything-to let the previous step stand in support 
of the next, even though the next was a radical advance 
therefrom. 

I t will also be noted that each of the codicils took 
care of changing conditions, but each step was a sup
plement to the other, rather than a substitute therefor. 
Thus evolution embraces rather than destroys. The stu
dents could not be taught when there was no ~Iassachu
setts ~Ietaphysical College. 

And so it is with her silent plan for our e\Tolution 
"in consonance with" the ~Ianual! 

In regard to the recent publication in our Sentinel 
of J an. 26~ 1929, to the effect that our Leader used mor
phine to quiet pain, it is most surprising that our Board 
of Directors should publish as facts the private inci
dents of ~1rs. Eddy's life, which no one could under
stand but herself and which she has not seen fit to give 
to us. It would seem that our gratitude for_ the marvel
ous truths that she has revealed and which ha\"e regen
erated our lives would be too great to bring into the 
lime-light her bleeding footsteps to discover and pre
serve for us these truths. Everyone who has experienced 
the spiritual regeneration of the truths she has revealed 
knows the purity of the channel, for he knows that only 
in proportion to his own purity has he been able to see 
them after she had alread\" recorded them for us! 

If the Board of Directors had authority to make 
these serious conditions for our whole field, and which 
are particularly hard on the practitioners. we could not 
consistently say a word. A whole army must suffer in 
silence for what the rank and file might consider bad 
generalship. but must be loyal to God's plan for us: but 
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if it is decided that it is not God's plan for us under our 
.\lanual, then this is one of the instances of the extreme 
"Consequences of the \'iolation of the :\lanual" and dis
loyalty to :\Irs. Eddy's provision for us "in consonance 
with The :\lother Church :\lanuaI." The Directors' 
admissions are inconsistent, for in the first part of the 
last paragraph they declare the consistency of her ac
tion with her teachings in so doing, and in the last sen
tence make it comparable to Jesus' "sense of separation 
from his divine source," when he cried, "1\Iv God, my 
God, why hast thou forsaken me,"-it is either one o-r 
the other, not both! Either :\Irs. Eddy was consistent in 
so doing, and as such her human actions rested con
sciously to herself under the shadow of the Almighty, 
as "the human footsteps" always do when they are "Foot
steps of Truth" (as she has thus classified them in a 
chapter of Science and Health so entitled; in other 
words, steps that tend upward), else she has bee~ incon
sistent and her cry was one of despai r and failure; which 
latter. we know is not true. Certainly, ~1rs. Eddy never 
would have recorded for our guidance her cry of sepa
ration from Principle, but rather something that led 
her nearer thereto. Jesus did not record his cry nor feel 
it consistent with his previous statements; he, too. was 
exploring the way outside of his own necessity-resting 
between two burdens-what he saw in vision and what 
it seemed necessary to do to bridge his vision to others. 
_-\fter telling the Samaritan woman at the well that he 
had li\-ing waters to give her. and "whosoever drinketh 
of the water that I shall give him shall never thi rst.·' 
John +: 1+, he cried on the cross, "I thirst." Still he 
was bearing all,. limitations and sins with a higher indi
vidual vision. and it was 'tee that thirsted and not he; 
so. too. it was we that were too limited to see 1\lrs. 
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Eddy's higher meanIngs, and she was forced to expedi
ents to stay on the plane with us, and bridge the distance 
between our thought and hers; but she saw something 
more in the situation presented than the world could 
possibly get out of it, and she gave S.&H. 464: 13-20, 
only to Christian Scientists as "teachers," and not e\"en 
practitioners. Practitioners do not bear sins of their 
patients unless they try to teach them - or, in other 
words, attack sin for another's good instead of heal it; 
and if practitioners audibly attack sin, then they, too, 
become teachers in the sense ':\lrs. Eddy uses it in '\lis. 
358 :4-6. In either of which events, as teacher or prac
titioner, when one reaches such a point of experience, 
and only then, can one approximate the understanding 
of our Leader's direction in S.&H. 464: 13-20, which, 
be it remembered, is in the chapter, "Teaching Chris
tian Science." \Ye are always sufficient by the grace of 
God for our O'1i:n problems, but when it comes to the 
problems of others-as in the case of Jesus, 1\1rs. Eddy, 
or anyone approximately so placed-the path is wholly 
experimental and subject to reversal, "uncover error 
and it turns the lie on you," S.&H. 92 :21. 

In this connection with this subject in the Xew York 
Times of Jan. 18, 1929, under the head of "Trustees To 
Revise Book On ':\1rs. Eddy," an excerpt from a com
munication from the Trustees under the \Yill of :\lary 
Baker Eddy is published, as follows: liThe sentence 
partly quoted in your letter [letter of J. V. Dittemore] 
is to be revised so that there can be no question as to 
its being in accord 'U:ith the facts. It can be and prob
ably would be correctly construed as it is." The sen
tence quoted as given on p. 384 of The Life of 1\lary 
Baker Eddy by Sibyl \Vilbur (which is published by 
our Publishing Society, as we know) is "the realization 
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of Life; this conscious thought was, as it had been for 
fifty years, her [:\1rs. Eddy's] great and only physi
cian." (This, prior to six or seven years ago, appeared 
on p. 399 of the book above mentioned, much revision 
having taken place within that time to change its place 
by fifteen pages.) 

Also follows this statement, in the same article: 
" ',\1 r. Dow [corresponding secretary of the trustees, as 
stated previously in the Times' article], when asked what 
action would be taken, told the representative of the 
X ew York Times in Boston that "the trustees' " letter 
speaks for itself. \Ve do not specifically deny the state
ments about the physicians.'" Thus admitting the letter, 
and giving to an unprepared public in a daily news
paper, something that could not be even measurably un
derstandable by even Christian Scientists unless occasion 
presented such a setting as Mrs. Eddy outlines on p. 464 
of Science and Health. 

In the Journal of April 1892, p. 36, the question is 
asked: "Will you give an explanation of the Scripture 
found in !viatt. 27 :52, 53? Are we to understand that 
there was a literal and bodily resurrection of those 
buried in earthly graves, and an appearance of same 
personali ties to friends, in the same sense that Jesus 
appeared to his disciples after his resurrection?" The 
answer is: "Science and Health is the' Key to the Scrip
tures.' Just as soon as we begin, through demonstration, 
to understand Science and Health, Scripture after 
Scripture is made plain to us. \Vhen we have wrought 
all the problems up to the raising of the dead, as it is 
written Jesus raised Lazarus, u:e will know, it no one 
else does, whether that supreme demonstration changed 
the belief of death of body to a belief of life of body 
again, for others than himself. When we reach that 
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point we will know, too, ha·v.: Jesus raised Lazarus 
etc., etc." 

This shows that no one can understand another's 
ways until he has been in a similar posi tion; anJ n lilt: 

ef us has eyer been in the position of \Iary R.1kcr Eddy 
nor eyer will be-we can only approximate it: 11ence. 
it seems so unwise to gin to the world effcCb \\:t!I!lut 
adequate causes, the latter of which wuuld be unintel
ligible to them. 

As far as changing the statement that our beloved 
Leader relied en \Iind "for fifty years as her great and 
only physician" (The Life of \Iary Baker Eddy,)S+ 
'or 399)-none of the facts presented would dispro\'C 
this statement; as it was not for her healiTlij. but for the 
meeting of temporary pain that it is stated "she em
ployed in a few instances. an anaesthetic for the purpllse 
of temporary relief from extreme pain," Sentinel Jan. 
26,1929. Surely, this would not justify the changing of 
the statement made in The Life of \Ian' Baker Eddy. 

, , 

p. 38+ or 39Q, as before quoted. as a physician was nn'er 
sought for a (ura/ire precess, according to e\Tn their 
statement. 

The error which is attacked was the assumed right 
of anyone to add to our authorized publicatior~s after 
\frs. Eddy passed on, as has been done in seYeral in
stances. as previously menticned-the most seriuus of 
this is the adding of ""'ays That A.re \'ain" to \Iiscel
lany 210. 211. which is wholly incongruous with its set
ting. This, as preyiously stated. belonged to the strug.gIc 
in \Iatherhood in the :\ineteenth Century. S.&H.~~9: 
32-2. and the struggle of mental surgery to detach the 
Child fro:n \Iother; as there is no escape from surgery 
in \Iotherhoad, which is Christianity. as rela/ir,Tlships 
are all Christian and not scientific. and surgery must 
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be used to detach them, just as with :\lother and Child. 
:\lrs. Eddy had refused to put this article in :\liscel
laneous \Vritings; in which setting it properly belonged, 
as it was written ten years before ~liscellaneous \Vrit
ings was given to the public and belonged in the strug
gle to unfold ~lotherhood, which began ir. 1886, when 
Woman brought forth the man child in i 6th edition 
("Ways That Are Vain" having been writien in :\lay 
1887 Journal); 1\lrs. Eddy had again refused to pub
lish it in :\liscellany, as before unfolded, and yet the 
Directors put it into ~liscellany. If any retracting is 
done, it should be of something that is harm/ul in its 
present setting to our whole Cause, rather than to mod J 

ify anything that has been said in justice to the unpre
cedentedly (except the life of Jesus) marvelous life of 
one the hem of whose garment no one is worthy to touch, 
except for healing! 

.Mrs. Eddy has said that the government of our 
church is "ESSEXTI.-\LLY DDIOCRATIC, its government is 
administered by the common consent of the governed," 
~ly. 2.54-. This has become a statement without meaning 
in our Churches, which are more and more inclined to 
refer every matter demanding demonstration to the 
Board of Directors and to get an ecclesiastical decision; 
which is so complete in its finality that to raise a dis
senting voice, not to the Directors, but to the Science 
of their decision, even though it be with the JlaTwal 
itself, is immediately to be placed in the category of a 
disloyal Scientist, not only in one's immediate Church, 
but in the large cities such a reputation spreads o\'er an 
entire Field. This is undoubtedly what ~Irs. Eddy 
sought to prevent in dissevering the connection between 
branches, as before unfolded; and, in the :\lanual. per
mitting no conferences of Churches; which By-Law is 
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continually violated at both ends-Art. XXI II, Sec. 
-in its first provision, which forbids any "general offi
cial control" of the branches by The -'lother Church; 
and in the second provision, forbidding conferences of 
branch churches-such as Sister Dedication Funds' 
Meetings; Literature meetings, etc., etc. Sec. 6, p. 72, 
says "The branch churches shall be individual, etc." 
The constant theme in our churches in the large cities 
is what "First Church does" or "Second Church" or 
"Third Church." Demoaatic government within our 
own branch church bodies-which -'Irs. Eddy tells us 
are "e.s.sentia/ly democratic"-is impossible in such mix
tures. The By-Law or portion of By-Law, Sec. 6. p. 72, 
which formerly encouraged "Christian" helpfulness 
between the churches, and the conditions prior to its 
dropping, now being referred to as justifying "helping 
one another," which was formerly the wording of the 
statement presented and dropped from this By-Law 
governing branch activity, as previously specifically 
unfolded. The dropping of this By-Law was made 
particularly impressive when "love one another" was 
dropped from our tenet at the same time. 

l\1rs. Eddy's intent was that each Branch would find 
the Twelve Tribes (as it is typed by the Bride descend
ing with its twelve gates of pearl-each Branch having 
become Benjamin which cannot be "mothered" as typed 
by Rachel passing on at his birth, and he the only child 
of Jacob after Jacob's regeneration) within itself. This 
is Church completeness. and demonstrates that unity in 
these Twelve Tribes. which she says "show the work
ings of the spiritual idea." S.&H. 562, and which are 
unified in the twelve gates of the City foursquare-each 
a solid pearl, which suggest individual unity and dem
onstration for each tribe in connection with the other 
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eleven tribes-no one tribe has a larger gate than the 
other. To say that this is C topian would be to make our 
Church services a farce when we continualh· read of it 
in our Lessons; and also \1 rs. Eddy's plan for this, our 
last step in Church, a false hope. I t is practicaL but 
we have never tried it. as we must by divine fiat (God's 
\Yord. which \lrs. Eddy says is the hrid!! . .\ly. 1~5, 

and that she "is adr,rned".') , as it has been renaled and 
founded. 

The strength of any organization lies in how many 
different voices blend in proclaiming a Principle. not 
how many voices can be suppressed in the endeavor to 
haye outward harmony-" Peace, peace, when there is 
no peace." Peace is the f rui t of righ teousness - the 
Bible speaks of "yielding the peaceable fruit of right
eousness" - rightness, which will neyer be until we 
obey our '\lanual! 

The '\lanual. the Bible and all of '\lrs. Eddv's writ
ings combined make no impression upon many "Scien
tists" seeking help of practitioners, if they can only 
remember what some "dignitary" in our church has 
said or done to the contrary. :\n incident illustrative 
of this point: :\ "worker" in one of the churches in a 
certain large city went to a practitioner for help. \Yhen 
her problem was defined by said patient. the practi
tioner, who neyer gave ad\·ice but always read to 
patients from the Bible and correlated it with our text
book, and .\lrs. Eddy's other writings, proceeded to thus 
preach the gospel to her with our ",;nly preachers." 
Cpon feeling that sufficient authority had been pre
sented and confirmed to clear the point in question. 
imagine the surprise and disappointment of this prac
titioner when the wouln-be patient said, "'Yell. I haye 
kncwn a great many \·en· fine Scientists that did to the 
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contrary of what you have read." C pon being assured 
that we must not follow "Scientists" but our revealed 
authorities, the patient insisted that such good peuple as 
she had known to act tu the contran' could not be all 
wrong, etc., etc. Sad to say, this "patient" went out un
convinced that Jesus and -'Irs. Eddy were right, This 
seems an exaggerated instance chosen for an example 
of !Jenera! conditions, but it is not. Again, a "Scientist" 
will go to a practitioner pertaining to an unwarranted 
divorce for eHn Christian reasons (-'Iatt. 19:9; -'Iart. 
-' :32, Sermon on the -'Iaunt), and upon having all that 
Jesus, Paul and -'Irs. Eddy said on this subject read to 

him, and finding it is contrary to what he desires to 

entertain, will desert his usual premise of putting every
thing in Jesus, and in an extremely i rre\'erent way speak 
of our Leader's three marriages. '''here upon he is told 
that her first marriage was twenty years before the Civil 
". ar, in the forties, before she ever dreamed of "Sci
ence" and that her husband "passed on" shortly there
after. :\nd after nine years, she had married again, 
largely to have her little son with her; that she had lived 
peacefully with this second husband for twelve years, 
enduring the indignity of persistent adulterous affairs, 
and had finally refused to allow him to return to her, 
fresh from ha\'ing run away with another man's wife 
(whom she had succeeded in reuni ting to her husband, 
showing that adultery is not a necessary cause for di
vorce-only one gospel, '\Ian. 5 :32 and 19 :2-12, stating 
that it may be had for even adultery,--'Iark 10:2-12; 
Luke 16: 17, 18; Rom. 7 :2, 3. and I Cor. 7, all to the 
(Oll/rary). :\nd that -'Irs. Eddy's third union, twelve 
years after she left her second husband, was a "spiritual 
union," Ret. 42, for the purpose of a spiritual aid in 
establishing her cause-in those days the problem had 
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gone no higher demonstrably than "these different in
dividualities meet and demand each other." 1st edition 
1875. 315 (\Irs. Eddy was married in 1877. when 
everyone was working in the light of her first edition; 
too. \Irs. Eddy says. "follow your Leader only so far as 
she follows Christ," ~Iessage 1901. 34 :25). After this 
is carefully presented imagine the disappointment of a 
practitioner to have the object of this careful presenta
tion of authori tative truth from the books say: "\Vell, 
~1 r. So and So. or \lrs. So and So, did thus and so. and 
I know he or she is a good Scientist, etc .. etc.." where
upon the practitioner falls into disrepute, as maintain
ing "strange doctrines" simply because he held to our 
authorities. Can these conditions go on? They are all 
due to the violation of our \Ianual. making "digni
taries" in our Church, thus setting up person to work 
against our Principle. which practitioners are devoting 
their lives to prove to the world. The exalting of one 
person exalts all personalities. 

The facilities for accumulating personal opinions 
and "massing" opinion for or against an issue or person 
are great in the large Cities where there are so many 
joint church activities. and personal contacts between 
the workers in the various churches. Obedience to the 
By-Laws in our !\Ianual would prevent all this and unite 
us in our individual church to fulfill its destiny, rather 
than the mixtures which promiscuous association makes 
possible. In the large fields. we seldom have pillars in 
the Temple of our God. Rev. 3: 12. for when our mem
bers have gone to the highest point in their own 
churches and are ready to impersonally support its ac
tivities, the error of not understanding the definite des
tiny of branch work in obedience to our l\1anual causes 
them to seek other churches to support with their pres-
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ence and their thinking, thus never completing their 
church destiny! The understanding of Art. XXI II, 
Secs. I, 2, 6, would complete the spiritual destiny of 
our branches, which must unfold in each branch the 
t\"elve months' yield of its fruit, growing from the spir
itual tree, Principle, S.&H. 406:4-6; Rev. 22:2, of the 
l\lother God, nourished by the pure river of the water 
of Life of Fatherhood. Thus we would all grow into 
one spiritual Church, Eph. 4:15. l\1rs. Eddy left just 
such a plan, if we will obey our Manual! 

It seems that we are recently getting ecclesiastical 
decisions as frequently as we formerly received messages 
of admonition and direction from j\lrs. Eddy, when she 
was ":\Iothering" us under the title of "l\1other" and 
,,,hen the children bore no responsibility for their 
church work, as it was divinely directed through her. 
This was the then-order of unfoldment for us, as a 
higher position than The :\Iother Church and its 
branches had not been demonstrably seen; however, 
the situation is whoIly different now that Mrs. Eddy 
has left us with our :\Ianual to guide us; directly for
bidding any further supervision in Sec. I of Art. XXIII. 
As previously stated, "'hen she dropped the title of 
~Iother, she added "general" to "official control," in 
her prohibition of even general supervision of our 
Branches by The :\Iother Church. No one could pos
sibly deny that "general official control" is what is com
ing to us with more and more frequency from the Board 
of Directors in the name of The :\Iother Church. This 
would be bad enough (in view of its directly violating 
our :\Ianual) if the advice given were in accord with 
our teachings in our :\fanual, but it is not. As for in
stance, the article entitled "Readers in Churches and 
Societies," by The Board of Directors in the Sentinel 
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of Feb. :? I 9:?(). The tendency of the first portion ()i 
the article is tl) 5ho\\" the dependence of the branch on 
the symbol of \Iother Church; which is not in accord 
with the facts unlier \yhich \ye are now \\"(Hking. \Irs. 
Eddy neHr left the sli,~htest pnl\'ision for the continu
i ty uf the \"isi ble \Inther Church after her departure. 
as she had already dissilived it so far as the branches 
were concerned. as prn'i()usly shown in her steps in dis
s()lution in IqOS. \Irs, Eddy. of c()urse. knew that 
Branch could nlJt come to full fruitage so lung as it was 
gonrned by \lother. The roots and trunk do not gO\'
ern the branch and fruit any more than the atmospheric 
conditions at the other end of the branch acti\·ity. and 
while the branch must abide in the vine and receive 
the nurture thereof from our \L1l1ual and the Bible 
and Science and Health; it- must go still further and 
sol\'e its ()\\"n problems with the \Yorld and its demands. 
which bring the Branch to fruitage~this is church "pro
ceeding from" and "resting upon." S.&H. _~83. The 
"·orld demands "rest upcn" the Branch. as the demands 
of di\·ine Lo\·e. It is the "·orld·s sun. rain. wind. etc., 
that draw the sap to the Branch and help it to form its 
fl'l\\"er and fruit. \Yhile the roots and trunk of .\lother
hond were as far as we had gone at one time. and every
thing was ".\lother." the branches were more or less 
absorbed in "\Iother" or at least under her general di
rection. but it was only until .\Iotherhood worked cut 
the nc:\t step; whereupon. she freed the Branch from 
further supervision . .:\0 t,,·o steps could remain actively 
\Ytlrking at the same time. such as \Icther and Child. 
and \lrs. Eddy di,i not lean two standing tabernacles. 

Thus she left no one to interpret the \Ianual for 
the Churches; nor our lecturers to use their offices to 
blJhter up this yil;lation of our \lanual; nor our pen-
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oJicals to be used in this way, as these agcI1ci<:, are 
\\'orking to do. 

Returning to the article referred to in our Sentinel 
of Feb . .? lLJ:2CJ. :liter the first three paragraphs show
ing the indispensability of the \"isible l\lother Church 
to the Branch in the first two paragraphs, the third para
graph contains an astonishing decision, that after the 
initial formation of a church, there need be no practi
tioner in the church to insure its further recognition as 
a branch of The :\lother Church. Stating that while it 
is helpful for a society to ha\'e in its membership an 
ad\"ertised practitioner. "the rules do not require it." 
If :\1rs. Eddy had not deemed a practitioner essential 
to the actual church itself. she wnuld not have demanded 
it in Art. XXIII. Sec. 7. In the _-\pril 1889 Tournai. 
p. 13. some student asked :\lrs. Eddy if to heal a case 
and start a church with the patient and himself was not 
a good rule. and she said it was; thus she saw the seed 
of the church in the practitioner and one patient. It 
would seem that such a ruling as our Board of Direct<lrs 
has announced is the first step to ecclesiasticism ruling 
healing out of our churches, If the /r,/'/1/ of organizing 
a church but requires a practitioner. and when this 
form is accomplished. it is not necessary to be main
tained, it would seem that it m,'tlns 1/othi1l!!. This is a 
strange decision. stranger e\'en than the fact that it is 
made in \'iolation of cur :'.Ianual. _-\rt. XXIII. Sec. 1. 
in which "no (IiI/era/official control" shall be n:ercised 
bv The :'.Iother Chu rch m'er other churches: for the 
Direct'Jf~ well kn()\\' that their wurds are regarded as 
tinal as the adm')nitiuilS 1)[ our Leader by the chur(l~es 
who ha\'e sllught these decisions. 

The Bo:nd of Directors undoubtedly pamils Slkh 

articles as "C()f'peLltion a Pri\'ilege" if nllt ~UggL~t:Ilg 
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them (same Sentinel as above in editorial department) 
in which such expressions appear: "It is incumbent 
upon every loyal Christian Scientist that he endeavor 
faithfully to abide by the Church :\Ianual. And does 
not this entail that he shall do his best to help those who, 
under the l\1anual, have more especially the duty of 
seeing that its By-Laws are obeyed? i\ a Christian Sci
entist, no group of Christian Scientists, can possibly take 
the place of The Christian Science Board of Directors 
in carrying out this duty .... \Ye should be regardful 
of everything they say to us through the pages of our 
periodicals, etc., etc." Is it not a shame that the Direc
tors not only violate our l\Ianual every time they assume 
any part in the Branch church activities. but that our 
periodicals should endeavor to enspi ri t the field to sub
mit to it in the name of the :\1anual? :\Irs. Eddv was 
too wise not to foresee just such contingencies and pre
vent them, if we will but obey our :\Ianual. and abide 
in Spiritual :\Iotherhood. as given us in Science and 
Health. the Bible and our :\lanual. The :\1anual does 
not have to be administered to us. as we must intelli
gentlyu:ed it. 

Let us awake and study our :\lanual. else our re
ligion will become but a form without Spirit~ 

Another great error that has expressed itself through 
violation of our :\Ianual bv the Board of Directors ex
ercising "general official contrnl." :-\r1. XXIII. Sec. I. 
over the Branch churches (which The :\Iother Church 
is forbidden to do). by admonishing us and directing us 
in our periodicals. is that we are losing the lines of dis
tinction between The :\Iothcr Church gO\'crnmenr and 
the Branch churches' indi\'idualin', as is demanded in 
the latter portion of A.rt. XXI I I. Secs. 1. 6. In these 
advisory and interpretive articles of the Board of Di-
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rectors, frequent mention is made of the practices of 
The ~lother Church for our guidance in violation of 
Art. XXIII, Sec. 3, "~lother Church Unique." This 
Article and Section says that it would be "disastrous" 
for branches to imitate The :\lother Church, and yet 
with apparent intention to guide without seeming to 
control, the Directors mention the practices of The 
i\lother Church for our guidance. 

Again what is most frequent in these interpretations 
of most-evident-to-all provisions of our Manual, they 
hold up the practices of one Branch church or many 
Branch churches as suggestions for another, in the form 
of saying, "some churches" do thus and so, and others 
thus and so ;-for a specific instance, in the article on 
"Readers' Term of Office," Sentinel Jan. 5. 1929. This 
is in direct violation of our l\lanual which demands 
that each church shall be individual, Art. XXIII. Secs. 
i, 6. In the Sentinel of Dec. 5, 1908, is a most illumi
nating editorial written under .Mrs. Eddy's direct super
vision, no doubt. in which the di'l.."erse needs of the 
Branch churches are set forth and the endeavor is made 
to show why one branch church cannot pattern after 
another. This article was written in response to the 
error pointed out in the article by !vlrs. Eddy. "The 
\Vay of \\'isdom," which was in the Feb. Journal, 1909. 
The occasion for this article last mentioned was the 
statement of the newspapers that a magnificent church, 
rivaling any in the Cnited States. would be built in ~ew 
York by a certain church whose magnificent structure 
had been built in 1903. and the further statement that 
it met ~Irs. Eddy's approval. The plan was to be one 
Branch controlled by another. and while this was a most 
exaggerated instance of the lengths to which such an 
error in premise would go. at the same time, it was not 
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as subtle as the way in \yhich thi~ H>ry same error IS 

being impersilnally injected into I IU r h'hh' g()\"(~rnIl1ent 
by the tendency of the churches thernseh'e~ in hrL;t' 
cities to l()(lk to each other for sugge~tilln~ in ,~()Hrn

ment: but more dangerous still hy the Di rectors foster
ing the Yery error that called fllrth .\Irs, Eddy's article 
on the cstentation of the plan, ~he Iud pre"iously in 
the .\Ianual in the early part of the same year forbid
den one church "to help one another," hy droppin~ a 
statement til this effect in our no\\' ~ec. fl, as pre\'iou,I~\ 
noted in detail in "Leaving Father and .\Iother," and 
this change \\'as immediately fdlo\\'ed hy "Christian 
Scientists be a law to yoursel\'es," ~,&H, -I--I-.:? :,'O-~.:?, 
and the abolishing of the Communion between The 
.\Iuther Church and Branch Churches, as preyiously 
noted, 

The most serious result of yi(llating the '\L1nual 
and permitting the B'lard d Directors to control our 
Branches by di rection (contrary to ;\rt, XX I I I. ~ecs, I, 
6), \yith the nception ()f their putting The .\Iother 
Church anli Branches hack under the dissllln:d Church 
of 18;9. as shown hy Quarterly cm'er. is the manner in 
which they ha,'e marred the gift of .\Irs, Eddy in the 
form ()f the Branch Church ;It C(:ncord, :\e\\' Hamp
shire. in order to prm'ide facilities tor the "aged" ()f the 
Pleasant \'ie\\' Home, 

Just under the \\'(l!1derful south \\'all tran;;ept. pic
turing the healings of Jesus in illu~trati()n of his de
mand. "Heal the sick. cleanse the leper;;. Llise the dead. 
cast out de\'ils." the Ikard I)f Di rCLtllrS reque~teli the 
Concord Branch to cut (l'\llr~ th:l\ll~h the hea\'y granite 
walls for the purpose of hrin[!:11l! in these "aged" pell
pie through a gaLlgc \\hid1 thn huilt (\n to the middle 
d the Church hod:-' for th,' ),urpose of affnrding Pfll-
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tection from the weather for these so-called "aged" 
brethren. The plain granite, closed-in garage has seri
ously marred the beauty of the Church. as it is most 
incongruous with the lines and style of the edifice. 

X at only has this seriuus marring both inside and 
outside of '\Irs. Eddy's most sacred and symbolic gift 
raken place. but the necessi ty to thus provide for these 
i'aged" pe()ple has crowded the children entirely out of 
their Church heme. and the Board of Directors has 
bought a frame d\yelling behind the Church fur the 
Sunday School. .\Irs. Eddy's pnJ\'ision for the Sunday 
School was that it shuuld be immediately after the 
Church Services in the auditorium of the Church, but 
these so-called "aged" from Pleasant \'iew ceme so early 
(as they are conveyed in relays to and fro) and stay so 
late that it is impossible to have Sunday School either 
before or after Church. \Yhat w()uld .\Irs. Eddy sav to 
such an arrangement as the Sunday School children 
beipg deprived of the S(/cr<'J association of Church in 
connection with their w()rk? Think what it means to 
this most sacred and unique Branch Church tu ha\"e 
such a problem thrust upon it as the admitted failure 
of demonstration on the part of so large a number. and 
then, roo. to ha\"e "age" and failure crowd out "youth" 
and hupe ~! 

The most serious feature of it all is that the Board 
of Directors has requested it-thereby interfering with 
Branch demonstration. which evcn The .\Iuther Church 
is forbidden to do ~ A.rt. XXII I. Sec. 1. The Buard of 
Directors paid for the building of the garage as well as 
for the frame dwelling. It has been spoken of as a portc
cochere, but the dictionary defines the latter as an arch 
or carriage porch. whereas this is a square, closed in 
on all four sides, with J00rs that open at the back and 
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front for the vehicles to pass through. It was originally 
built for the occupants of Pleasant View to wait in, with 
radiators for heating and seats around the walls. but 
abandoned for this purpose and used only as an entrance. 

Shall we sit supinely by and see the most sacred sym
bols of :\lrs. Eddy's purpose defaced and destroyed? 

The Board of Directors has changed the lighting 
symbolism of the Extension from "EIGHT bronze chains, 
each suspending seventy-two lights in CIRCLES," l\ly. 
69: 1-4. swinging from the dome with direct lighting, 
to a golden sun burst in the top of the dome. The seven
pointed star lighting in The (Ii ttle) :\lother Church; 
the eight-pointed stars in the windows of the Extension; 
and the large eight-pointed star in the Reading Room 
of the Concord Branch-the only symbolism in the 
latter; as well as the clusters of grapes lighting the 
:\lother's Room in the Concord Branch; and the circles 
of light around the large pillars in this Concord Church 
auditorium: each and all mean a relationship between 
the progress of the same idea, which no one has the right 
to disturb. 

Also the Board of Directors has very much altered 
the platform in the Extension to place the organist be
tween the congregation and the Books that are being 
read as the 'Yord. when :\lrs. Eddy placed the organist 
at the side-at least Ollr demonstration at that time did. 
Here is a changed order which is something to contem
plate. inasmuch as "Spiritual teaching must always be 
by symbols." S.&H. 575. which were prodigally used by 
Jesus specifically. and :\lrs. Eddy collectively. 

Again the Board of Di rectors has placed lights be
hind features that doubtless were intended to be lessons 
to us by reason of their very darkness-such as illum
inating the resurrection of Jesus, and the God-crowned 
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"·oman. which were earthly happenings with reference 
to our subsequent light-John 20 and Rev. 12. paled 
before the light of the marriage of the Bride and the 
Lamb in Rev. 19:7-9 (the Extension) and Rev. 21, the 
Branch as detached from the 2'Iother Vine two years 
after the building of the Extension. "There shall not 
be left one stone upon another that shall not be thrown 
down." 2'Iatt. 24- :2-J esus' statement about the stones 
of the Temple. will be retarded rather than hastened 
by the destruction of the symbols and finger-posts that 
2'1rs. Eddy left for our guidance to this very point, 
throwing them down herself mentally when they had 
been assimilated as a Cause, but leaving them stand
ing in figure to show us that we ha\·e fulfilled certain 
prophecies. and she has also left outgrown statements 
(outgrown as a Cause) in her writings. 

The Board of Directors has also changed the organ 
to bring its capacity from 4538 to 5000 pipes, also add
ing harp attachment. Certainly any wear could be re
paired wi thout altering in any way the symbols left us. 
If the Board of Directors has the right under its Deed 
of Trust in the Appendix to the 2'lanual (its sale source 
of authority from !\Jrs. Eddy, as its ~lanual authority 
ceased when ~Irs. Eddy left us personally without mak
ing provision therefor) to remove or rebuild The 
l\lother Church, under stipulation 8. p. 132. or to termi
nate its sen"ices under stipulation 10. p. 133; this au
thority pertained only to The (little) ~Iother Church, 
which premises are described on p. 129. Although Sec. 
2. p. 7S. of The ~lother Church ::\1anual states: "The 
Christian Science Board of Directors owns the church 
edifices [plural]. with the land whereon they stand, 
legally; and the Church members own the aforesaid 
premises and buildings, beneficially," the stipulations 
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in the Deed of Trust in the Appendix to the :\Ianual 
apply only to the edifice. the premises which are de
~cribed on p. 129 of the .\Ianual-The (little) :\lother 
Church and not the Extension. This Deed of Trust 
acing given in 1892. 

Tht beneficial ownership of the Field in the church 
editil(~s. as stated in Art. XXIV. Sec. 2. p. 75 of The 
:\l,)thcr Church :\1anual-d the Church members O'li:n 

the aforesaid premises and buildings. beneficially." 
gi\'es anyone of us the right to protest against the de
struction of their symbolic benefits to us. 

The rights under the Deed of Trust conveyed to the 
Board cf Directors in 1892. !\lanual Appendix. pp. 128-
138. with reference to provid ing services-"maintain
ing regular preaching. reading and speaking in said 
church. etc. ... sti pulation 9. and "\Yhenever said Di rec
tors shall determine that it is inexpedient to maintain 
preaching. reading or speaking in said church in ac
cordance with the terms of this deed. the\" are authorized 
and required to reconvey forthwith said lot of land with 
the building thereon. etc .... stipulation IO-appertained 
to only The (little) :\lother Church and expired three 
years before :\1 rs. Eddy left us personally. \Yhen the 
church was abandoned for "public worship" or "reIi
gicus services" and even if the Sunday School work 
technically (if held therein within a year after church 
services were abandoned) perpetuated this power. still 
the rights bear only upon the original edifice. and were 
never extended to the Extension. \\"hich was built on 
different premises. completed fourteen years after the 
Deed of Trust \\'as ginn. and the latter never touched 
after the original conveyance in lR9'!. Services in the 
Extension were unauthorized as :\Iother Church when 
we reached the \lanual limit of authorit\· for their 
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pcrpetuity. :\s Branch embraces \Iother. the Exten

si'ln consistenth' clluld ha,"c bcen uscd for a Branch 
Church. Thus both oj tht:se edifices are but legal 
h,Jldings by the B,)ard of Direct()rs--~the first under the 

Deed of Trust and the latter as Trustees under the \Yill 
of \lr5. Eddy's estate. which is in the Appendix of 
these Sr~tes. Both of these edifices should be held in
tact for the symbolic benefit the,' rna,' be to the Ficld 

" " " 

until such time as we may outgro,y their l1eed--certainly 

this coul,i nct be assumed Sll long as they are used for 
\Iother Church by e\"Cn th'1se who bclie,'c their thus 
use to be in accordance "ith \Irs. Eddy's plan. which 
her clear statements and prO\"isions cor1tro\"ert. Our 
whole plan of "iolating I}ur \Ianua! in the name of a 
mistake or o\"ersight on her part is Ilfldt'nninin9 Ilur 
Cause. 

r f the Board assumes the right to alter the Exten
sion it may assume the right til ohliterate one by one the 
finger-p'}st5 which \1 rs. Eddy has left for our sate 
guidaf1l'e ffllm symhols to idca. :\0 one has a right 
"ithin thc meaning Ilf their symbolism to alter or deface 
\lr5. Eddy's gifts tIl our Camc. \\"hat placc in symbol 
has the gauge on the sacred prn'incts ()j the Ccncord 
Church. anJ \\hll has the nght tl) crowd the children 
out of their churl'll horne ttl hring in an clement for 
"hich \lr5. Eddy left no plan arhi nIl ~lutl1tlrity~ 

\\"hile this CI)/lc(}rd Branch is lcgall~' the pr(lperty 

of the Concord Christian Scientists. it is in id"tl the gift 
to our entire FieLl in the sense of expressing \lr5. 
Eddy's concept of a true Branch of the in,'isihle \Iothcr 
\-ine. and is thc only Church in the huilding ()f which 

she eyer engage,i. according til her st,ltemerlt in June 
1894 Journal. p. 94: and as such even the Cllncllrd 
Christian Scientists should hold thcir trust as sacred tu 
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our Cause, and forbid its defacement. The present gar
age not only defaces it, but brings to it a symbolism that 
our Leader did not place there, and which is as un
sightly as an abnormal growth on a human body. It 
would have been bad enough had it been placed at the 
rear, rather than in practically the center of the Church, 
wholly obscuring the .\lother·s Room from the exterior 
front view. It defaces to an extreme degree the interior 
beauty of this symbol of the Branch that sprang from 
the "ror,ts" of invisible .\Iotherhood, Isa. II :1, and 
most serir)lls/y impaired the spiritual nlue of the pic
torial windows of four healing subjects, under which 
the clumsy, unsightly doors have been placed-the win
dows declaring healing. the disabled brought under 
the windows declaring its impossibility to our present 
agel Too. there seemed no necessity therefor. since 
these "aged" occupants of the Pleasant View Home 
have thei r own services at the Home. as the ::\ ote-taker 
is informed. and should have been satisfi.;d to work on 
the same problem together. 

Again. it has removed from this Branch the only 
seats directly viewing the dO\'e of peace, as the only 
place in the Concord Church where this dove (one of 
the five windows in individual aIco\"es. as before de
scribed) can be squarely viewed, is under the healing 
of the multitudes windows on the south side, beneath 
which these unsightly double doors are placed for the 
ingress and egress of the inmates of the Pleasant View 
Home. Likewise the only place the Lamb can be 
squarely viewed is under the other four healing win
dows on the north side. Surely these windows have 
meaningl 

The Note-taker has fel t free to discuss the most 
serious involvements of our Cause, realizing that these 
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Notes must stand on their own intrinsic value. as they 
do not authoritatively represent our Cause, as does any 
and every statement of the Board of Directors in the 
present thought condition (with reference to them) of 
our Field. ~ 0 one has a right to speak for our Field, 
but we each and all have a right to present in an unau
thorized way anything for the good of our dear Cause, 
PROVIDED we are working in it and jIJr it. Outside at
tacks must be largely discounted by their motive. Every 
word in this chapter has been written with a heart of 
loyalty and love for our Cause; and also for our Board 
of Directors within their trust and authority. which is 
very sacred. ,\1 rs. Eddy has said. "\Vhen error con
fronts you, withhold not the rebuke IJr the explanatiIJn 
which destroys error," S.&H. 452. These entire Sotes 
are more in the spirit of the latter basis. sharing the 
results of a thorough study and investigation. 

\Ve have just received, Sentinel. April 13 .. 1929, 
another long ecclesiastical admonition from our Board 
of Directors on our Branch activity. This violates in 
general the .\lanual, as the Directors have no connec
tion with us under our .i\lanual, not one of them hav
ing been elected in accordance wi th Art. I, Sec. 5 of 
our IHanual. requiring the approval of "the Pastor 
Emtritus": and specifically, Art. XXIII, Sec. 3, 
".Mother Church L'nique." in the sense of the Board of 
Directors ensampling the practice of "The .\Iother 
Church" for our Branch guidance, when .i\lrs. Eddy 
savs "for a branch to assume such position would be 
disastrous to Christian Science"; also specifically Art. 
XXI II. Sec. 1. in the sense of telling the branches what 
they should do. "Further consideration of the applica
tion SHOCLD be given by the Executive Board, who 
SHOCLD then be informed in confidence of the reasons 
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for the adverse votcs." l {Juuted from tile anicie men
tioned aboH by the B(),lfli of Di rector~). "Should" is 
the term of authority and contro!' suggesting utTlcial 
direction. 

The anicle on the Readers' selecricns, gInn us a few 
months ago, has snuwn its immediate effects in stand
ardizing our church meetlngs til those visi ting nrious 
churches, and has been a matter of much comment. 

To say "our reHred Leader .\lary Baker Eddy," as 
is done in most churches when ann(Juncing a hymn, is 
not honest, as the Board of 0 i rectors is ou r acti ve 
"Leader" in the spirit of its own acts and words and 
in the acceptance of our churches, but contrary to '\lrs. 
Eddy's expressed plan, and the pr.,ssibility of her desire 
in view of her C\·oh·cd pu rposc, as presemed in these 
"Y 0/ es. 

\lr5. Eddy yielded even her own leadership to her 
wri tings when she sent to the Concord Branch Church 
the quutations from her wrirings without ".\lary Baker 
Eddy," bur rather Science and Health, which was not 
the case in the first Cuncord Branch. '\{ary Baker Eddy 
\vas a type of the \yoman in the wilderness which 
brought tonh the "man child" (.\lotherhood), Science 
and Health is the Bride of Spirit that supersedes .\lary 
Baker Eddy (as Leader) and becomes one wi th the 
Lamb (the Bible-purified human consciousness). This 
successor .\lrs. Eddv unfolded in '\Iv. 3+6:18-5. She . . 

speaks of her successor as a revelation ("re7.'eal my suc
cessor") rather than a person, and as "man the generic 
term for mankind." This generic sense is approximated 
by Church rather than individual consciousness. The 
work in Jesus "spares us not one indin·dual experi
ence," S.&H. 26:S. 6. \\'hile the Christ-idea is gen
eric, a collective idea; the past work of each of its 
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crllllpllnent part- \\hich has tended trl th:5 idea heing 
emhLll'e,l in the tir~~11 idea \\hich \\rlrk~ for U~ (011",
ti;,./r an,i hle~~e~ u- in,ji\-i,lually_ I t ~pare~ U5 the C\pe
rienee. \[i~ ;-_~ :]2-1~. of "\\-rlrk nut Y(lur Il\\-n 5ah'at!on" 
in accllrdance \\ ith ~_&H_ ++2 :2~-2(/, Thus 5alYati(ln is 
a !Iift an,i not a lahor-the gift of the cllf11plcteri spir
itual idea, \\hidl is completed in Church and not in 
indi\'idua!. but henignly hle55ing the indi\'idual \"ith 
its \\lwlcneS5 III rlpeLlti';n "This indiyidu,ll hlcs~ed

ne5S ~li1,i hles~in:! C(1l11e~ n-lt SrI Illudl frrllll in.iiyi.iuJI as 
fr<J1ll /1111;-0".11;/ 11)\'e," \Ii~_ 2(11)_ The \[,lther Church 
arlli hrr1nche~ as symbol type,i it. hen,'e it had til be 
\yorker! I:ut in church crll1~(illusne~s, as it ha~ heen up 
to the plJint ()f the last ~tep \\hi,']l \ [r~_ E,idy left open 
f')r u- in "C()n~11rLlnl'e \\ith the \Llnlul" an,i the Bible 
and ~,'ien(e an,i IIe.llth: k.l\-ing u~ ,l~ persllnal Leader, 
hL'C~1U~C the prllhlcm lu,i .:! Inc hnlln.i it in symbIJl. 
\LHY Brlker Lid\" i~ nil l'nL;er (lur "I.carier" hut her 
rn-ealed \\"lrd our Br;de, The \[I)ther Churl'll cl)lild 
rellect Ilnl\" "in ~':me dt'llr,,' the Church l'n:\'er5al 
.In.j triumphant." \[an_ p, ](). hl',-.lU-L' it lL1d.1 pc~'nal 
Ll'.ldcr. \1 r~_ FrLly qirl. \ h_ 1211 :.2--l-.iu,t .11 thL' t me 
\\hen 5he \\a5 .ictad1ing \I(lther .1S Leader fr(lm our 
Cau~e. ar1.1 suh-ritlltin:! hn \\Titing5 therd'lr: "'1'1;.15e 
\\hr) I,)()k fr:r mc :n l'er~lfl. ')r el-l'\\hl'rL' than in my 
\\'riting~. 1'15L' 1llL' in-te.1 j I)f tin,i IllL'_" I~ nllt this \\h:
\\"t~ are all'l\\-in:!; n"lr til 5uh~titute her k.ldl'f,hip con
trary tr) her plan, hC,'.1lI'l' \\L' h;1\-e ;l,lt seL'n the limits 
()f !"tI,it'/".lizit 'In.i .lrL' un~ati,tied \\-ith the illtllll/ii/,il
itl I)f it (_\rr~, F.Lh·, ,ii;c",ti()n under tizi.l 1111111,' 
"I.e.Join" i ~ "I.eJ,~er" mll-: \:eld til Bri,lt'. \\·rlr,i. \1\-, 

, ' 

1.2; .. in.l \Llr\ B.d-;.n LLh mu~t be trl u~ "Rncht,)r, 
- -

IYs,'I)\-ncr ~ifl,l F')lIn.icr ,If Chr;~t:.l11 ~cienrc." \[r5_ 
I·: I 1 d \ rn ,1, i l' !' II hi;,' l ic l : ~lr a t I r) 11 () f t h l' r l' I i 11 q 1I i ~ h ml' fl t I) f 
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her personal Leadership, My. 359, in the following 
terms: "I hereby publicly declare that I am not per
sonally involved in the affairs of the church in any other 
way than through my written and published rules, all of 
which can be read by the individual who desires to in
form himself of the facts." Her specific messages to 
u!: had been for years fewer and fewer and shorter and 
shorter; whereas, the unauthorized messages of the 
Board of Directors are more and more frequent and 
longer and longer. \Vhat ~l rs. Eddy had entirely with
drawn in the interest of our advancement, we are hav
ing again restored to us from an uninspired and for
bidden source. Our first Tenet reads: "\Ve take the 
inspired word of the Bible as our sufficient guide 
[leader] to eternal life," S.&H. 497 (within a little 
over a year after this "inspired word of the Bible" was 
given us the title of !\lother was dropped) and this "in
spired 'Vord" is Science and Health, S.&H. 46:5-10; 
~ly. 179:25-30; 238:16-19; 318:31-4. ~lrs. Eddy is the 
/ore'L'er discoverer, founder and revelator of Christian 
Science (Jesus being "alone . ... the discoverer, founder 
.... of Christianity," l'fy. 338 :23-27) ; 1\1rs. Eddy's 
personal leadership passed with "Motherhood," and 
her 1\fanual as our Joshua will take us as Church into 
the Promised Land and give us our spiritual apportion
ments. Her "founding" was for the sole purpose of 
lifting us through symbol in Church to a broad enough 
view to discern the magnitude of her revelation. Every 
institutional founding that has occurred in our Cause 
since :,\frs. Eddy left us, like the Concord Branch 
Church garage, pierces the side of the idea which it de
faces and forces it to carry a parasite that saps its vitality 
to the human consciousness. Our active Church Leader 
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is the .\1anual and it has co,'ered the requirements of 
her revelation-Can there be more than .11/? 

In a recent booklet of the Sanitorium of the Chris
tian Science Bene,'olent Association. just sent to all 
Christian Science practitioners. are two statements that 
are misleading beyond the possibility of pardon, as the 
facts are certainly in the hands of not only the Board 
of Directors, but all of the Field. if it will only use the 
record it has been given. the Sentinel of Oct. 7, 1916. 

The two misleading statements are: First: "On 
July 27, 1909. our beloved Leader . .\Iary Baker Eddy. 
proposed to the Christian Science Board of Directors 
that 'The .\Iather Church should establish and main
tain a Christian Science resort for the so-called sick.' ., 
Booklet p. 3.-giving as the source of this authority 
the Sentinel of Oct. 7. 1916. 'u:ith0ut reminding us that 
in this same Sentinel. '\Irs. Eddy retracted her author
ity and never rene"ad it. Too. the statement this Book
let quotes is the By-Law that .\Irs. Eddy framed for 
our Manual. clearly evidencing that had she formed 
the Sanitorium it was her intention to put it under .\Ian
ual supervision. which would have retired it with her 
passing. as her silent plan in the .\Ianual has reti red all 
.\Iother Church institutions. \Yhv did the booklet not 
publish the full facts? and why did it leave us to believe, 
by the immediate context. that the Board of Directors 
was thus authorized by '\lrs. Eddy without giving us 
the benefit of her ret,·acti0n. The Sentinel from which 
this booklet quotes is not accessible to the entire Field 
and even if so. the reliance the Field puts upon the fair
ness of the Board of Directors and its associates under 
its immediate direction would deter their investigation 
of statements issuing from such a source as the Exe
cutive Officers of the Christian Science Benevolent 
:\ssociation. 
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The second"'a), ,·it{/I lIIisl,'aliz'f/I/ ~tatell1eI1r i~ under 
the subject of "Funds" on p. Ii: "\rhi:e thc Chri~tian 
Science Benevolent _-\ssociation wa- j'lundc,i In pur
suance of instrllctir,lIS gi\'cn til thc Christian ~clcnce 

Beard of Directnrs by ~r;'~ Eddy :\ras it. in \'icw of 
her retraction of SLll h insrructi,)fb in thc samc ~cntincl 
of Oct. 7, I<)l()~. she left thc cqahlishmcllt ()f thc 
Sanitorium and thc pf()\'isi(;n ft)r irs m.linrcnancc til 
the demunstratitJl1 of hn f(;II'l\\ers." This is a \\'hulh' 
/ll/based statement. Illr how clluld she Ica\'c this to the 
"Jem()nstration (If her foll()\\'Crs." \\hen she h~l\l ft)[
bidden its establi~hmcnt "f(:r the prcscnt," and b\, the 
UI'ace 0f C;,ld : \\h,) "guides t\'c~y e\'cnt of our ca
reers" en. -,) ne\'er renc\\'cd her demand? Thc fact 
that the Board ilf Direct(;rs basc their authority upon 
the By-Law (\\"hich the booklet quotes \\,ithout men
tioning that it \\',lS a prr>pr;s,'d B~'-Law) which she after
wards asked the Board ttl r,'p,'III. ceruinly dill'S not jus
tif\' the statement that "Thc Christian Science BenC\'()
lent _-\ssuciation was founded in pursuance of z'TlJtrllc

ti(>lIs gi\'cn to Thc Christian Scicnce BO~lfd (If Dircctors 
by ,\1 rs. Eddy," Buuklet p. I i. unless the ((,II Tltt'Unlllld

ill!! of l'nst1'llcti rdIS is thc equi\'()lent to the !li"iTIt/ thereof, 
which would be strange (I ll1Struction ~ 

_-\g'lin, on p. 9. llIhler "(Jeneral Information" (after 
the presentati()f1 ()f the purpt)se of the Sanitorium in 
line with the vcr\, dired statcllll:nt ()f the REI'F.\LFD Ih-

, , 

La\\,. which is qu(;tell as the IllIthr>"i!y uplln \\ hich the 
Board of Directors acted. Booklet p, '" "a Christian 
Science resort for the 5'.1-( a//"d J/',-k"). the it>llll\\ing 
statement is made by the bo)t)klct I)n p. 9: "It ab() af
fords an opptlrtunit:, flJr quiet. restful ~tudy anJ re
cuperation to Christi,ln Sl'ienti~b \\h,) feci thL'l11seh'es 
tl) be in need of such ten1I'()f.Hy release frf;m usu,d ()(CU-
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"T!ll' c.;"" I cheer aId c'lr,ii,l! 
" 1:1 'rill!l1 ,Ire l'\[Clllk,1 nllt I!l1h' tl) 

til",,' \\ hI) ,i ',', ,;;ll 'Jllh f'li'!'II-l' 1,,: \\hi~'h \1 r- L.1.1\· 
pr'p'l-cll',~ .. hl:-:l.:lc.; it in till' 1\1 I'! \UI!-h}'-her Ih-Ll\\, 
\\hich i~ ,:;i\l'11 .l~ their -1)url'C ' f Juth'lrin (~I ~ but 
a]-I) tl) thl)~e \\1111 'l'd~ ,I I]u:l't, h"melike ;lIml)~phere 

:11 \\hich to rccruit ~piri[ll.l;:Y ,I' \\ell a- phy~ical;\"" 

I~ Il<)t thi~ "xt,'llsir)1l l>f thc dircct /illii/lltir,flS III authl:r
ity (~) \\'hat i~ rulin:; \Ir~. bidy's purpll~c5 out 1)£ ,)ur 
Cau~c~ '1'1) gl) heYlJl1d auth,)rity in thc fill III,' d tll/tiTr'l'it." 

SCCl115 tl) hc the "pl>licy" upon \\hich \\'l' ;HC being di
rCdcd in thc name 01, to l]ullte another 5t.ltement III 
thi~ b'll)klet. p, 3: "pr<Jgrc~~i\'e ~tep5 in thc attainment 
IJ! our Leader's purpIlse," Thu~ making thc samc CLl:Il1S 
f I l r ''jl I'r, II/'( 'H i 7' ,," s t c p 5 t h;lI a n L1 go n i s tiL' \ II) \ 'C mc n btl) 
l'\'cn \Irs. E,Lly as dLlnnel for Ilur C,llI~e arc claiming 
i sou r fI,' (' d, I 5 t h c rea n \' \ \ II n d crt h;lt s Ul' h I l U b : de-I) f -
Ilur-Cau~c claims arc assuming ~uch Iarl!c prlJpIlrt:llns 
\"hcn \\e arc ha~ing ~I) many III I)ur actil:n~ Ill1 the ~all1c 
prcmi~es \\hile disclail11ing IllIr ,l!uilt~ Thc attack~ ir lm 
\ \' i t h () uta res u r e h' \ \' ell b.1r bed f r 0111 \ \ i t h in, 

_-\Is'), \\ith rderencc tl; the jolllJ\\ing statemcnt on 
p, 3 of the booklet in qucstion: "That thc foun,i;nl! 
of such an in~tituti()n had rccei\'Cd her CHnc-t ;lI1d 
prayerful thought during preccding \ens is shl)\\!: by 
a portillll I)f cne of her letters, \\Titten on J an. I~, I ()il~, 
\\'hich appear5 in ,1n article 'If thc ~cntinL'l mentioned 
abo\'e,--this is a pri\'atc clll11municnilin \Hittcn by 
\1r5, Eddy to a \Ir~. L,lngye,lr, the puhlic;lti,:n of \\'heh 
then, and U5e of \\hidl nll\\" \'illLlte~ _\rt. XXI I. ~ec, 
8, p, 67 of our \1anual. '1'1)1), it \\ill he cnllce,ld, nl) 
dl)ubt, from the pre\'i':u5 _Yr)t,·s Oil the ~uhjcct of \1 r~, 
Eddy's e\'olutiol1, that \\hat ,hc \"rllte 117'(' r,'(I1'S hdore 
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she relinquished her place as personal "Leader" in the 
terms of her own provision on p. 7.:? of cur \lanual. 
lines 19-2-+. had no bearing on her final decision. other 
than to show her steps in reaching it. At that time none 
of the revelations which tended to declare Christian 
Science and divine Science one, had been gi\'en us. as 
they each and all took place from two years thereafter to 
the end of the year of 1910. The last three changes in 
Science and Health in 1909. were S.&H. 99: 13-17, 
added for the first time. and S.&H. 103 :L1-17. (hanged 

from, "The maximum of good. hcwenr. is met by the 
maximum of suppositional evil. hence the fight to crush 
Science," to "The maximum of good is the infinite God 
and H is idea. the AII-in-aU" as at present. :\.lso S.&H. 
265 :20-22. was changed from, "The truth of being is 
perennial, and the error is seen only when we look from 
wrong points of obsen'ation," to "The truth of being is 
perennial. and the error is unreal and obsolete," as we 
now han it. The last mentioned reference was the 
very last textual change other than the word-corrections 
and word-changes given in "Evolutionary Compari
sons". Each and all of these changes may have had 
much bearing on :\1 rs. Eddy's change of previous pur
pose expressed in the letter to :\1 rs. Longyear in which 
she says: "The students need to be qualified so that under 
the fire of mortal mind ["the fight to crush Science," 
remoTed in 1909J they can stand." Surely, with e1'en 

the obser'1.'n!ory of error removed in the last change in 
her revelation in 1909, \Irs. Eddy's "founding" must 
needs progress to express her revelation. and doubtless. 
after the repeal of the By-Law which she framed for 
the ~"[ anunl, and which this booklet is pleased to quote 
without mentioning that it was quoted in its entirety 
from the repealed By-Law, :\1 rs. Eddy rose to her higher 
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revelation and never rene'u:ed her instructions. 1\1 rs. 
Eddy's last word on any subject must be taken as the 
evidence of the "progressive steps in the attainment of 
our Leader's purpose," Booklet p. 3, which progressed 
to finality in her last statements in S.&H. p. 26=i :20-22, 
as above noted, and .\ly. 2+1. 2+2, "Instruction by '\lrs. 

Eddy," given us in the Sentinel. Sept. 3. 1910, exactly 
three months before she left us on Dec. 3, 19 I O. This 
was approximately the period that elapsed from the 
time of the disappearing of .\Icses until Joshua took the 
children of Israel into the Promised Land, as this, her 
last statement in .\Iiscellany, 2+1, 2+2, as spiritual idea, 
does for our Cause of "Christian Science." Thus is 
made consistent and understandable '\Irs. Eddy's stat

ing that the fourth side of the City foursquare, S.&H . 
. =i7.=i, is "divine Science," and in S.&H .. =i77, "Christian 
Science." In progressive final analysis "divine Science" 
beccmes one with "Christian Science"; as divine Science 
being ,,'oman, and Christian Science, used in most in
stances as a synonym for "Christianity," notably S.&H. 
372:18; 127:1+-16; +71 :29-31. being man, become 0ne, 
fulfilling the promise of the Ci ty foursquare, Rev. 2 I :3 
"Behold the tabernacle of God is with men, and He will 
dwell with them" in the wedding of divine Science and 
"Christian Science"-;;the \Yord and the wedding of 
this \Yord to all hI/man thought and action" ("found
ing") .\ly. 153 :27, 28. The last revelations in 1909 for
ever sealed the fate of the before prospective "Benevo
lent Home." 

Thus the violations of our .\Ianual will soon destroy 

all semblance of idea in our Church government. \Ye 
have every safeguard against this, if we will but obey 

our .\Ianual in far!, and not merely salve our conscience 
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bv loudly proclaiming our allegiance thereto. with nn 
knowledge of its specific provisions! 

"_-\dhere w the teachings of the Bible. Science and 
Health. and our \lanual. and you will obey the law and 
the gospel." \ly. 251 :29-2. These are our impersonal 
Leader. The course we are pursuing denies the finality 
of \lrs. Eddy's renlation. by reason of its incomplete
ness w guide us. and most pointedly charges the insuf
ficiency and incompetency of her foulldillY and lead
ing. For if she made such a colossal mistake in her prIJ
vision for our Cause as we nave accepted lor lack of 
prm'ision therefor) in the assumption that the only 
course left open for us under her assumed inadequate 

prevision would effect the destruction of our Cause. we 
would be forced to charge her latter years \\ith us with 
such incompetency as w not only impugn her leader
ship in our \lanual~the most important pro\'isions of 
which \vere made shortly bcfere she left us in person~ 
but would be forced also to dis("ard the competency of 
her latter renlations. This would challenge the state
ments in "Chri~~:::n ~cience Practice"~that salvation 
is a gift from abun anli not a labor. S.&H. ++2 :25-29: 
and the statement that the cnly defense against mental 
malpractice is to be a law unto oursel\"Cs. S.&H. ++2: 
30-32. based on this heavenly gift of salYation in the 
completed \Yord~Bride~coming directly down from 
God (Jut of heaven. as the finished Church demcnsrra
tioll. For it tHings its "walls" of limitation. fulfiliing the 
promise of Isa. 56:.~ that "E\'en unto them will I gin 
in 111111e house and within mv ·i.;.-alls a plate and a name 
lJetter than of sons and of daughters: I will gi\'e them an 
eHriasting name. that shall not be ("ut 0.tf." To assume 
the incompetency and inadequacy of \1 rs. Eddy's re\'e
Iation and founding in view of its marvelous fulfillment 
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of enry concei\'able prophecy is unthinkable; and that 

is just the trouble: we are not thinking in the light of 
our revelation! ,\1 rs, Eddy's \"Cry lack of pnwision for 
the continuity of The .\lother Church (the first qruc
ture memorializing "'\lotherhood" working so con
stantly in the water of purification that this is her \'ul
nerable point of attack by the Dragon. ":\nd the ser
pent cast '(i:ater out of his mouth a~ a flood after the 
woman, etc.," Re\'. I:?: I,: and the Extension as the 
wilderness mother in se\"Cn wedding in hea\'en [mind J 
the \,"oman crc,,'ned with twelH stars. Revelation; '?th 
chapter) was the final support that she ga\"e her cu:mi
nating re\"Clation for Church-the bride. the Branch. 
She had detached it from communion with .\Iother, 
June IqOR (shortly after gi\'ing us the first statement of 
salntion from abo\"C in the last edition of I Q07. ~.&H . 
. p.:? :.?,-:?q. and the last statement in "Christian ~cjence 
Practice." S.&H. +t:? :30-3:?). almost simu/t(m,·r) 'I.lly 
with the abolishing of communion with .\lother in 100S 
-The .\lother Church passing to idea in '\Irs. Eddy's 
\\'nrds: "The .\Iother Church has blossomed into spirit
ual beauty. communion uninrsal and divine." \Iy. 1+1: 
:?6-.?9. Her lack of prO\'ision \\'as \1 rs. Eddy's silent /,rf)-
7'l'sif)n. her prohibitions in the '\lanual speaking tl) 
spiritual sense l110re loudl~' than \\'I)fds. ~inl'e it is prn
verhial that "actions speak louder than \\'I)r,k" \Irs. 
Eddy left us to spiritually rise to her purpose. Science 
and Health ICl3: 1,. 10. handled animal magneti~l11 

(the chapter in \\'hich it was placed) : and Science and 
Health :20' ::20-:?:? rel110Hd error frnm e\"en "Crea
tion" (the chapter in \\hich it was placed)-horh ()f 

these changes occurring in 19(1C). ana heing the hq 
textual changes in ~(ience and Health. \Irs. Edd\ rc
\'Calc,i nothing th~lt she di,i niH f r)/ll/ti--deml)f1stLlte. 
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since she has said: "If Christian Science lacked the 
proof of its goodness and utility, it would destroy itself; 
for it rests alone on demonstration," Mis. 365 :10-12. 
Thus her institutional foundings were the beacon lights 
of demonstration for her revelations, and they advanced 
only as we were ready for them, in terms of the first 
article in the April 1891 Journal, p. 7. So when 
Mrs. Eddy said salvation was no longer a labor but a 
gift, and that we must be a law unto ourselves, she was 
immediately ready for its founding, as she tells us in 
Miscellaneous Writings that she kept her sandals on 
and staff in hand for minute action in founding, Mis. 
158. 

Are we willing to be more loyal to the Board of 
Directors and The Mother Church than we are to 
Mrs. Eddy as Revelator, Discoverer and Founder of 
Christian Science, and to God through his chosen chan
nel for this revelation (Woman) and founding (man) 
-!\1rs. Eddy as Woman being the union of both to its 
final point of Bride, Word? 

Mrs. Eddy's last book, her Poems, came out in bridal 
form with the cross and crown on the back-behind
as "Mother" is placed in tbe Concord Church, but it 
has been put into black and the cross and crown in front. 
The poems v:ere announced for sale in December J our
nal, 1910. 

This Book contained (among many) two Poems
"The United States To Great Britain," p. 10, written 
two months after f\1 rs. Eddy preached in the Concord 
Branch, April J oumal, 1898, and the First Members 
of The ~lother Church attended. This poem speaks of 
the bridal of these two nations-Great Britain which 
gave us the Bible, and the United States which gave us 
Science and Health-Is not this fact the basis for the 
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assured union of these X ations? And will not "r orId 
peace be assured thereby, which is the work of Branch? 
(for never will these books, nor their channels. be 
de11l0nstrably united until the City foursquare is dem
onstrated in Church). and did it not have a vital con
nection with Branch-the completed Church? :\lso 
"Satisfied," Poems p. 79, was written in the last year of 
the :\ ineteenth Centurv-the limit of ~Iotherhcod
S.&H. 559 :32-2. and republished in Oct. 1910 Journal 
-~Iother's last J ournal ~lessage! 
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Chapter XI I I 

"SPIRITC.-\.L TE.-\'CHI~G ~ICST 
.-\.L 'Y.-\. YS BE BY SY~IBOLS" 

Science and Hcalth 5~5:13. !-t. 

"Our highfSt SOISt' 0.1 inliniu 1/"(',1 in this TII',rtlll 

sphere is but thf sign mltf spnbd, n''/ th" sub

sltinct! (,; f}(,(,d." [-nity oj Gor.,d, 61: Ii find IS. 

"THE IDEAL \1.\:\ CORRESPO:\OS TO CRL\TIO:\, TO 

I :\TEI.J.Il;E:\CE, .\:\D TO TR{'n (' 
Science anJ Health 51 i:8 &: 9 

TIlE thread of SY\[llOL, as has been previously noted, 

runs prunuuncedly through all of \Ir~. Eddy's re\'Cla

tilln and foundIng in currelative confurmity \\'ith the 

Bible's prcsentatiun of the "materials" fur the assem

bling uf "Cninrsal \Ian"~it is as if his \'arious parts 

are numbered and must tit into place after the fashion 

of 5010ml)n's Temple, fl)r whom David gathered the 

(/ss0ciated \'alue5~the sound of "hammer nor axe" 

never being heard l)f1 the grcund of their final assem

blage. These symbols of the Bible all point tIl spiritual 

\'alues in their assembling of the true Temple (or tab

ernacle) ~"_-\n house not made wi th hands, eternal in 

the heaycns," II Cor. .; :1. "::\ot for that we would be 

l·:\CLUTlIED. but Cl.UTHED {I'll:\, that murtality might 

be ~\\'allf)\\ed up of Life." +th \'erse. The symbols are 

tIl the en,l that \\'C ",ill not be "uncll)thed" in working out 

the spiritual ends of :1Uman life in its journey to the 
goal flf being "cf)f1tf;rme,l ttl the image of his Son," 

Rom :-.; :~q, but jf they ( the symbuls) are cherished as 

all t'lz'/, thn- become \Iflses' \'eil beiure our faces, so 
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that we cannot steadfastly look to the end of that which 
"IS .-\BULISIIEU"! II Cor. 3 : 13. 

"To liH so as to keep human consciousness :rilled 
\\ith its symbols. of father. mother. children. hurne. 
friends. church. etc.. etc.] in constant relatj()n \Yith 
the diyine. the spiritual. and the eternal. is [() indi\':d
ual ize i nrin i te power; and thi sis C h ri sti .1n ~c i enct:." 
:\ly. 160; alstl :\Iis. IOO:19-~), bears this uut, and the 
pure sy I1lbul is the :-\ngel going beiore us to keep us in 
the way and to bring us "intu the place \yhich I haH 
prepared," Exod. n :~O-30. It is the A_ngel that brings 
us "in unto the :-\morites. and the Hittites, and the Perlz
zites. and the Canaanites, and the Hiyites. and the Jebu
sites"--\Trse ~3- \ the entire scope of error that claim 
our Promised Land after it had been uriginally gi\Tn 
to Shem and .-\braham as types of spiritual conscious
ness) to redeem the land to us and dissipate the false 

- f H' C ~ , H -8" "+ 1- J claIm 0 am s sen, anaan, ~_.\: __ ~ _:_ -_I _ • ust 

as they redeemed their literal heritage frum the tlliJ<' 

claim about it, so must ,,-e redeem our symbols til spirit
ual realities, by bringing them to the "ideal" through 

'J C'~, H ++ 1 11 1 - - 1- 0 the pattern of the true I ea, 2\_l~ _ _ : __ -_~;~ / :,1-

10. The "ideal" being the human consciousness uf idea 
through symbol. 

This is what makes "the ideal man" and "the ideal 
woman" such a piyotal point in the human conscious
ness. Idea is abstract (to the human consciousness) 
while the "ideal" is the highest human perceptiun 1)[ 
the "idea_" The human consciousness can understand 
man, woman. father, mether. f ri end. home. etc.. and 
this is its life-line to reach "[,i/<,. represented by the 
Father; Truth represented by the Son: and [,r"-t'. rep
resented by the .\lother," S_&H_~6():1-3. and man as 
corresponding "tu Truth," and \\'oman as corresp1ln.i-
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ing "to Life and to Love." as the reflection of Father
\lother; heaven corresponding to "home." etc.. etc. The 
human consciousness and concepts cannot be discarded 
or risen above. they must be redeemed as in Science and 
Health. )73 :)-1:? There is no other place for demon
stration than in the human consciousness-God is all 
right and so is man as his idea. but the wi tness (symbol) 
must be silenced-first turned to the goycrnment of the 
idea it counterfeits. and then dissipated. 

So the symbols of Church that \Irs. Eddy permitted 
liS to build. according to the pattern shown her "in the 
\lount" of Vision of the true "spiritually organized 
Church ". Ret. p. ++ ::?9-+. must be recognized for their 
value and then dissol\"ed into idea. Eycn as the sym
bols of "man" and "woman" which must be broken 
"in pieces." J er. ) I ::?:? when understood! ".\fter this 
material form of cohesion and fellowship ~ChurchJ 

has accomplished its end. continued organization re
tards spiritual growth. and should be I..\JD OFF.-e\"en 
as the corporeal organization .... is finally laid off, in 
order to gain spiritual freedom and supremacy." Ret. 
+5:8-13: Ret. +7:1: .\Iis. 91 :+: 1++:3:?: 3~8:30. 

So it is with all symbols from Church down, and 
'\lrs. Eddy clearly indicates in the quotation imme
diately above, which is written of ('Church," that we 
must remove even this symbol from our consciousness 
before we can hope to translate its human correlative 
-the body of man. Jesus used Temple and body as 
correlatives, S.&H .. ~76: 10-n. and how could we re
deem the lesser until the greater oycrshadowing thought 
is redeemed? Could we redeem our sense of man until 
we redeem our sense of God? \Yas not this the fault of 
the ages. trying to redeem man with a faulty sense of 
Church and God? So we must suffer bodilv for the 
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limitations and shortcomings of our Church! as "Chris
tians" ha\"e done before us and are doing today, \Yhat 
an inconsistency to hold to the symbol of Church, and 
discard as of no value in our work the symbols cf man, 
woman, father, mother, etc., of which the symbol of 
Church is the composi te aggregation, "as we rise the 
symbols disappear" both specifically and c0l/t'ctirely,' 

The following shows how closely ,\1 rs" Eddy corre
lated the specific symbols of the Bible with her larger 
thought values, before she dissoh'ed them: SEn::'\" stars 
in Jesus' right hand; SEYE:'\" Churches; SEYE::\ sons of 
Jacob; SEn~::\ days of creation; SE\T::\ SL\LS (the latter 
explaining Xaaman's SI-TE::\ dips in Jordan, II Kings 
5 :14; and "the child sneezed seHn times," II Kings 
+ :35). etc., were correlated in SI,TE::\ as the numerical 
origin, and permanent quorum of the .\Iassachusetts 
.\Ietaphysical College; .\Iassachusetts .\Ietaphysical 
College Association; The X ational Christian Scientists' 
Association and the First Church of Christ, Scientist
although in her Life of .\Iary Baker Eddy, Sibyl \ViJ
bur mentions at one time a membership of two hundred 
in First Church before it was dissolved in lRiN-the 
quorum was SE\"E::\, The X ational Christian Scientists' 
Association-although beginning in a Call of THIRTEF:,\" 

indiyiduals, and ending in THIRTEE::\ addresses to the 
Congress ot the "'orld's Religion at the Chicago 
"TorId's Fair expounding the doctrines of Christian 
Science, which :\ssociation was made up of many hun
dreds-the quorum was SEn:::\; there \\'ere SE\"E::\ years 
of the Journal before the dissolving of these instituticns 
took place, etc., etc. 

So, too, for the Bible symbols of the T\\"l-:I.\'E TRIBES, 

T\\'EIXE stones gathered out of the midst of J orcian and 
erected as a symbol of their unity's building the Tem-
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pIe; Elijah's altar of TWFIXE stones and T\\TLn: barrels 
of water as the expression of "the basis of immortality." 
S.&H. 585: I:?: Elisha's T\\'FU'E yoke of oxen, when 
he was called to build nn the altar of T\\TIXE which 
Elijah had fashioned, Elijah having shown his unreadi
ness to go beyond SFVEX, the last rung in the ladde I if 
"ascending" angels. in his destrllrtir,n of the prophets ')f 
Baal; Elisha's T\\'ELVE oxen, showing that he had 
"worked" ("and he with the T\\'ELFn(') up to his 
anointing; Jesus T\\"EIXE disciples; Jesus T\\'ELVE 
thrones in the REGEXER,HIOX-~Iatt. 19-.?8; T\\"ELVE 
baskets of food gathered up after feeding the multitude 
with SEVEX quantities-five loaves and two fishes; 
TWELVE STARS on "Toman's Crown; T\\"EU"E TRIBES as 
the gates of the City, and T\\"EU"E foundations of the 
T\\"ELVE apostles .)f the Lamb: the measure of the City 
being I ++ cubits. the square of T\\"EIXF: ~Irs. Eddy un
folded the following correlatives in her founding or 
svmbolic work: 

Her Second Voluntary Organization of Church 
was founded on TWELVE former members of the Church 
whose quorum was always SE\"FX~-she placing a star 
by each of thei r names thereafter in the ~Ianual; the 
first Boston Church was formed TWEL\"E years before 
the unfolding of the City foursquare. the "spiritually 
organized" Church. the latter being the "capsheaf' of 
the entire unfolding of the symbols of the evolutionary 
Church of the Bible, redeeming its every tribe as a gate 
of the City: ~Irs. Eddy visited The ~lother Church 
for the first time at the expiration of the T\\"ELFTH 
volume of the Journals. the very day the volume was 
closed, as the Editor of the Journal called to our par
ticular attention: the Journals were published eHry 
month. and the ~lassachusetts ~letaphysical College as 
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"parent :\ssociation" met eHry month-both typing 
:\Iotherhcod-"yielding her fruit eycry month"
T\\'EU'E times a year and "bearing T\\'E1'\"E manner of 
fruits"-Rev, 22:2; the Extension was built T\n~LrE 
years after The (little) .\Iother Church; it (the Exten
sian) was founded on The General Teachers' Associa
tion of TWEU'E Executive members, onlv SEn~2': of which 
could be Teachers, showing that teaching ends in SE\'E2': 
("The main topics for discussion are l-2':ITY OF _KTI02':, 
strict conformity with The .\Iother Church By-Laws, 
etc.," .\Ian. 41 st, p. 87) *; the Sentinel, which registered 
Branch activities and Associations, immediately upon 
the close of its T\\'ELFTH volume tells us that "Christian 
Science IS ABSOLl"TE," .\Iy. 2+1, 2+2 . .\Irs. Eddy's ar
ticle was undoubtedly written at the time of the expira
tion of the T\\'ELFTH volume. The Cross and Crown had 
been taken off of it immediately, after the building of 
the Extension. showing the \York of the Sentinel was 
finished when the Extension was built (after eight years 
from the time the Sentinel was first published), and 
that the succeeding four years to 1910. when she said 
"Christian Science is absolute" was its opportunity 
(which it embraced) to rise into oneness with .\Iuther 
in TWEU·E. .\Iiscellany, p. +3 :5-32. shows how the 
Extension had symbolized the T\n~I.\'E stones set up by 
the TWEu'E Tribes from the midst of Jordan, Josh, 4. 
over which we had crossed at that time, 

The ".\Iotherhood" unfoldment belonging to the 
work of "The .\Iother Church" in "the 2':1:\ ETEE2':TH 
Century," S,&H .. 159:31-2, had been seen by l"S to be 
finished when .\Irs. Eddy closed The (little) .\Iother 
Church and we went to commune in the big Extension, 
,\1 rs. Eddy had seen this when she d rapped the ti tie 
of ".\Iother" in 1903 when she allowed us to build this 

* She excommunicated the brar.ches. ~h, 140, immediateh' after the 
TWELFTH Communion Sen'ice. ' , 
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Church, and she accepted as finished our '!i'orb in the 
Extension when she dissoh'ed the Communion Service 
in 1908, !\Iy. 140, 1+1, just two years after its dedica
tion, 'wd simultaneously with gi\'ing us the "Celestial 
Crown," June Journal, 1908,-and a "glorified Jesus," 
S.&H. 200 :25-29. Jesus, or "the highest human cor
poreal concept of the divine idea," S.&H. 589: 16-18, 
had embraced demonstrably his TWELVE disciples-so 
the work of both Churches and both periodicals, the 
Journal and Sentinel-was finished. The Journal fin
ished I\10therhood in the TWELFTH volume; and the 
Sentinel Cniversal Son in the TWELFTH volume. The 
Sentinel, the Child of the Journal (according to The 
\Veekly--or first name of the Sentinel-first issue's 
"Salutatory") the Crown of :\Iother Journal! The 
J 0urnal having been called her Child in a most pointed 
way in Journal, Vol. 8, Xo. 4, July, 1890, p. 168. 

"Der Herold der Christian Science" went out to the 
\VorId to proclaim the "C"\I\'ERS.-\L activity and avail
ability of Truth" when the title of ":\lother" was 
dropped; five directors appointed instead of four; capi
tal "I" in "intelligence" and in "the ideal man," S.&H. 
517 :8, dropped to small "i"; obstetrics abolished in 
College; S.&H. 68 from line 27 to 31 next page added 
to Science and Health; Bible and Science and Health 
reordained to preach for this Church '-\:\D THE WORLD, 

instead of "so long as the Church is satisfied with this 
Pastor" (with no mention of "the 11' or/d"), as for
merly-Revelation 22nd chapter being beyond Church. 

The :\Ionitor had no work to do, as it was all done, 
when it came. I t came after "cross and crown" had 
been finished in Church and removed from the Sentinel! 
The Communion Services had been abolished in June 
before the ;\Ionitor came at Thanksgiving Season, in 
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1908. the symbrJ/ of the feast and plenty of the season

"the butter and honey" of Immanuel! Isa. 7:1+,15. 
In the first \lonitor. the first editorial appears with 

the foIIO\\'ing just before "Something In a );ame," \ly. 
353, "The gentleman. \1 r. Frank Bell, has caught my 
tllllllder,' therefore. he will not object to the liyhtning 
which accompanies it." The expression to which she 
refers as her "thunder" is a letter from a \1r. Frank 
Bell. addressed to her when the \Ionitor \\"as prospec
ti\'e-); 0\', :?, 190R-and from which the following is 
quoted: 

":\s a ); e\\spaper man I thank you for nlE CHRIS

TL\:\" SCJE~CE ~!O:\'JTOR in prospect, and I feel sure that 
such \yill be the sentiment of hundreds of ne\yspaper 
workers all oYer the land when THE ~!O:\"ITOR in fact 
shall han demonstrated the feasibility of clean jour
nalism. 

":\ definition of 'monitor' is. 'One who adn'ses,' 

and I foresee that when this CHRISTL\:\ SCIE:\"CE ~!o:\I

TOR shall han prond that there is such a thing as news
paper success along non-sensational lines. fhere will fol-
10\\' a widespread readjustment of news policies. for 
which I am sure none will be more truly thankful than 
an army of honest. conscientious toilers in the ranks of 
news pa perd om." 

This shows the purpose of the \Ionitor-to "ad7"ise" 

others to do likewise! To lea\'e the Christian Science 
\Ioni tor to shape "mass" and rentralize decisions and 
thought w()uld be another channel for the "\Iothcr
ing" that has passed away with \Irs. Eddy's prophetic 
going (Re\'. I:?: I +-the "half a time" of all mother
hood). The id,'a has been sent forth. and as ;,\1 r. Bell 
suggests (which suggestion \1 rs. Eddy called •. Her 
tllllTld,.,." for which she supplies the "lightning" of 
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idea in giving us the -'Ionitor's intcnt and mission) for 

the purpose of advising others to do likewise, and not 
to monopolize the idea. Ideas are diffusi\·c when un
bound by form. The delay in getting the \lonircr has 
thwarted the Pl-RPOSE for which it was largely sent 
forth, \1 is. 7: 17 -l+, as comparatively few Scienti~ts 

depend entirely upon it for ne\vs. Has it not sen'ed to 

advise us that we cannot do without this idea more 
wideh· diffused? _\n idea cannot be effaced! 

Thus ended the symbols ()f \Iotherhood-"cross and 
crown" both laid aside in Church and literature. 

The \lonitor (the word comes from the same deri
\-ati\·e as "moen" and "man") as Generic -'Ian "spl·t'ad

ing IIndii.-ided the Truth that opcrates unspent," -'ly . 
. '_~_'-the expression of 'Yomanhood. which symbolizes 
"generic -'Ian," S.&H. _:;61 :ll. In all the editions of 
Science and Health up to the lnd edition of 1907, \lrs. 
Eddy says in this reference-"The \\oman in the .\pcca
lypse is the "ignette, etc.," S.&H. _~61 :ll, now: "The 
"'oman in the .\pocalypse symbolizes generic man, 
etc." So this is the obiect of the \Ionitcr-the "ignette, 
to "spread" and fade in form into the surrounding 
scenes of "'orld activities, carrying its generic idea into 
e\'erything, rather than battling against the activities it 
is designed to translate through redemption to idea. 
"To SPRE.\D undi\'ided," -'Iy. 353, suggests infinity; 
SPREAD being the process of Vignette; its type is ginn 
in -'lis. 100: 19-1_=;. This is "the spiritual monitor 
l-:'\[)FRSTOOD"! That -'Irs. Eddy nenr made it possible 
to continue its picture as Vignette beyond her passing 
(as has been done in violation of our -'lanual) we will 
understand only in the proportion to our understanding 
"'omanhood as idea and not physique! An idea brought 
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to expressicn is neHr lIJ~t, Bl'I the human 1fHIl1 will 
seem to becluuJ it, if it is allowed tl) cIJl1tinue~ 

\"as nlJt thi~ abIlity tl) translate a ~ymb,d intI) its 
antecedent idea, the "'()rl1:1nh'"I,i that JI)hn unif)l,kd, 
as a consequent and cl;mpkmellt ()f his manh,),d, he 
h,l\"ing been gi\Tn the name b\ J e~Lb (to[!ether \\i th 
his brother James) I \i Btunerges, 51 1n oi thunder, on 
aC(I)unt Ilf his tiery eHnestne~s, .\Iark ~ :17, It was 
he \\h,) suggested calling t-ire d'l\\"n irilln he<lyen on the 
heads uf the ~.1mHitans \\ho reiu~e,i t'J recei\'l~ Jesus, 
sht)\ying Elliah's qualit\", \\ho represented Fatherh,),ld, 
Luke 9:,~+-~6, but J:lhn's transl,ltil)n Iii the syl11b lds 
with \\hich the other gllSpelS de,d is \Ylllhlcdull~' cll'.lr, 
particularly the symboll "\\'I)man" ~ "'oman i, ,.-.dIed 
"Daughter" by the I;ther gllspek Llther Je'Lb called 
\\'UIll<Ul "D,lUghter" out of Ju,iu, sh'I\\I"-~ h,)\\' he 
(Jesus) kcpt til symbll !. ,1lhi in S') m.lJl\ :n't.1f1lCS ;le 
deliberately usc,l cena:n ~} mb'IL; II:' t1ll''';;11speL saying 
at the time "tiLl[ the prlJpheLles l11i,~ht be 1ulrille,i" ~ 

:-\ n () tab Ie ills t.1T1 c e, .\ Ia tt, ~ 1 ::? -7, ! 11 1 u : til: I1le n t I I ii, h , 
9:9. Jesus trie,i t': Lse aboi\'e thc literal prl)I,I'l'l'~' '. ir 
symbols), but [,lund th,lt they l11u~t be it\lti::~,i t:1 leaH 
a life-line ;n rhe human LIIIlSci()llSill''' \1.I[L ~/): ~.?-~+, 

sh()\\ed th;s 511 lle,Hi}, Jdlfl, t:,e tJl'I')\'e,i ,ii~,iple, 1JI1 
the \yay tl) the \'isil)n IJi generic mall--~"")(l1anhl:lhi--in 
the "~-\.p'icahpse," re,'()gn:zcd the symh,J! or spt'lljir 
"\\'Ilman" thr"ugh'lut hisL;llspel. L,liling "'IJJlLln hy llO 

ether !1:ll11e, i"r he rec'Jr,led ')!lh the \\IIrk IJ1 J e~U5 :n 
JudeJ "here Jl'511~ (,lllc,i ""JIll,ln "ll'r,'//I("I" an,i !l'll 

"Daughter." a~ hc ,Li :n :Jll' lither ,~,,'peb \ "~-\ IL11llC 
better than I); SIJ[1~ and I:i :1.\: (;f!lff{,," rsa.~():~·, the 
one e\~ept:iln he:n:z: Luke 1~, \\hLTl' h,' tells thc ""lman 
in Pe:-cJ' tiL, [ ,hL' !" :L']l',l'l,l "\,"mun, rhllu ,\R.T 
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loosed from thine infirmity"-because it was the healing 
immediately before he raised Lazarus from the dead - , 
whi .. h was his last. and immediately after the wonder-
ful discourse in John 10. where he put the ''1'' before 
the Fatherhood of God. yerse 30. and realized that 
"Principle and its idea· is one," S.&H. +65. as :\lrs. 
Eddy explains so wonderfully, S.&H. 361 : 13- f8. This 
marvelous discourse was Jesus' rejected declaration of 
\Vomanhood, "All that ever came before me are thieves 
and robbers. but the sheep did not hear them," verse 8.* 
Is not this perhaps :\1rs. Eddy's intent in the fifth pic
ture in Christ and Christmas where she pictures the 
twelve sheep with no Shepherd. The Glossary in Christ 
and Christmas for this was taken from John 8. before he 
rose to the height of the Shepherd in John 10. The 
picture in the true circle (9th) in Christ and Christmas 
has John 10 for a basis. "There shall be one fold and one 
Shepherd." 

The woman bowed together with infirmity. in Luke 
13. being the only instance where Jesus called a woman 
"froman," outside of John's Gospel. was healed imme
diately after this marvelous discourse in John 10 wherein 
he released "woman." The discourse being in October 
and the "'oman's healing in .:'\ovember. So Jesus first 
released "Tomanhood in Galilee. John 2; then in Sama
ria. John +; then in Judea. John 8; and then released 
her universally beyond Jordan. He said. "'Yoman thou 
ART loosed from thine infirmity." \Yoman had to be 
released before man could be; and so his next "healing" 
step was to raise Lazarus from the dead in February. 
The discourse recorded in John 10 was giyen in the 
SE\'E:\"TH Jewish month (October) -the top rung of the 

* :" ate he said" arr," not lure, for they were helpful steps until a 
higher re\'elation came. 
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ladder in ascent as preyiously recorded (correspond
ing numerically to Gad) ; the \,"oman was declared to 
be free in the eighth Jewish month (X ovember, corre
sponding numerically to Asher-"spiritual compensa
tion," S.&H. 581-":\ hind let loose "-Gen. 4-9:2 I, 
] acob's blessing) ; Lazarus was raised from the dead in 
the eleyenth Jewish month which (corresponded to J 0-

seph), which was his last healing and as far as he was 
abel to reyeal his yision. He arose from the dead him
self in the first Jewish month, April. which was the 
thirteenth call for himself. but he could reveal nothing 
but a quickening thereafter of the disciples on the way 
to Emmaus, yet revealed no further letter, except in 
prophecy to St. John on the Isle of Patmos. 

(The above and others in these S f)tes statements 
of time, place and ci rcumstance other than in the Bible 
itself is taken from Peloubet's Bible Dictionary-the 
immediate facts, pp. 7Ti, 778.) 

All things are CRLHED "by] esus Christ." said Paul. 
The Bible CREATES all symbols for thei r translation in 
"to intelligence" (divine reason in Church), thence "to 

Truth" (in the Cniverse), which latter is one with Loye 
or embraced in Loye, Abraham's FOCRTEEX, Gen. 14-. 

For the purpose of showing the necessity for si
lencing of the symbol ("creation") through intelligent 
use on the wa\, to "Truth"-the three steps being the cor
respondence of the ideal man, S.&H. 517-8-"To crea
tion, to intelligence, and to Truth," John's method in the 
intelligent use of symbols-particularly of "11'011lan" 

-is cited in a concise way in the following synopsis 
of his gospel. 

] OHX'S GOSPEL 

Chapter 1 (John) -J ohn, the disci pIe, was the only 
gospel writer who translated symbol into idea. For ex-
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ample, he starts his narrative of Jesus' tC1chin',;5 hy bap
tizing Jesus apparently in John the Rl[1ti,t', mentality, 
as typed by the Rinr Jordan. a- :: 1 nL'nt: ln is m3.de of 
any other baptism in ~~,e tlr-r Cr1:1ptcr nf J'lhn. in which 
the Ri\'el }')rdan is nilt men~:I'lned f,.r, Ilf cnurse, the 
cr:nscinusnes5 of John the Baptist and the Rinr Jordan 
are the same, as J ardan means the "de-cender," judg
ment, It ri-e- in a large spring in DJ!1 (:\nimal \'Jag
netism, S.&H. ~,,~) an,i tlo\\'s into the Dea,l Sea, and 
although it is but f,~ mile- fr.')m the ~t'J d (~alilee 

(\\'hich is a part of itl to the Dead ~C:l. :t \\in,is until 
its course is ~()() miles. sh')\\'ing \\hat a Jc"'/'c'Tlt it ;s, :\1-
most eHrything nf any moment in the Bible 'YJS done 
wi th reference u; the RiYer J nrdan, which must be 
crossed before the Prl,m: sed Land c,)u!.i be reached. 
),"aaman was f()~ced til dip in it senn times. Elijah 
ascended on the other ~ide thar~ the Prnm:sed La!1li, 
Reuben and Gad rctused t,) ga ()\'Cr it for their inheri
tances; \'Ianasseh had portir;ns on BOTH si,ies, as the 
tlye daughters of \'Janasseh ,yere the tlrst \\'omen to 

establish woman's rights, as there \ycre flll - ins. ),"um
bers 26 :33, 27: 1-11-sll, of l'I)U r5e, they h:ll1 p()ssessions 
on both sides, as "a \\'(;man shall C1)mpJSS a :113n," Ter-
31 :22, and his inheritJnce. ~il John's gi)spcl :mplies the 
metaphysical pf( i CeS5 nf J l.lhn the Baptist's thought, as 
the latter's "repentance for the remi::..;i ,1n (If sins" was 
typed by the Rinr })flian in "hieh he haptizd. 

Chapter 2 Unhn l-Jesus' b;lptism h,' a LC\'ite, 
forced on him the pr'lblem nf unitii1L:: the human anli 
the lii,'ine, 50 J csu..; \\ ent fllrth\\ith i "\11<1 the thi~,: 

day," }lhn ~ \ tl) the marr:agc II! Cm<l ,f (j.ili !ce, ! This 
takes the place r;f the \\ilderne~5 in the ,)thc~ th"ee ;:;',s
pels. Is ntlt ;!~:s the only \\'ilderne~s . :he "Llim IIf 11:
\'ided m~lle ellh1 femJlc in qU3.lit\,?) \\ ht'~l' he turns the 
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water (at manhood) into wine (of Spirit).John'sintelli
gent use of symbols, recorded] esus as responding to his 
:\lother's call for wine, as the call at true \Yomanhood 
-"wine the inspiration at love," S.&H. 35 :.27, .28. Al
though his words, ,. lJ' oman, what have I to do wlth 
thee? mine hour has not yet come" (declaring the de
mand precipitate) showed he realized that he must meet 
the demands of his baptism into manhood (water) be
fore he could turn it into wine, as he symbolized by 
filling the waterpots full to the brim be/o7'e turning the 
water into wine. He never saw his :\lother again as 
"J/other," as he had lifted her above ":\lother" into 
II' oman! 

:\t the foot of the Cross, ] chn 19, the next time he saw 
her, he called her "II' oman:' again, and gave John to 
her as son and her to John as ~lother, although there 
was no relationship between them, showing the uni
versality of :\lotherhood as II' On/fin, corresponding "til 
Life [Fatherhood-S.&H. 569: I] and to Love [\loth
erhood], S.&H. 569 :3." 

] esus' trip to Galilee, ] ohn .2, was the only one out
side of Judea that John records, as Judea is Jesus' tribal 
work as tribe of ] udah. 

Chapter 3 (]ohn)-He could tell Xicodemus he 
must "be born again" as he (] esus) had been, as re
corded in previous chapter, when he saw his :\lother 
as II' oman, and both himself and her as the child of 
Father-:\lother God- (both male .-\:\D female). 

Chapter + (]ohn)-He calls the Samaritan "!oman 
Troman and it turned her water of purification, which 
she thought she needed, into the u'ine of love, and she 
was able to see the Christ a year and a half before Peter 
declared him in Caesarea Phillipi. 
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Galilee, Samaria and Judea lay longitudinally one 
below the other, wi th Jordan as a di rect eastern boun
dary, so that every time Jesus went from Galilee into 
Judea, he must needs pass through Samaria. Samaria 
was considered synonymous with adultery, as the ten 
tribes of Israel, whose capitol was Samaria, were taken 
captives by the Assyrians and the Assyrians sent into 
Samaria to populate it to make it a buffer state between 
Judea and Assyria. The wild beasts multiplied and 
destroyed so many of them, due to the sparsity of popula
tion, that the captured Israelites begged the Assyrians to 
send Israelitish priests into Samaria to teach them the 
~losaic law for their protection, which they dido And 
while they would read the blessings from :\It. Gerizim 
and the curses from 2'.1t. Ebal, they practiced idolatry 
as well; and so Samaria was made up of renegade J e'U°s 

(from kingdom of Judah) escaping across the border, 
and Assyrianso That was why the Jews had no dealings 
with the Samaritanso Jesus was forced to meet this adul
tery between Galilee (\Vomanhood) and Judea (l\lan
hood) typified by Samaria, typed by the adulterous 
Samaritan woman (who left her waterpots at the call 
of "\Voman," John 4:21,28), before he entered upon 
his mission in Judea. 

Chapter 5 (John) -Thence Jesus healed the impo
tent man at the pool of Bethesda, with a claim sugges
tive of false womanhood and false manhood-"Behold 
thou art made whole: sin no more, lest a 'U°orse thing 
come unto theeo" 

Chapter 6 (John)-Thence, he fed the multitude in 
the wilderness, after commanding the men to sit do'U°n. 

Spiritual supply being in revelation - \Vomanhoodo 
Twelve baskets full were left. \Vhen reason is silenced 
in obedience to revelation, the power of twelve IS re-
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vealed. "Then the Tweh'e Tribes were together in the 
u:ilderness, they were all fed by daily manna and drank 
the same spiritual drink, I Cor. IO:+-with no other 
effort than to obey, thereby humbling reason before rev
elation.* 

Chapter 8 (John)-"'oman taken in adultery, lifts 
up herself when he lifts the condemnation of man from 
her ("hath no man condemned thee? She said, "X 0 

man, Lord." And Jesus said unto her "X ei ther do I 
condemn thee: go, and sin no more") ; and Jesus lifts 
up himself to the ""'oman," having stooped down on the 
ground with her until she could see '" omanhood and 
lift up herself on foundation of true manhood. She re
sponds to the call of "\Vom;m," verse I 0, after the false 
sense of man withdraws-9th verse. Then he defines 
the de7.·il, and puts himself before human symbol of 
Fatherhood, Abraham-"Before Abraham was, I am." 
\Yhereupon the Jews sought to stone him. 

Chapter 9 (John)-Heals the man "born blind fram 
[because of] his :\lother's 'U·omb." After the impure 
sense of woman is risen aboye, the hu manly pllre sense 
of woman must be met. In other words, human bi rth 
must be met before human death. 

Chapter 10 (John) -Gives the wonderful discourse 
where he rose to his \Yomanhcod and expressed the limi
tation of manhood separated from \Yomanhood: "All 
that ever came before me are thie7'es and robbers" (4th 
verse). Limitation of vision, no matter how good it is 
as far as it goes, robs us at the point of the limitation. 
In this chapter, he puts the "1" before the "Father" 

* Their supply followed them. as true supp1r alwars does. It comes 
from the husband (support) of the past-"God requireth that which is 
past," Eccles. 3:15. The reasons (ravens) of the past fed Elijah in 
the wilderness with meat until the brook dried up-which meant he 
must move forward to Womanhood. 
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when he says: "I and m\- Father areJ!1c." .\fatherhood 
(LoYe) is larger than F atherh()llll : Li fe) as Li fe is the 
actiyity of Lon \ "Life is the sp()ntaneit~.- of LoYe"
,\1:-. 1 S_~), embraced therein. \ C{)mpare the definition 
of Father \yith '\1'1ther in the Glossary.) ~-\gain, they 
tried to stone him and he was fllreed ttl gil m-er Jordan 
to the place where John first hapti ... : ... c'd him. In other 
words. \Yhat is there in this water baptism that forever 
puts out the baptism of fire of the Holy Ghnst? John the 
Baptist said: "I indeed baptize you with \\ater. _ .. but 
he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost" and with fire . 
.\latt3:11. 

Chapter II (John)-l"nfolds the raisingof Lazarus 
from the dead. J es'us wept because there was no \-ision 
of \Yoman in .\Iartha's or .\Ian's thought. He does not 
call them ".\lartha" or "'\Iary" nor "\Yoman"-he just 
wept. 

Chlpter I~ (john)-.\Iary anointed Jesus' feet with 
ointment and wiped them with the hair of her head_ She 
did not see beyond manhood,-she of whom Jesus had 
the right to expect m0st. as it was she that sat at HIS feet 
in the house when .\lartha sen-ed. "The right to sit at 
Jesus' feet" being the step below "To form the bud for 
bursting bloom. ___ to point to heayen and lead the way," 
'\lis. -,SR, 389-"\Yoman Rights." woman at man's 

feet rather than head ("To form the bud for btl rsting 
bloom "-In man's thought-.\l is. ~S9:+) prepares him 
for burial. as she cut off the symbol of \\"omanhood. 
Life. S.&H .. ~17:IO, to him. John 1~:7. Of course. she 
did not interfere with Jesus' indiyidual demonstration, 
but left no symbol of \\' omanhood in the human con
sciousness to attest the truth of his \\"omanhood. 

The Greeks then reached Jesus through Phillip and 
Andrew ("\Yhat mean these wounds in your hands? .... 
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Those with which I was wounded in the house of my 
friends"-his disciples-Zech. 13 :6) and he accepts his 
crucifixion, as the only possible proof to the Greek 
thought. 

Chapter 19 (John)-26th verse, he again calls his 
~lother "'''oman'' and leaves her as "'''oman'' and not 
"~Iother"-except as F ni'l.:ersa/ 1\1otherhood. John's 
~lother-everyone's l\lother. "The ideal woman corre
sponds to Life [Father. S.&H. 569:1, 2J and to Love 
[l\lother, S.&H. 569 :2, 3 J," 

Cha pter 20 (J ohn) -J esus called 1\ 1 a ry "\\' orl)an" 
and she did not respond. as "'Voman" seemed to "gar
den" her thought ("she, supposing him to be the 
gardener"). 'Vhen he called her "~lary" (a tear, "re
pentance") she responded quickly; thus, to the ',"orId 
John the Baptist's "repentance for remission of sins" 
triumphed, and for the next two thousand years the 
'VorId was baptized in tears of repentance; until the 
call of "~lary" reached ~lrs. Eddy-Retrospection and 
Introspection. p. 8-at the age of eight, audibly; and, 
thereafter, spiritually. Ret. 13. 14, and Pul. 35. 

The above is unfolded to show that Jesus had but 
one name for 'U·oman, according to John, and that 
"\VO\L\:\. " 

In all the other gospels. as previously stated. he calls 
her "Daughter." with the one exception. Luke 13 :12, 
and this was at the close of his ministry. as also previously 
unfolded. "Daughter" suggests ~Jotherhood. "crea
tion." The call of "'V oman" seemed to redeem the con
sciousness of woman, as in John 8. Thus John translat
ed the symbols of Creation into "intelligence" before he 
saw the Truth of man and Woman as the City four
square. on the Isle of Patmos. So must we! His whole 
unfoldment shows orderly thinking. First. he recorded 
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Jesus going back into Galilee to see his \lother as 
\'·oman and so called her, responding to her call for 
wine, as a premature call of "·omanhood upon his 
thought: next he healed the ncbleman's son-perhaps 
the offspring of the marriage of Cana of Galilee-cer
tainly in the same place, and the length of time making it 
possible: next. he told Xicodemus th:lt he must be born 
again (regeneration and not generation enabling us to 
enter the kingdom). Then he heals the woman at the 
"·el! of Samaria, \"ho was depending on human man 
instead of living waters-"Life" representing Father, 
S.&H.~69: 1. Thence, healed the m3.'1 who \\'3.S the 
victim of such a concept of \\'om3.n, "See that thou sin 
no more lest a worse evil befall thee": next, he com
mands the false sense of man (human re:lson) to sit 
do\\'n on the grass, humble itself to true sense (re"Cla
tion) : thence he called the adulterous \\'Oman ""·oman" 
and she Idled liP herself and was "standing in the midst" 
before he lifts up himself to the 'Yoman, etc. The false 
sense of man h2.d "set ['Stand, not sit.' \Iis . .lOO:.:;! her 
in the midst," John 8 :.~: thence he he3.led the m2.n b()fn 
of \'irtuous human motherhood-but born blind from 
(because of) his mother's womb-the cIa; m of generated 
origin. "·omb and tomb 3.re one~ (There is no death 
for man, because there is no birth-they are the same 

enclosures) : thence he raised Lazarus from the dead, 
and seeing no e\'idence of "·om:m in \ 12.[th3. and \Luy, 
accepted his own death-the moment being deciced b" 
the approach of the Greek thought. He knew his time 
had come, because he had pre\'ious!y said in John 6: 
"X 0 man can come unto me, excent the Father which 
hath sent me draw him: and I will raise him up at the 
last da\'," \'erse ++ .. -\Iso \'erse ~7: ".-\11 that the Father 
giveth me shall come to me: and him that cometh to me 
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1 will in no wise cast out." This was Jesus' "Call of 
Thirteen" into the II"O,./J and he quickly responded. 
knowing the ""orld demands dt:11If)nstration, not doc
trine! The Greeks were pagans (as is the "Torld to the 
sense 'of letter) and only one thing could satisfy them 
-proof! 

His disciples in f.7.i..t:!1't' could not see a demonstration 
in thirteen-or spiritually devoid of symbolism. and 
the Greek knew nothing of the symbol. The manner in 
which they interpreted the one fact-God spoke. ]f)hn 
12 :28 . .?9. showed thei r th ree pi anes of thought: The 
people (the Greeks) "said that it thundered"; others 
(the disciples) that "an angel spake to him" (an angel 
is the Christian's "experience" leading the lower to 

something higher. usually affrighting him at first) : but 
] esus heard the words of the Father. This grades every 
experience in Life. the Father alv.:ays speaks and we 
hear from these three grades of concept. The Father 
always says: "I have br.-th glorified it and will glorify 
it again." basing every promise on our ability to see the 
past, Eccl..3 :1'=;. in God's Love. for life is an unbroken 
chain of e\-olutionary progress. as this enti re verse 15 
shows. 

Thence] esus' crucifixion. resurrection. and charge to 
.\lary. John does not record the immaculate conception 
(" Before _-\.braham was, 1 am," John R). transfigura
tion. nor ascension. They must have all seemed natural 
to him ("God is natural gIJOd." S.&H. 119). Jesus left 
the foundation of Church with Peter in the feeciing of 
him lambs and sheep (highest point of ascent), but the 
resurrection. \"ith :\lary .\lagdalene. So he was ready 
for the fourth "'oman. S.&H. 534:5-7-"man-AngeI," 
Rev. 10: thence to the fifth "'oman, mother bringing 
forth man child. Rev. I:?; thence to sixth \Voman, the 
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Bride-City foursquare, the male ano female of God's 
sixth DAY creation. 

?\" 0 one can escape the orderly acceptance of these 
symbols. John knew the true value of \Voman, as a 
symbol, no matter what sense testimony might have said 
about her; hence, his ability to define Love in the ab
stract. Life, Truth and Love cannot be comprehended 
in the abstract by humanity until their symbols of Fa
ther, ~Iother and Son, male and female, are redeemed 
in the human consciousness, and it is done through three 
human steps: first, as "creation"; second as "intelli
gence"; last as "Truth," S.&H. 517:8. \Ye must ac
cept the symbol-"Creation"-from the Bible ("\Vho 
created all things by Jesus Christ"-Eph. 3 :9) ; thence 
see its intelligent value in the human relationships of life 
in Church (formulated good) ; thence its infinite value 
in the universe as "Truth." "X one may pick the lock 
nor enter by some other door," S.&H. 99:12. John had 
the "Key" and always saw the door respond to its de
mand: "And a door was opened in heaven," Rev. 4: I, 
as a response to his previously orderly steps! 
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Chapter XIV 

"TO COMPLETE ITS HISTORY" 
Ret. 1891, p. 58. 

"Union of the masculine and feminine qualities con
stitutes completeness," Science and Health 57 :-/., 5. 

As HAS been unfolded in a previous chapter, the entire 
first organizations of College, Church, Associations 
(both :\Iassachusetts .Metaphysical and National Chris
tian Scientists' Association) were in SEVE:\,,-seven con
stituting a quorum in each and all; and a quorum al
ways indicates basic purpose of an organization. for its 
minimum operating capacity must contain all the ele
ments demanded to function. 

Jesus, as has been previously stated, held but "SE\'EX 
stars in his right hand," and stood in the midst of but 
SEVE:\" candlesticks. Rev. I: 13. 20; and he said the 
stars were the Angels of the Churches. and the SEVEX 
candlesticks the SEVEX Churches (this..statement alone 
would show that Church could never be other than a 
CA:\"DLESTICK, never a candle). He, Jesus, sent messages 
to but SEVE:\" Churches; Rev. 2nd and 3rd chapters 
opened but SEVE:\" seals, Rev. 5th to 8th chapters, be
cause there were but SEVEX days of "CRE.HIOX·' (sym
bolic unfoldment) before the intelligent idea was uni
versally manifested-"A troop cometh. and she called 
his name Gad," Gen. 30: 11, the se7:enfh son or tribe. 

But \Voman came in :\Iotherhood, Rev. 12: 1, 
crowned with f'11:eh'e stars (which Jesus said were the 
Angels of the Churches, Rev. 1:20), "and names written 
thereon, which are the names of the T'11:ehe Tribes of 
the children of ISRAEL", Rev. 21 :12 (stars on \Vo
man's Crown-S.&H. 562: I I -2 I). As the tribes are the 
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stars, this shows clearly that Jesus did not unfold the 
problem beyond the se,'c'nt/z tribe, "Gad": "Science, 
spi ri tual being understood: haste TmL\RD harmony." S. 
&H .. )86:.2 1. .2.2 (\Yoman "perpetual peace"-harmony, 
S.&H. p. 6+). and that there were J~':.t' other tribes and 
stars to unfold before CI-IL'RCH \YJS CO\[PLETED-"To 
complete its history" was '\lrs. Eddy's demand for 
church in Ret. 1891. p. ,~R. "The Revelator C( 'f!lpleted 
this figure ='the spiritual idea.' see marginal topi< \yith 
,,'oman," S.&H .. ~6.2 :,~. 6. Church must be completed in 
". oman's "-.i:eke stars instead of seyen. 

As the first organizations were all limited to SEn::\" 

and were dissolyed in 1889 (during the unfoldment of 
the SE\'E:\"TH yclume of the J ouma!. which W2.S .\loth
er's work, as before outlined. and '\lrs. Edch did not 
visit the "'\lother Chur.:h" until the cia\' the T\\TLFTH 

volume expired. which fact was mentioned as "a happy 
coincidence" in the '\lay 1 SC),~. J ouma!. "01. n. );0 . .z
T\\'ELFTH is in italics for emphasis when this is men
tioned-ail cf this haying been pre\'iously stated ir. de
tail). these organizations in SE\"E:\" were ::d! dissflh'ed. 
The CllIo'c/z was completely dissn!nd and the other 
institutions resolying themselves into rdllTltary :\sso
ciations. Tk ~ ational Christian Scient:5ts' _\ssociation 
repealed its Constitution and By-Laws. a~d resolnd 
itself into a L':\"l\"ERS.\L ,,\SSE\lllLY, July J our:13.1. 1890. p. 
1- ~ J ~ 1 °9? ?6? h' h C. 11 ~ . /). anll :Sept. () _. p. __ . W. lC llr.a •. y merge~ ::1to 
the "'orId's Religious Congress :titer ha\':ng "p:-eached 
the gospel"-glad tidings-to each and e\'ery religion 
on earth. (This has bcen prc\'jous!y Unf(l!l~ed by d:He 
and authority in thc outline (,I1 ··E'.'ll;ut;onary Organiza
tion"). The .\Iassachusetts '\Ieu~!'ys:C3.~ _\s~()c~:1t:()n 

was resoh'ej intu "a \'o!untan' _\ssen~bh' of Christi::ns" 
, , 

(.\lotherhood never reaching bcyor..d CIz~·iJ!ir.Tli!y. :IS ~s 
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shown in the picture in the circle in Christ and Christ
mas, entitled "Christian Cnity"). Journal. June lr;90. 
ItS By-Laws having been reyised in 1889. Set: reyised 
"Constitution and By-Laws of .\Iassachusetts \Ietaphy
sicalA.ssociation i 889." \Yhile the By-Laws still make a 
quorum of SE\'E:'';- in this :\ssociation (as human :\5S0-

~iatien could ne\'er go beyond Seyen). it makes it "the 
parent :\ssociation" and its members "life members," 
unless expelled for 11Iorai deflection. 

In 189i. after this dissolution of the Church in Se1'Cll, 

and the repealing of the Constitution and By-Laws of 
the :\ ational Associatien. freeing it from all law. and 
resolving it into a L':\"!\·ERS.\L .-\SSE\IBLY . .\Irs. Eddy un
folded the City foursquare ~in the XI:\"TH volume of the 
Journals) \vhich is the \L·\LE and FDL-\LE CHILD. 

S.&H. 577 :+-11. The Bride being "the square of the 
circle." for which mathematicians worked so long and 
ga\'C up as impossible of material solution. but as a 
real quantity. a "spiritual quantity." This is their re
corded statement. .\Irs. Eddy wonderfully elaborJtes . . 
the meaning of the square in SCience and Health. Re-
yised Edition. of i 890. page :?:?6. chapter ,,'" ay-side 
Hints" ([0 which she refers us en page 309 of '\liscel
laneous \Yritings) "In its way, the square is as perfect 
as the circle. Four straight lines. each forming a right 
angie with its neighbors. are the boundaries of a perfect 
enclosure. Of course the whole description is meta
phoric. Spiritual teaching \1L'ST .-\L\L\YS be by symbols 
.... Squareness is a synonym for wholeness. "'hat is 
meant. in modern language. by the phrase .. He :s a good 
sqlial'e man.' but that the person referred to is upright 
and downright. true. honest. sincere? Square-dealing is 
a not uncommon epithet. 'On the square?' is the question 
often asked. when a barga~n is proposed. 'Parting upon 
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the square,' is a phrase -,vhich has passed into popular 
use frem the parallelism of Free ~Iasonry." Then she 
makes the statement clearer by bringing it to a point by 
using Dr. Eddy as an illustration of what she means by 
the square in the City foursqulrt, etc. 

On the previous page of this revised edi tion of 1890. 
Mrs. Eddy says: "The Holy City, described in the 
Apocalypse as coming down from God out of heaven, 
is Christian Science." 

This edition from which the above is quoted is the 
same as the 16th, when \ve have "Genesis" and the 
"Apocalypse" for the first time with" Prayer and Atone
ment" between, also the Glossary as the Key to the 
Scriptures. The City foursquare is presented here as 
a "Wayside Hint" and was not added to the Apocalypse 
for five years after it was originally hinted at in the 
16th edition. Does this not show that the true idea of 
the "man child" had to be gained first, who afterwards 
must be "caught up unto God, and to his throne," Rev. 
12:5, where he finds his Bride, Rev. 19:7-9. \Ve must 
"glorify Jesus" and his j('l'en stars before we are ready 
to see the meaning of the other jive (on Woman's crown) 
to whom we must unite «u.:ed) the seven. Note that the 
God-crowned Woman in The ~lother Church has a 
flare of seven stars at the top and five below, next to her 
forehead. "Wayside Hints" WllS a gleam from the 
Twelve Stars! 

Immediately after presenting the City foursquare in 
1891, Mrs. Eddy gave us Retrospection and Introspec
tion for the first time in 1891, p. 58, saying that "this 
spiritually organized Church of Christ (Scientist) in 
Boston still goes on, etc." (as we find it in our present 
edition of Retrospection and Introspection, p. 44 :29-4), 
but she added on the same page immediately below: 
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"After this experience and the Divine purpose is ful
filled in these changing scenes, this Church may find it 
wisdom to organize a second time for the CO\IPLETIO:\ 

of its history. This however is left to the providence 
of God"; giving us shortly before: "It is vain to look for 
perfection in churches or associations." X 0 and Yes, 
41: 12, 13, as we now have it. 

In 1892, after searching diligently for authority to 
do so, as previously recorded in the chapter on ., Evolu
tionary Organization, " :\1rs. Eddy founded the second 
organization on TWELVE of her students (who were of 
course, members of the :\1assachusetts :\letaphysical 
Association, the "parent Association" - Constitution 
and By-Laws revised 1889), who were FOR\IER mem
bers of her Fi rst Church, thereby embracing the dis
solved (mentalized) Church. The word "dissoh'e" 
means to liquify and "water symbolizes the elements of 
:\Iind," S.&H. 507:3. So the First Church was not 
lost, but found in the higher combination-the Jet"en 

stars in Jesus' right hand, in the Ch~rch fr.J/wded 0n 

Jesus (as expressed on p. 17 of the :\lanual), embraced 
in the TWEU'E on \\'oman's crown, fulfilling Jeremiah 
31 :22, "A woman shall C0mpass a man." It might be 
interesting to note that this First Church was not e\'en 
mentioned in the ~Ianual in the historical sketch until 
the tenth :\lanual in I899-four years after we had the 
:\lanual and Je'L:en vears after the new formation. show
ing how completely :\1rs. Eddy regarded it as past "his
tory" of the Church,-and yet we were put back under 
it again in 1923 by the Board of Directors to REPEAT 

instead of "CO\lPLETE." 

As mentioned in the outline on "Evolutionarv Or
ganization," :\lrs. Eddy had a star by each of the names 
of these f.u·ehe foundational members so long as thei r 
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names were published in the \Tanual-from first edi
tion to the tenth. inclu~i\"e. 

From the abo\'e dates. it will be seen that there was 
no \lother Church from I R8C). ,,·hen \1 ro.;. Eddy di<;
soh'ed it. until Sept. n. I fN.2. when the ne\\' one was 
formed. So there "'as nOne;!1 189!. when shc reyealed 
the City foursquare. as a dem0flst1"ated Apocalyptic 
,·ision. The spiritual Church must he complete in con
sciousness before the sYmbr)1 could be started: and there 
was likewise no o1"{/tlniz.atiofl whcn she said "this spirit
ually organized Church of Christ (Scienti~t) in Bos
ton still goes on." in Retrosnection and r ntrnspectinn. 
I 891. p.~R. EXCEPT the BR .. \:'\CH ClIl"RCHFS. The first 
Quarterly \\"2S issued :\pril. I Sc)O. for the Branch 
Churches. and Branch Churches \\"Cre eHn built during 
thi:- time. The \[other Church \\"as the f r1l1r f /z Church 
actually built and dedicated. with innumerahle others 
remooeled. and halls rented and eHn dedicated. The 
first Branch Church e\'er built was the one in Oconto. 
"'iscnnsin. in 1 R~o Jan . .T ourna!. I ~c)<i. pp. ()~~-fl~ ~--

5/'\' rrfln hefore there \\'as a JfrJtht'l" elI/nIh. This 
answers the question now asked. "Can there be a Branch 
without a \Iother Church"? There were manr.' There 
were t,,·ent\· i~Cf),·prJ,·(/t"tf (,hu rches and se\'enty-eight 
unincorporated Churches at the time of the dissolution 
of the Beston Church in 188c): and fifty-fi,'e iTIC01"p0,.at

etf and 11 ~ un.;nc()rporated Churches in Sept. I sC).2, as 
may he ~cen by the Feb. lRC)O J()urnal (when the notice 
of dissnlut;on appeared). and the Sept. 18Q.2 Journal. 
just before the second f(;rmation, Sept . .2.~. 189.2. Thus 
thirt\·-t!\·e incorpr;rJteJ Branches and thirty-seHn un
incorporated Branches, the latter holding regular serY
ices-a!1 regularh' ad\'ertised in thc Journal-were 
formed without J. \"isihle Jf r1t/z,'r Vi11('.' To sav noth-
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ing of the twenty previous incorporated, and sc\"cnty
eight unincorporated churches that (,01/t/TllIed to exist 
after the Boston Church was dissolvcd in 1 RR9-making 
fifty-five incorporated and one hundred and fifteen un
incorporated Churches that livcd and bore fruit whcn 
there was no 'risible parent \'ine! \\That one hundrcd 
and seventy churches did, one hundred and seventy 
thousand could so, or as many more! 

The First Church organization was never cdled a 
"~lather Church"-it seemed to rank with all the other 
Branches of thespiritllal "Parcnt \Tine," \\,ith "~lllther 
Church" in symbol, how could we ever see tnu "J[0th
er"? and must we not do this before we can ~ee true 
Branch? The Fi rst Church was Fatherhood Church, 
working with the Jesus consciousness-"_\s Elias pre
sented the idea of the Fatherhood of God which J [SCS 

afterwards manifested, etc.," S,&H .. ~6:!, under topic 
"Spiritual idea re\'ealed," "Fatherhood is Life," S.& 
H. 569 :1-2, and note that "Life" is given as "G,)d's 
thoughts" together with "substance" with a little "5," un 
p. 2R6, of S.&H., lines 21, 22: This shows the limit:ltion 
of Fi rst Church. 

The "~I()ther Church" was finished in the unfold
ment of the hi ... elfth \'olume of the Journals, as noted 
in the Journal; however, in the June Journal of 189+, 
p. 9+, written ~lay 3rd, I R9+, before the laying of the 
cornerstone on ~lay 21, 189+, ~lrs. Eddy said: "~ly 
work with the ~lother Church is d01/e (is done is in 
italics for emphasis), etc.," showing that it was being 
built for our instruction and not her edification -the 
endeavor to impersonalize "~lother" to us by letting us 
intelligently sec it through the symbcl of Church instead 
of person, else how could Rev. 12 be sensibl~' unfoldcd 
in the human consciousness? So, while ~1rs. Eddv 
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demanded of her students. she had no part in building 
the ".\!other Church" and for most imp0,-tant reasons. 

In UN.~. the ~Ianual was giHn the ":\Iother 
Church." as the "symbol" demanded impersonal di rec
tion and correction, else it would constantly repeat and 
neHr be completed in human consciousness. 

] ust ten years after the formation of The ~lother 
Church in lS9.? ~Irs. Eddy. at the :\nnual :\leeting in 
190.? suggested the need of a larger church edifice and 
the Church \'oted to raise any part of two million dol
lars, ~Iy. pp. /, .~7. also 190.? :\lessage p, I.? :\ ate 
two facts. first. the physical-:\Irs. Eddy presented the 
matter of this large expenditure to her Church (and not 
as the present Directors. without our consent. plunged 
us so deeply into debt-~.?R-t6.000.00, according to the 
:\nnual Report of 19.?S, ] uly ] oumal); second. the 
~lessage to The :\Iother Church was "The Old and The 
:\ew Commandments"-diyided into "God as Loye" 
and "LO\'e One _"'-nother." "'e were ready for "Loye" 
in the _",-bstract-spi,-itual :\lotherhood! This is the last 
message we had until our Dedicatory message. "CHOOSE 

YE." in 1906. Choose either "Father-:\lother" OR "The 
~larriage of the Bride and the Lamb"! 

In 1903. when :\lrs. Eddy called out the General 
Teachers' _",-ssociation-heads of the "Tribes." to "stand 
by" the unfolding of this united i-1L"eh'e or last of ';crea
tion." which ends with :\lotherhood-marriage super
seding "S0ns and daughters" (as unfolded in the chapter 
on "Eyolutionary Organization"). :\Irs. Eddy dropped 
the title of _'f 0ther (29th :\Ianual containing both the 
call for the Association and the change of her cogno
men). abstract L01'e. now being understood. ":\lother
hood" had been finished! In the Dedicatory message of 
1906, "Choose Ye," :\Irs. Eddy reminded us that her 
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room "still remains in the beginning of this edifice," .\1\". 
6: 19-20-a pertinent reminder, in yiew of the fact that 
The (little) .\lother Church was then closed to sen'ices, 
and would remain so foreyer; afterwards ".\Iother's 
Room" was closed, in 1908, wi th the statement" Let the 
deadburytheirdead"!-Sentinel,XoY.21. 1908. Itwas 
always a dream of .\Iotherhood-the true idea being in 
spiritual reality! 

1\lrs. Eddy was with us for four years thereafter; 
as four corresponds to "ascension," we were thereby 
given an opportunity to rise aboye .\Iotherhood and 
stand on our own feet as wedded to Loye, as the .-\nnual 
.l\leeting brought out-"the :\Iarriage of the Bride and 
the Lamb," .\Iy. 39, after calling to us in the specially 
prepared Lesson Sermon-"Adam \Yhere Art Thou?" 
and "Choose Ye"; within the same year gl\'ing the in
structions to branch churches in regard to continuing 
"in consonance with The .\Iother Church .\Ianual," 
in the event of 1\1 rs. Eddy's relinquishing her place as 
head or Leader of The I\lother Church, etc., .\Ian. p. 
-? / -. 

1\1rs. Eddy also, in her Dedicatory address brought 
us right to our feet in regard to the false sense of "mar
riage," '\Iy. 5 :1-6, which created quite a sensation at 
that time wi thin the actual knowledge of the X ote
taker. In the next paragraph on p. ), of .\Iiscellany, 
as above, :\1rs. Eddy weds the first commandment, 
Father-I\10ther and the Golden Rule the Child-s()n 
(square) and daughter (Love)-squared Lo\"e, or 
"City foursquare" as the "All-in-all of Christian Sci
ence." The City foursquare being founded in Branch 
(City) acti\-ity is forbidden in communion between 
B,.anches and The .\lother Church or between Branches 
and other Branches, Art. XXIII, Secs. 1,6. 
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Is not our clinging to ":\lother" in symbol reHrsing 
the enti re process which ,\1 rs, Eddy started? I s not 
cnrything today "The JI0!hu Chllnh"? Branches arc 
Hlm'ing for their e\'ery initiatin to ".\Jother Church"; 
pnuring out their much neded, to them, substance to 
"'\lother Church." when ".\!other" must find "her 
home and heavenly rest" before eHn ,\1 rs, Eddy can be 

, , 

the B,,;'h of ~pirit. I~r the City foursquare, which she 
h3.s reHaled. ,\1 rs, Eddy had fulfilled the four spi ri t
ual e\"u!utions prophesied by Jesus to John in Revela
tio:1 (r'.t)te .\Irs, Eddy quotes St. John's revdation in 
the Glossary of Christ and Christmas as "Christ Jesus," 
This she did nct do until the ninth edition in 1910)
the man-A.ngel bringing the Little Bo()k, Rev. 10: the 
~'so wi~nesses "dying" and being resurrected, <;tanding 
upon their feet, Re\', 11: the woman bringing forth 
the man child. Re\', I.?: and the marriage of the Bride 
and the Lamb, Rn' . .? I, "-\re we going til block the Bible 
ur.foldment and .\Irs, Eddy's correlation thereof in the 
fl)unding in human consciousness by refusing to ''''''ed 
Truth hoth im'idually and ('dlu!I,"'i" , and thereby 
stand on our O\\'n fect, and, in this way, allow Love 
(.\Iuther) w:;,·/'d "its 0:.:11 spiritual idea," S.&H, ,~7,~, 

and a!lo\\' the spiritual idea to unfold its promises of un
failing hea!ing, S.&H, +96: l.~- I q: gi\'ing us a h0tit01d 
in Ch,ist;an Science, S.&H, ,~3+:30-1: triumphant guid
ance. S.&H, ,:;66: I-I.?: and the re\'elation of the king
COP.1 of hen'en here a!1d no\\' in man, S.&H, .:i76:.?1-23? 
Thesc arc promises that arc sadly needed nO\\' in our 
hea!;!1g \\'ork. :ll1d \yhich ca:1 never be as long as we let 
the strc!1~th of our Branches go to "'\lother." The 
.\luther Church as \'inc could ha\'e no fruit, we are its 
fm;I, 2nd yet we are not bearing it as we should be.:ause 
the f:L1i~ :s shri\'Clcd from lack of nourishment b\' the 
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true .\lother idea "LoYe," \Yhat would be thought of 
a .\lother. haying abundance and kno·,ying her chill11en 
were in want and poverty. drained of spifitualllY by 
constant struggle over unpaid debts l e\'en on [heir yery 
Branch Church buildings), constantly demanding tneir 
all for her activities. which are turned not bacK to tllcm 
but to the gaining of more for ".\lother"? This 15 never 
the nature of .\lother. and .\lrs, Eddy rei used to per
mit this under her pro\'ision for us in the :\1al1ual. p, 
7:!.: 19-:!.-f.! "X ever abandon the B\"-Laws or The '\lodler 
Church" was her warning to the Board or Di rectorS 
in the letter they permit to be published in "Pefilla
nenc\" of the .\lother Church"] 

There is not toda\" an institution of "The .\lol/ler 
Church" into which we are pouring our miilioils. that 
is authorized by the _\lanual. and nery call for money 
for them is enti rei\" outside of e\'en the .\lanual uf The 
.\lether Church-the Boston Benevolent Home. Cali
fornia Benevolent Home. Pleasant \Tiew Home. The 
Shawmut Realty Co,. The Department of \Yills anl1 Es
tates. Charities. H urricane Sufferer~. Japanese Earth
quake Sufferers. Flood Sufferers. etc.. etc, Is not 
".\lother" getting larger all the time and her Chilcircn, 
who are the "hope of the race" (Pul.!. finding [[)ein
selves only in .\lother. and not unfolding thelr own iil
d iyid uali t\'? 

It may be said that these acti\'itics are all for ()llr 
benefit ~ A,re the\"? The Bene\'o!ent Home has sem out 
more suggestions of sickness in its literatu1"i.,~ anr1 other
wise to try to maintain its position than it c(;uid e"l'er 
be the means of healing, The hard struggle It 1las nad 
for existence pnn'es its lack of being needed, \\~e sfwuld 
haye rejoiced in its lack of patronage rather than h;1\"e 
tried to stimulate need therefor. The like private insri LU-
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tions that have sprung up all around us, keeping us daily 
reminded of the uncertainties of health, and "rest in 
holy work," S.&H. 519 :28-2, are calculated to do the 
practitioners more harm than it could ever be hoped 
to do good by these institutions. "Truly God's ways 
are not as man's ways; and faith in the Divine methods 
are indeed the footsteps of the flock," ,\1 rs. Eddy said, 
Oct. J oumal 1892. Did not God interrupt ~I rs. Eddy's 
then intention, as expressed in the Sentinel of Oct. 7, 
1916, in which it was clearly shown to be her determina
tion to put the Benevolent Home under the .\Ianual, 
had she founded it, 'U:hich '!i:ould then Iza'l:e ceased 'U:hen 
the ... \!anual of The ~\!f)ther Church ceased tf) function 
with reference to ~Iother Church activities when the 
first Director passed on in 1912, after '\Irs. Eddy's pass
ing, thus allowing l\lrs. Eddy's word to be the Bride 
of the Lamb in active expression, for we must look for 
her in her writings, .\Iy. 120 :2.:-4-, and she has revealed 
the City foursquare. For she, as well as we, must "leave 
father and mother" (and children) if we would "cleave 
to" husband and wife. Let us see her as the Bride of 
Spirit, and its soft-winged message of Love and peace 
will descend upon us as it did on Jesus when he rose 
out of the waters of form and ritualism. This is l\loth
er's resurrection as Bride! She could never be raised 
up to the same position in Church. Jesus never went 
back to the same position with his disciples-he was so 
changed that the disciples knew him only "by the break
ing of bread," S.&H. 46; Luke 24:12-32. Xeither can 
'\lrs. Eddy be recognized except as we wed the Truths 
which tell us of her-the Scripture concerning herself, 

Luke 24- :27. 
\"hen we rise to this and cease to "abandon" our 

'\lanual and are willing to obey its limitations (as well 
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as the limitations of her expressed wishes at various 
times) such as the Benevolent Home, which she was not 
permitted by God to found). we will embrace her plan 
of salvation from form. of which she speaks so plainly 
on pp. 4-5 and 4-7 of Retrospection and Introspection. as 
well as ~liscellaneous \Yritings. pp. 91. 14-.:; dnd 3:;8. 
Her plan of "voluntary organization" was left in the 
example of The ~lother Church and each and every, 
Association, except the last, in 19m. which. as previous
ly unfolded. she formed with I-U·ell·c Executive ~lem
bers, SE\E\ of whom COl"LD BE Teachers; (while i' was 
a Teachers' Association. C. S. B.·s who had never been 
appointed were members) and the other ji7'e not Teach
ers. :\5 ji7:e constituted a quorum, there need be no 
teacher to fulfill the basic purpose of organization. It 
was those out of form that could unfold the objects of 
this organization. So its purpose. as well a~ the Church 
it founds. is evident-to bring out the t-u'eh-c in the 
Field, which had previously rested in ~lother. thereby 
wedding son and daughter. as the complete compound 
idea. ~lrs. Eddy was President of the ~lassachusetts 
~letaphysical College at her passing. with no possibility 
of a successor. ~lan .. Art. XXVI II, Sees. I. 4; and as 
no one is authorized to fill her place as President, Art. 
XX\TII 1. Sec. 2. is impossible of fulfillment. and 
further Teachers are taught in defiance of our ~lanual. 
Could she vacate this office. p. 89. Sec. 4-. any more 
than that of Pastor Emeri tus? E\'en if so. Art. XXVI II. 
Sec. 2. is impossible of fulfillment. as Pastar Emeritus is 
here given. 

Shortlv after the dedication of the Extension. ~1rs. 
Eddy abolished the Communion Seasons at The ~Iother 
Church-the purpose for which she asked us to con
struct the Extension. ~ly. 7:9 to II. and 1902 ~lessage 
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1 ~ :Ti. ~~. and explained this in her letter published in 

the July. 1908. Journal. \Iy. 139.-which breathes the 
spirit of her purpose. 'Yhen an idea was (,,/lulirely 
accomplished. it was expressed in the human conscious
ness and needed no further work-we must gl) on to the 
next position! So. juSt as soon as the Extension was 
dedi(alr:d. \lrs. Eddy tGok the cross al1Li crown off 
our Sentinel (Sentinel being derind from "see"
"\"atch"). so that there wlluld be no limitation to our 
seeing what we had done. The Cross. The (little) \Iuth
er Church. and the Crown. the Extension-.\lother·s 
Crown of T-u."h.-r Slars-had collecti\'eh- finished Cross 
and Crown in the human consciousness and thus she 
left us! 

Is there anything higher than Father-\Iother God? 
Yes. Father-\lother God I'Ll'~ the compound idea. rhe 
spi ri tu;J.! idea. i ts L\PRI'~-';I0:'\-! Do \\'e expre~s \Iother 
Church. which is a ,'"ill nltiry flSJ"ciali'Jn. when we are 
under human law of the State? The \Iother Church 
was never under any law \ unrilno\\"). but spiritual law. 
as expressed by our '\lanual. 

Our Board of Directors. immediately after '\Irs. 
Eddy's passing. dropped her name frllm our .\Ianual 
as Pastor Emeritus (in·fact. she passed frum us Dec. 
3. 1910. and her name was dropped from the Jan. 1911 
'\lanual) and we functiGned without her from Jan. 1911 
to 19~+-which shows the lack of the present yitality of 
the .\lanual. other than as ha"inij 1I11.fdd"J the true sym
bol of spiritual '\lutherhood. It is the sacred history 
of our C',mple!ion.' If we do not see this. the Board of 
Directors. as authorized by the law. can gn on fur the 
next thousand years repeating. repeating. repe;lting. and 
that not always a true repetition-as By-Laws ha\'e 
been completely changed in thei r operation: as. for in-
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stance, the By-Law with reference to the manager and 
editors of our Periodicals. the identity of our manager 
seems lost in the notice at the head of the first column 
of our ~Ionitor's editorial page. Sec. +. p. 80. of our 
~Ianual. certainly distinguishes between edi tors and 
managers. and yet this mixed arrangement seems to ef
face a distinction. '''here are our Board of Trustees 
and their trust? Cnder their Deed of Trust. as eYi
denced by the Appendix of these notes. they were to per
form thei r duties upon their o,.:n respunsibility; and 
while the Board of Directors. in conjunction with the 
First ~Iembers. eyen in their legal trust capacity. had 
the right to declare a yacancy in the Board of Trustees, 
as the Board of Directors were neyer given the powers 
of the First ~Iembers when they were disbanded (re
corded in Aug. 1908 J oumal). they cannot interfere 
with their trust olltside the ... lIa1lual. ["ndcr the ~Ian
ual nei ther one of them haye any perpetui ty of trust. 
and thei r authority has been gained by legal processes 
as agai1lst the proyisions of the :;\lanual. and Deed of 
Trust. 

Are we going to put out our spiritual light by putting 
spirit under material law? 'Yhen Rachel did. she got 
Dan ("Animal ~Iagnetism"). and Xaphtali (\Yrestling 
-Gen. 30) which seems to be our portion! Our Church 
IS CO\IPLETED, awai ting our acceptance! 

The following is a summary of its completed steps: 
First Association was formed in 1876 with SC'i.·cn 

members. 
From this Association the Fatherhood Church 

founded on Jesus was established in 1879 and dissolyed 
in 1 SS9; while this Church had a ~Iembership of over 
two hundred, its quorum was always SE\T'\. Its object 
was to "commemorate the words and works of our ~Ias-
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ter," ~1an. 17, who manifested Fatherhood, S.&H. 562: 
3-7. 

The ~Iother Church was founded with twelve star 
members from the dissolved Fatherhood Church in 
1892; and The (little) ~Iother Church as "cross," ~Iy. 
6, built in 1894; the Extension as "crown," ~h. 6, in 
1906, just twelve years after The ~Iother Church; and 
was dissevered from Branch in June 1908, two yea rs 
after the Extension was built for the purpose of "Com
munion," and immediately after the Branches were sep
arated to their individual unfoldment, as previously 
noted. This Church was "designed to be built on the 
rock Christ [not Jesus, as the former Church J .... 
saving the II' urld from sin and death .... to reflect in 
some degree the Church Cniversal and Triumphant," 
!\lan. 19. Xote that as ~Iother Church its limit is ac
knowledged. After the dissolution of Communion in 
the Extension, Executive ~Iembers were disbanded and 
the ~lother's Room closed. 

All .of the last happenings in ~Iother Church and 
Extension were coincidental to the lifting of Christian 
Science into divine Science, as described in a previous 
chapter. 

Thus the City foursquare or "spiritually organized 
Church" was left, as Christian S(ience-the union of 
Science to Christianity demonstrably-or the addition 
of the female to the male in human consciousness, be
ginning where Christianity left off, ~Iessage 1902, .2 :27; 
and where Paul "Iea\'es the subject," ~Iis. 188:16-2, 
'h fl' f . S & H 11 1 .1- 19 d ?OO'? - ?9 10 t e sense 0 1 tlOg. . "M"_ ._)-- an - ._)--
beyond Paul's vision in 1907 and 1908, as previously 
described. 

Also in 1907 (second edition in line with this 
thought) when "the ideal man" and "the ideal woman" 
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is finally demonstrably clear, were given the twelve won
derful last stones in aur structure, as previously noted
cne of which redeemed the five physical senses, S.&H. 
27 + :3, adding "unnecessary" to knowledge and lines 17 
and 18 of the same page adding "erroneously" and "mis
di rected." Thus redeeming the symbol of the /i7.·e di
rectors of The -'lather Church before entrusting them 
with her redeemed Real Estate, as given in next chap
ter, and lifting them out of Church administration by 
making their continuance impossible. 

Thus we have left, Branch activity as the City four
square with walls of "Salvation" and gates of "Praise" 
for all mankind. The walls of this city are studded with 
jewels-not fortresses for the protection of the City or 
defense against those without, for "the gates of it shall 
not be shut at all by day, for there shall be no night 
there," Rev. 21 :25. Each gate (of the nvelve in num
ber) is one solid pearl. and everyone must enter by his 
own gate-hence, the need of separating the "twelve 
Branches" into twelve fruit bearing ways, instead of 
one-each unfolding the twelve from an individual 
starting point.· So long as it was .\Iother with her 
twelve dependent children, the tendency was unification 
of branches, but this was all done away with in 1908. 
"Violence shall no more be heard in thy land, wasting 
nor destruction within thy borders; for thou shalt call 
thy waIls Salvaticn, [S.&H. 593 :20-22], and thy gates 
Praise," Isa. 60:18. Xote that the setting of this quo
tation is exactly that of the City foursquare, and par
ticularly the verse immediately following, 19, which is 
identical in substance with Rev. 21 :23; also that verse 
21 shows that the promise applies to the BRAXCH of his 
planting. The struggle was whollv in .Motherhood 

* Until each identified itself as Benjamin-its direct heritage. 
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(Christianity. or the science of relationships) and the 
peace in the one whole pearl gate of Branch. 

'''hen. after SIX D.\ YS. Jesus took Peter. J ames and 
John up on to the \lount of Transfiguration. it was un
doubtedly with the intent of Co\lI'LETI~G "the Spirit
ually organized Church" history. and revealing Life. 
Truth and Love in the abstract through rising abo1'e the 
symbols: he realizing "That the way into the holiest of 
all was not yet made manifest. while as the first taber
nacle [symbol ~ was yet standing." Heb. 9 :8. There 
had already been built three tabernacles-\lcses. Elias, 
and Jesus. each standing for what he revealed to the 
human consciousness--Eli as typing Li fe. or the Father
hood of God. S.&H .~6:?' :~-_~: ~Ioses typing Truth. 
or spiritual law: and Jesus typing their fulfillment in 
Love. but the three had never been realized to be O:\,"E. 

"'hile the disciples were able to see the three taber
nacles. as evidenced by Peter's. "Lord. it is good for us 
to be here: if thou wilt. let us make here THREE taber
nacles: one for thee. and one for 'loses. and one for 
Elias." Their inability to see that the three being on 
the same plane and able to communicate with each other, 
clothed in the same light were O:\,"F. which was undoubt
edly the intent of the manifestation. turned Jesus sor
rowfully to the necessity of bridging or cementing with 
his own body this lack of the "eye single" (as he had 
previnusly unfolded). therefore, he immediately ac
cepted crucifixion. as was evidenced by verse 9, \lau. 
17: "Tell the vision to no man, untii the Son of man 
be risen a!/ain from the dead"-the word "again" 
showed that the transfiguration had been that which 
would have made unnecessary the literal death. 'Irs. 
Eddy unfolds this process, in \Iis. 42:12-16. Elias 
(Elijah-Elias being the Greek word for Elijah), as 
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we know, never died, and ~Ioses' bodv was ne\'er found 
after he went up into ~It. Pisgah, which clearly inti
mates that he. too, might ha\'e never "died"-so this 
experience would give "Spiritualism" sm311 comfort. 
Jesus had but "ceme upon the plane of conscious exist
ence with those gone before," ~fis. +~. and had been 
able to lift his disciples on the JJ0/1Tlf to view it. but 
the height was so unnatural to them. although each 
S3\\' a picture of h;s O\\"n thought-re3lity (Peter typing 
E!!as-impetuous and r,f fiery zeal: James, "the lawver" 
--Truth: and Joh'l. Love) yet they could not see their 
oneness or rh/l,.(,lz. "the two or three gathered TOGETHER 

in his 'l3.me. ~btt. 18. although they had previous "--\5-
SOci3t!On" upon which to found their Church in the 
sense of ha\'ing "left all" for thei r A.ssociation in twelve 
discipleship. thus Jesus did not attempt to found Church 
except upon formed A.ssociat!on. The Bible "taber
nacle" is 3.hnys a person! 

:'0. ~1 rs. Eddy, wo!'king in a more universal or col
lectin vein - as \\"oman symbolizes "generic man," 
~.&H. )01 :~~. actu3.lh' built the three tabernacles. after 
taking us unto the ~lount ef Transfiguration :n the re\'
elation of the City foursquare in 1891. S.&H. SOth edi
tion. She direr fly associated it with our experience. in 
Ret. 1891, p .. ~8, where she tells us "the spi ri tually organ
ized Church of Christ (Scientist) in Boston "still goes 
on." in the same werds that she uses in our present Ret. 
4+ :~9-+. But finding that we, too, saw men instead of 
Church, she added the statement about the probability 
of our ha\'ing to meet again and reorganize for the pur
pose of CO\[PLFTI::\G our ·'histcry." So she found it 
necessary in order to "CO\lPLETE ITS IIISTORY" to permit 
us to build the "three tabernacles" to unfold Life, Truth, 
and Lon to ourselves in idea rather than to di'7.:isible 
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persons as Peter wished to build. The whole tendency 
of the articles in the SE\E\"TH volume of the Journals 
in 1889 in the period of dissol\'ing the first organizations 
was to the end that if Scientists were released from all 
organized effort. they would turn back into the beg
garly elements of the world and "feed themsel\'es" 
rather than tht> flock. In other words. their conscious
ness must be enlarged beyond appropriating the grand 
and glorious Truths of l'niversal Being to their own 
consciousness. as :\Irs. Eddv tells us that "The first in
iquitous manifestation of sin was a tinity." Ret. 67 :9. 
I O. and. S.&H. 336: 19-23, "God is indivisible .... 
neither could God's fullness be reflected by a sin(lle 
man." So in order to realize universal truths. scme 
universal activity or impersonal team work must be re
quired of us. One of our Lessons two or three years 
ago.* to the ~ ote-taker's sense. brought out this idea of 
Church so marvelouslv: The first section founded it on 
a rock; the second section built with "li\'eIy stones" the 
foundation up to the cornerstone; the third. laid the 
cornerstone; the fourth presented the finished Church 
with its praise to God; the fifth used the instance where 
:\Ioses' father-in-law told him that the task of judging 
the people was too great for anyone man. and he divided 
the work up among the elders or judges-this corre
sponding to its democratic administration of Commit
tee 'York to analyze and to see the idea by working on its 
various composite activities to the end of mentalizing 
them; and the last. the spiritual rock (The spi ritual 
idea) that gave them spiritual drink together. with no 
labor! This latter step was in line with the wilderness 
experience of the Children of Israel; while the Tweh'e 
Tribes were together in the 'Yilderness the\" lacked noth-

* July. 25th. 1926. 
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ing-their bread came down from heaven, their water 
was the living water of "spiritual foundation." riowing 
from the rock of Truth. As Paul expressed it in I Cor. 
10:3, -J.: They "did all eat the same spiritual meat; 
And did all drink the same spiritual drink: for they 
drank of that spiritual Rock that followed them .... 
Christ"; and their clothes and shoes never "waxed old" 
upon them. All of this showed the power of the CO~I
PLETED idea, or the united twelve even in symbol! In 
every instance of the demonstration of supply in the 
Bible where the Twelve Tribes were not together
Elijah's with the widow of Zarephath. I King's 17, Eli
sha's feeding the prophets in the wilderness; also Eli
sha's widow woman's with cruse of oil II Kings -J.; and 
even Jesus' demonstration of supply in the wilderness 
each and both times-all started with something already 
objectified. The widow of Zarephath had "an handful 
of meal in a barrel, and a little oil in a cruse"; Elisha 
had barley loaves and corn in feeding the hundred 
people; Elisha's widow had a "pot of oil"; Jesus had 
five loaves and two fishes on one occasion, and seven 
loaves and several fishes on the other occasion. But 
while the Twelve Tribes were "together,'.' working un
der the same lau:s, the same mind, supply was spontane
ous, because the type of fullness was there. 

So ~Irs. Eddy realized that the truths of Cniversal 
Being belonged to no individual, and the mistake of try
ing to claim them individually is what always defeats 
demonstration. ~Irs. Eddy gives us the wonderful defi
nition in answer to "How would you define Christian 
Science?", (partly) as " .... interpreting and demon
strating the divine Principle and rule of C:\IVERSAL 

harmony," Rud. p.·1 : 1-4. The Twelve Tribes are the 
principle of the demonstration of the Uni'l'erse-not of 
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an individual man. Thei r demonstration started as a 
Church in rhe wilderness-symbols never get out of the 
wilcierness: thence to a X arion; thence to the C niverse. 
So this initial step in Cniversal Being, bridging the 
space between sci f (eating the frui ts of the tree of Life 
for "me, my wife, my son John and his wife") and Cni
verse must be unfolded, else the whole wonderful reve
lation would be lost in matter. X oah had taken the 
problem as far as saving his wife, their sons and their 
wives (which is most desirable as a start) ; ho\\,ever, 
error often tries to defeat a Scientist from taking the 
problem as far as that because he takes these glorious 
truths of Cniversal Being to himself and regards himself 
as the \YorId and every member of his family as trying 
to intrude, invade or defeat his government of his 
\YorId. "I am the ""arId," which seems often th\~ slogan 
of Scientists, is very different from "The \YorId is I," 
as it is in Cniversal Being. 

So to bridge this unenlightened human tendency 
and thereby make her revelation practical and demon
strable in its intent. :\lrs. Eddy was forced to allow us 
to build the three tabernacles collectively to IDEA that 
Peter saw to build to person; the building processes as 
expressed through our then-current literature enabling 
her to broaden her revelation to embrace every human 
need, and then to dissolve them. so that we would have 
no idols to worship! The three tabernacles-Father 
(embiaced in) :\lother; gathered C ni\'ersal Child in 
the \Yildnerness l Extension); and individual "scat
tered" Branches--are our three tabanacles. "I will di
vide them in] acob [individualization] and scatter them 
in Israel. [generic man]". Gen. 49 :7. 

The :\lassachusetts :\fetaphysical College Associa
tion (cailed the parent Association and its members life 
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members by the Constitution and By-Laws of this Asso
ciation, p. 1+) built the Father-.:\Iother Church; the en
tire field as the full Twelve Tribes built the Extension; 
the types seeming tc be the "Tabernacle," Christian 
Science. and the Holy of Holies. di\-ine Science: 
thence to Branch Church building alone-the third 
tabernacle, as an individual tribe or type of the whole, 
each tribe demonstrating the whole, as Jesus did. The 
Branch Church was the only one in which ':\lrs. Eddy 
ever really participated. \Ye are told authentically that 
!\1rs. Eddy never permitted herself to see the Extension 
but once. although she lived in Boston two years before 
she left us. And as for The :\lother Church! as has been 
frequently noted, she published a card in the J our
nal of June, 189+, p. 9+ (written ':\lay 3rd. 189+. before 
the laying of the cornerstone on .:\Iay 21st), saying 
"':\ly work with The .:\lother Church IS DOXE," and in
dicates further that it was finished when she went to 
Concord for RETIRDlEXT in 1889. which she did for the 
avowed purpose of revising her Text-book wherein she 
unfolded the City foursquare. ':\1rs. Eddy then said "the 
spiritually organized Church of Christ (Scientist), in 
Boston still goes on," in 1891. simultaneously with or 
(shortly after) the 50th edition-Spiritual Jubilee edi
tion. Lev. 25-was presented to us in Feb. 1891: Retro
spection and Introspection was given us in X a\'. 1891. 

The Branch Church at Concord, ~ ew Hampshire. 
was an entire gift by her. .:\lr5. Eddy said at the laying of 
the cornerstone: "This day is the natal hour of my lone 
earth life .... it points to the ne·u· birth [in Church~, 
hea7:en here, the struggle O'l.·er, etc ... · .:\ly. 158. Her 
new birth in Church! The work on the previous hall 
had been "inspected" by her daily, 1\ly. 1 +5. On 
p. 148, Mrs. Eddy mentions that this Branch Church, 
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which was her gift, completed its organization Feb. 22 
-\Vashington's birthday. "l\lemorable date, all un
thought of till the day had passed! Then we beheld the 
O~fEX-religious libertY,-the Father of the universe 
and the father of our nation in COXCL"RREXCE." Too, 
its cornerstone was laid on her birthday-not only with
out rebuke but with apparent commendation. This 
Church was dedicated July 17. 1904-the day after The 
.\10ther Church cornerstone was laid. which latter was 
on her bi rthday also-J uly 16. 190+. 1\ly. 16. 159. The 
omen of which she speaks on p. 148 of :\1 iscellany should 
speak to us also of the purpose of the Branch Church 
-to first reveal to the ~ ation which is founded on 
Fatherhood, the '\lotherhood of God; thereby making 
our Nation a symbol of the Fatherhood and ~lother
hood of the Universe. blessing its children in the X ations 
of the \Vorld with its principles growing out of the 
National Vnion of the Twelve Tribes of the whole 
world-the tribes standing 'lin type for the whole human 
race"-April Journal, 1895, unfoldment of the Direc
tors' window, with its six waterpots as the six 'U·indo·u:s 

underneath/ also S.&H. 562: 12-21. 
But ~1rs. Eddy did not leave these THREE taber

nacles to become "golden calves" for us to worship and 
pervert, for by the fiat of her own will and purpose, as 
the reflection step by step of the divine will and pur
pose, she dissolved two with her going! and left but 
the OXE tabernacle standing. and that the Branch activ
ity {{in consonance 'U·ith" The :\Iother Church l\lanual, 
~Ian. p. 72: 19-24; and that. too. making it impossible 
to be other than by \,OLCXT:\RY ORG.-\XIZATIOX. as Sec. 
7 on p. 72. immediately succeeding her direction to the 
Branch Churches in the event of her going, would make 
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it impossible to follow its letter in the sense of having 
the four ~Iembers of The :\Iother Church, when there 
was none by her own determinate counsel and law; or 
having one active practitioner whose card was in the 
Journal, when the Journal was impossible of continu
ance because she demanded that the Editors must be 
elected by her consent, given in her ou'n handu'riting. 
So this is the doing au'ay of the third tabernacle other 
than as a Voluntary Association with nothing between 
it and the promise of the spiritually organized Church, 
which is continually saying to us: "\\'e have an altar 
whereof they have no right to eat that serve the taber
nacle"! Heb. 13: IO--the daughterhood of the Branch, 
which was son only under the lau'. Yet not allowing us 
to fall back in point of collective demonstration, but 
admonishing us in Paul's words: "~ot FORS.-\KIXG the 
assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of some 
is; but exhorting one another: and so much the more, 
as ye see the D.-\Y .-\PPRO.-\CHI="G," Heb. 10:25, as the City 
foursquare must be fulfilled by the Branch church
"No mass [centralized activity] for me" says the 
\Yoman at the door in Christ and Christmas, in the 
picture ten of descending light, typing the City four
square-\\Toman standing on a square and knocking at 
a detached branch. Above all things, not building an
other tabernacle by forming another organization to 
REPEAT what has been finished in this! 1\lrs. Eddy for
merly said, in Science and Health up to 1902: "Think 
of thyself as an orange just eaten of which only the 
pleasant idea remains"-so is epitomized her demand 
for Church! And she had laid off material organiza
tion even "as the corporeal organization .... is /inally 
laid off" ("Church" must be dissolved first) -Her ex
pression on pp. 45 :5-13 and 47:1-5 of Ret., and !\lis. 
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145 :32-7. The Branch thus freed from the bonds of 
Hagar (human law), Gal. 3, is by reflection both re
trospecti \'e (Fa the rhood) and i ntrospecti \'e (\ father
hood) and yet adds to both the f)1lf1~'ard. 0n'1i.'ard-!0-

frllita9t' actin'ty of the Branch, as distinguished from 
the \'ine, that comes only when we cease to look "up
ward" for our light, but realize "God is natural good," 
S.&H. 119:.? I. indissolubl\' wedded to H is idea man 
(generic man)-"Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 
465 :17. 

X ate that in Christ and Christmas, Jesus looks 
straight before him when he raises the \Yoman from the 
coffin of Dogma, in the second picture; as does the 
"roman in the tenth picture: while all the other minis
tering symbols of \Yomanhood look ei ther up or down, 
until the two appear in the Ci rcle, when the sitting 
figure (Jesus at his first coming) necessarily looks up 
to his second coming in "romanhood, while she. of 
necessity, looks down upon him while she listens to his 
impartations of recapitulation, "'omanhood must em
brace ever\, demand of true manhood before she can 
release the symbol of manhood to its spiritual idea-
"He shall glorify me"! was his promise for his second 
coming. John 16:1+: Ret. 70:20-2. The fulfillment of 
this demand, S,&H, 200:.?~-.?9, has been pre\'iously men
tioned as the last text added to "Physiology" - "The 
Science of the functions of man, "'ebster's Dictionary" 
-in the fourth edition of 1908, when we have on the 
same edition the "Celestial Crown" of ,ti,'/' snen-pointed 
stars en Science and Health for the first time . .\Ian 
must be glorified as "reman's Crown before "roman-
hood could go to the next step where she looks neither 
up nor down! Has neither cross nor crf)'U:n.' 
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The perpetuity of the institutional forms of the 
Orthodox Churches is because of the limitation of their 
revelation. hence their inability to CO\IPLETE their his
tory; but not so with the Christian Science Church 
which kept constant pace with its re\'elation. and when 
the re7:elation was complete. it. the institution, was com
plete. This was no less true of the literature. Hence. 
woman's way is to work always through symbol to con
ycv idea to the human consciousness and then dissolve 
the symbol into the idea. not leaving the form to lose 
its value as a finger-post. and humanity to worship the 
finger-post rather than the idea to which it points. _-\11 
three of her "tabernacles" as well as its attendant liter
ature were finished and dissoh'ed according to the \lan
ual when \Irs. Eddy left us. \Ye were left with the 
opportunity to form \~oluntary Church (as The \lother 
Church alu;ays ·,.:-as). when the demands. Sec. 7. p. 7 'l. 
could not be complied with, which was incident to her 
passing; as there could be no literal members of The 
\lother Church when it had passed into idea. It 
might be construed as not affecting already organized 
churches· and they could ';continue [their] present 
form of government in consonance with the \father 
Church \fanuaI." self-administered. \lan. 7:': 19-:'4-. 
either under thei r old charters or in voluntary organ
ization. The latter was the greater promise (dnd a 
truer reflection of The \lother Church. which was 
founded without Charter. and as a Voluntary Organ
ization). in keeping with the plan previously followed 
with old Organization and Associations. V' oluntan' Or
ganizations thus removed all bonds of the human la\v 
and spi ri tually embraced law. X a and Yes. p. +5: 13-
:'8. is inspiring to unfold this point of privilege. "This 
is "'oman's hour . ... and material history is drawing 

* \Vh:ch recogn:ze their detacl,rr.ent from the \fother Church. 
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to J close." Could this be until Church history is (0\1-

PU.TED and thus accepted as closed? 
If Jesus had to accept death so long as his disciples 

could not rise above three tabernacles to unfold a three
in-one Principle, what must be the fate of .one who, bv 
reason of two thousand years of more preparation on 
the part of her students, built higher? \Vas her seem
ing passing not necessary to turn us from person to 
Principle, and are we going to cling to the persons of 
those less inspired (and without "divine anointing" for 
their self-assumed responsibilities), and defeat her plan 
for world sah'ation? Her "half a time" of :\Iotherhood 
was to the end of our seeing a higher position, which 
her :\Ianual enforced. 

Cntil this error is seen, we will all feel the infirmi
ties of the Church body, just as the Children of Israel 
always suffered defeat in their united efforts when sin 
was in thei r midst-as for instance, Joshua 7: 13-26. 

\Vhen the Scriptures are thus fulfilled, our spiritual 
structlo'e cannot be brf)ken ("the Scriptures cannot be 
broken," John 10 :3.:'), and "surgery" will have been 
embraced in our work in completed structure. "They 
brake not his legs .... that the Scripture should be ful
filled, A bone of him shall not be broken," John 19: 
32-36. :\1 rs. Eddy left a plan for our redemption from 
surgery in which :\Iotherhood could not participate, as 
its structure was incomplete. Ours is completed when 
we rise to her demands in her :\Ianual! And as we are 
promised that ('to work out the spiritual. .... determines 
the outward and actual." S.&H. 2_:;+, this completeness 
will be felt b\" all members of our Churches who ha\'e 
continued to assemble themselYes together until the final 
purpose of this Church organization is realized-to 
cf)mplete our own bodies in the healing of tu'el'1'e (col-
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lective idea) ; not Si''1:en, specific idea laboring to the 
end of adding one truth to another. Jesus presen"ed his 
bones, because he had railed the twelve disciples to
gether, but because he lost one step (] udas, his own 
tribe) he was forced to fulfill-fill full-TWELVE (as did 
~Irs. Eddy), hence. his side was pierced,-which forced 
him to meet and master "on the basis of Christian 
Scienre .... all the claims of medicine. surgery, and hy
giene." S.&H. ++: 10-12. be/ore "the advancing age ad
mits the efficacy and supremacy of mind." S.&H. +01: 
27,2R. Because he had the idea of whole structure in his 
Tweh"e Tribes and had but to meet Judas (his own tribe 
J udah-Judas means Judah and Iscariot meant "the 
man from Kerioth," in Judah). So. after all, he had but 
to meet his own claim of human origin which pierced 
his side; as we will ha,"c to do until our light comes 
directly frem hea,"en, as in the City foursquare. coming 
from God out of heaven, for which ~Irs. Eddy put her 
demands upon us in the last two provisions of "Christian 
Science Practice," S.&H. ++2 :25-29, 30-32, and the 
~Ianua1. Art. XXIII. Sees. 1. 6. The instructions in the 
~Ianual preceded the instructions quoted in Science and 
Health by a year; proving that it must be done in Church 
first. "Cr;mp/etion" is the key-note of "Life," and our 
Church has unfolded the pattern. 

"Cnion of the masculine and feminine qualities con
stitute completeness." S.&H. 57 :4. 5, ~Irs. Eddy has 
given us under the chapter entitled "~Iarriage" in our 
Text-book. and illustrated it in the CO\IPLETIOX of 
Church in our ~Ianual so that he who runs may read. 
She went further by illustrating in the window pic
ture at the point of egress from The l'Iother Church 
Auditorium (reading the pictures from left to right, as 
we are told to do), of a sturdy man rhild with a de-
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tached branch of a grape-vine oYer his right shoulder 
("the g(wernment shall be upon his shoulder"), grasp
ing a bunch of grapes (fruitage of such a Branch), and 
tenderly embracing a lion ("moral courage is the Lion 
of the tribe of Judah." S.&H.))J.-typing our Jfanlla!, 

which was given to us as a Jforn! Code, as set forth by 
the editorial in the Jan. Journal. 1396, thirteenth vnl
ume. when it was given us). As we know, this was taken 
from the ele\'enth chapter of Isaiah and was pictured as 
the Branch gro\ving out of the roots-not the stem of 
Jesse. 

"'hat a pattern our Church gives us for our indi
vidual action and di rection--CO~[PLETEXESS-Success ~ 

"'oman, as generic idea, S.&H. 561 ::2:2. was forced 
to CO\[PLETE Church even in histor)', and SHE DID! 

\Yhen the City foursquare-the Bride-was re\'ealed 
in /&)/, there was no Church organization but the 
Branches, The first organization in Boston was dis
solved in 1339, and the second did not start until 1392. 

The _)Oth edition of Science and Health in 1891 was 
the first to add the City foursquare. the Bride, to the 
:\.poca!ypse. and likewise the first to found its chapters 
on the B:ble as "the son of the living God"-Peter's dec
laration ("rock") upon which Jesus promised to jound 

his Church-"Thou art the Christ. the son of the h'ing 
God," \Iatt. 16:16-13. Jesus embraced the Bible
God's only begotten Son ~-and "'oman embraced this 
Son and his twelve apostles were her foundation: Re\·. 
21 :14. the Twelve Tribes of Israel. 

CO:\fPLETED CHCRCH 

\Vhile the Twelve Tribes of Israel are completed 
Church. each renewal of light and inspiration has been 
forced to prove its encompassing nature. 
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The early Patriarchal period (its history, as hu
manly regarded, seeming to be great inspiration with
out discrimination between good and evil) might be 
termed the REUBEN period of Church-/ nspirational 
Light, corresponding to the first day, Gen. 1: 1-3. 

The Mosaic dispensation of law, which established 
a definite line between good and evil might be termed 
the SIMEO~ (firmament) period of unfolding Church, 
corresponding to the second day, Gen. 1 :6-8, although 
the medium was Moses, a Le't'ite. Each step in Church 
is spiritually led by the Tribe in advance of the revealed 
light. 

The Le'r.:itical Priesthood dispensation led and in
spired by the prophets (for its forms and ceremonies 
were all prophecies in themselves) was the LEVI period 
of Church, corresponding to the third day, Genesis 1: 
9-13. 

The ad't'ent of Jesus, who was the child of the 
prophets, ushering in Christianity in its initial steps
personal homage and worshi p of Jesus as a vicariously 
saving agency-was the JCDAH period of Church, cor
responding to the fourth day, Gen. 1 :14-19. Judah 
demands ascension, and in this period Jesus ascended. 

The Theological persecution of the Christians, ex
emplified by Paul to whom Jesus returned as a voice 
and light (Acts 9), was the next phase of Church-the 
Dan (Drag-on of old Theology) period, corresponding 
to the fifth day, Gen. 1 :20-23. This was Jesus' fifth step 
to human consciousness and he promised that he would 
be with his eleven disciples (typing the eleven Tribes
Judas having committed suicide) "always, even unto 
the end of the world", Mat. 28 :2:1 

The next audibility to the human consciousness of 
the 't'oice of Truth from above (Jesus) was to Simon 
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Peter on the housetop of Simon the tanner (of animal 
skins). Here are all the elements of ~ aphtali-Simon 
(Simeon) rose above Simon (Simeon), in the sense that 
Simon (Peter) went up on the top of Simon the tanner's 
house to pray "about the sixth hour." \Vhereupon he 
fell into a trance and saw a vision of all manner of 
(land) animals let down to him in a sheet, correspond
ing to the first step in the sixth day of creation, Gen. I : 
24-25. This sheet was let down three separate times to 
bring the tribe of Simeon on the housetop of his tribe 
(abo'['e his tribe) to the point of Naphtali, or the sixth 
hour "and each time he was commanded to "Arise, 
Peter, kill and EAT"-utilize, embrace, Acts I Oth chap
ter. Thus Peter was called to go to the Gentiles (typing 
\\T oman). N aphtali is land animals, man and woman, 
the sixth day of consciousness. Gen. 1 :24-31. 

The '['oice of Truth next reached Paul, but he was 
afraid to tell his vision. H ad he done so, he might have 
revealed John's Apocalypse. as Paul was of the tribe of 
Benjamin, II Cor. 12:1-5. 

But Paul failed the human consciousness (thus rest
ing in torpor, the Je'['enth day) and it fell to the lot of 
John to receive Jesus seunth vision, GAD. He appeared 
to John with Jeun stars in his right hand, Rev. 1 :16 & 
20; he (] esus) sent out seun churches, Rev. 2nd and 3rd 
chapters; and opened set'en seals, Rev. 5th to 8th chap
ters inclusive. 

Then he (] esus) prophesied of the coming of the 
"little book" as the eighth tribal expression (Rev. 10th 
chapter), ASHER. 

Here Mrs. Eddy received her revelation and gave it 
to the World-not church. While it was revealed in 
Asher to Mrs. Eddy's sense in the first edition of Science 
and Health, it was accepted by their earth-bound sense 
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in RECBEX, hence, ':\Irs. Eddy was forced to first unfold 
manhood to her Church from the point of Reuben. She 
tried to start a Church with eight members under the 
light of this first edition of Science and Health (in 
1875) which ended in rebellion, as previously noted; 
for she had condemned organized church therein pp. 
166 & 167. Reuben, Inspirational Light, without the 
seven steps in foundation, is lawless. Reuben is at the 
opposite (earth) end of the Ladder from Asher and 
would see the same light from an earthly viewpoint for 
Asher's light is turned earthward. 

Hence, l\Irs. Eddy was forced to found an Associa
tion in se't'en (in 1876) before she could maintain 
her church in 1879 in Simeon, corresponding to the 
second edition of Science and Health published in 1878. 
] esus promised to found his Church on the declaration 
of Simon (Simeon, for Simon and Simeon are the same) 
Barjona. ':\Irs. Eddy's first maintained organization was 
under the second edition of Science and Health. This 
organization continued to the point of GAD (seventh 
tribe) ending in 1889. 

The (little) .:\lother Church was started in ASHER 

at the time of the second organization in 1892, founded 
at first upon ele't'en members-see Appendix hereto, Su
preme ] udicial Court Decision. This el e1'en was a 
prophecy of its ending in ] oseph, the ele'z:enth tribe. 
':\1rs. Eddy afterwards added another member, as stated 
in the above mentioned Supreme Court Decision, and 
the t'"d:eke are mentioned in the ':\lanual. p. 18-the lat
ter (twelve) a prophecy of its evolutionary continuance 
in its Branch, the twelfth element, Benjamin. 

The (little) l\10ther Church continued for twelve 
years after its founding, when the next Tribal step in 
ISSACHAR was taken-the Extension. .\Iotherhood in 
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Asher was forced to await the "intelligence" of its 
Child, the second step "in the ideal man," S.&H. 517: 
8-10, "intelligence." 

The Extension was an active idea for two years 
(when it excommunicated its Branches) while the re
maining Tribes of Zebulun. the tenth. and Joseph, the 
eleventh, were unfolded in our Text-book. The Text
book (when completed with its twelve tribal gates) was 
the Bride. II' ord. Thus Christianity unfolded from 
Judah to Joseph inclusive. as Christianity is a hear'enl), 
idea inasmuch as it puts salvation in God (heaven), 
outside of man. 

BEXJ .nux, typed by the individual Branch is the 
twelve manner of fruits growing on earth from the seed 
of heaven in Joseph. the last heavenly tribe that comes 
down to earth as the square of Benjamin-the Bride. 
the City foursquare. This is the conjoined Church of 
Jesus and \1 rs. Eddy-both of whom were forced to 

lap back below their vision to reach the human con
sciousness. This is the history of the Church that Jesus 
promised to build (\lat. 16:! 8) but did not. and \Irs. 
Eddy both founded and built. Jesus prophesied its out
lines in Rev. 10th. 11 tho 12th; 19th and 21 st chapters, 
\Irs. Eddy fulfilled his prophecy. These twelve Tribal 
G.·\TES in our Text-book are fully identified tribe by tribe 
in the actual order of their progressi7:e unfoldment in 
Science and Health in a chapter entitled "Foundational 
Footsteps" in "The Detached Branch," which is com
plementary to "AS IT IS." 
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Chapter XV 

REAL ESTATE 
"GOD'S ACRES"-:\lis. 1+0 

THE Board of Directors was left a trust in REAL EST.-HE 
which was formed before The :\lother Church was re
formed, and while, as before quoted, it has an indis
putable right to perpetuate itself under its trust, it has 
no right to do so under the :\lanual, as is seen by Art. I, 
Sec. 5, of the .\1anual; and, in so doing, it is amend
ing this By-Law. In ., Permanency of THE ~lOTHER 
CHCRCH," by Judge Clifford P. Smith, a letter is quoted, 
dated Feb. 27, 1903, in which :\lrs. Eddy says: "); eHr 
abandon the By-Laws nor the denominational govern
ment of The .\lother Church. If I am not personally 
wi th you, the \Yord of God and my instructions in the 
By-Laws have led you hitherto and will remain to guide 
you safely on, etc." Her symbols had complded the 
structure and we must see its completion and not try to 

repeat it and drop the pattern of things shown her in 
the :\lount. This is just the trouble. the Board of Di
rectors has completely abandoned the By-La\\"s when it 
finds no authority for its actions thereunder and is forced 
to go to law for authurit)' to act in spite of the By-Laws. 
TrulY"these By-Laws have led" us hitherto and "remain 
to guide us safely on"-if we will only follow them and 
accept their limitations as our limitations under God':; 
all-wise plan. EHn had :\Irs. Eddy said this with the 
intent that was made to appear in this pamphlet. "Per
manency of The :\lother Church," it was said se't't'n 
years before her passing and her thoughts and plans went 
through a constant e'l:o/lltion, as is proved bv the out
lines in these Soles, and her evolutions recorded in 
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our ~Ianual, from time to time, her last statement tak
ing precedence over all previous statements, although 
she never rt:trarfs what she has previously said, as has 
been noted. In the article on the .\Ianual . .\h. 229, 
'\Irs. Eddy says: "Thy ways are not as ours. Thou know
est best what we need most"-.\lrs. Eddy left without 
changing the .\lanual and making provision under the 
.\Ianual for the perpetuity of The .\lother Church. In 
1903. her thoughts were in process of the greatest evo
lution she ever made. as is recorded in the chapter on 
"Evolutionary Organization:' when she dropped "In
telligence" from the divine tu the human in "the ideal 
man." S.&H. _, I 7 :R, 9, thereby demanding intelligence 
of the human consciousness. and her methods constantlv 
changed. Her revelation remained intact but progres
sive from the first editicn, and her founding was a con
stant process of evolution to correspond. She says (.\ly. 
3+2, as is quoted in the pamphlet in question) : " 'The 
continuity of the Church of Christ. Scientist', is as
sured .... It ,yill embrace all the Churches, one by one"; 
but she does not say "The .\lother Church." \Ye must 
leave Father and .\lother and cleave to our husband or 
wife-"Thou shalt call me Ishi; thou shall call me no 
more Baali." She also adds that its go,-ernment will 
e7.'r;I,'e scientifically. , .. and iiderelop as it progresses," 
.\ly. 3+2, "It wilI embra,e all the churches one by 
one," Is not this the work of "the spiritually organized 
church of which she speaks, Ret. ++ :29-+, and which 
she put in this book in 189 I. before our present organ
ization was formed in 1892? ,\1 rs, Eddy called that 

"The Church of Christ. Scientist. in Boston."-her verY 
expression on p. 3+2. '\Iy. 

Too, if the Board of Directors feels that it has 
ample authority under the .\lanuaL which it is told 
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in the lettel It '11l"tC" of Feb. 7.7, 1903, never to "aban
don," why did !t '\lbandon" this authority and go to 
law to authorizc It to act? If the By-Laws giye it au
thority in word, it is authority; but, if not, all the legal 
construction in the world could ne\"er change the intent 
of the By-Laws. Law can deal with us only as it would 
with a commercial enterprise with matcrial rights and 
interests to protect; which ~Irs. Eddy foresaw and fore
stalled (if we obey her '\lanual) by putting all "mate
rial interests" (if we wish to see them in an unredeemed 
way) entirely outside of her Church, by the Deed of 
Trust to the Directors, the Deed of Trust to the Trus
tees, and her "'ill-all under the laws of the land, and 
not under any church law-eyen forming the Directors' 
Trust before The .\lother Church was formed. These 
matters were ne\"er Church concerns, and never should 
have entered into our Church thought. The things 
"that are Caesar's" should have been rendered "unto 
Caesar", and "the things that are God's unto God." 
Jesus made this distinction and so did '\Irs. Eddy, but 
because we ha\'e not seen her finely distinguished sym
bols, we have brought into our Church commercial 
"bickerings, bag and baggage," which she forbids in the 
Oct. 1897. Journal. in the strongest terms, when it was 
planned to put even the Publishing Society under the 
roof with the Church; which we certainly succeeded 
in doing at the termination of the Literature contro
yersy. '\Irs. Eddy was so strongly opposed to such a 
plan. when it was brought to her attention, that she had 
every dollar returned to the donors which had been se
cured on this basis, stating that she was "confident that 
all loyal Christian Scientists will gladly con~ecrate our 
Church to a more dignified end, than an exchange, or a 
place for business bickerings, bag and baggage"! Oct. 
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J ourna!. 189.2. Yet these "business bickerings" of which 
she complained were but those incident to publishing 
our literature. in an entirely separated (by partition) 
building u!1i ted only by a heating system (see J oumal. 
~larch and October. 1892). Thus. ~lrs. Eddy kept her 
symbols separated. and left them so for us, lea\'ing the 
Publishing Society under the laws of our land. 

Jesus \\"hipped the money changers out of the tem
ple. eYen theugh they were selling sacrifices of doves. 
etc .. to the end of subsen'ing religious rites. Thus. :\1rs. 
Eddy united with him in preserving Church intact 
f;om these \\·orlr.ly expressions. which we must redeem 
in the '".i·0rld and not in Church. Yet. we are becoming 
the most gigantic real estate agency in the world-our 
liabili ties at the last :\.nnual :\leeting * being two mil
lion eight hundred and ferty-six thousand dollars (3.2.-
8+6.000.00). wi th-ever-increasing unredeemed assets and 
({unredeemable'} liabilities! Our entire Church func
tions seem to be to the end of feeding these outside-of
Chu;ch (by :\1rs. Eddy's plan) activities-Shawmut 
Realty Co.: Bene\'olent Home: Pleasant View Home: 
California Home; Department of \Vills and Estates; 
accepting irrevocable deeds of Trust in imitation of 
:\1[5. Eddy's unique and inimitable plan; Charities and 
Relief Funds extending all over Europe; and to eYery 
general calamity in the world. \Ye have done what 
:\lrs. Eddy re,'crsed after she had started to do. and she 
started prl)cesses in I)ur Church government which 
made it impossible for us eYer to do under our :\lanual 
and contemporaneous Science and Health revelations. 
as particularly noted in "Leaving Father and l\10ther." 

~1rs. Eddv could not have made a mistake as 
"founder." any more than she could have as i'discov-

* }t;ne !928. 
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erer.)) Would not everyone of us to a man or woman 
quickly repudiate such an aspersion on her work, were 
someone to '(Joice such a thought, and yet our entire 
present course implies her irresponsibility and imputes 
such grave omissions in most vital matters as would 
lead to doubt of her discoveries. if we would face the 
tendency of our own actions. Her most important reve
lations were made at the very time she was preparing 
to leave in the "half a time," Rev. 12: 14, of Motherhood 
(as evidenced by her Will and two codicils in 1901. 1903 
and 1904 respectively: Man. p. 72:19-24, given us in the 
last edition in 1906; S.&H. 164:17-29, early part of 
1907), and yet not a word of provision for the perpetuity 
of The l\1other Church-only the Branch, as above. Do 
we not honor l\lrs. Eddy "with our lips," while our 
"hearts are far from" our words, when we speak of her 
reverently as "our Leader," and yet pursue a course 
that impugns her leadership? Perhaps our inconsist
ency in this regard occasions many attacks upon her 
revered name, as it is thus dishonored by us. She was 
God's chosen channel for completing the revelation and 
its corresponding "founding" in the human conscious
ness, and her work 'U'as finished and needs no human law 
to "patch-up" its supposed defects, but this is what we 
are accepting. Noone would question any authority 
Mrs. Eddy ever gave, but what she refused to give when 
she was fully apprized of the situation, no law on earth 
could spiritually delegate! !\'1rs. Eddy made every pro
vision for her passing in the Manual, telling the Branch 
Churches what to do (on p. 72: 19-24), and putting it 
in words precluding administration. It was undoubted
ly the opportunity Mrs. Eddy gave the Branches of abid
ing in the spiritual 'Cine prepared for them in 1891; and 
likewise following the symbol of The Mother Church, 
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with which she so intimately identified herself by call
ing it "Aly Church" (see references on "My Church," 
under heading of "Church" in Concordance). Her 
Church had been resolved into "voluntary" organiza
tion and placed only under laws of AIrs. Eddy's o'U'n un
folding-thus it was verily her Church-conception. So 
the Branch Churches were given the opportunity of do
ing likewise "in consonance 'U'ith" The ~lother Church 
~lanual-not "under" it, else it would have to be ad
ministered. 

The question then arises, \Vhat connection has the 
Board of Directors with it-;,\1rs. Eddy's Church-or 
the Branches? The answer is, None 'U·hatsoe7.'er! Its 
Real Estate Trust was its most sacred responsibility 
which was given it entirely outside of the Church, 
Sept. 1, 1892-twenty-two days before the second for
ma tion of Church, on Sept. 23, 1892. 

~!:-~ Eddy had the Constitution and By-Laws of 
the Xational Christian Scientists' Association repealed 
when it was resolved into a C:\,[VERSAL ASSDIBLY in 
1890; and she resolved the ~lassachusetts :\letaphysical 
College Association into a V<>luntary Assembly; dis
solved ccmpletely the ~1assachusetts ~letaphysical Col
lege; and The Fi rst Church of Christ, Scientist. in Bos
ton. in the latter part of 1889. and the early part of 1890. 
re-forming the Church in 1892. as a voluntary organ
ization. under no charte,., Pul. 20. At first glance. 
this reference seems to indicate a charter. but it was 
merely an expression. as ~Irs. Eddy says her authority 
was a State Statute. the process for discovering which 
is described in the Oct. 1892 J oumal. 

In line with this ":\,EW ORDER in divine Science. and 
the blessings which arose therefrom." Ret. 50:27. 2R. 
she gave the Branches an opportunity to go on under no 
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authority nor law but the spirit of the lVIanual-never 
under the Board of Directors! either under State law 
if demanded or in voluntary association, but certainly 
as individual Church-Branch Church-consciousness. 
The step in individual Branch must be taken to found 
her revelation as the :\Ianual demands. 

The question arises, then wherefore their trust? 
'\1rs. Eddy says in the :\Ianual: "The Christian Science 
Board of Directors owns the Church legally: and the 
Church members the aforesaid premises and buildings 
beneficially, " Sec. 2, p. 7), l\lan. Also pp. 132 and 133, 
stipulations 10 and II of its Deed of Trust, permits it 
to discontinue the Church services in The (little) 
~lothcr Church and re-com'ey it to :\1rs. Eddy's heirs 
at its discretion. According to her will, the hei r would 
be itself in trust for the Church-the Branches abiding 
in Spiritllall\lother vine. So the Board of Directors is 
given a perpetual real estate and financial trust to be 
used beneficially for the Branches or spiritual children 
of :\Iother.-each child a composite Branch. for she 
typed ".\Iother CHl'RCH," not indiyidual .\Iother. The 
present situation seems to be drawing constantly from 
the Branches or children. The estate of a parent always 
goes to the children by natural right when the parcnt 
leans them. and :\Irs. Eddy, as ":\Iother-in-Israel," 
certainly recognized the spiritual right of her Branches 
or children o\'Cr the "natural" right of her sons in the 
flesh. "Can anything pre\'ent the building of the Tem
ple for which she gaye the land (of spiritual reality) ?" 
J oumal, Vol. X. ~ 0: 5, Aug. 1892. This was the sense 
of the real estate when '\Irs. Eddy gan it-can this 
concept retrograde? '\'e will yet have to translate it into 
such yalues to our sense-rather, rise to her already 
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translation thereof as expressed on p. 140 of l\Iis., where 
she calls it "God's Acres." 

\Vhen the five Directors translate themselves out of 
material real estate into the true value of their sacred 
trust, they will not try to increase it other than by meth
ods apprl)l'ed by the donor of this trust-"Christian 
Science teaches o'1£:e no man," ~Iy. 114, Certainly, we 
could never translate into real values what we do not 
O'li:n.' 

In short, the Board of Directors stands with ref
ence to the Branch Churches as Executor of .:\Iother's 
real estate to her children. In the Church, under the 
.:\Ianual, its responsibility has ceased by the provisions 
of the .:\Ianual, which she said would "remain to guide 
you safely on." She did not say the law of man would 
determine our course! Of course, we must obey the 
laws of the land, but not as something over us, but some
thing which we naturally embrace. "I through the law 
am dead to the law that I might live unto God," Gal. ~: 19. 
There is no law of the land that would prevent our obey
ing the \lanual! The law was created at the Di rectors' 
demand. 

\Irs. Eddy left us beneficially two great trusts
literature (the \\' ord of God) and real estate ("God's 
~-\cres," \Iis. 1+0). From the literature trust, we were 
to be supplied with our Lesson-Sermons, pamphlets, 
tracts, reprints, etc., with privilege of publishing our 
Leader's "'ritings, as was granted them by the Board 
of Directors before the "Litigation." \Irs. Eddy's Pub
lisher, J oseph ~-\rmstrong, had been her Publisher and 
\Ianager of the Publishing Society in 1898 for a con
siderable time, showing the compatability of such an 
arrangement: the right of which was recognized by the 
Directors before the litigation, as above stated. This 
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trust was self-perpetuating within their (the Trustees') 
trust. but not under the :\Ianual. .-llso the Real Estate 
Trust was self-perpetuating within itselL but not under 
the .Manual. 

The onlv inter-relation of these two outside-of-the
Church trusts was the fact that the Board of Directors 
with the First :\Iembers could declare a vacanc\- in the 
Trustees' trust "for such reasons as to them may seem 
expedient"-"Deed of Trust" (see Appendix) stipula
tion, but, there was no pro\-ision for its inheriting 
the authori ty of the First :\Iembers (see .-lug. 1908 
Journal disbanding them). Its authority to declare 
this vacancy is spiritually questionable under its trust, 
although legally declared (Can law defeat what :\Irs. 
Eddy planned?) ; the Board of Directors is not even a 
B0ard under the :\1anual; as :\1 rs. Eddy did not ap
prove of 0ne of the members. as the By-Law requires. 

The Board of Directors typed the spiritual senses 
of the "spiritually organized Church," and the Board 
of Trustees the medium for their spiritual expression 
-neither trusts being in the Church; which allows 
":\Iother Church" to find "its home and heavenly rest," 
Hymn 197, with ":\Iother." :\lrs. Eddy gave us our 
wonderful Hymn 197-":\Iother's EHning Prayer" 
for her C niversal Child in 1909, about the time she 
closed the :\Iother's Room in The :\lother Church. 
This was also when she gave us Science and Health-
103 :1.~-7-"The maximum of good is the infinite God 
and His idea, the All-in-all," instead of "The maxi
mum of good is met by the suppositional maximum of 
evil; hence the fight to crush Science." .-llso Science 
and Health 99: 14-17: and 265 :20-22-"The truth of 
being is perennial, and the error is unreal and OBSO

LETE," instead of "The Truth of being is perennial. and 
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the error is seen only when we look from wrong points 
of observation"; also ~Iy, 36-t:9-18. \Yas not this tak
ing e\'ery stone out of the children's way and giving 
them a spiritual heritage of freedom from warfare
thus preparing them for RE.\L fST.\TF-"God's :\cres" 
al ready transla ted. ~I is, I-tO? 

":\s spiritual teaching must always be by symbr,ls," 

S.&H .. ;7.;: 13. l-t. when The ~Iother Church (the cross. 
~Iy. 6: 18) was closed to sen'ices in 1906 immediately 
after the building of the Extension, "its excelsior exten
sion the cr0·1i.·n," the Extension. ~Iy. 6:17-18; and the 
latter was opened for sen'ices (and we were reminded. 
"The room of your Leader remains in the beginning of 
this edifice." ~Iy. 6: 19. 20) ; and immediately thereafter 
the "cross and crown" were taken off of the Sentinel 
(Sen-"See") -Did ~Irs, Eddy not thereby remove all 
obstruction to the Branches' seeing the in'risible ~Iother 

Church (or idea) and abiding in it after she left us. 
and becoming one with it? The Sentinel was the child 
of the Journal just as each Branch was a child of The 
i\lother Church. The former was so said in the Salu
tatory of the first Sentinel (The \Yeekly). The Journal 
belonged to The ~Iother Church and was called "The 
Child" of ~Irs, Eddy. in July 1890 Journal. p. 168-the 
Twelve Tribes in one Child. and as such .\Irs, Eddy 
never allowed it to be a part of the permanent trust of the 
Trustees until after her passing. whereupon it was to 
become a part of the permanent Trust; howe\'er. as it 
represented the unfoldment of The ~Iother Church as 
recorded in ~liscellaneous ""ritings. the work of four

teen years for which Jacob worked for Rachel or the 
type of the ~Iother of the spiritual idea, In ~Iarch. 
1897. when ~IisceI1aneous \'"ritings was presented to 
the Field. it was said to contain "a chapter for even' 
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tribe" in a letter written by a student to her which JI rs. 
Eddy had published, thereby giving it her authority;:;o 
.\fiscellany was the history of the Extension and Branch 
acti vi ty. The cross and the crown were never taken off 
the J ournal-"'\lotherhood" never escapes them. 

From the time of '\frs. Eddy's dropping the titl p of 
".\fother" and at the same time the capital beginning 
of "wisdom" and "intelligence"-the Child must be 
intelligent and wise, for ".\fother" was preparing to 
leave it. In 1 903 to the time of her passing, l\1rs. Eddy's 
messages, letters and articles were addressed, almost ex
clusively, to the Branch Churches and to the "'orld
the latter through its own papers and magazines. The 
message of 1902 being the last one of any length to The 
.Mother Church, except the dedicatory message of the 
Extension. ,. :\fother's" work was done! 

In answer to "what could we do without a l\fother 
Church?" the answer would be "\Vhat we did before 
it was visibly organized in 1892." From 1890 to 1892, 
there was no visible l\fother Church and yet the many 
branches went right on with their Quarterly Lesson
Sermons during the interim and their own individual 
forms of government. The first Quarterly was April, 
1890. There was no acting Board of Directors (other 
than for real estate holding-Ret. 51), as there was no 
visible 1\1other Church. The Christian Science Pub
lishing Society supplied the Quarterlies and this duty 
was left in their hands exclusively! 

Again, as the Board of Directors cannot elect the 
editors of the periodicals without 1\1rs. Eddy's u:ritten 
consent, what would the Board of Trustees do for mate
rial ? It could publish our Quarterlies for "Voluntary" 
Branch Church activity, also tracts, pamphlets, reprints 
and even the volumes of old Journals themselves per-
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haps. which are so inacccssible now (ewn in our Rcad
ing Rooms-few. if any, haying the first thrce or four 
volumes)-as it owns the copyrights: if not. as I1ni1Y 

reprints as necessary ("The Series" published by :\Irs. 
Eddy for distribution. April i 889- j 89.2. wcrc largcly 
reprints from the Journals and :\Irs. Eddy's writings); 
also it could publish :\Ir5. Eddy's \\'ritings. as it was 
doing before and during the time of the "Litigation." 
This is all the litc:-ature the :\Ianual perm:ts. and this 
order would provide for less "hearing" and more seeing 
and demonstration of :\Ir5. Eddy's \\"fitings. 

'\Irs. Eddy said in dissolving the "X ational Chris
tian Scientists' .-\ssociation." :\I:s. 156. Journal of Xo\,. 
1893: "I see no advantage and great disad\'antage in 
one student's opinions or 11l0dus 0peralldi becoming the 
basis for others." .-\nd what difference docs it make 
whether the modus 0paandi is written or spokcn~ In 
'\Irs. Eddy's experience with us. eYery article was cen
sored by her before it appeared in the pe:-iodicals. every 
lecture censored, etc., and performed a two-Iuld purpose. 
that of enlIghtening the Field. and :\Irs. Eddy as to the 
Field thought in her evolutionary processes. but her c\'o
lution is finished and the Child completcd ~ The X ote
taker was told in person by one who had for te:1 years 
edited Our pcriodicals that whilc :\1rs. Eddy lind in 
Concord the roads were "kept hot" with couriers carry
ing manuscripts back and forth from Pleasant \Tiew to 

the station. He said it wcu:d be worth any man's posi
tion to put a word in the periodicals that shc had not 
censored! ,\1 rs. Eddy nenr allowcd anyone to adul
terate her rcnlation! "\Yatching verSUS \\' atching 
Out." .\1y . .23.2. is an instance of '\Irs. Eddy's \'igi
lance. Surely she would ncnr ha\'e ceased to guard 
her children from the "opinions" and "modus opcr-
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andi" of each other, as she expressed it. The "hearing" 
stage passed with ~Iother, according to her own wise 
provisions in the ~Ianual, which we must not "aban
don" by trying to defeat her provision by the judgment 
of common /au.'.' The Journal. Sentinel . .\Ionitor, etc., 
still function as ideas which have been completed in the 
human consciousness. They were valuable as the re
sponse of Child to ··~Iother." and are valuable as the 
complete history of her "founding." 

As the almost exclusive authority of the Board of Di
rectors of The .\lother Church in the time of ~Irs. 

Eddy's direction was to admit or reject applicants for 
membership in The l\lother Church-so l\lrs. Eddy has 
left the Board of Directors as a gate,u'a), into the spirit
ually prepared place for us. with its many mansions, for 
which she has gone to prepare a place for us in the sense 
of leaving her already translated real estate, ~lis. 140, 
with them in trust for us! l\Irs. Eddy has gone to pre·· 
pare for us in the City foursquare unfoldment individ
ual City activity. Her present unfoldment is of necessity 
ours, as she says on p. 7'2 of Science and Health. lines 23-
26: "In Science. indi7.:idua/ good derived from God. the 
infinite All-in-all. may flow from the departed to mor
tals." \Vould she not of necessi ty have to find her peace 
in the spiritually organized church ("~lother finds her 
home and hea\Oenly rest"-Hymn 197) before we could 
enter? Could she do so while here. with the tug of the 
unenlightened "Child" ever making demands upon her 
Motherhood? Size, too. must be Bride and marry the 
Lamb (pure human consciousness) before "u:e could do 
so. Did not Jesus have to go in advance of his disciples 
-"It is expedient for )'ou that I go away; for if I go not 
away. the Comforter [Divine Science. S.&H. p. 5S] 
will not come unto you: but if I depart I will send him 
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unto you," John 16:7. \Vould not this apply with 
equal force to :\1 rs. Eddy? Could we ever take the next 
step from ":\Iotherhood," Rev. 12, to the Holy City, 
the X ew Jerusalem ("spi ri tually organized Church," 
given us in the 50th edition in 1891) coming down from 
God out of heaven, Rev . .?I (having wedded the Lamb 
in Re\". 19), until she had done so and ":\lotherhooJ" 
or even personal leadershi p would forbid her entrance? 
So she has left us her impersonal leadership in the 
:\lanual after establishing the pattern in the Concord 
Branch. 

I t has seemed to be the great tendency of the Field 
~especially in near-to-Boston localities, where so many 
have had direct contact with l\Irs. Eddy, to apply in
cidents told them of :\1rs. Eddy and her sayings to their 
own problems; also of the Board of Directors to try to 
direct us in the light of letters written by her to individ
uals afld even to them in the past. Do not all of the 
fllregoing Sotes show the extreme danger in this course, 
as what \Irs. Edd\' said at one point of her unfoldment 
could never be applied at another point, but consistently 
embraced therein? The \1 anuals show th is-what \1 rs. 
Eddy unfolded at one time does not apply to another: 
BL'T this was during the processes of her evolutionary un
foldment and founding, which she entirely completed 

before she left us-even leaving, as t, her last 'li'"'' and 
testament" to us in Church, directions for our Branch 
acti\'ities. \Iotherhood and e\'en personal leadership 
was only "a half a time" unfoldment, Re\', 12:14-, and 
was forced to yield to \Iotherhood in idea and imper
sonal leadership in the :\Ianual for us a Church, and 
Science and Health and the Bible for us as individuals. 
Is it right to hold to :\Irs. Eddy personally as \Iother or 
Leader, as we undoubtedly do when we recall her words 
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or even letters and unpublished 1i.:ritings-yea, and even 
published writings that she has subsequently revised. 
How could her unpublished sayings and writings at the 
same time with her afterwards re7.'ised books have anv 
more dependability than her published writings? Has 
she not revealed to the world what should guide us, and 
when we "look for" her other than in her "writings" 
do we not "lose" instead of "find" her? l\lv. 120:2-4. 
Surely by her "writIngs" she does not mean something 
that is not accessible to all, otherwise one would have 
adYantage over another. This is especially evident when 
we realize that she "anointed" no one to lead or direct 
us, and, therefore, gave no one this advantage over us. 
:\1rs. Eddy's letters and sayings were all wonderful for 
the time, but as we see with her revealed writings, 
"time" played its part in her evolutionary processes. 
i\1rs. Eddy should be released humanly and her divin
ity looked for only in her latest writings and :\1anual. 

The activity has been wholly in heaven since !\1rs. 
Eddy left us in fulfillment of the prophesy of Rev. 12: 
14. If there is any doubt that this prophesy pertained 
to her! it would be ,"ell to read "His Cause" by the 
editor in the Journal of Sept. 1892; also "Editor's 
Table," Vol. 13, No.4, July 1895, p. 172; Vol. 6, X 0.3, 
June 1888, p. 11 O-"J ohn the Revelator saw THIS hour. 
He saw the great wonder which appeared in Heaven: 
'a \Voman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her 
feet and upon her head a crown of t\velve stars.' \Vho 
can doubt John's revelation IS FeLFILLED today? Surely 
our Pastor is clothed with the sunlight of divine light 
and love. !\.10reover THE TWELVE STARS or lights, which 
correspond to the n\"ELVE pearly gates of the X ew J eru
salem, gates which will open to the T"'ELVE TRIBES of 
Israel-not Israel after the flesh, but Israel after the 
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Spirit." Does not this 'lad "~Iother." Rev. 12, to her 
final fulfillment as Bride in the City foursquare? And 
~1 rs. Eddy said that the] oumal "was designed to put 
on record the divine Science of Truth," ~ly. 353-
"Something InA :x arne". The error is that we are 
working as a Cause in the warfare of CHRISTL\X SCI

EXCE. S.&H. 568 :5-7. or \Iother and Child as revealed 
in the 16th edition and its attendant necessity for resist
ing all o\'er again the D"ag0n which stood before ~Ioth
erhood in the XIXETEEXTH Centurv. "Then :\Iother was 
making this stand for the life of her "man child." as 
prophesied in Rev. 12 (which :\Irs. Eddy said was done 
in the XIXETEEXTH Century. S.&H. 559 :32-2). she 
wrote all of her articles on Animal :\fagnetism. notably 
""Tays That .. he Vain." :\fy. 210. which she removed 
from our path: leaving it only in the J oumal where we 
could get its Jetting and sequence. should we ever find it! 

ALL THE PRO\flSFS in Science and Health and in ail 
of !\Irs. Eddy's "Tritings are in Divine Science: notably 
S.&H. 242 :9. 10: _~5 :28. 29: 276:9: 292:4; 503: 12: 274: 
23: 27_) :6-9. (~ote from the last "the Jtarting point of 
Divine Science. etc .. etc.") 

Also compare the" Key" of Christian Science. p. 99: 
5-11. with the "Key" of Divine Science. S.&H. p. 171: 
4-11. The first but opens the door of the human under
standing to the brood of evils in mortal mind as well as 
to the PRO\flSF. of better things-cross-bearing. sorrow. 
unrequited toil. etc .. in reaching it. In the definition of 
Elias in the Glossary of S.&H. 58_) :9-14. !\frs. Eddv 
tells us that it is {{Pr0phery .... ChriJtian Science." 
("Elias truly shall fint come and reJtore all things"
!\fatt. 17: It.) As I\frs. Eddy defines "Elias" on p. 562: 
3-7 as presenting "FATHERHOOD of God. which] esus 
afterwards manifested." so "Christian Science" is but 
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the man child of Rev. 12, which will never stop warring 
as it :s the :\1ichael which casts the devil and his angels 
out of heaven, S.&H. 566, until :\lichael is wedde~ to 
Gabriel-Diyine Lon ~ Jesus said in :\latt. 17: 11-13, 
th:lt John t~e Baptist was his Elias. and it was John's 
constant bapt:sm of repentance in the consciousness of 
his disciples who had all been John the Baptist's dis
ciples-at least it :s certain that Peter, James. John, 
P~il:p and Andrew were-which kept them fro!11 real
izing J esus' bap~ism of the fire of the Holy Ghost. The 
1902 ~ressage. !8:2;'-:~9, shows their lack of under
standing of Jesus. So Jesus (or the "man child"
"Christi2n Science"-Re\". 12) is the Elias of Di\"ine 
Science. and will keep us forever from understanding 
D:yine Science. if we do not rise to :\1rs. Eddy's after
ward change of method: S.&H. 127: L~. 16 shows that 
Christian Science has reference to the "hu!11an con
sciousness" only. S.&H. _~61 :! 6-18 shows this pertained 
to Jesus' work (manhood). while S.&H. 561 :22-25 
show5 the unfoldment of \Vomanhood in Diyine Sci
ence. Compare these "coincidences." Christian Heal
ing, 10:5-8, shows their relative power! 

The promises of suffering, sorrow, cross-bearing and 
so forth of Christian Science, and the promises of health, 
happiness. perfection. abundance, peace. etc., of Divine 
Science seemed to run like two parallel lines which 
would never touch until ~Irs. Eddy's last evolution of 
the spiritual idea, S.&H. 517:8-10. of the 2nd edition of 
1907. \Vhen she opened the two arms of "the ideal 
woman" "to Life and to Lo\"e" (it having previously 
been but one united step "to Life and Lo\"e") to encircle 
the universe as man (Truth) ; "as underlying and over
lying Principle. S.&H. +96. And detached the human 
consciousness i:1 its last step "intelligence" from the 
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divine "Truth," thereby making three distinct steps for 
man and not permitting intelligence to merge into truth 
as formerly (it having been "to intelligence and Truth," 
but now "to intelligencc;, and to Truth") -the last birth
throe of Motherhood. 

In this same edition she gave us "Thy kingdom is 
come" in our Lord's Prayer; 463-Scientific Obstetrics 
was changed to read "A spiritual idea has not a single 
element of error and this truth RDfOVES [instead of 
'should remove' as previously] properly whatever is 
offensive"-no grappling to remove through processes 
of argument-instruments of man! S.&H. 454:31-2; 
also" Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 465: 17; and 
"~1ateria ~ledica is recommended to adopt Christian 
Science" for the first time in trial on p. 441 :20 & 21-
it had been executed previously with the rest of error. 
~lay not 1\Jrs. Eddy's trial with her sons-Dr. Foster
Eddy in particular-have had an influence on this? The 
trial was ended about this time-perhaps the success 
was due to the light hereby revealed! The history of 
the trial in Science and Healdlr---after Christian Science 
Practice-from which 441 :20 & 21 has just been quoted 
as having possible bearing on the trial in which f\.1 rs. 
Eddy was involved, is that it was taken entirely out of 
Science and Health in 1891, when we got the City four
square, and returned to Science and Health only during 
the building of The ~lother Church in 1894 first 
edition in 1894 (8Ist). Is not this an evidence that it 
had no place in spiritual Church, but the "intelligence" 
of symbol demanded it? Also the five physical senses 
were redeemed in this same edition (in 1907) by the 
addition S.&H. 274 of "Unnecessary" to "knowledge," 
line 3, and "erroneously" and "misdirected," lines 17, 
18; "Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 465: 17; "The 
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woman in the Apocalypse symbolizes generic man" in
stead of, "is the Vignette," S.&H. 561 :22; Holy Ghost 
Al\"D Christ, instead of Holy Ghost or Christ, -as pre
viously noted, S.&H. 496: 15, and a number of others
in all, twelve major changes were made in the same 
issue that the final change in "the ideal man" and "the 
ideal woman" were completed. 

In 3rd edition of 1907, S.&H. 164:17-28 were added, 
thus .:\Iother's work was done; she had brought forth 
the completed male and female idea. The entire strug
gle and evolutionary processes being occasioned by the 
propheJieJ, in Rev. 10, II, 12 chapters, woman having 
to fulfill as a revelation, and a "founding" institution
ally, each step to the point of the City foursquare, which 
was prophesied of \Voman; and as \Voman is generic, 
one \Voman was forced to fulfill each and everyone of 
these prophecies; hence, must needs accept the "half a 
time" of ".:\Iotherhood," Rev. 12:14, as a herald of the 
higher position for herulf of the City foursquare, with 
its twelve pearly gates open to all mankind through 
Church as Branch, not OJ/other." The world refuses 
"mothering" at its present state of unfolding-even our 
"children in the flesh." They have caught a truth that 
they have put into matter, because we are not lifting it 
into spirit by acceptance of our revelation of light. The 
\Vorld has glimpsed a truth about "marriage," which 
it is likewise perverting, because we have not accepted 
the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in the City 
foursquare in the Church plan left us by ':\Irs. Eddy. 
The true demonstration must first come in Church, the 
City foursquare being its last step. 

In the 4th edition of Science and Health in 1907, the 
eighth synonym for God, "incorporeal Being," p. 465, 
was dropped so that "being" was ready to descend to 
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man, and in the last Science and Health of 1907 (_;th 
in point of these successive changes) we haH the lint 
promise in Christian Science-"St. Paul says 'II' ork 
out your own salvation with fear and trembling.' Jesus 
said 'fear not little flock. for it is your Father's good 
pleasure to gic'e you the kingdom.' THIS truth IS 
CHRISTL-\:\" SCI E:\"CE.'· 

In the second edition of 1908. we have the next 
change in the sixth tenet-"strive" and "meck" being 
droppcci at the same time, as they are but the opposite 
ends of the same manly quality of thinking. and "lo\'c 
one another" is changed to the Golden Rule "to do unto 
others as we would have them do unto us" (thus squar
ing the circle of /0'1.:() ; thence we were rcady to be a 
"Ia·-..;; to (ourselves)" in the next change in the 3rd 
edition of 1908 (as relatcs to changes mentioned). S.&H. 
++2 :30-32; thence to a "glorified Jesus" in the +th edi
tion in 1908, "He [Christian Science] shall glorify me." 
John 16:1+. before the path to Diyine Science or RE.-\L 
ESTATE could be cleared. This suggests the picture in 
the circle in Christ and Christmas. when Jesus is rea
lized to be the only man. and \Yoman attentively listens 
to his every impartation in Christian Science (as evi
denced by her scroll) before she can go on to Divine 
Science in the next picture. where we have the descend
ing light. \Yoman standing on the square (manhood)
S.&H. 269 :22-25. (This sense of the "square" is brought 
out so c:early in the re\'ised editiun of 18<;0, to \vhich 
i\frs. Eddy refers us on p. 309 of ~liscellaneous \"rit
ings.) Also in this same edition (+th in 1908) we have 
the eel estial crown for the first time un Science and 
Health. as unfolded in the June 1908 J ourl1al: thence 
to the finished word on p. +6. changil1g the following 
statement under marginal topic ("Spiritual Interpre-
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tation"): "The divine .spirit .... has spoken through 
the inspired word in every age and clime." to "The 
divine Spirit .... has spr"ken through the inspired 
\Vord and will speak through it in every age and clime." 
(Put in terms. "from now r"n ," rather than in the past.) 
Also in this same edition gratitude expressed in the fol
lowing on the flyleaf: 

"Oh! Thou H.-\S HE.-\RD my prayer 
And. I am blest ~ 
This IS Thy high behest:
Thou here, and E\·ERy\\·HERE." 

The significance of the above is that it took the place of 
the rebuke to the human consciousness: 

"I. 1. 1. itself I 
The inside and outside, the what and the why. 
The when and the where. the low and the high 
All 1. 1, 1. I, itself 1." 

That this was a rebuke to the human consciousness is 
evidenced by .\lr5. Eddy's use of this in the .:\pr:l 1889 
] ournal. p. 19. where the following appears: "The open 
doors most often used (for animal magnetism) are those 
of ri\'alry and jealousy. It is the-

"1. 1. 1. 1. itself I"-etc.. etc. 

So. in removing this rebuke. it is evidence that the fin
ished revelation. based on the "glor:fied ] esus" closed 
the door on animal magnetism. and closed at the same 
time the work in "Creation." as the next change (in the 
6th edi tion of 1908) was the "overcoming" of erea t:on 
".\lotherhood"-p. 267 :28-32: thence the changes noted 
previously in 1909 of 1 03: 15. 16-"The maximum of 
good is met by the suppositional max:mu:c1 of evil, 
hence the fight to crush Science." changed to "The max-
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imum of good is the infinite God and His idea. the All
in-all"-it was the first edition in 1909 in which the 
change appears. And in the second edition of I 909. the 
following 99:13-17 was added and "The truth of being 
is perennial and the error is seen only when we look 
from wrong points of observation," was changed to "The 
truth of being is perennial, and the error is unreal and 
OBSOLETE." This is the last textual change. The few 
word-changes appear at the last of ., Evolutionary Com
parisons. " 

?\ext we have :\ly. 364:9-17; and thence :\ly. 24-1, 
24-2, where :\lrs. Eddy says "Christian Science is abso
lute"-"You can nenr demonstrate spirituality until 
you declare yourself to be immortal and understand 
that you ARE SO. Christian Science is absolute; it is 
neither behind the point of perfection nor advancing 
toward it, it is at this point and must be p"acticed thae
from." \Vas not this the rending of the "ed from top 
to bottom between Christian Science-"The Institution 
of Church" Tabernacle. Heb. 9 :8. and Divine Science 
the Holy of Holies and ushering us into the RL\L ESLHE 
of the Promised (in Christian Science) Land, which 
could nct be had "while the first tabernacle was yet 
SL-\:\DI :\G," H eb. 9:9? 

\Vas not everv obstruction remoyed by ":\lother" . . 
before she left-to our spiritual heritage of RL\L ESTATE, 
and even what she had demonstrated of it, given in 
sacred trust for us? Thus, the Board of Di rectors are in 
a sense a door or gate\\'ay to real estate, as they were to 
its symbol in the sense of accepting and rejecting appli
cants for membership in The :\lorher Church. 

Could real estate for which we have not paid be 
translated into this RE.-\L ESTATE? Abraham, in whom 
are all the p,.omiJ~s, Gal. 3, refused enn to bury his 
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dead in a cave for which he did not pay--even though 
it was pressed upon him as a gift without debt, Gen. 
23. II Sam. 24 :24, David refused to offer a sacrifice 
on an altar for which he had not paid-even though 
it was pressed upon him also as a gift of one king to 

another without obligation-thus denying that God's 
love can pass through man to man. Our religion stands 
for the impossibility of getting something for nothing 
or of not earning everything before we get it in ascension. 
The only value of anything is the medium through 
which it comes-\Vhat was the· thought-price paid or 
the medium through which it reached us from God? 
Another's thought-price could not enrich us until we 
reach it, and then we would need no medium for its 
expression. \Ve alI shared in the thought-price ':\lrs. 
Eddy paid, hence her gift is fitting but unique and 
inimitable! 

In this connection, could we conceive it right to 
found anything pertaining to The .\lother Church upon 
any gift of real estate other than from ':\lrs. Eddy? 
\Vhen ':\Irs. Eddy contemplated having a certain pri
vate individual found a Benevolent Home, it was as a 
pri'1.:ate institution, Sentinel, Oct. 7, 1916. The loss of 
relative values by which another than '\Irs. Eddy gives 
land to The .:\fother Church on which to "found" one 
of its institutions-perhaps f.jj.:O of its institutions, as has 
been currently reported (the California, as well as the 
Boston Benevolent Home), is a loss of true symbolism 
that seems hopeless! 

Again, when our .:\lother Church opens up a De
partment of \Vills and Estates to be used on the same 
basis as ,:\1 rs. Eddy's \Vill and Estate, certainly all sense 
or its original value as "God's acres," '\lis. 140, seems 
to be lost! The entire page 140 of .:\liscellaneous \Vrit-
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lOgS showed what svmbols and RL\L ESLHE values 
meant to '\lrs. Eddy. There is nothing in our human 
living that could be redeemed unless we distinguish be
tween symbols: this presents the only possibility of em
bracing humanity in di\·inity. True, "as we rise the 
symbols disappear," Hymn 166, but we will truly rise 
only as the result of transforming the material with the 
ideal-"the material transformed with the ideal dis
appears:" "Ideal" is the human perception of idea, see 
.\ly. 160 :5-8. '\1rs. Eddy constantly speaks of the "co
incidence of the di\'ine with the human," and the 
"human" is but the moral diversities and values sug
gested by the symbols. Surely there is a distinction be
tween the real estate left bv '\lrs. Eddv and the claim - -
of real estate donated by others! "rho could give the 
foundations of the institutions of The JIother Church, 
but "JIrdher"? 

The Board of Di rectors has the sacred trust of ac
cepting as translated into real values what ".\lother" 
has left her children and using it for the purposes for 
which she gave it (and not placing it below translation 
by the destruction of all basic idea), thereby translat
ing the Board's former function of admitting and reject
ing members into and out of The \lother Church into 
the same function with reference to the spiritual, i1i'l:is
ible Church, into which no one is entitled to enter until 
the Board of Directors is put into its proper place as 
the holders of our ti tIe to REAL ESLHE. The Board has 
marred the whole plan for us by its lack of obedience to 
the By-Laws of the :\Ianual, which has been and is our 
"Joshua," to apportion to us our spiritual REAL EST.HE 

as he did to the Children of Israel, and remind us of 
.\Irs. Eddy's will and purpose! as Joshua did of :\Ioses. 
This can yet be redeemed! 
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As the Board of Directors were practically "the 
door," under the :\lanual-at least the doorkeeper
by which applicants were admitted into The :\lother 
Church or rejected, as previously stated, so their Trust 
is the dQor by which we are admitted to the real estate 
of the X ation as a field for our work of wedding Prin
ciple and its idea until we see they are O::\E in every
thing. So long as we think only of Principle typed by 
The :\Iother Church. we will never see idea or the dem
onstration thereof. Theoretical "Principle" is not as 
high as Principle A::\D idea! In the O::\E::\ESS of the 
:\Iother and CHILD. the child is not governed by nor 
under :\Iother. but is "in CO::\SO::\A::\CE WITH." :\lan. 
p. 72: 19-2+. I n "marriage" they are O::\E and neither 
governing the other! Child (as idea) must wed :\lother 
(as source of idea) and :\lother's estate! ":\larriage 
will be found to be man's oneness with God." :\l~s. 

286. 'Thy maker is thy husband." Isa. 54-. 
If "real estate" has no svmbolic value. why did :\lrs. . . 

Eddy require the First Reader of The :\fother Church 
to reside in her home? Real Estate was :\1rs. Eddy's 
last contact with us. and we must see its value before 
we can see the next step. She has left us the key to its 
translation in the following: "Our title to God's ;\cres 
will be safe and sound-when we can 'read our title 
clear' to heavenly mansions," :\fis. 140-thus uniting 
"real estate" with the Promised Land of reality. as was 
the case with the Israelites-their spiritual apportion
ments were symbolized by so much land of which they 
could never be deprived by sale. mortgage nor other
wise (just as stated on p. 1+0 of :\lis.). It was always 
redeemable by them if they were forced to part with it, 
and if they could not redeem it before. at the time of 
the Jubilee Year-fiftieth year. Lev. 25, it was returned 
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to them without money and without price, as it typed 
Spiritual Reality. So our "real estate" becomes our 
key to the Promised Land of Reality. \Yhat a sacred 
Trust wi th which the Di rectors are charged! 
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Chapter XVI 

THE CALL OF THIRTEE~ 
THC\OER Ax AXGEL, OR THE VOICE OF GOO? 

John 12:29 

"Ttcelve Years Thl'J Sert·ed Chedorlaomer, and in 
The Thirteenth Year The}' Rl'bdled." Gen. 14:-1. 

OCR Nation is now, Oct. 1928. engaged in a great moral 
struggle-the greatest since the Civil \Var; in fact, 
the issues involved are identical with the issues at that 
time-slavery and "State Rights." The first struggle, 
slavery of body; and the last the greater, slavery of 
mind and body. with "State Rights" being played upon 
in the South to awaken the same spirit of intolerance 
and prejudice-individual State interest pitted against 
the good of the "Cnion" and the salvation of the \Vorld, 
just as it was before the Civil \Var. Secession from 
united party lines is as rife as secession from our Cnited 
States was then. The right of the North to preserve the 
Vnion is undeniable, even from the standpoint-of basic 
law-there were twenty-two loyal states and eleven se
ceding states. So the Cnion was lawfully outwardly 
preserved. but, as we all know, there are much of the 
claims of the same old differences of temperament. in
terests, etc., that have never been healed. ready to spring 
into untempered action at the slightest provocation. 
This is our wonderful opportunity as Scientists to heal 
our X ation and so open the way for the South to pay 
her debt to the North for preserving the C nion of the 
c\"rTED States (of consciousness) of the male and fe
male qualities nationally expressed.· 

* When this was written, it was expected to present these N ores 
concurrently with these issues. 
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The South is more of a type of the Love of \Voman
hood, while the X orth a type of the Principle of man
hood. The Republican party has arisen to the Demo
cratic principles in a most astonishing way and the 
Democratic party has accepted the good in the Repub
lican party, so that there is scarcely a thread of differ
ence in their platforms. Could it ever have been pic
tured that there would be a time where there would be 
no Presidential candidate on one of the platforms of 
these two great parties?* \Vell. God has prepared such 
a setting and the South has the golden opportunity of 
embracing its very righteous manhood, and coming into 
moral and spiritual union with it. This is really our 
Cnion-moral and spiritual! Our K ation is the light 
of the \VorId! Also the whole world is looking on this 
particular election with much interest! as it realizes the 
issues involved are world-wide. 

Just at this moment we are called through church 
by our Board of Directors to come out into the political 
arena "to register and to 't'ote"-((The Call of Thir
teen"! I t has no right to call us, as Church, to do 
this, as it would be clearly a "union of Church and 
State" thus to do-just what we are criticising others 
for doing! But as the holder of our Real Estate from 
l\lother, which she redeemed for her children from 
the claim of matter when she gave it to the Church, and 
also her other funds which came from consecrated 
sources, (even her investments, according to the inter
view of the alienist appointed by the Court to examine 
!v!rs. Eddy, were largely in .\lunicipal bonds, Sentinel 
Sept. 7, 1907, thereby helping small cities, etc.), itt 
has heard God's voice, but has not been able to in-

* In the sense of the Democratic candidate having bolted his Party 
Platform in its most vital points. 

t The Board of Directors. 
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terpret it because of its previous inability to interpret 
its sacred trust. Certainly every dollar ~Irs. Eddy 
left us was gained through helping the world, and such 
money will demand much of its Trustees! Is it not a 
sacred trust to hold such funds redeemed from greed 
or "matter-money"? \Vould not the same spirit of 
sacredly regarding this trust for us, her children. rather 
than mixing it with our Funds. our Estates, our ""ills, 
Trusts. etc., serve to yet redeem us from the claim of 
material ~ubstance? 

At any rate, the Board of Directors has called us 
into politics to aid our ~ ation! True. the issue is largely 
moral, but we as a Church have nothing actively to do 
wi th moral issues other than to embrace them. The 
l\1anual, Sec. 16. p. 45. tells us that we must "striYe to 
promote the welfare of all mankind by demonstrating 
the rules of divine Love"; Ret. 70 :27.28: "He 'rirtllally 
stands at the head of all sanitary. civil. moral. and re
ligious reform." "\"i rtually" does not mean in fact. So, 
in respo:1ding to its misinterpreted call. we stand on 
the plane with other Churches in our methods to help 
the world. Should we not be distinguished by the 
difference in our methods? \Yhile ~1rs. Eddy spoke of 
"Politics," ~Iy. 276. she gave her message to even a non
Science paper. and never brought poli~ics into her 
Church. ~lrs. Eddy says in her 1902 ~Iessage. p. 2. lines 
26-29: "I ne\Oer left the church. either in heart or in 
doctrine; I but began where the Church LEFT OFF." :\re 
we beginning \vhere it "left off." when we are t:nit
ing with its methods? This election is another world
wide opportunity for us Scientists! Are we satisfied to 
labor as do others or are we rising to behold "in Science 
the perfect man" and to let "this correct view of man 
heal the sick"? S.&H. 476. 
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The X ation whose birth was in the rebellion of Thir
teen States presents "The Call of Thirteen" as has been 
shown by the Xatiollal Christian Scientists' Association, 
which was called by Thirteen members of the .:\Iassa
chusetts .:\Ietaphysical Association, and ended in Thir
teen Scientists, .:\Irs. Eddy the thirteenth, (her mission 
being "to complete all that the l-u:el7:e have left undone," 
Pul. 81 :25), presenting to every X ation and religion in 
the worId our glorious religion, at the \VorId's Congress 
of Religions at the Chicago "'orId's Fair in our J.Yation. 
Our Satianal Christian Scientists' Association, as re
solved into a Cni,'ersal Assembly, was merged into this 
meeting in our Xatir·n's history. Could we rightly re
spond to a lower call from our Sa/ion? And, yet, in 
both war and politics, have we not done just as did oth
ers, fighting the ,'ery nations to whom we had preached 
our gospel of peace and Love; and, again, at the call of 
danger to our X ation 's morals, as in this instance, when 
we should K:'\OW there is none! 

Xow, that we have in the main responded to {(The 
Call of Thirteen" (some of the Churches having refused 
to thus unite Church and State), shall we go on in Thir
teen and merge, as did our Association of basic Thir
teen, into the call to which we have in the main re
sponded? "God's ways are not man's ways; and faith 
in the Divine methods are indeed the footsteps of the 
flock," said ':\Irs. Eddy, Oct. 1892 Journal. Surely man 
could do nothing of himself. Our call came from God 
and we cannot recede from Thirteen (Nation, civic 
duty-through branch-City foursquare. Civic and 
City meaning the same)-thence to FOl"RTEEX, the 
C niverse! 

The manner in which we, as a Church, have heard 
and interpreted "The Call of Thirteen," our X ation's 
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call to "colors" of true manhood and \Vomanhood in 
our Presidential election. is wonderfully illustrated by 
Jesus' "Call of Thirteen" as recorded in the 12th chap
ter of John. 20th to 33rd verses, inclusive. 

\Yhen the Greeks sought Jesus at the feast. it was his 
call from Principle. the Fatherhood of God in "Thir
teen." That it should have come through the medium 
of the Greeks was most natural. as he had healed the 
Greek woman's daughter. after protesting that it was 
"not meet to take the children's [his Xation'sJ bread 
and cast it unto dogs [other Xations]" ('\lark 7:27. 
"The woman was a Greek." verse 26.) Twelve is 
"Church" (the Twelve Tribes); Thirteen is X ation 
(Principle); and Fourteen is the CniYerse (Love)
Gen. 14 :4. 5. and the length of time that Jacob worked 
for Rachel. a type of spiritual Love. 

This was Jesus' second call from FOl'RTEE:\-the 
Cniverse \Yomanhood. generic man. S.&H. 561 :22. 
He had been called bv his .\lother to Fourteen, at the 
marriage of Cana of Galilee. and had responded-wine 
being a call of Lon. S.&H. 35 :7.7. 2R. 

The Greek woman had importuned him to heal her 
daughter. and her recognition of Jesus' X ation's first 
right. but further recognition of the infinitude of sup
ply. cast the devil out of her daughter. "And he said 
unto her. For this saying go thy way; the devil is gone 
out of thy daughter." In .\Iatt. 15 :7.7.-2R. which is the 
only other gospel account of the same incident. he tells 
the woman ... I am not sent but to the lost sheep of the 
house of Israel" (X atien) -twel\'e gone astray in Thi r
teen ("rebellion"-Gen. 14:4); for it was the sinner. 
the expression of rebellion that he came to save-rebel
lion at the Iimit{/tion of the salvation offered him. refus
ing the "mass. "-tenth picture of Christ and Christmas. 
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This is brought out so wonderfully in Luke 15, where 
Jesus portrays the innocently "strayed. lost and stolen" 
forms of sin that he gathered to himself-the sheep hav
ing innocently strayed; the woman lost coin for lack 
of light and cleanliness (she lighted her candle and 
swept her house) ; and the Prodigal perverted his inheri
tance by separating it from its true source and contin
uity-the thought that objectified it. ~o one can rightly 
use what another has earned. and to try to do so is to 
rob himself, primarily. of his own reflected ability to 
meet his needs by his own thinking; and another. sec
ondarily. "'hen its source is realized to be God. then 
its continuity depends upon the likemindedness to its 
source. wherein is no "mine and thine." but a given 
objectification belonging to a given thought-"Princi
pIe and its idea is one." S.&H. 465. The Prodigal broke 
this continuitv and therefore the monev "fell" to m:lt-- -
ter and he with it. "Give me the portion of goods that 
fafletlz to me. And he divided unto them HIS [not their] 
lin'ng"-and so the "living" is always the portion of him 
who earns it. "I am not come to call the righteous. but 
sinners to repentance."* expresses his mission to the re
bellious. and Luke 12 :49-53, shows that his truths 
brought "rebellion" to the human consciousness. The 
fact was that he drew all of his disciples from John the 
Baptist. who had rebelled at the bounds of the Church 
and was working outside thereof. having fulfilled it in 
his parents-his father being a priest in the Temple. 
'York never has to be done over. Everything is pro
gressive,-he never rebelled at the Church. but at its 
bounds. 

So. when the Greek men sought Jesus for the right 
Principle of his teachings. it was his second call from 
"Thirteen." or Principle. outside of "the lost sheep of 

* ~Iat. 9:13. 
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the house of Israel." His first call having come from 
the Roman Centurion, who was ruling the T\velve 
Tribes· as a vassal nation to Rome, Luke 7: 1-10. It will 
be noted in this instance that it was said of the Centurion 
that "he loveth our XATIOX, and he has built us a SYXA

GOGCE," showing that Jesus responded to the call of N a
tion (Thirteen), in this instance of one who loved 
Church and ?\ ation. He did not, however, go under 
the roof of this call of Thirteen, for there was no roof 
to him in THIRTEEX and no servant to be freed-even 
the Centurion seeing this. 

So, when the Greeks sought him at the feast, inas
much as they reached him through Church, Philip and 
Andrew (two of his twelve disciples) and they, the 
Greeks, had to come to his "Sation's" feast, and he had 
previously said: "All that the Father giveth me shall 
come to me; and him that cometh to me, I will in no\vise 
cast out"; and, again: "K 0 man can come to me, except 
the Father which has sent me draw him: and I will 
raise him up at the last day," John 6:37, +t; he was 
forced to receive the Greeks as his "Call of Thirteen" 
-the manhood, or Principle of the Greek \Yoman's 
call in Fourteen (the infinitude of blessing and supply). 
I t is very evident, therefore. why he recognized that his 
hour had come-his own Principle, John 6:37. +t, con
victed him of it as his Church "demonstration," and the 
human Association (his disciples in twelve, and. the 
Greeks coming from Fourteen to his XATIOX'S feast 
THIRTEEX) -and he always in Thirteen-were the "hu
man and divine coincidence" of circumstance, if not of 
thought, 

The Greek \\' oman recognized :x ation before \\TorId 
in conceding the Children's first right; the Centurion 
recognized both Church and X ation; and the Greek 

* l'nder Judah for but one Tribe (Star) is acti\'e at a given time, 
Christ and Christmas stanza I. 
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men X ation, by going to his ~ ation's feast; and Church, 
by seeking his two disciples (in TWELVE, Church) as a 
medium to Jesus, 

Jesus, rising to Fourteen, said: "The hour is come 
that the Son of man should be g/fjri/ied" (not crllci/ied 
to his then-sense) ; but the necessity to bridge the un
demonstrated thought about him pulled him down to 

the rebeilion of Thirteen, and he discoursed on seeming 
death as inevitable to the bridging of the distance be
tween the thought that had sought him through the me
dium of Church (his disciples) in fulfillment of the 
prophecy: ""'hat are these wounds in thine hands? 
Then he shall answer, Those with which I was 
wounded in the house of my friends," Zech, 13 :6, In 
other words, had he been able to demonstrably lift his 
disciples to enn twelye in complete demonstration
Judas being of his own tribe that betrayed him-THIR
TEE:\- (Principle) would haye been demonstrably real
ized to be inseparable from FOl-RTEE:\ (Lon), and he 
would ha\'e been spared the crucifixion by organized 
·'chu,.ch", For its accusation against him "He maketh 
himself the son of God," effected his crucifixion, In 
his struggle he cried: "now is my soul troubled; and 
what shall I say? Father, saye me from this hour: but 
for this cause came I unto this hour. [Then, rising 
again to FOl'RTEE:\ ] Father, glori fy thy name, Then 
came there a yoice from heayen [Fourteen J, saying, I 
haye bfjth glorified it. and will glorify it again," 

.-\ yoice from FOl'RTEE:\ most unmistakably de
clared the infinitude of gfjod, and based the future good 
on the past (Church resting upon Association), in ac
cordance with Eccl. 3 :15-".-\nd God ,.eqlli,.cth that 
which is past"-no FOL'RTEE:\ without THIRTEE:\, and 
no THIRTEE:\ without T\\'EU'E, and so on, back to basic 
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one as the first premise of infinite good, whereupon OXE 

in orderly descent becomes the-"OXE infinite God, 
good, which unifies men and nations, etc.," S.&H. 340. 

But how was this voice of FOL"RTEEX heard and in
terpreted by the three grades of demonstration standing 
by: "The people therefore, that stood by, and heard it 
[the Greeks, without doubt, who approached] esus for 
another theory of 'life' with which to feast the human 
intellect]. said that it thundered [a foreboding, ominous 
sound that meant discord only j: others [disciples J 
said, :\n angel spake to him" - an angel usually af
frights, as it presents some word of God to the unpre
pared-to-their-sense thought. This precipitates the 
Christian experience with its usual excuses of the bene
fit and blessing of suffering for righteousness' sake, when 
as a matter of fact it is the suffering for failing to re
spond to lesser calls, as had the disciples. See \liscel
laneous \Y ri ti ngs, 73 : 12-18, as bearing au t, tha t "H uman 
\\"isdom therefore can get no farther than to say, He 
knoweth that we have need of experience," when in 
reality it is suffering from breaking a moral law. 

:\Iso, the difference between God's voice and the 
angers \"oice is so strikingly shown in I Kings 13,* and 
:\um.'" 22-2+. Xote in the first instance of both citations, 
God spoke first and last and the angel medially; and 
in both instances the prophets were punished for fal
lowing angel \"oices, a/!t:r hearing God's voice (in which 
latter event "u:e must be the angels, to be safe), Gal. 3: 
19, ZO. 

"J esus answered and said, Th is voice came not be
cause of me, but for your sakes [and - inferentially

you will be held to an account therefor]". Jesus was 
the only one demonstrably in IIIIRIfE=", and, therefore, 

• Chapters. 
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the only one that heard the yoice from the spiritual 
height of FOl"RTEE:\", which is only the infinitude of 
THIRTH:\", hence in the descent (to the human sense) 
THIRTEE:\" seems to be before FOt"RTFF:\", :'\ation before 
Cniverse" "Cnpreparedness" is ne\'er pardoned by 
Principle, but all are held to strict account for the 
higher opportunity, as midnight calls come only after 
wasted days. The Greeks had had their spiritual call 
through the healing of the Greek woman's daughter, 
and had undoubtedly heard the letter message of Truth 
in some way to prepare them for this call, else they 
would not have sought Jesus. The Centurion that had 
responded so wonderfully, in the healing of his sen'ant, 
-'Iatt. R, was perhaps the one who heard God's yoice 
through the seeming darkness of Jesus' crucifixion (the 
sun being darkened), sufficiently to say, "Truly this 
was the Son of God," because he had taken the steps of 
both Church and :'\ation, -'Iatt. 1.7 :.;4-. The Greek 
woman had heard G0d's 1'0ire (In FQ{"RTH:\") in seek
ing her daughter's healing: the Samaritan woman like
"'ise at the \vell of Sychar: Pilate's wife also when she 
warned her husband tn have nothing to do with Jesus' 
condemnation. Paul unfolded his highest reyelations to 

the Genti les-his e\'ery epistle (one possible excep
tion) with their man'elous metaphYSical truths, were 
indited to the Gentiles ,,·hn had not gone through (liter
ally) the T\\·FI.\"F, but who had the Twelve Tribes in the 
"loins" of their spiritual conception (as did :\braham, 
Heb. 7:9, 10), to receive the \\'ord from FOt"RTEE:\". 

("'hile it is thought by some that "Hebrews" was 
Paul's Epistle, this is not so regarded by Bible authori
ties: and eyen if S0, it is the one exception of Paul's 
epistles' being written to the Gentiles). -'Irs. Eddy 
speaks of the yiolent death of all the disciples, except 
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one, as being the result of their "ignoble conduct. 

to\\ards their ~laster," ~lessage 1902,18:25,26. Thus 
"The Call of Thi rteen" held them to strict account! 
So situations nenr approach any of us without bring
ing with them the demand of full toll for our past 
opportunities for preparation. which divine Justice has 
previously accorded us. 

In this connection. :\1 rs. Eddy in her Poems. p. 26, 
indited to the year of 1865, the following with reference 
to the assassination of :\braham Lincoln: 

"Chill was thy midnight day, 
""hile Justice grasped the sword to 

h01d her throne, 
And on her altar our loved Lin

coln's own 
Great willing heart did lay." 

"The Call of THIRTEE:\"," or his Xation's call, had been 
responded to first in the Greek THl":\"DER of the canon's 
mouth, and then. again. in the struggle of "Christian" 
warfa;c of right over \Hong. good over evil-\lORALITY 
ins~ead of SPIlUTL\LITY; in sC\·cn. instead of THIRTEE:'\. 

It was Lir:coln's time for THIRTEE:\" or his Xation's 
call. a;}d it must be heeded. The Civil \Yar was the call 
fo; the C:\"ITY of the male and female elements of our 
Cnited Sta:cs (of consciousness) in Thirteen, which 
was hea,d but not understood. and, while Lincoln was 
rich in every manly Christian virtue. it must be met by 
WO\L\:\" (hence the "midnight D.-\. y"). :\braham Lin
coln \','as laid on the altar of manhood by ]CSTICE (sac
rifice being;! manlY-"Christian" virtue as separate 
f;o[l1 "Science," \,"oman - Lon; the limitation of 
SE\'E:\") befo:-e \roman could unfold her message from 
FOL"RTEE:\". He had wept with his Kation over its lack 
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of true \Yomanhood. but could only supply it with 
"Christianity" in its limitations (as presented by ~lrs, 
Eddy on p. 10 of:\o and Yes). just as Jesus 'u:ept over 
Jerusalem. and also O\'er the lack of \Vomanhood at the 
tomb of Lazarus. But ~loses had foreseen that \\'oman 
was "last in the ascending order." and so stated her posi
tion. Gen. 1 :7.'7 and ~lrs, Eddv also in S.&H, _~OR :21-
23; and whi Ie Jesus saw it for himself. as illustrated 
in Christ and Christmas bv his seamless white robe
the black robe over his shoulders in the second picture 
of Christ and Christmas. and the black robe on his lap 
in the ninth picture in the circle. showed his limitation 
in imparting it. (It cannot be imparted from heights. 
but on the plain-uni\'crsal. rather than specific. Love), 
It was specific in man. as :\0 and Yes. p, 10:6-10. un
fulds. and expansin in \\'oman-generic man. S.&H . 
. ~61 :22. :\ ote. too. that while \Yoman's underdress is 
white in this ninth picture. her outer robe is drab so 
long as the witnesses are two; hence. ~lrs. Eddy says 
on p. 346 of ~liscellany 29-2. that "the manhood and 
womanhood of God have already been revealed IX A 

DEGREE through Christ Jesus and Christian Science. His 
Two \Yitnesses." The message is limited so long as the 
witnesses are hi'!) instead of one-as evidenced in the 
next (tenth) picture. where the outer robe is pure white. 
expressing S.&H. 64 :22-25. 

So Jesus was sacrificed by the same sword of "J us
tice" on another "midnight Dxy"-the sun even with
drawing itself at midday in symbolic expression-as re
gards his inability to anticipate and break the limitation 
of symbolic prophecy. evidenced by his statement to 

Peter in ~1att. 26 :53 . .54 (note here that Jesus speaks 
of "~IORE than T\\,EU'E legions of angels." as it would 
have taken more than n\'EU'E to meet the situation, 
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which was the demand of THIRTEE:\*) ; also when he 

told Pilate in John 19: II, "Thou couldst ha\"e no power 
at all against me, except it were giyen thee from .\BUn~." 
Again, "Put up thy sworn into the sheath: the cup which 
my Father hath given me, shall I not drink it?" John 
18: I!. 

Abraham Lincoln yielded April 1+, 186,; (Lee sur
rendering at :\ppomattox :\pril 9, I B6,;-the exact date 
of Jesus' Resurrection and just five days before Lincoln's 
assassination), to the reyelation of \Yomanhood which 
must be revealed through a woman (as Jesus prophe
sied to John according to Rev. 1.2:1) in 1866, S.&H. 
107: 1-3, -'Ian could not do this as man. but must rise 
to \Yoman, as he (Abraham Lincoln) had faile.i to do 
in his "warfare" methods. He was a valiant ,\1 ichael. 
fighting "the hol,y war," S.&H. ,::66 :30-1. for Princi
ple in THIRTEE:\, but in the "ascending" sense of T1IIR

TEE:\ which would be the set0nd day-seeing the great 
distance between right and wrong, rather than nothing
ness of wrong, as in the Gabriel sense: "The Gabriel 
of his presence has no contests, To infinite, ever
present love, all is Lcve. and there is no error, no sin, 
sickness, nor death," S.&H. 567 :6-8. This is \Yoman
hood and while the Principle of the Cnion was pre
served by the Fatherhood of God through manhood, 
its true unicn must be in the Gabriel sense-""oman
hood's Thirteen embracing manhood's second ascend
ing step (spiritual understanding or firmllment) in the 
unfolding "Creation" of our Cnited States--the first 
dJy being the "Light" first day of consciousness, which 
ga\'e it birth and was "Fathered" through George 
,,-ashington in symbol. 

'\Irs. Eddy's thought already was most active in her 
X ation 's needs. for although a Democrat by inheri tance 

• :\ote that the pra\"rr oi Chl:rch in Tweln was not equal to 
:\ation's demand. ~Iy. 281 :1-5. 
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(!\lark Baker, her father, being an ardent Democrat, 
active in politics, Sibyl 'Vilbur's Life of .Mary Baker 
Eddy, p. 24) she took a firm stand for the abolition of 
slavery even before the war, and had both a husband 
and son in the war (her son being wounded at the battle 
of SHILOH-how significant! Sibyl 'Vilbur's Life of 
l\Irs. Eddy, p. 63.) So \-Voman's thought was at work 
on Nation, before she began to unfold Church. Thus 
Mrs. Eddy was always in THIRTEEX, as was Jesus; hence, 
her lack of participation in Church edifice building, 
except as a gift from herself in the Branch Church at 
Concord-Voluntary gift. 

Returning to our main issue, our Church "Call of 
Thirteen" to aid in CXITI:'-."G the manhood and 'Voman
hood elements of our X ation in true spiritual bonds, the 
Board of Directors was impelled by the demands of 
the hour. But because it had failed to respond to 
the lesser call of ~1rs. Eddy's plan of evolution for 
our Church in TWEU'E, and, in fact, had actually put our 
Church back under the old plan- of the Fatherhood 
Church, dissolved in 1889 (see our Quarterly cover's 
statement of Church-inside first cover) where our 
travail in Church must of necessity be that described 
by J er. 30 :6, "Ask ye now, and see whether a man doth 
travail with child? wherefore do I see every man with 
his hands on his loins. as a woman in travail. and all faces 
are turned into paleness ?" Because the Board had not 
seen J er. 31 :22, "A 'u:oman shall compass a man," it had 
been forced by di\'ine power to respond to the call of 
THIRTEE:'-.", and had called the Church thereto without 
the "wedding garment" of TWELVE with which '!\Irs. 
Eddy so completely supplied her Church before she 
left it, having spent her many years of labor to weave 
it into th~ "web of consistency without seam or rent," 
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S.&H. 2.+2 :26. X evertheless, like the G reeks and the 
disciples, it has heard God's voice, and will be held 
to an account to the full measure of what it said. 

'\Irs. Eddy, as previously noted, fulfilled TWEU'E 

before The .\lother Church was built as a testimonial 
thereof, and went on in THIRTEE:'\, leaving us the steps 
to see and to follow. This has been previously shown in 
these Sates, attention being called to so many of the 
articles in .\Iiscellany which relate specifically to the 
"'orId and "'orId affairs, which '\Irs. Eddy handles in 
the light of Science, and not with the "'orId's light
giving her highest Truths to the "'orId, in such meta
physical articles as "Christian Science and The Times," 
Concord (Xew Hampshire) .\Ionitor, .\Iy. 266, 267; 
"H em'en," 'K ew York American, .\Iy. 267; "Prn'en
tioTl and Cure a! Di'L'orce," Boston Herald, .\Iy. 268; 
"Hari.'est," The Independent, .\Iy. 269-271; "JJrs. 
Eddy Desuibes Her H umaTl I deal," The Evening 
Press, .\Iy. 271; "Youth and Young Jla,dI00d," Cosmo
politan, .\ly. 272,273;" Cnii.'ersal Fel!0·-u:ship," '\Iinne
apolis ~ ews, .\Iy. 27.1; "P01itics," Boston Post, '\Iy. 
276; "Peace and Irar," Boston Herald, .\Iy. 277; "H o·u· 
Strife AJ ay be Stiiled," Boston Globe, .\Iy. 278, etc., 
etc. 

God governs, and whether we hear His voice or the 
"angel" or the "thunder," is determined by our nearness 
to Him-proportionate at-one-ment with Him; He and 
He alone has voice to "call," and power to command
S.&H. 256: 19-23. 

Ever since ,\1 rs. Eddy's passing, the voice of truth 
has been con~tantly calling Christian Scientists to their 
larger unfoldment (,"Love is impartial and C:,\!\'ERSAL 

in its adaptation and bestowals," S.&H. p. 13) in THIR

TEEX, but because of our inability to hear the true call, 
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by reason of our disobedience to our :\lanual in THIR

TEE:\", we haYe heard only the "·orld's call for help in 
its own language (the thllnder) and haYe responded 
in like manner, using the "·orld's methods-in war, 
when we laid down "the sword of the spirit .... the 
word of God," Eph. 6: 17 and took up the sword of de
struction: and in the "litigation," instead of seeing what 
the opportunity offered-that when our :\lanual and the 
Deed of Trust began to contlict. something must be 
wrong with liS, which would haYe led to our eyes being 
opened to the fact that any authority of the Board of 
Di rectors under the :\lanual as admiT/istratiTe, had 
ceased \vith :\lrs. Eddy's passing-again an opportunity 
to rise to THIRTEE:\", instead of turning to law, the 
"·orld's 'weapon and defense, and continuing with and 
under the law when .\Irs. Eddy, as "free-born" .\Iother, 
Gal. 4- ::?:?-31, left us f,·ee. 

:\gain, calamities are recognized and responded to 
with "silver and gold" instead of meeting the "·orld's 
great need with "Such as I haYe, give I thee," A.cts 3 :6. 

Latterly, the call went out from the Board of Di
rectors to read in our Churches the notice "to register 
and to vote"-thus bringing politics into the Church 
"hen the true call. that was thus perYerted, was to take 
the consciousness of true Church ("The Call of TlIIR

TEE:\"") into the ;\ ation, and so to "leaYen the lump." 
The;\ ation was in various ways daily calling the atten
tion of its citizens to their civic duty, and Scientists had 
definite instructions from .\Irs. Eddy on this subject in 
the article "Politics" in ".\Iiscellany," and their civic 
duty "'as thus clear to them . 

.\Ian\· Science Churches responded to the call from 
the Board of Directors, thus unifying Church and State 
-so, again, we find Christian Scientists uniting with 
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the ~ation (the Call of THIRTH:'\), but with a false 

sense of THIRTEE:'\, accepting the "\Yorld's" testimony 
and its methods. 

\Ye must refuse to accept the reality of evil in Church 
before we can see its unrealitv for the \\"orId and ht'al 
it; thus pro\'ing our worthiness for the "weliding gar
ment," and ~ ational and C ni\'ersal union. 

""hen the "se\'enty," whom Jesus sent out "tl) heal 
the sick" and to declare "the kingdom of Gud is come 
nigh unto you," Luke 10, returned and tl)l,i him that even 
the devils were subject unto them thn;ugh his name, 
Jesus' replied: "~ot\\"ithstanding in this rejoice not, 
that the spirits are subject unto you; but rather rejoice, 
because vour names are written in hea\'en." Is not this 
realization true "reqistrali0n," and our fore\'er yote the 
continueus expression of this name (nature) ? A.I!hough 
our ciyic response as outlined by '\lrs. Eddy in "Poli
tics" was our indiyidual (not colIectin, and Church 
is "col!ectiye") privilege and duty to our); ation, not 
to Church, as Church kncws no such need, as eyidenced 
by our .\lanuaI. which is our complete guide in Church 
matters, The Branch Churches having specific direc
tiuIlS to go on "in consonance wi th" the .\IanuaI.-.\lan. 
7.?:19-.?+; eYell "!Jeneral u/ficial (0111,.01" of the Branch 
Churches by the .\lether Church being p0sili.:ely /0,.

bidden, :ht. XXII I. Sec. 1. 
The morning following our); ational election, our 

.\lonitor's first editorial carried this caption-":\ Vic
tory For Right." Jesus has said: "Rejoice nct because 
the spirits are subject unto you," and ,\1 rs. Eddy writes 
on p. I m of Science and Health: "The maximum of 
good is the infinite God and His idea, the All-in-all. 
Evil is a suppositional lie." 
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Paul said: "The weapons of our warfare are not 
carnal but mighty through God to rhe pulling down of 
strongholds. Casting down imaginatiuns, and every 
high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of 
Gud, and bringing into captivity enry thought to the 
obedience of Christ," II Cor. 10:5. Our full Church 
duty! 

If no Christian Scientist had "registered and vored," 
the issue would have resulted as it did: of course, in no 
sense discounting the splendid work they mentally did. 
Secs. 15 and 16, :\.rt. VIII, is prohibitory to our Church 
efforts outside of our own outlined-in-our-:\1anual 
gruoves. 

Those who responded to the Board of Directors' call 
through Church, "rebelled" against our :\Ianual; and 
those who refused to accept the call through Church, 
responded to the call in ::\ation (THIRTEE:\) and "re
belled" 'U,'ith the JIa1/ual against official control or di
rection bv the Board of Direcrurs of the Branch 
Churches, as demanded by _-\rt. XXIII, Sees. I, 6-the 
latter, lines 19-2+. In any e\'ent, we han heard the same 
thing-'The Father's voice" (THIRTEE:\). and \\'e have 
all respo1/ded, regardless of what the senses may say 
of "how." The relative distance that \\'e may accept the 
claim to our being below the true message is left to our 
own reckoning with Principle. The Call of THIRTEE:\, 

there being but one fact in any situation, "The spiritual 
fact, repeated in the action of man and the whule l-:\I

\'ERSE!" S.&H. 207:28, 29. It was the call to unite in 
consciousness the quali ties of man and \Yoman in the 
C ninrse through the medium of our great :\.-\110:\ 

(THIRTEE:\), which bears the same relationship to 
salvation of the \YorId (FOl'RTEE:\) to its moral and 
spiritual civic ideals as the ::\ ation of Israel bore to the 
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World's salvation in a more definitely compounded reli
gious way (the Cnited States being a definite and lim
ited sense of the whole "Torld's peoples in one, with 
their individual and definite ideals compounded; just as 
the Twelve definite Tribes of Israel "represented in type 
the whole human race"-April Journal, 189\ com
menting upon the Director's \Vindow in The (little) 
~Iother Church). THIRTEEX is the "rebellion" of the 
true idea, after it has reached its definite specific per
fection, to the limitation of such definiteness-the "re
bellion" that unbinds the sheaf-band, ChedorIaomer, 
Gen. 14-:4, and diffuses the idea into the C niverse
generic man-through \YorId Courts, \Vorld Leagues, 
Peace Pacts, \VorId Conventions-and even \VorId Re
ligious Parliaments at. perhaps, \VorId Fairs into which 
our !\ ational Christian Scientists' ·Association, as C ni
versal Assembly, was merged by ~1rs. Eddy at our 
\VorId's Fair in Chicago, Kov. Journal, 1893. This ~a
tional Christian Scientists' Association had been called 
into being by THIRTEEX, bound by the sheaf-band of 
CHCRCH (TWELVE), religious unity, each sheaf typing a 
tribe as in Joseph's dream, Gen. 37 :7, and had ended in 
the band's being broken by THIRTEEX presentations of 
Christian Science under the cognomen of "t; niversal 
Assembly," before it became one with the "'orId, FOCR
TEEX. Principle being definite could never go beyond 
THIRTEEX, but must be embraced in LOVE, FOl·RTEEX. 
Chedorlacmer representing the four kings, ruling ideas 
(four "ascension" or superstructure), which must be 
offered on "the shrine of Love"-S.&H. 595, 8, 9 to a 
more basic and structural unfoldment.-Church. which 
is "the structure [not super-structure] of Truth and 
Love," S.&H. 583. Structure is both fO'undation and 
superstructure in one. Superstructure, \\T oman (Bride), 
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must descend as City foursquare and rest upon human 

foundations, Rev. 21 :10, 1+, and this descending ac
tivity is away from four ("ascension" to human sense
Jesus having ascended on the fourth day of spiritual 
creation, to human consciousness) to the redemption of 
the fi,"e physical senses (five kings, Gen. 1+, descending 
to and 1'edeeming, rather than rising above and leav
ing), which have served the four kings for TWElXE years 
(the descending City having T\\"EL\"E gates) and "re
belled" in the THIRTEE::,\Tl-:I for the purpose of freedom 
and redemption. ~Irs. Eddy says, S.&H. 27+: "\Yhen 
what we erronefjllsly term the fi,"e physical senses are 
:'.lISDIRECTED, they are simply the manifested beliefs of 
mortal· mind, etc.," implying that when properly DI

RECTED, they become mfjre. as just above this reference 
on the same page she speaks of "Cnnecessary knowl
edge gained from the five senses is only temporal, etc." 
"Erroneously," "misdi rected," "unnecessary," added 
simultaneously with the last statement of "the ideal 
man" and "the ideal woman," S.&H. 517:8-10, in 1907. 

So as previously (in this chapter) noted, when the 
Board of Directors were changed from "four" to "five" 
our idea of Church began to break its bounds (sheaf 
bands) and to thus become more diffusive-"Benja
min" being thus added in the fifth descending rung of 
Jacob's Ladder-his sons, or twelve. The whole pre
vious tendency had been encouragement to rise above 
Church (and demonstrate the Twelfth Tribe, Benjamin, 
in the Xation), rather than to "desct'nd" through it 
(Church-in T\\'EU'E) to the Xation in THIRTfE::'\, our 
ladder rungs or numbers increasing by the compounded 
process of ascension plus descensioI1, they having 
been descending from st'7·en. Jacob's angels ascended 
and descended-Gen. 28: 12, and S.&H, 299, 581 show 
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both ascending and descending angels. I f seven is "as
cension," se\'en more would be complete "descension"; 
so the last descending rung would be FOL'RTEEX, hence 
Jacob was forced to work FOL-RTEEX years for Rachel, 
typing Spiritual .\fotherhood-Lon. His tweh'e sons, 
or his ascending seven (the full measure of manhood 
consciousness) and descending five in \Yomanhood com
pleted "Church" in symbol and left no u·fj7·k with the 
"·orld. So we use what we han learned in Church 
to redeem the world's material concepts to reality, since 
it has borro\\'ed its pattern from Truth by re\'ersing 
Truth, Cn. )3 :1-3, and since "the greatest \Hong is 
but a supposititi0l1S opposite of the highest right," S.&H. 
368: I. 2. 

"Truth pleads tonight 
Just take me in 
Xo mass for me" 

(Christ and Christmas, Tenth picture) 

is cur message to and with the X arion and "'orld-the 
last two rungs-THIRTEFS, Jacob, Fatherh()od, typed 
by Jesus in Church anJ George \Yashingtcn in Xation, 
and Fot'RTfEX, \lotherhond, the C ninrse or Jacob's 
two wiYCs in one-Rachel embracing Leah, typed by 
'\Irs. Eddy, as uninrsal \lother. :\t the dedication of 
First Church in London, \Irs. Eddy wrote, "Today a 
nati0n is bfjrn," \fy. 183. 

At the beginning of the 1879 nrganization \lrs. 
Eddy had seycn Directors in her Church-SibYl \Yil-. -
bur's Life of \lary Baker Eddy, p. 266,-Sibyl \Yilbur 
indicating that this number continued throughout the 
history of the first formation, but they \,-ere changed tIl 

five as recorded in the Journal of :\ug. 1889. which pub
lished the Consti tution and By-Laws of the Church 
just prior to its dissol\-;ng in October; so the old for-
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mati on was dissolved with five Directors. The new 
formation started with four, and ended in ji'L'c in 
1903. when the Extension was started. Church in 
TWEU'E, however, docs not reach the whole descent, as 
Jacob stood for an entire .:\ation-·'Israel" THIRTEE:\, 

-and Rachel for Love, \\'hich is the whole "'orld, 
FOl'RTEE:\', In this Aug. 1889 Journal. just mentioned, 
is the following statement in the Bible Le~son Series, 
which were interpreted in each of the J oumals for the 
month in advance (by :\1 rs. Eddy's design to unify in
terpretation, see Journal, June, 1888, p. 15.?), in the 
incident of Samuel's choosing of David the seI'enth son 
of Jesse for anointing, it is said: "David v,as the se'L'
enth. Seven is a complete number, symbolic of har
mony. 'God rested on the se'L'entlz day, etc.,' Ge:1. 2 :2, 
3, David was a harmonious thought. :\iter creation 
(material) ceases, we arri\'e at a harmonious thought 
-the day of the Lord's: Cessation of material ei'o!ution 
produces the se\'enth day, the reign of harmony, the 
Sabbath," :\ug, Journal. 1889, p. 25_~. 

So :\lrs. Eddy started enrything, as has previously 
been unfolded in se1'en (except the first Church in eight, 
which was the only thing that did not stand that she 
organized), and descended past the same mileposts of 
days cf consciousness through which Jesus had spe
cifically passed-Jesus' revealing but se;:'en-the se\'Cn 
stars in his right hand, Rev. 1: seven Churches, Re\,. 
2, 3: se\'en seals, Rev. ), etc., etc. :\1 rs. Eddy made 
six distinct e\'olutions 0, descending steps as pre\'iously 
unfolded, starting \yith the "rest" of man in the allness 
of good in the first edition. This is the reason so many 
think it is her highest re\'elatio:1-as it ".A'as, in point of 
height. but \Yoman being a "descending" idea, starting 
from seven (the "rest" of the human consciousness in 
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specific demonstration, with a background and fore
ground of FOL"RTEE:\"-\lotherhood of God typed by 
Rachel), to descend the ladder of se"en in human con
sciousness changing nothing but its height and narrow
ness of position occasioned by specific, indiyidual dem
onstration: "Ascension" demanding one's leaying all 
behind in spe~ific up-rising-e,'en one's immediate sur
roundings. In \latt. 19 :27 -30: Peter said (in response 
to Jesus' demand of the rich young man that he Ie aye all 
for Christ): "Behold, we have forsaken all, and fol-
100\"ed thee [the demand of 'ascension '-manhood
being as preyiously set forth, to 'forsake,' 'deny se1t' 
'leaye all.' 'follow,' 'forgetting the things which are 
behind.' 'Get thee behind me, Satan, etc., etc . .' in his 
super ascent J: what shall we ha,'e therefore? :\nd 
Jesus said unto them, Verily I say unto you, That ye 
which haye followed me, in the REGE:\"ER.\TJO:\" when 
the son of man shall sit on the throne of his GLORY 
[Glorified by the manhood of \Voman-'Christian Sci
ence' as it becomes one with di"ine Science. 'He shall 
glorify me.' John 16:1+, correlated with S.&H. 200: 
27-29, 'Jesus Christ and him GLORIFIED' was added to 

Science and Health before :\'Irs. Eddy's prayer of 
thanksgiying on the flyleaf. taking the place of a pre
viously denied selfhood: 'I. I. I. I. itself. I. etc.,' spe
cifically set forth in 'Evolutionary Comparisons'. 
'J esus Christ and him glorified' to take the place of 
Paul's 'cruci fied.' or denied, Jesus; also this was simul
taneously giYen with the Celestial Crown on our books. 
All changes in 1908J, ye also shall sit upon twelve 
thrones, judging the Tweh'e Tribes of Israel .... the last 
shall be first." Heb. +:8, 9-"For if Jews had given 
them rest. then would he not afterward have spoken of 
an0ther day. There remaineth therefore a rest to the 
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people of God." The rest of Rf.l;E:\ER.\TIO:\. descension. 
embracing GE:\ER.-\TIO:\. ascension. 

It wIIl be readily seen. why so many haye "rebelled" 
and left our Cause-particularly in the earlIer days
after sen'ing it so faithfuIly and effectinly as Editors. 
,\1 inisters. Teachers. etc.-the "descending" process not 
being understood. and the "downward" course being in
terpreted as retraction instead of brcadening to meet 
the claims of the specific demonstration of manhood 
from rung to rung in descending J acob's ladder of his 
sons-seyen ascending and fi\'e descending. thence Jacob 
THIRTEE:\. and R.KHEL FOl"RTEE:\: taking in the sur
roundings that man had "forsaken." "forgotten." "de
nied." put "behind him. etc.. etc. ... in generatitll1. 
"\Yho created all things by Jesus Christ." Eph . .) :9-
man unfnlded the seyen steps of Creation: which were 
mentalize,i and spiritualized in \Yomanhood to hUll/an 
sense. for. of course. these grades of relati\·it~· are (;nly 
to the human consciousness-aboye \\"hich man [t)~e and 
through which \Yoman descends. '\lan is speci tic. 
\Yoman is generic. '\lan made his demonstraticn as a 
person. S.&H. ")6"~, 1,)-19: Ret. 93: \Yoman took each 
specific position into Churrlz in her descending proc
esses. 

It is interesting to note that while a man (in the 
ascending demands of manhcod) was told to forsake 
his wife (for the purpose of wedding di\'ine Truth, 
neyer another \Yoman) as instanced in ,\1 att. 19 :.29 : 
Luke 1+:.26 (in the latter reference, eycn the wcrli 
"hate" being used), a ~u:0man was neyer told to forsake 
her hushand. The difference between man, as "ascend
ing," and \Yoman, as "descending," is clearly set forth in 
this distincticn: for while a man (not seeing beyond the 
limitation of manhood) must work on the basis of "EYil 
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communications corrupt good manners," I Cllr. 1_) :33; 
and, .,='\ e\'er breathe an immoral atmosphere unlc~~ in 
the attempt to purify it," S.&H. -t5.2 :1+, L:;: \Yoman 
realizing, "The greatest wrong is but a slipposititi011S 
opposite of the highest right," S.&H. 368, redeems the 
fact from the false claim of the senses. This was always 
expected of her spirituality e\"Cn before the letter re\"C
lation cf \\'omanhood came to the world through the 
consciousness of :\lary Baker Eddy. Hence it was pro
verbial that the world's \"Crdict was to "Stone the 
woman and let the man go free"-the highest compli
ment to her superior symbolism. The very "stones" were 
translated into her redemption in John 8, as elsewhere 
spoken of. 

I n the J une Journal of 1888, p. 110, \T 01. 6, :\0. 3, 
is the following statement: "Our belo\"Cd Teacher and 
Pastor followed faithfully and devoutly the require
ments of the Orthodox belief up to the \"Cry portal of 
Heaven. Then Christ. hearing her knock for admit
tance, opened to her a \'ision of spiritual realities of 
which mortals had heretofore been ignorant." 

Thus '\lrs. Eddy received her revelation from the 
portals of hea\'en, and had it remained there~ there 
would have been no salntiun for the world in it. but 
she would have ascended as did Elijah and Jesus (which 
she probably intimates on p . .23_) of The Life of .\lary 
Baker Eddy, by Sibyl \Yilbur, when she says: "If the 
students still continue to think of me and to call on me, 
I shall at last defend myself and this will be to cut them 
off frern me utterly in a spiritual sense by a bridge they 
cannot pass over." Had she done so. she would not have 
fulfilled the next fi\'e downward e\'olutions demanded 
of her for world salvation. 
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This was illustrated in the last picture of the first 
three edi tions of Christ and Christmas-the 3rd being 
the first edition after it was again restored to us-in 
\yhich the picture was quite different-very peculiarly 
shaped (somewhat the shape of a heart, althuugh quite 
di::.similar in some ways, upturned with puint at the 
Dp and broader base) with but one cruss and that a 
large cne with flowers similar to the second one we now 
haye, although the flowers were of course very much 
la rger (as the cross was closer to the beginnlng of the 
picture) and presented the appearance of morning
glories. A double trunked tree was in the middle of the 
picture, abo\-e which a man (similar in appearance to 
Jesus, although showing much strength) had risen, and 
behind \vhom were myriad faces; and he sending a white 
bird back to earth, but with no olin branch in. its beak. 
This perhaps typed individual peace, but with no mes
sage for others \vho had not made the same ascent. 

\Yhen the branch activity started in the latter part 
of 1898, by :\lr5. Eddy's presenting the Concord Branch, 
as a gift, and personally superintending its building, as 
before noted, the branch was put in the bird's beak, the 
branch un the door of the tenth picture at which the 
\Yuman is knocking. and the squares under her feet, 
rather than alone the indi\-idual square mat under her 

feet. 
Thus had the ascended revelation stayed in ht'a,'erl 

nut reaching belcw the Christian, the flowered cross, 
and there had been no hope for the dark cross of human 
depravity-world-salvation would have ne\'er reached 

the \\ur/d. The first picture said "Come unto me"; the 
last picture, "I will go unto yeu," when the dark cross 
\\"as encircled with light. 
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Therefore those who think that the first edition of 
Science and Health is the highest. are right-it is the 
highest point of manhood-a Li ttle Book brought by 
a man-Angel. Rev. 10. at the point of finished "gen
eration," as evidenced by the statement: "These are the 
'generations' of the heavens and the earth, when they 
were created, etc. [Gen. 2 :+. immediately following 
verses 2, 3. where God "rested" in the se1.·enth day]." 
"Generations signified the manifold ideas of Intelli
gence. and Life," 1st ed. 2+3. "There could be no sec
ond creation after 'all was made that was made.' nor 
ever a man formed since the full idea of God was given," 
1 st ed. 236. Thus it was but natural that Church could 
not be seen from this high viewpoint. as it was a position 
of ascended aloneness. hence the following. which has 
been used against our organization: "The mistake the 
disciples of Jesus made to found religious organizations 
and church rites. if indeed they did this. was one the 
:Master did not make .... Christ's Church was Truth 
.... the temple for the worshippers of Truth is Spirit 
and not matter .... )Jo time \\"as lost by our .\laster in 
organizations, rites. and ceremonies, or in proselyting 
for certain forms of belief: members of his Church 
must answer to themselves, in the secret sanctuary of 
Soul. questions of the most solemn import." first edition 
S.&H. pp. 166. 167. The abo\Oe shows clearly why man 
could not be Immanuel. but merely Savior. as the as
cent had to be made first-this is the message the man
Angel brings; but the prophecies of Rev. 1 ~ and 21 were 
"'Voman's hour," which is no\", - "This is woman's 
hour." ?\o. 45. and both of these women descended, 

one to the wilderness. the other. to the world. The 
\\' oman in Rev. 12 first appeared "in heawn. clothed 
with the sun. the moon under her feet and upon her head 
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a crown of twelve stars"-all mankind; and her demon
stration was made in two wildernesses-the last after 
having the two wings (manhood and \Yomanhood) of 
an eagle, Rev. 12: 1 +; and the Bride as the Ci (\" four
square had twelve gates-a gate for every tribe, as 
typing all mankind. The first edition presented but 
5e7:en gates, and they "generations" or labor-the st'7:en 
ascending rungs or creations. \Voman had to unfold the 
five others and they the complete redemption of sense 
testimony to idea. "\Vhen what we erroneously term 
the five physical senses are misdi,·ected. they are simply 
the manifested beliefs of mortal mind. etc.," S.&H. 27+: 
17, 18. The inference of the possibility of pr0pa rli
rection is unmistakable! 

THE DESCE:\DI:\G STEPS OF \VO\L\:\HOOD 

So l\Irs. Eddy's /it'St descending step * starting with 
man's REST in God's Love-the seventh day of con
sciousness (which Jesus undoubtedly demonstrated after 
his resurrection and ascension, but which was ne\'er 
revealed to the human consciousness), was where ,\1 rs. 
Eddy found her work and revealed its Principle in the 
alIness of good, man's oneness with God, etc., etc.-no 
medial angel, Gal. 3: 19-21, lay between God and man in 
her first edition brought by the man-Angel, although 
he brought this message of \Yoman: •. ". oman was a 
higher idea of God than man, insomuch as she was the 
final one in the scale of being," first edition p. 2+9. This 
corresponded to Asher, the eighth tribe, being the \Vo
manhood of man's St'renth. the start of the descent
REST changing from the inactivity of human concept 
to the omniaction of '\lind-"God rests in action," S.& 

• The first evolution onh- /""k"i earthward. but remained on man's 
rung of "rest" quickened to "rest in action." S.&H. 519:25. 
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H. 519:25. First Church in 1879 was started in this 
man-Angel unfoldment, which she tried to start in 1875. 

Her second descending step was in the third edition 
of 1881 when she put "Creation" entirely into l\10ther
hood, instead of Fatherhood, as in the first edition. 
This came after a great struggle evidenced by the fail
ure of her second edition (Sibyl \Yilbur's Life of ~lary 
Baker Eddy, pp. 2.?l, 237, in chapter entitled, "Conflict 
of Personalities"). This struggle was prophesied in 
Rev. 11, when "the two witnesses" (which ~lrs. Eddy 
says are "Christ Jesus and Christian Science·'-~ly. 
346:3U-2), after testifying in "sackrhth," die, are resur
rected, and ascend. This descending rung corresponds 
to Gen. 1 :24-31, three elements to cope with-animals, 
male and female. * The false sense of all three seemed 
to resist \Yomanhood at this step, and particularly the 
male element. This struggle has been noted in "The 
Finality of the Revelation." The second edition, which 
Sibyl \\Tilbur characterizes as a failure, finally came 
out in one thin Vol. II. although there was no Vol. I, 
Sibyl \\Tilbur's Life of ~Irs. Eddy, p. 237. There 
was no "Creation" in this \'clume nor anything that 
presented an evolution in line with this outline. So this 
partial effort was extracted from the third edition, 
which ~I rs. Eddy could not take out of the press, as she 
explained in the last paragraph of her Preface of this 
Vol. II of her second edition. It could not be called 
an evolution or a step, but a partial step borrowed from 
and embraced in the third edition. This \Tol. II of the 
second edition has a "Xoah's Ark" on the outer cover, 
with clouds overhead and turbulent waters beneath
a seeming prayer fer the safety of her Cause. which was 
answered in ~Iotherhood in 1881 as previously noted. 
This step corresponded to Issachar. the ninth son. or the 

* Its redemption gives man DO\I1XIOX. Gen. 1:28. 
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union of the two dements of male and female. as pre
viously described in the chapter "The Twelye Tribes." 

Her third descending step or step was in 1883, sixth 
edition. when :\1rs. Eddy gave us the Glossary. thereby 
"squaring" \,"oman with man. as it ga\'e man full credit 
for the Bible-no \,"oman being mentioned therein ex
cepting EYe. This rung corresponded to Zebulun. the 
tenth son. Thus. the field was gi\'Cn an opportunity to 
study the tribes for eight years before the City four
square (which had twelye gates corresponding to the 
Twelye Tribes) was re\'Caled. and the Glossary for 
three years of which being the only new renlation. The 
J oumal, unfolding the Tri bes one by one (as described in 
the chapter. I{ Cro'Li.'ned lrith T·,al';.'e Stars"). \\'as start
ed with this unfoldment in 1883. and the Tribes were fin
ished in 1895-just twel\'C years of unfoldment of the 
Tribes. This third descending rung or revelation cor
responds to Gen. 1 :20-.?3-the water ("water symbol
izes the elements of mind." S.&H. 507:3). the water 
animals and the fowls-the de1ying and soaring of Sci
entific Christianity.'" Of the water animals :\1rs. Eddy 
says in the third edition. Vol. II. p. 119. "The swimmer 
in the sea of thought." and also on p. 12_~ of this same edi
tion. she says: ":\lythology presents man as material, 
yet a liying soul. and his material thought presenting a 
material bird. and saying that God made it." showing 
that this period of spiritual unfoldment or "descend
ing" idea. has nothing to do \\'ith the symbols of "crea
tion" upon which man has ascended higher and higher 
("\\'ho crea:ed all things by Jesus Christ." Eph. 3 :9). 
but to "exchange the objects of sense for the ideas of 
Soul." S.&H. Z69: 1 5. 16. is "'oman's mission. This 
Glossary also fulfilled Rey. 11: 18. "And that thou 
shouldest give reward unto thy servants the prorhets~ 

* This step redeems human I~TE:.L1GE"CE. 
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and to the saints." This evolution is particularly Im
portant as it is an entirely new trumpeter-Re\". 11: 
l.)-from the "man-.\ngel" and the "two 'sitnesses," 
Rev. 10, 11. as wi 11 be seen by Re\". 9: 13 and 10:7. 
Although eHry e\"olution \Irs. Eddy made was after 
the Se'i:enth Seal was opened, Rev. 8 :1, the seventh 
(or last) trumpeter does not sound until Rev. II :1). 

Her fourtlz descending step or step was in 1886-
16th edition-":\ \Yoman clothed with the sun, and the 
1110011 under her feet. and upon her head a crown of 
twelve stars," Re\,. 12:1. corresponding to Gen. 1 :1+-
19-the SUrl, moon and stars or period of .-\SCE:\SIO:\, 

S.&H. 509. This \Yoman brings forth a man child
":\nd she brought forth a man child .... and her child 
\",as caught up unto God. and to his throne." Rev. 12 :5-
for it was the period of ascension. This was where Jesus 
left to human view in "Ascension" and where \Yoman 
brings him forth, as \1 rs. Eddy correlates this passage 
in Science and Heal tho p .. )65 :0-13. as "J esus, the mas
culine representative of the spiritual idea." "This same 
Jesus .... shall so come in like manner as ye have seen 
him go into heaven," .\cts 1: 1l. This fourth e\"olu
tion gave us "Genesis" and "The Apocalypse" for the 
first time. with the chapter of "Prayer and .\tonement'· 
bet\\"Cen. as "The .\pocalypse" was not taken beyond 
the \Yoman bringing forth the man child-the City 
foursquare not yet being added. This rung corresponded 
to Joseph, the eleventh son. Joseph and Jesus being 
proHd one in type, thus Jesus could not demonstr3te 
beyond eleven-eleHn disciples. \Yoman. the Benja
min type, redeems "money" for which Joseph and Jesus 
were sold-betrayed: hence \lrs. Eddy's accumulated 
fortune redeemed from matter, and left in sacred trust 
for us. 
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fhe distinction between the fourth and fifth de
,,_cnding steps of descent (the one under immediate 
(omment and the other next succeeding) interprets. in 
the sense of this outline. the four and the fin Directors. 

During the time of this fO/l"11! descending step. the 
\\"(lflL1T1 bringing fcrth the "man Child" in 1886 to 1891. 
the fir~t ()rganization was dissoh'ed in 1889 (ha\"ing 
been formed in 1879 in the re\"elation of the "man
A.ngel" in A.sher: the "man-:\.ngel" being a "'oman. as 
describd in the Jan. Journal. 1895. p. +I.:?). It was dis
soh'ed \\'ith fi\'e Directors. Enrything in :\Irs. Eddy's 
Church me:1l1t some vital symbol. :\.s has been pre\"i
cusly noted, her first Church had seven Di"ulor5 up to a 
short time before its dissolution, when they were 
changed to fi\'e, as recorded by the :\.ug. Journal of 
I 889-shorth' before her dissolution of the Church in 
Octcber next follO\\'ing. Sibyl \\"ilbur's Life of :\lrs. 
Eddy on p. ~8':?, in justifying the assumption that \1rs. 
Eddy had obeyed the Board of Di rectors for forty years 
(which \lrs. Eddy did not say, as pre\"iously unfolded 
in this outline), says: "In Science and Health, p. 107, 
:\lrs. Edd\" sa\"s: 'I n the \"ear of 1866, I disco\"ered the .. . 
Christ Science or di\"ine laws of Li fe, Truth and Love 
and named m\" disco\'er\" Christian Science.' For \Irs. . . 
Eddy, these din'Tlc la'Li.'S were the Directors." '" The en
tire quotation, as previously unfolded, has been added 
within the last few years, sh(m'ing some visicn of what 
the Directors "TRE in :\1 rs. Eddy's plan or Church, and 
..... RE with reference to their Real Estate Trust-the di
recting hand to the "spiritually organized Church." It 
is just this symbolism that is here outlined. 

* The word "Directors" was changed to Immanuel after the pub
lication of "As IT Is" in 1928. 
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"Then :\lrs. Eddy reorganized the Church in 1892, 
she had but four Di rectors, and the Real Estate Trust 
was gi\'en to but feur Directors. Thus the Church 
seemed to rest under :\lotherhood and the man child
the God-crowned \Yoman, clothed in the sun and the 
moon under her feet and upon her head a crown of 
Twelve Stars. upon which this formation was based 
(corresponding to the fourth day of Creation-Gen. 
I : 14-19-the sun, mean and stars); :\lrs. Eddv defi
nitely assuming the ti tie of ":\lother" and forbidding 
the use of this term with reference to anyone else except 
in the natural human motherhood. The Tenth :\lanual 
1899, under the title of "DISCIPLI:'\E," Art. XXII, "The 
Title of :\lother, Sec. I, says: In the year of eighteen 
hundred and ninety-five, loyal Christian Scientists had 
given to the author of their text-book, the founder of 
Christian Science, the illdi~·idual, endearing term of 
:\lother. Therefore if a student of Christian Science 
shall apply this title, either to herself or to others, 
except as the term for kinship according to the flesh, it 
shall be regarded by the CHl'RCH as an indication of 
disrespect for their Pastor Emeritus, and C:,\FIT:,\ESS TO 
BE.-\ ~[nfBER OF THE :\10THER CHCRCH." 

The articles of this period, which, of course, had 
the thorough approval of :\1 rs. Eddy, were wonder
fully illuminating in the point of realizing how com
pletely :\1 rs. Eddy was recognized to be the "God
cro\"ned "·oman." Some excerpts of articles have been 
previously quoted on this subject-prophecy of Rev, 12 
-declaring that the God-crowned ". oman is u:itlz us. 
Also there is another forceful article in the :\Iay J our
nal of 1889, p. 64, Vol. 7, under the ti tIe, "A Reason 
For Hepe," from which the following is quoted: "J esus 
brought to humanity the ideal of the immortal and per-
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feet man .... 'The Son of the Blessed represents the 
Fatherhood of God,'-is 'di\'inity embracing humanity 
in Life and its demonstration. Christian Science reduces 
to human perception and understanding the Life that 
is God,' and in the pers0n of its Reyelator. 'completes the 
figure with the \Yoman. or type of God's .\lotherhood.' " 
Two different editors of the Journal during this period 
stated in glowing terms the ineyitability of this conclu
sion that ,\1 rs. Eddy \YJS the God-crowned \,"oman. one 
in "His Cause" in Sept. UN.? where it is said: "'And 
her child was caught up unto God. and to His throne.' 
Every student of true Christian Science who has dis
cerned Principle. and entered in any degree into the 
deep things of God. has seen that Di\'ine Science is the 
'Child' that the dragon stood ready to deyour 'as soon as 
it was born.' The more they have. through Loye for and 
obedience .... receiyed the promised reyelations of 
God. the more unmistakably clear becomes the fact that 
TODAY is being fulfilled the vision of the Revelator .... 
'her Child was caught up unto God. and to His throne' 
.... and the woman also 'hath a place prepared of God,' 
where she 'IS :\OCRISHED' .... The CROWXED \Voman is 
nourished in her 'place prepared of God.' etc." Also the 
article from the editor in the July Journal of 189~. 
which has been preyiously quoted in part as saying that 
the fact that Science and Health has come to the age, 
is conclusive eyidence of the fulfillment of the prophecy 
of St. John. Rey. 12. 

These articles were accepted by ,\1 rs. Eddy and the 
Field. and many like articles were written with a similar 
tendency. which were likewise accepted without chal
lenge on her part or others. although our Journal was 
guarded most carefully by her to make. it the true re
corder of diyine Science-"to put on record the diyine 
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Science of Truth," My. 353. So, this fourth descending 
step or fourth run was wholly in ~fotherhood, and our 
~fother Church rested there until 1903. 

Her fifth descending step was in 1891, 50th edition, 
revealing the City foursquare, when she said imme
diately-"This spiritually organized Church of Christ 
(Scientist) in Boston, still goes on," Ret. 1891, p. 
58, she recognizing the complete Church in the City 
foursquare. This fifth unfoldment in 1891 is the reve
lation of Church which completed the re7:elation, but 
not the founding in the symbol of Church; since !\fother 
Church had not yet been unfolded in symbol by the 
Field. So, in Sept 1892, the second organization is 
formed to symbolize the God-crowned-wi th-twelve
stars ~fother. This Church was founded on twelve 
stars, as previously unfolded, based on Love "reared 
on the foundation of Love. and pinnacled in Life." Pul. 
2 :30-1, its highest point being Life-Fatherhood-as 
typed by its lighting system being a seven-pointed star 
of I ++ lights or the square of twelve, proving that the 
ascent is Fatherhood and descent is ~lotherhood. 'Yhen 
Bride coming down from God out of heaven embrac
ing the square- (manhood) the Ci ty foursquare is un
folded, man is merged in quality into "'oman. Cp to 
the time of unfolding the City foursquare-~lrs. Eddy 
had said "\\' oman should be IO\'ing. pu re and strong; 
man should be tender. intellectual. controlling." second 
page of "~farriage." In this revision of 1891, fiftieth 
edition. ~Irs. Eddy says: "Both sexes should be loving. 
pure. tender and strong"; from which it will be noted 
that the qualities of man are dropped with exception 
of "tender." and man is merged into \Voman through 
tenderness. This reference is now on the second page 
of "~larriage." S.&H. 57:10. 11. and has remained 
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unchanged since 1891, when I\1rs. Eddy revealed the 
City foursquare. 

This fifth descending step corresponds to Gen. I :9-
13-the third day, ("RESCRRECfIO:'\," S.&H. 508:26-4). 
"This period corresponds to the resurrection, when 
Spirit is discerned to be the Life of all, .... dependent 
upon no ~fATERIALORGA"'IZATIO:'\." Thus "l\lotherhood" 
could not go beyond this point, as the man child "organ
ization" must disappear at the very point that Jesus dis
appeared to the human consciousness-the resurrection. 
when he proved that Spi ri t is "dependent upon no ma
terial organization," S.&H. 509. So l\lotherhood must 
be "crowned," as she has borne the "cross" before being 
dissolved into idea. and thus the process begins. 

Her sixth descending step was the "inspired word 
of the Bible," taking the place of "the Scriptures" in 
the first tenet in Sept. 1901-just ten years after the City 
foursquare unfolded. Thus the Bible and Science and 
Health became one-"the inspired \Yord" being "spir
itual interpretation." as shown in her marginal caption 
on p. 46. where the only other "inspired \\'ord" in Sci
ence and Health appears. "The inspired \Vord.'· under 
caption of "Spiritual interpretation." shows that it is 
spiritual interpretation. In "E\'olutionary Compari
sons." this change is stated as being made almost simul
taneously with the change in the tenet. The caption S.& 
H. 46 was formerly "Emmaus." or Jesus' teach~ng after 
his resurrection-so Jesus' last \Yord to his disciples and 
~Irs. Eddy's last \Vord to hers became one at this point. 
The evolution of this point showing that it first read: 
"The di\'ine Spirit which identified Jesus thus over 
eighteen centuries ago, has spoken in every age and 
clime. through the inspired \Vord" was changed to read 
as it now does. which shows that "the inspired \Yord" 
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never spoke until now, but will continue to speak from 
now on, S.&H. +6 :7-1 O. This is THIRTEE;\, or the fin
ished re,"elation of Principle, corresponding to the 
FIR\I.U!E;\T in Gen. I :6-8, upon which Jesus founded 
his Church in Simeon. "hearing," -'Iau. 16: I~. and 
which -'Irs. Eddv embraces in THIRTEE;\. 

In this e,·oIution. Science and Health was re-ar
ranged from beginning to end in point of chapters. and 
many important texts were changed and added. This 
was her last complete evolution-the remaining step 
was diffusion of LIGHT in FOCRTEEX. This THIRTEEXTH 

step. sc'C'enth ascending in manhood plus sixth descend
ing in \Yomanhood. corresponded to Gen. I :6-8-"spir
itual understanding" or the firmament as before noted. 
which embraced the line between Spirit and matter, and 
started a redemptiYe process. 

In 1902. immediately after the last enti re revision 
of Science and Health in the latter part of 190 I. the 
request was made by ,:\1 rs. Eddy in 1902 for our Exten
sion-the "cr0u'n" of :\lotherhood with twelve stars, 
Twelve Tribes. Immediately after the starting of this 
activity in 1903. ':\Irs. Eddy dropped title of ".:\Iother,'· 
and gave us fi\'e Directors. thereby adding Benjamin or 
the fifth rung to Chllrch. She called the General :\sso
ciation of Teachers in basic organization of T\\'EU'E and 
unified their action. etc.-the heads of the T\\·EI.\"I-: 

Tribes; the call in 29th :\Ianual in 1903. and the basic 
organization thereof in the 4- 1st :\lanual of 190+. She 
dropped the capital "I" in intelligence to small "i" 
throughout the en ti re text-book. pa rticularly in "the 
ideal man." S.&H.~ 17 :~. 9; abol ished obstetrics in the 
l\lassachusetts .:\letaphysical College. with the state
ment that it was not a Science and would not be taught, 
2,th :\Ianual 1902. The Child was regenerated, instead 
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of generated, S.&H. pp. 68, 69, from line 27 on p. 68. 
Also she dropped the capital "\V" in wisdom and the 
capital "S" in substance" in our Text-book, demanding 
intelligence, wisdom. creator. and substance of man; 
adding "intelligence" to "indiyidual idea," S.&H. 508: 
.?3-no more dependence on the intelligence of God, we 
must be one with that intelligence-wed it. "oe are more 
than birds. dogs and cats that instinctiyely reflect it,
we are the intelligence that takes precedence over "cre
ation" in "the ideal man "-the second step on the way 
to the third. Truth. S.&H. 5 I 7 :8,9. "Creation" the first 
step was overcome when "~Iotherhood" ceased to func
tion. and inherent. wedded intelligence took its place, 
embracing "creation." The ~Ianual must guide our 
"intelligence." Thus the City foursquare-the Bride 
embracing the intelligence of the four sides. typed in 
Church. descended in T\\'EU'E upon the X ation. The 
coming down from God out of heayen is the descending 
to the X ation of "the spiritual idea" through Church: 
"Heayen represents harmony. and di\"ine Science inter
prets the Principle of this heavenly harmony." S.&H. 
560: 10. 11. 

And so. in every instance. the Revelation keeps a 
rung ahead of Church in symbol (thus \Yoman. reyela
tion. "points to heaven and leads the way." ~Iis. 389, for 
symbol). but Church in symbol follows in every instance 
until Church is complete. The purpose in the last or
ganization being to romp!etc its history. Ret. UN!. p. 
58. \Yhile "~Iother Church" was completed with 
"Crown." ~Iy. 6:19. as "it is \"ain to look for perfec
tion in churches or associations." Xo. +1 :l.? & 13. we 
must go beyond organized Church for perfection. and 
so this Church descends through Branch to the X ation. 
Xote that the "'oman knocking on the branch in the 

* Also capital "C' in creator. 
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Tenth picture of Christ and Christmas has one more 
step to the :\ ation; that she is not on the earth but on 
a foundation built by man-squared it is true, but a 
foundation must rest on something, so there is a further 
descent for Church to THIRTEE:\, specific Principle; 
thence to diffusion of light in Love, corresponding to 

LIGHT, Gen. 1: 1-5, FOCRTEE:\. 

SO the further changes are the texts bearing on this 
diffusion. It was inevitable that "'oman's sixth descend
ing step and man's ascending second step (and aggre
gate THIRTEE:\TH step·) should be a union of the \Yord, 
because John says: "In the beginning was the \Yord, 
and the \Yord was with God, and the \Yord was God. 
The same was in the beginning with God," John I: I. 2. 
So when \\' oman's sixth descending step (THIRTEE:\ 

in the aggregate) embraced the second ascending step 
in the "Creation" of our X ation (the Civil ". ar, :\bra
ham Lincoln's regime) we ha\'e "The Call of Thirteen," 
or the Thirteenth step of \Yoman plus man 0'i.·er/appirzg. 
The last step (Fourteenth) embracing man's first in our 
X ation 's life-the Fatherhood of our X ation, George 
\Vashington, .\Iy. 148:12-16. 

"Thus saith the Lord that created thee, 0 Jacob, 
and he that formed [organized, gathert:dJ thee, 0 Israel, 
Fear not: for I have redeemed thee, I have called thee 
bv thy name, thou art mine," Isa. +3:1; ".\nd hath 
confirmed the same to Jacob for a faLi:, and to Israel for 
an everlasting covenant," I Chron, 16: 17: These are 
the two tables of stone (The Ten Commandments), and 
the two connants spoken of by Paul in Gal. + :22-3 I. 

Benjamin being the only son born after] acob's re
generation, types "regerzerati0rz," and unfolds the mis
sion of '\Irs. Eddy, while Joseph types "generation" and 
unfolds the mission of Jesus. All things are created in 

* Counting the steps between. 
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Jesus ("\Vho created all things by Jesus Christ," Eph. 
3:9) ; were this not 50, he could not be the wayshower, 
as the human consciousness must be taught by symbols. 
"Spiritual teaching must always be by symbols," S.&H. 
575. Jesus unfolded the law in Judah, and Benjamin 
the SHILOH to whom all things shall "gather,"' Church: 
"The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a law
giver from between his feet, C::\TIL Shiloh come; and 
unto him shall the G.-\THERI:\G of the people be," Gen. 
+9:10. '\lrs. Eddy says, "the Bible contains the recipe 
for all healing," S.&H. +06: I. As these truths have 
been gathered day by day for six ascending days in the 
gathering of men into the one '\lind, ideas ha\'e come 
into activity in the human consciousness that work TO

GETHER for good to anyone and everyone who accepts 
them, and does not try to again place himself in the 
position of the primitive prophets before the law of God 
was revealed and work the problem all over again for 
himself-in such event, the six days' labor in the human 
consciousness is still inescapable. God's revelation of 
law has kept apace with God's revelation of Light since 
the days of the primitive Patriarchs, "The rule is al
ready established, and it is our task to work out the 
solution," S.&H. 3 :5-7. This is wonderfully illustrated 
in the experience of Balaam, ~ urn. 22-2+-Gcd told 
him "the rule" the first time he prayed, when God said 
"Thou shalt not go with them: thou shalt not curse the 
people: for they are blessed." And Balak sent again 
princes more and more honorable than they, with prom
ises to promote him to very great honor, etc., and Balaam 
not regarding God's law already revealed, prayed again, 
and "God came unto Balaam at :\IGHT." Balaam's con
cept of law was modified and darkened in his desi re 
to please both man and God, and so he mistook his own 
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will for the will I1t God and went with the men, and 
"Gnd's anger \\a~ kindled, etc." Balaam's thought was 
so darkened that whereas he first talked directly with 
God, S.&H. :? 13 :30-+, then he did not see e\'en an angel, 
S.&H. 581 :+, but the ass, typing humbled human con
sciousness-which had been his pre~'ifjtls human con
sciousness, and from which he could not escape, as gf)f)d 

is the only activity in any situation, and in the words of 
our Hymn 17, "That all of good the past hath had re
mains to make our own time glad"-so Balaam could not 
escape his own demonstration of good. which sa\'ed his 
"life": at the same time, he could not meet a present 
demand with a past sense of good. hence his limitation, 
After hearing God's voice, he could not safely follow an 
angers voice (this distinction in John 12 :29 has been 
thoroughly noted pre\'iously); but he tried to. with 
darker and darker results. X ote that he built se'Z'en 

altars to atone for his disobedience (but "To obey is 
better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of 
rams," I Sam. 15 :22). His first altar was built at 
Kirjath-huzoth. which means a "populous city" - he 
encouraged himself with the thought that regardless of 
his "experiences" great good would come of his motive. 
etc. -'lis. 73:12-18. His next altar was at the top of 
I\lt. Pisgah-the assumption that he was exalted in his 
motives bevond the abilitv of am'one to see his mission. 

, " 

but he alone could see its great value. At least. his ex-
altation benefited him. for he broke forth in the song 
of praise that brought his own self-condemnation, de
claring: "God is not a man. that he should lie; neither 
the son of man. that he should repent," showing the fixity 
of God as Principle and his laws as emanations there
from. both of which he had violated. And then he pro
ceeds to add his blessing to God's already blessing, 
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which God had declared to him \"hen he first prayed. 
It was but natural that we next find his "seven altars" 
in Peor (a hole) looking toward J eshimon (desola
tion), and he returns in disgrace, but not befnre he had 
brought about adultery between the children of Israel 
and the '\loabi tes (the former of whom he was called 
to curse), Xum. 2.~; and died fighting against Israel 
in the ranks of the .\lidianites-showing the strength 
(?) of his claimed blessing. Is not this a striking ex
ample of a released spirit through prayer for light, 
when light had already been renaled in God's law? 
"'e should .{r;IITld our work on Go-:i's already revealed 
law, S.&H. 269 :22-2.~, and then our prayer would be 
such as '\lrs. Eddy unfolds on pp. 279-281 '\ly.
we would stanj on the ccmplete re\"elation and let it 
"work together" for our good-"}1aving done all [and 
it has all been done in the finished revelation] to stand"! 

The above is an instance of the release of proneness 
of the "spirit" through prayer to lay on God the results 
of one's own unwillingness to stand on His la·u·, while 
I Kings I3 is just the reverse - the release of the 
prophet's obedience to God's law by reason of the dif
ference in the .(0,.11/ in which it came, he responding to 
the demands of "'the angel." 18th nrse, through another 
person after he (the prophet of Judah) had heard the 
voice of G0d. \Yas not this why the lion (typing ';moral 
courage,"' S.&H" .~ H: 10) did not destroy the b0dy of 
the man nor the "'I i fe" of the ass, verse 28 (the ass was 
the type of his owner's-the other prophet's-former 
humbled human consciousness or past (/0od that alone 
is our life and animation at all times)? It is evident 
that while the old prophet "lied," verse 18, it was unin
tentional. else he would not have heard God's voice 
directly condemning the disobedience of the prophet of 
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Judah. Too, Judah, types law, Gen. 49: I O-there could 
be no "gathering" with other people in J udah~ but stand
ing on la·u',-the "gathering" must be in the "Shiloh," 
\Vomanhood ! 

The six ascending steps in manhood were all labo
rious (and not "the unlabored motion of the divine 
energy," S.&H. 445 :20, 21, but the "energy" must have 
been demonstrated in manhood - :\1 v. 355 :5-17-
"labor," "supporting," "divine energy," "spiritual ar
mament") in consonance with Paul's ,,\\T ark out your 
own salvation with fear and trembling," S.&H. 442 :25, 
26: with which :\lrs. Eddy CXITES with Jesus in reply
ing, " 'Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father's good 
pleasure to gi't'e you the kingdom.' This truth is Chris
tian Science," S.&H. 442 :27, 29-the first promise ever 
put in Christian Science (in the fifth and last edition of 
1907), most fittingly being at a point where I\lrs. Eddy 
embraced Jesus' highest promise. 

The labor of manhood for six thousand years or the 
six days of evolution in the human consciousness is in
stanced in Exod. 16. The manna could not be gathered 
one day for the next, else it would be worm-eaten and 
decayed; but on the sixth day, supply could be doubled 
for the seventh. The sixth day is the unfoldment of the 
male and female of God's creating, so the idea begins 
to "gather"-accumulate. I\fan was cursed in terms of 
"In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread"; and 
woman, "I will multiply thy sorrow and thy concep
tion," Gen. 3: 16, 19. So man has labored, and woman 
has "conceived," until man has built the human plat
form high enough to support \Voman, and woman has 
"conceived" until she has united and expanded man's 
labor into the infinite idea-Vniversal Child. Shall we 
choose to do it all over again after the labor is finished? 
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Jesus said, "It is fin ished," John 19 :30, in his sixth 
statement on the cross. and his se'1"cnth and last "Into 
thy hands I commend my spirit," Luke 23 :46, "rest". 
And \\'oman takes the seventh, and last and descendingly 
gathers. or accumulates. Jesus had not where to lay his 
head; \Irs. Eddy evidenced accumulation of abund
ance as the result of "gathering" a \YorId into her con
sciousness demonstrably, and embracing the entire Bible 
(] esus embraced it up to the point of his own demon
stration; \Irs. Eddy. from there on to e\'en Jesus' 
ascended prophecies), thus translating its symbols into 
active ideas. "working together" for the good of the 
world. and unescapably for good of herself as well, etc., 
Rom. 8 :28. "Flow TOGETHER to the goodness of the 
Lord, etc. ... J er. 31: 12; "with one mind, striving TO

GETHER for the faith of the gospel," Phil. 1 :?7; "Come 
now and let us reason TOGETHER," Isa. I: 18; "The 
judgn:.'?C'ts of the Lord are true and righteous ALTO

GETH fR," Psalm 19 :9-the reason we do not see them 
thus is btcause we di\'ide them and try to apply univer
sal truths to an individual. rather than to fit the indi
vidual into the universal truth. "If T\\'O of yOU shall 
agree on earth as touching anything (the male and 
female quality union) that they shall ask, it shall be 
done for them of mv Father which is in heaven. For 
where 1'\'0 or THREE are gathered TOGETHER in my 
name. there am I in the midst of them," \Iatt. 18: 19. 
20. \lale and female qualities bringing the third ele
ment - spi ritual presence of Truth - demonstration. 
Jesus sent out the seventy, Luke 10:1 (whom he gave 
power rn:er all evil, as distinguished from "against," as 
was true of the twelve, :\latt. 10: 1), "two and two be
fure his face into every city and place whither he him
self would come." As an instance, note that Peter and 
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John always went together in ,their healing work AFTER 

Jesus' ascension, Acts 3: I ; 4: 19, as instances, and they 
were extreme opposites in temperament. Also after 
Jesus' resurrection none of his disciples ahne saw Jesus 
-he appeared to two and to several at each time
l\1ary .Magdalene. a II' oman (assembled man-generic 
man, S.&H. 561 :22). being the only one that saw him 
alone-it was only as they "assembled themselves to
gether," 1\Iatt. 28:16. ~Iark 16:14. Luke 24-:13. John 
21 :1-14. Paul speaks in I Cor. IS :6. of his being seen of 
five hundred and also of his being seen of Cephas and 
J ames, but as this is not borne out by the gospels, per
haps he means with others. Also the day of Pentecost. 
DESCEXT of the Holy Ghost was the outcome of "as
sembly," Acts 1 :13. 14; 2:1. And Paul admonishes: 
"K at FORSAKIXG the ASSDlBLIXG of vourselves TO

GETHER .... and so much the more as ve see the 0:\ Y 

approaching." So the one more step for us after Branch 
is .Nation; thence the diffusion of light (I st day of 
creation) and the Love with which 1\1rs. Eddy's last or 
seventh descending step or FOCRTEEX is so pregnant I 
Is not this "Truth's immortal idea .... sweeping DOWN 

the centuries, GATHERIXG beneath its wings the sick and 
sinning"? S.&H. 55 :15, 16. 

This is the privilege of the Branch activity which 
grows out of the roots of.Jesse. "And there shall come 
forth a rod [ascending manhood, law] out of the stem 
of Jesse, and a BRAXCH shall grow out of his roots 
[Fourteen]". "The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, 
and the leopard shall lie down with the kid; and the 
calf and the young lion and the fading togelhcr/ and a 
LITTLE CHILD [Branch] shall lead them [with no 
1\lotherly or Fatherly outward protection or direction 
-LOVE alone]," Isa. II : 1. 6.-"Principle and its idea is 
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one," S.&H. 465: 17. In the distinction made between 
"Principle and its idea, man, ARE co-existent and eter
nal," S.&H. 520; and "Principle and its idea IS one," 
S.&H. 465: 17, is seen the difference between man and 
"·oman. The former is in correlation of the seventh day 
of creation or the limi ts of man, and was in the first un
foldment of Gent>sis given us in the sixteenth edition of 
Science and Health in 1886, when woman brought forth 
the man child in the :\pocalypse-which latter \\ dS also 
in Science and Health for the first time. 'Vhile the latter, 
"Principle and its idea is one," was not given us until in 
the diffusion of light in FOCRTEE:\' incident upon the final 
revelation of "the ideal man" and "the ideal woman" in 
the second edition in I 907-the seventh descending step. 
I n other words, the first statement was the detachment 
that must always exist in ":\Iotherhocd," which cannot 
go beyond se\'en-the "man child" or "creation," the 
first step in the ideal man, as either "Father" or ":\Ioth
er" suggests "creation." "Principle and its idea is one" 
is the wedding of man to Principle by which man "intel
ligently" sees the "Truth" of being without (outside 
of himself) direction. This comes in FOCRTEEX or the 
se\'enth ascending step of man plus the seventh descend
ing step of 'Yoman, when we come to the last two steps 
in Christian Science Practice, S.&H. ++2 :25-29, 
where we accept sah'ation as a gift and not a labor (and 
thus take it to the world through the walls of ({Sah'a
ti0n" of the City foursquare, and its gates of "Praise" 
-Isa. 60: 18, in the terms of the tenth picture of Christ 
and Christmas: 

"Truth pleads tonight: just take me in! 
Xo mass for me!") 

and S.&H. 4+2 :30-32, "Christian Scientists, be a law 
to yourseh'es," as this could never be until salvation 
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is a gift from God, because "Man is properly self
governed only when he is guided rightly and governed 
by his .Maker, divine Truth and Love," S.&H. 106-
Church, the City foursquare coming down from God 
out of heaven! 

In this seventh descending step, corresponding to 
Genesis 1: l-5-a great diffusion of light-the last reve
lations of Mrs. Eddy recorded in "Evolutionary Com
parisons" after 1902 all appear. 

Yes, there can be a Branch without a visible Vine, 
as Isaiah attests in his demand that the Branch shall 
grow out of the roots, Isa. 11: 1, and ~Irs. Eddy illus
trates by the detached Branch on the door at which the 
Woman is knocking in the tenth picture in Christ and 
Christmas, and the Branch in the bird's beak. both of 
which ~frs. Eddy gave us at the same time in the fourth 
edition in 1898, simultaneously with her preaching in 
the Branch in Concord, April J oumal, 1898. shortly 
after its dedication late in 1897 (~Iy. 145-148; p. 147, 
stating that its second service was Dec. 12. 1897), at 
which time The 1\fother Church First ~Iembers sat in 
this Branch-"Principle and its idea is one," not in 
~lother, but in Branch! This Branch had a :\fother's 
Room. The Branch grew from the spiritual roots of 
Mother, Fourteen-not even the "rod" or visible "stem" 
the Manual. The whole Field paid homage to this 
Branch by attending the dedication of its new struc
ture in 190+. while the Extension was being built, which 
included this Branch as the one that broke the sheaf
band-Benjamin. This was 1\1rs. Eddy's (Benjamin's) 
gift to ~lother Church-its regenerated Branch !-sim
ilar even in design to its colorful little Mother Church . 

. Mrs. Eddy founded her Branch as a gift in Concord 
on Washington's birthday, My. l48-"religious lib-
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erty the Father of the C~IVERSE and the father of our 
~ATIO~ in COXCCRREXCE," l\1y. 1+8; also its corner
stone was laid on her birthday, which occurrence, she 
says, points to {i hea'l:en here, the struggle o't'er," :\ly, 
158- (remember this was during the building of the 
Extension, gathering the Twelve Tribes). 

The curse pronounced upon Simeon and Levi, Gen. 
49:7: "I will divide them in Jacob and scatter them 
in Israel," being clear when we realize Levi is "eccle
siastical despotism," S.&H. 590: 13, and Simeon, 
Church (l\latt. 16: 18 - Simon meaning Simeon-Acts 
15:14); these perverted qualities divide and scatter, but 
when redeemed in \Voman (assembly, generic man, 
S,&H. 561) gather and assemble. \Vhen Levi unites 
with Levi, as in the case of :\loses' father and mother, 
Exod. 2: 1; and the father and mother of John the 
Baptist; also Judah with Judah, as in the case of l\-1ary 
and Joseph (although, of course, the latter for only its 
thought value, as Jesus had no earthly father); and 
Simon with Simon, for it was at the house of Simon 
the tanner that Simon Peter's call came to the Gentiles 
(the \Vorld), Acts 10: we always have the complete 
idea. So when \Voman's sixth (Thirteen in aggregate) 
step embraces man's second, (Simeon seccnd tribe) we 
have the finished Nation; and next the call to Fourteen, 
the \Vorld, through Branch, which was typed in Con
cord, "the Father of Cni'l..'erse and the father of our 
i.Vation in COXCCRRE:\CE," 2\ly. 148, This is our next 
step in our Xation thrcugh Branch uniting l'lother of 
our ~ation with !\lother of the Cniverse!-Love! :\1rs. 
Eddy called herself ":\1other-in-Israel," and so she 
embraces Leah and Rachel. She toward the last of her 
work with us called us Israel-notably. :\ly. 280; 296; 
l\lis.308. 
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The seventh descending step in our Text-book fol
lowed the completion of Church in "cross" and "crown" 
in 1906, and included the completed spiritual idea 
in second edition of 1907, S.&H. 517:8-10, simultane
ously with the statements: "Principle and its idea is 
one," S.&H. 465-THIRTEE:\"; "Thy Kingdom is come" 
in Lord's Prayer; \Voman changed from Vignette to 

generic man.-universe, S.&H. 561 :22: "Scientific Ob
stetrics" completed, S.&H. 463; 2\Iateria 2\Iedica in
vited to adopt Christian Science, S.&H. 441 ; "The Hob; 
Ghost A:\D Christ" being given as the-"spiritual idea," 
S.&H. 496, instead of "Holy Ghost OR Christ"; "C nnec
essary," line 3. "erroneously" and "misdirected," lines 
17, 18, p. 274 of S.&H., redeeming the five senses, etc., 
twelve changes in the same issue of greatest importance. 
Thence seven synonyms for God instead of eight; "Sal
vation a gift," S.&H. 442 :25-29; love squared in sixth 
Tenet, S.&H. 497; Christian Scientists a law unto them
selves, S.&H. 442 :30-32; glorified Jesus, S.&H. 200 :25-
29, prayer of Thanksgiving on flyleaf that her prayer has 
been heard; "Creation" O\'ercome, S.&H. 267 :28-32; 
"The maximum of good is the infinite God and His 
idea, the All in All," S.&H. 265 (to take the place of 
"the maximum of good is met by the suppositional 
maximum of evil, hence the fight to crush Science"). 
"The Truth of being is perennial and the error is un
real and OBSOLETE," S.&H. 103:20-22 (to take the place 
of "The Truth of being is perennial and the error is seen 
only when we look from wrong points of observation") 
-the first of the last two removing need of the City's 
walls, and the last removing its U obsen:at'Jr)''' of error. 
\Vas not this the completed redemption of the evidences 
of the senses in FOCRTEE:\? 
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Thus it will be seen that \Yoman in no sense repeats 
a single step of man~ but rather embraces it in her de
scending course, until each and every step in the indi
vidual unfoldment of manhood has been put into Church 
-the "two or three gathered together in my name," 
:\1att. 18 :20. It takes just two or three to form a 
Church in the spiritual sense-man and \Yoman and 
their progressive fruitage-child. !\1rs. Eddy once told 
a student, J oumal, April. 1889~ p. 13, that he could heal 
one case and start a Church~ realizing that the case 
would be healed onlv on the basis of the union of the 
masculine and feminine elements, S.&H. p. 57. of which 
the healing would be the child; hence, Life, Truth and 
Love-the three "gathered together" in his name. 

So man and \Yoman have been united step by step 
in our marvelous descending Church of \Yomanhood 
in the following manner: 

.\Ian's "rest" seventh day, or set'entli ascending step, 
was embraced in "'oman's sense of the activity of good 
in the eighth Asher-"rest" of passivity being em
braced in the "rest in action"-"God rests in action," S. 
&H. 519 :25, or her first descending step-the two posi
tions (ascending and descending) of man and \Yoman 
uniting on each rung of the ladder. 

.\1an's (animal. male and female) sixth day. or sixth 
ascending step, was embraced in "'oman's second de
scending step. uniting the three elements mandrakes 
(animal). man, (Leah), and \Yoman (Rachel), in spir
itual Love-"'omanhood, ".\Iotherhood," the ninth 
step. Issachar. 

.\Ian's "scientific Christianity" - water, fish and 
fowls, man's fifth ascending step-was embraced in 
"'oman's third descending step, or the tenth rung, Zebu
lun-"squared man." 
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I\fan's fourth ascending step-ascension (sun, moon 
and stars)-was embraced in \Yoman's fourth descend
ing step (\Voman clothed in sun, moon under her feet 
and upon her head a crown of twelve stars, Rev. 12: 1), 
or man's seven plus Woman's four making the elet'enth 
-J oseph-who prefigured] esus, as before unfolded, 

1fan's'third ascending step, "resurr.ection," was em
braced in \Voman's fifth descending step or Benjamin 
the twelfth son-complete Church. Thus woman's last 
step in Church overlapping] esus' last human unfold
ment. 

.Man's second ascending step-spiritual understand
ing firmament-was embraced in \Yoman's sixth de
scending step or THIRTEEX, where Church with its 
twelve gates of complete unfoldment descends by way 
of our :\'"ation (THIRTEEX) as its specific compounded 
elements to the \Vorld in (Fourteen). Thus Principle 
embraces spiritual understanding of the composite idea 
which has constantly defended itself with its line "of 
demarcation between itself and all other X ations"; it 
(the eXITED STATES) bearing the same relationship to 
them (the Nations) in compound, as the Church in com
pound bears to it. the Nation. 

Man's first ascending step-Light, the first day of 
"Creation," Gen. I :3, 4, was embraced in \Voman's 
great final diffusion in her seventh general evolution of 
effacing lines of defense and protection, as previously 
unfolded. Thus embracing Light-Life ("In Him was 
Life; and the Life was the light of men"-John I :4) in 
Love, basic being-"based upon its divine Principle, 
Love, underlying, ot'erlying, and encompassing all true 
being," S.&H. 496. Is not this embracing all the 
Churches one by one as in l\ly. 342 :21, 22? For each 
and every Church must be based on one of the seven 
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steps In ascending manhood. These seven ascending 
steps in Church, or general divisions, were Jewish, 
Catholic, EpiscopaL Presbyterian, Congregational, 
l\lethodist, and Baptist. Embraced in a descending 
order, the one nearest to the Christ idea first and so on. 
Christian Science includes all of them because it em
braces Christianity. Each draws its creed from the 
Bible and Science and Health correlates the entire 
Bible. 

So, Fourteen becomes O:,\E-"One infinite God, good, 
unifies men and nations [1 J; constitutes the brother
hood of man [2J; ends wars [3J; fulfils the Scripture, 
'Love thy neighbor as thyself [+ J; annihilates Pagan 
and Christian idolatry,-whatever is wrong in social, 
ci\'il, criminal, political, and religious codes [even 
'Christian idolatry' of Church as symbol goes, in this 
step 5 J ; equalizes the sexes [in X ation, 6 J; annuls the 
curse on man, and leaves nothing that can sin, suffer, 
be punished or destroyed [in CniverseJ"; S.&H. 3+0: 
23-29. 

These seven descending steps in the above quotation 
will be found to correspond to the step by step descend
ing steps of \Voman, which have been taken, and \Vo
man is free. 

"\Voman, thou ART loosed from thine infirmity" 
eighteen years ago! in exact embrace of Jesus' statement 
in his healing of the \\~oman in Luke 13. It being now 
just eighteen years since :\1 rs. Eddy left us. * Thus, re
leasing us from the symbol to true idea of Church. She 
having worked eighteen years, from 1892 to 1910 in the 
second formation founded on Christ to bring about this 
release! 

It was Jesus' 'Vomanhood, Love, that caused him to 
descend to the step below his birth in Judah, "ascension" 

• This was written in 1928. 
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and accept the "death and resurrection" of the third day 
(every seed dies to live again-John 12 :24, 25-which 
Jesus unfolded as his own process in the reference), in 
order to save his disciples who could not see transfigura
tion or ascension (as e\"idenced by ~1att. 17) as idea 
instead of person, thence to go on to ascension. The two 
previous ascensions-Enoch's and Elijah's, and perhaps 
l\loses'-showed that it was man's tendency to "ascend" 
with his truth rather than to descend to bridge the dis
tance between it and his surroundings. In other words, 
when man gained thought wings he used them, while 
'Voman's tendency is: 

"To fold an angel's wings below, 
And hover o'er the couch of woe," lUis. 388. 

'Voman must descend until the whole 'VorId IS em
braced. Hence "'oman unfolds Church-man, the 
Temple. The differences between these two being evi
denced by "Temple" and "Church" in the Glossary. "I 
saw no temple therein," does not mean Church. Temple 
is symbol-Church is idea! 

l\1rs. Eddy put herself into the Extension as the 
Twelfth Tribe-Benjamin-in 1903 when she dropped 
the title of ·'.\lother," gave us five Directors and called 
the Teachers' Association together in Twelve. The man 
child Jesus, prefigured by Joseph, was eleven, and 
Benjamin, the Comforter, twelve. She gave us S.&H. 
68, 69, from line 27 on p. 68, just f'U:eh .. e years after 
S.&H. 61 :29-3; and the whole evolution just t-u:e11·e 

years after the revelation of the City foursquare in the 
fiftieth edition of 1891. 

The Branch Church in Concord was given by '\Irs. 
Eddy the last of 1897 (the original Hall), its second 
service being Dec. 12, 1897, .\ly. 147. This Church 
was organized on \Vashington's birthday, as before 
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stated, J\1y. 148, and commented upon by ~1rs. Eddy 
as being an omen of much meaning; the detached branch 
was put on the door in Christ and Christmas immediate
ly thereafter in 1898, and the mottoes for Branches given 
shortly thereafter in 1899; also the new method of work 
on p. 210 of ~1y. 1-19, ~1arch 1899; just twelve years 
after "\Vays That Are Vain" just below, which !\Irs. 
Eddy never authorized for ~liscellany. In this Branch 
at Concord and the Extension, as before stated, the 
cornerstone was laid on her birthday without rebuke, 
and with apparent favorable comment with reference 
to the actual Branch Church, in 1904, two years before 
the Extension was finished, and the Extension repre
senting all the Branches: \Vas not this including herself 
in the Extension and was it not this that broke its sheaf
band and caused it to descend to the \Vorld? 

As may be surmised by the wording of the election 
comments at the first of this chapter, they were written 
before our Presidential election, but have been found 
to be so true to its every intent and purpose (as God has 
clearly outlined it to us) that no change needs to be 
made in the sentiment expressed. 

The following are a few of the pertinent confirma
tory facts, as evidenced by actual results: 

Fi'l'e of the actual seceding- (during the Civil War) 
Southern States-Vi rginia (the seat of the Confederate 
Government), ~ orth Carolina, Florida, Tennessee and 
Texas-cast their electoral vote for our very worthy Re
publican candidate for the first time since the Civil 
War (at least. this applies to Virginia, Florida, North 
Carolina and Texas), and no one will doubt from the 
returns from the six remaining seceding States that it 
was the desire of the "solid South" to do so, but party 
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loyalty, party "whips" and party oaths tied the hands 
of these States to do so, although the popular vote in 
even these States showed a great tendency to brave all 
costs and express its true sentiment. We have our 
five stars of \Vomanhood in our Church in Thirteen
Nation's Church. 

Thus the South as a type of the Womanhood of our 
UXITED States (of consciousness-"c~IOX of the mas
culine and feminine qualities constitute completeness" 
-S.&H. 57:4, 5 - applying to the completion of a 
Church, or a Nation, as well as an individual) has em
braced in spirit, and largely in actual demonstration, 
the manhood, or Principle typed by the Republican 
party; which party held our CXIOX together by force 
or right of Principle until just such a moral and spirit
ual demand arose to show us the true intent of our 
Union. as has arisen in this recen t election. 

Even as early as 1829, the warfare between these 
two parties on the positions which came to definite law
ful decision during the Civil War and have arisen again 
in "spirit" in this election, were tearing at the heart of 
our Nation. Daniel Webster and Andrew Jackson on 
the side of the preservation of the Union, and Calhoun 
and Hayne of South Carolina, holding to State sover
eignty and loose confederation. This was tersely ex
pressed in an incident in 1830, when President J ack
son, as a toast at a dinner in celebration of Jefferson's 
birthday, said: "Our federal Union it MUST be pre
served I" Vice President Calhoun responded with "Lib
erty dearer than union" I This controversy has never 
been silenced until now, when we have a President ac
ceptable to both parties and all interests. The manu
facturing, commercial, agricultural and special privi
lege interests (the latter represented by the aristocracy 
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of the Southern planter in the days before the Civil 
\Var-and now by the special class-interest of the Re
publican party) are all united for the first time under 
one President-forty states (a multiple of four "ascen
sion") having risen together! 

The eight remaining States, typing the claim of 
"false love"-love of body, either "party body" or phy
sical body (which is the eighth son of Jacob RE\·ERSED). 

Asher, the eighth son, stood for "spirit'lal compen
sation," false love re\Oersing the true idea, puts love in 
matter and tries to govern it by the freedom or liberty 
of "spiritual compensation"; but matter has no right 
to the freedom of Spirit, and to claim such a right brings 
out license instead of liberty. The seven previous rungs 
of the ladder must have been Climbed in Principle be
fore "compensation" is due, and then it will rest upon 
"Gad" (seventh son of Jacob}-"Science; spiritual be
ing understood; haste toward harmony," S.&H. 586: 
21,22. 

In the "Secession Banner" before the Civil 'Var, 
prepared by South Carolina, with all the expected-to
secede States as blocks making an arch, Virginia was the 
foundation on ene side and Texas * on the other. In 
the center of this arch was a large palm tree with a huge 
serpent coiled around it with extended head and fangs 
(an exact replica of the serpent coiled around the "Tree 
of Knowledge") ; en either side of which was in two 
divisions "Southern Republic," and beneath which were 
two cannons-one pointing one way and the other in op
posite direction, guarding this tree and serpent: all 
shewing how close the Southern intuition ('V oman-

* Texas is a nation within a nation, as it was a republic with its 
Ambassador in Washington when it entered the union-the United 
States. 
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hood) was to the true issue-the Jeparatirm rather than 
union oi man and \Voman through the false claim
"Ye shall be as Godsr'-Sovereign States! 

From this portraiture, it will be seen that the foun
dational states, Virginia and Texas, have responded to 
the opportuni ty to spi ri tually embrace righteous man
hood, rather than to remain in the position of having 
been forced back into the trnion against their will! The 
trnion has been, for the first time, truly spiritually 
formed, while its previous cohesion had been but moral; 
force and law (manhood) are moral weapons and must 
be used when the spirit is darkened by human emotion 
that misleads! 

Too, Virginia and X orth Carolina were two of the 
original "thirteen States" which ratified our Cnion
Virginia the tenth, X orth Carolina the l1alfth-so 
twelve has been fulfilled in our ~ ation's Church! Vir
ginia and Korth Carolina were the original "two or 
three [Southern States] gathered together in my name," 
which declares the basic union of the thirteen States as 
tht: male and female idea! 

Too, we have in our President and Vice President, 
two of the primitive stock, Quaker and American In
dian, who were actually on the original ground of this 
Cnion I-besides eight women in our next Congress, 
which alone would constitute our :x ation 's Church. 
Our retiring Congress being the Je7:entieth (seun. com
pleted manhood) ; Solomon ("peace") first prayed for 
'U·isdom (I Kings 3; :\Iis. 206: 13-9), before he built 
the Temple of Peace in hah·e. 

It might be interesting to note, in connection with 
the fact that our Vice President is an Indian, that the 
inspiration for the federation of our thirteen original 
states came from the Iroquois Indians, as set forth in an 
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article in our .Moni tor of Tuesday, Jan. 17, 192+, en
titled "Is ~lan Hopelessly \Yarlike.·' The article stated 
that the only proof we have to the contrary is the Ameri
can Indian. It stated that at a time of much debate as 
to the possibility of a number of sovereign states com
ing into a union, the I roquois Indians were called upon 
to go to Philadelphia and address an Assembly for this 
purpose, whereupon the six tribes through their chief 
addressed this body. telling them of their success in thus 
holding together "Five X ations" for a countless length 
of time, and more latterly the sixth X arion. They were 
also called to Albany to address a like _-\ssembly for 
this purpose. Hiawatha was supposed to be the spirit 
of Peace that enspirited these tribes to this great peace
pact. It was the I roquois Indians. as we doubtless re
member, that saved our X ation from French conquest 
at a time of utter defenselessness against the onslaught 
of the Canadian French. The Indians were extremely 
spiritual people. having an idea for almost every human 
symbol or expression of nature. '\lrs. Eddy says: "The 
Indians caught some glimpses of the underlying reality, 
when they called a certain beautiful lake "the smile of 
the Great Spirit," S.&H. +77 :26-29. This is an in
stance of their spiritual intuition. \Ye can never fully 
estimate how much of the distinguishing ideals of our 
original national life came from the _-\merican Indian. 
They were very mortal and pure. _-\ white woman was 
never known to be defiled by an Indian-even in cap
tivity they were most honorably dealt with. 

In the Sentinel of Dec. 6. 1900. was a very long 
article on the American Indian in which their peculiar 
customs were described. one of which was whenever 
they wished to erect a building. all the tribes were gath
ered in a square before the work was started. Also one 
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of their legends was told of how the God of the sea 
arose on a halibut fish and built the foundation of a 
house, and an eagle came down from heaven and put 
on the superstructure or overhead beams, and then was 
transformed into a man and lived with the sea god
thus even they had some vision of "the underlying and 
overlying Principle," S.&H. 496. The Quaker had 
much to do with the friendliness of the Indian for the 
early settlers-in fact, was the active friend of the In
dian. Thus, "The Call of [the] Thirteen" original 
states has come from the underlying forces, as well as 
its overlying, in the origin of our two chief Executives 
-may it lead on speedily to FOCRTEEX, thus may the 
original League of Fi'ce Indian Nations, which aided 
in the birth of our X ation, be immortalized in "the 
League of [all] Nations. ". "The leaves of the tree are 
for the healing of the XATIOXS," not individuals, Rev. 
22:2. 

Texas was the seventh state to secede from the Vnion, 
and the entire battle ground for the Democratic conven
tion, showing that we have our "Gad" in Texas in our 
X atienal Church to which we have been called through 
and from symbolic Church by our Board of Directors. 
Texas gave President-elect Hoover the largest majority 
of any of the Southern States-approximately 120.000 
-although 100,000 votes were thrown out as improp
erly prepared, clearly all for Hoover. Had they been 
needed, they would have been contested. Nevertheless, 
they were all cast in good faith. 

All of our "caIls," since ~1rs. Eddy has left us, 
from the Board of Directors or the Board of Trustees 
have been from THIRTEEX, as they have by necessity 

* As typed by our United States in which are welded together all 
nations of the earth. 
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worked wholly there, having no authority under the 
AJanual.' E\'ery "Real Estate" call has been in THIR

TEEX, but it has all been responded to in the name of 
Church until this last political call. which has no bear
ing on our Church in n\·E1.\"E. "Truly God's ways are 
not man's ways; and faith in the Divine methods are 
indeed the footsteps of the flock," \1 rs. Eddy in Oct. 
l89~ Journal, - Has not God called us beyond our 
recognition at the time, to the position of "rebellion," 
Gen. 14-:4-, at the bonds of outgrown symbols which 
were dissipated by \Irs. Eddy when she left us, to a 
higher freedom and privilege in Thirteen, where the 
C niversal :\.ssemblv of Ch ristian Scientists went before 
us in 1893 at her demand, and where she ministered 
almost exclusively for several years before she left us-- -
her articles with few exceptions being addressed to our 
::\ ation through its own Channels! 

As has been previously noted, she dissolved our two 
tabernacles-"IThe \Iother Church" when we entered 
the Extension to worship, and the Extension when she 
dissoh'ed our Communion (the purpose for which it 
was built. \Iv. 7 :8- I 5) and :\.nnual \Ieetings therein 
in 1908, just two years after it was finished, \Iy. 139-
H~. So she left but one tabernacle standing between 
us and the ::\ ation, and that was the only one that she 
helped us to build (in the sense of building and making 
a free gift of the Concord Branch, the cornerstone of 
which was laid on her birthdav, and church organ! - ~d 

on \Yashington's birthday) -the Branch Church. 
This tabernacle, the Branch Churches built with 

hands. must follow her plan of a Voluntary Organiza
tion-as this is the evolution of each and ever\" other 
formation by her! The First Church, \Iassachusetts 
\Ietaphysical College, The \Iassachusetts College As-
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sociation, and The National Christian Scientists' Asso
ciation, were each and all dissolved in se'ven for the pur
pose of resolving them in eight into VOLC,TARY ASSO
CI.-\TIOXS and CHCRCH! This plan ~lrs. Eddy calls, "A 
new rule of order in divine Science," Ret. 50 :27, 28. 

As previously stated, Art. XXIII, Sec. 6, p. 72, 
lines 19-2+, directly im(ructs the Branch Churches as 
to their course after ~lrs. Eddy left us, to go on "in 
consonance with" The ~Iother Church ~lanual-not 
"under" it, and certainly not under the Board of Di
rectors! and forbids any general official comrol of the 
branches by The 2'lother Church, Art. XXIII, Sec. 7, 
just following, necessi tates Voluntary Organization, as 
there would be no members of The 1\'lother Church 
when there was no ~lother Church (as is the case no'tc) , 
and no Journal in which a practitioner could publish 
her ~ard! when the Board of Directors could not appoint 
editors without ~1rs. Eddy's written consent. So we 
have the marvelous privilege of Voluntary Organization 
as a reflection and expression of our free-born ~Iother 
-The 2\Iother Church having never been uIlder la·u: in 
its second formation. 

] ust as the Father Church (founded on ] esus, S.& 
H. 562 :3-7), which was dissolved, was under law, so we 
as ~Ianhood Church have rested under law, but as man
hood plus (embraced in) \Yomanhood, just as Father 
is embraced in ~Iother, S.&H. 586:9, 10; 592:16, 17, 
must be 7:oluntary, and thereby free to unbind our Xa
tion from the oppressions of false law and pen'erted 
law; and it is to this that we are now called. If it is not 
possible to have Voluntary Church, we would be able to 
embrace human law and go on individually, but entirely 
freed from official-even "general official control" of 
The ~lother Church. 
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This can affect our Cause only progressively, for 
"It is the Spirit that quickeneth; the flesh (form) profit
eth nothing," said Jesus, John 6 :63. If there is not 
enough spirit and unselfed love in our .\Iovement to 
carry us on without the bonds of the law, except inherent 
law-our own Bv-Laws and the .\Ianual-and make us 
all the more eager to follow Paul's injunction: "Not 
forsaking the assembling of ourselves together,-as the 
manner of some is; but exhorting one another; and so 
much the more as ye see the D.-\Y APPROACHIXG"-then 
our present efforts under form would prove futile to 
save even ourselves, to say nothing of Church, our X a
tion and the \Vorld. 

Our nation has taken a wonderful step to free itself 
from slavery to body, are we going to stop short of it, 
by refusing to fellow ,\1 rs. Eddy's demand in her .\1an
ual to save ourselves from bodily (form) enslavement! 
Cntil we do, could we expect any influence over our 
free-born ~ ation? 

Is not this the moment God has prepared when our 
X ation's Church has purified itself of slavery to politi
cal form-Party lines-under which we are as Church 
so supinely resting in an ecclesiastical sense, contrary 
to .\lrs. Eddy's demand? \Ve have our "Joseph" in 
Hoover, who has fed the Twelve Tribes of the world, 
thereby saving their human life! \\'e have all "Hoover
ized" with him as the Twelve Tribes of a chosen Nation 
to help him feed the world, and now let us go with him 
to the "Benjamin" thought of spirituality-comforting, 
consoling and supporting them, S.&H. 582: 12, 13. 
The whole world has crowned him and us, but we must 
go past the cro·u·n or Savior to the light of Immanuel 
-"God with us" - Cniversal salvation - before we 
really fulfill ,\1 rs. Eddy's plan for us! The WORLO has 
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reached its Thirteenth (1932) League of Nations As
sembly and Thirteenth (1932) Armistice Day-So its 
Church has gone to Thirteen-perhaps we will "out
flow" to them in Fourteen-Science and Health having 
lifted it thus, My. 114:28-9. Shall we allow the \Vorld 
to go faster than our Church? 

Our FOCRTEEN points went forth to the World be
fore we had been obedIent to THIRTEEN, hence their par
tial failure I Let us accept THIRTEEN and follow our 
promise to the World in FOURTEE~, thereby realizing 
our inherent League of Nations, instead of a Nation. 
We have as our President a "planet" man-as has 
been said of President Hoover. And we have as a Vice 
President, a descendant of J aphet (in his American In
dian ancestry, which is said to be of Mongolian origin). 
Through the courteous regard of our Vice President 
(who is a Republican) a woman, Senator Carav.;ay (a 
Democrat) yesterday (.May 9th, 1932) wielded the 
gavel over our United States Senate, representing our 
forty-eight states of cunsciousness. 

Thus the head (intelligence) of Thirteen (our N a
tion) has been divinely "anointed with oil," and our 
"cup runneth over" in Fourteen. 
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Chapter XVII 

THE BIRTH OF THE ~ATIO~ AS 
"THE PRI~CE OF PEACE" 
"e nto us a child is born. unto us a son is given: 

and the 901'ernment shall be upon his shoulder: and his 
name shall be called .... The Prince at Peace." 
Isaiah 9:6. 

"Christ. God's idea, will eventually rule all nations 
and peoples-imperatively, absolutely, finally-with di
vine Science." S.&H. p. 565. 

The peace of the "'arId has been much retarded by 
failing to realize the distinction between a person and 
an infinite idea (or between Jesus and the Christ). This 
is e\'idenced by the usual concept of the above Bible quo
tation-Isaiah 9 :6--which is contrarY to the above cor
relatiYC interpretation from Science and Health p. 565 . 

. -\.s a matter of fact. Jesus said that he came. not to 
send peace on earth but a 'su'·0rd. \latt. 10:3+-37; Luke 
I.? :51 : for the "sword of the Spi ri t. which is the word of 
God" Eph. 6:17. "\Younds [wars] to heal"; and thus it 
was wielded by Jesus and has continued to be wielded 
by Christianity. until the necessity for a \lichael yielded 
to "the Gabriel of this presence [that J has no contests." 
S.&H. ,~66 and ,;67. Hence the PriTlle of Peale is an 
expanding idea, the Christ idea of which Jesus was the 
"impersonation"-contraction. not expansion. Thus 
\Irs. Eddy speaks of Christianity as being "larger than 
its human founder." in the Revised Edition of Science 
and Health of 1890. which she has made a part of her 

latest writings by the footnote on p. 309 of ~Iiscellane
ous "'ritings. which was first added in 1908. \lrs. 
Eddy's more complete reference is: "Though Jesus is 
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the impetus and pulse of Christianity, yet Christianity 
is larger than its human founder," p. 229. 

So, as Christianity is an expanding idea, it is but 
natural that its most expanded sense will bring the 
largest measure of the peace of its ultimate intent. The 
purpose of this chapter is to show that a X ation which 
embraces, with approval, all forms of Christianity is 
the acme of the working of the Christ idea. 

Christian Science (which is "as old as God," S.&H. 
1+6 (marginal topic) having emanated from our X a
tion must have found therein its unit of completeness in 
our Cnited States of X ational consciousness, and there
fore it must hold within itself the elements Cni7."ersa/ 
Peace. 

SPIRITCAL BIRTH OF THE l\.-\TIO:\" * 
Thus the history of our Nation types the history of 

man "as compound idea": 
It came forth as a compound self-contained idea

even \\. ashington as "the Father of his country" typing 
this self-containment in his own private character. 

"'oman was taken out of man (in 1\ ation) as "com
pound idea," S.&H. 591 :5, during the Civil "Tar when 
the South, typing \Yomanhcod, was self-ejected. 

But "'oman, typed by the South in particular, and 
the Democratic Party in general. was brought back 
into the C nion through the force of Divine Princi pIe 
(not the "cannon's mouth," S.&H. 225) and subjected 
to silence before man, typing the Republican Party, I 
Timothy 3: I 1- I 5-as was the case of "'oman th rough
out the Bible while learning the Divine Principle of her 
union with man-until she again came into pronounced 
expression through \Yoodrow \Yilson as a definite sym-

* All that follows in this Chapter was written in 1932. 
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bol of the over-flowing spirit of \Vomanhood as typed 
by the Democratic Party. 

Her regime after changing the history of the whole 
world, as well as iithe bounds of its habitation," Acts 
17 :26. pa9sed into "compound idea" again, for the 
((Progressives" had come to the fore in ); atior.al Poli
tics and have held the balance of power ever since. It 
was said when Theodore Roosevelt led this party forth 
that he had stolen the Democratic thunder (as Rachel 
stole her father's Gods-a symbol of a demand for 
broader self-interpretation). The Progressives (not 
now existent as a Party but immortal in soirit and . . 

power) are the neuter gender of Politics-neither male 
nor female but both. HoO\'er was said to be a P:-ogres
sive. and certainly had served Xation under both the 
Democratic and Republican Parties in official capaci
ties. 

Thus our X ation has completed its individu11 his
tory with a compounded indi\'idu,dit~,. So the Demo
crats are adopting Republican virtues and the Republi
cans the Democratic. Thus "Progress" (e\'olving ex
pansion) is the name of the compounded idea- the flow
ing of the Spiritual peace of J aphet-the thirteenth ele
ment of Being. 

S ii d'd" S &H ~91 ~ G ? o man. as compoun lea, .' .) . :), en. _: 
7-9, was created by the "Lord God J ehovah"-"the Lord 
[manhood] God [,,'omanhoodJ, Jehoyah rself exist
ent ],,-of the iidust of the ground"-earth as ((com
pound idea." S.&H. _~8_~ :8. This compound idea is the 
first); ation. or a whole, self-existent idea. 

There is but one X ation on earth that now types it, 
and that is the Cnited States of America. the conception 
of the Bride, as the original If'ord. 
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A City is the embryo of a Nation; through a State, 
as a more expanded consciousness of City. The Bride 
(City) conceives through expansion, "unfoldment not 
accretion [addition]," 5.&H. 68:27. Thus the City ex
pands into a sO'l:ereign State of consciousness (to which 
alone !\lrs. Eddy permits the City. as Branches. to gath
er, ~lanual page 70, Article XXI II, Section I, second 
paragraph) ; thence the States expand as a u'hole into 
Nation, for each sovereign State resists another SO'l'er

eign State until they are united in one idea. This union 
must take place on the basis of the Ci ty foursquare in 
Church before our X ation's States will feel the helpful 
wejght of the others' interests-thus by expansion find
ing their own "in another's good." Because this has not 
been realized in Church in the blending of the Twelve 
Tribes of Israel in one whole idea-Benjamin, the City 
foursquare, the representatives of our respective States 
in the Senate and the House of Representatives u'ar the 
moment their respective interests are involved, as do the 
sovereign states of consciousness ifl the Christian Sci
ence Church, and also those who have come out of it 
wrongfully-by resignation; or divorce--excommuni
cation. Every battle in our Congress should be charged 
to the lack of uni ty in the Christian Science Church, 
which can be realized only through the City foursquare, 
and not !vlotherhood. 

Thus the pattern of \,"orId union in the League 
of Nations went out too soon from our u'arring Presi
dent, \Voodrow \Vilson. He was our great prophet of the 
elements u'ithin our own X ational Body, but which ele
ments had never been demonstrably welded. He got his 
vision by subduing for the time-being (not uniting) 
contrary elements within our own Nation. 
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\Yhat then constitutes a X ation but the overflow 
(expansion) of its Church-ideals? Its sight-insight
being a spiritual faculty, S.&H. i-86:23. Our Xation is 
the only one on earth founded on ,·eligion, Pulpit and 
Press 10 :8- J +. and (lmtaiTlS all Christian religions and 
Pagan and Christian Philosophies in the "'orld; also 
which has preached the gospel of Christian Science, the 
City fcursquare, to every religion (Pagan and Chris
tian) on earth-·u:itlzin its ou·n borders-as did ~Irs. 

Eddv in her address at the "'orld's Parliament of Re
ligions at the \Yorld's Fair in Chicago in 1893, O\'er 
two years after she had incorporated the City foursquare 
in our Text-book. 

This is fully noted in the chapter, "Evolutionary Or
ganization"; together with the fact of the rare pri\'ilege 
the Christian Scientist, who was assigned the subject of 
the "Trinity," had to unfold this City foursquare, which 
alone is the Trinity of "the ideal man" plus the "ideal 
". oman," S.&H .. ~ 17 :8-10, had she seen and embraced 
it. :\.s this party did not do so, but substituted for her 
assigned address ('The .-\'llegory," by ~Irs. Eddy, the 
twelfth element in Church was forced to climb the 
~Iountain of Organization and descend to its same posi
tion again to prove its worthiness to remain there. At the 
coming "'orld's Fair in Chicago, it will be just forty 
years since this pri\'ilege was offered and rejected by 
the Field. Let us hope that the ray of light which was 
started from the star Arcturus (as noted in ('The De
tached Branch"), which is to be used to start the ma
chinen' in the Hall of Science will be a fulfilled star 
prophecy, for the e\'olution of ('The Detached Branch" 
was exactly forty years from ~Irs. Eddy's addition of 
the City foursquare as The Detached Branch, or Bride 
from heaven. which expands into Xation, thus self-re-
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moving its own walls; just as K ation expands into the 
\Vorld (typed by '\Irs. Eddy's merging the X ational 
Christian Scientists' Association into the Cni"ersal .-\5-
sembly one year before '\lrs. Eddy revealed the City 
foursquare). She then requested it to adjourn for three 
years, which it did. "'hereupon it was merged by her at 
the time of its last adjourned meeting into the "'orld's 
Parliament of religions, as previously noted. 

\Vhat constitutes a X ation but its religion? Then 
there is but one on earth in actual inherent and ouf.u:ard 
demonstration-the L'nited States of .-\merica-for it 
contains all the Churches in the \\'orld 'u:ithollt fa~'or 
to an)'. It verily has even the fourteen churches behind 
its "Fourteen Points":-The Jewish; Catholic (Greek 
and Roman); Dutch Reform; Quaker; Lutheran; 
Episcopal; Presbyterian; .\lethodist; Baptist: Congre
gational; Christian (the latter two having recently 
united-most significant! The Congregational is the 
Church of the Detached Branch in which each congre
gation is "supreme in its own domain"; and the Chris
tian denomination is creed less, and makes each member 
present of the Bible as its only "creed" the Bible con
tainingall "creeds," this Church prophetically embraces 
them all); Cnitarian; Universalist; Christian Science/ 
and probably many other shades of the same religious 
colors, as well as many Pagan Philosophies, but these 
will suffice to show at least Fourteen behind our X a
tion's Fourteen Points, which animate our every action. 
In fact, every President of our great X ation is elected 
upon the unified basis of all of these elements; hence 
our President's outpouring to the "'orId of the Four
teen Points before they were identified in one Church, 
the Christian Science, which '\1rs. Eddy says "will em
brace all the churches one by one," .\liscellany 3+2, as 
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It now does in very fact.* Her statement was made five 
years before her provision for the Branches after her 
relinquishment of her Leadership. '\lanual p. 72: 19-2+; 
and three years before her gift of the Concord Branch! 
typing the City foursquare. 

Christian S cienee now embraces all the other 
Churches in the sense of being the expression of their 
compounded light. and thereby literally having drawn 
to itself a compound of thei r respective members. after 
they had reached the limit of their previous churchs' 
possibilities. For the Christian Science Church was the 
last of these great Christian .\lovements to b~ formed. 
hence is the expression of their added sum total. The 
great struggle in the Christian Science Church was to 
assimilate these compounded elements in the actual 
demonstration between its members, thereby cementing 
in love all elements into one whole structure. "the struc
ture of Truth and Love," S.&H. 5R3-especially its 
elennth and twelfth elements which were the Con
gregational and Christian denominations. The Con
gregational Church. the eleventh element. demanded the 
detachment of its Branches from the .\!other Vine in 
order that each Branch might be "supreme in its own 
domain." The Christian denomination dem:mded the 
complete correlation of the whole "'ord of the Bible, 
which could not be done until the Branch was detached 
and "Jlizpa/z" set up between Joseph. Christi ani ty. and 
Benjamin. Science: for Science embraces Christianity 
but Christianity does not go beyond the Father-.\lother 
element on the other side of .\lizoah. Gen. 31 :1+, +0-52. 
Hence '\Irs. Eddv excommunicated or detached the 
Branches at the point of her Chu;ch assimilation of the 
"Congregational" element. the eleventh-Joseph. The 
assimilation of the twelfth element. the i'Christian (de-

* For this mental support of i.ientili~c!ion has since been made. 
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nominational) Church" demanded the unfoldment of 
the \Yord beyond I\lotherhood which completed the 
Church structure prophesied by Jesus as the whole 
\Vord, his Bride, Rev. 21 :2,-Christian Science, 1\1y. 
1 1 - ·16' R -0 .10?? Th· . - .. 'h _)._, et. / ._ -__ . IS excommunIcatIOn 01 t e 
Branch Churches was effected by '\Irs. Eddy in 1908, 
.My. 1+1; and the 'Vord was compieted in 1909, as noted 
elsewhere. 

The Christian and Christian Science denominations 
are the oniy ones in this evolution of the fourteen 
Churches that had their origin in the Cnited States of 
America. .\lost of the others had been formed in and 
ejec[eci by England-even the Congregational (formed 
in 1596), Cnitarian (formed in 1774) and Cniversalist 
(formed in 1750). All the Churches beyond the Epis
copal (which was formed in England by the union of the 
';split infinitive" of the Greek and Roman Catholic 
Churches· elements-there being much of the former 
element in England at that time) were forced to flee 
from her persecution, and found a home in the Cnited 
States of America. 

Alexander Campbell-a Scotch-I rishman, and a 
Baplist-crosseci over the natural .:.1J izpah (sea of "tem
pest-tossed human concepts" which always lies bet\veen 
l\Iotherhood and its Child-the Bride being impossible 
until ({there ~Li.·as no more sea," to be crossed to its sense, 
Rev. 21 : 1, and therefore no more inter-relationship) be
tween .\lother Nation, England, and its "Detached 
Branch," the United States of America, and in 1827 
staned in the r.:nited States the "Christian Church" 
that claimed the u·hole Word 0/ the Bible, including the 
Apocalypse as its only "creed," embracing all creeds. He 
also as a John the Baptist prophesied that the "second 
coming of Christ" would be in 1866 which Mrs. Eddy 
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says is Christian Science. Ret. 70 :20-22, and was dis
covered by her in 1866, S.&H. 107. 

\Yhen \1rs. Eddy said. in \1ay, I qo I, \ly. pp. 3+ I 
and 3+2. "The Church of Christ. Scientist .... will 
embrace til! the Churches one by one." she had gi\'en no 
plan for the detachment of the Branches demalhied bv 
the eleventh element (the Congregational Church de
mand) which is "supreme in its own domain." Fi\'e 
years after this statement. in \Iy. p. 3+2. \lrs. Eddy ga\"e 
us the first provision for this appwaching. necessary de
tachment in the last \lanual of I 906-our no\\" \lanual 
page -;2: 19-2+ . .-\.5 each Branch of the Congregational 
Church was "supreme in its own domain" only after it 
was detached from its \Iother Church. The Presb\"
terian (which latter was and is still gO\'erned by a 
SyniJd of Elders) ; so the Christian Science Church. in 
order to assimilate this element. was forced to be de
tached from its "\Iother" element. But the Christian 
Science Branch Churches had to await their detach
ment by cxcommunication in 1908 (in J (~seph), before 
the completed "'ord (in Benjamin) in 190(). C'llJld ha\'e 
put the elements of completeness wi thin the Br:1l1ch. 
which \\"ere demanded by the Christian denomination. 
Hence. \lrs. Eddy did not entirely relinquish her Lead
ership to her "",rd. until late in 1909, \Iy. 3.~9 :k-Il. 
The Christianity (\lotherhcod) of the \Yord of Chris
tian Science haying been completed in I ()OR (as noted 
elsewhere), \lrs. Eddy excommunicated the Branches 
in 190k, \ly. p. 1+\. just se,'en years after her statement 
in \ly. 3+2-thus fulfilling its prophecy so far as \loth
er Church could do so (which was only in some degree, 
\Ianual p. 19). 

The Bible's thi rteenth element (symbolized by the 
Tree of Li fe, Re\·. 22nd Chapter. and contained in the 
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creedal demand of the "Christian Church") is the 
enltarlan, which types X ation*-unity, oneness. Dr. 
and :\Irs. Eddy were married by a Cnitarian :\Iinister; 
and :\Irs. Eddy had attended the Cnitarian Church even 
after she started her work in Christian Sciena. Thus 
~Irs. Eddy never could haye been below the thirteenth 
demand of Church in her rerealing yision; howeyer, 
she ,,·as forced to "embrace all the Churches one bv one" 
in her founding yision in Church expression. The last 
two, as before noted in her Church founding being the 
Congregational and Christian Churches. The Congre
gational demanded the detachment of the Branches 
from the :\Iother Vine in order that each might be a law 
unto itself. ruling in its own domain, ~lanual 72: 19-2+; 
S.&H. ++2 :30-32, which latter was added to Science and 
Health in 190R simultaneously with her excommunica
tion of the Branches. This detachment prepared them 
for the gift of salvation in the City foursquare-the spe
cific whole \Yord-which was demanded by the Chris
tian Church in order to complete Church history, Rey. 
21 st Chapter-the last walled step-as a necessary pre
cedent to fulfilling Rey. 22 Chapter. X ation. 

Thus Christian Science (through the fllrther de
mand of its "Christian Church." twelfth element. claim
ing the whole Bible as its creed) expands to X ation 
typed by the C nitarian Church. its previously dormant 
thirteenth element expanding to its previously dormant 
fourteenth element. the CniYerse. This is typed by its 
Cniversalist-Church element. healing its Pagan Philos
ophies within its borders with its own X ational Chris
tian Cnity. This fourteenth element is beyond the Bible. 
fulfilling the last demand of C niyersal Loye. 

In other words. the demand of the Cnitarian and 
Cniversalist Churches which Science has embraced will 

• The Pilgrim Fathers who "planted a nation's heart" Pul. 10, 
were l" nitarians. 
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force the s("ieTltiji(" expansicn that will heal all the X a
tions. Re\'. :?:? ::? thereby scientifically assimilating all 
the Pagan Philosophies that are now in our X ation. by 
identifying within its expanding Self the truths of their 
demanos. for "A lie takes its pattern from Truth by 
renrsing Truth." Cn, _~3: 1: "Enrv material belief 
hints the existence of spiritual reality." \lis. 60 ::?R. 

The full fourteen elements (the last two in embryo) 
are embraced in Church to prO\'ide for its (Church's) 
expansion to X ation in Thi rteen. thence to C niverse in 
Fourteen. The element of unity in our SatirJTl is sug
gested by the ("nitarian Church: and the element of 
universalitv bv the Cniversalist Church. These last two 
elements in the City foursquare (Christian Science). 
are symbolized by the walls. typing Princi pie in Thi r
teen (Jacob): the Bride. typing Rachel. symbolizes 
C ninrsal Love in Fourteen: the twelye gates. together 
with the twelve foundations. symbolize the Church ele
ment. The Cnitarian and Cninrsalist Churches are en
deavoring to unite-a wonderful omen! 

By comparison. let us take the other X at ions from a 
religious point of view beginning with England. which 
has but one acknowledged Church. the Episcopal-the 
Church of England. corresponding to the second Tribe. 
Simeon. foundation of Jesus' Church. the City four
square-his Bride. This Church is foundational inas-

• 
much as the Episcopal Church was the seconriin line 
of Christian e\'olution. England. as full founnation. 
gan the world the Bible (Christianity, Joseph); Jo
seph ruled onr the Pagan X ation. Egypt (religious 
darkness) and Benjamin (now typed by the Cniten 
States of .\merican) ruled onr only the Israelites. and 
then not successfully. Hence England. as God-crowned 
Joseph (Christianity) bears great responsibility. for 
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she still rules over Pagan Nations but it would be im
possible for Benjamin, Science, to exercise the same 
rulership for Benjamin is inherent dominion; hence 
the freedom \\'e give our "mandates" so soon as it can be 
borne. We are self-contained and self-complete. 
"J aphet," typed by the Pagan thought, claiming peace, 
must "dwell in the tents of Shem" (Christianity. Jo
seph) before it can have the "Spiritual peace," S.&H. 
589, of Sovereignty. 

The C nited States (Benjamin) gave tne world Sci
ence and Health with Key to the Scriptures embracing 
the Bible; the first King of Israel (Benjamin) pro1't:d 

he could not successfully ruk for he could not submit to 

Church domination. I Samuel 13th Chapter 8-13, and 
the time had not yet come for K ation to spiri wally em
brace Church. There are no kings in the City four
square-Benjamin, but "mighty potentates and dynasties 
lay down their honors within it." Benjamin's first king
ship was only a type of his last and final renunciauon or 
ecclesiasticism (Levi S.&H. 590), I Samuel 13th Chap
ter 8-13. He renounced ecclesiasticism after reigning 
for two years, when Levi is the Third Tribe; and Ben
jamin is the compounded demand to the obedience of the 
full Twelve Tribes. 

Returning to the ~ ations as being characterIzed by 
their religions, Scotland is Presbyterian; I reland. Ro
man Catholic (excepting Cister) ; France, Roman Cath
olic; Belgium, Roman Catholic; Spain. Roman Cath
olic; Germany, Roman Catholic and Lutheran; :\u5[fla, 
Czecho-Slovakia and Yugo-Slavia, Roman Catholic; 
Russia, Greek Catholic; Bulgaria and Greece. Greek 
Catholic; Turkey, :\lohammedan; Persia, Zoroastrian; 
China, Buddhist; Japan. Shintoist; etc" etc. 
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This is why the Pagan X ations are not sovereign 
States, with the exception of Japan. and Japan only 
politically so. as evidenced by the moral dereliction of 
her recent disregard of her treaty obligation in her 
aggression on China. 

A striking illustration of the sovereignty of the State 
of consciousness attendant upon even the first step in 
Christianitv (Catholicism. Reuben) is the fact of the 
posi tions of the Central and South-American Repub
lics. also the kingdoms of Central Europe-no matter 
how small the State. it is s01."ereign within itself. In Af
rica which has been wholly apportioned among Chris
tian Xations-either by direct ownership or mandate 
-there are but two native sovereign States. Abyssinia 
and Liberia, which are both Christian. \Vhereas no mat
ter how large the Pagan countries-in point of area and 
density of populaticn-such as China and India-they 
are under the dominion or protection more or less of 
Christian X ations. Japan is the only outstanding ex
ception. and that because she has copied her political 
system from a Christian X ation. Germany, and thus 
preserves a 7"t'l/eer of Christian sovereignty. 

:\Irs. Eddy recognized the need of this Christian 
sovereignty of State consciousness before it ,,·as pre
pared for Christian Science in her letter to a Student 
recorded in :\liscellany p. 23+. in which she warns 
against the presentation of Christian Science in a 
"heathen" X ation, implying that Christianity is a neces
sary prelude to the safety of such a course. 

The protection of a borrowed system of Christian 
government in Japan is the equiYalent of the introduc
tion of the Hebrewish religious rites and forms among 
the Assyrians (who had conquered the Ten Tribes of 
Israel taking them into Assyria and had sent their own 
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people to sparsely settle Samaria in order to make it a 
buffer State between the kingdom of Judah and itself) 
at the instance of the "Israelites" as a protection against 
wild beasts which had increased because of the sparsity 
of the population-and it resulted in thei r protection; 
so great is the inherent power of even the form of an 
idea! 

The fact should be self-interpretive that there are no 
sovereign Pagan States-e\Oen Siam was aggressiHly cut 
in two and is not self-protective. I ts seeming sOHreign 
right lies in its being a convenient buffer State betwe~n 
two strong Christian X ations. neither of which would 
permit the further aggression of the other. 

Thus from the standpoint of the X ation's being the 
expansion of the completed Church. the City four
square, there is but 01le X ation on earth by inherent and 
demonstrated right. and that the [Onited Stat~s of A.mer
ica, Benjamin. '\Irs. Eddy set the standard for this 
classification of a X ation when she said. "todav a X ation 
is born," .\Iy. 183. when First Church of Christ. Scien
tist, was dedicated in London. England. XO\'. 7th. 1897 
(January Journal. 1893). six years after the incorpora
tion of the City foursquare in cur Text-book. of which 
such Branch is the type. But England must eliminate ec
clesiasticism and kinship before it is a fully matured 
J cseph and Benjamin combined-the Ci ty foursquare; 
until the removal of such obstructions. she. as true X a
tion will remain immature awaiting Completed Church. 
However. we have the plan for the bi rth (beginning) 
of other X ations in '\Irs. Eddy's standard of prccess
the planting of the City foursquare as the source of its 
origin. Thus our X ation (the expansion of the Ci ty 
foursquare) is "the seed within itself" for other X a
tions as it embraces all of the religious elements within 
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llS in Christian Science/ the City foursquare. the embry
onic Tree of Life X ation; "the leaves" of which are for 
"the healing of the?\ ations." 

The Church as having descended from Shem (the 
Twelve Tribes of Israel) and having conquered the de
scendants of Ham and J aphet. and drunk even the 
world's golden calf (Exodus 32: I 9.20). must account to 
Nation for its every inherent responsibility-economics 
being the demand of X ation beyond Church in which 
the golden calf is properly recompensed. for the materi
als out of which it was made were "borro'U'ed" from a 
Nation. Exodus 12 :35-not church. -'Irs. Eddy's gift 
of her money was for the purpose of permitting Church 
to pay its last debt to Nation through the medium of 
money. but she rightly put the payment out of the reach 
of Church into Nation to insure its restoration. for 
Church only drank the gold-it could not assimilate a 
X ation's gold; however. it insures a forever gold stand
ard as a medium of exchange for our X ation. as the City 
foursquare is of pure gold-the basis of our X ation. 
Church has no double (bi-metal) standard to offer 
Nation. as gold is the type of human character-"the 
gold of human character," which is its redemption of the 
gold it drank. that was only "borrowed." 

But the sih'ern flow of spiritual peace from the river 
of J aphet, S.&H. 589, as a type of divine mercy to the 
"shorn lamb" of Pagan thought, may be necessary in 
dealing with other X ations in our flow to Fourteen
even in assimilating the Pagan within our Nation's 
borders. For gold standards, typing moral values. can
not be forced before the time of Christian moral recti
tude and its attendant golden crown of Christian sover
eign Statehood. It is said that the whole unbalanced 
economic condition of the world was initiated by Eng-
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land's forcing upon India, the gold standard for which 
she has paid the penalty of being forced to temporarily 
renounce the gOld standard for herself. The Pagan X a
tions iza'i..'e nQ gold, only silver, typing their foundation
less peace. There is, undoubtedly~ much gold in the 
eal eh of Pagan X ations to be brought forth when "the 
gold of human character"-sound moral structure
demands this expression. The "'arId Bank in Basle, 
Switzerland, has just taken a stand for a fixed gold 
standard, stating that there is enough gold in both hemi
spheres to maintain it !-wonderful news presaging 
\Vorld Peace, which must be founded thereupon. 

The League of X ations has had its thirteenth meet
ing in which a great rebellion has taken place. Can we 
\,"onder that this is the case with such unequal mating? 

The \Vorld's Court-the rebuilt Solomon's Temple 
-would be a more fitting point of union, for the world 
first will be forced to see justice together before it sees 
peace, and ia1i .. : is reason, "the highest human faculty"; 
which types Principle in excluding emotion and conces
sion to persons, which the League has proved unable to 
do and live. 

~loses gathered the children of Israel together in the 
wilderness as a City, each of the Twelve Tribes (which 
always marched and camped together) as its tweh"e 
gates. They worshipped in one tabernacle (typing 
body), Joshua ("thesonofXun, ~loses' ~linister") led 
them into the Promised Land, where their form of gov
ernment was that of Judqes (suggesting the "'arId's 
Court)-sovereign staies,' thence to a Xaticn with one 
king or point of general union, under Benjamin; thence 
to "\Vorld diffusion." 

The \Vorld in general is not beyond the stage of sov
ereign States of consciousness, which must be judged 
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for the good of the whole by a common standard before 
peace is possible. Our ::\ ation 's representative, the 
grea t evangel of ". orId Peace, Frank B. Kellogg, now 
presides oYer this "'arId Court. 

The gdtit'n r0d is our ::\ ational flower, typing the 
golden reed with which the City foursquare was meas
ured, Re\" . .? I : 1.~. This golden measuring reed (rod) 
types the Golden Rule, "the gold of human character." 
S.&H .. ~6.:; ::?.?. 

The connection between the City foursquare and 
X ation is strikingly portrayed in the illustration on the 
re\"erse side of our National Seal. (IT he Great Pyra
mid" is shown (minus its cap-stone. as is its present 
state). with a descending cap-stone. which when rest
ing upon it would bring it to a point of concentration. 
This point of concentration is Sation, or all elements 
in 0ne. The base of this Pyramid is a perfect square. 
and it is capped with a diminished square plane (as it 
now stands). (IT he Great Pyramid" has been thought 
to type whole (squared) man, and whole world. 

Thus just as the fourth side of the City foursquare 
embraces the Trinity 0/ Church, adding the 0mni
acti0n of good, which completes its definition~ S.&H. 
587:19, so X ation progressively draws these four di
mensions to a point of concentration in the descending 
cap-stone; which was the vision for our Sati0n, for in 
this cap-stone is a single eye-the "eye-single" of ont'
ness, which is X ation as sight-insight. 

But let us go on to our X ation's Fourteenth element 
-expansion in diffusive overflow! 
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Chapter XVIII 

FOURTEE:"\ 
(] acub said) "I served thee !uurlet'n \ears for th 

two daughters," Gen. 31 :·H. . . 

IT will be seen from all the foregoing symbolism that 
the Bible is manhood the "ascending" unfoldment, 
or "ascending" angels on Jacob's Ladder, which was set 
upon the earth, Gen. 28: II, 12, "whose fingers point 
upward," S.&H. 299:10. And Science and Health is 
\Yomanhood, the "descending" angels, whose course 
is "downward," S.&H. 581 :4-. 

The Bible unfolds the specific indi\'idual idea as A. 
man, A woman, .-\. mother, .-\. father, .-\. sen, .-\. brother, 
A church, A sister, A friend, A Promised Land, etc., 
for the "ascent" must always be made .\LO:\"E, with the 
pressure of unredeemed "outward" ci rcumstances seem
ing to force the next step in ascent/ whiJe Science and 
Health reveals the collective ideas. of ~Ianhood. 

\\"omanho0d. Fatherh00d. ~Iotherh00d, Brotherlz00d. 
Sisterh00d, Friendship, The (First) Church, Tht' Real 
Estate. etc., etc. 

So in "a" specific instance of Abraham's redeeming 
his .-\.ssociation (relatives) and seeing his Church by 
having the bread and the wine administered by ~Iel
kizedek, King of Salem-Peace, Gen. 14-: 1 R, Science 
and Health would expand to TIlE re\'elation of THE 
principle that would underlie similar facts in a larger 
or collective experience: for the Bible rneals a S.\\"IOl·R 

in each and e\'ery experience, which, expanded as idea 
becomes Immanuel, or God wi th us, ei.'('ryone.' .-\.s pre
viously stated in another chapter, Isaiah prophesied, 
lsa. 7 :14-, L::;, that a \Tirgin would concei\'e and bear 
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a SOil whose name would be called "Immanuel," who 
would eat "butter and honey that he may know to refuse 
evil and choose good "-in other words, Immanuel is an 
"affirmation" of Truth, while a Saviour is a "denial" of 
error. :\1ary, the 2\lother of Jesus, did not grasp. the 
idea beyond its ({sa·r·ing'· feature, :\1att. 1: 19-25; Luke 
2 :26-33, and she named her conceptIOn] esus, Saviour, 
"for he shall save his people from their sz"ns." 2'1ary 
saw the angel Gabriel as a man, but it was in the "sixth" 
month the time for the male and female of God's creat
ing, Gen. 1 :27, which would indicate that she did not 
ascend high enough to see the \Vomanhood of this an
gel, * which embraced his manhood. At any rate, man is 
({ Sa·,:iour"-.lv[ aTlUai-labor: \Voman is Immanuel or 
"God with us" - with er'erybody and (( e'1'eryu'izere," 

stanza of the poem on flyleaf of Science anci Health. 
:\1rs. Eddy saw the angel Gabriel's \Yoman side, as 

well as man side as indicated in the conjoined types of 
Michael and Gabriel, S.&H. 566 :29-13 (and the iilus
tration of the two blending angels in the fifth picture of 
Chris[ and Christmas. These angels mus[ type l\l ichael 
and Gabriel, as :\1rs. Eddy tells us that "These angels 
deliver us from the depths, S.&H. 567:3) ; and in her 
unfoldment of the true nature of the Child in the SIXTH 

volume of the] ournals-Feb. 1889 in the form of "A 
Christmas Sermon "-"The Corporeal and Incorporeal 
Saviour"-:\1is. 161-168. p. 167 in particular, answer
ing questions with reference to "THE SPIRITL\L IDEA, 

as in Christian Science"-"Is the babe a son, or daugh
ter? Both son and daughter: eYen the compound idea 
of all that resembles God." How much this may have 
figured in her dissolution of her church and college 
in October and X ovember next following. we can only 

* For \\'-omanhood was then in hea\·en-:\Iind. 
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surmise! The daughter, or Immanuel, must be unfolded 
in Church as a type, as her work was more than specific 
-it \,,'as collective, her child being Church.' She so 
recognized this in her \Vill. as against her "natural" 
child. 

For the Bible's "Father," "~lother," and "Son," she 
has unfolded Life, Truth, and Love. S.&H. 569 :1-3, 
but has established as a medium ';institutional" Church, 
S.&H. 583. to lift us from the fleshly consciousness of 
father, mother, child, etc., to the human perception of 
the divine ideas. which thev but counterfeit. For Fa
ther, she unfolded First Church in Boston, which was 
dissolved in 1889, and embraced in her symbol for 
~10ther in 1892 (when twelve members of the Father 
Church became "twelve star" members of \Iother 
Church, .Man. 17, 18). For the Child, she unfolded the 
Extension, as Father-\lother plus (extended) Cniver
sal expression, l\lan. 19 :6--"Life, represented by the 
Father; Truth. represented by the Son; and Love, repre
sented by the \lother," S.&H. 569: 1-3. So we were 
lead by ({ collecti'L'e" symbols away from the fleshly or 
limited sense of these earth's symbols which type ab
stract Truth-''Life. Truth, and Love." as the qualities 
of God are 'Cni7:ersal and never bound by the specific 
claims of the flesh. There is an intermediate state be
tween the flesh and the spirit-the ~lOR.-\L-so this must 
be typed in the Church consciousness. as it is explained 
in Science and Health - 115. 116 in "The Scientific 
Translation of \Iortal \Iind.·' "'e can no more under
stand God as Life. Truth and Love in the abstract. until 
we see the life-line of the ideal in the human conscious
ness. S.&H. 442 :22-25. than we can sa\'e erroneous 
concepts from suffering! This Ii fe-line is the ~lOR.-\L, 

as all relationship is moral. and not spiritual, for there 
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are no relationships in Spirit, as Spirit is infinite. Is 
not this the question that confuses a great many Scientists 
-they see that Spirit is unlimited and try to claim its 
promises without fulfilling the moral? ~lorality, not 
spirituality, governs all material conditions. Spiritual
ity dissipates them. leaving idea only. ~1rs. Eddy shows 
so clearly in Science and Health. 115. 116, that the 
moral must be fulfilled or embraced in Spirit. Jesus 
said: "Think not that I am come to destrov the law or 
the prophets: I am not come to destroy but to fulfill 
.... Till heaven and earth pass. one jot or one title shall 
in no wise pass from the law. till all be fulfilled" (~latt. 
5:17. 18. Jesus' Sermon on the ~Iount). Consistently 
with this. he filled the waterpots to the brim-rather, 
commanded that it should be done. before he turned the 
water into wine. John 2: 1-8. Is not this the import for 
the six stone waterpots directly under the Directors' 
\Vindow in The (little) ~Iother Church? ~Irs. Eddy 
said: "If ever I 'Ii'ear out from serving students, it shall 
be in the effort to help them to obey the Ten Command
ments and imbibe the spirit of Christ's Beatitudes." 
~lis. 303 :16-19; and the ~lanual was directed to such 
students, ~Iy. 229: 19-30. The moral. embracing 
~loses' teachings and Christ's Sermon on the ~lounL 
is the manhood of being. and ~1 rs. Eddy's re\'elation the 
IF omanhQod; but \Vomanhood must embrace manhood. 
as :\lrs. Eddy has stated and done. S.&H. 269 :22-25, 
shows the true relationship. as we could never stand on 
anything we had not embraced. This is why "The spir
itual idea has given the understanding a foothold in 
Christian Science." S.&H. 534- :30- I. Abel. Enoch. 
1\ oah. Abraham, Isaac. J acob. ~Ioses. the Prophets, 
Christ Jesus as revealing manhood which is specific; and 
~1rs. Eddy as revealing "'omanhood. which is generic, 
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S.&H. 561 :22. were each and e\'eryone (in conscious
ness and teachings) a part of the unfold ing spi ri tual 
idea, and to take its climax-\\'omanhood-and discard 
the basic manhood would cause the whole structure to 

be superstructure, as ,\1 rs. Edd\' called Church in the 
6th to the 16th editions (1883-1886), when she had put 
the whole of "Creation" in .\Iotherhood, as she must 
ha\"e done by necessity in \'iew of the prophecy in Rev. 
II : 12. as before unfolded. \Yhen '\Irs. Edd\' sa\\' a 
di~tinct place for \Yoman in the "Apocalypse," she 
restored Genesis to Fatherhood in fulfillment of the 
further prophecy in Re\,. I I : 18, and, for the first time 
ga\"e us Church as "The st1'llcturt: of Truth and Love" 
instead of "The SlIperstructure of Truth and Lon," as 
formerly_ This should be a warning to us, as we will 
suffer the same limitation and struggle that .\Irs. Eddy 
and the Cause did in fulfilling these prophecies if we 
do not realize the further import of her revelations. 
This would shew more clearly than anything else the 
limitation of the 0/d rt:i.·isi0ns. and the error of reading 
them for light .. but as showing the fulfillment of proph
ecy, they are im"aluable, as .\Irs. Eddy permitted to be 
called to our attention in the first article of the :\pril 
189 I, Journal; which she had reprinted several times 
and "'idely disseminated, as before specifically stated. 
'\Irs. Eddy's re\'elation is not in the Bible, as she states, 
S.&H. 123: 19-.?3-"through a spiritual sense of the 
Scriptures .-\:\"D through the teachings of the Comforter, 
as PRO~lISED [and not given, John 16: 1.?-I4-J by the 
.\Iaster." :\gain in .\Iy. 179:.?_~-28, "Christianity and 
Science, being contingent on nothing wrinen and based 
on the divine Principle of being, etc."; and again, .\Iy. 
318:31-4-: "I do not find my authority for Christian 
~cience in history, but in revelation. If there had never 
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existed such a person as the Galilean Prophet, it would 
make no difference to me. I should still know that 
God's spiritual ideal is the only real man in his image 
and likeness." These suffice to show that her renlation 
was something entirely additional to the Bible, but 
founded thereon, as pictured in the tenth illustration of 
Christ and Christmas, where the \Yoman stands on the 
square, resting upon other squares - the Bible or 
"squared manhood." "Christian Science may absorb the 
attention of sage and philosopher, but the Christian 
alone can fathom it," S.&H. 556:13-16; that is, can giye 
us the Principle of its past unfoldment. which constitutes 
its Science. "God requireth that which is past," Ecc!. 3: 
15-"The Bible contains the recipe for all healing," 
S.&H. -+06:1. The Christianity (healing) comes in 
~lanhood, the Science in "~cmanhood, but one could not 
be separa ted from the other: they a re the foreyer male 
and female of God's creating. Some one may say, ""'ell, 
the healing is good enough for me," but our second 
formation was founded on the Christ-not Jesus nor 
Christianity, as will be noted in our ~Ianual in the ob
jects of both formations, pp. 17-19. 

As the human specific symbols of father, mother 
and child in Bible consciousness haying failed to unfold 
the breadth of the idea needful to complete salYation, 
\Yoman must find a more adequate symbol to r~present 

collective consciousness; hence, Church became an im
peratiYe medium or symbol. doing the same thing in a 
broader, higher, more impenonal way, as "Immanuel" 
is the incorporeal idea. A.lso .... \ssociation" (manhood) 
was made to serve as the medium upon which to found 
Church, leading us away from the collected ties of hu
man sense which we call "relatives, friends, etc.," 
Church never being possible until we can say: "He 
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[God] is man's only real fe/afire on earth or in heaven," 
-'lis. 1.51 :13. 14. -'Irs. Eddy saw "without this process 
of weaning" from specific ties of sense, "canst thou by 
searching [the Bible and Science and Health 1 find out 
God?" S.&H. 322 :30. 31. So the Church was and is 
a necessary medium for the translation of earth's svm-. . 

boIs into larger values. before a unhersal God can be 
e"en measurahly approached and understood !-the first 
step is from self (w!th its so-called ties. which are but 
an expanded sense of human self-hood) to .\ssoci:uion. 
thence to Church. thence to X ation. thence to lTni\'erse! 
This was th~ Fatherhood process-first patriarchal rule 
-e\'ery man go\'erning himself and his o,,"n family: 
thence to a Church in the "'iIderness: thence to a X a
tion: thence to the "'orId b\" diffusion of released idea! 
\\' e han taken these steps individually and collectinly. 
and we cannot "return to positions outgrown." S.&H. 
74:29. ':W. an\" mere than a tree can return to an acorn, 
as '\Irs. Eddy unfolds in a general "'ay on this same 
page. S.&H. 7-1-. \\'e h;J\'e taken the steps from self. ex
panding to embrace in harmony all of its "home" sur
roundings. thence to Association. thence to Church, 
thence to Xation. and the next step is to \YorId. thence 
(perhaps) to other worlds of which there are mi!Iions in 
space. The X atural Scientists and physicists are be
coming qui te interested in the possibility of communi
cation with other ,,'orIds. and as "Thought is borrowed 
from a higher source than matter." S.&H. 7.67 :7.7.. n. 
it invites our expansion. Christian Science interprets 
and demonstrates the "Principle and rule of C\I\TRS.-\L 

harmony." (Rudimental Divine Science, p. I) and 
,\1 rs. Eddy hints at this in S.&H .. p .. ;09: 16. when in
terpreting the meaning of "the lights in the firm3ment 
of heaven" she sa\'s: "God forms and peoples the C'\'I-
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VERSE." \Ye must follow our Principle and could never 

turn back to finite individuality after being a part of 
collectin Church. Jesus worked with specific sym
bols - seed, talents, vineyards, kings, servants; \1 rs. 
Eddv's svmbols were collective ideas-Associations and 
CIIII n-IIes, for "Spiritual teaching must alu:ays be by 
symbols," S.&H. 575. The four prophesies concerning 
"'oman were IIni"ersal, Re\·. 10th. I.?th. 19th and .?Ist. 
chapters. must be symbolized collecti, .... ely. 

"oe ha\'e in the specific example of :\.braham, in 
whom are all the premises. a \"Cry clear illustration of 
the entire spiritual process from self to :\ssociation 
thence to Church! (J acob's process was the full meas
ure of from sense to Soul. \Iessage 190.2: 1 0: 1+-16). The 
way must be straight and narrow in order for us to J,'t' 

the "bounds" of demonstration. The Christian Reli
gion is the only one on earth that has "the straight and 
narrow way" of demonstratioll. every step of which has 
been explored from cross to crown-\\"ith a cr(;ss as its 
"central emblem." C n. _;7. The CroS5 is the inevitahle 
symbol of a united divinity and humanity. \\"hen the 

.. .' 
\yay gets too broad for the cross to be seen. /IT/til borr/c', 
then there is no salvation for the human consciousness. 
Pagan religions ha\'e no "cresses." hence no "crowns." 
:\ few very spiritual seers han glimpsed the truths of 
being and gi\'en them to the people from the point of 
broad theories. but no other religion has had its demon
strators that bridgd the way bet\yeen their vision and 
the \'ision of the people with their own bodies. as did 
Jesus and \Irs. Eddy-Jesus with his specific temple 
or body; \Irs. Eddy with the Church body. Jesus bore 

the specific pains of bodily consciousness. \Irs. Eddy 
the collectin and collected pains of Church and Cni
nrsal consciousness. So we find \1 rs. Eddy's bOlh- In 
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her Church, and its each and every purpose, and Its res
urrection therein. Her purposes were so bro;l,j that \\'L 

must find our specific illustrations in the book of speci
fic symbols, and so in the experience of :\braham, Gen. 
13, 14-, we will find the CALL OF THIRTEE:\, and FOLR

TEE:\, unfolded. 

As has been pre\'iously noted in another chapter, it 
was the rebellion of the five kings, Gen. H, at the 
pressure of the four (Chedorlaomer-meaning "sheaf
band"-in particular) that led these fi\'e kings (together 
with Lot) after sen'ing TWEIXE years, to rebel in the 
THIRTEE:\'TH, and in the FOL'RTEF:\,TH year struggle for 
/reed0m; in which struggle they were taken capti\'(:s 
until redeemed bv Abraham - "Fidelity" to Truth. 

, ' 

FOL'RTEE:\', or unlimited 900d. cannot be maintained by 
anyone unless THIRTEE:\', and the steps thereto ha\'e been 
consistently (with human conduct) accepted,-neHr in 
destrucliI'e rebellion; a higher vision must ahnys ani
mate it, 

In 1903, when '\lrs. Eddy prepared to ha\'e us build 
the Extension she dropped the ti tie of .\Inther an-i the 
capital "I" in intelligence in the ideal man, S.&H.;17: 
8, ("Intelligence had previously been in God '.\loth
er' ") and ga\'e us five Directors instead of four, as 
previously. "Four" and "fi\'e" in this ccnnection seems 
beautifully explained by the struggle of the fi\'e kings 
against the four and have been specifically explained 
elsewhere .• -\.braham was a type from start to finish of 
the ascemion ab(n'e matter and the hei r to spi ri tual 
heritage. This is brought out even by Jesus in John 
8 :.)6. "Your father Abraham rejoiced to see my dar 
and HE SAW it and \\'as glad," So as the four kings (the 
call of the spiritual to rise out of matter) pressed the 
fi\'e kings and Lot. .-\.braham redeemed the fin: kings 
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(fi\'e senses) and Lot ("nil "-reason. morality. the 5ym
boi of Church), There are just six so-cailed entities on 
this piane oi conSCiousness. and they are the h\'e senses 
and their dreams of reaiity. and "Church" (reason). 
righr hUll/an relationship, Lot was the nephew of both 
:Saral} ano hImself! so in redeeming Lot. he was redeem
ing his own humanity. ~-\'ssociation, .-\.s .-\.braham had 
risen to see unlimited possessions. Gen, 13:; +. after he 
and Lot separated, their human prublem being 'lie S{41lle, 
this put the demand to rise on Lot; and the fi\'e Kings 
rebelled in the thirteenth year, and in the jourteenth 
they lost the struggle, Thirteen and fourteen cannot be 
reached until h ... :eh:e is harmoniously seen and appre
ciated, Chedorlaomer \yas the "sheaf-band" that bound 
the nYeiYe sheans, Gen, 37 :7, together until their 
uniteci purpose was realized, but they rebelled-hence 
the struggle from which Abraham was forced to redeem 
his own problem. for Lot had gone out from his kin
dred and home at .-\.braham's iI1\'itation and Abral1am 
must redeem him, .-'l.braham took with him to redeem 
the fin kings and Lor .. -\.ner (Light; a sprout). ~laI11re 
(rebeiliun: firmament). and Eshcol (grapes. fruitage). 
-typing the first three days of consCiousness. and he. 
as the fourth oay. met the demands Of the four kings. or 
moral demands, "~loral courage, , , , the killg of the 
mental realm." S,&H, 51+. 

\Yhen David Slew Goliath or Galh, the problem did 
not end there. as so many of us han thought. but as 
soon as Saul pressed hardly upun David. he and his three 
hundred men fled into Galli for prorection, to the Yery 
enemy he "slew." I Sam. :? I : I O. and A.chish. the king or 
Gatli, ciemanded Da\'id with the unduubted purpo,e 
uf slaying him. but David escaped through subterfuge, 
verses 13-1,:;. Da\'id was supported by but three hun-
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dred men-third day "resurrection." So he fell below 
the demands of the situation, and he could not escape 
until he rightly met the demands of Principle. he did it 
falsely and so had to repeat his work. The next time 
when he was sorely pressed by Saul. he fled into Gath 
again for succor, with six hundred men-this time his 
support was stronger. having reached the sixth day or 
male and female idea of completeness. This complete
ness was expressed in the kindness of this same king
Achish-1 Sam. 27:1-6; 28:1-2; 29:1-15; 31 :1-6; II 
Sam. I : I -8, who not only succored him but put him on 
the throne of Judah by slaying Saul in battle-at least 
mortally wounding him, and he was slain by the Amale
kite at his own demand. So. although we may tempor
arily rise above a problem for a more refreshing view, 
we must always go forward (not backward) and solve it, 
as it goes on with us in false concept until solved. Chris
tianitv must "leave all for Christ"-the harvest song 
of "Science." .\ly. 269-271. noting particularly 270 :4-
12. is when "Divine Love" says to us as to '\lrs. Eddy: 
"I am rewarding your wa1ting and Ilzy people shall be 
my people"-your thoughts shall be my thoughts. 

Thus it was with _\braham. his people must be God's 
people before redeemed :\.ssociation would be a foun
dation upon which Church could rest. .1bralzam and 
six others'll. (as ,\1 rs. Eddy recorded of herself in Ret. 
43 :22-2+) redeemed _\ssociation and Abraham saw 
Church-bread and wine administered b\' the Priest of 
.\lichizedez. or the Christ. 

This view of "four" and "fin" seems to apply to the 
change from fcur Directors to fin at the point of 
building the Extension and dropping the title of 
i'.\lother" for Leader. For we must redeem Church to-

* The he E!1gs a!ld Lot. 
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getlzer to the point of the "marriage of the Bride and 
the Lamb"-the spiritual idea-as we did for St','eTl 

years thereafter: for. as with the \lether Church, the 
idea was completed before the symbol started. I thad 
been completed in 11-:91 when the City foursquare was 
re\'ealed and rested upon the demonstrated l' niyersal 
A.ssembly for redeemed :\ssociation, :\ssociation being 
the human, must always be redeemed, as _\braham 
preyed in Gen. 1+: I R-'?O. "The more I understand true 
lzu11IaTl/zr.JlJd. the more I see it to be sinless--as ignorant 
of sin as is the perfect \laker," l: n. +9. 

Abraham had not only the Tweh'e Tribes in his spir
i tual concept or "loins" (Heb. 7 :9, 10, which referred to 
the specific incident in Gen, 1+:11-:-.20), but also in his 
human concept or "loins" Ishmael. by Hagar, Sarah's 
bondmaid, an Egyptian: and his six other Egyptian sons 
by Keturah, the Egyptian, after Sarah passed on, Gen . 
.?~:I-+: but, it will be noted as recorded in the .~th nrse 
of this chapter just quoted, that he "gaye all that he had 
to Isaac"-his Church. HO\\'e\'er, his se\'en human sons 
\\'ere his "_\ssociatiol1" cutside of his true selfhood (or 
his human detlection) which must be redeemed in order 
to found his Church-Church al\yays representing the 
di\'ine and _\ssociation the human. The human and the 
di\'ine must "coincide," S.&H .. ~61 :16: \lis. 100:19-
2';; l'n. ';.?:8: \ly. 26_; :2'? 

So as he saw Church in spirit before the twelve were 
expressed in T acob: so, tco, he saw Association in Je,'t'TI 

before the human \\'as expressed in I ~hmael and his six 
other Egyptian sons. Is this not \\'hy Joseph was sold to 
the "Ishmaelites" and, thence, by them to the Egyptians, 
Gen. ~7:'?8? and that by Judah's (law's) plan? Hu
man justice, which is an echo of the diyine, must be 
fulfilled! 
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Ishmael and his mother, Hagar (typing human con
ception of di\'ine law, Gal. ~ :.22-31) were cast out by 
Sarah, who held fixedly to the one child. Isaac; and her 
decision was appro\'ed by God, Gen . .2 1 : 1.2, but a great 
X ation was promised ,\braham (who begged of God 
that Ishmael's life be preserved) through Ishmael, who 
raised up Twelve Tribes in the human, antecedent to 
Jacob's Tweh'e Tribes of Israel-which shows why the 
symbol of Church must go to T\\TIXE. where the human 
concept and the di\'ine coincide. 

Esau married Ishmael's daughter, Gen. 36:3, and 
thus carried the problem of Ishmael's Twelve Tribes to 
Esau. So, Jacob was forced to encompass it. when he 
stepped into his brother's responsibilities by choice; 
ha\'ing bought his brother's birthright and stolen his 
brother's blessing. Had he not tried to thus assume 
rights and blessings without obligations. he might have 
escaped his struggle in fulfilling in Leah, his brother's 
wife in type, his brother's responsibilities. Having 
done so, he was forced to work until he saw his brother's 
face as "the face of God," Gen. 33 : I O. 

So. despite ,\braham's spiritual vision, he was forced 
to demonstrate the coincidence of the divine with the 
human, or to found his Church on ,\ssociation cr divine 
la\\,. For "the la\\' is our schoolmaster to bring us to 
Christ that we might be justified by faith," Gal. 3 :.2~. 
and is the "ascending" necessity, or manhco-i, ttl the 
intent of turning the human will to the di\'ine through 
"creation" (symbols) being" i.'ltt'lli!/eJltly" translated 
into Truth: "But after that faith is come, \\'e are no 
longer l':,\OER a schoolmaster. For ye are all the chil
dren of Gcd by faith in Christ [female] Jesus Lmale~." 
"'here there is neither Jew nor G reek, bond nor free, 
"there is nei ther male nor female: for ye are all one in 
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Christ Jesus," Gal. 3 :2+-29. "I THROl"GH the law am 
dead to the law, that I might live unto God," Gal. 2: 
19. The veil being removed to where we can "sted
fastly look to the end of that which IS ABOLISHED," II 
Cor. 3: 13. But this will ne\"er ceme through the course 
often adopted of awaiting the falling away of error. 
If in a moment of great illumination on our part or that 
of another, it does do so, it is through \Yomanhood 
(Spirit) without the support of manhood (the "intel
ligent" human will). "The power of the human will 
should be exercised ollly in subordination to Truth," 
S.&H. 206: does not forbid its proper use. ~ly. 114 :3, 
+, says: "Christian Science teaches: OWE :\0 '\L\X; be 
temperate; abstain Cab, jrom, stain, tenere "to hold"
hold yourself from J from alcohol and tobacco; etc." 
In every step, the human will is "used only in subordi
nation to Truth," as above quoted. The definition of 
""'ill" in the Glossary makes this very clear: "\Vill - -
as a quality of so-called mortal mind, is a 'u.:rollgdoer," 
S.&H. 597 :2+-26. So to go into debt to use alcohol, 
or tobacco, etc., is to lise u'ilf power; whereas to 
"abstain" from them is to subordinate the human will 
to the divine-the coincidence of the divine with the 
human, ~lis. 100:19-25: S.&H, .)61 :16, 17: ~ly. 265: 
22-2+; Cn. 52:+-11; ~ly. 160:5-8. \Yhen we trust to 
the power of the Spirit to relieve us from any effort, 
we may get the result in the Christ, but we have robbed 
ourselves of the support of the Jesus, or manhood, 
and we will feel it along all other lines of our work 
until we redeem the "five kings" (five physical senses) 
intelligently. For if it is right to do this with one form 
of sin it is with all. and so we drop cur Bible's "Thou 
shalt not." instead of intelligently embracing it. Our 
only freedom is when we can intelligently say: "The 
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prince of this "'orId cometh and findeth nothing in me," 
for I intelligently see the nothingness of its claim. Sym
boIs are of use tf) this end. Obedience to God's hw is 
the hearing ear ("spiritual understanding," S.&H.'S': 
I. 2) : and the joy and pri:·iler;e of this obedience is the 
seeing eye: but both are spirit//al senses-"Sight, he:u
ing all the spiritual senses of man, are eternal." S.&H. 
4.86 :.23, 2+. One is manhood, and the other is '\'o!11an
hood-the forever male and female. the "ascenciing" 
and "descending" qualities: ,,,hich must first be diJti71-
911islz~'d before becoming 0ne in concept: else "inte!li
gence" in "the ideal man" would be defe?ted. and 
"Truth" never gained. 

I t is in THIRTEF:\" and FOeRTH:\" that "man and 
'Voman" are broken in pieces-"I "'ill break in pieces 
man and "'oman," J er .. '! :22-when thei r symbols 
yield to the united essences of Princinle and Lm'e as 
one. -'lost of us constantly declare the allness of good, 
the allness of Lon. etc., in essence ("'ithnut the male 
and female idea of distinction of qualities) and ,,·hen 
this is ,.ealized, the work is always d0ne; but this is heal
ing just as the "ancient inspired healers." S.&H. ] 4: 
30-7: 483 :19-21. who had the spirit without the letter. 
The superiority of our work onr theirs is th:lt the\' un
folded no Principle by which one could remain ",here 
he was placed by the practitioner; eyen Lazarus-in 
all probability-afterwards passed on. as did Jairus' 
daughter: and the widO\\' of ); ai n's son: and it is rJ10st 
probable that others to whom both Jesus and the dis
ciples ministered had subsequent ailments :-the letter 
(Truth) without the spirit (LO\'e) or the spirit without 
the letter is the separation of the male and female ele
ments in our work that wil! fore\-er nerpetuate :\dam's 
dream of the separation of man and "Toman in the hu-
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/,,,In consciousness and its attendant ills-childrcn, (if/
I fJl"iny. So the intelligent footsteps in the union of these 
qualities in ~lrs. Eddy's "descending" eyoluticns must 
he understood before the symbol ceases to be helpful. 
Otherwise \ye labor or war one moment and "loye" the 
nnt \\ith no hope Gf e,er uniting these diyided proc
esses in I)ur own thought. 

""as not this the occasion of Rachel's hard lahor in 
bringing forth Benjamin-so hard that she passed on 
in the process in Fourteen (Loye) without letter? :\lso 
was not our "kicking against the pricks" of our own 
rclch.se from .\lotherly direction and the leading of the 
impers!lnal \Ynrd. our .\lanuaI. what was probably the 
cccasion of ~1 rs. Eddy's being forced to lean us in 
FOl'RHI'::\? :\iter she had told us that there was no fur
ther fight to crush Science. S.&H. 103: 15-17. and that 
error was OBSEI.FTF. S.&H. 26; in 1909. did we not 
force her into labor again in connection with the ex
communication cf one from The .\Iother Church. into 
\':hich contrO\'ersy she intimates that she had been drawn 
by her students? .\h. 360-this second child of Lon . . 

(Benjamin) cannot be J! 0thered. it must wed good for 
itself. Benjamin wandered thrcugh Stygian dJrkness. 
but yielded wholly to diyine law when he yielded up 
all identity to Judah in I Kings 1.?:.?1. also Paul the 
Benjamite to Jesus; and ~lrs. Eddy. as type thereof. to 

Bride. 
Th:1t there was something he"'" .. ' the foundation of 

The .\l(;ther Church is eyidenced by the fact that a/ter
the laying of the foundation in winter. IR93 . .\Irs. Eddy 
gan us the tenets in Science and Health and the nrd 
Psalm at the same time in I R9+. These were below 
f.i.i.·e/,·e in the descending e\'olution of being. The City 
fours'luare (measured by s'luare. Re\, . .?I : 16) did not 
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correlate the entire Bible, as the 22nd chapter of Reve
lation with its Tree of Life, Principle -t06 :-t-6, and 
its pure river of the water of Life-both of which quan
tities must be measured by C/lbe and not square. There 
is something below the foundation of the City four
square, being measured by the angers rule of "square" 
measurement. H+ thousand cubits, the measure of a 
man. The underlying and o\'erlying Love is the THIR
TEE:\" and fOl 'RIfF:\" , and when the overlying Love de
scends to fOL'RTFE:\" it becomes one with Principle and 
thus One is basic being-one and fOCRTEE:\" being the 
same. Thus Reuben's false claim in matter of .. Prin
ciple and its idea is one." S.&H. -t65. is reclaimed bv 
Spirit. .\Irs. Eddy speaks of "divine Love, that heaven 
Hl'SIL\:\"DS in the First Commandment," .\Iessage 1902: 
5: I 0, II. This is what happens in O:\"E-"One infinite 
God, good. unifies men and X ations, ends wars, etc.," 
S.&H. 3-t0-the seven steps are entirely co\'ered in this 
reference-in other words. it Hl'SB'-\:\"DS divine Love! 

'\Irs. Eddv was made Foundateur of the Association 
for International Conciliation, and her acceptance 
thereof, .\Iy. 283, showed where her sense of FOl'RTEF:\" 
(peace. heaven) was-inthe \,"0 rid ! This was her last 
worldlv asscciation! 

Xoah's dove of peace accepted the shelter of the Ark 
only until the waters without subsided sufficiently for 
it to find a place to rest and nest-its home was a universe 
and not an enclosure. even though an ark of safety at 
one time. X oah's raven (typing human reason-man
hood) was satisfied to go "to and fro," enjoying the rest
lessness of changing position, but not so the dOH-it 
seized the first li\'e branch that drifted its way before 
it could find a place to lodge. So with .\Irs. Eddy; she 
watched the waters without the Ark-symbol of Church 
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-well knowing that the "universal love" she had re
vealed had no abiding heme in an ark and but awaited 
the first tree (Principle) to rest upon fu:ithollt, for was 
not this that for which she was working-world salva
tion, not the salvation of a comparatively few behind 
the walls garrisoned against those without? She was 
never within these walls, but ever 'i.i.·ithout; and alert for 
evidences of the assuaging waters. as was X oah. He 
was not satisfied with his :\rk as a permanent home; 
neither should any of us be if we ever hope to say with 
power of conviction-"God is .... over all and ALL," 
S.&H.17. 

\\Te have responded to our Xaiton's call and need in 
THIRTEE:\ (as our X ation stands for the Principle of 
civic and moral \\~orId salvation-being the "O:\E BODY 
and O:\E SPIRIT"-Eph. 4-into which the whole \Yorld 
has become one in our "melting pot" processes) as a 
Church-first to meet a call of our great then-President 
i'to make the \\' orId safe for democracy." and, second, 
the call through our X ation and through our Directors. 
"to make the \Yorld safe for morality and civic virtue"; 
if our then-President's trite expression may be thus 
paraphrased to cover our recent call. 

:\s our participation in both instances went bevond 
THIRTEE:\. our J! anllal. and our X ation's direct and 
single need and involvment; (in other words, to the 
\YorId. FOl'RTEE:\; Immanuel, iiGod with us"-n'ery
'1L'here: for the whole "'orld was invoh'ed in both 
instances) can we ever go hack to simply T,,'E[XE. or 
our svmbol of past 'lother Church founded on T\\'ELVE 
STAR members? 

".\nd 'lelchizedec. King of Salem (Peace), brought 
forth bread ('Our bread which cometh down from 
heaven is Truth,' S.&H. 35 :26, 27) and wine (,Our 
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wine, the inspiration of Love,' S.&H. 35 :27, 28) ; and 
he was the priest of the most high God," Gen. 14: 18. 
"The ideal man corresponds to .... Truth. The ideal 
\Yoman corresponds to .... Love," S.&H. 517 :8-10. 
As "Church is the structure of Truth and Love," S.&H. 
583: 12, is it not evident that Abraham was the first 
person on earth to see the CO\1PLETE Church in the 
unity of male and female as quality? ("Vnion of the 
masculine and feminine qualities constitute complete
ness," S.&H. 57 :4.5. in both "individual" and Church.) 
And so he paid tithes to the King of Peace in FOCRTEEX 

(Gen. 14:5, first line. shows that it was in fourteen) for 
the Twelve Tribes in his "loins" (spiritual conception) ; 
as expressed by Paul in Heb. 7 :9, 10. If Levi was 
in his "loins," so were the other eleven tribes: Does 
not this show two positions beyond the TWEU'E. upon 
which the symbol of The ~lother Church was founded 
in its second formation-"Twelve Star" !\lembers. as 
previously described - Abraham typing Fatherhood, 
Principle, in THIRTEEX~ and the Priest of l\lelchizedek, 
~lotherhood, Love. in FOCRTEEX? 

Is not this why Jacob was forced to work FOCRTEEX 

years for Rachel (ewe~ sheep). a type of the "Lamb's 
wife," S.&H. 577, which is used to correlate "the Lord 
God Almighty" in the reference, S.&H. 576: 10, and 
is called the "\IOST HIGH GOD" in this instance, in Gen. 
14: 18? The lineage of "Christ" in the Bible is divided 
thus: "So all the generations from Abraham to David 
are fourteen generations; and from David until the 
carrying away into Babylon [the ten Tribes of Israel] 
are fourteen generations; and from the carrying away 
into Babylon unto Christ are fourteen generations," 
~latt. 1 :17. Paul waited fourteen years before he " .. ·ent 
up to Jerusalem the second time, Gal. 2: 1; and fourteen 
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years before he mentioned his vision to the Gentiles
the II Cor. 12: 1-+. ~1rs. Eddy worked fourteell years 
from the formation of The ~Iother Church in 1892 to 
the completion of the Extension in 1906. And. as previ
ously noted. The (little) ~Iother Church passed into 
idea. Fr;urteell (as regards Church use). when the Ex
tension was dedicated-thus ending "cross." ~Iy. 6: 19, 
and making it one with its "crown." ~Iy. 6:19. the Ex
tension. The seating capacity of The (little) ~Iother 

Church was twelve hundred, ~Iy. 68: 1+; while the 
Extension was five thousand. ~Iy. I+-the "five thou
sand to be fed in the 'u:ilderlless with five loaves. and t-u'O 

fishes" (the five senses redeemed-i ts then Directors? 
-and the Bible and Science and Health). 

"'hen the Extension's Communion Sen"ices were 
abolished in 1908. at the same time that the General 
Teachers' Association. which was called to "stand by" 
the building of the Extension for FI\'E years-from 1903 
to 1908- (and which discussed as its main topics 'T:\"ITY 

of ACTIO:\". strict conformity to The ~Iother Church 
By-Laws. etc. ... +1 st ~Ian., p. 87) was dissolved. the 
Extension had fulfilled its mission as symbol. in "Irs. 
Eddy's own words: "The branch churches continue 
their communion seasons. but there shall be no more 
communion season in The -'Iother Church. that has 
blossomed into spiritual beauty. communion l":\lrERS .. \L 

and DI\"I:\"E." ~Iy. 1+1 :26-29. Thus the Extension pro
gressed into FOl"RTEE:\" through its ~Ianual in THIRTEE:\" 

(so ending "Crown," ~Iy. 6:19). Xote the communica
tion on p. 1+1 of ~Iiscellany was given out to the press, 
or to "FOl"RTEE:\"." 

And so we Branches must do likewise if we wish 
the nourishment of our spiritual "~Iother Church." 
\Ve must do so individually-as collecti7."e "individ-
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uals," Branch; for, of course, we could never go back 
of our :\Ianual, which has taught us to act r')lIecti''l'ely, 
as stated in the article on the :\Ianual of Sept. 10, 1910, 
of which :\Irs. Eddy speaks so approvingly in :\Iiscel
lany, p. 237, calling it "practical and scientific," and 
recommending it to the study of all Christian Scientists, 
in which it is said: "The Bible understood through 
Christian Science, is aiding the students illdi7.·dual/y 
to live in Christian discipleship; the .JJallual of The 
Church of Christ. Scientist, in providing that Christian 
Scientists shall work together,' is helping them COLLEC

TIVELY to live in Christian fellowship. The teachings 
of the Scriptures in the Christian Science text-book 
bring about individual correction of thought, while the 
rules of the Church .\Ianual make possible action 
through GROl-PS of individuals, and through the WHOLE 

body of Scientists." Also in referring to the "Rule for 
:\Iotives and :\cts," .\Ian., p. 40, the following comment 
is made: "This fidelity, we know, will help in the mak
ing over of human nature, until in some fair day By
Laws to pro\-ide such consistent Christian behavior 
shall be no longer necessary." 

This article shows so clearly why the .\Ianual came 
in the THIRTEE:\TH volume of the] ournals. Thi rteen 
being a type of Principle (as before suggested-Gen. 
11-:4), shows that "rebellion" at limitation must arise 
when the Principle is discerned, and to protect this 
Principle-("the Tree of life bearing tweh-e manner of 
fruits"-"the tree is typical of divine Principle," S.&H. 
406) the :\Ianual was gi\'en us as "the two-edged sword 
of Truth which must turn in every direction to guard 
'the tree of life,'" S.&H. 458:17-19, lest its fruits of 
freedom and harmonv be stolen bv the human intellect - -
before it had bowed in TE:\ to the divine Command-
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ments_ Hence, it was designed only for the violators of 
"the Ten Commandments and Christ's Sermon on the 
'I " '1 - 119 -10 1+ -h h - - - r d _l ount, _, ~ _____ -_ , to \\ om t ese pnmItI\ e e-

mands of Truth seemed eminences to reach which re
quired "growth" and "scaling" as "steep ascent." If we 
have not grown beyond this as a Cause, after nearly forty 
years of wandering in the wilderness of morality, there 
is small wender that our healing works are not more 
startling! for there is no healing in morality (as evi
denced by Science and Health, lIS :26, TJ); and cer
tainly none 'i.i.:ithfJut it (as evidenced by the same refer
ence)! Bu t, we hm-e so {{ grfJ'U-n ," for God has so said in 
not only ~Irs_ Eddy's marvelous plan for us, but in the 
very happenings of the day which are so largely attri
butable to the work of Christian Scientists in response 
to the truths of our Text-book for which l\lrs_ Eddy 
claims so much in ~Iy_, p_ 11+ :28-3_ Our "Fourteen 
points" have gone out to the world after a "rebellion" in 
which we partici pated wi th the \Vorld in "THIRTEE~" 
at the call ef "FOCRTEEX"; and also in our recent "re
bellion" with our X ation in its national life, which 
involved FOl-RTEEX, as the whole world was an inter
ested on-looker; showing the inseparability of THIR

TEE~ and FOCRTEE~. 
Our course has been as "rebellious" and as warring 

in both instances as the world's, because we have 
claimed to be operating under our ~Ianual which pro
tects us from "rebellion," but have violated it in both 
instances, responding to "rebellion" in warfare, rather 
than the wise leading of our :\lanual into FOCRTEEX as 
"The Promised Land of SPIRITL\L REALITY" wi th its 
spiritual apportionments under this "Joshua" in Thir

teen_ So long as our Church participates in the "re
bellions" of the world in THIRTEEX at the call or de-
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mand of FOCRTEEX, and then goes back within its walls 
of TWELVE, the world will never reach its promise of 
peace for which it is so pitifully sighing and struggling! 

Had we followed the Principle which placed the 
"limitations" on leadership (after ~I rs. Eddy left us in 
person) of our Cause, we would have seen higher than 
to use Mrs. Eddy's article, written during the Spanish
American war in 1898, ~Iy. p. 277, instead of the one 
written six years later during the] apanese-Russian war, 
My. 278, and would have realized her own higher 
unfoldment in method of praying as given us on pp. 280 
and 281 of Miscellany,· while we were building the 
Church of "twelve stones," as our incoming President 
of The lVIother Church expressed it at our Annual ,Meet
ing, at the Dedication of the Extension. 

The whole strife and warfare has been the call of 
"the spiritually organized church" to us to complete 
church history. 

The Father-~Iother Church ("Father" in first for
mation-founded on ] esus, :\Ian., p. 17, who represents 
Fatherhood, S.&H. 562 :3-7, and ;'\Iother in second for
mation, founded on twelve stars) is our example-a 
Voluntary Organization, as is our "Board of Directors" 
and "Board of Trustees"-no incorporation was in the 
second formation. 

Our Thirteen is our individual (as Branch Church) 
demonstration of our :\'lanual, as we were directed to 
act by ~1rs. Eddy, p. 72:19-24, "in consonance with"
individually (as Branch Church) wedded to THIRTEEX 

Principle, typed by Abraham, Gen. 14. "Abraham 
means Father of a multitude," "Father Abraham" as 
he was called by the] ews, means "Fidelity; faith in the 

* Mrs. Eddy here shows that the Church's prayer is too limited to 
help a Nation. 
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divine Life [Fatherhood-S.&H. 569: 1] and in the 
eternal Principle of being," S.&H. 579; thus (individ
ual as Branch Church) "fidelity" to our :\Ianual in 
THIRTEEX will lead us triumphantly to the "bread and 
wine" of Spirit-"iThe structure of Truth and Love," 
S.&H. 583, as Church l'Xn·ERSAL-:\lan. 19 :6-FOCR
TEEX! with the Twelve Tribes demonstrated within our 
spiritual consciousness-"loins. " 

Note that in S.&H. 577, "The City of Our God" 
(marginal topic) takes the place of the 'l1."alled City 
foursquare (marginal topic, p. 575 of S.&H.) ; in corre
lation of and "I saw no temple therein: for the Lord 
God Almighty and the Lamb are the temple of it." The 
directions become "cardinal points," S.&H. 577:13, 
rather than walls of defense that shut out the "abomina
tion worker," Rev. 21 :27; and then the handling of evil 
as nothingness is unfolded in Re\'. 22: II, in conformity 
with :\Iy. 364:9-18-:\Irs. Eddy's last direction on the 
subject. 

"The Lord God Almighty and the Lamb," S.&H. 
576, reveal THIRTEEX and FOl'RTEEX, and are correlated 
on p. 577 :4-11 of S.&H., as the "Lamb's wife" pre
senting the "Cnity of male and female as no longer 
two wedded individuals, but as two individual natures 
in one"-"Principle and its idea is one," S.&H. 465, 
"Thy maker is thine husband," Isa. 54. 

This is the ministration of the "Bread and \Yine" 
by the Priest of :\Ielchizedek, the King of Salem
Peace! Obedience to our :\Ianual in Thi rteen is the 
IP ay-the Principle. 

Thus it will be seen that the whole Bible is the his
tory of the Twelve Tri bes; and that their activities in 
yielding "to the divine Principle of man in the harmony 
of Science" "show the workings of the spiritual idea," 
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S.&H. 56:? :\nd that their entire tendency is to unite 
man and \Voman through the two women-Leah (law, 
Principle, Fatherhood) and Rachel (Love, ~Iother
hood)-"the ideal "'oman corresponds to Life [Father, 
S.&H. 569:1. 2J and to Loye [~Iother, S.&H. 569:3J," 
which objecti\'e is accomplished, to human sense, in the 
City foursquare, or man embraced in ""oman - the 
square being man and the embracing Love. ""oman. 
Genesis in the seven days of creation unfolds man
hood (seven stars in Jesus' right hand, Rev. I ::?O) : and 
the :\pocalypse, the ""oman crowned with tweh'e stars 
(fiye extra stars being added to man's seven), bringing 
forth the intelligence of the "man child" (Genesis) ; and 
the City foursquare embraces this man child with its 
tweh'e individual quantities or gates. Re\'elation 2:?nd 
Chapter unites all elements in one, typed by X ation, 
Thirteen, through a spiritual common source on one 
tree in the "twe!ye manner of fruits," each of the twelve 
yielding its fruit e\'ery month, and unfolding the full 
Twelve Tribes each "month," nurtured bv spiritual 
~Iotherhood its roots. "There shall come forth a rfjd out 
of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his 
ROOTS," Isa. I 1:1 (the rod. the ~Ianual, came out of the 
stem, but the Branch from its spiritual "ROOTS") ",-fjfjted 
and grounded in Love," Eph . .): 17; "reared on the 
foundation of Love," Pul. 2:30. typed by The (little) 
~Iother Church. "creation." The tree of Lift' type 
Principle-Jacob, "the rei."t'/ati0Tl fjf ScieTlce," S.&H. 
589 :5, 6 the common source of the Twelve Tribes of 
I srael. Church-which is planted "in the midst of the 
street of it [the pure river of the water of Life, pro
ceeding out of the throne of God, (Cni\'ersal ~Iother
hood, typed by Rachel, the Bride, S.&H. 592: 16, 17) 
and of the Lamb] and on ei ther side of it was there the 
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tree of Life bearing twelve manner of fruits." The 
Nation (] acob, Israel) was the next step after the de
tached branch in the Bible, for the tree of life grew 
from the roots of this detached branch-the Bride's 
conception; the Bride "conceiving man [C niversal 
man] in the idea of God" S.&H. 583 :14, 15. The de
tached branch progressi\Tely eliminates its own walls 
through expansion. I t is here that the X ation must 
realize what has drawn the spiritual sap from root to 
trunk, from trunk to branch and from branch to fruit
"the atmosphere of love divine," Hyman 81, entirely 
without the tree, that warms -'lather earth and draws 
the sap upward. Thus the influence of Love. typed by 
the forces of nature from without. S.&H. 124 :20-31 
and 293: 13-31, "whose potency is Truth, whose attrac
tion is Love. whose adhesion and cohesion are Life. per
petuating the eternal fncts of being" must enter into the 
fruitage of this Tree of Life. with which the Bible be
gins. Gen. 2 :9, and ends Rev. 22 :2. The river, which 
became parted into four heads. the four rivers. Pison, 
Gihon, Hiddekel and Euphrates. which go out in Gen. 
2:10-1+, had formed the four sides of the City four
square. and thereafter became one ri\Ter. as originally, 
being embraced in the one Principle. Pisano S.&H. 
593: I, 2. corresponding to the period of Patriarchal 
light or the original "\\Tord"; Gihan, S.&H. 587, to 
the period of law or "rights of \Voman [.\lotherhood] 
acknowledged. etc.," "which encompasseth the whole 
land of Ethiopia." Gen. 2: II - "the cycle of good 
obliterates the epicycle of eviL" ~ly. 270 :3, "Christ." 
-"Abraham. Jacob . .\loses and the prophets caught 
glorious glimpses of the .\lessiah, or Christ. etc. ... S.&H. 
333 :23. 24; Hiddekel, S.&H. 588. "Divine Science 
understood and acknowledged"-prophecy which Jesus 
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was forced to fulfill. His real nativity was the fourth 
day or the Euphrates thought; but he was forced to 
fulfill prophecy, and thus his mission was left to the 
limitation of those who demanded its fulfillment
"Chrislianity," the third side of the City; and Euphrates, 
S.&H. 585, the fourth side was fulfilled by "Science." 
\Vho but] esus in his true nativity before he was bap
tized of John, thus attempting to bridge prophecy to 
himself, could have fulfilled S.&H. 585: 19-22, to first 
semi-colon-else man before Adam? Gen. 2 :9. 

\Vhen The City foursquare's (note marginal topic, 
S.&H. 575) four sides, as above-"The \Vord, Christ, 
Christianity and Divine Science," S.&H. 575 :17-21, 
melt into cardinal points in "The City of our God," 
S.&H. 577 (note marginal topic), and the four rivers 
become one, as they were originally in Gen. 2, is it not 
most natural that as they watered the tree of life in Gen. 
2, before they parted into four heads, they should water 
it when it was restored to its native perfection in Rev. 
22? This "Tree of Life" is X ation which must expand 
to Cniverse, its domain is not in Church but Cniverse. 
The ~Iother Church reflects only "in some degree the 
Church Cniversal and Triumphant," ~1an. 19. 

Sibyl \\Tilbur's The Life of ]!Jary Baker Eddy, p. 
385 (not the latest revised edition), speaks of ~Irs. 

Eddy's determination "to stand by her post .... until 
her plans for the church in the 'U'orld were accom
plished." :\Irs. Eddy knew that theory without prac
tice, or revelation without "founding" would do little 
for the world, thus she revealed the Principle that em
braced the entire Bible, and demanded that the Bible 
enter into our Church services from Genesis to Revela
tion-:\Ian., p. 58. And, in addition, she provided for 
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the Church to rise to its full revelation-e\'en to Re\,. 22, 
which must be correlated in her Text-book, else it could 
not encompass the Bible, and so the 23rd Psalm, in 
terms of "di\'ine Lo\'e," was added to our text-book 
immediately after the Xational Christian Scientists' 
.-\ssociaticn was merged into the "'orld's Parliament 
of Religions-8lst edition in 189+; thus both the occa
sion for this addition to the .-\pocalypse, and the nature 
of its message indicates that -'Irs. Eddy silenced sym
bol. and gave us the spiritual nature of this "tree of 
life bearing its twelve manner of fruits"-tweh'e tran
sitive \"Crb activities taking an object-"Divine LO\'e 
cannot be deprived of its manifestaticn or object." .-\nd 
in Sept. 1901.* just se\'en years thereafter, we got its 
fruits of LO\'e in the chapter on "Fruitage" expressing 
"the cffspring of the spiritual idea, which is prolific in 
health; holiness and immortality," S.&H. )63 :21, 22. 
This, <1: "ymbolized by the nature of all fruit, is de
pendent upon outside, as well as inside influences for 
its perfection-the sun, rain, wind, etc. This has been 
brought out In "Lea\'ing Father and \Iother," but is 
again referred to by way of reminder. Cntil we re
verse "the I ightning and thunderl?clts of error," S.&H. 
288: I .~, and translate them into "the thunderbolts of 
truth," Christian Healing 2:6, (Gnd's voice, John 12: 
27 -30), which loosen the earth about its roots: the rai n 
into "the raindrops of di\'inity," S.&H. 288; the wind 
into the winds of God, and refuse "when the winds of 
God blow [to] hug our tatters [of form] about us," 
S.&H. 201 : 16, we will ne\'er have, "f()rm, substance and 
COLOR but without material accompaniments," S.&H. 
310:6-8, to our fruit and flowers-"It is lo\'e which 
paints the petals with myriad hues. glances in the warm 

* :-..; ot given to the public until 1902. 
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sunbeam. arches the cloud with the bow of beauty, bla
zons the night with starry gems, and covers earth with 
10Hliness." S.&H. 2+7, and Love is "omnipresent good," 
'\lis. 8:1.:;. Can good possibly be an omnipresence 
while e\'i! is real, even in the world? '\Irs. Eddy has 
giHn us in the Glossary examples of the translation of 
things into thoughts-ho\\' 11) exchange "the objects of 
sense for the ideas of Soul." S.&H. :269: I). and until 
we make this translation. good is but a relative pnsi
tion and Love unkncwn. For we cannot "call e\'il good." 
nor can we call hate. love: but there is no form of e\·il 
that does not cling to some symbol. and until this sym
bol is translated in idea. its highest relative yirtues are 
always subject to reversal. Thus. untIl we translate the 
Bible into idea. and its Church into idea. we ha\'e not 
Principle with which to translate the world's claims, 
for the e\'il in everything is its claim to material form 
-eyen LO\'e when associated with form ceases tt) be 
LO\'e and becemes covetousness. or lust. C ntil the 
"'orld's claims are translated into true nlues as the\' 
are presented to us. we can ne\'er realize the healing 
power of the :\lIness of God-Good. Thus the seed 
"within itself" is the Tlud to be met with the consci(;us
ness of uTlI,·u.wl gooJ. 

There shall come forth a 1'0d (Jesus. the .\Ianual) 
out of the stern of ] esse. and a branch shall grow cut 
of its ROOTS ("Christ." the spiritual idea of tilt> Branch). 
Isa. 11:1. The ROOTS are the im'isible .\lother source 
from which the Branch comes. its visible acti\'ities gO\'
erned by the r0d. the .\lanual. O[ ,,] esus. The highest 
human corporeal concept of the divine idea." S.&H. 
)89:16. Ii. The roots of this idea-Jesse-grow in the 
l'ni\'erse.and not in ~ny specific enclosure. be it e\'er so 
brnali. The Ci ty foursquare solves the prublem of 
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Adam and Eve-the male and female idea, but not of 
the "Tree of Life," or the river which parted into four 
heads for the four sides of the City foursquare, as these 
rivers were parted, Gen . .2: 10- H, before the deep sleep 
of Adam, in which "male and female" elements were 
separated, Gen. 2 :21-25, and they must be restored to 
solve the problem of Eden (-'Irs. Eddy tells us on p. 
526 of S.&H. that Eden "means pleasure, delight. In 
this text, it stands for the mortal material bodY"). Thus 
the roots of this Tree of Life grow in the C niverse
not in Church, and we must take into FOCRTEEX, the 
'VorId, in response to "The Call of Thirteen," as previ
ously noted. Our Church translation in the City four
square, which is the limit of denominational Church as 
having unfolded completed revelation to the C niverse, 
and in a fuller degree than in The .\Iother Church 
plan. 19: "thus to reflect in some degree the Church 
Cni1'ersal and Triumphant"-is the limit expressed for 
The .\Iother Church's second formation; also "it is 
vain to look for perfection in churches and associations," 
X o. 41 : 12, 13). 

So the Branch must be corrected by the stem, rod of 
The .\Iother Church, the .\fanual (the "man child, who 
was to rule all nations with a rod of iron"-Rev. 12:5), 
in all of its visible activities, but must grow out of the 
ROOTS of The .\Iother Church-the spiritual Father
;\Iother God, reaching out to meet the demands of the 
'VorId to ripen its fruit of "health, holiness and immor
tality," which is the offspring of "the spiritual idea," 
S.&H. 563 :21. 22; each Branch, as the Branch growing 
from the roots of the Tree, and knowing nothing of any 
other Branch, but finding in its roots the full tu:elu 
which it must unfold. 'Vhen this process is completed 
in organized Branch, then qualities will take the place 
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of even this association of people and specific salvation 
will melt into the allness of God, trusting without out
line to His provident care, which is always exercised 
over His universe, but which the human consciousness 
has denied. "Who is it that demands our obedience? He 
who, in the language of Scripture, 'doeth according to 

His will in the army of heaven, and among the inhabi
tants of the earth/ and none can stay His hand, or say 
unto Him, what doest Thou?'" S.&H.256. "I cited, as 
our present need, faith in God's disposal of events," Yiy. 
281 :6, 7. Miscellany 280. 281 are marvelous as unfold
ing this point. Kote that .Mrs. Eddy says. "A spiritual 
foresight of the nations' drama [event on the battlefield] 
presented itself and awakened a wiser want" than the 
Lord's Prayer. A spiritual foresight must animate our 
translation of the world's dramas in everything-this 
reference from ~liscellany unfolds the Principle of 
translation and was \ .... ritten during the construction of 
the Extension, and just one year after the dedication of 
the Branch at Concord. July 17. 1904,-the only church 
in the building of which j\lrs. Eddy ever participated. 
This Branch, undoubtedly, broke the "sheaf-band" of 
the Extension to incorporate in its crown of twelve for 
.Mother, and scattered the sheaves as angels to "gather 
together his elect from the four winds, from one end 
of heaven to the other" (the promise of the "second 
coming," Matt. 24 :31). 

In other words, "Association" (Bible, "institution," 
contract, ascending angels) must be fulfilled before 
"Church" (revelation, spiritual "structure of Truth 
and Love," S.&H. 583 :12; the spiritual idea of the 
Bride, Love, embracing the Lamb, humanly squared 
consciousness-as New J erusalem-old Jerusalem be
ing the capital of Benjamin, descending from God out 
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of heaven) could be realized, as was done when the 
Bible prophecies had been institllti0nallr fulfilled,'" as 
they had in the gift of the Branch by '\Irs. Eddy, in 
which she preached and to which sen·ice she invited the 
Executive '\lembers of The .\lother Church, as recorded 
in April 1898] curnal, pp. 3, -to This church contained a 
.\lother's Room also. This was but a hall, the seed of 
the idea; however, in 190-t, during the course of the 
construction of the Extension, a new church, the fur
ther gift of '\lrs. Eddy, was built and completed. Thus 
the prophecy of a man-_-\ngel bringing the Little Book; 
the death of the two witnesses, and their resurrection 
and ascension; credit being gi\·en to the pruphets and 
saints, as previously unfolded; the \Yoman crowned with 
twelve stars (.\lotherhood, bringing forth the com
pleted "man child," or institllti0nal expreSSi01l of this 
prophecy) and remaining in Church expression as 
~lother Church governing its branches until it \\"as 
crowned institutionally by the Twelve Tribes (stars) in 
the Extension-the ti tIe of .\lother being dropped in 
order to put Benjamin in the form of the Branch into 
the crown (or the twelfth son of "regeneration" into the 
Tweh·e Tribes, which broke the sheaf-band and scat
tered the sheaves into separated angels gathering from 
the four corners of the earth; as before noted). Thus 
there was but one step left and that was their scattering to 
"gather" in the world. and these steps were taken in 
the orderly manner presented in "Lea\·ing Father and 
'\lother." 

So in 1905, .\ly. 280, 28 I, just one year after the 
dedication of the Concord Branch Church, and just one 
year before the dedication of the Extension, the "con
tract," "association." or institutional form of petition 
and association with God on the basis of "Thy kingdom 

• L"p to Re\"e1ation 22nd Chapter. 
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come; [let] Thy will be done" was declared fulfilled and 
"our [then~ present need" declared to be "faith in 
God's disposal of ennts," :\ly. ?81. Thus the insti
tutional problem was then declared fulfilled, alhi we 
were given the Principle for its use in world affairs 
(even fighting lIati0ns) , and thereafter gi\'en, .\Iy. 36+: 
9-18 (1909), and .\ly. ?+l, ?+? (1910). as our future 
mode of procedure with the world's affairs: the\' must 
be translated-not destroyed! Thus until the Bible's 
contract (association) word for word. frem Genesis to 

Revelation was not only reyealed in point of idea but 
instituti0naiiy (foundationally) fulfilled in letter. there 
could be no redemption from form or r0111pidi r>1l of 
Church. ,\1 rs. Eddv finished her work. and we ha\'e 
only to follow our contract wi th her through her un
mistakable demands to us as branches to lift ourseh'es 
out of ass0riation with God (as Father-.\I()ther) and 
become one with Him, as suggested on pp. ?HO and .?H I 
of .\liscellany.-thus bringing to the world "peace" and 
not struggle and meeting its problem of "Eden" or 
pleasure in the senses with translation into pleasure in 
Soul. The Church suffers to redeem the world from 
suffering and it suffers only because its concept has not 
been demonstrably completed; but not so with the 
Christian Science Church, as the entire contract be
tween God and man has been instit'Jtionally and de
monstrably fulfilled. and the world itself feels it and 
demands the peace which should flo\\' to them from this 
"pure ri\'er of the water of Life clear as crystai. pro
ceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb." 
"Association" of people with people. and God with man. 
has yielded to the unity of God and man in the indis
soluble union of ideas-"the spiritual idea" embracing 
all associated ideas-the l'ni\'ersal Church! 
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Our Nation's Fourteen points sent out to the \Vorld 
prove that we Scientists have demonstrated Fourteen} 
for even "A lie takes its pattern from Truth by revers
ing Truth," Un. 53: 1, and so much more that the 
relative "Truth" in the worId has but one source, My. 
114 :28-3; Aaron's rod was the pattern for even the magi
cians' rods, Exod. 7:11, 12. Christian Scientists, as 
the light of the World, must be awake to the good they 
are doing} and have done, else the world will feel its 
healing effects before the Church does. \Ve must see our 
Fourteen points as one Cniversal Good, else the \VorId 
will continue to see them di'visibly (thereby engendering 
division). They were cartooned, when sent out, as the 
"Fourteen Children" of our then-President, instead of 
the one indi,t'isible good. FOCRTEEX is indivisible
"One infinite God, good, unifies men and nations .... 
ends wars .... leaves nothing that can sin, suffer, be 
punished or destroyed/' S.&H. 340. Thus the FOCR
TEEXTH step (Seven in manhood plus seven descend
ing in \Vomanhood) brings the co-incidence of OXE 
and FOC'RTEEX-one being the husband of FOCR
TEEK, Message 1902, p. 5 :9-11-"divine Love that 
heaven husbands in the First Commandment," correlat
ing, "Thy Maker is thine husband (or wi fe) .... the 
God of the whole earth shall He be called," Isa. 54. 

Verily the Branch Church activity is the Child of 
the invisible l\10ther, who said: "Ah, children, you are 
the bulwarks of freedom, the cement of society, the hope 
of OCR RACE," Pul. 9: 1; the children at the time she 
said it having built and furnished ".:\Iother's Room," 
and typed the branches. N at as ({ children/) but as having 
a name "better than of sons and of daughters": "1 will 
give them an everlasting name, that shall not be cut 
off," Isa. 56 :5. "1 will betroth thee unto me forever; 
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yea, I will betroth them unto me in righteousness, and 
in judgment, and in lovingkindness, and in mercies. 
I will even betroth thee unto me in faithfulness," Hosea 
2:19,20. 

entil we can wed our .:\Ianual-Principle-so as 
to act in consonance "with" it intuitively, we can never 
hope to have peace. "Church laws which are obeyed 
without mutiny are God's laws," :\Iy. 203 :8, and peace 
"passeth understanding" or letter. There can be no 
"peace" for Scientists or for the world without "com
pleteness" of revelation, and this could never be until 
the \Vomanhood of God is seen and acknowledged. 

"This immaculate idea, represented FIRST by ~IAX 
and, according to the Revelator, LAST by WO~L-\X," S.& 
H. 565: I 8, 19, must be seen symbolically before it can 
be translated into abstract qualities-this was the Bible 
unfoldment and Science and Health's as well. 

Christ and Christmas illustrates this translation and 
the manner of its symbolic unfoldment-each and every 
picture presenting "the type and shadow of Truth's 
appearing in the \Yomanhood as well as in the manhood 
of God, our divine Father-.:\Iother," l\Iis. 33 :8-11. It 
will be noted that from the second picture to the tenth 
inclusi\'e, the ministration is always \\' oman (Science) 
lifting up man (Christianity). There is no ministra
tion of man to \Yoman after the second picture; the 
second founding the Church in Simeon-Simon, Peter's 
acknowledgment of ] esus: "Thou art the Christ, the son 
of the living God," :\Iatt. 16: 16--Life represented by 
the Father, S.&H. 569: 1. 

So we Scientists must see this and accept God's plan 
of revelation for us-from Gen. 1 :27, in which \Voman 
is mentioned last in the ascending order of Creation, 
S.&H. 508 :21-23. to Revelation in which it is "roman 
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that brings forth the "man child," Principle and ""oman 
that descends as "Bride" as the City foursquare, by di
rect prophecy of JeS/ls to St. John in John's Rcyelation; 
and also as revealed by \lrs. Eddy and her dcmands for 
its recognition throughout her writings. "FIRST by :\L\:\", 

and according to the Re\'elator, L\ST by \\·O:\u:\" ," S.&H . 
. ;6.;. 

(I t might be interesting to note here that until the 
last edition of Christ and Christmas the references at
tributable to Christ Jesus' prophecy to St. John were 
credited to St. John: h(m'eyer, in the Sinth edition in 
I <) I 0, \1 rs. Eddy says "Christ Jesus," showing that she 
recognized St. John's entire Reyelation as the direct 
prophecy of the ascended Jesus.) 

.-\s preyiously said, this in no sense contemplates the 
distinction between man and woman as characterized 
by SE.\:. but rather its t'lilllinalirJ11 in its translation into 
"ql/alily" by \lrs. Eddy's own process-"the material. 
transformed wi th the ideal. disappears. etc .. " S.&H. 
++.2 :.23, .2+. So "the ideal man" and "the ideal \Yoman" 
in their quality yalues haye been substituted for sex. 
E\'cry man and eyery woman, otherwise, is constantly 
forced to struggle with the claim of di,'isi01l incomplete
ness, as being but a portion of Goj's reflection as the 
second chapter of Genesis claims. Is not this why \1 rs. 
Eddy has called the sixth picture in Christ and Christ
mas "Christian Science Healing." rather than ",1 Chris
tion Science Healing"? Does not its general character
izaticn show that it is the onl\' claim to handle for all 
the ills of the flesh. and that it must be handled in but 
one way. by uniting the "elcments" and "qualities." S.& 
H .. ;7. im'ol\'Cd. instead of SE.\:. S.&H. ();:IO. II? True, 
this \Yomal"~ message is "But such as I ha\'c give I 
thee: In the name of Jesus Christ of );azareth rIse up 
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and walk." Glossarv of Christ alld Christmas; but the 
"'oman is not declaring this in the name of the crucified 
Bible-J esus. but in the name of the ascended Jesus Christ 
to which she points; and. in fact. to which Peter's state
ment which she uses points. as Jesus had ascended before 
Peter's healing of the man "at the gate of the Temple 
which is called Beautifur-the latter name is an inter
esting analogy to the real truth of this picture! 

-'Irs. Eddy recognized "FOL"RTEE:\" years. as previ
ously unfolded in another chapter. when she gan us 
-'liscellaneous \Yritings after a period of fourteen years 
from the time of the first Journal-1883-l897. and the 
Extension was dedicated f011rtet'1l years from the time 
of the new formation in I 89.?-completed :\Iotherhood ~ 

Also the City foursquare unfolded to her just fourteen 
years after her marriage to Dr. Asa G. Eddy. which she 
called a "spiritual union." Ret .. p. -t.? line .? showing 
the "coincidence of the divine with the human." :\lis. 
IOO:19-.?5. She hints most pointedly at this on p . .?66 
of :\ly .. lines .?.?-.?-t;" also under the topic of ":\ True 
:\Ian" in Ret.. p. -tl. 

"The Ile,~' mil' or 0rder in divine Science. and the 
blessings which arose therefrom." Ret. SO:.?; & .?8. 
which :\lr5. Eddv said in connection with her dissolu
tion of College. _-\.ssociation and Church as lawful 
organizations and their resolution into Yoluntary Or
ganization. is the ccurse open to our Branch activities 
if we wish to keep abreast of the "Signs of the Times" 
which we are the instrument for unfolding-the "'orId 
activities in F0l1rteell. 

Particular attention is again called to :\Irs. Eddy's 
statements en pp. -t3--t.~. -t/ of Ret. _-\.lsn -'lis .. p. 91: 
-t-ll (which latter reference was published in the 

* In 18ii was when she married Dr. Edd~·. 
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:\larch Journal of 1892-just six months before the 
second organization. and three years after the dissolu
tion of the first organization) ; :\lis. 358 :30-7 (which 
was written in-Dec. Journal, 1889. immediately after 
the dissolution of College and Church, in Oct. 1889). 

The \Yoman standing on the square, with the light 
of divinity behind. in the tenth picture of Christ and 
Christmas. as pre\'iously noted in the chapter on 
"The Spiritual Idea," first had "Truth" in large letters 
on her scroll. and ":\lortal :\lind" was in large letters 
on the door-plate of the door of six panels at which she 
knocked; howe\'er. in the fourth edi tion. 1898. which 
was the second edition sent out after :\1rs. Eddv restored 
Christ and Christmas in 1897 (simultaneously with :\lis
cellaneous "'ritings giving us the two articles-"Deifi
cation of Personality" and "Christ and Christmas"; 
also the direct ke\' to its interpretation. :\lis. 33:8-11), 
she removed "Truth" from the scroll. put the squares 
on the floor under her feet. BR.\:\"CHES on the door 
(instead of six panels) and the olive BR:\':\"CH in the 
beak of the Tenth bird. Showing that "peace" comes 
simultaneously with the human square on which the 
\Yoman stands. and THROl'GH the Branch activity with 
a spiritual "lInlettered" message. instead of definitely 
outlined (organized) Truth. Also. we received our 
Lesson Sermons this same Year with the International 
Series for the enning service; and the next year. 1899, 
we receind our completed Branch work in the Chris
tian Science Lesson Sermons and the specific mottoes 
for our Branch Churches-the latter in Sentinel Oct. 
26. 1899. just ten years after dissolution of first organ
ization. 

In the ~orth ("The \Yord." the polar magnet of rev
elation. S.&H. _~7S :27) Gallery of The (little) :\lother 
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Church are twin windows--one with the Bible and 
Science and Health in a circle, both closed, with Science 
and Health on top of the Bible (foundation and super
structure). There are THIRTEE!\ rays of scintillation 
around these two books (Thirteen, Principle, the end of 
the re7:ealed word) ; and in the other window there is a 
duplicate circle with nothing in the center-a clear cir
cle with no radiation nor "radiator" to radiate. See May 
Journal, 1895; also "Harvest," p. 270:24-3 1'Iy., where 
:\Irs. Eddy seems to correlate in the same paragraph, 
Catholic, Protestant, and Christian Science with "ver
tebrata, mollusca and RADIATA," from which the signifi
cance of lack of form and "radiation" in second circle 
is seen quite clearly. This undoubtedly, is in line with 
the 'Voman in the tenth picture's scroll, and is our FOCR
TEEX - spiritual wedding of the Truth! which Mrs. 
Eddy made the only possible course for our Branch ac
tivities in the l\lanual. p. 72: 19-24, and which has no 
outlined form, but is Spiritual consciousness-typed by 
the blank circle, and '\Toman's unlettered scroll! 

"On the swift pinions of spiritual thought man rises 
above the letter, law, or m-rJral e of the inspired 'Vord 
to the spirit of Truth, whereby the Science is reached 
that demonstrates God," 1'1y. 238. 

This also explains that "Peace" is in FOl'RTEEX, 
which "passeth all understanding" (of the 'Vord in 
THIRTEE:\'")-"the peace of God which passetlz [but 
never falls belzind] all understanding," of manhood! 

Peace comes only as the fruit of righteousness, true 
manhood-"the peaceable fruit of righteousness" Heb. 
12: 11; the wedding of the divine (Christ) and the 
human consciousness (Jesus). "l'Iark the perfect man, 
and behold the upright: for the end of that man is 
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peace"-\Yomanhood, S.&H. 6+ :2.?-:?5~ "generic man," 
S.&H .. ~61 :.:?.:?. 

"This immaculate idea represented FIRST by ~L\~ 
and according to the Revelator, L\ST by \Y()\!.\~," S.& 
H. 56.;, is the complete indivisible O~E which alone is 
at peace! This is the "peace of God," I\{\L\:\TEL, "God 
wi th r 'S"-['TERn\"}-IERr! (as :\1 rs. Eddy declared in 
her thanksgi\'ing prayer on flyleaf of Science and 
Health) . 

"His arm encircles me and mine and .\LI.. :\lis. 389. 
Love's arm does not have to expand to do it. but we must 
unbind our sheaves, and unwall our City to "cardinal 
points." as unfolded on p . . ;jj of Science and Health. 
and nenr until then does it become "The City of our 
God" (marginal caption. S.&H . . ;jj) with no "Tern· 
pIe" (Ladder nor "Church") therein. "The earth is the 
Lord's. and the fullness therecf; the world. and they that 
dwell therein-" 

CXI\'ERSA,L CHl'RCH 
FOCRTEEX 

1932 
AFTER~lATH 

"J[aterial hiJlor.r is drau'ing to a close," 

Xo and YlJ, p. -I5:2i. 

Since the publication of :\S IT IS-in 19.:?9. three 
years ago-many wonderful expressions of the truths 
of ,\1 rs. Eddy's higher revelations have come to the 
\"orld, \Ye have heard the song of the stars. in the tune
ful key of \'enus; the musical tone of individual colors; 
the chorus of ",hi teo composed of all colors; and the 
grand orchestra of our :\merican Flag-the latter de
scribed by the Xew York Times as equivalent to "an 
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undirected orchestra"; the sound of the form of letters 
on a newspaper-pro\"ing that form. sound and color 
are inseparable (all of these demonstrations were nude 
on the radio by the Xew York Cniversity). The atomic 
neutron has been discovered. of which it is said the 
cosmic rays are formed. which is the union of the proton 
typing the male element and the electron typing the fe
male. with no electrical magnetism between. X ew stars 
ha\"e been found in our constellation and others located 
by their influence. awaiting increased vision to aid in 
their discoHry; for twelH will undoubtedly be found 
in our constellation. which is one of twelve constella
tions. And last. but bv no means least. the atom has been 
di\'ided into its twelH component parts. thus prO\'ing 
that each grain of figurative dust out of which man as 
"compound idea" was made \vas composed of tweh'e 
divisible elements. corresponding to the Tweh'e Tribes 
of Israel-the collected atoms of dust of idea .. -\11 of 
these "signs in the heaHns above and in the earth be
neath" attest \Irs. Eddv's statement that "material his
tory is drawing to a close." Xo and Yes -t::; :?7. 

In an endea\"or to re\"ise .-\S IT I s in 1931. "THE 
DET.KHED BR.-\:\CH'" The Oli7.'e Branch of Peace. 
prophetically sprang from the fullness of Chap
ter "Fourteen" and has preceded its \lother into the 
"Galilee" of C ni\'ersal Lo\'e where it will new attend 
with her the \,"edding Feast of Spirit. turning the water 
of humanit\, into the wine of Love. For the six water
pots of ".-\s IT Is" ha\'C been filled to the brim twice 
and have now run o\"er the brim, for the \vater (re
deemed humanity) is the "li\'ing water" that Jesus 
promised the Samaritan \,"oman from the "riHr of the 
water of [the] Life" that is the "Spontaneitv of Love," 
\ly.185:16. 
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Undoubtedly our X ation is the expanded "X ew 
Jerusalem" which has come "down from God out of 
heaven" whose foundation was the redeemed Old J eru
salem, the whole world from which it has gathered its 
full Twelve Tribes of Israel "with all mortals," S.&H. 
562. This foundation was definitelv identified by the - . 
assembly of all the religions of the world (ru:ithin our 
o·u'n borders) in the "'orld's Parliament of Religions 
at the \Vorld's Fair in Chicago, in 1893, into which our 
1\ ational Christian Scientist Association as C niversal 
Assembly was merged. For every nation on earth was 
assembled in the gathering of every religion on earth 
there assembled. As it has been shown, its religion is 
the standard of a nation. For even our X ation, as Church 
in Thirteen, was forced to be founded upon a preceding 
Congressional assembly, which raised the question as to 
whether George \Yashington was the first President of 
our X ation-there having been two previous Presidents 
of this preceding Congressional Assembly. This ques
tion has just been decided in \Yashington's favor upon 
the basis that our X ation had to be founded on a Con
gressional (representative) Assembly. 

Thus the figurative Old Jerusalem, typed by the 
whole old \Yorld (for the Twelve Tribes "stand in type 
for the whole human race") was not redeemed to the 
tribe of Judah (the Jews) but to Benjamin, typed by the 
Cnited States of _-\.merica, as the acme of Christian un
foldment-it ha\'ing revealed Christian Science and 
having preached the Gospel of Christian Science as the 
whole \Vord, Bride, 1I7 omanhood, through a Troman 
(in ~lrs. Eddy's thirteenth address at the "'orld's Par
liament of Religions), to every religion on earth at the 
same time, and for the first time in Christian history
no other religion being accorded this privilege, as noted 
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elsewhere. Thus Benjamin is and forever will remain 
the capitol (governing point) of both the old and the 
new \VorId-making the two one. 

Jerusalem was the capitol of Benjamin's apportion
ment until Benjamin (under Saul) was conquered by 
the tribe of Judah (under David), when it became the 
capitol of the entire X ation, composed of the full 
Twelve Tribes of Israel. Thus it was inevitable that the 
X ation that again assembled the Twelve Tribes of Is
rael, as standing "in type for the whole human race," 
should evolve Christian Science, preach its gospel to 
the whole \\' arid, and be "The Detached Branch" as a 
corner-stone for the union of the whole \Vorld in C ni
versa I Peace. 

The literal Old Jerusalem as a City was Benjamin's 
heritage, as God's apportionment; and God's symbolical 
apportionments are inalienable, Le\'. 25 :23-28-Ben
jamin could not rest under the mandate of even Joseph 
(Christiani ty) but is whole in its own sufficiency, This 
sufficiency must break the bonds of eHn a mandate. 

There is no temple in Benjamin the "City four
square" according to Jesus' prophecy: ":\.nd I saw no 
temple therein: for the Lord God Almighty [typed by 
\Vomanhood, S.&H. 576:10 and 577:4--11J and the 
Lamb [typed by manhood. or the purified human con
sciousnessJ are the temple of it"-the spiritual idea, the 
Li1';ng Temple.' Even Solomon's Temple symbolizing 
divine justice-each of its parts suggesting moral val
ues-although built and rebuilt, could not stand on the 
soil of "compound idea," Benjamin; for "Justice is 
[ only] the m(;ral signification of law," S.&H. 391 : 17, 
and but "the handmaid of mercy"-Benjamin, S.&H. 
36 :9, or manhood separated from \\'omanhood, which 
always rides a "black horse," Rev. 6:5 & 6; whereas the 
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Bride's Yesture is white, containing all colors. Da\'id 
gathered the materials for Solomon's Temple and Solo
mon built it. They were both of the tribe of Judah typ
ing law, Gen. +9: I 0, while Levi, "mortal man," S.&H. 
590, presided over the Temple. Thus there must be a 
last stand for \Yorld Justice in the \Yorld Court at the 
Hague. 

There are three separate oYerturnings that have pro
gressi\"elv eminated from the "Fourteen Points" of our 
X ation 's \YorId demand-c'I will overturn, overturn, 
overturn," Ezekiel 21 :27. These demands ha\'e taken 
form in three separate expressions: In the "'orld Court 
at the Hague, presided o\"er by a Supreme Judge from 
our X ation; the \Yorld Bank in Basle, Switzerland, 
largely supported by our X ation 's \YorId financiers: and 
the \\'orld's Peace, working through the League of Xa
tions at Gene\'a. 

These three o"'ertllrllillgs in the human consciousness 
are the Bible's, "the Father, the \Yord, and the Holy 
Ghost"; "the Spirit. and the water, and the blood," I 
John .5 :7, 8; Elias, \Ioses and Jesus, and other ex
pressions of the "Trinity" of forces: and \Irs. Eddy's 
"Life, Truth, and Love"; Shem, Ham· and J aphet*; 
"creation .... intelligence. , .. and Truth," S.&H. 517: 
8,9; as well as her "three measures of meal" (prophe
sied by Jesus as symbolizing \\'oman's mission. \Iatt. 
13 :33), which she called I. Science, Teology and \ledi
cine," S.&H. 118, the leaven in each of which-placcd 
thae by 1I'011/all-must continue to rise until it lifts 
their contents over the brim cf their separate "mea
sures" and they flow together in 01lCTleSS, becoming the 
whole loaf of Cniversal Truth. In this three-in
one purpose, Shem types "Science," the TwelYe Tribes 
(Shem's descendants) showing the "workings of the 

* Glossary of Science and Health. 
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spiritual idea"; Ham, "Theology"; and J apheth, 
"~ledicine," for Cniversal Love is the only medicine 
that will heal the \YorId's wounds of warring division
the recognition of "the divine Principle of all existence," 
S.&H. 589 :9, 10, its prescription is: "cement," "the ce
ment of a higher humanity will unite all interests in the 
one divinity," S.&H. 571. One infinite God, good, uni
fies men and X ations, ends wars, etc.," S.&H. 340. 

It is most fitting-and therefore perhaps inevitable 
-that Palestine, with Jerusalem (Benjamin) as its cap
itol will be made a neutral X ation bv the whole \VorId 
under the dominion nor mandate of neither Joseph 
(England) ; Judah (the Jews) ; I shmeal (Arabs) ; nor 
Esau (the Turks) ; but whole and complete in its own 
inherent being; and that the Ark of the covenants of 
\\'orId Peace, the \\'orId's fulfillment of its :\.pocalyptic 
vision may rest upon the sacred shores of its Genesis 
as the Promised Land of all fulfilled prophecy. The 
combined Christian forces of the \YorId have never 
been able to cast off the dominion of Esau (the Tu rks) 
over Palestine because it was the fulfillment of the 
prophecy of Isaac, Gen. 27 :40, promising recompense to 
Esau for Jacob's duplicity in securing the father's bless
ing. It took a \\'orld's \Yar for Joseph to wrest from 
Esau a mandate over this sacred soil; but Benjamin 
alone can embrace it by inherent right. 

The Jebusites, Ham's descendants* named Jerusa
lem (J ebu-salem), Peace (Salem meaning peace). be
fore it was definitely apportioned to Benjamin (Shem's 
descendant), the great includer of all peace, Church. 

Jerusalem (as Benjamin) after first being conquered 
by the Jews under David, has been alternately conquered 
by the Romans, Ishmaelites, (Saracens) and Turks (said 
to be descendants of Esau), and has thus been the Jliz-

* Ham's descendants were trrspaJSers, for this was originally Shem's 
domain. 
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pah or stone of separation between warring claims to 
possession. However, it is equally sacred to all-Arab, 
Turk, Jew, and even Pagan Gentile, inasmuch as all 
have religiously descended from Shem, Ham, and 
J apheth, who with Noah, built the Ark of Salvation for 
all religions ot the World in this sacred region, from 
which they were diffused and covered the earth. So 
every Nation and religion on earth could rightfully 
claim the Palestine region as its sacred matrix, and 
Benjamin as its culmination. 

Benjamin, as the first king of Israel, once ruled over 
the full Twelve Tribes, and could not repeat its history. 
Because Joseph did not do so (but ruled only in a for
eign nation, Egypt-and only subordinately-and his 
descendants over the kingdom of Israel only after its 
separation from Judah), he has been forced to hold a 
temporary mandate over Jerusalem, as a found·ation for 
Benjamin containing Benjamin, as _the symbolic capitol 
of the Christ idea, which must "eventually rule all na
tions and peoples, imperatively, absolutely and finally, 
with divine Science," S.&H. 565. 

But only a neutralized Palestine (Benjamin), bow
ing the knee to no mandate nor possession, could fulfill 
such prophecy, drawing to it the willing homage of the 
descendants of Shem, Ham and J apheth, who, with 
K oah, originally possessed it-the Canaanites (Ham's 
descendants); Ishmaelites, Arabs; Turks, Esauites; Is
raelites (the last three of whom were the descendants of 
Shem; and the Buddhists, (Chinese) ; Shintoists, (J ap
anese); Brahmins. (East Indians); together with all 
ether Gentile X ations who have been conquered by "the 
tents of Shem," such as Austria. Russia. Germany, Italy, 
the British Isles, etc. 
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The Turks have built their racred ::\losque over the 
site of Solomon's Temple, and claim it was the spot that 
.Mohammed's horse's hoof last touched in the ascension 
of ~lohammed, the founder of their religion. This spot 
is equally sacred to the A.rabs who are ::\lohammedans. 
Thus it could never be claimed exclusively by the Israel
ites from a religious standpoint. \Vhile Solomon's Tem
ple (built by the conquering tribe of Judah) was sup
posed to have been built over the stone upon which 
Abraham (the descendant of Shem) prepared to offer 
Isaac, its foundation lay deeper than Shem, for the 
region was originally possessed by X cah from whom 
all nations of the, \Vorld ha"e Biblically descended. 
~fany evidences of this common origin have been found 
in the relics of Pagan ruins. 

History has shown that temples-both of Justice and 
Religion-are :\Iizpahs that sacrifice thei r doves of 
peace for the price of the money changers; hence Jesus 
overthrew the seats and tables of the money changers 
in even Solomon's Temple, and demanded that the doves 
should be taken out of the Temple, John 2: 16, as their 
place is in the Tree of Life in the open-Gad's Temple. 
The more proper symbol of \Vorld's Peace is the Ark 
which used the dove as a messenger, not a sacrifice. All 
of the symbols of peace of the Israelites rested in an 
Ark of the COHnant in the Holy of Holies, as the type 
of the religious union of all mankind, wiping out the 
temples-:\Iizpahs-between them. 

Thus an _\rk of the Covenant. rather than e,'en a 
house of glass as in Gene"a, is a more proper receptacle 
for the \Yorld's co,'enant of Peace, uniting the ::\1izpahs 
(walls) between men of one b/r;od. for Paul said: "And 
hath made of aile blood all nations of men for to 
dwell on all the face of the earth, and hath determined 
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.... the bounds of their habitation," Acts 17 :26-
thus one blood starts literalIy from the Ark. 

Jesus drove out of the Temple the oxen and sheep 
(typing the labor and sacri fice of Church); money 
changers, (typing their wares, money) ; and the doves 
(typing peace). He thus showed that justice (Church), 
money which alone belongs to the domain of :\ ation: and 
peace, which alone belongs to the \Vorld; cannot dwell 
in the same tabernacle until the three become one. Thus 
the \Vorld has intuitively divided Shem (the \Vorld's 
Court), Ham (money) and J aphet ("Spiritual peace," 
S.&H. 589) into the three tabernacles-at the Hague; 
Bask Switzerland; and Geneva; respectively, until 
they can peacefully abide together in oneness through 
the consciousness of the "'orld as one Sation-Cniver
sal Church. The only symbol of this is the Ark wherein 
these three elements typing alI mankind dwell to
gether in one family-done .... universal family held 
in the gospel of Love," S.&H. 577. Did not :\1 rs. Eddy 
glimpse this when she put a ); oah 's Ark on the second 
edition of Science & Health typing the foundation of 
C niversal Peace? 

The Dove of Peace has gone out to the \Vorld from 
our :\ation's Ark, three times-first, in the form of 
"'oodrow \Vilson's journey to Versailles, when our 

D07'C returned weary and worn from struggling with 
the surging billows; Second, in the Briand-Kellogg 
Peace Treaty, when our D07:e returned bearing the 
Oli\'e Branch of sixty-four nations signatures evidenc
ing the assuaging of the waters; and third, in the pres
ent effort of our :\ ation at the "'orld's Disarmament 
Conference at Gene\"a-the third time, the male and 
female ~lements were both recognized in the choice of 
our national representatives, thus insuring its success. 
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For the Dot'e of Peace has remained in the Ark of 
our Xation's salvation (having returned twice thereto) 
until the waters have assuaged after the "r orId's Thir
teenth Annual ~leeting of The League of ~ ations and 
now goes out to lodge and nest in the Cniversal Tree of 
Life in Fourteen, never to return to an Ark, its tempor
ary abode; its message is effusion, diffusirm, fusion.' 
C\TI\'ERSAL PEACE, 

FOCRTEEX IN ONE 

In the descending course of progress, there is but one 
step beyond C niversal Peace, and that is the fourteen 
elements thereof in one consciousness-thus making the 
three tabernacles, S.&H. 517 :8, 9, of Shem, Ham and 
Japhet one, as "compound idea," S,&H. 591 :5,-:(man, 
including the uni'1.'erse," Cnity of Good p. 32:6 & 7, 
which -'Irs. Eddy beautifully expresses in the First Edi
tion of Science and Health, page 229, as: "That man 
epitomizes the universe, and is the body of Cod, is ap
parent to me not only from the logic of Truth, but in the 
phenomenon, that is sometimes before my spiritual 
senses." Thus the Cni\'ersal "Tree of Life," Gen, 2:9, 
grows in his own body, consciousness. 

For "the forever Father must have had child ren 
prior to Adam," S.&H. 267 :9, IO, Jesus said, "glorify 
thou me with thine own self with the glory which I had 
with thee before the II' orld 'u:as," John 17:5; and Paul 
said, "according as he hath chosen us in him before 
the foundation of the \VorId," Ephesians I :4. Again, 
~Irs. Eddy has said: "And this earth and heaven are 
now and forever the male and female of Spirit, alias 
the Elohim, or sons and daughters of God," 3 rd to 16th 
editions of Science and Health. 
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Thus the history of man, as "compound idea," in 
recapitulation, is very short: \lan, as "compound idea," 
before ..:1dam, Gen. 2:7-9, contained the llnil"ersal Tree 
of Life in his own body (consciousness), but was divid
ed when the four rivers parted in Gen. 2: 10, each sepa
rating the domain of the other and thereby dividing man 
into the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms (as 
noted elsewhere in particular), and lastly demanding 
the ejection of woman. These rivers, with their tribu
taries-twelve elements in all-were symbolically - -
brought together for the first time in Benjamin, the 
only son of Jacob (as "the re\-elation of Science," S.&H. 
589), born after Jacob's regeneration, Gen. 32 :32, when 
he was renamed to symbolize a whole nation "Israel," 
Gen. 32 :32. Thus Benjamin was Jacob's (Israel's) 
capitol city. Thence the problem went to trihal expres
sion from family government (Patriarchal), where each 
tribe ,vas supreme in its own domain; thence to collec
tive assembly (Association) under \loses-the founda
tion of tribal-collected :\ ation. The:\ ation was then 
gathered under Benjamin as its first king,· being sub
sequently scattered throughout the whole \Yorld for 
broader religious interpretation. It was regathered by 
a X ation founded on religious tolerance, and which had 
gathered its population from the entire old "'orld as a 
"Cni\-ersal :\.ssemblv" for its Cniversal Church without 
Trails-the. League of :\ations' glass walls even now 
typing its unu:alled demand. As the idea was "com
pound" in "the beginning" (which is "the 0111.\"," S.&H. 
502)-:ts Genesis must be embraced in its :\.pocalyptic 
"ending," for one rests upon the other. This is clearly 
shown in \lrs. Eddv's definitions of the Xew and Old 
Jerusalem (S.&H. pp. 589 and 592, respectively) in 
which she calls the Old Jerusalem ({home".' _-\.Iso her 
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definition of Church as "the structure of Truth and 
Love" (impossible to tu:all, or dam). "Whateur re5t5 
upon and proceed5 from divine Principle," S.&H. 583. 
Thus Church (Zion S.&H. 599:6) is both its own "foun
dation" and "5uper5tructure"-its own Genesis and 
Apocalypse, and its composing members are (gloriou5 
Word!) "W hatever"- not "whomever"- emanates 
from "divine Principle," thus including the elements of 
the whole uni't'eru! 

Cain, Ham, Judas Iscariot, the "Babylon ish wom
an," and other channels for resistance to the unfolding 
Word of God in the human consciousness could never 
have been redeemed except by the "sweat of agony"
"Sin is the image of the beast to be effaced by the sweat 
of agony," S.&H. 327: 13-14--for they had initiated in 
the human consciousness impediments of agony and 
suffering to the unfolding Church by precipitating 
before the time of its understanding insoluble necessi
ties. Hence Jesus saved the act (for all action is God, 
S.&H. 256:19-23) of Judas Iscariot, but condemned its 
channel (motive) to "sin" John 19: 11; I\1is. 66: 16; 
John 18: II; I\1at. 26 :52-54. 

To unified God and man there are no sins nor mis
takes. But until man is demonstrably unified there is 
a Trinity of resistant forces-the Past (Fatherhood), 
the Future (I\10therhood), the Present, the Child 
(Son). Thus all sin is either that of limitation ("The 
first iniquitous manifestation of sin was a finity, Ret. 
67 :9, 10), else the precipitation of infinity-either pro
cra5tination or precipitation. It was either resisting the 
Present with the Past, else Condemning it with the 
Future. The penalty for either of which was the Pur
gatory incident upon waiting on one's self to fulfill 
God's active PRESEXT demands in the then-evolving 
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Church, which was the Child of the Past and Futt;re. 
Else it was the waiting on the Church to fulfill the de
mands of precipitated Truth, until this Trinity became 
one in X ation. 

ChurSh ends in the unified Tree of Life when the 
Trinity becomes one, and thus Church with its Trinity 
of Life. Truth. and Love, could not solve the problems 
of X ation, for "One infinite God, good, unifies men and 
~ ations .... ends wars .... annuls the curse on man, 
etc .... S.&H. 340. 

In St. John's Revelation, Jesus' prophesied vials of 
wrath upon the unfolding Church all came from Angels 
from heaven (precipitated Truth). which \Irs. Eddy 
calls "This ministry of Truth, this message from divine 
Lon." S.&H. 574:6-10. 

In morality (Church) or the second step in "The 
Scientific Translation of \lortal :\lind." S.&H. pp. 115 
& 116. lay the sinner's first step of identity with the 
\Vord of God; not in the last and spiritual. for he must 
have seen and acknowledged the salvation worked out 
for him by Church before he could have been SELF

REDEDIED. Church only saved, never REDEDIED. This 
latter function came from WITHIX. Thus no man ever 
lived unto himself. hence the depravity of self-justifica
tion. S.&H. 115 :22, for, 

({All are but parts of [me stupendous 'u:hole, 
Whose body nature is, and God the Soul,"-Pope. 

\1iscellany p. 269. 
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LAST WILL AND TESTAl\lENT 
OF 

l\fARY BAKER EDDY 
ilr 31t ~tU1Utn that I, .Mary Baker G. Eddy. of Con
cord, Kew Hampshire~ being of sound and disposing 
mind and memory, do make, publish and declare this 
to be my last will and testament in manner and form 
following, that is to say; 

1. I hereby nominate and appoint Honorable Henry 
:\1. Baker, of Bew, 'X ew Hampshire~ sole executor of 
this my last will and testament; and, having ample con
fidence in his ability and integrity, I desire that he shall 
not be required to furnish sureties on his official bond. 

2. Having already transferred and given to my son, 
George ,Yo Glover. of Lead City. South Dakota. four 
certain mortgage deeds bought of the Farmers Loan 
and Trust Company. of the State of Kansas. and having 
already given him a house and lot located in Lead City, 
South Dakota, and monies at various times. I hereby 
confirm and ratify said transfers and gifts. and, in addi
tion thereto. I gi\'e and bequeath to my said son. George 
,,'. Glover, the sum of ten thousand dollars. 

3. I give and bequeath to George H. :\loore, of Con
cord. 1\ ew Hampshi re, the sum of one thousand dol
lars; to each of the five children of my son. George \-V. 
Glover. the sum of ten thousand dollars; to 2'1 rs. ~1ary 
A. Baker, of Boston. :\lassachusetts. widow of my late 
brother, the sum of fi\'e thousand dollars; to Frances A. 
Baker, of Concord. 'Xe\\' Hampshire. the sum of one 
thousand dollars; to Henrietta E. Chanfrau, of Phila
delphia. Penn .. the sum of one thousand dollars; to Fred 
K. Ladd, of Concord. 1\ ew Hampshire, the sum of 
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three thousand dollars; to my adopted son. Benjamin * 
]. Foster. \1. D .. the sum of five thousand dollars; to 
Cah·in A. Frye. of Concord. :'\ ew Hampshire. the sum 
of ten thousand dollars; pro\-ided he continues in my 
service to the date of my decease; to Pauline \[ann. of 
Concord. :'\ ew Hampshire. the sum of one thousand 
dollars. provided she continues in m\- service to the date 
of my decease; to Joseph G_ \!ann. of Concord. :'\ ew 
Hampshire. three thousand dollars. pro\-ided he con
tinues in my service to the date of my decease; to Laura 
E_ Sargent. of Concord. :'\ ew Hampshi re. three thou
sand dollars. provided she continues in my service to the 
date of mv decease. 

4-. I gin and bequeath to The \Iother Church
First Church of Christ. Scientist. in Boston. \Iassachu
sem. the sum of fifty thousand dollars_ 

5. I give and de\-ise to Cah-in :\. Frye and Joseph 
G. \Iann. above named. provided they shall respectinly 
remain in my sen-ice to the date of my decease. the right. 
during the term of their respective natural lins. to 
occupy and use my homestead and grounds called 
"Pleasant View." in Concord. :'\ew Hampshire. as their 
residence and home. but the rights hereby conditionally 
granted to said Frye and \Iann shall not be assignable 
to any other person. Said homestead and grounds con
nected therewith shall not be leased to. or occupied by. 
any persons. except as herein provided. :'\0 part of said 
homestead. or lands connected therewith. shall be de
\-oted to any other uses or purposes than those of 1 home 
for said Frye and \1ann during their respective lives 
(provided they respectively remain in my sen-ice to the 

* :"ote here that ~Irs. Eddy has called her son "Benjamin" de
spite the fact that his name was Ebenezer Johnson Foster before she 
adopted him. 
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date of my decease) and a home for my grandchildren 
according to the terms of this will and. after the termi
nation of the rights of said Frye and ':\lann and my 
grandchildren as herein prcn'ided. as a place for the re
ception. entertainment. and care of Christian Science 
visitors and their friends. and to such other purposes 
looking to the general adnncement of the Christian 
Science religion as may be deemed best by the residuary 
legatee, .-\,11 the personal property. except my jewelry. 
in and about said homestead and lands shall be kept and 
carefully used on said premises, 

In my contract with Edward A, Kimball. of Chi
cago. dated October 9. I R99. prcn'ision is made for the 
creation of a trust fund for the purpose of procuring 
an annual re,'enue or income which shall be used for 
maintaining in a perpetual state of repair my said home
stead, A further pro"ision is also made for that purpose 
in said contract, I f for any reason. sufficient funds for 
such purposes shall not be prO\'ided from the sources 
named in said contract. then I direct that my residuary 
legatee shall provide and expend such sums. from time 
to time. as may be necessary for the purpose of main
taining said homestead and grounds in a perpetual state 
of repair and cultivation. 

I hereby give and devise to my grandson. George 
\V. Glover, ] r.. the right and privilege of living and 
ha\'ing a home at Pleasant View and of being supported 
therein in a reasonable manner at the expense of my 
estarc while he is obtaining his education preparatory 
to admission to Dartmouth College. providing he shall 
select and choose to obtain his education at that institu
tion, I also direct my executor to pay all of said George 
\V. Glo\"er. ] r. ·s. reasonable expenses while at said 
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College. giying him. in the meantime. the privilege of 
a home at Pleasant \'iew. 

I also gin and de\'ise to my granddaughters the 
right and priyiIege of li\'ing and ha\'ing a home at 
Pleasant \'iew. and of being supported therein in a rea
sonable manner at the expense of my estate. while they. 
or either of them. are obtaining a high school education, 
proyided they. or either of them. desire the advantages 
of such course. 

6. I gin and bequeath to the Christian Science 
Beard of Di rectors of The .\Iother Church-The Fi rst 
Church ~)f Christ. ~cientists. in Boston, .\Iassachusetts 
-and thei r successors in office. the sum of one hund red 
thousand dollars. but. ne\'ertheless. in trust for the fol
lowing purposes. namely: said trustees shall hold in
\'est. and reim'est the principal of said fund and con
sen'atinly manage -;.c the same. and shall use the income 
and such portion of the principal. from time to time. as 
they may deem best. for the purpose of proyiding free 
instruction for ind igent. well-educated. worthy Chris
tian Scientists at the .\Iassachusetts .\Ietaphysical Col
lege and to aid them thereafter until they can maintain 
themselns in some department of Christian Science. 

I desire that the instruction for which provision is 
hereby made shall be at the said College. but my said 
trustees are hereby authorized to proyide said instruc
tion elsewhere. if. in the unanimous judgment of all said 
trustees for the time being. such course shall seem best. 
The judgment and discretion of said trustees with ref
erence to the person to be aided as herein provided and 

• This pro\-ision was afterwards offset br the Br-Laws which 
forbade the appointment of a Teacher in the :\Iassachusetts :\Ieta
physical College without her appronl. and that her signature be on 
all certificates .. The :\Ianual is her LAST WILL A:O\D TESTA:\IE:O\T 
for her Church. 
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the amount of aid furnished to each of said persons shall 
be final and conclusive. 

7. I hereby ratify and confirm the following trust 
agreements and declarations, viz. 

(1) The deed of trust dated September 1, 1892, con
veying land for church edifice in Boston an.d on which 
the building of the First Church of Christ, Scientist, 
now stands. 

(2) The trust agreement dated January 2S, 1898, 
conveying to Ed""ard P. Bates, James A. X eal, and \Vil
liam P. ~lcKenzie, and their successors, the property 
conveyed to me by the Christian Science Publishing 
Society, by bill of sale dated January 21, 1898, the said 
trust being created for the purpose of more effectually 
promoting and extending the religion of Christian Sci
ence as taught by me. 

(3) The trust agreement dated February 12. 1 R98. 
specifying the objects, purposes, terms, and conditions on 
which the First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, 
~1assachusetts, shall hold the real estate situated at 
# 385 Commonwealth Avenue, in Boston. :\1assachusetts, 
which was conveyed by me to said church on said Feb
ruary 12, 1898. 

(4) The trust agreement dated January 31, 1898, 
whereby certain real estate was conveyed to George H. 
Moore, Calvin A. Frye. and Ezra :\1. Buswell, and their 
successors, and in addition thereto, the sum of one hun
dred thousand dollars, for the purpose of a Christian 
Science Church to be erected on said real estate. 

(5) The trust agreement dated :\lay 20.1898. under 
which the sum of four thousand dollars was transferred 
to The First Church of Christ. Scientist, in Boston, for 
the benefit of the children contributors of the l\10ther's 
room in said church. 
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(6) The deed of trust dated December 21, 1895. 
transferring five hundred dollars to the trustees of Park 
Cemetery Association. of Tilton) ~ ew Hampshire. 

8. I gin, bequeath and devise all the rest, residue 
and remainder of my estate, of every kind and descrip
tion tl) the :\lother Chu rch *-The First Church of 
Christ. Scientist, in Boston, :\lassachusetts, in trust for 
the following general purposes; I desi re that such por
tion of the income of my residuary estate as may be neces
sary shall be used for the purpose of keeping in repair 
the church building and my former house at # 385 
Commonwealth A.yenue in said Boston, which has been 
transferred to said :\lother Church. and any building or 
buildings which may be. by necessity or convenience. 
substituted therefor; and so far as may be necessary, 
to maintain my said homestead and grounds ("Pleasant 
Yiew" in Concord. :\ew Hampshire) in a perpetual 
state of repair and cultivation for the use and purposes 
heretofore in this will expressed; and I desire that the 
balance of said income, and such portion of the principal 
as may be deemed wise. shall be devoted and used by 
said residuary legatee for the purpose of more effec
tually promoting and extending the religion of Chris
tian Science as taught by me. 

'Yitness my hand and seal this thirteenth day of 
September. :\. D. 1901. 

:\!.\RY B. G. EDDY (LS) 
Signed. sealed and declared by the above named 

:\lan' Baker G. Eddy as and for her last will and testa-. . 
ment, in the presence of us, who, at her request. in her 

* \Vhile this portion of ~f rs. Edd\"'s estate was willed to the 
Church. no agency in the Church was est~blished for its handling. Thus 
it was necessary to file a suit for its custody.-THE :'\OTE-TAKER. 
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presence, and in the presence of each other. ha\'e sub
scribed our names as witnesses hereto, 

.\L-\RY E. TO~[LI:,\SO:'\ 
IR\T\G C. TO~[LI:,\SOX 
~fYRO:'\ J. PR.-\TT 

ALHX B. CROSS 

BE IT K:'\OW:,\ that I. .\fary Baker G. Eddy. of Con
cord, ~ ew Hampshire. do hereby make. publish and 
declare a codicil to my last will and testament. originally 
dated September 13. 1901. a duplicate of said will hav
ing been this day re-executed by me upon the discovery 
of the loss of the original dated September 13. 190 I, as 
aforesaid, in manner following, namely; 

1. I hereby revoke the bequest in paragraph num
bered 5 of my said will, to Joseph G. '\Iann. of the 
right to occupy with Calvin A. Frye my homestead 
premises known as "Pleasant View," during the life
time of the said l\Iann, and I hereby bequeath unto 
Irving C. Tomlinson. of Concord. Xew Hampshire, 
and to his sister .\fary E. Tomlinson the right during 
the term of their respective lives to occupy and use as a 
home said premises known as "Pleasant View." said 
occupancy and use by them to be personal to them and 
not assignable to any other person by them or either of 
them and shall be exercised with due regard to the rights 
of other persons named in said will. excepting said 
'\Iann. to occupy and enjoy said premises. 

2. I give and bequeath to Laura E. Sargent the sum 
of Five Thousand Dollars ($5.000). this legacy to be 
in lieu of the legacy provided for her in paragraph num
bered 3 of my said will. and to be unconditional. 

3. I give, devise and bequeath to the Second Church 
of Christ, Scientist. in K ew York City. a sum not ex
ceeding One Hundred and Seventy-five Thousand Dol-
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lars ($175,000.) sufficient to pay the indebtedness which 
may exist at the time of my decease upon the church 
edifice of said Second Church of Christ, Scientist, and 
direct that said sum of One Hundred and Seventy-five 
Thousand Dollars ($175,000.), or so much thereof as 
may be necessary for the purpose, shall be applied as 
soon as may be after my decease to or towards the ex
tinguishment of said indebtedness; if the amount re
quired for this purpose shall not be as much as One 
Hundred and Seventy-five Thousand Dollars ($175,-
000.), then this legacy shall be limited to the amount 
actually required. 

4. I give and bequeath to 1\1rs. Pamelia J. Leonard, 
of Brooklyn, New York, the sum of Three Thousand 
Dollars ($3,000.) ; to :\Jrs. Augusta E. Stetson, of ~ ew 
York City, my "crown of diamonds" breastpin; to l\Jrs. 
Laura Lathrop, of X ew York Ci ty, my diamond cross; 
to 1\1rs. Rose Kent, of Jamestown. New York, my gold 
watch and chain; and to Henry .\1. Baker, of Bow, New 
Hampshire, my portrait set in diamonds. 

5. :\lrs. Mary A. Baker. to whom I have bequeathed 
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000). by my will having 
deceased since the original execution of said will on 
September 13. 190 I. I hereby revoke the legacy therein 
provided for her. 

6. The bequest in my wi II to Calvin A. Frye is hereby 
increased to twenty thousand dollars. but subject to the 
same condition as therein provided. 

I hereby ratify and reaffirm my will as originally 
executed on September 13. 190 I. and as again executed 
this day, in all respects except as herein modified. 

In witness whereof I have hereunto set mv hand and 
seal at Concord. Xew Hampshire, this seventh day of 

X ovember, A. D. 1903. :\!.-\RY BAKER G. EDDY (LS) 
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Signed, sealed, published and declared by the above 
named ~Iary Baker G. Eddy to be a codicil to her last 
will and testament in presence of us. who at her request, 
in her presence and in the presence of each other have 
subscribed our names as witnesses hereto. 

:\IYROX ]. PRATT 

~\Ln.'."" B. CROSS 

C.-\U·I.'."" C. HILL 

3+ St. Stephen St .. Boston. 
BE IT K.'.""O"·.'."" TH.U I, ~L\RY B .. \KER G. EDDY. of Con

cord. Xew Hampshire. do hereby make. publish. and 
declare this second codicil to my last will and testament 
originally dated September 1.~. 190 I. a duplicate of said 
will having been re-executed by me on -X o"ember 7. 
1903, in manner following. namely; 

I. I hereby direct and require that the executor of 
my will shall sell. within three months after his appl'int
ment. at public auction or. if he sees fit. at private sale, 
for such price as he may determine upon and to such 
purchaser as he may see fit. my real estate in said Con
cord known as "Pleasant View." consisting of my home
stead and the grounds occupied in connection therewith. 
and I hereby direct that the proceeds of such sale shall 
be forthwith paid oYer to the Directors of the First 
Church of Christ. Scientist. in Boston. :\lassachusetts, 
to be used for such purposes in connection \\"ith said 
Church as said Directors may determine. -Xothing 
contained in m\" "'ill or codicil thereto shall be consid
ered inconsistent \\"ith said Church purchasing said real 
estate. if the Directors may consider it desirable so to do. 

I hereby re\"oke the provisiGns of my will and first 
codicil prO\'iding for the occupancy of said real estate 
by various persons. the preservation and maintenance 
thereof at the expense of my estate. and all other pro-
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visions of my will and codicil inconsistent with the fore

going direction to my executor to sell said real estate. 

11. I hereby giH and bequeath to The Fi rst Church 
of Christ. Scientist. in Bosten. \Iassachusetts. all the 
contents of my said homestead and of the other buildings 
at .. Pleasant View."-except so far as any of the same 
may be specifically bequeathed in my \vill and codicils 
thereto. which specific bequests I do not m(;dify by this 
provision~-the same to be kept or disposed of as may 
be determined by the Di rectors of said Church; but I 
direct that Calvin _-\.. Frye shall ha\-e the privilege of 
selecting from said articles such keepsakes or mementos. 
not exceeding in intrinsic value the sum of fiH hundred 
dollars. as he may desire, and I giH and bequeath the 
same to him when so selected. 

II 1. I hereby direct that said Calvin _-\.. Frye shall be 
provided with a suitable home in my house at :\0. 385 
Commonwealth Avenue. Boston. if he so desi res. he to 
have the exclusive occupancy of two furnished rooms 
therein. to be designated by my executor. and to have 
his board. suitable heat. light. and all other things neces
sary for his comfortable occupancy of said premises 
during his natural life~ the expense thereof to be pro
vided out of the income from the residue of my estate 
which I have left to said The First Church of Christ. 
Scientist. in Boston. \Iassachusetts. 

1\'. I give and bequeath to Lydia B. Hall. of Brock
ton. \Iassachusetts. the sum of one thousand dollars. 

\'. I give and bequeath to Irving C. Tcmlinson. of 

said Concord. the note \\·hich I hold signed by him. it 
being my intention hereby to release him from said in
debtedness. 
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In all other respects except as herein specified. I 
hereby rati fy and reaffirm my will and codici I above 
mentioned. 

1:\ "'IT:\ESS ',"HEREOF I ha\"e hereunto set my hand 
and seal at Concord . .:\ ew Hampshi reo this fourteenth 
day of :\Iay .• -\. D. 190+. 

:\IARY R\KER G. EDDY (LS) 
Signed. sealed. published and declared by the above 

named :\Iarv Baker G. Eddv to be a codicil to her la,;r . -
will and testament, in presence of us. who. at her re
quest. in her presence. and in the presence of each other. 
have subscribed our names as witnesses hereto. 

JOSIAH E. FER:\.-\LD 

:\!.-\RY E. THO\IPSO:\ 

C'-\U"I:\ C. HILL 

Suffolk S. S .. Dec. 6. 1928. 
Probate Court. 

:\. true copy. attest 
John R . .:\ichols. :\.sst. Register. 
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Deed of Trust Organizing The Christian Science Pub
lishing Society given by ~1ary Baker Eddy, 

] anuary 25, 1898, Boston, C. S. A. 

DEED OF TRUST 

(The following is a copy of the Deed of Trust constitut
ing the Board of Trustees, organizing The Christian 
Science Publishing Society.) 

it It I(uowu That t ~Iary Baker G. Eddy, of Con
cord, New Hampshire, in consideration of one dollar 
to me paid by Edward P. Bates, ] ames A. ~ eal and 
\Villiam P. \IcKenzie, all of Boston, \Iassachusem, 
and in consideration of their agreement to faithfully 
observe and perform all the conditions hereinafter speci
fied to be by them observed and performed, and for the 
purpose of more effectually promoting and extending 
the religion of Christian Science as taught by 'me do 
hereby sell and convey to them, and the said Bates, ~ eal 
and \IcKenzie, and their successors in the trust herein
after established all and singular the personal property, 
goods, and chattels which were sold and conveyed to 
me by the Christian Science Publishing Society by its 
bill of sale dated] anuary 2 I, 1898. said property being 
located in the premises numbered 95 and 97 Falmouth 
Street in said Boston, including the publication called 
"The Christian Science] ournal" (not including the 
copyrights thereof), the linotype. all pamphlets, tracts, 
and other literature conveyed to me by said sale. the 
hymnal. the subscription lists of "The Christian Science 
] oumal" and of "The Christian Science Quarterly" all 
stationery fixtures. stock on hand manufactured or oth
erwise, machinery, tools, mailing lists, book accounts, 
notes, drafts, checks and bills whether in process of 
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collection or not, five United States bonds of one thou
sand dollars each, all cash and bank accounts and all 
personal property of whatsoever kind or nature which 
belonged to said Society and which were conveyed to me 
as aforesaid, excepting only such said property as may 
have been used and disposed of since the date of said 
sale to me upon the follou'ing perpetual and irrevocable 
trust and confidence, namely: 

I. Said trustees shall hold and manage said prop
erty and property rights exclusively for the purpose of 
carrying on the business, which has been heretofore 
conducted by said Christian Science Publishing Society, 
in promoting the interest of Christian Science; and the 
principal place of business shall be in said Boston. 

2. The business shall be done by said trustees under 
the unincorporated name of "The Christian Science 
Publishing Society." 

3. Said trustees shall energetically and judiciously 
manage the business of the Publishing Society on a 
strictly Christian basis, and apon their ou'n responsi
bility, and without consu1ting me about details. subject 
only to my supervision, if I shall at any time elect to 
advise or direct them. 

4. Said trustees shall keep accurate books of account 
of all the business done by them. and shall deposit in a 
responsible and reliable Bank or Trust Company all 
bonds. mortgages. deeds. and other documents or writ
ings obligatory of every kind and nature for safe keep
ing; also all surplus funds over and above the sum neces
sary to defray the running expenses of the business. until 
the same shall be paid o\'er to the Church Treasurer. as 
herein provided. K 0 papers or monies shall be taken 
from said Bank or Trust Company excepting by and in 
presence of a majority of said Trustees. Once in every 
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six months, the trustees shall account for and pay over 
to the treasurer of "The First Church of Christ! Scien
tist, in Boston. :\lass .... the entire net profits of said 
business. The "net profits" shall be understood to mean 
the balance remaining at the end of each six months 
after paying the usual and legitimate expenses incurred 
in conducting the business. :\'0 authority is intended to 
be conferred upon the trustees to expend the money of 
the trust for property not necessary for the immediate 
successfl!l prosecution of the business, or to invest the 
same for the purpose of speculation, or to incur lia
bilities beyond their ability to liquidate promptly from 
the current income of the business. Said treasurer shall 
hold the money so paid over to him subject to the order 
of "The First !\lembers" of said Church, who are au
thorized to order its disposition only in accordance with 
the rules and by-laws contained in the :\lanual of said 
Church. 

5. The business manager shall present to the Trus
tees at the end of each month. a full and correct state
ment of the receipts and expenditures of the month. 

6. Said Trustees shall employ all the help necessary 
to the proper conduct of said business, and shall dis
charge the same in their discretion or according to the 
needs of the business. excepting that the business mana
ger may call in at times of necessity such temporary 
help as will facilitate the business. 

7. The Trustees shall employ such number of per
sons as they may deem necessary to prepare Bible Les
sons or Lesson Sermons to be read in the Christian 
Science Churches. the same to be published Quarterly 
as has heretofore been done bv and in the name of the 
Christian Science Quarterly; and they may. in their dis
cretion. change the name or style of such Quarterly pub-
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lication as occasion may demand, They shall also fix 

the compensation of the persons so selected. 
8, Said Trustees shall ha\'e direction and super

\'ision of the publication of said Quarterly. and also 
of all pamphlets. tracts. and other literature pertaining 
to said business. using their best judgment as to the 
means of preparing and issuing the same. so as to pro
mote the best interests of the Cause. resen'ing the rights 
to make such changes as I may think important. 

9, Said Trustees and their successors in trust shall 
not be eligible to said trusteeship or to continue in the 
same. unless they are loyaL faithful and consistent be
lie\'ers and ad\'ocates of the principles of Christian Sci
ence as taught by me in my book "Science and Health, 
wi th Key to the Scri ptures," 

10, \\'henn'er a \'aeanc\' shall cccur in said trustee
ship for any cause. I reser\'C the right to fill the same by 
appointment. if I shall so desire so lung as I may li\'C; 
but if I do not elect to exercise this right. the remaining 
trustees shall fill said YJcanC\', The First \Iembers to

gether with the directors of said Church shall ha\'e the 
power to declare \'acancies in said trusteeship for such 
reason as to them may seem expedient, 

11. I also resen'e the right to withdraw from said 
trust. if I shall so desire. the publication of the Christian 
Science JournaL but if I do not exercise this reserved 
option. then said J ollrnal shall remain a part of the trust 
property forever. 

I.?, l' pon my decease. in consideration aforesaid, I 
sdl and con\'ey to said trustees my copyright of "The 
Christian Science J Durna1" to be held by them as the 
other property of said trust. 

13, Said trustees shall each recei\'e annually one 
thousand dollars for thei r services in that capacity, pay-
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able semi-annually in payment of five hundred dollars, 
or such salary as the said Church may determine from 
time to time. 

14. The delivery of this instrument to, and its ac
ceptance by, said trustees shall be regarded as the 
full establishment of the trust and as an agreement by 
the trustees to honestly and faithfully do and perform 
all things to be done and performed by them within the 
terms, objects and purposes of this instrument. 

'Vitness my hand and sedl at Concord, New Hamp
shire, this twenty-fifth day of January, 1898. 

(Signed) rV1ARY BAKER EDDY [Seal] 
We accept the foregoing Trust, 

(Signed) EDWARD P. BATES 
JA~IES A. NEAL 
W~L P. ~1cKE~ZIE 

January 25, 1898. 
September 8, 1898 (Signed) Thomas ,V. Hatten, 

succeeding Edward P. Bates, Resigned. 
October 21, 1898 (Signed) Joseph B. Clark, suc

ceeding James A. Neal, Resigned. 
September 25, 1906 (Signed) Allison V. Stewart, 

succeeding Joseph B. Clark, Deceased. 
January 6, 1908 (Signed) \Villiam D. ~lcCrackan, 

succeeding Allison V. Stewart, Resigned. 
June 19,1908 (Signed) Clifford P. Smith, succeed

ing 'Villiam D. ~lcCrackan, Resigned. 
September 12, 1911 (Signed) James R. Neal, suc

ceeding Clifford P. Smith, Resigned. 
December 2, 1912 (Signed) Herbert W. Eustace, 

succeeding James R. Neal, Resigned. 
February 1, 1917 (Signed) Edward A. ~lerritt, suc

ceeding Thomas W. Hatten, Resigned. 
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August L 1917 (Signed) David B. Ogden, succeed
ing \\'illiam P . .:\IcKenzie, Resigned. 

August 1. 1917 (Signed) Lamont Rowlands, suc
ceeding Edward A . .\Ierritt, Resigned. 
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DECISIO~ OF THE FULL BENCH 
OF THE 

SUPRE~1E JUDICIAL COURT 
OF ~lASSACHUSETTS 

XOVDIBER 211921 

RCGG. C. J. This is a suit in equity. The plaintiffs are 
three persons~ who by succession are trustees under a 
deed of trust executed by ~lary Baker G. Eddy. the 
founder of "Christian Science" so called. as donor, on 
January 25. 1898. to three persons therein named as trus
tees. The defendants are four persons alleged to be trus
tees under another deed of trust executed by \1 rs. Eddy 
dated September I. 1892. and also to be Directors of The 
First Church of Christ. Scientist. in Boston. ~lassachu
setts. and two other persons. each alleged to be daiming 
to be a trustee and director in association with the other 
four. The basic question is whether the defendants 
haye power to rem aye one of the plaintiffs from the po
sition of trustee. 

The answer to that question depends upon the true 
interpretation of these deeds of trust executed by .\1 rs. 
Eddy and whateyer other matters rightly may be con
sidered in ascertaining their meaning. 

The deed of ~Irs. Eddy of J anuary 2_~. 1898. whereby 
were created the trusts hereto administered by the plain
tiffs. hereinafter called the trust deed. related wholly to 
personal property. The declared object of that trust. 
recited in the early part of the trust deed, is "for the 
purpose of more effectually promoting and extending 
the religion of Christian Science as taught by me." It 
transferred title to certain goods and chattels connected 
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with the publishing business conducted for the promo
tion of the interests of Christian Science. which he;-e
tofore had been carried on bv a corporation called The 
Chris.tian Science Publishing Society. The grantees 
were three individuals. who accepted the transfer upon 
the trusts set forth in the deed. These are stated in para
graphs numbered from I to 1+. both inclusi\·e. The first 
of these requi res the trustees to use the property ex
clusively for carrying on the business. which had been 
conducted by The Christian Science Publishing Society. 
"in promoting the interests of Christian Science." 
:\.mong these trusts were provisions to the effect that 
the trustees should energetically and judiciously man
age the publishing business under the unincorporated 
name of "The Christian Science Publishing Society" 
on a strictly Christian basis and "upon their own re
sponsibifity and without consulting me [(\lr5. Eddy) ] 
about details. subject only to my supervision. if I shall 
at any time elect to ad\'ise or direct them," should ac
count for and pay over the profits of the business e\'ery 
six months to the treasurer of The First Church of 
Christ. Scientist. in Boston. \Iassachusetts. subject to 
the order of "The First \Iembers of said Church." who 
were empowered to make the final disposition "only in 
accordance with the rules and bv-Iaws contained in the 
\Ianual of said Church." and should employ and fix 
compensation of necessary help. assistance and persons 
to conduct the business and "to prepare Bible Lessons 
or Lesson Sermons to be read in the Christian Science 
churches," The annual compensation of the trustees 
was to be $ I 000 each "or such salary as the said Church 
may determine from time to time." The trustees were 
required at all times to be "loyal. faithful and consistent 
believers and ad\'ocates of the principles of Christian 
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Science as taught by me in my book." Clause 8 of the 
trust deed is in these words: "Said trustees shall have 
the direction and supen'ision of the publication of said 
Quarterly and also of all pamphlets, tracts and other 
literature pertaining to said business, using their best 
judgment as to the means of preparing and issuing the 
same, so as to promote the best interests of the Cause, 
reserving the right to make such changes as I may think 
important." In clause 10 of the trust deed, it is provided 
that vacancies among the trustees should be filled by the 
donor, if she so elected, otherwise by the remaining 
trustees, and that "The First :\lembers together with 
the directors of said Church shall have the power to 
declare vacancies in said trusteeship for such reasons as 
to them may seem expedient." 

The facts are found by the master, in the light of 
which these words of this trust deed must be interpreted. 
~lrs. Eddy founded Christian Science. In 1879 she or
ganized a church and became its pastor. In 1892 she 
reorganized the church, Under date of the first of Sep
tember of that year she conveyed to four persons "as 
trustees as hereinafter provided and to their legitimate 
successors in office forever" land in Boston upon which 
within five years they were required to build a church 
edifice. It was provided that the "grantees shall be 
known as the Christian Science Board of Directors." 
Thus that board first was constituted. "The First 
Church of Christ, Scientist," was not organized until 
September 23, 1892. The deed declared that the grantees 
should "constitute a perpetual body or corporation un
der and in accordance with section one, Chapter 39 of 
the Public Statutes of ~lassachusetts. The master has 
found that the grantees never organized themselves as 
a corporation and never became such by virtue of their 
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duties of similarity to deacons and wardens. The mere 
declaration of the grantor could not make them a cor
poration. 

The directors were required, upon the completion 
of the church building, to "elect a pastor, reader or 
speaker to fill the pulpit who shall be a consistent Chris
tian Scientist," to maintain public worship in accord
ance with the doctrines of Christian Science in said 
church and to that end they were "fully empowered to 
make any and all necessary rules and regulations." The 
directors were enjoined not to allow in the church build
ing any preaching or other religious sen-ices not con
sonant and in strict harmony with the doctrines and 
practice of Christian Science as taught and explained 
by ~1rs. Eddy. The directors also were required to 
maintain regular preaching. reading or speaking in the 
church on each Sabbath and to rebuild the church under 
conditions named. The number of directors named in 
the deed of September 1. 1892, was four. In addition to 
the duties imposed on them by that deed, they have exer
cised other powers and performed additional functions, 
assigned to them by the Church ~lanual, all of a highly 
important nature and covering a wide field. There was 
no rule fixing their number until February, 1903, when a 
by-law was adopted, which has since continued in force, 
establishing their number at five. By the name "Chris
tian Science Board of Directors" originally the four 
perssms named as trustees by the deed of September I, 
1892, were described. As often. if not universally, used 
thereafter in the Church ~1 anual. that name designates 
the board of five exercising powers and performing 
functions not derived from the deed but from the 
Church ~lanual. 
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The master also has found that the church has never 
become incorporated but has continued from the first 
an unincorporated religious associatien. It has wor
shipped regularly to the present in the edifice erected by 
the directors. "The First Church of Christ. Scientist. in 
Boston! ~Iass .. " was organized on September 23. 1892. 
by eleven persons among whem were the four named as 
trustees and constituted directors in the deed of Septem
ber I, 1892. These eleven persons together with one other 
were voted to be "First :\Iembers of The First Church 
of Christ! Scientist." Others designated as "First :\Iem
bers" were added frem time to time bv \"ote of "First 
:\Iembers.'! The voting power in the church always 
has been cenfined according to its polity to "First :\Iem
bers." :\Iembers of the church had no voting power. 
The First Church of Christ. Scientist. at the instance 
of the feunder first adopted rules and by-laws in 1895. 
These were radically changed from time to time during 
the life of :\1 rs. Eddv and many different editions of . . 
them called the "Church :\Ianual" have been published. 
In every edition the names of the Christian Science 
Board of Directors have been printed under the caption 
"Church Officers" together with the names ef other 
officers of the church. This is true of those editions 
issued before] anuary 2.~. 1898. :\t that time important 
functions of the church such as the election of all offi
cers! the appeintment of missionaries. the appointment 
and remo\"al of readers of the church to conduct its 
services. amongst others. were vested in the board of 
directors bv the Church :\Ianual. :\lthough it was not 
until 1908 that a by-law of the church expressly in
cluded a beard of directors among the officers. it always 
has been provided by a by-law that all officers of the 
church should be elected bv the board of directors. 
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The provision respecting First Members in force at 
the time of the trust deed of ] anuary 25, 1898, were that 
their regular meetings were to be held semi-annually, 
that they should vote on the admission of candidates and 
attend to the transaction of any church business that 
properly might come before them. Their number 
should not be permitted to fall below forty and seven • 
constituted a quorum. It was provided in the Church 
~IanuaI of 1898 that the number of First ~Iembers 
should not exceed fifty, and in several subsequent edi
tions one hundred was fixed as the maximum number. 

Subsequent events have introduced new factors with 
reference to which the trust deed must now be applied. 
In ] anuary, 190 I, the First l\Iembers adopted a by-law 
providing that "The business of the ~Iother Church 
[another name by which The First Church of Christ, 
Scientist, was known] hi therto transacted by the Fi rst 
':\lembers shall be done by its 'Chistian Science Board 
of Directors.' "t This by-law was accepted and acted 
upon forthwith by the entire church membership with
out objection, and has so continued to be observed until 
the present. Almost immediately after the adoption of 
this by-law, at ~Irs. Eddy's request or with her appro
val, a by-law, to the effect that vacancies among the trus
tees of The Christian Science Publishing Society (the 
trustees created by the trust deed of ] anuary 25, 1898) 
might be declared by the First .Members and the di
rectors, was changed so as to vest that power exclusively 
in the Christian Science Board of Directors. Every 
by-law or amendment since adopted was transmitted by 

• ~ ote that Ut'~n constituted a quorum, showing that UfJtn is the 
limit of :\.Iotherhood (Rev. 12), and that as sud u:ithin itull it must 
evolve beyond ~Iotherhood to reach tu·(It·~ (Bride, Rev. 21), its basic 
organization,-see ~Ianual. p. 18.-THE ~OTE-TAKER. 

t ~Irs. Eddy's approval is overloolced. 
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l\1rs. Eddy to the Board of Directors alone, by whom it 
was adopted. It is manifest that this procedure had the 
approval of '\lrs. Eddy. After January, 1901, the First 
.Members never undertook to transact any business of 
the church • and no new First '\lembers were elected. In 
1903 a by-law was adopted by the Board of Directors 
changing the name of "First '\lembers" to "Executive 
Members" and in 1908 another by-law was adopted re
pealing all provisions concerning Executive !\lembers 
and providing that "there being no further necessity 
for their organization, they shall he and hereby are dis
banded." This occurred about two years before the pass
ing on of ~1rs. Eddy, and waS approved, if not origi
nated, by her. There has been no objection or protest to 
this. No meetings of First or Executive members have 
been held since that time. There has been continuous 
acquiescence in the binding force of this by-law by the 
entire membership of the church. All by-laws and pro
visions of the Church .\lanual were adopted during the 
life of l\lrs. Eddy and substantially everyone was sug
gested or proposed for adoption by her. So far as con
cerns the government of the church, treating it as an 
ecclesiastical organization, the First !\lembers, who 
alone had voting power, have been abolished and have 
ceased to exist and the enti re management has passed 
into the hands of the directors, a self-perpetuating body, 
all this at the suggestion and with the approval of Mrs. 
Eddv. 

The Church l\lanual in force in January, 1898, bore 
upon its title page "Church :Manual of the First Church 
of Christ, Scientist, in Boston . .\lassachusetts, by l\lary 
Baker G. Eddy." \Vith slight modifications, this has 

• Although the ~fanuals from 1901 to the middle of 1908 show 
demand for their Annual and Special :\Ieetings.-THE ~OTE-TAKER. 
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continued to be the title page of every edition of the 
Church l\lanual. The last several editions issued during 
the life of ~lrs. Eddy contained provision that "This 
Manual shall not be revised without the written con
sent of its author." Since the Church !\1anual on its face 
purports to be the work of !\1rs. Eddy as author and 
the master has found it to be proved that substantially 
all its provisions were suggested or proposed bv her, it 
is apparent that there can now, since the decease of :\1 rs. 
Eddy, be no change in the provisions of the Church 
.l\1anual in ac<;ordance with its terms. 

The trust deed made provision for the removal of a 
trustee by the concurrent action of the First :\Iembers 
and the directors of the church. That is the effect of the 
clause conferring upon them "the power to declare va
cancies in said trusteeshi p for such reasons as to them 
may seem expedient." In this context, the power to de
clare a vacancy is the equivalent of the power of re
moval. 

The precise question to be decided is whether under 
these ci rcumstances one of the trustees can be removed 
by the board of directors, since the First ~lembers have 
been deprived of all ecclesiastical power and ha\"e been 
disbanded in accordance with the polity of the church. 

Every instrument in writing, although it cannot be 
varied or controlled by extrinsic evidence, must be in
terpreted with a view to all the material circumstances 
of the parties at the time of its execution, in the light of 
the pertinent facts wi thin the knowledge of those who 
signed it and in such manner as to give effect to the 
main end designed to be accomplished by the instru
ment. Best v. Berry, 189 :\lass. 510. Polsey v. ~ ewton, 
199 Mass. 450. Simonds v. Simonds, 199 .l\1ass. 552. 
Catting v. Boston, 20 1 ~1ass. 97. Boulard v. Leach. 213 
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:\lass. 117. Tax Commissioner v. Putnam, 227 Mass. 
552. 523. 524. Attorney General v. :\lethuen. 236 :\lass. 
5M. 573. It is a cardinal rule in the interpretation of 
trust instruments that they are to be so construed as to 
give effect to the intent of the founder of the trust as 
manifested by the words used in the light of all the sur
rounding facts, unless inconsistent with some rule of 
law or repugnant to the terms of the instrument. :\lc
Curdy v. :\lcCallum. 186 :\1ass. 464, 469. \Vare v. 
:\linot. 202 :\1ass. 512. Taft v. Stearns, 234 :\lass. 273. 
277. The decision of the question concerning any trust 
instrument depends upon the intention of the founder 
as manifested by the words used. An omission to ex
pres~ an intention cannot be supplied by conjecture. But 
if a reading of the whole trust instrument produces a 
conviction that a particular interest or power must have 
been intended to have been given not expressed by for
mal words, the court must supply the defect by impli
cation. and so mould the language of the founder of the 
trust as to carry into effect the intention which it is of 
opinion has by the instrument as a whole been sufficiently 
declared. This principle has been chiefly invoked in the 
interpretation of wills but is equally applicable to a 
trust deed like that here involved. :\letcalf v. Framing
ham Parish. 128 .\lass. 370. 374. Boston Safe Deposit 
Co. v. Coffin. 152 :\lass. 95. 100. Sanger v. Bourke, 209 
.\1ass. 481, 486. Tibbetts v. Tomkinson, 217 !vlass. 244, 
252. Lamb v. Jordon, 233 :\ lass. 335. 340. The trust 
deed now under consideration must be construed and 
interpreted according to these principles. The avowed 
purpose of the trust deed of January 25, 1898. was for 
"more effectually promoting and extending the religion 
of Christian Science." The business of publishing was to 
be conducted "in promoting the interests of Christian 
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Science." The profits deri,"ed from that business were 
to be paid to the treasurer of the church who was au
thorized to dispose of it only in accordance with the 
manual of the church. Preparation of religious publi
cations is the chief business of the trustees. 

It is manifest from the structure of the trust deed 
as well as from its express words that the single and 
only design of the founder was to promote and extend 
the religion of Christian Science' as taught by :,\lrs. 
Eddy. Every part of the trust deed reenforces and makes 
even more plain the avcwed purpose of ~lrs. Eddy that 
her sole and completely dominating aim in establishing 
the trust was to promote and extend the religion of 
Christian Science as taught by her. The administration 
of the trust must continue to be directed exclusively to 
the accomplishment of that object alone. 

A trust of that nature cannot be revoked or modi
fied in the absence of reservation of an express power 
to that end by the donor. Lund v. Thorp, 2?7 ~1ass. 

474. The deed in question created a trust complete in 
itself. By its own phrase it was declared to be upon the 
"perpetual and irrevocable trust and confidence" therein 
set out. The deliverv bv the donor of the trust deed and 
of the property thereby transferred and the acceptance 
thereof by the grantees and the performance by them 
of the trust therebv established was an executed trust. 
It must be construed and applied according to its terms. 
Crawford v. Xies, ??4 ~Iass. 474. Eliot v. Trinity 
Church, 232 ~fass. 517. 

The clause at the end of paragraph eight which con
ferred upcn the trustees direction and supervision of 
the publication of the Quarterly and all tracts and 
pamphlets, "resen"ing the right to make such changes 
as I may think important," is not a reservation of a gen-
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eral or special power of revocation of the trust itself or 
of any of its terms or provisions. The context shows 
that that clause refers only to the direction and super
vision of the trustees over publications. Its scope and 
force are confined to the particular subject matter of 
that paragraph. It vested in the donor the right of modi
fying and altering the publications to be issued "to pro
mote the best interests of the Cause." The power ~here 
retained concerned the publications and did not extend 
to the whole frame of the trust. 

The words "First ~Iembers" occur twice in the trust 
deed, in paragraph four and in paragraph ten. The 
context in paragraph four is that the trustees shall keep 
accurate books of account and shall pay all expenses 
of the publishing business and "once in every six months 
shall account for and pay over to the treasurer of the 
First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, l\lass., the 
entire net profits of said business .... Said treasurer 
shall hold the money so paid over to him subject to the 
order of 'The First ~lembers' of said Church, who are 
authorized to order its disposition only in accordance 
with the rules and by-laws contained in the :\Ianual of 
said Church." The "First :\lembers" of that church 
thus were constituted by the trust deed the sole body by 
which the net income of the publishing business as con
ducted by the trustees could be disbursed. Confessedly 
the net profits thus paid over have been very large in the 
aggregate. They must constitute a substantial element 
in the promotion and extension of Christian Science as 
taught by its leader. The First ~Iembers were an in
tegral part of the organization of "The First Church of 
Christ. Scientist." They were selected for that reason. 
They were not co-ordinate, subsidiary, ancillary trus
tees. They were too numerous to qualify as trustees. 
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Their duty was to disburse the net income, not in con
formity to their own judgment, but only in accordance 
with the rules and by-laws contained in the manual of 
that church. In the earliest edition of the manual, by 
which that church was governed, and in all subsequent 
editions, there is printed as a foreword an extract from 
the wri tings of .M rs. Eddy to the effect amongst other 
matters that the "Rules and by-laws in the I\lanual .... 
\\'ere impelled by a power not one's own, were written 
at different dates and as the occasion required." The 
edition of the manual in use on January 25, 1898, the date 
of the trust deed, was designated the se\'enth. I twas 
different in material particulars from those which had 
preceded it. It is manifest that the trust deed was in
tended to be made subject, so far as it concerned the 
officers of the church and their powers and duties touch
ing the disbursement of the net income paid by the trus
tees to the treasurer of the church, to such changes as 
the occasion might require to be made in the manual. 
If the words "First I\lembers" in this connection in 
paragraph four are given a hard, fixed and unchange
able meaning, then the trust must come to an end when 
First :\lembers are abolished as a part of the church. If 
"First I\lembers" ha\'e been irrevocably established as 
an essential part of the machinery by which alone the 
trust can be carried out, and if for any reason that the 
machinery breaks down or becomes incapable of opera
tion, then the trust itself would fall. Bullard v. Shirley, 
153 I\lass. 559, 560. Teele v. Bishop of Derry, 168 
:\1ass. 3-1- 1, 342. Such a result ought not to be reached 
except for most compelling reasons, after the trust has 
been established and executed for so many years. No 
such compelling reasons are found in this record. The 
plain intent of the founder of the trust is that the net 
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income must be used to promote the religion of Chris
tian Science as taught by :\Irs. Eddy even though First 
~Iembers may pass out of existence. The conclusion is 
unescapable that in this connection the words "First 
.\Iembers" had no hard and fast meaning, but were used 
in a broad sense to designate a body connected with and 
forming a part of that church, and to comprehend what
ever body might from time to time exercise in accord
ance with the ecclesiastical laws of the Christian Science 
denomination the functions then exercised by First 
l\fembers. Since the Fi rst \lembers have been abol
ished and all their powers transferred to the board of 
directors, it must follow that the di rectors are author
ized to exercise the functions vested in First ~Iembers 
under paragraph four of the trust deed. 

The meaning of the words "First ~lembers" in this 
connection is a significant aid in determining the mean
ing of the same words upon their second occurrence in 
paragraph ten of the trust deed. I t is a well recognized 
principle of interpretation that the same words used in 
different places in the same instrument commonly have 
the same meaning and effect unless another meaning is 
demanded by the context. Hall v. Hall, 209 ~Iass. 350, 
353. Attorney General,'. Armstrong, 231 ~lass. 196, 
211. Ravmer v. Commissioner of Corporations, ante. 

The second occurrence of the words "Fi rst \lem
bers" in the trust deed is in paragraph ten. The sentence 
there is "The First \Iembers together with the direc
tors of said Church shall have the power to declare 
vacancies in said trusteeship for such reasons as to them 
may seem expedient." The precise point is whether the 
power of removal is gone if there are no longer any 
First \Iembers. Although the trustees under the trust 
deed were gi,'en extensi,'e powers concerning the pub-
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lication of the so-called literature of the church. ne\'er
theless they were not the final arbiters concerning these 
matters. because they might be remO\'ed from effice by 
other church authorities "for such reasons" as to such 
other church authorities "may seem expedient." The 
soundness of the reasons for such removal is not made 
subject to re\'iew or revision by any other church tri
bunal. body or officer.* The expediency of the reasons 
moving to that action are left by the deed wholly to the 
church authorities therein named. X 0 discussion is 
needed to demonstrate that this power of remoyal was 
comprehensiye. drastic and final. It is an important 
feature of the trust deed. 

The power of remo\'al of a trustee according to the 
trust deed was ycsted in "the First :\lembers together 
with the directors of. said Church." These are ecclesi
astical terms. They describe authorities of The First 
Church of Christ. Scientist. in Basten as they were then 
constituted and established. :\lrs. Eddy was the founder 
of that church. She was its pastor emeritus. It is man
ifest that so long as she lind the polity of that church 
might be modified or changed. :\lembership in the 
church. classification of members. yoting rights. and 
officers, might be altered. Existing boards might be 
abolished and others created. The executiye and dis
ciplinary powers of the church. its officers and mem
bers. might be di\'ided. consolidated and redistributed. 
They might be yested in one or se\'eral boards. officers 
or bodies. Of course the terms of the trust deed cannot 
be yaried. but its words are to be interpreted \yith refer
ence to the subject matter to which they relate. I t seems 

* As is true with reference to the Board of Directors. The Finance 
Committee has the power under the :\lanual to admonish and dism:ss 
them. This had been a By-Law for ele\'en years before :\1 rs. EdJy 
left us. :\1 anual. p. ii, Sec. 6.-TH E ;.; OTE-T.·\KER. 
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manifest to us that all parties to the trust deed used the 
words "First ~Iembers" and "directors" in paragraph 
ten of the trust deed with the significance, which they 
had acquired in Christian Science usage, and with the 
knowledge that, according to the practices of that 
church, duties imposed en them might be shifted to 
others connected with the church. Those words com
prehended at the time they were used all those possessed 
of authority to control the affairs of the church. They 
were used in a generic sense. They included such au
thorities even though their number and descriptive 
title might change. The First ~Iembers did not in
clude all members of the church. Those who united 
with the church by admission did not thereby become 
First ~Iembers. The First ~Iembers were those who 
were made such as the meeting for the organization of 
"The First Church of Christ. Scientist," and those who 
subsequently were by these First :\Iembers voted into 
their fellowship. First :\Iembers alone possessed vot
ing power.* The church was in its infancy as a religious 
sect. Its founder was acti,"e. The deed of January 25, 
1898. is itself evidence of a hope and expectation of 
growth of the church and of the sect. I t is a familiar 
principle of legislation. illustrated by numerous stat
utes. that one board, commission or other body may be 
abolished and its powers and duties transferred to other 
and succeeding officers. X 0 doubt has been raised con
cerning the validity of such statutes. Ecclesiastical de
nominations have like power as to the establishment of 
their officials, the description of their duties. the limits 
of their authority and the modification and alteration 
of these matters according to their own system of go v-

* Therefore, they were its corporate body, and when disbanded in 
1908, the "corporate body was dissolved."-THE;'; OTE-TAKER. 
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ernment. The conditions attendant upon the execution 
of the deed of ] anuary 25, 1898, indicate that its words 
"First l'.1embers together with the direcrors of said 
Church" were not used by the parties to the deed with 
the purpose of fixing inflexibly the persons or boards 
bearing those names in the church organization as alone 
capable of exercising power of removal of trustees. 
Thus to construe the words would be to stick to the form 
and to ignore the substance. The fair interpretation of 
the words is that those possessing the ecclesiastical func
tions at the time vested in First 2\lembers and directors 
should be the depositaries of the power of removal by 
whatever names they might be called, and however their 
number might fluctuate according to the polity of the 
church. In a more complete and accurate drafting of 
the deed of ] anuary 25, 1898, this might have been set 
forth in appropriate language. It is implied under all 
the circumstances from the words used. The intent of 
the parties to the trust deed as declared by the words 
used was not that the body known as First Members 
must be kept alive for all time in order that the power 
of removal of a trustee should continue, if at any time 
in the government of the church and in accordance with 
its practices it should be deemed wise to abolish First 
'\lembers and transfer their duties to others. If such 
members should cease to exist under the church organ
ization, the power of removal of a trustee would not 
thereby be extinguished. The parties to the instrument 
here in question were the founder of a sect of Chris
tianity and three of her followers. he dominating pur
pose of the instrument was to promote and propagate 
the interests of that religious sect. As ancillary to that 
general object, power of removal of the trustees created 
by that instrument was established. It was vested in two 
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constituent bodies of "The First Church of Christ, 
Scientist," then organized and existing. The power or 
removal of the trustees was an essential part of the trust 
deed. The promotion of Christian Science as taught by 
:\frs. Eddy was the end and aim of the trust. To that 
regnant design all other provisions, not in themselves 
made fixed and unchangeable, must yield. Christian 
Science as thus taught was disclosed by the writings of 
the founder. The ecclesiastical organization established 
by her for the teaching and dissemination of Christian 
Science was "The First Church of Christ. Scientist." 
She did not reserve to herself the power of removal of 
the trustees but she reposed that authority in First 
l\1embers and directors of that church. That church 
was the beneficiarv of the trust. That church as shown 
by the manual at the time of the execution of the trust 
deed of January 2S, 1898. was the dominant church in 
Christi:!n Science. I t was the beneficiarv of all net 
profits arising from the management of that trust. Its 
board of directors was clothed with extensive powers 
concerning its management. Its manual appears to be 
a vital part of Christian Science. The presumption is 
inevitable that all the parties to the trust deed of J anu
ary 2S. 1898. intended that the power of removal 
should be vested in the responsible representatives of 
The First Church of Christ. Scientist. however they 
might be described or denominated. provided they suc
ceeded to the powers and exercised the functions of 
First :\Iembers and directors. The inference is irresist
ible that they had in mind the mutability of the names - -
and functions of church officers and intended that the 
power of remo\-al should vest in such representatives of 
The First Church of Christ. Scientist. as might from 
time to time exercise according to the government of 
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that church the functions and possess the powers of 
those named in the trust deed as having the power of 
removal. The vote of the First Members of January 
10. 190 I, embodied in a by-law to the effect that the 
business of the church hitherto transacted by them be 
done in the future by the directors, was not an attempt 
to delegate the trust power to participate in the removal 
of a trustee vested in them by the deed of ] anuary 25, 
1898. It did not stand alone. It was a part of a large 
transaction. It was one step in the process of change 
according to the polity of the church whereby First 
~Iembers were abolished and their duties and author
ities vested in the directors. 

The number of Fi rst .\Iembers of the church on 
] anuary 25. 1898, when the trust deed was executed, is 
not disclosed in the record. It is. however, fairly infer
<tble that they were numerous, and liable to constant 
fluctuation by reason of death and election of new mem
bers. Therefore. '\Irs. Eddy could not have placed spe
cial confidence in their discretion as individuals. The 
principle that, when the element of personal choice is 
found, the exercise of the power must be confined to 
the person or persons selected and is not transmissible 
has no application. Sells v. Delgado. 186 -'lass. 25, 27. 
The naming of di rectors and Fi rst l\Iembers in para
graph ten of the trust deed as having power of removal 
was not an appoinment of particular persons as reposi
tories of authority but a designation of two classes of 
church functionaries in whom the power was to vest 
and survive. no matter who the indi"iduals might be. 
The power conferred upon these two classes of church 
functionaries "to declare vacancies for such reasons as 
to them may seem expedient" imposed a continuing dUly 
to maintain a certain intimacy of knowledge as to the 
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work of the trustees in order to be able constantly to 
act intelligently. It was a power coupled with a trust. 
The obligation rested upon them to cause the provisions 
of the trust deed to be executed in accordance with its 
terms and the intent and purpose of the donor there 
expressed to be administered faithfully. The duty was 
given to the donees of the power by virtue of their re
spective positions in the church. In a sense this position 
was kindred to that of trustees clothed with a power 
coupled with an interest in the survivors of whom the 
authority continues for the purpose of effectuating the 
object of the power. Gould v. ~1ather, 104 Mass. 283, 
286. Parker v. Sears, 117 ~lass. 513. Chandler v. Rider, 
1 02 ~fass. 268. Coffin v. Attorney General, 231 1\fass. 
579. \Vilson v. Snow, 228 C. S. 217. 

These circumstances distinguish the case at bar from 
Boston v. Doyle, 184 l\fass. 373. In that case the holders 
of certain public offices had been designated in a trust 
instrument as members of a board of managers of a 
trust fund; and the offices thereafter were abolished and 
other offices created whose incumbents succeeded in 
most particulars to the same public duties. It was held 
that it became the duty of the court to appoint man
agers to take the place of those holding the original 
offices and designated by the donor as the board of 
managers. 

The report of the master shows that the Fi rst 1\fem
bers have been disbanded according to the forms of 
church organization and government prevailing in 
"The First Church of Christ, Scientist." They are no 
longer in existence. They ceased to have any temporal 
power in 1901,* and were disbanded in 1908. The means 

* Provision was made in the :\lanual for their meetings and special 
meetings up to the middle of 1908. Surely they had some continued 
function during these SE\"E~ YEA.RS.-THE ~OTE-TAKER. 
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by which this was accomplished are not of consequence 
further than to know that they were those recognized, 
adopted and approved without dissent by the ecclesias
tical body known as The First Church of Christ. Scien
tist. That result has been accepted by all Christian 
Scientists. It had the approval of ~1rs. Eddy if it was 
not suggested by her. It has been embodied in every 
edition of the Church :\lanual since 1908. It would be 
difficult to conceive more convincing proof that the 
church as an organization had abolished First :\lem
ben and conferred thei r powers, at least so far as re
lated to removal of trustees, upon the directors. Votes 
and by-laws to that end were accepted with entire una
nimity at the time and there has been unbroken acqui
escence in their regularity for many years. The First 
:\lembers have not become incapable of participation 
in the exercise of the power or removal· of trustees 
merely as the result of their own act. The governing 
power of the church at the suggestion or with the ap
proval of :\Irs. Eddy has brought about their elimina
tion in connection with removals because substantiallv 
all their power has been transferred to the directors. 
That has been accomplished by ecclesiastical methods 
accepted without question by all the church. It is a 
matter as to which the action of the church according 
to its rules is final. So far as concerns the power or 
removal of a trustee under the trust deed of ] anuary 25, 
1898. the organization of the church in accordance with 
its polity has consolidated those powers, previously 
shared by the First :\Iembers and the directors in con
currence, and placed them wholly in the directors. In
terpreting the words of the trust deed according to their 
true meaning, we are of opinion that the power of re-
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moval thereby survived and became vested in the board 
of directors. It exists in them bv virtue of their office 
and the trust reposed in them by the deed of January 25, 
1898. and the duties placed upon them by the church 
itself. Carter v. Papineau. 222 .\lass. 4-64-. Attorney 
General v. Armstrong. 23 I .\lass. 196. 

The board of directors as those words are used in 
the trust deed of January 25. 1898. do not in our opinion 
refer to the board established by the deed of Septem
ber I. 1892. but to the officers constituting the ecclesias
tical board of directors under the polity of the church. 
The reasons already stated respecting First .\lembers 
lead to this conclusion. :\"0 reference to the deed of 
September I. 1892. is found in the trust deed of J anu
ary 25. 1898. The latter deed throughout relates to 
these connected with The First Church of Christ. Sci
entist. either as Fi rst .\lembers or directors. These 
terms are ecclesiastical. \Yhen therefore the board of 
directors under the practice of the church was increased 
in membership. it became vested with powers formerly 
exercised by the four directors, so far as concerns the 
power of removal in the trust deed of January 25, 1898. 
I tis unnecessarv to determine in this connection whether 
the board of directors constituted a corporation or not. 
For the purpose of this decision the finding of the mas
ter that they never became a corporation is accepted. 

The result is that the board of fi\'e directors ha\'e 
the power. if they act in accordance with law and with 
the terms of the trust deed of January 25. 1898, to effect 
the removal of a trustee under that deed. 

The cenclusion that the power of remo\'al of a trus
tee is now vested in the board of five di rectors is con
trary to that of the master. but it is in substance and 
effect the application of different legal principles to the 
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facts found by the master. The facts found by him are 
accepted in their entiretv. The result which has been 
stated follows in law from those facts. 

One being absent and one refusing to \·ote. the three 
remaining directors adopted a resolution removing the 
plaintiff Rowlands from his position as one of the trus
tees under the deed of January 25. 1898. This resolu
tion is somewhat long and reci tes numerous reasons. 
One of these is that Rowlands "e\"identlv has other in
terests which prevent him from giving sufficient time 
and attention to the business of The Christian Science 
Publishing Society." Respecting this the master was 
"unable to regard the charge made as one actually be
lieved to be true. by the directors who made it. after 
due inquiry into the facts. or as one which they would 
have considered sufficient for his remo\"al if the\' had 
not desired to remove him for other reasons." The other 
reasons assigned in the resolution of removal grew out 
of a contro\·ersy. arising some years after the death of 
'\Irs. Eddv. between the trustees and directors regard
ing the extent to which the former were subject to the 
control and supen"ision of the latter. Seemingly the 
controversy started because the di rectors requested that 
a pamphlet called "Purification" be not sent out until 
authorized by them. X evertheless the business manager 
sent out the pamphlets on the ground that it was "his 
highest understanding of Principle to follow the origi
nal order of the Trustees" to that effect notwithstanding 
the request of the directors. Then the controversy wid
ened into a general discussion of the respective powers 
and duties of the two boards under the deed of trust of 
January 25. 1898. and under the Church ~Ianual. The 
controversy appears to ha\"e centered about the mean
ing of certain sections of the Church ~Ianual and the 
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extent to which its provisions authorized the directors 
to supervise the matter to be printed and sent out by the 
trustees. and to what extent the trustees were required 
to heed the provisions of the Church ~lanual. Into the 
details of that controversy, it is not necessary to enter. 
Out of it has grown the present litigation. The finding 
of the master is that "I am unable to hold either that 
the final authority claimed by the directors is so clearly 
established by the deed itself and the provisions of the 
~1anual that no reasonable denial of it was possible
or that the Directors' determination that they had such 
final authority was conclusive upon the trustees. \\That
ever the right conclusion may be upon the question 
whether such final authority belonged to the Directors 
or not, it was by no means a question regarding which 
no honest difference of opinion was possible." This is 
another way of saying that an honest difference of opin
ion was possible. Therefore if the directors were honest 
in their view, they cannot be said to be without author
ity to decide that it was expedient with reference to the 
welfare of the trust to remove one of the trustees. 

The words of the trust deed are that vacancies in 
the trusteeship may be declared "for such reasons as to 
them may seem expedient." That is a broad phrase. 
Expediency is a word of large import. It comprehends 
whatever is suitable and appropriate in reason for the 
accomplishment of the specified object. In this connec
tion it includes whatever may rationally be thought to 
conduce to the welfare of the trust. It means that the 
genuine judgment of the named church authorities hon
estly exercised is to prevail. The discretion of those 
possessing the power of removal. when applied in good 
faith, is not subject to re-examination in respect of its 
wisdom. The judgment of the court cannot be substi-
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tuted for the discretion of the constituted authorities, 
when fairly exercised. \Vhether the decision be right 
or wrong is not for the courts to decide. The power of 
removal cannot be put forth maliciously, whimsically, 
or capriciously. The function of the court is to ascer
tain whether the terms of the deed of trust have been 
observed, whether the proceedings have been regular, 
whether the cause assigned is one sufficient to warrant 
removal, whether fair opportunity has been accorded 
the trustee to present his side of the matter so as to sat
isfy the requirements of natural justice, whether the 
decision is within the scope of the power conferred and 
whether the final action appears to have been in the 
exercise of good faith and an honest judgment or to 
have been arbitrary and lacking in the ordinary ele
ments of fairness. Proctor v. Heyer, 122 :\Jass. 525, 
529. Grosvenor v. United Society of Believers, 118 
l\Jass. 78, 91. Leverett v. Barnwell, 21 + :\1ass. 105, 108. 
Richards v. :\lorison, 229 l\Jass. +58, +61. This does not 
necessarily imply that a formal hearing must be had 
before removal. O'Dowd v. Boston, 1+9 !\lass. 443. 
Attorney General v. Donohue, 169 :\Jass. 18, 22. Sims 
v. Police Commissioner, 193 2\ lass. 5+7, 5+9. Circum
stances may be conceived to exist, which would render 
a hearing futile. ?\ evertheless a hearing ordinarily is 
important to the decision of such a question. Burgess 
v. l\layor & Aldermen of Brockton, 235 :\Jass. 95, and 
cases collected at page 100. Smyth v. Phillips Acad
emy, 15+ :\Jass. 551, 557. Gray v. Christian Society, 
137 !\Jass. 329, 33l. 

I t hardly can be held to be a capricious or arbitrary 
exercise of power for the directors to determine that, 
because a radical difference of opinion as to the inter
pretation of the Church Manual existed between them 
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and the trustees, the welfare of the trust required the 
removal of one of the trustees. It is not for us to pass 
upon the wisdom of such action. The only question is 
whether it was arbitrary and capricious and not in good 
faith. One of the grounds stated in the resolution of 
removal was that :\1r. Rowlands did not recognize the 
importance of "promoting the interests of Christian 
Science by following the directions giYen by \Irs. Eddy 
in our Church by-laws" and had shown a disposition 
to pervert their meaning and annul their effect. 

Respecting the good faith of the directors in this 
matter, the master finds that "So far as the assigned 
reasons accuse Rowlands of failure to devote time 
enough to the Publishing Society's business, or were 
made to appear as reasons requiring his removal only, 
and not equally the removal of his co-trustees, it may 
be said that they were not reasons assigned in good faith. 
But that the Directors who adopted the resolution hon
estly believed themselves to be exercising a power be
longing to them, and for sufficient reasons whether 
those assigned or not, I find no reason to doubt." The 
directors cannot be said to have acted arbitrarily or 
capriciously in removing one only of the trustees, be
cause the same grounds appear to have existed for re
moving all the trustees. Sound judgment may have 
dictated the removal of one, and not all. The last sen
tence of this finding to the effect that the directors hon
estly believed they were acting within their power and 
honestly believed their reasons to be sufficient is incon
sistent with bad faith or fraud in its common accepta
tion. This is a finding of good faith on the part of the 
directors as to all the reasons stated except the one for 
failure to devote time enough to the business. It is not 
a finding that the other reasons given were tainted or 
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affected by the one as to failure of :\1r. Rowlands to 
devote time enough to the business. Those other rea
sons honestly assigned were such as, within the power 
vested in the di rectors, warranted them in making a 
removal. It is their honest judgment upon the question 
of expediency in this regard which must prevail and 
not that of any other body or magistrate. 

The circumstance that no formal hearing was held is 
not decisi,oe against the validity of the removal. \Vhile 
ordinarily one, whose conduct is called in question, 
ought to be given an opportunity to be heard in his own 
defense, it is apparent that the long controversy be
tween the trustees and the directors had brought out 
clearly the points of difference between them. The 
grounds of removal. on which the action of the direc
tors can stand, had been in substance fully debated 
orally and in writing and :\1r. Rowlands had stated his 
point of view forcibly and at length. 

A majority of the directors were present at the meet
ing and voted for the removal. That was sufficient in 
form to effect a removal. A unanimous vote was not 
requi red. The result is that upon the application of the 
principles of the law to the facts found by the master 
the removal of :\1r. Rowlands as one of the trustee5 was 
effected. 

\Yhile this case was pending before the single jus
tice the Attorney General filed a petition for lea,oe to 
intervene and to file an answer. That was denied. X 0 

exceptions were saved. X 0 appeal was taken. Before 
the full court the Attorney General has filed a sugges
tion that the court is without jurisdiction to determine 
the issues raised on this record or to enter a final decree 
on the ground that the suit relates to a public charitable 
trust or trusts and that the Attorney General as the rep-
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resentative of the public beneficiaries is a party essen
tial to jurisdiction oyer the subject. The point thus pre
sented is not whether the Attornev General may be a . . 
proper party or whether in the exercise of the judicial 
discretion he ought to be permitted to become a party. 
Those questions were raised bv his petition to interyene 
and, haying been decided adyersely to his contention 
without reseryation of any right of review. cannot now 
be considered. 

The court has taken jurisdiction of numerous cases, 
indistinguishable in this particular from the case at bar, 
to which the Attorney General was not a party. Carey 
v. Bliss. 151 '\lass. 364. l\lorville v. Fowle. 144 !\Iass. 
109. Teele v. Bishop of Derry. 168 \lass. 341. \Vor
cester :Missionary Society y. '\lemorial Church. 186 
~lass. 531. C odman \". Brigham. 187 .\!ass. 309. H ub
bard v. \Yorcester Art 1\luseum. 194 1\lass. 280. \Vare 
v. Fitchburg. 200 '\lass. 61. Crawford v. Xies. 220 
.\lass.61. S. C. 224 '\lass. 474. First African Associa
tion v. \Yorthy. 232 '\lass. 331. It is the duty of the 
court of its own motion to examine its jurisdiction be
fore proceeding to any decision. Eaton v. Eaton. 233 
'\lass. 351. 364. and authorities there collected. It is 
hardly to be thought that so many cases arising over so 
long a period of time could have been decided inad
vertently. These adjudications without joining the At
torney General as a party are almost conclusive of the 
jurisdiction of the court even though the point has not 
been discussed. 

The issue here to be settled (as has been already 
stated) is whether one of the trustees under the deed 
of January 25. 1898. can be and has been removed by 
the directors. The public interests must be directly and 
essentially, rather than remotely and accidentally In-
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valved as to some distinct issue in order to prevent the 
cause from proceeding to a decision without the pres
ence of the A.ttorney General as a party. Jackson v. 
Phillips~ l-t _-\l1en, 539. 579. :\lcKenzie ". Presbytery 
of Jersey City. 67 ~.]. Eq. 6:?5, 683 to 686. Esquimalt 
and ~ anaimo Railway v. \Yilson. I no _-\. c. 358. 

\Yhether the power of reman I of one of the trus
tees has been exercised according to law is a matter of 
direct interest to the parties to the present proceeding. 
The absence of the _-\ttornev General does not affect the 
jurisdiction of the court to proceed to a final determina
tion on the meri ts of the issues raised between the imme
diate parties. Such decision will not directly pass upon 
interests of which the _-\ttorney General in his official 
capacity is the representative. 
~ a question is invoh'ed in this suggestion of the 

_-\ttornev General either under the Constitution of this 
Commonwealth or under the Fourteenth _-\mendment 
to the federal Constitution. Cases like Riverside :\lills 
v. :\lenefee. :?37 C. S. 189 and :\lcDonald v. :\labee. 
2+3 C. S. 90. plainly depend upon a principle different 
from that here raised. 

On _-\pril 6. 19:?0. after the filing of the master's 
report, Daisy L. Krauthoff and Ed\\"in _-\. Krauthoff 
petitioned. in behalf of themseh'es and such other mem
bers of "The First Church of Christ. Scientist" as might 
elect to come in, for leave to file exceptions to the .mas
ter's report, a motion to recommit to the master and a 
motion to postpone. They ought to except to the report 
on objections filed but omitted from exceptions by the 
defendants. A decree was entered denying this petition 
and the petitioners claimed an appeal. The peti tianers 
were not parties to the proceeding and therefore had 
no standing to present such a motion. The master's re-
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port was filed :\larch 6. InO. The time allowed by 
equity rules 31 and 32 for filing exceptions thereto had 
expired. Smedley v. Johnson. 196 :\Iass. 316. They 
had no right to appeal from the denial of thei r motion. 
:\Iartin \". Tapley. 119 :\lass. 116. Ex parte Leaf To
bacco Board of Trade. 222 C. S. 578. 

On October 20! 1920. which was about two months 
after the reservation of the case for decision bv the full 
court, :\Ir. and :\lrs. Krauthoff filed a motion in behalf 
of themselves and such other members of the church 
as might desire to join. to be admitted as parties to the 
suit and to refile the motions before filed and denied. 
There was no error in the denial of this motion. The 
case was pending before the full court. The single jus
tice could not then deal with such questions. Burbank 
v. Farnham, 220 :\lass. 51+. 515. 516. Old Dominion 
Copper :\lining & Smelting Co. v. Bigelow. 203 :\lass. 
159, 221. The motion also was addressed under the cir
cumstances disclosed on the record to the discretion of 
the court. which cannot be held to have been abused. 
X ew York Bank X ate Co. v. Kidder Press :\lanuf. Co., 
192 :\lass. 391. 408. Credits Commutation Co. v. Cnited 
States. 177 C. S. 311. 31+ to 317. Opinion by Lurton 
Circuit Judge, in Toler \". Tennessee. Virginia & Geor
gia Railway. 67 Fed. 168. 172. City of Xew York v. 
Consolidated Gas Co., 253 C. S. 219. There appears 
to have been no adversary relation between the peti
tioners and the directors. It was the duty of the latter 
to protect the interests of the members of "The First 
Church of Christ Scientist." John Hancock :\lutual 
Life Ins. Co. v. Lester! 234 :\lass. 559-562. 

The result is that the exceptions of the defendants 
to the master's report so far as they relate to his rulings 
that the directors had no power under the deed of J an-
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uary 25, 1898, to remove a trustee and that the removal 
of 1\1r. Rowlands was ineffectual must be sustained. On 
the facts found by the master, in the light of the prin
ciples of law here found to be controlling the plain
tiffs cannot maintain their bill. 

In order to decide the fundamental issues raised on 
this record. it is unnecessary to consider the question 
whether '\1r. Dittemore or l\lrs. Knott is a director. 
That issue is directly involved in another suit. 

The exceptions of Emelie B. Hulin have been 
waived and need not be considered. 

Suggestion of the Attorney General denied. 
Both appeals of !'tlr. and '\lrs. Krauthoff dismissed. 
Exceptions of Emelie B. Hulin waived. 
Bill dismissed, November 23, 1921. 
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